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« , La; Tear -hlder 

S/Sgt. Arthur S. Hawkins 
i Amarillo Army Air Field 

Amarillo, Texas 

; 14 duly, 1943 

Mr. Wilburt R. Siegler 
Bex 1056 ; 

Texas Game, Fish, & Oyster Commission 
Lufkin, Texas 

Dear Sandy: 

: in reply to your questions regarding the status of the wood duck in the 
Panhandle region of Texas, I heve the following information: 

Mr, Jim Maggardy local warden with your department ana @ duch hunter of 

much experience, informed me that he knows of no cases of wood duck nesting in 

the western half of the Panhandle, ur. L. J. iderovka, Kegional Supervisor of 

Law Enforcement for eight states in this area, also lacks definite nesting 

records of wood dueks in the High Plains, ascording to a conversation I had 
with him less then a month ago. Mr, Merovka incidentally, is much interested 

in waterfowl distribution and hae gone to a good deal of trouble to collect 

information on that subject, : 

That Woodies tio nest in the High Plains of the Panhandle occasionally, I 

ean vouch for, personally. Om duly 11, 1943, Betty and I saw « Woodie hen with 

eleven recently hatched ducklings at Palo lure lake, near Canyon, Less than an 

hour later. I saw another female wood duch at the opposite end of the lake. It 

is unlikely that the other feuab would leave her brood, hence it was undoubtedly 

another duck, During my many trips afield since last September 15, I have seen 

only one other wood duck, a male observed at Palo iwro Lake early last April, 
Since the wood duek range of the High Plains in Texas is limited to a few spots 

along the Canadien River and to a few additional groves of cottonwoods euch as 

those found at Palo Duro Canyon, it is one ones a. 
(but poseibly a regular) breeding species in the fiestern t of the 
Penhendle. Hunters tell me, however, that they see a few every fall in the 

Amarillo area, 

Two or three counties in the extreme Zastern Panhandle present much better 

range, ‘In’ one of these counties, Hemphill, Mr. Gene Howe, member of the Texas 
Gane Comission, bas a ranch on which are severel lakes, Mr, Howe informed 

me that’ wood ducks breed regulerhy in that area, Usually they breed on sis 

ranch but this year de drained his main lake with the result that wood ducks 

failed to stop. During the fall fair numbers pase thru the Western Panhandle, 

according to his report. ‘ 

To summarize for the Panhendle as a whole, a few wood ducks evidently. 

nest there annually, but always in very limited numbers, There seems to be a 

scarcity of cavities, even in the best of the potential range. 4r. Howe and Mr. 

Dickinson, president of the Pale Dure Club, have requested the blueprint of the 

| 
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Mr. Hilburt fh. Siegler 14 duly, 1943 Page 2 

Illinois wood duck nesting box and plan to erect several such boxes at their 
gupstldy sowctine next winter, 

I had hoped te round ovt my waterfowl report for the Panhandle by check= 
ing local waters for evidence of neeting,put the drought foiled my plans, On 
dune 1,1 censused a lake only four wiles from Amarille and counted more than 300 
ducks of several species, Prospects looked bright that some of chese ducks 
would nest here, A week later, Betty and I left for three weeks in Illincis 
and Wisconsin, Neturning, we encountered Hr, Merovka who also wae en route to 
Amarillo, I promised to show him the lake which as jate as June 1 had held about 
4 ducks per acre, Imagine my eabarasswent when I took Mr, Merovka to the lake, 
to find it almost dry and having a total duck population of about a dozen teal 
(and one Egyptian goose which evidenthy escaped from avairy near Canyon). On 
duly 8, we had a heavy rain whieh restored many lakes but the damage was done, 
Mest of the ducks had departed leaving me to speculate whether or not they 
would have nested if water conditions had been goai. 

Kudo On duly 11, 1 obtained evidence which suggested thet most of the ducks 
“Kom which resain in this srea may be non~breeders, Thies same evidence, however, could 

mean that the ducks which I saw on the above date were unsuccessful in breeding 
pares ‘rather than non-breeders. Fossibly the more than 50 ducks which were congre- 
pan ted at Buffalo Lake had attempted to nest but had failed to produce a brood, 
one any rate I saw no young duck at Buffalo Lake, although it held plenty of 

vj water throughout the drought. My waterfowl list for July 11 ineluded the followings 
: ; ra 

tue Nallard—-At least 20 ineluding « brood of 7 now able to fly and 3 adults in the 
flighthess stage, 

Pintaile-at least 6, one of which I caught; it proved to be an adult with 7 bro= 
ken primaries (one wing) which I easily pulled, 5 

Gadwali~~a group of 9 
Shoveler-At least 10 ‘ 
Blue-winged teale-About 16 
Cinnamon tesl~-about 11 

. Green-winged teal-~] ; 
Food duck-—2 — & 11 young 
Canvasback-~l male, 1 female 
fiedhead=-2 male 
Ringneck--1] male, 1 female : 
Lesser seaup-- 2 female ; : 
Coots-—15 : 

*YAbout" and "at least” are used because gone of bie ducks were in etlipse 
ae plunage and because of bad light were not easily identified, j 

Perhaps the most unusual observation of all wee scbivity of some teal whieh 
I observed at Garner's Lake (restored since the rains) én duly 12, At sunset 
cne group of Cinnawon and one of blue»wings engaged in « courtsh&p «hich would 
have done Justice to pintails in April, me group of Cinnamon teal was composed 
of 3 meles and 2 nen, bbe an hour, fais group bobbed, chased snd even donducted 
two or three courtship flights, including seeming, darting, twisting, applying 

the brakes then accelerating, over «ne fields then over the marsh, even trying
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to grab the hen's tail feathers, in short everythin, that an observer hopes to see 
during spring courtship activities, One fight which etarted with two drakes chase 
ing a hen attracted another drake then two more (preswaably drake), six in all, The 
9 intruders soon lost, interest ami departed, however, The courtship display was 
not limited to the Cinnamon teals four of the six blue wings on the marsh dis- 
played simularly. ‘The other two blue wings appeared to be a pair, I noticed 
only about 15 ducks on the marsh,one of which was a pintain;* hence the aajority of 
the birds present took part in the sunset display, i am sending a copy of this 
letter to Al: Hochbaum in hopes that he can spread light on this behavior, 

I was surprised to see yellowlegs in Texas on duly 4 A few solitary sand~ 
piper and Sere which I thought were Western sandpipers were mixed with 
the resident on that date, aoee I added 30 curlews, 16 dowiteherd, 
and 7 piping plovers to my list. 4n jes nest found on July 12, contained eggs 
in whieh the yourig had died pipping, perhaps due to the recent torrential rains, 
My first upland plover record was at J:A.K., duly 14, 

Will it be possible for Frank Bellrose to obtain a copy of the report which your 
department is preparing on wood ducks? As you may kmow, Frank is eceumlating all 
available information on that species, He is anxious to obtain records as to the 
status of the Woodie throughout the Southwest, 

Our best to Blackie and Paul. 

Arthur 5, Hawkins :



424 University Farm Place 
July 11, 1940 

Mr. Phil Goodrum 
Game, Fish and Oyster Commission 
Austin, Texas 

Dear Phil: 

I am sending yow personal data memorandum to the following individuals 
whom I consider to be excellent material for your proposed positions. In 
each case I am giving you a short sketch for your advance information. 

weiler, Baudette, Minnesota (Soil Conservation Service). 
Tou Raed not get Beery for a $1,500 place, but it occurred to me that 
you might have doubtful material in your more advanced positions and might 
wish to make a readjustment. Manweiler has been in charge of a large 
Resettlement project in northern Minnesota for about four years and has done 
an excellent job from both the practical and research standpoints. He has 
published extensively on the caribou remnant in that region, and is now 
preparing a manuscript on the study of sharpteil grouse which would rank with 
Lehmann's study on the prairie chicken. He happens to be without a job be- 
cause his project is being taken overy the state and the state has no funds. 

I rate him extra high as a field man and as a forceful organiser of large 
field undertakings. 

Blton Bussewitg, Church Street, Watertown, Wisconsin. Bussewits took 
his bachelor's degree in botany here a year ago. He is one of the best 
ornithologists in Wisconsin, has a very good character and personality, and 

: I regard him as an excellent prospect. He is at present doing administrative 
work for the WPA at Whitewater, Wisconsin. 

care W. Smith, 1322 Josephine Street, Janesville, Wisconsin. 
Smith worked with me throughout his undergraduate period here, receiving a 

bachelor's degree last February, but I was unable to take him on as a 
graduate student because of my fixed limitation of five men. In practical 
field training he is mch better than the average wildlifer with a master's 
degree. He has a forceful personality and is of the executive rather than 
the research type. I think Henika knows him. Incidentally, he is the best 

bird skinner I ever saw and has a genius for mechanical tricks of all kinds. 

oth , ’ <aaruers Farm, Farsi as, a I think Lee has applied 

to you ae & #5 s master's in wi. @ management at Utah and 

came here to get a doctorate but did not make the grade because some members 

of his committee doubted his ability to do original scientific thinking. 

In your position, however, you have no need of any such qualities, so his 

feilure to get a doctorate seems to me irrelevant. He invariably had high 

grades in all his course work and always executed assignments with great
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fidelity and skill. He has since been conducting a sharptail study on 
his own hook and largely at his own expense in Utah. Henika knows him 
well. I would hesitate to recommend him as the head of any enterprise 
because he is too gentle in nature to be a sure bet in this hurly-burly 
world. As an assistant, however, I would consider him almost unbeatable. 
He is a thorough field man, gets along with everybody, executes his 
assignments with the utmost care, and moreover is familiar with western 
ecology. You couldn't beat him for the particular set-up you have now. 

ie 2 1101 Third St., Menomonie, Wisconsin. Henika is 
right Buss is a good man, but he is probably mcre advanced than some 
of your present district leaders and unless he loses out elsewhere, you 
night have difficulty interesting him in a $1,500 assistantship. However, 
I am sending him one of the blanks and he may apply. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
: Professor of Wildlife Management



A. E. WOOD, CHAIRMAN DEE DAVENPORT, 

ACerS OFFICE OF Mission 
MURRELL L. BUCKNER, ie 

ohne Game, FISH AND OysTER COMMISSION rye 
er pee AUSTIN, TEXAS * oe 

gtk de. 

wM. J. ; a Bh) era. ) 
Austin SE 

dune 28, 1940 

) Dre Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dre Leopold: 

We are expanding our game management and research work and 
hope to employ about five or six additional mene Two types of 
positions will be available: one is titled Assistant Biologist, 
and the other Assistant Biologist-Clerk. The Assistent Biologist 
will work under the immediate supervision of the Game Manager on 
Pittman-Robertson development projects and part time on research. 
The Assistant Biologist-Clerk will be primarily concerned with — 
office work of the Game Menager and a limited amount of field 
work. We prefer that he have sufficient training so that he may 
be promoted to a higher position when one becomes available. 

We intend to pay the Assistant Biologist {1,500.00 a year, 
with an expense account of about $100.00 a month and the Assistant 
Biologist-Clerk $1,200.00 a year, with about $300.00 expense ac- 
count. ; 

If you have any men that would be interested in these jobs, 
I would appreciate it if you would give them two sheets of the 
enclosed personal memoranda and have them fill them out in dupli- 
eate and return them to this office immediately. If possible, 
I would like to have a photograph and transcript of their work 
with the application. 

Dr. Henika says that your Mr. Busse is a goodman. It will 
be necessary that the Assistent Biologist-Clerk be able to use 
a typewriter, end it would be better still if he had had some 
experience in clerical work. 

Sincerely yours, 

cP hO Fi Oo pair 

Phil Goodrum, Director 
Wildlife Restoration 

PGsmm



1218 W. 10th Ave. 

Amarillo Texas. 
August 12, 1939. 

Dear Aldo: 
I am pleased to have confirmation of your impending visit to 

! the Texas Panhandle and hope you will be able to find time for one day 
in the field. You will be pressed for time of course, but if you could 
arrange a day 1 think 1 can show you some mighty interesting range, the 
likes of which you perhaps have never seen before if this is your first 

trip out here. 
I am thinking especially of the Cottonwood ranch for Quail and 

our shin oak prairie chicken range. The latter is new to me but perhaps 
not to you. There are places where you can stand on a ridge and look 
from horizon to horizon over a sea of shim oak about knee high. Interspersed 
are numerous Motts or islands of tall shin oak ten to fifteen feet high, 
round or oval in shape, and anywhere from ten feet to 1U0 feet in diameter. 
One immediately thinks of the Scottish grouse moors. How the larger islands 

came into being 1 do not know as yet, oldtimers say they have always been 
that way as far back as they can remember. These big partures have burned 
occasionally and perhaps that with grazing has been responsible. The enclosed 
letter summarized current ideas for management remarkably well 1 think. 
You will meet the author 1 hope, and will appreciate him as 1 do. Please 

return the letter for my files after reading. 
Glad that you are pleased with the knife- 1 shallhold out a trip 

to the Allanreed smithy as a hole card in the event you get too busy with 
S.C.S. business. Its right on the way to Cottonwood and the P.C.range. 

The ivory ball on your scabbard is alas, not ivory but a composition bead 

filched from Peter's war box. 
Sorry to learn that the pines are threatened, there is 1 suppose 

nothing we can do about it. 

ya ENA i 

. |
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424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Managemont June 1, 1939 

Mr. Chas. A. Wheatley 
617 Maverick Building 
San Antonio, Texas 

‘ Dear Mr. Wheatley: 

The report about my making a turkey study in 
Texas doubtless refers to an inquiry which my son Aldo 
Starker Leopold made of Bill Tucker as te whether there 
was any chance of his getting a job where he could study 
turkeys in your state. 

My son hopes to take his doctorate by presenting 
‘ i a thesis om wild turkeys sometime in the future. 

I much appreciate your extending me an invitation 
and I would like very mich to see your ranch. Should I 
ever get down there, I will certainly look you up. At the 
present time, however, there is no chance of my getting into 
that part of the country. : 

My son has meanwhile accepted an offer from the 
State of Missouri, which in addition to his regular job 
will give him an opportunity to study turkeys in the Ozarks. 

d Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



CHAS. A.WHEATLEY 

SAN ANTONIO,TEXAS 

May 27th, 1939. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Bidg., 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I understand from William Tucker 
that you, or your representative, will be here 
yo make a study of the wild turkey in the hill 
country of Texas. If I may be of any service 
to you during your visit or stay I hope you will 
feel free to, call on me. 

I have a ranch in the hill country 
seventy five miles north of San Antonio. You are 
at liberty to make your headquarters on this ranch 
while here. I have plenty of good saddle horses 
and other conveyances that you are welcome to use. 
I do not have as many turkey as some of the other 
ranches west of me, but it is only a few miles 
drive from my place right into the heart of the 
turkey country. However, I saw a nice flock of 
small turkeys yesterday morning on the ranch. They 
were about the size of a barred rock frying chicken, 
and all but their mother flew into the highest 
trees available. 

The deer are also dropping their 
fawns at this time in this country. 

Hope you will not hesitate to take 
advantage of the above offer if it will be of 
service. to you and to mankind in the way of the 
conservation of at least a part of our wildlife 
resources. 

With kindest regards, I am 
: CAW/B 

Meal | 

M4 | 

,
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GAME, FISH AND OYSTER COMMISSION ; 
i ; Austin, Texas 

Wellington, Texas 

Hon. Wm. J. Tucker 
Executive Secty, : 
dustin, Texas : 

Dear Mr. Pucker;~- 

In this letter I am going to try and give you my opinion in regards 
to the prairie chicken of the Panhandle. ‘This opinion did not come from the 
efforts of research but from my own personal experiences as a sportsman and 
game warden. ; 

My first experience with the prairie chicken, when a small lad not 
large enough to carry a gun, was to follow my big Bud and lug the chickens home. 
At that time (about 1902) from what I have heard and geen I believe that the 

y prairie chicken was at his peak in the Panhandle. 

The cause was that at this time there was just enough fields im grain | 
which gave an increase of food. Which was the only thing needed to improve this 
species habitat. About 1910 farming began to push the chicken back--too moh 
plow--however there was good shooting to be had for a few years. In 1920 you 
had to travel quiet a bit to get your chickens, in 1925 you had to hustle to f 
find @ place to shoot but there was still good shooting in spots. By 1930 it was : 

' @ privilege indeed to get to shoot a good prairie chicken range. ; 

Following the march of the plow of 20 years the chicken Fange was over 
stocked with cattle, then the years of drouth hit hard and fast. In the spring 
of 1936 there was not enough cover to afford a nesting place and that summer I 
found birds that I know starved to death. Somemy say Oh, they could live on the 
bugs; well, that old dog won’t kunt. ‘That very time I found coveys that were so 
week that they would hardly get about, so I put out some feed and also some water 
and those chickens started improving. At this time over-grazing is still in 
progress. : 

In the spring of 1937 conditions improved a little, in 1938 the spring —~ = 

was excellent, giving both cover and food so we now have an increase of prairie é 
chieken. But with the country stocked as it is now one drouth year will put the ine 
chicken back to -36. 

Well, here I am, right where I was when I decided to write you this 
letter--setting here by myself trying.to take a look at old man prairie chicken-- ? 
thinking, trying to figure him a way out. Right along with the rest of this I £ 

; will give you also the results of those feeble efforts of thought. a 

And it seems very little when I start to put it on paper. First there 
is no chance to set aside a large area of land and not permit any grazing, as
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we do not own the land, so the next thing is to get permission of some owner : 
to fence in small areas and locate these where water will be available alse : 
the large growth of shinnery and the grass in short shinnery for nesting. é 

In nesting season the prairie chicken will look for the sage grass 
or other short brush and grass. Then the first few weeks of the chick's life 
will be spent in the dense foliage near the ground but in the brush. At about ‘ 
6 weeks 014 the chieks will be found in the large shinnery where the cattle 
have tromped the earth clean, there they will spond the part of the day from - 
10 A.M. till 3 P.M. or later dusting end walking about. 

So in order to fence an ideal area I would say pick a large shinnery 
mott, just fence part of it, allowing the cattle to tromp out part of the dusting, 
etc. Run the area ovt into the short brush and grass thet affords a gentle 
slope whieh will give a fair nesting area in case of a bad year or two. 

te These areas should be not less than one acre, and I believe that we 
have some ranches that will let us do this kind of work. Also I believe we 
tan get the post to do this work but to get the wire will bring on more talk. ‘ 

Now my last opinion in regards to this work--the building of these 
areas--I think that the Game Wardens showld do the actual work of fencing, what 
help they could get of course could be used but it should be publicly known 
that the work is conducted by the wardens. S 

With very best personal regards, 

: Sincerely, 

; 4ustin O'Neil 
State Game Warden US 

(This letter sent to A.L. by Henika. Copy also made for Hamerstron. ) 

os i |



42k University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Manegement Deneaber 15938 

Dr. J. A. Hill, President 
West Texas State Teachers College 
Canyon, Texas 

Dear Dr. Hill: 

I am sen@ing you our general prospectus and 
also the description of & new course in wildlife ecology. 
This material will probably serve as a preliminary des 
eription. If I can answer further questions after you 
heve read it, I would be glad to heer from you. 

Very truly yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management 

|
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oD) THE WEST TEXAS STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE ~ 

> 4 J. A. HILL, PRESIDENT 

CANYON, TEXAS 
OFFICE 

OF THE PRESIDENT D e ce mb er 9 

DB eee 

Dre Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

| understand that you offer a course 

j concerning wild lite. We are interested 
in such a course here, and should appre- 
ctate receiving any descriptive material 
which you may have concerning onee Any 
suggesttons which you might be able to 
give us would be greatly apprectated. 

Very truly yours, 

a 
Je Ae Hi Ul, Pres tdent 

|
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424 University Farm Place 
August 17, 1938 

Game Management Division 

Mr. Phil Goodrum, Director 
Research and Education 
Game, Fish and Oyster Commission 
Austin, Texas 

Dear Goodrum: 

I am interested to hear about your Pittman-Robertson plans. As far as 
I know, 30-year-old game managers with administrative experience and the capacity 
to lay out research are simply not to be had. 

Leonard Wing has the maturity, would be excellent in laying out the 
research, but has not had the administrative experience. He has, as you know, any 
amount of drive, and I have found him to be an extra~good organiser of crews. If 
you are interested, you may address him during the next couple of weeks at my 
office, where he is temporarily returning to finish up some old work. 

Franklin S. Henikea, Washington State College, Pullman, has the maturity 
and the administrative experience, and I think would be good in laying out research. 
I doubt, however, whether you could move him, but there is no harm in trying. He 
is not one of my students, but I have worked with him a great deal. 

Douglas B. Wade is of the junior type, but I think better trained than 
the average. He has not had administrative experience, but his personality is 
especially good. He is about to tie up with the Pennsylvania Commission, but you 
might make a try for him. He may be addressed at the present time in care of 
Walliam Richman, Woodstown, New Jersey. 

A man who would be thoroughly qualified for any function in any such job : 
is Wallace Grange of Babcock, Wisconsin. You might be able to move him at least 
temporarily by reason of hard times in his private business. 

Harry G. Anderson has a master's degree in zoology, but he did a good 
deal of work with me. He worked for the U. S. Biological Survey on the Sacramento 
Refuge in California during the past year, but the Survey has just let him out by 
reason of a cut in CCC overhead. He is an expert ornithologist, has a good 
personality, and has had administrative experience to the extent of the California 
work. I would regard him as a good bet. His address is 409 Sidney Street, Madison. 

An ideal man for you is Arthur S. Hawkins, but he has such a good job 
with the Illinois State Natural History Survey, Urbana, that I doubt whether it would 
be worth your while even to write him. 

Yours sincerely, 

Signed in Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

Mr. Leopold's absence
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re August 12, 1938 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Our wildlife research project under the Pittman-Robertson Act 
has had final approval by the U.S. Biological Survey. The project 

calls for one supervisor, one statistician to handle publications, 
ten Regional Game Managers who will be the field research workers, 

and three assistants to the Regional Managers. The field men will 

be required to make a wildlife survey of twenty or more counties. 

An important phase of the survey will be to determine the 

important research problems of each region. It will also be their 
duty to investigate and recommend possibilities for experimental 

demonstrations in wildlife management. 

Several of the men whom we have employed to date are around 

twenty-three 6m twenty-four years of age, with limited field ex- 

perience. Two of the men we have are older and have had very lit- 

tle field experience in research. We are trying now to select three 

or four more men about thirty years of age with enough field exper- 

ience to do the job at hand. We are asking you to send us a number 

of names of men who, in your opinion, could meet these qualifications. 

We have a large number of applicants; but most of them, for some 
‘reason or other, do not meet the qualifications. The age factor is 

the most common one. 

We have been considering Leonard Wing but have as yet not come 

to any conclusion. We shall be glad to have any further statements 
that you care to make about him. 

The top salary that we are now offering is $2,400.00 and an 
opportunity to get a substantial raise the second year. 

With best wishes, I am 

Sincerely yguyrs, A) 

Gh ooprarer 
7 

Phil Goodrum, Director 

PG:mm Research and Bducation 

.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
In Camp, && 11 miles S S W of Huntsville, Tex. 

IN REPLY REFER TO August 13, 1936. is a 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, eo 

University of Wisconsin, As 

Madison, Wis. + 

Dear Aldo: 

The job I wired you about yesterday is a field job 

on the bobwhite quail. One phase of our on studies is the 

genetic phase, and is being conducted by Frofessor Reid of the 

Poultry Department of A. and li, Coliege in the laboratory. i 

This is the field phase. Three areas, ilolated from each other, 
have been selected in the pine woods of the vam Houston National 

Forest. On one of the areas Virginia quail are segregated, 

on another Mexican quail, end on the third the two are mixed. 

The objective is to try, through banding and careful study, 

to see just what happens when Mexican birds are turned loose 

with native stock. Mb. Lehmann of our office, a bright young 

graduate of the University of Texas, is in immediate charge 

: of the field experiment. The special assistant we want to employ 

would have headquarters in Huntsville, Walker County, Texes 

which is ebout 65 miles from A. and M. College. His work 

would be to visit and keep in touch with the quail on the 

three ex,erimental areas daily through the year, and learn 

everything he could about them. Lehmann would spend a part 

of his time on the field work, but whoever takes the job 
would have to have enough initiative to drive ahead, in fair 

weather end foul, without continuous supervision. The work 

would be unremitting drudgery to one not interested, keenly 

enjoyable to the right man. 

: There is a possibility that whoever takes the job 

could registerfor the fall semester at A. and M, College 

for Biology 573, a special graduate course in advanced wild- 

life mana gement--original work. Thie course would be a thtee 

or four semester hour course, depending on arrangelents with 

the authorities. But for a special assistant, earning $100 

per month, the school work would have to be incidental, not 

primary. & graduate fellowship is difierent. The graduate 

courses come first -but the pay is only $45 to $50 per month. 

Another possible obstacle to getting credit is the 

Texas regulation regarding tuition. Texas State institutions 

charge tuition to non-residents based on what the State 

institutions of the non-resident's Stete charge residents of 

Texas. Thus if a resident of Texas would be charged tuition 

at Wisconsin, a resident of Wisconsin would be similarly 

charged at A. and M. of Texas.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

The great advantage to whoever takes this job will be 
experience in actual supervision and study of the game problems 
on a typical piece of east Texas forest land. The conclusions 
derived from the study will have wide application over, the 
eighteen million acres of east Texas pine woods, and should 
have a bearing on game practice over a considerable portion 
of the wooded area in the southern States. 

This fall, during the hunting season, the man on the 
job will have to help protect the game areas from poachers. 

The requirements are for a man of average personality 
or better, a good student, possessed of initiative, conscience 
and responsibility, presumably a man who is intending to go 
into professional wildlife management. te ought to be diplomatic 
enough to get along in an environment and with a class of people 
to which he is not accustomed. He should have had experience 
in upland game bird study. 

The reason for this vacancy existing is that the man 
who has been on the job is planning on going to school next 
year. 

It would be desirable for the man to have a car. If 
he does not have one now he can get one after he gets down 

here if desired. Lehmann could probably arrange to take him 

around in his car the first month or so. 

. The student will be employed directly by our Texas 
Wildlife Service, paid by the Texas Game Fish and Oyster 
Commission. He will receive mileage for trips made by car, 
three or four cents per mile. He will have to pay his way 

to Texas, and pay for board and room at his headquarters in 
Huntsville, but when he is away from there he will receive 
subsistence (board and room). 

Cooperative relations, in connection with this exper- 
iment, are maintained with the Forest Service and with the 
Sam Houston State Teachers College, Huntsville. 

I do think this is a quite unusual opportunity for 
the right man. It is difficult to hire a man unsight unseen, 
but it is safe in some cases. I have a couple of men 1 

would recommend unqualifiedly for anything they would undertake, 

anywhere. Jf you have somebody like that who would be interested 

in this job, let me know by return mail. A ddress me at Box 

30, Huntsville, Walker County, Texas. 

Sincerely yours 

* OVER. U jez, or lane
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dugust 17, 1936 

Dr, Walter P. Taylor 
U, 8, Biological Survey 
Huntsville, Temas 

Dear Walter: 

Lee, Siegler, Anderson, and Hamerstrom would all be good for 
your job but I doubt if you could get Hamerstrom in view of the limited 
degree credits involved, He may be more advanced than Lehman. 

Anderson perhaps hasn't enough managenent experience (as dis- 
tinguished from ornithology), tut I'd rather have him than the "managers" 
umally turned out. 

Lee and Siegler are probably your met available bets, Lee's 
address is Sagamore Farm, Paradise, Utah. Stegler's address is Faville 
Grove Farm, Lake Mills, Wiseonsin, ‘The limitation in both cases would 
be the slender degree credits involved, but both would be attracted by 
the salary and the experience, I'm sending both your letter on the 
chance of your writing thes, | ; 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold : 

hs Professor of Game Managenent



August 17, 1936 

Memo for Lee and Sieglert 

I have recoumended you for the opening described in the 
attached letter from Dr. Taylor. He may write you direct. 

This is one of the nine units established by the U,S.3B.5, 
with Wildlife Institute funds, i 

Since the opening 1s as No, 2 man, it would a ee ek 
be a direct means to a doctorate, but the exmerience would be 

. and the contact with Taylor especially good, He is No, 1 in my mind ‘ 
among the nine unit leaders. 

I take 1t Lehman, leader of the project, is genetically 
trained and would have charge of that end. 

I am recommending you because Taylor is able to pay a whole 
lot more than I em for any openings now in sight here, You could 
doubtless get your doctorate later, capitalizing on this experience 
to some extent, 

Better not write to Taylor until he writes you, 

Aldo Leopold



Augast 13, 1936 

tr, Walter P, Taylor 
Faculty lachange 
College Station, Texas 

Dear Walter 

I have jast received your wire and replied as follows: “Yes, have 
several, Specify shen needed, whether degree credit allowed, letter." 

It 90 happens that I have more good mon than my funds will earry for 
the coming year. If the job carries academic credit as well as salary, it far 
exceeds what I am able to offer and I of course would be glad te have you 
finish off the training of any of ay bunch. oS ee ee though, to 
know vhother time is available for any partioular man to sh his obligations 
here in the way of uncompleted papers, ete. 1 am giving you the following 
preliminary sketea of available material: 

SEYALLS i 282- Present address: Paradise, Veh, Got his master's 
at Utah a year ago Ragmesen., ‘thesis! Sharptails. Worked with me all 
last year, now home for sumer, VWante to return here for his doctorate, bat 
needs partial help and I have no funds, 

lee is a peculiar combination, He is one of the most industrious, 
thorough and enthusiastic workers I ever saw, His personality at firat meeting 

gives one the impression of being somewhat naive, but his performance soon 
Delies this impression, I at first told him that he was not cut out for deep 
aelentific work but later changed my mind and encouraged him to come back, 
lee's basic scientific training, although ample in the paper record, is someshat 
sketchy by reason of the places there he got it, He made a remarkable showing 

in soaking up courses here last winter, His main research job was autopsies 
on winter-killed quail, Starting from scratch, he beceme a good enough botanist 
to make perfectly reliable stomach analyses, and that without very mech coaching. 
He writes poorly, but as with his other faults, one can never tell whether his 
persistence will not overcome thie difficulty in short order, It is my judguent 

that under your direction he would make an excellent man for a quail study, and 

in the long run turn out more and better work than many others who would look 

very mach better at the start. His western upbringing would also give him some 

preliminary acquaintance with Texas conditions. If your opening carries degree 
credit, it would undoubtedly be attractive to Lee, 

Bay JD, Reaeived his bachelor's from the Zoology Depart- 
nent here this June. @ been working three years on a thesis, “Birds of 

the Arboretum," and i9 thoroughly trained as an ornithologist, but not as a 

game manager, He did, however, take my gome management course and I would not 
hesitate te assign him to a management research project if I could direct him, 
He 4s entirely self-made, worked his way through college in a bakery, and neither
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the Zoology Department nor myself have oo far been able to find any stipend 
or expense money for him. In personality he is solid, cooperative, but not 
at all ornamental, As one could infer from his record, his industry and per- 
aistence is very great and I would rate his scientific imagination as at least 

Took his master's in goology here a year ago and 
has since been as apprentice under Hawicins on the Faville Grove 
demonstration area (Hungarians, quail, pheasants, ete.), He worked his way 
‘through college without support, I am now paying him $40 a month, He is 
Teady to take on a project of hie own but I have no funds to thus promote hin, 

I would call him thoroughly grounded ani trained to begin a management project, 

Siegler 1s like Leo and Anderson in industry, persistence, and quiet 
personality, and about neck aml noc with them in sclentific imagination, He 
writes better then Lee, ani in my judgment would rapidly expend if he had a 
field of his own, He has carried as a volunteer sideline a project on rodent 
damage to food and cover, ani another on the life history of snapping turtles 
and their status ae a predator, If your opening carries derree credit it 
would undoubtedly be attractive to Siegler, 

ante anea aE Took his master's under Errington in Iowa and 
you O58 Ss etin, "A Study of the Nesting Habits of the Ring- 
necked Pheasant in Northwest Iowa," He is also co-author of Errington's new 
balletin, "The North Bob-shite's Winter Territory," bat I think played a sub- 
ordinate part in it, 

Hemerstrom 4s a bluestocking from Begton who drifted into the Clinton 
School, He had no biology until Errington took him in hand, but by now he has 
a great deal, Since leaving Iowa he has been game manager for the Resettlement 
project in central Wiseonsin, but there has digplayed mmo lack of ability in 
adjusting himself to working with a crowd of engineers and laymen, In straight 
research work, however, he is thoroughly at home, 

I mention Hameretrom because he has not been altogether happy in his ; 
present assignment and beesuse I have nothing to offer him, even travel, toward 
his proposed doctorate research, Errington rates him very highly, possibly some~ 
what more than I do. 

No sketch of Hamerstrom would be complete without mentioning Mre, Hamerstrom, 
who works with him, is an ecologist and game manager in her own right, and in ay 
view, has brilliant ability. 

You ean address Hamerstrom at Necedah, Wisconsin, He would be interested 
only if academic credit is involved toward a doctorate, He ia thoroughly grounded 
in quail, 

I am sending an extra copy of this to you at Huntsville. 

Yours sincerely, 

va Aldo Leopold
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THE DALLAS ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
DALLAS, TEXAS 

Feb. 4, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Bldg., 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Sir: yee 

We are trying to interest som local farmers in more adequate 
protection for quails, empecially in furnishing improved breeding and 
feeding cover. 

I lave ordered a copy of Mr. H. L. Stoddadd's book on The Bobwhite 
“Quail, and now have also a supby of Farmers Bulletin No. 1719, tut 

in addition we need additional argumant of the particular type that 
appeals to the pocketbook, which is the only way we can reach some 

“of these men; we need facts and figures showing a financial gain 

to those who have improved the farm conditions for the propogation 
of quail. 

Mr. Clarence Cottam of the Biological Survey has suggested 
- that you may be able to give us some additional information along 

this line, and anything you have to offer will be appreciated, 

Yours truly, 

: ; J. E. Stillwell, 
Secretary. 

Stamped envelope enclosed, SI2P iow (Praca ds ny 

.



New Soils Building 
ae February $, 1935 

My. J, 3, Stillwell, 
1525 Sen Fernando Way 
Dallas, Texas : 

Dear Mr, Sti2Iwellr sie 

Finenelal arguments for game management taken from this 
part. of the country would have little application in your region. 
The best material of this kind thet J. kmow of is the figures . 
collected by Mv, Mm, J, Tucker of your State Game Commission on 
the revemes derived from paid shooting on renches in your state, 

I personally have no figures witch wuld be applicable 
to your conditions, : 

_ On the technical side, in addition to Stoddard's book, 
T would suggest you got from University of Arizona their recent 
bulletin on gombel quail, I know you do not have this species, 
but it is similar to your scaled quail, 

In the long rum each state must work out for itself 
its own crepping technique and its own financial structure, This 
would mean setting up at your agriquitural college a research 
activity similar te mine here. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 

4



H. H. MacDonald, 
40324 Travis Ste, 
Dallas, Texas, 
March 28, 1934, i 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

I received the copy of your "Game Survey" which you 
sent to me. As I am writing my manuscript and working about 
twelve hours a day, I have only had the opportunity to open 
the book here and there and I am delighted with what I find. 

I am looking forward to many hours of pleasant associations 
_ with this book as soon as I can complete my manuscript. 

This. "Game Survey" was the one I had in mind when I 
suggested the exchange. I did not know that you had 
written an additional book, "Game Management", as indicated 
by the prospectus you sent. This adds something more to 
pleasurably look forward to. I can get a copy later from the 
publishers, The University of Wisconsin has placed an order 
for a copy of my book and I will send one to you in exchange 
for the "Game Survey", when mine is available. 

Your "Game Survey" book lays the proper foundation on 
which to build. As you say, game management would be simple 
when all the applicable factors are known and not before. 
The real work at present lies in: the isolation of those 
factors; and the correlation of these to each so that others; 
accepting them as facts upon which they may build; may obtain 
direct and favorable results. There are very few people at 
hand today who are able to make a productive game survey - 
for the reason that they are not game-minded. There is too 
little space here to give any evaluations but there are too 
many existing examples, resulting in nothing being done, 

I think the Arms people, if future finances permit, 
could do more than any other group toward bettering wild life 
conditions throughout the country because they could get at the 
situation from a constructive angle not influenced by com- 
mercialism; other than in producing more game. We are going 
to get this game in proportion to the amount of field work we 
put on it and no faster and we are going to get relief from 
interests conflictional to wild life only through the educa- 
tional results of the work of game investigators; results



that may be constructively applied. What is needed, isa 
national "hook-up" that will be more productive of field work. 
Isolated attempts, in separate regions that will overflow their 
locations so that regions are constructed by interrelation of 
overflowing results; the direct benefit being a seemingly 
national "hook-up", without the expense that a blanket enter- 
prise would entail. I think there should be some responsible 
agency to undertake this and I do not think there is any group 
better situated than the Arms people, co-operating with the 
American Game Association group, looking toward a more effective 
and widespread interest and organization that could eventually 
assume the offices of the Arms activities without severing 

_ associations. Owing to things I may not be familiar with, 
this may not be as effective as whatelse may be suggested, but 
the thought remains and could be highly productive of organization 
and game, The work that could bé done, on location, could be 
responsible to a direct head; this head or his assistants 
would have to be capable of going onto locations, outlining 
the work for the man on the study and would have to periodi- 
cally visit and evaluate the work of the studies man, correct 
or construct a more applicable outline as a check to keep the 
studies man on "his course." The results should be checked 
against what is possible to obtain by 1, effectiveness of the 
abilities of the studies man as compared with the importance 
and difficulty of the problem to be solved; 2, the resulting 
amount of favorable compilation as a result of a full five- : 
day week in the field, 

We are not going to get very favorable results from 
university "tie-to's" until these groups are also informed as 
to what eonstitutes game management. We will get "educated 
man-power" for game work only through the output of univer- 
sities teaching game management as a climax to game needs, 
This instruction will have to produce game men that are 
capable of evaluating the assistant and relative work of 
biologists, pathologists, botanists, and etc., and to.see that 
these relative needs are not overstated, overapplied, or 
overworked, thus adding to expense and loss of time in solving 
the problems. Designed misinformation submitted by detri- 
mental interests and overenthusiastic laymen = in order to 
save time, effort and money - will have to be "laid" in the 
office and not in the field. As for instance, the personal in- 
terests of a bacteriologist in regard to "pathological effects 
of ticks and sucking lice as transmitters of bacteria and the 
effect of these upon deer and elk increase", as was recently 
suggested for a prolonged study to me by a tniversity of 
California biologist, will Have to be relegated to the depart- 
ment of deer and elk diseases which are of minor importance in 
the management of these when other factors have been investi- 
gated and applied. The money which would be used for this 
work alone - if left to the biologist mentioned - could be 
productive of the survey of an entire game unit - by a well- 

“Ou



trained game man. I submit this thought largely because I 
think we will only make game progress when some organization - 
speaking for the West - takes the lead in getting at the out- 
lines of study for the various locations or states, I do not 
think it can be brought about by universities that have not 
an active game management study department. I think the 
outline - as to what constitutes game management problems - 
will have to come from the outside or they will be smothered 
under factional interests and the money dissipated into thin 
air. It is hard on some departments of instruction to feel 
that they only fit in in a relative sense to what really con- 
stitutes the game problem and that these, in order to even 
fit in, are going to have to purge themselves of outside in- 
fluences that bias their work and findings, As an illustration, 
it would be unwise to give funds to a university zoological de- 
partment whose intelligence is dictated by the need to pander to 
wealthy,, non-hunting, predator-protecting groups, or others, 
such as stock-growers. 

In short, to make progress, we must have facts, and these 
can only be obtained by the assistance of a group whose sole 
interests are more game, This group will have to effect the 
organization necessary to get these facts and further, to see 5 
that they are given proper recognition and suitable publicity 
with a view to obtaining the support of public opinion, 
These facts can not be got by attaches of universities having no 
game management department or even Federal biologists whom 
spend “one day out of the week in the field" and whom, as 
Reddington put it to one of them in a southwestern university, 
"IT see no reason why you can't spend six days per week in the 
field." 

I am sure, that in the East, you all feel that game prog- 
ress is being made, but this is a big land. The entire western 
states have been my “stamping ground" - in game interests - . 
for the past seven years. Out here the trail of game progress 
is beset with pitfalls and snares, set by an endless list of 
conflictional interests; they are well intrenched, their 
pathological influence is deep-seated, or any way you wish to 
put it. I am not so sure, but that the only way Westerners 
will ever make game progress; will be to tear the lid off, 
dynamite the contents and make a new constructive start amid 
the debris. 

Yours sincerely, 

BA ARO BAS 
H. H. MacDonald
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New Soils Building 
March 22, 1934 

a na MacDonald 

1/2 Trevie St, 
Dalian, Texas 

Dear Mr. HaeDonalds 

I an lad to have your letter of March 12. 

the Biological Survey issues a directory of 
conservation organizations entitled “Officials and Organ- 
izations Concerned with Wild-Life Protection, 1933," I 
have no extra copies, but you cen send for it directly to 
the Survey, 

I am sorry I cannot accept your kind offer of an 
exchange becanse my "Game Management" is hendled entirely 
by the publishers and I have no copies, I am, however, 
sending you a copy of my “Game Survey" and a prospectus of 
"Game Management," 

I await the appearance of your work with much 
interest, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh 
Encl.
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H. H. MacDonald, 
40524 Travis St., 
Dallas, Texas, 
March 12, 1934, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
j New Soils Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

I have received a letter from Mr, Fred Gibson, of 
the Boyce Thompson Southwestern Arboretum, Superior, 
Arizona. Fred enclosed the letter that you addressed to 
him regarding my management book. 

The book has been a lot of work for a number of 
years and especially during the past year. After writing 
the manuscript in 1932 I found I was short of things 
which I needed to substantiate some of my findings. This 
incurred a lot more work, During the past year I have 
been in the field and I have just got around to getting 
the manuscript in what I think might be considered proper 
condition for publishing. I am rewriting it at the 
present time and think I can get it in printed form, 
ready for delivery, within the next sixty days. I plan 
to publish the book myself, 

I presented the manuscript for reading, as it was 
written in 1932, to the State Izaak Walton League and to 
the Fish and Game Development Association of California; 
also to the State Fish and Game Commission of Arizona. 
I got some very nice letters of approval from these. 
While in California I presented the manuscript to Mrs, Ful- 
ler, of the California Federation of Women's Clubs. While 
she liked the work, she felt that it was much too commer- 
cial to meet the approval of her group. I think, when 
the book is published, it will draw quite a bit of 
criticism from such groups as Mrs. Fuller's, but I feel 
quite satisfied that it will meet approval of those groups 
that are governed by the American Game Policy. 

As I did not have any precedent to go by when I 

arranged the first manuscript, the result, while seemingly



satisfactory to others, did not satisfy me. I was in that 
state of mind when I received your letter early in 1933 at 
my San Francisco address and felt I should defer all cor- 
respondence regarding the book until the time when my 
manuscript would be arranged to suit me. I have been 
wanting to write you during the past year but felt this 
could be done much more satisfactorily at a time when I 
would have a somewhat permanent address. 

My book will consider game conditions over the eleven 
western states, dealing with land ownership and degrees of 
range use, most of which are exceedingly detrimental to 
wild life. I think I am going to have about fifteen de- 
partments, My difficulties were separating the material 
so that there would be no overlapping or repetitions. I 
find I am going to have a few of these. I will be very 
interested in your having a copy and receiving your com- 
ments. I suggest that we exchange copies. I will be 
glad to notify you when my book goes to press. 

As I will circulate this book myself, perhaps you 
could suggest the names of conservationist groups to whom 

4 I might sell some of the copies. I might mention the 
American Bison Society as an example. If you could give 
me the names of a few eastern groups I would appreciate 
knowing of them. Perhaps your publisher has a list which 
might be productive to me. I would appreciate any advice 
you may give me about this. 

: Mr. Beck wrote Fred that my prospectus “indicates it 
will be of interest to us in our work." I regret that the 
book is not printed because I feel that I have been able 
to sketch an accurate picture of western conservation and 
its relation to land use. 

I will be glad to hear from you at any time. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

UM KL Blan Oprien 1h 

H. H. MacDonald



New Solls Building 
Merch 22, 1934 

Mr, 0, ©, Charlton 
1736 Bennett Avenue ‘ 
Dalles, Texas ‘ 

Dear Mr. Charlton: ha ; 

While I an intensely interested An our Arboretum, I 

cannot conscientiously claim that it has ap Large significance 

28 a demonstration area for wilA 14fe management, It 4e s'pieee 

of unused land of a kind which normally is very heavily used, 

Therefore what we demonstrate on the Arboretum has an esthetic, 

but not an ovceinnks bearing on the state's problems. The Arbor- 

etum is ‘eheply wa attempt to reconstract @ piece of original Wie- 

consin land for esthetic and scientific purposes, 

Yours bincerely, 

‘ ALDO LEOPOLD 
: In Charge, Game Reseach 

AL/vh
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Caeerericaa March 13, 1954, 

Prof Leopold, and 
Prof Lougenecker, 
State University, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Gentlemen: 

I note in Science of March 9 an account of the enlargement of the area 

of your Arboretum and your recent plantings of pine and spruce. 

My chief interest centers in your plans for the propagation of wild life 

and its conservation. I note your appeal to the farmers as owners of 

marginal land which when reforested may serve as profitable hunting 

grounds, 

I am planning a paper on forestry which I may use ata joint meeting 

some weeks hence of the S. W. branch of the A. A, A. S, and our State 
Academy of Science at Lubbock, Texas. If I attend and present the 

paper I want it to include distince phases of forestry activity in 

perhaps a dozen widely separated localities, 

Cherefore, I will welcome from you a statement stressing your 

Arboretum as a factor in conserving its ow wild life and that of 

Wisconsin farms. 

I value wild life - both plent and animal - as a means of cultivating 

‘a love of out doors even tho hunting be not permitted, 

Thanking you for the reply requested, I am 

Respectfully, ey 

SS ie 
0. C. Chaglton, 
City Forester.
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Austin, Texas. f 
August 17th, 19352. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 

Medison, Wis., 

My dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of August 9th. 

Conditions in Texas are like they ere almost everywhere 

else, except thet they are intensified right at this time by a primery 

election, the outcome of which is rather uncertain; though I am confident 

thet the forces of good government will come out from behind and win by 

a comfortable margin. But if they do not we are not going to be able 

to make any definite plans any time during the neer future. Our primary 

election is August 27th. 

There is nothing that I would enjoy more than having you do 

some work in Texas, but I cen't tell you anything definite right now. TI 

suggest that you make your plens to attend the convention of the Inter- 

national &ssociation of Game, Fish and Conservation Commissioners in 

3 Baltimore on September 19th and 20th and we will heve an opportunity to 

discuss the matter at that time in person. J am sure that you will enjoy 

the meeting and that I will enjoy. seeing you, and above all else we are 

going to need your presence and the presence of all other able conserva- 

: tion workers. During times of depression like this is when we should 

make constructive plans for the future; when the conservation workers 

should unify our efforts as far as possible. Let me have your reactions 

to these suggestions. 

I am with best personal regards, 

Hix 
T 

ae ~ [A eC 

oe oe. Tucker, 
Cee Président. 

WIT: Jj ee
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Aug. 24, 1932 

Mr. Williem J. Tucker, Secretary 
Game, Fish & Oyster Commission 
Austin, Texas : 

Dear Bill: ‘ i 

Thanks for your good advice of August 17. . 

| I would like to attend the International, but 

. having nobody to pay my expenses I camnot be sure whether I 

| can be there. I will if I can. In any event I will consult 

your later, : eae 

With best regards, : 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Alva a
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November 26th, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopole, 

905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wis., j 

My dear Aldo: 

I. just simply cantt get away to attend the American 
Game Conference, although I had made my plans’ to do so. 

The conference comes’ at the most important time of 

our hunting season. i In the"middle of the deer, turkey and duck 

season and the beginning of the guail and trapping season. There 

is too much of practical work for me/to do to spend any time 

theorizing. 

Mr. ©. A. Wheatley of San Antonio will be at the 
conference. He is a fine gentleman, much interested in conserva- 

tion work. Talk to him in reference to your plans for Texas.. He 

will be intensly interested. 

I hope thet things come along well in the institute 

» ‘and entirely to your liking. 

os you yg 
K ee 

« Tucker, 
xecutive Secretary. 

WIT:j



Dee. 10, 1931 

Mr. Wa. Jd. Tucker, Secretary 
Geme, Fish & Oyster Commission 
Austin, Texas Site : 

Dear Bill: si 

I missed seeing you at the Game Conference. 

the Institute has been forced to economize 

to the extent of cutting out my axtivitios, I am not yet 

able to say ‘what I shall try to do, but there might be an 

early opportunity for me to pursue further our tentative 

conversation if you are agreeable. ote 

I will try to keep you posted. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LBOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Nov. 17, 1931 

Mr. Wa. J. Tucker 
Game, Fish & Oyster Commission 
Austin, Texas 

Dear Bills 

I have not sooner answered your letter of 
October 6 because of contimous absence in the field. 

The Iowa job is showing up so promisingly that 
I think I shall have to give up my hunt and any notion of 
visiting Texas before the first of the year 

My movements after the first of the year will 
be conditioned somewhat according to the question of whether 
the Institute reorganizes. They met in New York recently, 
but I have had no word as to just what happened. If they do 
not reorganize, I am still interested in a private capacity. 
If they do, there might be a chance of thelr helping carry me 
on Texas work. 

I will keep you posted after I have sized 
‘matters up later on, or better still, will see you at the 
Game Conference. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence.
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October 6th, 1931. 

; Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave. Nat'l. Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wis., 

My dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of October 2nd. i 

I am glad to know that Mr. Olin is favorable to a game survey 

of Texas in accordance with the conversation which we had in Hot Springs. 

I have thought of this matter a great deal since returning home and I” 

know of nothing which would be more benificial toward getting at some of 

our real geme problems than would such a survey. Of course there is nothing -~ 

we can do about your being tied up in Iowa. They are entitled to the con- 

sideration which you are giving them, but it is very encouraging to know 

that you believe you can be down here the last half of December or Januery. Seen 

It appeers to me thet you should make it during December if you would like sey 

to do a little hunting. We can go down where there are deer, turkey and 

quail in abundance and I believe you would get an originel impression of 

quail ebundance in some of the southwestern portions of this State. In the 

meantime I will talk the proposition over with persons who should be interest—- { 

‘ed, at any fevorable opportunity I may have. 
SR. 

I .heve failed to answer your letter, of September 10th in refer- . 

ence to sporedlie periods of abundance of quail, Qrruptions Weee® occur over 

a lerge portion of this State but ere more noticeable in the extreme south- 

ern portion along the Rio Grande. This territory is inhabited by both Bob- 

i white and Scaled quail and both species seem alike effected. Game Werdens 2 

of this department in 1925 reported thet they personally observed large ~ 

flights of quail ecross the Rio Grande. Their reports characterized these i 

Amgeeinsnts © s migrations. Lest yeer when queil were comparatively scarce over ; 

ell of central Texas I found them in abundance in certain areas of Guadalupe 

County. In areas embracing four to five sections of land I personally found SS 

+) aE u more than one quail per acre. Last year on the Norias Ranch, hunting over p 

ete L several sections, I found more than two quail per secre, but I did not see 2 

anrd4~ as many as€hree quail are: This is a common dondition on thet property & 

mee i where quail ere carefully @enaged and where predator control has been in v 

progress for many yeers. This is a ae of the King Ranch and is loceted 

atl ile in Kenedy County. In large areas of 7Dimmit, LeSalle, McMullen end Live Oak \ 

Dounties quail have attained en ebundence of two per acre, counting both 

chy 4 d blues (scaled quail) end Bobwhites. The lest period of great abundance in 

Dimmit, LaSalle, McMullen end Live Oak Counties, according to the best in- 

formation I can obtain, was during the yeer 1923. There was @ severe drop 

in 1924 and 1925, evidences of a satisfactory start upwards in 1930 and a i
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decided upwerd trend for this yeer. Qua heve probebly increased more 2 

3 satisfactorily over the entire stete this year then eny time since 1923. | 

; I em enclosing a graph which is ebout as accurate as I can drew 

from the information aveilable. 
eS 

It must be remembered, in considering the quail of southwest 

Texas, that there is no winter inortality from weather. Coyotes in abundence 

inhabit much of the quail country as do other predators. Winter hawk mi- 

gration into this territory is at times very heavy. 

We consider Western Texas as the border of the range of Bobwhites. R 

The 101st°of longitude is about the western boundery of Bobwhites, except in ei 

the Panhandle proper where they are sometimes fairly ebundant, considerably 

west of this line. This may be expleined by topographic conditions in the 

Panhendle and the high altitude of that section, though I am not very strong 

on the altitude theory. Fluctuations in the Panhandle are violent, usuelly 

produced by heavy winters preceding drougiy summers. Such a condition pre- 

aM. iL vailed in 1929-30. Reliable reports indicate thet many pirds*perished. It i 

a 4 is interesting to note that we find prairie chickens in fair abundence west 7 

of the 101st°of longitude, immediately below the Panhandle. We do not find 

any of them, at this time, in the western portion of the Panhandle but find \ 

note them feirly ebundent ast of the 10lst of longitude in the Panhandle. Thet™ h 

’ portion of Texas, which is bordered by the Red River, cannot be called the ; 

edge of the Bobwhite range because of the population of these birds in es ae 

Oklehoma. When we get as far however as Wilbarger and Herdeman Counties Cwet 

we are approaching the western edge of their range for this particular por-. : 

\ tion of the State and there begin to notice blue quail end Bobwhites on the 

seme terrein. Prairie chickens formerly extended as far eastwerd as Hunt 

County. In early days Tympanuchus Americanus was abundant in the vecinity 

| of Dallas when the lend was only devoted to grazing. i 

i I discussed, the other day, the question of queil abundance on 4 

the Norias Ranch with Mr. Ceeser Kleberg who is the maneger of this property { 

‘ and who is an ardent sportsman and close observer. He agreed finally thet ; 

| the only wey we couhd make an accurate estimate would be by & careful census, 

which we hope to be able to meke as soon as the rattlesnékes have denned 

up sufficiently to permit us to use pird dogs. You will recall thet he con- 

siders rettlesnakes e factor to be reconed with in any control measures in 

thet section of this State. fitne Nueces Canyon is in Uvalde County and, 

therefore, is on the edge of the Bobwhite range. Both Bobwhites and blue 

queil inhebit tha® region. I know nothing about the reported irruptions E 

of quail in that country but it is very likely thet it occured as reported. : 

Your informetdon thet Bofwhite quail are ocassionally more apund- 

ant on the edge of their renge is correct according to ts exper in 

! this Stete. Dimmit and Zavele Counties are on the edge of the range of 

Re : Bobwhites. It is very likely thet quail shift more in Southwest Texas, 

where there is often a scarcity of water, than they do in more abundantly . Sieh 

| : watered sections. : iin es x 
I
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If there are eny other questions that I can help you out on with + 

: reference to quail I hope you will call upon me. ‘ x 

‘ While on the subject of quail abundance I took ocassion to com- 1 

pate some figures on deer and turkey abundence that I thought might interest 

you. Ona tract of lend in what, in this State, is known 4s the Hill Country wee) 

which is in Kerr, Kimble and Real Counties, I believe there is a greater (Photion 

; abundance of deer and turkey than may have et=mapeiee inhabited any other 

area es-lerge at any time during the history of this country. I realize thet ‘ 

this appears to be getting into the field of boasting, but I assure you that 

this is not my intent. As you have remarked the Kiabab concentretion of deer 

is often regarded es the ultimate of what might be expected. This msy be true 

in northern letitudes where winter conditions force the deer to resort to a i 

small erea for long periods. Where we have no such winter problems much greater A 

’ concentration, therefore, might be expected if other conditions ere fevorable. 4 

The tract to which I refer in the Hill Country comprises 170,000 acres in one 

block. It is well watered naturally and much water hes been provided by wind- a 

mills. The timber growth is mesquite, bleckbrush, live oak and other plents , 4 

common to this region./“formerly, I understand, there wes little live oak in *60G 4 

Or this psrticuler area. Conservative™tstimate leads me to believe thet there “ope 

—— ere T3000 deer and 25000 turkeys inhabiting this 170,000 acres at this time. 3 

The land is used for’ grazing goats, sheep and cattle and hogs in certain See 

portions of it. It is not over-grazed. For the past twenty years it hes not ea 

been over-hunted. Hunting is at all times carefully regulated and the maximum ay 

take of the excess cpop is never allowed. There are no predatory animals, f 

except e few foxes and an*ocassione] bobcat in this area. Feeding of turkeys i 

Bc has been resorted to during a number of severe winters or when the mast was rad"? 

PRET S not sufficient, ~ Interspersed with the range lands ere grain crops, oats, wheat, 7 

corn and @ number of gerden spots. On most of the ost fields deer and turkey 

ere allowed free range during the winter. The principal enemy of deer in 

this region is the screw-worm, but unfortunately we have no figures on the 

percentage of mortality. On none of this area, for the last ten years or so, 

¥ have the owners permitted anyone to kill a buck deer epee then*eight points. : 

ed This rule hes been 99% effective with the hunters. Th “owners guard game 

aun ALLS more zealously than they do their livestock, though there is no question that d a 

btw. livestock is permitted to compete for the food supply. Hunting has been tol- Zunes 

ead erated during the beginning of the “Sreeding season but is discouraged during “af 

eel the latter part of the breeding season in this area. A portion of this property, “ 

ade a 20 acres, for many years hes been fenced deer-proof and it is estimated that a 

oie Quehd within this erea there are 3500 deer. It is grazed by sheep and cattle; no 

Ses gosts. This portion of the renge seems favored by turkey hens which congre- 

: (00@ gete in large numbers during the winter months Wierees, other portions of SUP < 

lo deo. the rench seem favored by the *gobblers. On ne Oe portions of the property watt 

: there is nothing to prohibit a drift of deer and on adjoining properties they 

are more intensively hunted. 

* matin 
on I am not going to tell you thet we heve lots of areas of this kind 

i Aa in Texes, for we have not/ Only in one other section of the Stete do we have 

pat agg ttle an area that approaches this density of populetion of deer end turkey end that 

Gee is e@ part of the Nories Ranch, to which I have previously referred, which is 

in Kenedy County in the extreme southern portion of this State, which is stock- ’ 

ed only with high grade cattle. Predators are more abundant in the Norias : 

country deer range.
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I have continued to cheek up on the kill of White Wing doves in this 

. Stete. The season opened August 20th and there has been no let-up on the pert 

| of the hunters. White Wings are abundant in only thet territory south of a line 

! from Corpus Christi to Eagle Pass and there ‘is no great abundance in the north- 

ern pert of this zone until the letter part of the season, which is at this ¢ 

time, when the doves heve moved in abundance north to the territory neer Premont —~ 

in Jim Wells County. I do not ask you to accept as accurete the figures I am 

| giving you because I do not accept them as accurate myself. Reports of the 

) Game Wardens of thet area, however, indicate thet there hes been killed this ; 

| se@son one million White Wing doves. About all I can get out of these reports 

| is thet there has probably been too many White Wing doves killed and that there 

: is @ seasonal kill of this species higher than I ever dreamed of. : 

Mourning doves which inhabit @ much larger area, are probably killed 

| in somewhere sround these numbers end sre apparently holding up very well, but 

| I am much troubled as to whether or not the White Wing doves can stand up under 

eny such kill. It is something for the ammunition manufecturers to think about , 

because probably not less then three shells are fired at each White Wingdove co 

thet is killed. This brings up another problem. I would like to know how many a 

| shotgun shells are sold in Texes annually. I am wondering if you can get this ‘ 

, information for me. 

If any of this informetion is worth enything to you be assured thet I. zi 

am glad for you to have it. It at least indicates thet we have some problems ‘ 

to think ebout and something that, at the proper time, I hope will command your “ae 

very best efforts. 

With highest regards, I am, 

: Sincerely yours, 2 

7 ; ker, % 

xecutive Secretary. 4 : 

WIT? j : q



Oct. 2, 1931 

Mr. Wm. J. Tucker, Secretary 
State Game, Fish and Oyster Commission 
Austin, Texas 

Dear Bill: 

I stopped to see Mr. Olin on my way back from Hot 
Springs and he was favorable to the proposal to feel out the 
possibilities of a game survey of Texas in accordance vith our 
conversation. 

Tm the meanwhile, however, Iowa has definitely made ' 
up her mind to cooperate in a survey, and I will be tied up for 
the greater part of the time until Jamary 1. 

I think there is a very good probability that I can 
come to Texas either the last half of December or in Jamary to 
feel out the possibilities with you in organizing a survey there. i 
If the project still sounds attractive to you, I will try to lay 
my plans accordingly. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey : 

|
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Augus , 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Please pardon my delay in answering your letter of July 

12th. I have been out of my office a good portion of the time 

since receipt of that letter. I am indeed glad to get the report 
to the National Game Conference on an "American Game Policy". I 

: have read the report very attentively, and I am much pleased with 

it. It evidences the splendid thought and research which you have 
given to this subject. 

I will be present at the meeting in Toronto, but I do not 

know that I will want to present any written criticism of this new 

draft of the committee's report which I hope will be adopted unan- 
imously by the committee. 

I am wondering if it is your personal opinion that public ace 
quisition of range and forest lands gives the best incentive for 

production of a game crop? It appears to me that private endeavor, 

_ When there is the incentive for geme management, is superior, and 

that orderly harvesting of the excess crop certainly is not so 

complex under private owership as it might prove under public 

ownership. If the State owns sufficient land to really provide 
the public a place to hunt (supplying only the demand for wilder- 

ness game) it would remove a large portion of the domain from the 

sterner uses of private initiative..Whereas public ownership 

undoubtedly will preserve wilderness areas as such, there are vast 

areas of wilderness and range land which will remain as such be- 

cause of natural conditions prohibiting their change. If private 
initiative can succeed best in the management of game resources 

or agricultural lands, does it not logically follow that private 

initiative would similarly succeed in wilderness areas when given a 
larger store of usable and proven facts? To my mind it appears 

to be the more important mission of the State to supply these 

facts, rather than using its financial energies to acquire land ‘
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and possibly expend these energies to such an extent that it can- 

not get the facts which would be a primary essential if the lands 

were publicly owed and managed. Of course, this would not apply 

to migratory game where public acquisition of nesting, resting and 

feeding grounds provide the only sure method of perpetuating an 

adequate stock. 

I am glad to see the stand you have taken on the trespass 

question. It has been suggested to me recently that we might 

question the right of the State to sell a hunting license to a 

person who cannot prove that he has a place to hunt, and thus re- 

duce the trespass menace. I have been endeavoring to compile 

some figures on the operation of the shooting preserve system in 

Texas and have figures which are available for the seasons 1926- 

1927, 1927-1928, 1928-1929, 1929-1930. The acreage leased for the 

years ending 1927, 1928 was not reported by managers of shooting 

preserves, but the number of preserves doubled during the period 

from 1927-1929. Following is the kill that was reported for the 

years referred to: 

For the year 1926-27 

Bucks Turkeys Ducks Geese 
1437 1320 67,256 998 

For the year 1927-28 

Bucks Turkeys Ducks Geese 

2156 1069 (No record waterfowl) 

For the year 1928-29 
_ 1,500,000 acres, 

Bucks Turkeys Ducks Geese 

3201 628 65,197 144 

For the year 1929-30 
2,408,760 acres, 

Bucks furkeys Ducks Geese 
3818 1,325 61,667 152 

Increase in the number of duck shooting preserves has not been 

material. 

From the above you will see that the shooting preserve system 

is enjoying a considerable growth in this State, there being an j 

increase of more than 900,000 acres for the last season over the 

previous season. From all indications a healthy growth will be 

had for the approaching season. -
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Assuring you that I shall enjoy meeting with the committee 
in Toronto, and with highest personal regards, I am 

Wn. cker, 
cutive Secretary. 

oT: a ae
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May 6th,1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin, ‘ 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I received a letter yesterday from our mutual friend, 
Carlos Avery, who asked me to prepare an article on the 

shooting preserve system and its operation in Texas for the 

issue of American game. I have prepared the article, and 

I am sending you a copy of it, believing that this article 

might give you immediately more detailed information than 

I presented at our conference in Chicago. At least, you 

will see from this article that I believe the system is 
working to advantage in Texas. 

It will also interest you to know that a few years 

ago I was rather opposed to this system and doubted the 

wisdom of it, but now we are encouraging its spread to 

other sections, and the rapidity of the spread of this sys- 
tem is virtually assured in this State. 

I assure you that I énjoyed my visit with you in 

‘Chicago, and anticipating the pleasure of seeing you in 

Toronto, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

2 ee ee ee 
‘ Wn.-3 cker, 

fi Executive Secretary. 
WT: 

Enc. 
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POACHER OR CUSTOMER? 

In the Hill Country of Texas He Is a 
Welcomed Customer, When He Pays for 
the Privilege of Hervesting the 

Annual Game Crop. 

Facilities for travel improved during the last two decades have made 

it possible for the hunters in numbers to reach the heretofore inaccessible 

haunts of geme and in all too many instances with the coming of the hunters 

in numbers the farmer and ranchman of Texas have lost interest in the pro- 

tection of game. Many of the farmers and ranchmen regard game as purely a 

liability because of its attraction to the hunter and the imagined and oc- 

casional menace that the hunter is to livestock, range and forest. 

How game to the farmer and renchman in some sections of Texes has be- 

come an asset rather than a liability and how the farmer and ranchman hove 

been given an incentive to welcome an increase of game on their premises, is 

one of the interesting stories thet can be told by those who are familiar 

with the history of conservation in the lone Star State, 

By Legislative declaration in Texas, similar to the declarations that 

have been mede in almost every other State, game is the property of the peo- 

5 Ple of the State. There are no private rights thereto. It is axomatic, how- 

ever, that all native game is on privately owned land, and even though the 

game is not privately owned,the occupants of the land could achieve its de- 

struction in e single season if they so willed. 

In the earlier periods of development in this State geme was desired 

on farm and range because it afforded an auxiliary food supply. In an ear= 

lier epoch it was the primary supply, and it is well to reason thet the land 

would not have been conquered if it had not been for game. But with growing 

drops and ranges well stocked the necessity thet the early pioneer felt for 

geme, was no longer apparent. The early incentive for its increase had been 

destroyed by the march of civilization, With the destruction of is ee 

: tive game reached a low ebb in Texas more than 20 years ago, The conserve- 

tion machinery was also week. Out of this debacle came a realization, al- 

most too late, of the recreational advantages of game, Then came larger 

groups of sportsmen over the State, many of thom organized, and a conserve- 

tion department better equipped, and the decline was halted, 

Some ten or more years ago groups of farmers and ranchmen bended them- 

: selves together in the West Central pert of Texes, formulated conservation
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regulations for their own property that were stronger than the State laws 

at that time, and decided that they would do all within their power to ine ‘ 

\ erease the game supplies on their premises. The result of their work was 

goon apparent. Many of these areas in a few years had en annual excess crop 

of geme thet more than met the personal needs of the landowner. With the 

inerease of game in those sreas, hunters from afar were attracted, and by 

voluntary offers the hunting privileges were purchased on these ranches. 

é There was @ lew at this time which prohibited the sale of cams, but 

there was no law which prohibited the sale of the right to hunt. This sys : 

tem grew apace, Meager at the start, it had grown some six years ago to pro=- 

portions that attracted the attention of the conservation department and the 

Legislature. Not so mch with the idea of regulating the sale of hunting 

privileges as to determine the numbers of people who were paying fcr the privi- 

lege of hunting, a law was enacted about six years ago. It required that all 

of those who lease or sell the hunting privileges on their premises mst first 

apply to the Conservation Department for a shooting preserve license ani pay 

the fee of $5.00 therefor. ‘They sre required to enforce the State laws on 

their property, to keep a record of those who hunt and their kill. 

With the legal status that was given the sale of hunting privileges an 

increasing army of urban dwellers flocked to those sections where the privi- 

leges were for sale. They realized that there, for a price, they could ob- 

tein a place to hunt, 1¢ was natural that competitive bidding for the best 

places to hunt soon resulted and that prices all out of proportion to the true 

worth of the shooting privilege were paid to the landowner. It also disclos- 

ea the fact that all landowners were not conservationists and that while some 

desired game on their premises, because of the price they could get for the 

privilege of hunting, in their greed for larger gross receipts annually, they 

sometimes admitted too many hunters, and more than the excess crop of game was 

teken. Their neighbors, especially those who did not sell hunting privileges, 

but who maintained a good supply of game on their premises for themselves and 

their friends, grew resentful, They complained thet the"lease system" was 

resulting in not only permitting the killing of an excess amount of game on 

one's own premises but much of the geme which hed been reared on adjacent pre- 

mises. 

Sportemen set up legitimate complaints. They argued, that under the 

system in vogue, only the man of abundant means would be able to find a place
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to hunt and thet he would anmally purchase the hunting rights on ali of the j 

good lands at a price that would be prohibitive for the man of small means. 

There was no objection to the fact that wealthy individuals purchased large 

tracts in fee, primarily to assure good hunting for all time to cane for them 

selves and their friends. The argument was that the game is the property of ; 

the people of the State and that the price for the privilege of hunting this 

game, if permitted, should not be so great but that almost everyone would be 

placed on an equal footing in bargaining for these hunting rights. 

At the session of the legislature in Januery 1929 the Trespass lew of 

Texas was re-written. It now provides that it is unlawful for anyone to 

hunt or fish upon the enclosed lends of another, providing thet the owner of 

such lends does not make a charge in excess of Four Dollers per day per person 

or an aggregate of more than 25¢ per acre per year for the shooting “privileges 

on his land. Meny landowners argue that this price is too low and point out 

that the maximum price will always be charged and thet the man who has little 

game on his premises will get as good a price as the man who bas an abundent 

supply. There is no question but that there are inequalities by this general 

limitation. The sportsmen, however, are better satisfied end the inequalities 

will be worked out. It is a distinct departure from the European system, 

where the game itself is sold, not as an inducement to hunt, but as meat, and 

where the public has no necessery part in the annual harvest of the excess 

crop of game. : 

All those who get e fee for hunting privileges on their lands do not 

intelligently menage their game crop, but there is more effort and more in- 

telligent management end better observance of conservation regulations on 

most of these lends than there was before the system came into vogue. These 

lendomers realize that they cannot readily find a merket for thesshooting - 

privileges on their lands unless these lends are well populeted with gam. 

The sportsmen have learned to make personal investigation, long befere the 5 

season opens, of the game resources of the land which they desire to lease. 

Many of the lendowners have long since come to realize that it is only the 

exeess crop which they can efford to market if they ere to have other crops 

for other years. 

During the season of 1928, 3,201 bucks and 628 wild turkeys were kill~ 

ea on land operating under the shooting preserve lew. The acreage in these
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preserves totaled epproximately 1,500,000. The reports indieated that there 

Was a total of 12,000 hes tre consumed in taking this game, Of course, 

it is reasonable to suppose that all of this time was not consumed in hunting. 

In that year there was a very poor turkey crop ani the killing of turkeys was 

discouraged in many shooting preserves, The record for the 1920 season, when 

the compilation is completed, will show a much larger kill of turkeys, Re- 

cords obtained during the past few years show that there is no apparent de~ 

cline in the numbers of turkey and deer killed on these preserves which may 

be teken to mean that in the aggregate there has been no breakdown under in- 

tensive hunting. Compared with the best evatlable figures of ten to fifteen 

years ago the ennuel kill is more then double, which is a strong argument that 

the system is productive of o larger game supply. 

‘There is a considerable acreage in Texas of lends thet ere held primare 

ily for hunting purposes, to which only the owner and his friends ere admitted. 

Phese areas ere probably far in excess of the ereas to which the public is 

admitted for a price, There are 3,000,000 acres reserved in Texas as State 

gine sanctuaries. There are other vast areas on which most hunters are not 

welcome, and other great areas where hunters sre tolerated and netural en- 

vironmental conditions ere good, On mich of this letter acreage, however, 

there ig little geme because it has not been properly mamged. If the lani- 

omersof thie area sccepted the incentive that has been offered through the 

shooting preserve syetem there is little doubt but that game would greatly 

inorexse ever with increased bunting, because better management under proper 

environmental conditions produces more game, Ours is no longer a virgin 

Country and we cannot depend upon a virgin or accidental supply of game for 

an increasing ermy of hunters, 

We believe the leasing system, which is now precticed so extensively in 

the central southwestern portion of the State, which is known es the Hill 

country, will spread rapidly to other sections and that with ite spread and 

the consequent better management of the game resources on the land to which this 

system is epplied, there will soon be a better place to hunt for every man who 

desires to hunt in the Lone Ster State. There is plenty of room in this State 

for such @ spread. Texas embraces 170,173,440 acres, of which 2,256,720 acres 

ave under water. When more and more lands are being leased for the shooting 

privileges, there will be greater competition among the lendowners, and fine 

ally the lendowner may heve to advertise for hunters to compete with his
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neighbors end with other landowners operating under the seme system in other 

sections of the State, When this time arrives there will be no need of fix 

ing a maximum price that may be charged, 

Of courge beg limite will always be necessery, and in the best intere 

ests of conservation the open seasons must not be too long. If the bag limite 

were lifted, again there would be merit in the ory thet only the wealthy calé 

afford to hunt, for unfortunstely there would be a few woelthy persons who 

would want t© kill more than their share as stipulated under present legal 

bag limite. 

It is true in Texas that the leasing system is practiced most extensive- 

iy in the turkey and deer ranges of the State, but these are extensive, and 

there are lots of folks in Texas and those who come from adjacent States 

who are willing to pay a price to kill a'turkey or deer, The beg limits of 

Texas provide that a man may kil) two busk deer with pronged horas ant 

three turkey gobblers each season, OF course the law does not specify that 

eharges for hunting privileges may be made only for deer and turkey. There 

is considerable commerce made of favorite hunting places for waterfowl, and 

it ie reasonable to suppose that thie system will spread to those sections 

where there is only bobwhite quail, and I know of no game with which it 

might work more successfully. It might be the means of restoring the prairie 

chicken: to the rightful plece it should occupy among the ceme birds of the 

State, by awakening the interest of the lendowner in this bird, which he does 

not now have. 

Wile matesver objections that may be found to a system of this kind, 

there is no denying that the lendowner is better capable of protecting end en- 

foreing the conservetion regulations on his own premises then anyone else. 

When he cen be given the incentive towards enforcing these regulations ani, in 

addition to requiring an.observence of intelligent regulations, refreins from 

overstocking his range, practices predator control and doses all possible to 

keep down disesses of game as well as livestock - we will be closely approach= 

ing the Happy Hunting Ground, that may be provided for a rapidly increasing 

population. 

Perhaps we are awakening to a realization that game lews alone do not 

provide a complete panacea for the profligecy of a people in a given local- 

ity. Perhaps we have clung too long to the idea of free shooting, It was a 

fine thing while it lasted, but it is gone like the ox-cart and the kerosene
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lemp. ‘The country is under fence, Most of the ranges of game are privately 

owned. It behooves us to realize that we cannot restore game, evon unier ainsi 

Sumenkie onvivensental eenkistens, unless the men wee oven the len in wills | 

ing. He will not be willing unless he has the incentive, The incentive pro- 3 

vided in Texas may not be the best plan, but it is working and we believe 

: will work out to the ultimate good of those who want game and a place where 

it can be hunted, It is not the old pionser, open-range system, But it is 

the modern, pay~your-way, American system, It lifts the hunter out of the 

Class of the poacher into the cless of the respected customer.
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I was born in Kentucky. My schooling was had in various places 

between the Missouri River and the Atlantic Seaboard, and in all that 

wide stretch of country, mountain, plain and prairie, the oak was 

easily the chief of all the deciduous trees. Deep set in the earth, 

gracious in shape, and lofty of form, the different species of the 

genus Quercus were, each, as worthy of the homage of the Druids, as 

the oaks of Mona in the days of Suetonius,- barring the use of the 

silver sickle,- for there was no mistletoe in those Northern latitudes, 

It was a genus of giants that I knew. 

But in 1877 when I went out into Buffalo Land in the Western 

porders of North Texas, I found that the oak genus had its pigmies 

as well as its giants. There was a great scope of country from the 

Canadian River on the North to the Rio Grande on the South, extending 

East from the Cap Rock of the Llano Estacado on the West to about the 3 

100th degree of longitude West from Greenwich, in which the dominant 

form of arboreal growth was a Lilliputian tree, growing to a height 

of one to two feet and with trucks about as thick as a man's thumb. : 

There were much larger trees in this territory- willows, junipers, 

cottonwoods, chinaberries, walnuts, hackberries and mesquites, - but 

with the single exception of the thrifty mesquite, there were exceed- 

ingly scant in numbers, and generally only to be found closely adjacent 

to water courses. Now the dwarfed shin-oak bore its acorns over much 

of that country at the foot of the high plain. 

It was found most frequently in sandy lands growing in scattered 

clumps, but where the sand was specially favorable it was to be found 

in great thickets and sometimes reaching a height of four feet or more. 

These thickets were well known to the buffalo hunters and to the fron- 

tiersmen as "“shinneries", a word evidently derived from the descriptive 

name of that oak,- the shin-oak, -and as far as I am informed these names 

are still applied by the inhabitants of that territory. The *shinneries 

were coverts, in which in those early days might be found the Virginia 

deer, the wild turkey, the pinnated grouse, and in the lower latitudes 

the javalin or peccary. 

These shinneries were generally to be found in the Central and 

Northern part of the habitat of the shin-oak, and about the largest 

one of which I have any knowledge lies between the Southeastern corner 

of New Mexico and the track of the T & P Ry. Co. near Monahans, Texas. 

South of that track the sands become light and infrequent. But the oak 

in scattered clumps can be found in the Southern part of Pecos County, 

Texas, in a limestone country along the higher outline of the Marathon 

fold from the Glass Mountains to the Pecos River. And it may be seen 

also in places much West of this, but thin on the ground, and sparsely 

scattered. The Kingdom of the Lilliputian oak does not much exceed the 

pounds above set out, but it appears as 4 trifle in many places of the 

Southwest. 

1.



Now names have stories. For the last 55 years I have wanted to 

learn the story of the name "Shinnery", but in all the Dictionaries and 

Encyclopedias which I have searched in that time I have never found the 

name. Even Bailey's cyclopedia does not carry it. It was only when I 

tried to find the origin of the family name “Chinnery", that I came 

upon that story. For the name of that family comes from the Norman French 

word “chene" meaning an oak tree, and "Cheniere” meant an oak grove. So, 

as the French "ch" is pronounced muchlike the English "sh", here you come 
to our words "shin" and "shinnery". : 

It is rather remarkable that our name "shin-oak" should carry a 

duplication of meaning, just as our name Rio Grande River drops into 

the same peculiarity. Both cases are the results of a transfer to our 

language of words from a foreign tongue, and the family name in the old 

language becomes the "given" or "first" in the new. We have a common 

phrase-very common during the Civil War-referring to a class of fighting 

as “guerille warfare". Now the word “Guerilla” taken from the Spanish 
means in that language “a little war", so here again we have a double 

us of the same word, another case of "tautology". And to these examples 

there-may be added the name "Cork Oak”, because it is highly probable 

that "Cork" comes to us by an intermediate language from the Roman 

"Quercus", given to the cork bearing oak of the Mediterranean Shores, 

But assuming that shinnery is really derived from a French word 

there is still a missing link. How did the name come down into English 

from a French source? When the Norman French word came into England it 

is reasonable to account for it as coming in with William the Conqueror, 

and his Norman French vassals. To parallel this, we can only say that 

the French, first under LaSalle, and later under their Western explora® 

tions, claimed, from Louisiana to the Rocky Mountains; and the Western 

country, including the head waters of the Red River of the South, was 

the home of French traders and trappers, for fifty years before, and for 

as many after, the purchase of Louisiana from Franch. So such a name 

might. easily pass from the French tongue to our English border people. 

To support this surmise, there is a town named Cheniere in Acadian 

Louisiana, and 100 years ago the French farm of traders ahd’ trappers, 

headed by the Chouteaus of St. Louis, Mo., had a traders station on the 

head of the Osage River in Southwestern Missouri, which bore the name 

LaCheniere (the Oak Grove). Thus the name of our diminutive oak passed 

from the traders and trappers to our unlearned frontiersman of America 

nationality, but being local to those frontiersmen, it did not get to 

the men in armed chairs, who make Dictionaries. 

In relating this episode of history I have a special word for you. 

You are now taking studies, preliminary to your entrance into the 

world of action, and we call this your education. Asa matter of fact 

your education continues through life. This preliminary state is de- 

voted to preparing you for the later stages, and may be taken as having 

three main purposes: lst, to teach you how to acquire habits of careful 

observation; 2nd, to give you something of the observations made by our 

forerunners during the centuries of recorded knowledge; and 3rd, to train 

you in drawing correct conclusions from the facts of your own observation 

and those of others. Now of these purposes, you probably get in your 

‘ school more attention to the 2nd item than to the others. 

Be



But it is really more important, as I look at it, that the special 

attention be given rather to the 1st and Srd purposes, because in your 

later life your success will depnd more upon your training in them than 

to that in the other. Practical life is mostly filled with your own 

observations and the conclusions from them upon which you act. So I am 

stressing to you now the value of giving keen and close attention to 

whatever comes to your eyes and ears, and to draw inferences from your 

own experiences. The personal interest, which you will have in what 

goes on before you, will greatly stimulate the habits of observation 

and reasoning, while what you get from reading lacks in foree, and direct 

oie So I am suggesting the following for your actions along those 

nes: 

You are playing in a world of movement, and you look at one state 

of action today and a changed one tomorrow. Right around you there are 

today great changes going on in animal and plant life in pur immediate 

country of which you have at pest only a slight knowledge. This has 

been forced on the attention of "01d Timers", where the change has been 

| open and notorious, but that was only an iota of the changes that have 

really come without their notice, simply because of lack of close, in- 

| terested and trained observation. You can do better if you will begin 

now, and the training will be valuable to you later in a wider field. 

When the fur traders and trappers of the Chouteaus followed their 

vocations, along the far flung Eastern border of the Rocky Mountains, : 

‘they entered a country which for centuries had not known the approach 

of any element calculated to disturb greatly what the naturalist calls 

the Balance of Nature. Te proportionate numbers of the different 

species of animal and vegetable life remained practically stable year 

in and year out with only minor changes occasionally increasing one 

form of life at the expense of some others, The balance moved one way 

or the other slightly at times, to swing back later to another. When 

from some cause the wolves increased in number, their prey, rabbits, 

ground birds and prairie-dogs suffered. When the wolves decreased in 

number then their prey came back to a kind of normal number. En turn, 

when the prey decreased, the grass and small shrubs increased in propor- 

tion, and so a kind of equilibrium was kept up, with a slight but shift- 

ing and fer reaching variation among plants and animals. 

Now, the entrance of civilized man on this country brought about in 

time a great change in the stability of this Balance of Nautre, and this 

hes continued for more than a hundred years, and is still at work. It is 

.going on right now here. The animal life here is greatly changed from 

that of earlier days, and the plant life to a smaller degree has been 

affected. It is this change to which I am calling your attention. It 

4s going on now all about you, under your feet, and even in the air above 

you, so that here you have before you an unusual changé to exercise your 

powers of observation on thiags of some personal interest. 

And when you havs made your observation of any change in animal or 

plant life then ask yourself the question "how does this come about?" ! 

and there you have a chance to exercise your reasoning powers in a matter 

of some present interest to you. That will spur up your thinking powers 

much more than a problem in Algebra, or a question about the story of 

Richard, the Lion Hearted, or Charlemagnes battle with the Moors. For 

. unless you take up some highly technical profession, questions in Algebra 

7 and History will carry little stimulus to your logic. 

Se 
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Let me cite a few of many changes now passed, or in passing, on 
which you can sharpen your wits, and yet feel such interest in doing 
so that it will seem like play rather than work, 

Fifty years ago ducks in large numbers, many wild geese, and 
occasional swans wintered in the waters near Fort Stockton. Now only 
a few ducks winter here, but no geese or swans. Why? 

Twenty years ago the Upland or Rocky Mountain plovers on their 
Southern migration, spent 10 days in September with us. Do they do 
so now, and if not why? 

Fifteen years ago September brought here a great number of Swallows 
to flit from church roof to telephone wires for 10 days or more. They 
come no more, 

When did the English sparrow make its appearance here? From what 
country? f 

What is the story here of the Russian Thistle? 

The Pecos River is now almost hidden by the shrub called by some 
Monterey Cypress. What is the story of its coming? 

Then you might give attention to the wild pea vine and alfilaria; 
are they gaining or losing in this country? 

The Government is now making a determined fight to exterminate the 
wolf, wildeat and prairie dog. What will be the effect on our Country? 

Informer years both banks of our beautiful Comanche Creaék were 
fringed with the cat-tailed rush (Mexican "Tule") from its head down 
some 5 miles, making a border of close growth some 6 to 10 feet high. 
The plant is almost extinct along that border. How did that change 
come about? 

These are only a few questions out of many along this line, and 
' they have often a practical bearing on the future of our Gounty. Can 

you find any more useful practice in preparing yourself for the problems 
that will meet you in later life than by studying these problems? 
Studying them you will be getting a preliminary training at home that i 
cannot be bettered by any College curriculum in foreign parts. And if 
you have an essay or a thesis to write where will you find subjects to 
work on better than those, which I have suggested, and which will call 

you into new fields “and pastures fresh?" The little story above set 

out of a name in use with us has been written in the hope that you will 

turn your youthful energies into a search for other, and more interesting, 

stories of our part of the earth, which lie waiting for you or some other 
parties to uncover. 

O. W. Williams 
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Texas 

Stop in Baca Co., Gole. and Panhandle of Texas to feed in sorghum fields. : 
In November but not much in spring. oo 

Phil Allan thinks these are largely Little Browns. 

Local people say they are increasing. Complaints of damage. 

Migration goes down W. tier of counties--never got as far E. as 
Amarillo. Winter near Aransas Pass. 

10/39 
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Activities Report i Texas 
Texas Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit 
College Station, Texas 

August, 1938 

A rope census which was made by Lehmann and Smith on about & “eS 

acres of prairie country from August 20 $ hrough August 6 revealed 4 6 i om 

prairie chickens (1 per 27.4 acres), 372 jackrabbits, 6 cottontail rabbite : 

cara, 67 swallows (bank and barn), 2 little blue herons, ? snowy ¢erets, 
13 scissortail flycatchers, 11 upland plover, 1 golden plover, 22 blac! | 
v alti ery 2 tesser yellowlegs, 2 greater yellowl ep S, 2 solitary sand- 

ens a] OF 1 TOR; acres 4
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Nine Million Acres in Texes Geme Demonstration Preserves 

Almost 9 million acres of Texas farms and ranches are 

included in the 262 game management demonstretion preserves which 

have been established during 1937 in cooperation with the Extension 

Service of the A. and M. College of Texas, the annual report of 

R. E. Callender, game management specialist, shows. 

Farmers, renchmen, and 4-H club boys to the number of 

7,324 heve banded together into cooperative game management associations 

in 54 counties. The associetions run in size from two or three farms 

to more than fifty parcels of land. In some instances these areas 

involve an entire community and are composed of individual holdings 

ranging from 8 to 40,000 acres per owner. 

Each association makes its own rules, Callender seid. The 

first step is to make an inventory of the various species of game and 

their abundance, and to take steps to increase the game. This is 

accomplished to some extent through artificial restocking, but the 

main improvement follows the provision of food end shelter, protection 

from naturel enemies, end by restricted hunting. 

Geme management research has established tha fect thet game 

will not increese beyond a point determined by the available amount of 

food, shelter, and range, and a regulated harvest is recommended when 

wildlife becomes abundant. 

The rules of the association usually provide that, when game 

is plentiful enough to permit hunting, permits or leases may be issued 

through the secretary of the group. Such hunting is strictly regulated. 

: Revenue from hunting permits is divided among the members 

on a predetermined basis end a reserve is accumulated for the intro- 

duction of new geme enc for further protective measures. 

In addition to the establishment of the preserves for geme 

; manag ement demonstration purposes, 1,089 farm ponds or lakes with a 

total area of 5,642 acres were constructed in 1937 anc stocked with 

more than a million fish 

Callender gave credit for much of the success of the plen 

in its initial year of operation to sportsmen groups end civic 

organizations which recognized the possibilities of the game 

preserves. 
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Activities Report, Texas Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, 

College Station, Texas, April, 1938.
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Project No. 399 - Present Status and Needs of Vanishing 

pecies in Texas 

Assimilation by Taylor during the month of notes from 

questionnaires and correspondence indicates that the collared peccary 

(Pecari angulatus angulatus) while formerly abundant over a great 

portion of Texes, is found now only in southern and middle western 

Texas and along the Rio Grande, It is decreasing everywhere it occurs 

in the State. A continuation by the State of the present laissez faire 

policies may result in its extinction. With legal protection and a 

modicum of assistance the animal could be substantially increased. 

; An attempt to place protection on the animal at the last legislative 

session failed. Total numbers of peccaries in Texas may be less, at 

present, than the former turn-over (30,000) handled by a single firm 

jn San Antonio in one year ( about 1888). 

Similar studies of the pronghorneth entelope in Texes show 

the enimals tobe more and-more restricted=in geographical renge in 

Texas, although, fortunately, increasing somewhet in limited areas 

west of the Pecos River. While Bailey, in 1905, recorded the animals 

from 65 Texas counties, Nelson, in 1924, could get definite reports 

of occurrence from but 46 counties ( 19 less than Beiley’s), and 

our own recent check-up shows antelope in but 31 counties ( 15 less 

than Nelson's, 34 less than Baileys). One report of special interest, 

from E. J. Compton, land manager for the University of Texas, indiceted 

a drop ( in 1933) from 1,000 to 500 in Hudspeth County due to drouth. 

The total number of mane in the State, however, has probably acre : 

than doubled in the last 15 years, and now may aggregete between 

4,000 and 5,000. 

Further studies of abundance, distribution, and ecology 

of these species are celled for, as information at hand is decidedly 

fragmentary. 

Activity Report, Texas Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, January, 1938.
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Project No. 397 - Life History, Habits, Distribution, and Abundance 

of the Gray and Fox Squirrels of Bast Texas 

Since joining the staff of the Texas Game, Fish and Oyster 

Commission, Goodrum has energetically prosecuted the squirrel investi- 

gations. During September, October, and November he gave attention to 

copulation density, former status, shooting conditions, effects of 

alteration of habitat on numbers of squirrels, food habits, an& predation. ge cane 

Briefly, the found the fox squirrel holding its own, the gray squirrel ae 

decreasing. Increase of hunters and modification of surroundings account \ 

for this. Hardwoods are beinz removed from the squirrel habitat of 

eastern Texas. The red mulberry, a preferred food for squirrels and 

other wildlife in spring, is being taken out for fence posts, During the 

fall months squirrels fed largely on shagbark hickory, fruits of the 

blackgum, and acorns.’ The small acorn crop will mean a tough winter for 

the squirrels, especially the gray. 

The rattlesnake and the coachwhip have been identified as 

squirrel predators. One case is reported of a fox catching a fox 

squirrel. 

Two suckling fox squirrels were recorded near Lufkin, Texas, 

in early October, Perry Malone collected a female gray squirrel, with 

two embryos near the same locality. Gray squirrels were plentiful in 

isolated spots where no shooting had taken place, although the absence 

of young in such places indicated a small crop of young this year. 

Goodrum points out that there is urgent need of saner 

regulations on gray squirrels - open season should be varied from year 

to year in accordance with the conditions. ( Some states have provided 

for such conditions by giving their game commissions authority to 

regulate hunting on a scientific basis - Hd.). 

Fluctuations in squirrel populations are intimately 

associated with food supply and amount of hunting. Setting aside of 

inviolate areas would be helpful in maintaining and increasing 

squirrel numbers. 

From Activity Report, Texas Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, December, 1937.
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CROSS REFERENCE 

"Notes on Personal Experiences with Pronghorn Antelope in Texas," 

by Leo T. Murray. Journal of Mammalogy, Vol. 13, No. 1, February, 

1932, pp. 41-45.
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This disciple of Jack Miner lives down in Texas 

F one doubts the intelligence of wild rises a chorus of “Honk! Honk! Alonk!” to cease shooting at the ducks, he dis- 
geese, a visit to the farm of J.C. Gam- from the lot, and the geese come crowding posed of his decoys and gave his attention 
bill of Lamar County, Texas, will and squabbling to the fence in their to the geese. 
soon convince him that they at least eagerness to get their share of the grain. When asked why he fed the geese, Mr. 

know their friends. For several years this But let a stranger approach, and the Gambill answered, “I like to have them 
farmer has been feeding wild geese on birds cease feeding and stalk away in a on the farm for others to see. There 
his farm through the winter months. Many very dignified manner. The click of the was a time when wild game of all kinds 
days, through the most severe winter camera serves to hasten their retreat; but was plentiful, but it is rapidly disappear- 
weather, hundreds of these birds spend as the distance increases between them ing. Even in this comparatively new coun- 
their entire time in his pastures. Many and the stranger, a part of them will sit try, there are hundreds of children who 
others stop in passing, for lunch, as it down, while others will begin pecking at have never seen wild geese at close range. 
were. Mr, Gambill always has a winter the sparse vegetation, loath to get farther Neither have they seen deer, wild turkey 
crop of small grains, and in addition gives away from the feed but ever alert. As I or other varieties of wild game that at 
the birds a feed of grain twice daily. moved away from the fence the geese came one time were very plentiful. 

Although the farm is only five miles back to their grain, but would allow me 
from a busy town of 18,000, the birds are to approach only so closely before they “Aaneuse I can’t have all kinds of 
remarkably tame. Any member of the again retreated. game on the farm, I can keep geese, 
Gambill family can approach closely while When asked how he induced the geese deer, squirrels and quail. It is well worth 
they are feeding, but they are wary of to start feeding at his farm, Mr. my trouble and expense to see the chil- 
strangers. However, I was able to get Gambill explained that several years dren who visit me enjoying the sight of 
close enough to take several fair pictures. ago he secured eleven tame wild geese, the game, Another reason is, I enjoy 
The greatest difficulty in getting a picture nine Canadas and two snow geese. At the gaining the confidence of wild life. There 
comes from the fact that the birds are same time he got a number of tame _ is nothing that responds to good treatment 
usually fed late in the afternoon and early wild ducks. These were kept as decoys. any quicker than wild animals. If more 
in the morning, when the light is not As no shooting was allowed on the farm _ people, especially landowners, would make 
strong enough for making good pictures. and every precaution was taken to keep an effort to protect wild game, there 

It is a beautiful sight to watch the the birds from being frightened, it was would be plenty for all. Just think! While 
geese coming in at feeding time. They fly only a short time until numbers were feed- there are hundreds of hunters who spend 
high until they reach the boundary of the ing there regularly. : hours tramping around lakes and sitting 
Gambill farm, when they break their flight Ducks, however, have never visited the in uncomfortable blinds trying to kill at 
in mid-air and circle slowly down into farm in such large numbers as have the least one wild goose in a whole season, I 
the feed-lot, which is no more than two geese. There is no large body of water on could go out in, my back yard and kill 
hundred feet from the residence. As Gam- the farm; and, as the ducks flew lower dozens with a stick, Not that I would do 
bill comes from the barn, with a large than the geese incoming in, neighboring it. I don’t keep them to kill. I love to have 
basket of corn on his arm, he calls, “’Mon, farmers would kill many of them. When them around me.” f 
Tom! ’Mon, Tom!” Immediately there Mr. Gambill failed to induce his neighbors Mr. Gambill (Continued on page 74) 

Mr. Gambill throwing corn to wild geese that recognize him and are unafraid 
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and finally got a fire started, calling to Delly all of camp this morning and catch a mess of fish for us, coyotes in a bunch, but the second year these ani- 

the time. We did not know where we were, how and Harry gave his orders for six quail, as he mals were thinned out. There were a good many 

far we were from camp or in which direction camp intended giving us a quail fricassee for dinner, and people buffalo hunting who killed the coyotes for 
was. six birds would be enough. Mack, Delly and I their skins. 

Harry finally said that he would make one more walked out from camp and after a couple of hours “We really came a lot farther out than necessary 
attempt to find the river, and if he found that we of hunting not over a mile from camp got ten birds to kill the buffaloes, but we had lots of fun, There 

knew that we could eventually get back to camp. and came back to camp, where we found Harry and were tens of thousands of buffaloes everywhere. 
Mack and I sat down, bemoaning our fate and won- Doc cleaning a fine mess of white perch and black When we got tired of one place we would move to 
dering just how far we had gotten into the woods. bass they had just caught out of the river. another. We made houses of poles, covered with 

In about ten minutes we heard a whoop from This gave us another wonderful meal, and Harry’s hyffalo hides, lined and floored with the same. The 
Harry, saying that he had found the river. Mack fricassee was just about the best meal that we had second ‘Winter we came out here there were thirty- 
and I worked our way to him, Mack in the lead, with on the trip. The first night that we were in camp two of us from Brown County, and I killed 365 
me following in my slippers and pajamas. After we were afraid that we would not get enough birds buffalo that Winter myself. I diant do anything but 
getting to the river we were in doubt as to which for supper, so we got from Mr. Singleton, on whose hunt : s 

way to go, but by lighting a match and throwing a lands we were camping, a young brown leghorn hen, seen % 2 : if 

piece of stick in the river we ascertained which way which we found that Harry and Doc had also dressed ie ace es S pa a Et es 

was down the river, Then we knew that we would for this final meal. She proved to be the fattest ana ve oe ee Beene woveBrole san 

eventually get back to camp, yelling and whooping and finest chicken that I have ever seen and Harry drie their hams whole. We brought a wash kettle 

all the time, getting no response from Delly. served her baked. Some meal! along with us and rendered up thirty-two kettles 
At about 2 a. m. we finally wandered into camp, When we left camp for Eunice that evening all full of marrow and tallow. This got so hard that 

finding Delly snugly tucked away in his cot, sound of us felt that we would never want anything to eat phted could throw it around like a chunk of wood. 

asleep. We asked him if he had not heard us, and again, but right now, while writing this in my office We would take an axe, break the bones and then 
he said that he had heard us every time we had in Eunice, and thinking of the wonderful trip that S¢rape the marrow out. The marrow and tallow 
yelled, “but I thought that you and old Mack were we had, I feel that I would give almost as much for Were used for cooking, making soap and the like. 
out there just playing.” any one of those meals as “Uncle Bim” offered while We killed enough buffaloes to furnish the people of 

Among other things, I told him that in the morn- shipwrecked on his way back to Australia. While Brown County with meat all the next year. Twelve 

ing when the sun came up I wanted him to show on this three-day trip, six of us, we killed and ate months afterward the meat would be as hard as a 

all of us just what kind of game he thought Mack something over fifty quail and feel that we certainly stone on the outside, but good and fresh when cut 

and I were playing out in the swamp from 9 p. m. got all that we could eat. We were entitled legally into. We didn’t salt our meat. The majority of the 
until 2 a. m. with me dressed only in my pajamas. to over 250 birds, but feel that we got all that we meat we cut in big chunks, as large as a ten-pound 
IT have never been given a demonstration of that wanted. bucket, and dried. Some of it we carried back in 

game, but now, whenever I see Delly, even on the We would go out and hunt a short while each day, ihe whole hams. 

streets of our little town, and I give him a whoop, have splendid work with our dogs, enjoyed ourselves “We killed lots of buffalo at first that were poor. 

I automatically get an answer. to the utmost and satisfied the most ravenous appe- The hair of a poor buffalo is brown, but that of a 
But to get to our hunting trip. Our hunting season tites, and are looking forward to a repetition of the fat one is black, and the fatter the buffalo the 

opened with a very rainy day, and it rained most trip the latter part of the season of 1933. blacker the hair gets. 
of the time during the season, so that we had not The trip was most gratifying to both Harry and “The coyotes would come right up to within 
been able to take the trip. In the meantime our myself, as we both had young dogs, Pat and Beckv, twenty or thirty steps of our camp and sit there 
party was augmented by the addition of Prof. Gordon which we wanted to give some experience, and we and howl while we were getting supper. My brother, 
Dugal, principal of the Eunice high school, and Dr. certainly did, hunting them three days in succession, Noah, got lost one night, San it ate, fearful ead. 

J. A. Dupleichen, one of our most prominent dentists, several hours each day. These dogs are all fast and Hicn covered abi meelt Ae with ; a the 

It was agreed that we should leave Eunice on wide and not a single dos. during the three ; Bit abe erase, ae 5 ; a ‘ eelazeed dur coyotes pulled it off of him two or three times. He 
Saturday morning, February 13, and hunt Saturday, days bunt eee for them a’ erved’ them ——° Pedi ovat oom by the Tndi 

Sunday and Monday, the latter the last day of the fresh meat“and meal each evening, after™t e day's 88 Bee as Soph aie ne Bere Uae e neon 
season. Harry and I-took our dogs, Jake, Queen hu nd they would sleep all night long, some of Wale? 80 ule ; nigbe Analyse uChah Waem iC Wo OF 

and Becky (mine) and Pat and Queen (Harry’s) and em in bed with us. Queen slept with me alk of three times. ‘ 2 

the tent, along with our hunting paraphernalia, a) the time and Pat and Queen Tyson slept in Harrys At another time the same Winter three of us 
went direct to the camping spot and established bed with him. DuptrY BERWICK. LAA Bie eee Oe ee ce Sl 
camp, after which we hunted in the immé€diate ——— BROW a De ble Beene oat Sh) 
neighborhood of the camp. Doc and Mack went is cok us and my brother came near freezing. Finally 

together with their dogs, Lady, Belle and Nellie, and BUFFALO HUNTER OF PIONEER DAYS Yer cot'down and couldn't get up. We took the 
Gordon and Delly paired off with Bessie and Bozo. TELLS OF HIS EXPERIENCES hide ot e nas See him te in ic 

-After Harryand I had made a short round without —— go if ie “In killing the buffaloes we used needle guns 

much success it commenced to rain and we started One of the few men still living who hunted buf- and it cost us five cents a shot. We met two fellows 

back to camp, and when we got there we found Delly faloes for their meat in the early seventies is Frank up on the head of the Colorado River the second year 

and Gordon, and they were starting a big camp fire. M. Sherrod of Tiahoka, Tex. His first trip to the who had been out two months and hadn't killed a 
They had had very indifferent success also and the plains region of northwestern Texas on a buffalo buffalo. They had these ‘citizens rifles’ and traded 

rain ped ane Mee leave faa oan grounds for hunting expedition.was before the wholesale slaugh- us some tobacco to kill some buffaloes for them. 
camp. little later Doc and Mack came in with a 
few more birds. TES = 5 
We found that we had a total of sixteen quail, | (0! ° : oe 2 

which we proceeded to prepare for our supper. CRRA 

Harry cooked us a wonderful quail gumbo, while eae i is = mee Cp 
Delly cooked the rice, Mack toasted the bred and : a a i s ce i re , bie 
the rest of us kept the fire going and did other neces- a Pe * fe are er: Ce ae mes coal GCM s 
sary chores around camp. " nek SO ae Pe a ae, : i 

The next morning, Sunday, Mack got us out of our hae OT Be ce . nt oes ae ie san, 
cots about 6 a. m. and he and Gordon served us for ag ‘ ba tA a | ie, et 
breakfast good old home-made sausage, scrambled Soe j és i 
eggs, Louisiana drip coffee, black enough to stain . 8 cl ‘ r : me 
the china coffee cups, and toast. - 2 » bd P 

After breakfast Harry and I loaded our dogs in 
his car and doubled back towards Eunice about five Z 
miles, where we had previously located several 
bevies of quail. The rest of the party, getting into 
Gordon’s car, went west about five miles to the y @ 
town of Reeves, Mack and Doe going to Bear Creek ee 4 , if 
and Delly and Gordon hunting north of Reeves. Ne Ge é 2 

Harry and I found three nice bevies, getting seven - a 
birds out of the first, five out of the second and four A ; eee 
out of the last. This being a small bevy we did OM a See 
not follow same up, preferring to leave seed for Oa ieee 

next season. ao it - ee See. 
We were the first back to camp, so We made a coe : 3. Bina i % “Pan 

good fire and had coffee ready when the other fel- Le SS ot en eee 3 E 

lows got in. They had eleven birds between them, fe, pe ee ee eee, bo Ee Fs. Fate ee 

not having such very good luck. We had another 
splendid meal cooked by Harry, consisting of smoth- A HERD OF BUFFALO 

Se ead. eee af mee Dchaere yaad 4 ter of the eumee for their. hides began. As a We went out ang killed about fifteen for them, ; 
pound cake for dessert. means of Breneny ing Mr. Sherrod's reminiscences of i There were lots of Indians out here the first 

This was Gordon's lastiday with us..aa he had to pioneer days, J. E. Haley, field representative of the year. We left our camp many times and would 
be in Eunice on Monday morning to attend to his Panhandle-Plains Historical Society, visited Sherrod look back and see the Indians sitting on the tops 

5 ie : btained from him an account of his buffalo of our wagons and moving around our camp. The 
duties as head of the Eunice high school. We were 224 © A : i go Des y 
all sorry to see him leave, he being one of our most hunting experiences. One of the interesting state- never would bother anything except something to 

agreeable campers, and he took home with him ments made by Mr. Sherrod was that in 1875 buf- eat, or our mules. We had to guard them every 
several nice quail for Mrs, Dugal. faloes were killed in great numbers for their night.” 

Monday morning Mack was on the job at about tongues, which were considered a delicacy by many SSS = 

the usual time with the sausage and coffee, but Delly CPicures. — 
said that he did not like Gordon’s scrambled eggs “I was just a boy and was out here on the buffalo DYNAMOS THREAT TO HUNTING 

so much, as he had left out one of the principal range in 1874 and 1875,” he said. “I was seventeen Hunters throughout the United States are faced 
ingredients and it was unanimously agreed that Years old when I came out the first time, having with a grave problem that threatens the future of 
Delly prepare the scrambled eggs, which he pro- been born in 1856. their sport, according to facts brought to light in 
ceeded to do, and gave us a most appetizing dish, “We came out from Brown County, about two a hearing before the Federal Power Commission, at 
but we all agreed that he gave us scrambled onions hundred miles to the east, and there were only five Washington, D. C., September 29, upon the appli- 
with a few eggs in it. of us the first time. We hunted for meat. That cation of the Santee-Cooper Hydro-Electric project 

Harry and Doc said that they wanted to stay in year you could see two hundred and three hundred on an amendment to use the waters of these two
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rivers in South Carolina for power development, ac- old man was wrapping his foot to cover a hole made 
cording to a bulletin of the American Game Asso- sish ane Sis) ng by stepping on a nail and he looked very disconsolate 
ciation. when I asked about his son Bud, who, it appears, 

The commission stated that, according to a ruling Ss Le with true adherence to the principle of survival of 
of the Attorney-General of the United States, it is NOT ALL LUCK IN FISHING the fittest, no longer would speak to his father 
not empowered to weigh wild life and other recrea- - — because dividing the small possible territorial rev- 
tional and esthetic values in determining desirability BY WILLIAM H. COLMAN enue from sale of minnows was another wolf at his 
of granting permits for power development. This is —— door—Bud has a wife and three little mouths to feed, 
considered a dangerous ruling by game officials and OR golf, like everything else you so who shall say that his apparent cruelty toward 
sportsmen. Za AA a can think of nowadays, there may the lord of Poverty Palace is ungratefulness or 
Former U. S. Senator Joseph S. Frelinghuysen, LLANE > be noted the effects of the “com- heroism of a sort. The bible tells us in Genesis, 

New Jersey; Clarence M. Clark, Philadelphia, Pa., Ailes, pression.” In every metropolitan “therefore shall a man leave his father and his 
president of the Santee Club; Seth Gordon, presi- nite GG area there was a plethora of links mother and cleave unto his wife.” Probably Charlie 
dent of the American Game Association, and others, Cage Y and as you drove about the coun- does not know of this injunction. He is past seventy 
attempted to show that wild life values, both from “@RREyyyy itryside you could see great and has had few comforts and but little ease during 
a national and local standpoint, are of greater value ~4 BIL - stretches devoted to the Scotch his three score and ten. Carved on his weather- 
than the public benefits from the proposed water 4% AZZ classic and very few players. beaten seamy face are intermingled lines of humor 
development would be. The power company has ( AA We have a big, fancy club house, and sorrow. The continuous battle of life has laid 
been granted a permit to use certain percentages of SEZ ge but, as you may know, most of furrows over his deeply set eyes. They might be 
water and to build a certain area of reservoirs. The ZZ tion, the boys congregate before and interpreted variously by other lonely souls, but the 
amendment sought is to increase the reservoir area after their games in the locker deepest of them cry out “Bud won’t speak to me 
and to divert practically all of the Santee River into room. The deshabille, set-ups conversation and songs no more.” 
the Cooper River. és of locker rooms generally are a challenge to -parlor Wind not too much. Two dozen shiners in our 

Witnesses for wild life contended that if this ethics and notoriously anti-Comstock. My playing minnow torpedo seemed hardly enough for the 
plan were carried through vast aness we duel tact; comrade used to be located in an aisle adjoining qay’s prospective delights. 
ing grounds would be dried up on the Santee an mine, but it go so “wet” there he moved over to - 
that the excessive flow of water into the Cooper number 18 as a gesture of his disapproval of the pcre ane ee an aca te phe neat fells ane 
would break the dykes and flood out other large flaunting of the edict fathered by Mr. Volstead. Set Tan Gh os dat four ne a ie eas 
areas of duck feeding grounds, and cause other Now, it is proper to explain that Art is golf bug— d be ne S ee areas Cae 2 ae 
irreparable damages to the community, state and he has brought his handicap down from 20 to 7 while ee tr fs a one, Dace pe ieee cfs ifya nation. mine has leaped up from 20 to 27. He practices Tac t ae vailet A scouplass tei of thi ae Mt 

It was shown that hundreds of thousands of dol- evenings and on rainy days; he reads everything fe 2 t a with th ee e Bee S Toe 
Jars are spent annually in duck hunting on these he can get hold of that purports to touch the tech- f2n'for the noonday frying pam Alt cts sudden we 
two adjacent areas; that hundreds of people are nique of his game. S. a t oa lay Irying Te a a sudden we 

given employment; that the health of the community Well, I like golf, but am not such a nut about %2” ee ae cane and tal cr ee peueene 

would be endangered by laying bare large areas of it that I willingly let it displace every other recrea- ee e, sanich we Tpoaene ei inl We a e 
land by the rapidly fluctuating water levels; that tion, hence, when the warm days come around my a ve ee ite a oe ie da adit i ee 
millions of dollars are invested in ducking proper- thoughts turn to angling. One Saturday afternoon {ong and around the drifting beat, Lew bellows _ 
ties; that the plan is not feasible; that such power not long ago, more for the sake of adding to my Savice and warnings of a grest variety wntil finell 
that is proposed to be developed is not needed and noisy surroundings than anything else, I yelled {ho ctruscle of a sipound Great Nonhern was fit. 
probably will not be for the next fifty years; and “Oh, Artie! How about a couple of days’ fishing?” me aeeoare ania aa eee = 
that steam-generating machinery is now coming to Imagine my surprise when he yodeled back “O. K.!” eae Oey ad pe Eee Dose ue oUF ae 
such perfection that if such power were needed it I was so amazed I got up on the bench and peered zee e a eld supe the a pee Ac Oia ee . 
could be developed cheaper than through water over the cabinets, to be sure some one other than Seca tse Sur eee ue 2 ES NE 
power. Art had not answered me. Away yonder in the ~, : . ‘i i 

The commission, however, was so impressed with Sahara section I saw my invitee, cae in the raw, oe ahi een Peau ae a oe 
the wild life values that it allowed the testimony and he was making the motions of casting a lure, RE GLESEE a a a ea’ e ea a ap a 
of the conservationists to go into the record despite so I knew a date was the only further requirement. He pal v be geti See ec ae 
the fact that the ruling apparently prevents their And a date to Art is a sacred thing. He does not os Rey) a ee 
serious consideration. The ruling or the law will make ’em to break. This I was well aware of, as It is surprising how old man hunger gets busy 
have to be changed, conservationists said. we have been chummy for a number of years. ater Sou, have beer re or four oe ay soem 

Se In conformance with locker-room manners, we ing fish to come to their doom. So we headed for 
bellowed back and forth until an understanding was ® point of land and pulled up on the sand. Dimple, 

DReSLE Got NA Oe reached that at 1 o'clock the next Thursday we Levi's American water spaniel, was first out and 
should start for Sand Bridge Resort in northern a a few momen I learned that ZS ee pueberry 

+ + ; . Wisconsin, using my car because it has a radio set dog par excellence. In response to Levi's order, 
donee of the (ation compeane the artis “fighting in it, and he queried “take a mashie?” I knew he eum oo pha he seater end. very Soon 
to restore the wild game of America, have now re- Wanted to help me learn to approach, because this he barked lustily. pee ween eee ara CES 
ceived reinforcements from one of the largest east- 18 the vilest part of my game. “All right,” said I, Or something and went to see. To my amazement 
ern universities. The School of Agriculture of Rut- but with a mental reservation that he would be Dimple was in the midst of a patch of piNebernes. 

A ; given little time to teach me, because when one Believe it or not, he was eating them like nobody’s gers University, at New Brunswick, N. J., has allied i ve Y E Gueiieaal Levi 4 told isha 1d 
its scientific research facilities and noted professors 80¢8 fishing it is only successful by impartially de- ee tee Cee Og CO. ge Se eee cow 
in the movement to restore one of the country’s voting oneself to the details thereof. find blueberries when they were anywhere around, 

important natural resources—wild game birds. Arthur is a patent lawyer by profession and 1 Dut cue Oni aitne exrene oe 
The test tubes, chemical formule and laboratory have heard that his forensic eloquence in a court While the fire was getting started and the coffee 

equipment of science will not be called into action room is of a high order. However, in private life On boiling, I slipped around from point to point 
immediately, however. Training will be the first my friend is not verbose. He is rather a pattern Of the rugged shore line, making short casts. My 
step. Under arrangements made by the More Game of monosyllabic taciturnity. You can tell him a long efforts were rewarded by catching a couple of ten- 
Birds Foundation, professors of the Rutgers faculty, story or ask a lengthy question and he will respond inch small mouth bass. These had hooked them- 
assisted by field men of the Foundation, have as- with, “Wonderful” or “utterly so,” or maybe quite Selves so thoroughly that it seemed useless to thfow 
sumed charge of student instruction at the Game irrelevantly, “great help.” The reason this is com- them back. It has often seemed to me that if the 
Conservation Institute at Clinton, N. Y. Here young mented on is to stress how perfect a fishing comrade same and fish departments of various states would 
men from agricultural districts principally are be- Art is, because you know very well that anyone exPlain to their public that small mouth bass so 
ing trained, with tuition free, to become game ex- who wants to chatter when you wish to talk is a Young as to have attained less than a foot of length 
perts at the only school of its kind in the United less desirable companion than one who is a good are not ae Saeaceon ae or ee it would ene 

States. listener. more undersized fish than by emphasizing a penalty. 
Graduates of the unique institution will return to Eight hours of alternating at the wheel, with less During all the morning Art had hardly said a 

their various states, where they will take up game than the usually encountered aggravations known W0rd, but while the culinery efforts were progress- 
restoration work with state game departments, as detours, brought us to our destination, where we ing he unburdened his angling philosophy to ae 
sportsmen’s organizations and agricultural groups. were greeted by Levi, our host and guide. The legal style: “Be it known, my friend,” said he, “that 
Already students from California to Maine are learn- parlous times had greatly reduced the number of the invention of fishing with pole or rod is a useful 
ing the three D’s of quail, pheasant and waterfowl. fishermen generally found at Sand Bridge. In fact, i™Provement and I do hereby declare the following 
Leading sportsmen and businessmen of the country the only other guest there was Alex and he was is @ full, clear and exact perspective description of 

have thrown their support to the Foundation in taciturn, not from habit, but because he stammers, the same. This invention relates to a combination 
supplying financial sinews for the fight. He started to tell us of his luck, but got stuck when Of @ light weight, resilient tapered rod of variable 

The institute already is developing new methods he tried to say big, black bass. We left him strug- length, and a revolving element adjusted by 
of game management and propagation, outstanding gling with the three b’s and soon found ourselves, Clamps to the handle thereof. The common, though 
among which are quantity production of quail, pheas- by the light of a kerosene lamp, engaged in a strenu- ™isleading, name of this device which carries fifty 
ants and waterfowl with modern incubators and ous game of checkers. Finally I had Art four to yards or more of ‘Silken line is non-back-lash reel. 

brooders. Among the noted scientists of Rutgers three and the next move was a trap. He fell for The object of the invention being to hurl a lure or 
who will carry on the work are Dr. Thurlow C. it and lapsed into golf parlance with “looked up.” ait concealing numerous barbed hooks in any direc- 
Nelson and Dr. Leon A. Hausman, Department of Across the road from Levi’s house is a neat little tion and to withdraw same in imitation of a creature 
Zoology; Dr. Fred R. Beaudette, professor of poultry cottage, close to the water’s edge and surrounded SWimming or floating. It is customary to invest a 
pathology; Prof. W. C. Thompson, Department of by many blooming flowers. This is the home of large amount of money in such paraphernalia, the 
Poultry Husbandry; Prof. E. R. Gross, Department “Charlie,” who for many, many years has fished Operation and modifications of which give rise to 
of Agricultural Engineering, and N. F. Farris, in- and guided in Stephenson County, assisting Levi e@Ddless discussions, but the real usefulness of the 
structor in agronomy. when times were different. Charlie is really a car- invention requires attention and experience, most 

Tuition is free to accepted applicants at Game penter, but turns his hand to painting signs when Particularly an exact knowledge of life habits of 
Conservation Institute. Prospective students from he can get an order. Whatever prompted him to fishes. All localities do not present equal oppor- 
any state may apply for admission provided they letter a piece of birch bark, tacked on his door, tumities. A study of the depth, the structural char- 
are high school graduates, over eighteen years of “Poverty Palace,” I do not know. He has a son 4cter of the bottom, the intensity and direction of 
age and can furnish satisfactory character refer- who ordinarily works for the big power company Currents and the quality of the water are sine 
ences. The only cost to students is $400 per year, in that vicinity, but who is now seining for minnows 4Ua non. 
which covers room and board at the school. The to sell visitors. I asked Levi about Charlie and “And, whereas, a predetermined locality is often 
Foundation announces there are a few vacancies in was told he was down at Twin Bridges catching a snare and delusion without consideration of the 
the next class, starting October 16, 1932. and vending shiners. When we arrived there the hour of the day, id est, morning or evening, and the



EXIRACTS from Texas Yearbooks on Wild Life Conservation, 1928-29 & 1929-30 

: 1929-30 
pe T Description of licenses game preserves and their results. 

p. 20 Graph showing trend of deer, turkey, quail and prairie chickens 
in relation to sale of hunting licenses. 

pe 33 "Red foxes are not native to fexas but have been imported from 
time to time from their eastern habitat in Tennessee and Kentucky." 

T. H. Brown planted 10 in 1891 and 23 in 1892, apparently in 
Harrison and Washington Counties. Others also made plants, the 
total being about 100. "Within a few years after these importa- 
tions there were reports of red foxes . . . ranging from Texarkana 
and Jasper on the east to the Pecos River on the west." Also in 
the Malakoff area, Burleson, Fayette, Colorado and Lavaca Counties, 
also Limestone and Walker Counties. Also San Antonia, Medina Lake, 
Junction, Brownwood, San Saba, Lake Dallas, west Texas near Alpine. 
None in MeLennan County. Plants on the Bosque died out. 

Pp. 102 Bobwhites. Texas planted in 1929-30 3,336 bobwhites. 

1926-29 
Practically all species of game birds and mammals are treated in this 

yearbook, occasionally with good information on distribution but little 
on habits or mamagement. ‘These treatises begin on page 50, “History of 

Texas Game," ; 

p. 83. Pheasants. In 1920 Texas planted about 110 pheasants which 
failed. 

Pp. 23 Jaguar. Specimen killed in 1910 and 1903. 

Copies: Yeatter 
Foxes folder 
Texas -—~ 
Pheasants 

Quail 
Prairie Chickens Aldo Leopold
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VIRGIN LONGLEAF PINE. IN EAST TEXAS—A VANISHING STAND 

Typical of once common forests of this species. The trees are 
being turpentined: which signs their death-warrant. 

THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE IN FORESTRY 

BY E. O. SIECKE 
DIRECTOR, TEXAS FOREST SERVICE 

isirors entering Texas at any railroad point west northeast corner of the state, to El Paso, in the southwest 
V of Texarkana or from the west, and not having corner, than it is from Texarkana to Chicago, at the foot 

occasion to visit the eastern portion of what is of Lake Michigan! 
known as East Texas, must gather the impression that To find the commercial forests of Texas one must look 
Texas is an agricultural and livestock state, with only into that part of the state lying east of the Houston branch 
scattering forests of scrubby oak, mesquite and cedar. of the Missouri Pacific Railroad. There, forests form the 
This impression is strengthened by earlier school geog- western extremity of the southern pine belt that reaches 
raphies, novels, and some quite recent magazine stories, {rom ‘Texas to Delaware. There are thirty-five Texas 
all of which emphasize the longhorn steer and the cow- counties included in our commercial timber area, referred 
boy, and occasionally speak of cotton plantations and to iocally as the “piney woods”, covering more than 
singing negro cotton pickers. It must be confessed, too, eighteen million acres. This is an area larger than the 
that many Texas citizens residing in the central, south- combined areas of New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa- 
ern and western portions of the state are so unfamiliar chusetts and Rhode Island. More than ten million acres 
with our forests and forest industries as to feel that they of this area today carry forest growth and most of it is 
are of only minor economic importance. Strange? Not considered as being chiefly valuable for timber growing. 
when one stops to consider that, as the crow flies, it is Extending southward along the eastern border of Tex- 
some seventy-five miles farther from Texarkana, in the as from the Red River to the city of Houston, near the
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Gulf of Mexico, this timber belt produces annually more _ Forest Service in fire protection, and four companies have 
than one billion, five hundred million board feet of pine begun experimental planting. 

and hardwood lumber and gives employment to some It was back in 1915 that Texas recognized its responsi- 

twenty-three thousand persons each year, while the pole bility toward forest perpetuation and initiated state 

and tie timber removed annually add another half bil- forestry activities. The legislature enacted a law author- 

lion board feet to the yearly production. This production izing the Board of Directors of the Agricultural and 

gives Texas a rank of sixth to eighth each year in the list Mechanical College of Texas to appoint a State Forester, 

of lumber-producing states, and maintains an industry who under the general supervision of the Board should 

that employs more wage earners than any other manufac- have direction of all forest interests and all matters per- 
turing industry in the state. It is no small economic item. taining to forestry within the jurisdiction of the State. 

About nine hundred : & s With this law as the 

thousand acres of virgin "aaa ae 4 er ae we / basis the Texas Forest 

pine timber and approx- "4 os Ss 2 Service has developed. 
imately the same amount v2 ba al se e! Increased appropria- 

of virgin hardwood of | a a io tions have been received 
commercial value re- “gt a LW Pei 5 ee oe from each legislature 

main out of the original “4 See : aia — since the fundamental 

commercial forest area | & a4 Py ae ee law was passed. The or- 
of sixteen million acres. i tae eS o oI ei _ ganization has become 
Good second growth , (: , es Y { e oe xe i Fs! one. of the four major 
pine is found on about ‘i et Nn ee di a = divisions of the Agri- 
three million five hun- 97 o i Vi * oe =< se ye fi cultural and Mechanical 
dred thousand acres and ct } a | i | ” cof College devoting its en- 

there are some two mil- io oe : te ee tire time to developing 
lion acres of second = _ lhe  — aa + forest fire protection, 
growth hardwoods. ~§ "eM i li forest education other 
These areas are already , | a hee I) ey A des = _ =" than at the College, co- 

supplying a considerable Wes 4 ah a lhe R) ey ' operative assistance to 
portion of the present "7 IRitieseli 2nd ae ee a8 _ all forest owners, and 
lumber cut and are oa ingiinetoe ae we. ae FF ge forest research work. It 
growing the stock that eee: J AN eg ge, was early found that the 

will supply the total cut, 2 haa Ni eared Dt i %) ay bulk of the cut-over 
when all of the virgin : ee ies ee = — ieee ‘4 lands would reforest 

timber is gone. There is ae 4 ‘ hte ee BR Mes * . 1G q a naturally if protected 

an additional area of oe pos Seat teas: sal os pris ee ay from fire. Hence, forest 

some three million acres Bee aa os | oe. 3 a ae Pai, a fire prevention and sup- 

that does not at present 5 oy ee y ae es Ses yes pression have received 
carry much, if any, sec- i fag, res Sok ae Ce: he OY ae major attention. As ap- 
ond growth timber of SOAS WPA Salat ec an a age OR ATG propriations, experience* 

value. This area, in FIGHTING FOREST FIRES—A MAJOR TASK and field personnel in- 

large part, must be te Whe aot eect, ater cee sremoes lenny td creased the tea of land 
forested by planting be- . annually burned over 
fore it will again produce commercial stands of timber. has been reduced. During the past six years the area 

This brief survey indicates that on the whole, our burned within the country covered by organized protec- 

forest resources have been harvested with little thought _ tion has not exceeded five per cent annually. This record 

about the future of the land, although most of it is best is looked upon with pride in view of the fact that avail- 

adapted to timber growing. In this, however, Texas has able funds for fire prevention and suppression work have 

done no differently than any other state in the South, never been more than one-sixth of the total considered 
North or East. It is gratifying to note that the situation necessary to give adequate protection. Within the past 

is today undergoing a marked change. The growing de- two years various protection units have been organized, 

pletion of timber supplies throughout the nation, to- with the principal land owners contributing one-half of | 
gether with the present agricultural situation, and the the expenses. This system is being expanded as rapidly 
realization on the part of practically all people that proper as possible, with the ultimate object of including prac- 

land utilization must be given more careful considera- _ tically all of the timber land owners of East Texas. The 
tion, all these are creating more interest in the future of | manner in which various owners and agencies are going 

our timber resources. The first definite steps on the part into this protection unit work is indicative of the change 

of ‘Texas lumber companies have been taken to per- that is taking place in the minds of Texas timberland 

petuate the source of their raw materials. Many of them — owners. 

are now cooperating in a financial way with the Texas Some states own large areas of forest land that are
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THE SITE OF A PROPOSED STATE FOREST PARK IN EAST TEXAS 
Steps are being taken to preserve such yirgin longleaf 

timber in parks. Texas has four state forests 

; administered as state forests, with timber production and belt by the black lands, a deep, fertile soil area on which 

public recreation as the principal objectives. The policy very few trees grow naturally. Western Cross-Timbers 

in Texas is to acquire state forest land primarily for is separated from Eastern Cross-Timbers by the Grand 
research and demonstration work in the various timber Prairie region, which, like the Black Lands, is practically 

types. At the present time Texas has four such state devoid of tress. 

forests, the largest of which includes two thousand three Westward from the last of the above mentioned timber 

hundred and sixty acres and the smallest six hundred belts to the New Mexico line and from the Red River to 

acres. the Rio Grande and thence eastward along the Rio 

Two forests in Newton and Montgomery Counties are Grande almost to the Gulf, is a Jarge area of alternate 

. now under administration, with resident superintendents, prairie and mesquite forest. The mesquite grows largest 

and detailed forest research is under way. State forest in the central and southern parts of the state. It has 

nurseries are also located on these two forests. These spread over most of its present range during the past 

; nurseries are capable of producing about one million trees _ twenty-five years, or, in other words, within that period 

annually. The trees produced are used for experimental during which the cow range has been settled and fenced, 

planting on state forests, for sale at cost to Texas land thus preventing the great prairie fires that once swept 

owners desiring to reforest idle land, and for ornamental large areas of the open country. Mesquite is used for 

“use at State institutions. fence posts, and, to a limited extent, due to its extreme 

So much for the commercial timber belt. What of the hardness, for furniture and paving blocks. Live oak is 

post oak regions and the cedar brakes, and the mesquite found scattered throughout this region and huisache is 

and Rocky Mountain forests? Next to the East Texas common south of San Antonio. 

piney woods, the cedar brakes of central Texas are most In the Panhandle and South Plains region there are 
important from a commercial standpoint. In years past very few native trees except in the narrow valleys of run- 

they have produced lumber, poles, piling, fence posts, ning streams. Chaparral, shin oak and small mesquite 

shingles and firewood. Today practically all of the larger are found from San Angelo west to the Pecos River. 

trees are gone, but a considerable business is still carried Yes, Texas has forests, a wide variety—commercial 

on in fence posts and poles that the region still produces. forests covering areas larger than several of the smaller 

Largest of all our timbered areas, but of relatively small states, forests of less important trees covering even larger 

value commercially, is the post oak timber found in the areas. Texas has sufficient forest land, capable of pro- 

belt that extends southward from Red River, just west ducing high quality timber, to take care of the needs of 

of the “piney woods,” almost to the Rio Grande. This the entire state if good forestry practice is followed. Best 

scrubby, slow-moving timber is used for firewood and _ of all, Texas is awakening to the opportunities that these 

fence posts. Only occasionally does it become large forests hold for her. The tide is turning, and it is a safe 

enough for sawtimber or cross ties. The Eastern and _ prediction that the future will find Texas producing more 

Western Cross-Timbers are smaller areas of post oak, forest products than at present, and at the same time, 

mixed with some cedar and other low grade oaks. The supporting larger populations in the commercial timber 

Eastern Cross-Timbers is separated from the Post Oak belt than the wildest dreamer of the future foresees.
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Poacher, Or Paying G -- Poacher, Or Payitis Guest 
In the Hill Country of Texas the Sportsman is a Welcome Customer Paying for the Privilege of Harvesting the Annual Game Crop. 

BY WM. J. TUCKER 

Executive Secretary, Texas Game, Fish and Oyster Commission. 

ACILITIES for travel, improved during that time, and decided that they would do all of hunting privileges an increasing army of 

F the last two decades, have made it possible within their power to increase the game sup- urban dwellers flocked to those sections where 

for the hunters in numbers to reach the plies on their premises. The result of their the privileges were for sale. They realized 

heretofore inaccessible haunts of game that there, for a price, they could ob- 

and in all too many instances with the | tain a place to hunt. It was natural that 

coming of the hunters in numbers the competitive bidding for the best places 

farmer and ranchman of Texas have to hunt soon resulted and that prices 

lost interest in the protection of game. all out of proportion to the true worth 

Many of the farmers and ranchmen of the shooting privilege were paid to 

regard game as a liability because of - the landowner. It also disclosed the 

its attraction to the hunter and the Fd r fact that all landowners were not con- 

imagined and occasional actual men- & y 3 servationists and that while some de- 

ace that the hunter is to livestock, ‘i r os sired game on their premises, because 

range and forest. | 4 a. of the price they could get for the 

aos 77 a privilege of hunting, in their greed for 
An Asset, Not a Liability ae larger gross aus Seat they 

How game to the farmer and oe 4 sometimes admitted too many hunters, 

ranchman in some sections of Texas Fe ny and more than the excess crop of 

has become an asset rather than a li- ” ers i game was taken. Their neighbors, 

ability and how the farmer and ranch- a : especially those who did not sell hunt- 

man have been given an incentive to | Ls ing privileges, but, who maintained a 

welcome an increase of game on their ‘ ‘ good supply of game on their premises 

premises, is one of the interesting ‘ * ce for themselves and their friends, 

stories that can be told by those who be grew resentful. They complained that 

are familiar with the history of con- . the “lease system” was resulting in 

servation in the Lone Star State. not only permitting the killing of an 

By Legislative declaration in Texas, i excess amount of game on one’s own 

similar to the declarations that have premises but much of the game which 

been —made—in—aimost—every other s Suircig , | iad been reared on adjacent premises =t—~S~S 

State, game is the property of the Sy 4 2 

people of the State. There are no ‘4 7 Correlates Ure 

private rights thereto. It is axiomatic, Bt 1 Sportsmen set up legitimate com- 

however, that all native game is on A plaints. They argued, that under the 

privately owned land, and even though Bi] system in vogue, only the man of 

the game is not privately owned, the abundant means would be able to find 

occupants of the land could achieve William J. Tucker a place to hunt and that he would 

its destruction in a single season if annually purchase the hunting rights 

they so willed. work was soon apparent. Many of these areas on all of the good lands at a price that would 

in a few years had an annual excess crop of _ be prohibitive for the man of small means. 

Game a Source of Food game that more than met the personal needs of. There was no objection to the fact that wealthy 

In the earlier periods of development in this the landowner. With the increase of game in individuals purchased large tracts in fee, pri- 

State game was desired on farm and range be- those areas, hunters from afar were attracted, marily to assure good hunting for all time to 

cause it afforded an auxiliary food supply. In and by voluntary offers the hunting privileges come for themselves and their friends. The 

an earlier epoch it was the primary supply, and were purchased on these ranches. argument was that the game is the property of 

it is well to reason that the land would not have Z the people of the State and that the price for 

been conquered if it had not been for game. But Sale of Shooting Rights the privilege of hunting this game, if permitted, 

with growing crops and ranges well stocked There was a law at this time which prohibit- should not be so great but that almost everyone 

the necessity that the early pioneer felt for ed the sale of game, but there was no law which would be placed on an equal footing in bar- 

game was no longer apparent. The early in- prohibited the sale of the right to hunt. This gaining for these hunting rights. 

centive for its increase had been destroyed by system grew apace. Meagre at the start, it had ' 
‘% march of civilization. With the destruc- grown some six years ago to proportions that Present Law Passed in 1929 
tid of this incentive game reached a low ebb attracted the attention of the conservation de- At the session of the Legislature in January, 

in Texas more than 20 years ago. The con- partment and the Legislature. Not so much 1929, the Trespass law of Texas was re-written. 
servation machinery was also weak. Out of with the idea of regulating the sale of hunting It now provides that it is unlawful for anyone 

this debacle came a realization, almost too late, privileges as to determine the numbers of peo- to hunt or fish upon the enclosed lands of an- 

of the recreational advantages of game. Then ple who were paying for the privilege of hunt- other, providing that the owner of such lands 

came larger groups of sportsmen over the State, ing, a law was enacted about six years ago. It does not make a charge in excess of four dol- 
many of them organized, and a conservation required that all of those who lease or sell lars per day per person or an aggregate of 

department better equipped, and the decline was the hunting privileges on their premises must more than 25 cents per acre per year for the 

halted. first apply to the Conservation Department shooting privileges on his land. Many land- 
for a shooting preserve license and pay the fee owners argue that this price is too low and 

Farmers Protected Game of $5.00 therefor. They are required to enforce point out that the maximum price will always 

Some ten or more years ago groups of farm- the State laws on their property, to keep a be charged and that the man who has little 

ers and ranchmen banded themselves together record of those who hunt and. their kill. game on his premises will get as good a price 

in the West Central part of Texas, formulated a é as the man who has an abundant supply. There 
‘ ot . Competition Raised Prices ° : 5 mtn 

conservation regulations for their own proper- is no question but that there are inequalities by 

ty that were stronger than the State laws at With the legal status that was given the sale (Continued on page 67)
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POACHER, OR PAYING GUEST under proper environmental conditions produces Ground, that may be provided for a rapidly in- 

(Continued from page 58) more game. Ours is no longer a virgin coun- creasing population. 

; Saree” = try and we cannot depend upon a virgin or ac- 

this general limitation. The Sposa how- cidental supply of game for an increasing army Laws Alone, Insufficient 
ever, are better satisfied and the inequalities GF punters Aad jae 
will be worked out. It is a distinct departure 2 Perhaps we are awakening to a realization 

from the European system, where the game it- that game laws alone do not provide a com- 

self is sold, not as an inducement to hunt, but System Will Spread plete panacea for the profligacy of a people in 

as meat, and where the public has no necessary We believe the leasing system, which is now a given locality. Perhaps We have clung too 

part in the annual harvest of the excess crop of practiced so extensively in the central south- tong ie ine ane of tree eS oes a fine 
game. western portion of the State, which is known as thing while it lasted, but it is gone like the Co 

the hillecountry| will “spread@rapidiyeto sotter cart and the kerosene lamp. The country is 

Better Law Observance sections and that with its spread and the con- ee fence. Most of the ranges of pec ane 

All those who get a fee for hunting privileges sequent better management of the game re- privately owned. It behooves us to realize that 

on their lands do not intelligently manage their sources on the land to which this system is ap- me onus pes Same, ven under favorable 

game crop, but there is more effort and more plied, there will soon be a better place to hunt coy oneal conditions, aes ae ee 

intelligent management and better observance for every man who desires to hunt in the Lone es ce pulne ate wall not be wall 

of conservation regulations on most of these Star State. There is plenty of room in this Gail) ee oe ec eye 

Jands than there was before the system came State for such a spread. Texas embraces provided a Texas ey not. be the best plan, 

into vogue. These landowners realize that they 170,173,440 acres, of which 2,238,720 acres are Ps working and we believe will work out 

cannot readily find a market for the shooting under water. When more and more lands are to the ultimate good of those who want eae 

privileges on their lands unless these lands are being leased for the shooting privileges, there and a ete ee ee es 
well populated with game. The sportsmen have will be greater competition among the land- Meher pierce 1 co atee sytem. Pink 

learned to make personal investigation, long be- | owners, and finally the landowner may have to Cee pay-your-way, American system. 

fore the season opens, of the game resources of advertise for hunters to compete with his neigh- Te ae Poe soar tee ue OF Peas: tc Death. 

the land which they desire to lease. Many of bors and with other landowners operating un- er intel the (Glassvot-theerespected custoiier. 

the landowners have long since come to rea- der the same system in other sections of the —— 

lize that it is only the excess crop which they State. When this time arrives there will be no 

can afford to market if they are to have other need of fixing a maximum price that may be BRANT NOT INCLUDED IN BAG LIMIT 

crops for other years. charged. whe REDUCTION z 
Of course bag limits will always be neces- Inquiries coming to the American Game Pro- 

‘The Bapiof Game sary, and in the best interests of conservation tective de indicate doubt as to whether 

Daring the season £1928, 3.201 bucks and the open seasons must not be too long. If the recent re re in bag limits on wild ducks and 

628 wild turkeys were killed on land operating bag limits were lifted, again there would be 8°°S° cyee o Be oe yes 

under the shooting preserve law. The acreage merit in the cry that only the wealthy could ee rom the Chief of the Bureau of Bi- 

in these preserves totaled approximately 1,500,- afford to hunt, for unfortunately there would Slosical Say ee peed ne 

000. The reports indicated that there was a be a few wealthy persons who would want to een, : ihe DEY bag aes ona wild 

_________ total_of 12,000 hunting days consumed in taking kill more than their share as stipulated under duck commencing with next shooting eases 

this game. Of course, it is reasonable to sup- Present Kgal bag as. swill be 15 ner day and onigesse Der soe 

pose that all of this time was not consumed fad 4 cul en See Ae #5 be 
i z <illed and means that only 15 in the aggregate 

ee ae oe ae, a System Adapted to Cuad of all kinds taken may be killed in one day, 

couraged in many shooting preserves. The . It is true in Texas that the leasing system and the same rule applies as to geese. Four 

record for the 1020 season, when the compila | © practiced most extensively in the turkey and geese in the aggregate of all kinds only may 

tion is completed, will show a much larger kill deer ranges of the State, but these are exten- be taken. The daily limit of eight Brant re- 
of turkeys. Records obtained during the past sive, and there are lots of folks in Texas and mains in effect. 

few years show that there is no apparent de- those who come from adjacent states who are It should be understood, however, that the 

cline in the number of turkey and deer killed willing to pay a price to kill a turkey or deer. term Brant does not include Snow geese or 

on these preserves which may be taken to mean The bag limits of Texas provide that a man Blue geese sometimes referred to as Brant but 

‘ that in the aggregate there has been no break- ™4Y kill two buck deer with pronged horns, and only to the true Brant, which is limited in its 

down: under. intensive hunting. Compared with three turkey gobblers each season. Of course range to the Atlantic coast and is largely a 

the best available figures of ten to fifteen years the law does not specify that charges for hunt- sea bird. 

ago the annual kill is more than double, which ie occa a may. be _—e for deer an pen 
A 3 . _ turkey. ere is considerable commerce made 
ce pee Dean ten eystemniseprodile of favorite hunting places for waterfowl, and JOBBERS SUPPORT CONSERVATION 

it is reasonable to suppose that this system will At a recent meeting of the Southern Hard- 

spread to those sections where there is only ware Jobbers, held at Galveston, Texas, the 

Vast Game Sanctuaries bob-white quail, and I know of no game with following resolution was unanimously passed: 

There is a considerable acreage in Texas of | which it might work more successfully. It “Whereas, we realize and believe that the 

Jands that are held primarily for hunting pur- might be the means of restoring the prairie restoration of the wild-life resources of this 

poses, to which only the owner and his friends chicken to the rightful place it should occupy country is a necessity of vast importance, 

are admitted. These areas are probably far among the game birds of the State, by awak- “And Whereas, we are acquainted with the 

in excess of the areas to which the public is ening the interest of the landowner in this work that is being done to further this end 

admitted for a price. There are 3,000,000 acres bird, which he does not now have. by such agencies as the American Game Pro- 

reserved in Texas as State game sanctuaries. With whatever objections that may be found  tective Association; the Sporting Arms and 

There are other vast areas on which most to a system of this kind, there is no denying Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute, and in- 

hunters are not welcome, and other great areas that the landowner is better capable of protect- dividual members thereof; State Game and 

where hunters are tolerated and natural en- ing and enforcing the conservation regulations Fish Departments; and many such worthy or- 
vironmental conditions are good. On much of — on his own premises than anyone else. When ganizations, 

this latter acreage, however, there is little game he can be given the incentive towards enforcing “Therefore, Be It Resolved, that the Southern 

because it has not been properly managed. these regulations and, in addition to requiring Hardware Jobbers Association, in convention 

If the landowner of this area accepted the in- an observance of intelligent regulations, refrains assembled, at Galveston, Texas, April 7-10, 

centive that has been offered through the shoot- from overstocking his range, practices predator 1930, hereby endorses this program and com- 

ing preserve system there is little doubt but control and does all possible to keep down mends to its individual members that they take 

that game would greatly increase even with diseases of game as well as livestock—we will some active part in the movement for restora- 

increased hunting, because better management be closely approaching the Happy Hunting tion of the wild-life resources of America.”
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Extract from the book "Useful Birds and their Protection" 

by Edward H. Forbush 

(Published by Massachusetts Board of Agricul ture) 
1913. 

(From Chapter, Birds of geld & Garden, page 330) 

"It is probably the most effective dnemy of the Colorado potato 

beetle. A correspondent wrote me that he had watched the Quail feeding 

on potato beetles and other insects on his farm, and believed that each 

bird raised on his place was worth five dollars to him as an insect 

killer. He declines to allow any more Quail to be killed on his farm. 

Dr. Judd says that Mr. ©. EB. Romaine of Crockett, Tex., wrote that Quail 

were nestihg about his fences and even in his garden, and had kept his 

* potato patch entirely free from the "Colorado potate bug." From sevyenty- 

five to over one hundred potato beetles have been found in Quails! 

_) stomachs." j :
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FAUNAL MAP OF TEXAS By Vernon Bailey 

FROM NORTH AMERICAN FAUNA No. 25, PUBLISHED BY THE U. S. BIOLOGICAL SURVEY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, 1905.
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April 9, 1947 

Mr. Carl Shoemaker 
National Wildlife Federation | 
1129 Vermont Ave., 1.¥, 
Washington 5, D. C. 

Dear Carl: 

This is a very tardy thank you for your courtesy 
in supplying me with films during the King Ranch 
trip. I have been negligent in not thanking you 
sooner. I enjoyed riding with you, and hope that 

you. and Ann had a nice trip afterward. 

I am sending you a set of prints. They are not 
very good. I had to take most of them in too 
mich of a hurry. 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

ALsPM ALDO LEOPOLD 
(Signed in Mr. Leopold's 

\ absence to avoid delay)



Mr. V. W. Lehmann 
King Ranch 
Kingsville, Texas 

Dear Jean: 

Thanks for corresting ms on the goatweed va, ragweed. I didn't aee 
any dead ragweed, and that bothered me, tt your letter clears this up. 

Tha delighted that the remnant of lions ia to be kept. I think you 
will not regret it, 

4s to hawks, I am only too well aware of how slowly progress comes. 
The main incongruity in my mind was the continuance of raptor control 
under topheavy densities in both quail end turkey, However I cannot 
spenic too loudly on this, for Tf mrself got hizh-pressured into assenting 
to a wolf bounty in isconsin on o range topheavy (and then some) with 
deer. Worse still the timber wolf is nearly extinet. I mention this 
only to show we are all in the same boat, 

As to rodents, I did not assume you would get actual control from 
predators, I wich 1t were as simple ss that, My assumption was that 
predators might help somewhat, I am seh interested in your observa~ 
tion on what does control. The relation of jackrabbits to plant 
succession cheeks well with the Arizona studies, 

How to get our bearings: the ebove things are details; the big thing is 
that the King Ranch ie one of the best jobs of wildlife restoration on 
the continent, and hag almost unparalleled opportunities for both manage= 
ment and research, Still more importent: it is a gem among notural 
areas, and mst be kept intact, Any time I ean help toward preserving 
and realizing these values, I am yours to comand, 

Best regards, 

ALt Pal ALDO LEOPOLD



KING RANCH 

KINGSVILLE, TEXAS 
ROBT. J.KLEBERG,@OR.,PRES. RIGHAREDM.RLEDERG.URiGEoY. R.M.KLEBERG,CHM. 

March 7, 1947 

Doctor Aldo Leopold 
The University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Agricultural Hall 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Doctor Leopold: 

Your thoughtfulness in sending prints of some of the 
photographs you took on the King Ranch is certainly appreciated 
and I have taken the liberty of sdding them to my personal col- 
lection of pictures of special merit and sentimental value. 

From your notes on the back of the photograph of a 
plowed strip, I notice that you received the impression that plow- 
ing was for the purpose of stimulating ragweed. I am sorry that 
I conveyed the wrong impression, for it is goatweed (Croton sp.) 
and not ragweed that reacts best to scarification. 

Even in the case of goatweed, the purpose and the re- 
sults of plowing in this locality are not what might be expected. 
Artificial feeders which have been maintained throughout the year 
indicate that native quail foods are scarcest in this country in 
late summer, and not in late winter as in so many areas. The late 
summer shortage results not so much from a scarcity of goatweed 
plants, but in late seeding under average rainfall conditions. 
Good rains have been recorded here every month in the year, but 
we can "count on" a good rain only in two seasons, i.e., late 
spring and early fall. Goatweed, our principal quail food, usually 
‘grows to the point of blooming or actually shedding seed on the 
basis of the spring moisture. During the hot dry summer, however, 
it stands in a semi-dormant condition and generally matures seed 
only after the fall (September and October) rains come. Through 
plowing, we are atbenpt ing to decrease rather than increase the 
number of goatweed plants but to promote early seeding by re- 
lieving those plants which remain in the strips of close plant 
competition. 

On my first assignment in South Texas in the early 
1930's, I too thought that coyotes and perhaps hawks were important 
in controlling gophers and other rodents. It was soon apparent 

that such was mot the case however. I saw many areas where high 
gopher and heavy coyote and hawk populations occurred together. 
Throughout South Texas, in fact, gopher populations correlate 
positively with surface and subsoil conditions and possibly with , 
rainfall (wet years are often followed by population reductions) 
and other factors. Never, however, have I seen an area where 

coyotes and hawks appear to be important controls. It is much
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the same with jackrabbits. On the old Cameron ranch in LaSalle 
County, for example, both coyotes and jackrabbits were exceedingly 
numerous from 1939 through 1943. During the period trappers for 
the State made some of the heaviest coyote catches ever made be- 
fore or since. This seemingly affected the jackrabbit population 
little, one way or another. Jackrabbits did appear to increase for 
a time following the intensive coyote operations which took approxi- 

: mately 1474 coyotes from the King Ranch in 10 weeks early last year. 
Following late spring rains which broke a prolonged drought and 
brought abundance ground cover, however, jackrabbits evidently de- 
creased. Quite a number were seen with characteristic tapeworm cysts, 
In any event, they either died in numbers or moved for they are surely 
less numerous today than at the same period last year, Jackrabbits, 
of course, have definite cover preferances just as have quail. They 
favor areas of short grass and weeds; evidently dislike ground cover 
optimum for quail and livestock. In South Texas, therefore, grazing 
pressure probably stimulates and discourages jackrabbits as much as 
anything else. 

Hawk control on the King Ranch is not "rigid" in the 
real sense of the word. Less than a half-dozen persons shoot hawks 
at all extensively, and the net effect of their operations, except 
in the instance of a species or two bordering extinction, are negli- 
gible. Our resident hawks, the Sennet white-tail and the Harris, are 
in good shape. More Sennets occur here than anywhere else in Texas, 
and Harris hawks, as you know, are very common. Nobody shoots sparrow 
hawks; few pigeon hawks are killed. Red-tails and Marsh hawks, the two 
most common migrants, are undoubtedly shot to a lesser extent here than 
on any comparable area in Texas. We try to kill all the Cooper's and 
sharp-shinned hawks possible, but relatively few are taken. The only 
other regular winter residents are the rough leg, prairie falcons and 
kites, and all are scarce. I doubt if any rough legs or falcons have 
been killed here in the last 2 years but 3 kites were. None will 
probably be killed in the future except perhaps by accident. 

; I know you will be interested to learn that Mr. Bob 
Kleberg has instructed us to leave mountain lions unmolester until 
such time as they become very destructive to game and livestock. At 
least 3 lions are already using the Norias country. The change of 
policy concerning mountain lions is in no small part the result of 
your comments, and I hope you will accept this fact as further evidence 
of the willingness of the management of the King Ranch to cooperate 
wholeheartedly in the over-all conservation program. 

Hoping that this lengthy letter has not been too great 
an imposition on your time and instead will serve as another step in 
cementing the closest possible relations and cooperation between your 
office and ours, I am 

Respectfully yours, 

Wildlife Manager & | 

vwl3g | 

|



‘ " a ~ COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA as 

SES. PENNSYLVANIA GAME COMMISSION , 
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March 4, 1947 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

The University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

As you will recall, we saw the effects of supplying 
phosphorus to the cattle on part of the King Ranch where there is a 
mineral deficiency in the soils It occurred to us later that probably 
their deer were also availing themselves of some of this materiale 

Upon returning I discussed the matter with members of our 
staff and suggested we make some experiments to determine whether our 

deer might be benefited if some of the same mineral element was made 
aveilable to theme I then wrote Val Lehmann for more information, and 
am pleased to attach a copy of his letter of February 17th. 

Our Mre McDowell has been instructed to follow the 
matter up further, but it occurred to me that probably you would 
like to have your people in Wisconsin make some experiments along 
the same linee 

I also discussed similar experiments with Pete Hoff- 
master of Michigan and he requested more informatione Copy of this 
letter is going forward to him todaye 

Please keep us fully informed of any developments. 

With best regards, I am 

| 
Cordially yours, | 

Seth Gordon, 
SG eG Executive Director 

Encl»
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KING RANCH 
KINGSVILLE, TEXAS 

RICHARD M. KLEBERG, JR., SEC'Y 
Robt. J. Kléberg, Jr., Pres. R. M. Kleberg, Chan. 

: February 17, 1947 

Mr. Seth Gordon 
Executive Director 
Pennsylvania Game Commission 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Gordon: 

Thanks ever so much for your nice letters of February 10 and 11, 
together with the copy of your letter to Mr. Kléberg. We are certainly 
happy that you enjoyed your trip to the King Ranch and hope that you will 
stop in whenever you happen to be in this section. 

“The material which you saw in the mineral troughs at all cattle 
waterings was crystalline disodium phosphate. The phosphorous content of 
this mterial is 8.66% and the phosphorus pentoxide content is 1908%. 
The above material is mixed with bonemeal, which itself contains considerable 
phosphorus in order to increase the palatability of the disodium mixture to 

; cattle. On some parts of the ranch, bonemeal is mixed with disodium phosphate 
crystalline in the ratio of 1:10; in other areas, cattle do not relish the 
material unless the mixture is about 1:1. We have been buying crystalline 
disodium phosphate from Peaslee~Gaulbert Corporation, Dallas, at a cost of 
$2.55 per ewt. Bonemeal of course can obtained from Swift & Company and 
practically any of the other major packers. : 

In addition to supplying a mixture of disodium phosphate crystalline 
and bonemeal in troughs near waterings, the ranch has also fertilized many 
pastures with superphosphate which contains about 20% phosphorus pentoxidese 
We formerly obtained superphosphate from the International Mineral & 
Chemical Corporation at Texarkana at a cost of $25.30 per ton but this 
material has been hard to obtain lately, and the only source I know of at 
present is Swift & Company in Houston. 

I cannot find anyone who has seen deer feeding from the mineral 
troughs or what might indicate that turkey or deer mke heavy use of the 
minerals. Deer probably obtain as much phosphorus as they need by browsing 
western hackberry (Celtis pallida) and other mative shrubs which analysis 
has shown have a much higher natural phosphate content than do the common 
range grasses usually consumed by cattle. It is difficult to cheek the exact 
value of fertilization and increased minerals on deer and other game in the wild 
however, and I feel sure that experiments of the type which you plan may produce 
very interesting results. 

With all good wishes, I am 
Yours truly, 

s/ V. W. Lehmann 

vwwl3g Wildlife Manager
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Gada, 

Qeen CeTh 

Thanks for sending me Joan Lehwan's Lotter about phoephorua for doer, which I am referring to Irv Russ, our new research chief in the Conseryatien Department. 

The possibility of mineral deficiencies, especially on the poor soils of northern Wisconsin, is « large one. Our Biochemistry Department here is atrong, ond T can forseo some fruitful research in this field. 

At the moment, we are, as know, up to our ears 
in the noxe olenontary oroblen of redhotne the hort Qality questions have % come later, but they are eqally important, Thanks for sending the material, 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold. 

cc Commissioner Smith. 

¥



March 4, 1947 

Mr, ¥. ¥. Mehnann 
if King Rangh 

P| Kingaville, Texaa 

Daav Jeans 

Thanke for your helpful letter of February 24, 

i oma walding a slide of the tree-dover, and the 
printe will be returned as soon 49 wa have the 
alide made, ainea you probably have need of then, 
Thanks very rch for writing Yr. Busfield shout 
photographs. 

My own photograghe did not turn out well because, 
" as you may remember, uy canera was out of order. 

A aot of priate has beon sont to you, Should 
you want the negatives for any of these, I would 
be glad to loan them to you. 

It so happens that I had already piciead up copies 
of the three pieces of literature you sent, Think- 
dug that your supply may be short, I am returning 
the three phibitieations, 

I feel relieved to hear you state you will contime 
your writings. Your opportunites for study are ao 
extraordinary and your actual management work hag 

. been so good that any other policy on your part 
would be a misfortune for the profession, 

Thanks for the renewed invitation, Starker and T 
may take you up on that some day, 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Ad PY ALDO LEOPOLD 

ae



KING RANCH 

KINGSVILLE, TEXAS 
ROBT. J.KLEBERG,YR.,PRES. 4 R.M.KLEBERG,CHM. 

RICHARD M, KLEBERG,JR,SECY 

February 24, 1947 

Doctor Aldo Leopold 
42h University Farm Place 
The University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Doctor Leopold: 

Thanks very much for your nice letter of February 14; 
both Mr. Kleberg and I are indeed happy that you enjoyed your 
recent visit to the King Ranch. It was a great privilege for 

us to be with you in the field if only for two days, but we hope 
that you will find it possible to visit us many more times and 
for longer periods in the future. 

Enclosed are two photographs of a "tree-dozer" used 
to open dense thickets for benefits to both livestock and game, 
and another picture of a sub-soil plow which takes out low brush 
with minimum disturbance to the turf. I have also enclosed an 
article on the ranch's wildlife program by Mr. J. G. Burr and 
two articles on livestock. 

I do not have any good pictures of deer and turkeys 
but have requested some from Mr. Busfield as the enclosed copy 
of a letter indicates, 

If you will kindly send a list of other pictures which 
you could use, I will do my best to supply them. 

Please do not take my remarks at the Norias dinner 

too seriously; I certainly will not stop writing although those 
last two papers in the Journal of Wildlife Management (April) 
contained sentences which stimulated Errington to rather sharp 
comment. I realize that the presentation of both papers left 
something to be desired; they were completed aboard an army 
transport and later efforts to elaborate and qualify the galley 
proofs were stymied by lead and pencil shortages. In quoting 
the papers, however, Errington intentionally or otherwise fol- 
lowed a course which in recent years perhaps appears too often 
in his writings; i.e., he cited contrary evidence which he could 
discredit and ignored that which could not be dismissed easily. 

As you have said, minor differences between workers 
at opposite ends of the range of a species are to be expected 
and I find no significant differences between Errington's field 
observations and my own. Our field data, in other words, are in 
essential agreement. Like not a few other field men however, I 

question a number of the conclusions which Errington draws from 
his field data. His early work on quail, for example, is in



nowise as extensive as his bibliographies would indicate. Too 
often, what are at first possibilities become probabilities and 
then fects, not so much on the basis of additional study and 
field test, but apparently largely in progress through a number 
of papers. Advanced thinking is wonderful, but I wonder if it 
may also be dangerous, particularly when the pillars of the 

structure vary in strength and in analysis are not always so 
evaluated. 

We will certainly be happy to have copies of some 
of the photographs you took while on the King Ranch and we hope 
that all possibilities for cooperating with you and others in 
game work will not be neglected. 

With best personal regards, I am 

Respectfully yours, 

Wildlife Manager 

vwlsg



KING RANCH 

KINGSVILLE, TEXAS 

February 24, 1947 . 

& 

Mr. Roger M. Busfield, Editor 
Texas Game and Fish 
c/o Texas Game, Fish & Oyster Commission 

; Austin, Texas ‘ ; 

Dear Mr. Busfield: F 

: tor A Leopold of the University of Wisconsin 
recently nested glossy photographs of deer and turkey 
which he Might wtilig¢d]in a lecture which he is preparing for 
his students on game agement on the King-Ranch. It occurred 
to me that\you might hg earera) such pictures which would 
prove valua WKaken hex on the ranch by Mr. Haddon 
several years ago. (#4 you coul\supply us with several such 
pictures or send them directly P Doctor Leopold at 42h 
University Farm Plate, Madison, / sconsin, I know he will 
appreciate the favo: ry me hdeed he pictures of course 

would not be used for publieatio 

With all good wishéx, e 

: Yours oe i 

; V. W. Lehmann : 
Wildlife Manager 

vwl 3g 
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February 14, 2947 

Mr. Valgene W. Lehmann 
% The King Ranch 
Kingsville, Texas 

Dear Genes 

I want to thank you for your hospitality and for including me in the 
group at the King Ranch. I was very strongly impressed, not only by 
the rench itself, but by your game managment undertakings. 

I wigh we could have talked in more detail about the remaric you made 
at the Wildlife Society dinner. I sssure you it did not bounce off 
of my head and that I can see both sides of the question involved. 
I hope you did not really moan that you are going to stop writing. 
I can tell you frankly that your personal publications are considerably 
used by my own group and stand in high repute in my group. It strikes 
me that we are working at opposite enda of the quail range and that 
conditions are so different that we are both at fault in some degree 
in measuring the others work in details of our own local conditions. 
Whatever may be the answer, I think I can assure you that your conclusions 
have not been tossed aside simply because they differ from those reached 
by some of my men. 

If we could thrash this out at leisure I imagine the area of défferences 
would shrink. 

I am hoping to get together a lecture on the ecology and management 
of the King Ranch. I hope you will keep me in mind in connection with 
any published materials, copies of which could properly be sent me. 
Naturally I am interested in livestock and range management as well as 
game. 

You kindly offered to supplement uy photographs. I can promise you that 
whatever you send would not be used for anything but teaching purposes 
without your expressed permission. ‘The main use would be as slides. 
For this I could use either negatives or glossy prints. If you could 
throw in one good photo eadh of deer and turkey, it would add to the interest. 

IT will send you my prints as soon as I get them to see whether you want 
any of then. 

With personal regards, yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

¥
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February 10, 1947 

Kingsville Milling Co. 
Kingsville, Texas 

Dear Sirss 

My. Robert Kleberg told me that whole “water 
ground" cornmeal is obtainable from you. I 
enclose $2.00 in bills for which please send 
me by parcel post whatever it will cover in 
white whole cornmeal plus shipping charges. 

If this comes out to an inconvenient unit 
quantity please send me whatever unit quantity 
is convenient, plus bill for any balance duo. 
Send it to me at 2222 Yan Hise Avenue, Madison, 
Wisconsin. 

Yours tryly, 

Aldo Leopold 

i 
Z| 
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My, Robert Kleberg February 10, 1947. : 
t Bingeville, Toxas 

Dear Ur, Kloborgt 

The trip over the Mug Ranch waa the Aigh light of my yea, 
and I rant to thank you for your generoua hospitality, 1 
shall never forget it. 

Tt occurred to me that you might be interested in our Wie 
gonsin deer problem which ia worse than yours because we 
have failed to take decisive action in reducing our herd. 
X enclose several deseriptive articles by Rrnest Swift and 
mysell, 

Tf we had reduced in 1940, we aight have pervetuated a von< 
derful abundance of deer, sush as you have now, I hope the 
Texas Commission will not let your decr problem dangle until 
it is teo late to seve more than a fraction of the dewr and 
the vange, ; 

Z hope and pray that the King Ranch will never be broleow apt 
it 42 @ gem the value of whieh far oan anpraciate, 4 

Please convey my thanke to Mr, Richard Kleborg, and to Jean 
Iehman, I have a high adeiration for Jean's technical game 
management work, 

Yours singeraly, — 

i da Leopold, 
¢@,. Frosty Smith ~ ™ “a 

Ppa \ 
{ 

| 
}



MURRELL L. BUCKNER, CHAIRMAN : y * Cae ene 

s. aad SK loot FRANK JONES 
JUNCTION a Manes 

A. T. MCDANNALD fot wie were 
pee Game, FISH AND OYSTER COMMISSION ae 

fee or 

HOWARD D. DODGEN ‘ ve ae Bee ats: 

Rare seiner A) AER TREC TK AES 
» > 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 

January 16, 1947 

Dr. Aldo Leopold : 
Department Wildlife Menagement 
2) University Farm Place 
Madison 3, Wisconsin 

Dear Dre Leopold: 

Mr. Robert J. Kleberg, President of the King Rench, 
Kingsville, Texas, has requested that I invite you to visit 

the ranch on February 6 and 7. It is anticipated that you 
will be able to attend the conference of the Wildlife Management 
Institute to be held in San Antonio February 3, and 5. 

Mr. Kleberg end I will arrange for transportation from San 
Antonio to the ranch and deliver you back to your airport, car 

or train when you are ready to return. f 

This invitetion is being extended you along with about 
fifteen other leading conservationists of the nation, most of 
whom you are personally acqueinted with and who are numbered 
emong your personal friends. 

I might be perfectly frank in stating thet we hope to be 
eble to gether from you valuable information on conservation 
problems that will be applicable to Texas. In exchange for 

_ th&t, we hope you will be abie also to carry away useful infor- 
mation end ideas, and that as additionel compensation to you, 
you will enjoy » trip to the ranch, seeing the unusual veriety 
of geme, the social contacts with your friends, and the unusually 
good treatment by our host, Mr. Kleberg. 

It has been wisely said that no one except fools and new- 
comers attempt to predict Texas weather. However, if the law 
of averages holds good, the temperature will be between 60 and 
80 degrees with clear skies. No special dress is necessary. 

You may bring along your outdoor clothes if you like. 

Sincerely yours, 

4 
Mh Llyn « D. Dodge 
ixecutive4egretary 

HDD :rs
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July 7, 1936 

Mr, Albert G, Antrei 
Great Basin Branch Station 
Forest Service 
Ephraim, Utah 

Dear Mr. Antrei: 
| 

I was mch interested in your description of the 
Colorado State Antelope Refuge. ‘hile I do not know the 
area, the general set-up sounds very similar to the dozen 
or more antelope remnants in New Mexico with which I am 
femiliar in detail. 

In a case like this, some rudimentary protection ; 
against poaching and livestock competition seems to be the : 
first move. 

_ Whether the present population of 500 represents 
an absolute minimum below which the herd would be wiped out | 
would, of course, be difficult for me to say, even if I 
could see the area, Certainly, however, such a contingency i 
might threaten at the present time. : 

4 Yours sincerely. | 

| 

Aldo Leopold 
: Professor of Game Management 

vh 

, ae 

| 
| 

’ 
|



Great Basin Branch Station. 
Forest Service, 
Ephraim, Utah, 
June 28, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

a The Colorado State Antelope Refuge in northeastern Lar~ 

, imer County, Colorado contains ( according to the State Game 
Commission 5 some 500 antelope. As these animals are spread 

over an area of 69,000 acres, they haye an approximate dens- 
ity over the area of one to every 138 acres. 

The range is shortgrass prairie, although I am certain 

that under the most ideal range conditions there would be a : 

considefable amount of wheatgrass and other tall grasses. In 

its present condition it is over-run by sheep, which utilize 

the range for winter and spring grazing. The country is flat 

to rolling, water is scarce unless one digs for it, and tree 
growth is almost totally absent. 

The antelope themselves on the area are very shy, and 
contrary to what I have read in numerous publications, they 

never indicate any desire to " race " alongside anyone. I 
speak, of course, for the antelope on the area in question. 

It might be said that they are gun-shy, although I have never 

seen a gun used on the area. The largest single bunch I have 

seen there is forty-five or so. The smallest nimbér Ivhavés 
run across is an accassional animal, and the usual number: seems 
to be from five to ten or fifteen. These figures also seem to 

hold true for the mating season. With all these known factors 

would you say that the antelope had reached his " point of re- 
sistance " on the area ? Predators are wanting. An occasional 
eagle is seen, but coyotes are surprisingly scarce ( if there 

are any at all ). The area is an antelope refuge in name only, 
for the pronghorn receive no greater protection there than in 

any other part of Colorado. Sheep afford them too strict a com- 

petition, and the only reason they exist in greater numbers there 

than in other parts of the State is because the area is still 

range, and has never felt the plow or intensive barb-wire.



ae 

The pronghorn antelope interests me very much, and for that 

reason I am anxious to know as much about him as t possibly cane 

In taking this liberty in writing to you for your opigion on the 

animal's resistance point on the area, I wish to include what pro- 

pably should have gone before. My name is Albert Antrei, and I am 
a recent graduate of Colorado Aggies. Iihavesnotintentionsiof being 
forward, but sincerely hope that you will forgive the liberties taken. 

Yours truly, 

Albert C. Antrei :
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Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: i 

We have in this school a student who has intelligence, capacity 

and application. He is very desirous of entering game management work and 

wishes to take advanced studies in this field. 

Do you have any scholarships or other emolument that this man 

may apply for?’ 

We are using your text in game management this quarter and find 

it to be most excellent, in that it stimulates thought and is in addition . 

well written. We feel it to be a most valuable publication. 

Sincerely sore 

ae ei eeeere 

mea Sy eee 

z. G. oe 
Professor of Forestry 

H 

t



\ New Soils Building 
April 2h, 1934 

| 

, 
| Prof, G. Taylor 

| School of Forestry 
| Uteh State Agricultural College 
| Logan, Utah 

’ Dear Professor Taylor: 

T have no scholarships or assistantships open at 
the present time, but I om alwoys onxtous to keep in touch 
with good material. I would be glad to hear more details 
about your student, 

| "What 4s the news from the sagehen study? It might 
interest you to know that Dr. Scott of the University of 
Wyoming is interested in this same project. I have sont ‘ 
hin a copy of the outline we drew several years ago. 

You probably understand that except for Course 118 
: (cireular attached) we offer nothing but graduate research 

work here. ‘the kinés of wrk are indicated on the attached 
mineogrerh. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
ie In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh 
Encl.
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205 prospect Street, 
Hon. Frederic C,. Walcott, New Haven, Gonn., 

U. S,. Sénate, - Feb, 1, 1933, 
Washington, D.c. 

Dear Mr, Walcott: i 

I regret not having been in Washington this winter as there ere important 
matters connected with gam management thich I should have liked to talk over with 
you, end I understand you had a conference recently af which my former Yale Forest 

: School student, Aldo Leopold, was present. (His book on gam management appears in 
March, Seribner & Sons.) 

I have recently had « discussion with Ovid Butler, Editor of American For~ 
; ests, atarting over his publication of en article by Stewart Edward White on the 

Alesken Brown Bear (Hay 1932), and one on the moose on Isle Royale by A.A. \lebster 
(Augast 1932). The issue, as you know, lies between the advocates of true scién~ 
tific game management on the one hand, involving ea regulated kill to keep the f 
herds from overpopuletion end ‘starvation, and the ultraprotectionists, on the 

other, who would prohibit al] killing and who wish to see lerge quantities of wild 
fame, end are entirely uninformed for the most part aa to the carrying carecity of 

the erea, the indications of overpopuletion, or the balance of forage with animal 
population; in other words, the zoophiles, oy 

The upshot of this correspondence was a statement prepared for the Board” 
of Directora of the American Forestry Association, defining the issues, copy of 
vhich I enclose, On page 4 there is an allusion to the National Park Service and 
itg ‘attitude on this question, which, of course, has eo far beén that of absolute i 
prohibition of all killing of gaze. (They had to kill 50 bears this year, honever, 
in Yellowstone Park). As I have endeavored to point out, the results of successful 
protection have become strikingly evident QUAL MERER Bogert Jean: and this general. 
populer ides of absolute protection in parks vepresented what the public wanted, 

N and still went, since they have not, on the whole, caught up with the situation. 

But out of this new condition of rapid increase in gam over large areas 
outside of the National Parks, has arisen definite complications which tie in with r 

situations of long standing, and about which I can not longer postpone discussion. 

“You opened up this eubject on my Last seeing you at your home in Norfolk, 
with Ted Childs, by giving me information and opinions about the Forest Servics «nd 

: Mr. Rachford, It was evident that you had been told something which did not square 
with what I knew to be facts, and Ted told me afterwards that he expected me to go 
to the mat with you then and there, because from my class instruction he knew what 
I would think, ‘The reason I 4id not, aside from the brief time available, was that 
I knew only too w6ll who was responsible for this situation and thet it ms far too 
serious for me to tackle in any such swmary manner, ; 

‘ I confined myself, therefore, to witing you in an effort to remye the 
prejudice ageim+t the Forest Service by stating what I knew to be the facts regard~ 
ing the general trustworthiness, devotion to the public interests and efficient 
grasp of local problems which the Forest Service officials possess, ‘ : 

en Along this line and in the light of what I am going to say, let me develop 
this joint problem. ‘the Forest Service has since ite first organization in ier 
been in charge of Yale men, first, Pinchot; then Graves; Greeley (my classmate) ; 
and now Stuart (my pupil), I deve taught at Yale since 1906 and hed under inetryo~



2, | 
tion in the principles of public service end public integrity, und ia mo ee. 

development and use of public resources, forests, gems and recreation, a tye 

800 foresters, of whom the largest eingle group, 120 in 1930, were employed by the 

U.S.Forest Service, These students of mine I knew not merely in class but in camp, | 
They are of the seme fine upright type of citizen as Ted Childs, They ure not - 

pureaucrats, do not seek personal preferment, mor are they jealous of other govéern- 

ment bureaus or departments. But, they deal with facte at first hand, find: out the 
actvel conditions before they come to conclusions or make public or private stete- 
ments, welcome investigations and adyocate measures on the basis of the greatest. 

good for all concerned, I am speaking specifically of the men that 1 know personally, — 

‘ - . dn and out of the Forest Service, since they were my students, and I can distinguish , | 
between this type and the rare cases of failure and incompetency in the profession. 

i But what these men cannot accept complacently any more than I can is & 

policy on the part of another department or bureau of malting inaccurate of mislead~ 
ing statements not based on facts and refuted by facts which were publicly avail- 

able, and of doing this for the purpose of securing some public policy or syecific 
act which was not in the true interests of the general public, 

As @ concrete example of what I mean let me cite the statement of Horace | 
Albright at the National Game Conference in New York, November 17, 1952, regarding ~ | 

the Kaibeb deer, which is as follows, as taken from the stenographic record: : 

“{he deer situation in Grand Canyon National Park is, of cours® complicated 
because of the Kaibab deer herd, which has been greatly reduced in recent 

-- years under controlled hunting, The feeding situation there has grow ont ; 

of the lose of so much of their native territory during the seasons of 

drought and when great fires swept over their feeding grounds, I would like 
to refer back to my statement thet the National Park Service is interested . 

in game as a Saat and the greatest spectacle of deer we have ever hed ‘ | 
in America was on Kaibeb, ‘The thing thet concerns the Park Service | 
about the Kaibab at the present time is that 1t is no longer a spectacle, 
Last winter's count showed approximately 14,000 deer on the ‘Kaibab Pleteau 

(an estimate that many think is too high). About 700 of these spend moat 
of their time inside the Park boundary, Reporte fram four different men © 
who crossed the Kaibab this past summer purposely along in the evening 
in order to count deer reported few to be seen salons the highway. One of 

' our men, traversing the area about seven o'clock in the evening, saw only "E 
57 deer up te the Park boundary and omly ten inside, 

‘ Superintendent Tillotson counted only sight deer in 6ight miles in September 

8, 1932, Mr. David Madsen counted only 20 on a trip west of Y.T.Ranch , where 
deer were suppoed to be numevous, “his, ef cow'se, is in great contrast to 
former years when it was a simple matter to coumt from 700 to a thousand in 
crasaing the Keatbab, It is quite apparent that the greet spectacle as orig- 

inally presented by the Baibeb herd of deer ig now a thing ot Se Bast. vAS 
every one admits that the forage situation is greatly impro deer 
greatly reduced, the Park Service, which has a real part-interest in ths 
deer herd, feels that te proportions 
where it will furnish the finest show 0: x to be found on the continent. 

Now it happens that I Inve been following that deer situation on the. Kaibab 
since 1917 when for three years I was Chief of Forest Meusgoment for District S of 
the U.S,Forest Service covering the states of Arizona and New Mexico. 1 knew thah ‘he
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palence had been upset by destruction of mountain lions and that the deer would 
inerease in the absagnee of control by hunting; until they starved to death by dss~ 
tpoying the fomage, especially the winter browss, ‘Theat is juet what happensd, 

and I gan not believe that Mr. Albright is ignorant of it. If he dces not know 

it, that would be bad enough, as ho ie talking about something affecting the rorest 

Services without eecertaining the fects, If he dose mow it, that is worse, us he 
i ig then concealing and distorting fects for his owg purposes. 

: My deta on this ure taken from a report on the Kuibeb doer prepared by - 

Suparviser Mam and 5.5.Locke, a Yele Forest School man whom I know well ani who 

is now conservation divector for the Izaak Walton League of America, which resort 
clearly shows the depletion of the forage, In 1928, 6050 deer died of starvation 

and losees from thie source continued in 1929 an@ 1930, Finelly, (beginning in 

1924) in the yeare 1926 and 1929, hunting on em adequate scale was effected, anid 

the herd, by thes® processes of starvation plus the kili, was reduced to 14,000 

head from totals estimated formerly as varying from 20,000 to 100,000 Head, ‘The 

forege is now improving and the deer are in good condition once more, Mr, Albright’s 
desire td restore the spectacle of thousands of deer searching for forags to the 
point of depletion ignores every essential fact in the history of this herd. Hie 

statement thet large fires had swept over the area I knew to be feiso, but erote 

and obteined the fire reportea from Supervisor Mann, J find that for the last 24 5 

yeara the average area turned per year was 81 acres out of 706,000 acres or a 

Little over 1/100th of 1] per cent, or 1 acre in 10,000, und thet the lergest area 
burned in any year wee 311 eeres, or about half a square mile, Hore was an utvorly 

ivresponeivie statement made et en annual national convention of gam interssts, 
which tended to create an entirely false impression of the sguses of the “cline 

in the deer herd and of the efficiency of the Forest Services, and to strengthen’ 

the plan for extension of the Gran Canyon National Park by trensfer of these 

lands to the Park Service, 

I cite this case because I know the facts at firat hand, Unfortmetely, 

this is not the only caee of ite kind. Other instances of the use of these methods 

are so nwacrous as to indicate that Mr. Albright constantly reserte to tactics 
which should not be permitted in « government official and public servant, In 
several specific instances that I know of it hes been his policy to make statementa 

to persone concerned or affected by his contemplated park extensions, as to the 
purposes and effects of such park classification, which stetements were not in 
accordance with his true intentions nor with the policies he later pursued, The 
individuals so betrayeé have not forgotten these actione you may be sure, To bo 

specifies I remember that in 1917-18 when Mr, Albright was seeking verious park 
extensions including that of the Rocky Motmtain Netional Park, the Park Service ; 

published statements in local papers which promised the cattle and sheep man that 
their rights of grazing would not be interfered with, and made other promises : 

to other commercial interests in tho territory, This attitude ms so contradictory 
to the fundamentel purposes of tha Nationsl Perks, and went eo far to destroy the 
distinetions between parke and national foreata that I wae elermed and published 

/ a pamphlet setting forth these distinetions end urging their recognition, Ji was 
not until long afterwards that I realized that these statements were merely 

campaign promises hy Mr. Albright which need not be fulfilled after the object hed 

doen attained and the park created, A fresh inetancs of thia plan of using promises 
to lull opposition to sleep came to my notice in the onse of the Shenendoeh purchase 
‘area, I have positive information thet the uumerous settlers within thie cree wre 
told, gob rosa-and by means of rumor or word of mouth, that they would not be dice 
possessed during their lifetimes and that there would be abundant employment from 

the goverumen$, 2m thig enee no "officiel" or traceable statements wore made and 
?
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the Park Service "knows nothing about it", i 

“>>. In-the ease of. the longsagitated elk situation in and around Jackeon's _ 
Wole, "I had my. first opportimity “to obtain information on the. gr thie enmimby' 
{ find. that contrary to popular impression, the great majority of jp: scuthern — 
herd does not summer in the Park but on the Teton National Foreat, waere. they  ~ 
are protected by a state game preserve and with open hunting areas; that the 
Biological @urvey has the feeding well in hand, and that the herd’ is apperently — 
about maintaining its numbers and thrift. I do not pretend to know #s mich: about 
this subject as those who have put much mare time on it, but Sts T ktow: that: 
your party, condueted by Mr. aloright, ms scrupulously isolated from any contact 
with the forest Service officials who have been in charge of these elk arsas for — 
years and have given the subject their constant thought and attention, and I have 
learned from similar instances that this is one of Mr. Albright*s standard methods 
of securing whatever purpose he has in view = which reminds me of the methods . 
pursued by tend speculators in Minnesota when I was there in 1895-1905 as ‘Super~ ~ 
intendent of @ State Agricultural Experiment Farm, Wher they wanted to o812 ~ : - 
"gold brick" Lend to their customers, they took good care to see that thelr’ pros- 
pects talked to no one but those whom they chose, and only in their presence. i 

Mr. Albright, as a member of: the Cosmos Club, is comatantly ongaged in 
explaining his plane for park extension and management to Congressmen wand ethers, 
and this activity in itself is most praiseworthy, but what must we think of 1% in 
the light of hie use or misuse of facts? . ; 

Regarding the proposed extension of the Yellowstone National Perk - 
southward to take in Jeckson Lake and-the Jackson Hole country and the territory 
between the Yeliowatone and the Teton Netional Park, the territory in which j 

John D,-Rockefeller isa buying land for public recreational use, the facts mist be 
faced, here as e]sewhere, that the natural increase of elk or deer in the absence 
of hunting can be held in check only by predators (against which elk can put up a 
good defense), hunting wider a regulated kill, or starvation through the inevitable 
weductien ef forage by overgrazing and exceeding the capacity of the winter range 
or feeding, Under the present situation, with a large majority of this herd on the 
Teton National Forest, protected in its swmer range by the state game preserve, - 

‘ which ean be made clastic to suit conditions, with udequate anit othr acd 
ing by the U.S,Biological Survey, and with moderate kill by hunting, herd. can 
be kept healthy, If put under the Hetioneal Perk, with no elasticity and no kill, 
the management of this herd will present a continual problem of stervation during 
the winter as the only remaining agency for control of its numbers. were these 
facts brought out by Mr. Albright or waa the information of the U.S.Departuent of 
Agriculture made available to the committee? | ; : 

Wien the bill for ereation of the Grand Teton National Park ms ynday, 
consideration, Mr. Albright informed the citizens of Jackeon thet there would: be, . | 
no further extension of the park areas in that region. This promise lasted oad. 
until the Park was secured, This practices of secking extensions of existing parka 
in contravention of understandings previously arrived at has been true of weveral 
other parks, we ey A sua & 

The fact that practically ell extensions of National Parke mst be taken 
; from @xisting National Vorests and involve the cessation of all commercial uses on 

the areas so transferred Péquires the cobperation of the two departments, The | 
Forest Service has in numeroup instances resdily agreed to these transfers, ab in 
the case of te Glacier and Lasstn Natidnal Parke, the Bandolier National, Monat, 
the Grand Canyon Nétional Park, snd other parks, wherever the cheracter @fi the avon 
was evidently up to National Park standards and the efedtar public: goed She
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served, Tha same action wae taken with regard to the Greet Smoky National Park 

in the Southern Appalachians. Readjustment of boundaries of existing Netionel Parke 

wae eleo necersery and this situation finally resulted in the appointment of « com= 

misgion which recommended the recent changes in the east boundary of the Yellowstone 

National Park, which were sdopted, ‘ithin the past two years, however, legislation 

was passed in Congress (Public Act No, 666, 7lst Congress, E.R. 14675, approved 

February 14, 1931) which contained a rider authorizing the withdrawal of 5,464 acres 

in the Gequoia National Forest to be added to the National Park, Some 2,011 acres 

of this lend had recently been acquired by the Forest Service through land exchange 

legislation, This rider was not discussed in debate nor ws its existence know: to 

the Forest Service. Acting Secretary Dixon on June 19, 1951 stated thet proclama- 

tion would not be submitted to the President regarding this proposed addition with- 

out first consulting the Agricultural Department, On March 3, 1942, the Forest Ser- 

vice exavined these lands and recommended against the transfer on the grounds that } 

"the necessity for the proposed change in status of the lands is not sufficiently 

clear to warrant endorsement of the proposal,” ‘This remained the officiel position 

of the Torest Service end the transfer was mver agreed upon nor sanctioned by the 

Forest Services, yet on august 13, 1952 the President signed the proclamation trans 

ferring 5060.95 acres of national forest land to the Yosemite National Perk. ‘This 4 

action to my mind is a clear violation of the co¥perative spirit which should govern 

these transfers. The President was in no way to blame, as he acted upon a telegram 

received from Secretery Wilbur who was in California at the time, and mst have 

assumed, as must Secretary Wilbur, that the consent of the Forest Service had been 

obtained, which it had not, | 

Fite I am making these statements as a private citizen deeply interested and | 

enthusiastic about National Parks and game conservation, There are certain stand~ | 
arda of courtesy and honor which must govern public officials, and whose disregard | 

4g not justified. I have requested and received cortain statements of facts, both 

personally on my western trip and by correspondence, but the initiative in this | 

matter is mine alone, There are still other instances of misrepresentation which | 

{T wncovered within the last year, one concerning a bill introduced et Hr, albright's 

request by Representative Timberlake of Colorado concerning an additica to the Rocky 

Mountein National Perk, which the latter withdrew efter learning that the real pur- | 

pose of the bill was other then what he hed been given to umorstand, : 

If the administrationeéf National, Parks, Netional Forests aud game conser= 

vation 4a te be conducted by the respective Departments of Agriculture and Interior 

in an efficient manner, there must be straightforward dealinge in these matters. | 
That the Forést Service has been straightforwerd is my belief based on an intimate 

acquaintance of 30 years not only with the four auccessive Chief Foresters, all of | 

whol were Yale foresters, but with the very large mumber of foresters in importan’ | 

subdoTdinate positions with whom I am personally acausinted, either from having them 

as studenta in this School or from other contacts in the field, The good faith of 

these men is dependent, firet on their personal cheracter, second, on the standards 

of the profession with which they have been inculeated, and third, upon tho traditiong 

and practice of the Forest Service itself. It is only measenable to expect and demand 

that the’ same standards shell be observed by the head of the Park Service in hia deal 

inge with the Forest Service, with the public and with Congress. ; 

Heed ef ae Sincerely, es 

; 8. H. Chapman 
President, Connecticut Commission on Forests 

and Wild Life,



Oct. 25, 1932 

Mr. Haskell Noyes 
$25 North Jefferson St. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Haskell: 

Mac has sent me your letters, and also your inquiry as to 
what I would do about then. 

My answer is that I would quash the whole proposition. 
We evidently have to raise some public intelligence before we can 
hope to raise any game. 

Louis is dead right in one inference which I suppose he 
intends to make: the fact that the Department is not organized to 
take care of such a situation without outside help shows that it is 
organized wrong. Louis! township chairman idea is not bad--if you 
had a man or men for follow-up and instruction on methods. I would 
urge you to try it, and pull the necessary manpower from other lines. 
The whole Department budget will be a mere bagatelle compared with the 
value of the stock which is going to die off. 

If I am here, and if my information is wanted for such a 
venture, it will, as you know, be freely given. I will consider the 
matter of employment as closed unless advised to the contrary. will 
you notify Kelleter and Colonel Gary? 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

P. S. Correspondence returned. Do you think there would be any chance 
of any private individual staking the University for this venture if it 
paid my expenses? It might be a good way to demonstrate the usefulness 
of a permanent University activity in this field. 

AL.



American Game Assoriation 
! “America’s Oldest National Game Protective Organization" 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. ¥ 

; May 25, 1932 

Mr, David He Madsen 
State Capitol : 
Salt Lake City, Uteh 

Dear Daves 

Enclosed please f1 - Miter which has gone to : 
the following gane ee ao 

Phillips, / pHs Idahoz Cook, Utah3 
™ Hocker, = i Yin, Colorado. 

I Antended Ag ss this with you sonetime age but 
mowing your general ati Ny on matters of this sort I felt that 
it would be safg-to_ Write T per csetene and suggest thet they 
lend their aig this omaDsage hen investigation, If you 

: coneur with gy/opinion he matter won't you please do what you 
ean to boost/te idea aldag? If Taylor is not the right man to 
heed up such\rpsearch wo i then surely there must be some capable 
man at one of\Ke oducy I institutions in the regions 

In dis@issing this with Locke recently he said that 
: 1 in the 7 he intends doing some work in this same diresce 

and I am ing him a copy of the letter I have written the 
te of ficia, o that he can @lso follow it ups 

Cordially yours, 

e/e President



American Game Assoriation 
“*America’s Oldest National Game Protective Organization” . 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

é May 25, 1932 : , 
: 

Mr. Newell B, Cook, Comaissioner 
State Fish and Game Department 
Capitol Bldge 
Salt Lake City, Uteh 

Dear Commissioner Cooks : 

Every game adminis t; xious to see wild-life 
research activities pushed along ‘acilities and funds 

permit, Through corresponder have lea’ that Dre Te Ge 

Taylor, professor of fores oY Y h State AsVicultural College, 

. Logan, Utah, is very muc Jf erespei in wild life research activie 

ties, and that his inst ion yéyld be willing to head up a joint 

regional research prog€a& covering the sage hen, Probably other 
species of upland game Nais/4fald be included, but since Dr. 
Taylor is so centrally lodxt@ he could direct such a regional 

research program Silems vAdvantage.s 

tudy of & e\ sage hen seems to us to be most timely. ! 
We all need th [mow more abput the life history of these birds and | 

the factors wiih retard jy ir inereases If your state could join | 

with the state Wyomizlef Colorado, Idaho and llevada in the devele 

ch ae search program it would help to round out ) 
the h work now being done. | 

: u know, a special research conference is held in 

ection wi he annuel Game Conference in New York and the sage 

het Xindings ulting from such joint effort would not only be 

hel. state, but would be of tremendous assistance to 

the re workers who assemble there. | 

Please let me have your reaction to this suggestion, 

and advise what you can do to help get the movement under way, Funds = 

contributed by Utah to such a progren would be a very conttructive 

investment. 

Awaiting your advice, I am 

Cordially yours, 

e/p President 

|
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UTAH STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 

ELMER GEORGE PETERSON, PRESIDENT 

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND RANGE 

——= LOGAN, UTAH 

| At tee 
ha April 
ey ELEVEN 

B isoah 1982 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The last Yale News carried an announcement that your 

book on game management would soon be off the press. I am 

wondering just when it will be ready since if it appears within 

the next two weeks we would like thirteen copies for use in our 

course in Related Resources. 

Sincerely yours, 

‘ a 

A459 co a, 
: T. G Tay£or, 

Professor of Forestry 

5 

Red... tfc 

Magan Atiatibchathes hen 

Goth Abe Sep Lian 

‘i
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lease e ye 

E.I.pu Pont DE NEMouRS & COMPANY Fm 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

March 28, 1932. 
GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 Unive Ave. Natl. Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Aldo: 

In cleaning uo my desk, I ran across a 
memorandum written in Ted White's handwriting concerning 
records of some years standing on birds killed, and I am 
Quoting it herewith for your information in case you desire 
to look into it at some future date. 

“Forty years record of birds killed and kind - 
A.O. Bigelow, Pres., Secy.Treasurer, 

Ogden State Bank, Ogden, Utah. 
Bear River Gun Club, 

(This fellow seems to be about the whole 
bank, doesn't he?) 

“Twenty-eight years record - 
Mr. Cliff Welch, 8-304 California Blde., 

Denver, Colos" 

Most sincerely yours, 

L. We T. Waller, Jre 
LWTW/c 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION



Jan. 12, 1932 

Prof. T. G. Taylor 
Dept. of Forestry 
Utah State Agricultural College 
Legan, Utah 

Dear Professor Taylor: 

Some months ago you asked me to recomend a 
man suitable to initiate game research in your institution. 

There is a possibility that Mr. Ralph f, 
King, who has been holding down the ruffed grouse fellow 
ship maintained by this Institute at the University of 
Minnesota, may be available. If so, I can recommend him 
most highly as a man ideally suited to leading off in your 
worke 

I wish you would write to Mr. King at the 
University Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota, stating whether you 
actually have a position open. He can then notify you 
whether and when he will be available. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD : 

In Charge, Game Survey



Sept. 28, 1931 

Mz. S. B. locke 
% M. K. Reckora oF 
Izaak Walton League of America 
222 North Bank Drive e 
Chicago, Tllinois 

Dear Locke: 

It 4s welcome news that the Izaak Walton League Executive 

Committee is going into session with youe I will answer your questions 

to the best of my ability. 

There are certain cliques or groups within the League, but as 

nearly as I can see they are not of such a nature as to enbarass the 

work of a technical director mtually agreed upon. 

The future financial security of such a position as technical 

director would in my opinion depend almost entirely on the quality 

ef work done. In other words, I am saying that the future existence 

of non-existence of the Izaak Walton League depenis on their choice of 

aman for this position. A good man will bring the League into contact 

with reality and so improve their program that there is no danger of that 

program lacking support. On the other hand a poor man will fail to do 

this and the League will, I em afraid, gradually lose ground. 

Another way to put 1¢ is that a sound machinery for doing work 

4g in existence, but there is no technical director to decide what 

that machinery should do. By “cound machinery" I mean Mr. Reckord and 

the Bxecutive Committee. I have the utmost confidence both in Reckord's 

character and ability, ani I have the utmost confidence in the character 

; of most of the members of the Executive Committee. There is, however, 

not a single man in this admirable set-up with any technical ideas. In 

my opinion there is an extremely attractive opportunity, although a 

somewhat risky one, in being their technical man. 

The two strongest men on the Nxecutive Committee are Willoughby 

Walling and W. J. P. Aberg. I think you can accept the trend of their 

minds as the ultimate trend of the whole committee. 

Should this thing go through it of course goes without saying



Locke 2 

that I am at your service in any way that I can help you get into the 
ron of things. I naturally have a good many League contacts and some 
knowledge of League history,which would be at your disposal. 

I would be glad to talk this over should you wish to come up 
here for a conference. I just came back through Chicago from a trip 
and have no immediate trips down there in view. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LBOPOLD 
In Gharge, Game Survey



lita e 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
IN COOPERATION WITH THE 

INTERMOUNTAIN FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION 

OFFICE OF THE BIOLOGIST 

OGDEN, UTAH 

September 25. 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Your letter of September 19 received and I appreciate your 

a comments on the Kaibab report by Mann and myself. Your game survey 

; has been reviewed briefly with mch pleasure and I want to give it 

thorough study. 

There is a personal matter concerning which I have desired 

to write you but have been on the move so much in the past few weeks, 

the opportunity has not seemed available. 

Dr. Ward, who had a trip with me in the mountain this summer, 

is urging me to present myself as a candidate for Seth Gordon's old 

job and it has gone so far that Mr. Reckord has wired me to come to 

Chicago at their expense to meet with the Executive Board on September 

29. I expect to go and meet with them but I am not sure that the posi- 

tion mey be secure enough in tae to justify risking the change. There 

are two things on which you may be able to give me valuable information. 

Is there the existence or liability of the existence of cliques or groups 

within the organization so that anyone would be liable to be hampered by 

personal antagonisms? Do you feel that the organization is sufficiently 

sound that it may be expected to continue without severe financial strain 

for several years? I appreciate that these are rather pertinent ques- 

tions but a frank statement of your opinion will be much appreciated. 

There are some things about the work which appeal to me and it may be an 

excellent opportunity to serve. On the other hand the work here is con- 

genial and the opportunity to do some careful research work in this 

\ mountain region has a strong appeal. There is, of course, the possibii- 

ity also of the transfer to the Bureau of Fisheries when the restrictions 

on new appointments in government work are removed. 

Of course, the committee may not directly tender me the position 

after the conference, but I am sure I have a very strong backer in Dr. 

Ward. I would hesitate to take it, however, without the support of Mr. 

Reckord,



Mr. A. le 

: I wish I could see you and I may wire you regarding a conference 
either before or after the meeting. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Associate Biologist. 

Foie be fa Ch, Case Tues Worn, Jept 

AG aud you Ceueld rewrst | Vek) ere or 

the A S477 there, 

wee



UTAH STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE i 
E. G. PETERSON, PRESIDENT mi ai 

LOGAN, UTAH Els 

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND RANGE 

August 

TWENTY TWO 
3189831 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Avenue 

National Bank Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We were very glad to receive your letter of August 13 

recommending still another man who would be competent to handle 

a@ game survey project. 

While talking over a program of game work with Director 

Cardon of the Experiment Station, the point was brought up by 

the Director that financial conditions in his work are becoming 
quite bad and that he does not feel that it would be good policy 

to inaugurate any game projects during this period of financial 

depression. However, he is very much interested in this type of 

work and we are still gathering all the information possible so 

that when things open up we can go forward on perhaps & game survey 

and a regional study of the sage hen. 

Your kind help is greatly appreciated and you may be sure 

that we will be pleased to have any suggestions or help that you 
may be able to furnish. 

Sincerely yours, 

ee 
og 

V9 nt OF, 

T. G. Taylor 

Professor of Forestry 

Ss



Cony to Dr. Lewis ‘ Leo 

; Ange 13,1931 

Prof, T. G. Taylor 
Forestry Departaent 
Utah Agricultural College 
Logan, Utah i 

Dear Professor Taylor: 

Sowetime ago you asked me to name some people who might 
be competent to undertake ani lead game mameagement research in. Utah. 

T named a muber of people, but now wish to add another 
name to wy suggestions. ‘This is Dr. Harrison I. Lewis, who is 
in charge of bird conservation work in the Dominion Department 
of Interfor, Conservation Branch, Ottawa. 

Dr. Lewis as a very thorouch training in biology and 
natural history and has had a large output In his present position. 
He has not had any great contact with recent developments in manage- 
ment but my appraisal of him is that he would rapidly pick this up, 
since his viewpoint is far different from and, I think, souniler 
then that of the average academic ornithologist. 

: He would also lad intimate familiarity with livestock 
ani irrigation farming, but I think this also he would rapidly 
absorb. \ 

‘ He has been in close contact with the Dominion forestry 
work ani I think is already quite familiar with forest conditions ' 

and the forestry point of view. % ; 

Yours sincerely, \ 

In Charece, Game Survey \ 
‘



Form 19017* 5M 12-30 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 
INCORPORATED ba 

WIRRINGTON, DELAWARE OC: MR. HARVEY G. BOSTICK-OUTGOING MAIL 
SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

+ ALDO LEOPOLD - 404 UniversityAve. 
National Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

f) 0. 7 ih 
June 25, 1931. Vs ¥S 

Prof. T. G. Taylor 
Utah State Agricultural College 
Logan, Utah 

Dear Siri- 

Replying to your recent letter, regarding ree 
search in game birds, we are attaching the June issue of the 
du Pont Magazine, in which on page 8 you will find an article i 
by Aldo Leopold, who is in chage of the game survey for the 
Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers! Institute, "The Role of Universities in Game Oonservation." This article will 
give you some idea of just what is being done in game research 
at the present time. 

We ave also taking the liberty of forwarding 
copy of your letter to Mr. Leopold. We do not know what his 
immediate plans are, but it may be that some work of thts type 
may be inaugurated in Utah. We are also forwarding copy of 
your letter to ovr Mr. Harvey Bostick of Los Angeles, who 
is our representative in game matters in the southwest and 
this correspondence will be called to the attention of pa nd 
L. W. T.Waller, Jr., Director of Conservation, when he re 8 | 
to this office shortly after the first of July. 

r We are deeply interested in this subject and 
believe that one of the greatest needs of conservation ig more 
tesearch work and a better understanding of our game birds and 
animals and conditions effecting their existence. There is 
probably nothing more we can do at the present time, than to 
put you in contact with the various individuals interested 

- in this sort of work. 

We are also os copy of a book we have 
iy published "Wild Game - Its Legal Status", in which you may 

ée interested. 

If we can be of further assigtence, in any 
way, please let us know. 

Yours very truly, 

L. W. T. Waller, Jr.- 
Director of Conservation 

By:- ‘\ fie : 
CMP :RVG ee eae
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June 9, 1931. 

E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Sirs:- 

It would be greatly appreciated if you could 
send me copies of your various manuals concerned with 
pone conservation and also if I might receive the "Game 
onservation News." 

It is natural, of course, that your company 
should be interested in game conservation, and I am wonde- 
ing if you are carrying on any work of a research nature 
in regard to game birds. We have some very acute» problems 
in this section particularly in regard to the Sage Hen, the 
Blue Grouse and the Ruffled Grouse. If it would be possible 

oh for you to carry on research work in regard to one of these 
rene birds I am sure that a satisfactory iets *— be 

made whereby the Agricultural Experiment Station, the 
State Fish and Game Commissioner and your company might work 
together on a cooperative basis. 

Yery truly yours, 

(s) fT. G.Taylor 
5 Professor of Forestry



Jane 26, 1932 

Prof. T. Gs Taylor 
Dept. of Forestry & Range 
Utah State Agricultural College 
Logan, Utah 

Dear Professor Taylor: 

In answer to the three questions in your letter of June 23: 

1. Length of time for a same survey. I would not advise a 
period of less than one year. 

2. Costs. A survey for this period ought to cost $1,000 to 
$5,000 for salary and $2,500 for travel. 

; : 3. Personne). It would be advantageous to have the work ‘ 
carried on by someone already familiar with western conditions, in- 

cluding the livestock industry, irrigation farming, ani national 
forests. Unattached men possessing these qualifications in advance 

_ are of course scarce. ‘The names which occur to me are (1) 3. B. 
, Locke, U. S. Biological Survey, Intermountain Forest and Range 

Experiment Stations, (2) W. B. Grange, U. S- Biological Survey, 
Division of Food Habits Research, Washington, D. C., (3) C. Ke 

Cooperrider, U. 3. Forest Service, Southwestern Forest Experiment 
Station, Tucson, Arizona, (1) Joseph Dixon, National Park Service, 
American Trust Building, Berkeley, California, (5) J. S. Ligon, 
Carlsbad, New Mexico. 

Bach of these men, as is quite natural, hardly fills the 

whole bill, and some of them might have to be supplemented on their 
weak side. 

locke, for instance, would be entirely competent, but needs 

contact with game management projects ani ideas elsewhere as a bach 

ground against which to interpret his local observations. Such back 

ground could be obtained either by traveling him or invoking the 

advisory services of someone who can supply it. : 

W. B. Grange would have this background in full, but would 

need coaching on conditions peculiar to the West.



Cooperrider and Dixon have everything except familiarity 

with recent details in game research and game manageuent. 

Iigon would be an excellent man worlcing with a technically 

trained advisor familiar with game management and research in other 

atates. Without this advantage his findings would laclc the dynamic 

element, as is evident in his New Mexico report. 

It might be possible to use a youngster of a great deal 

less experience ani somewhat lesser salary, provided he were especially 

well balanced. I would advise against turning a youngster loose with- 

out more or less constant counsel and advice. 

In mating the above personal comments on these gentlemen, T 

will trast you to keep in mind that many of them are my warn personal 

friends and hence these comments are made only for the good of the 

cause and should be kept confidential. 

This Institute will probably unfertake additional surveys 

beginning next winter, but under a different scheme of operation 

than has obtained in the past. ‘The specifications which I am recom- 

mending are’ 

1. That the state share in the expense of the survey to the 

extent at least of furnishing a trainee to act as assistant, 

with the assurance that upon satisfactory performance his 

work would be contimed in the state. 

2. That the state publish the findings of the preliminary 

survey at its own expense. 

The Institute has not yet taken action on these recommenda- 

tions, but if the State of Utah should happen to be interested in a 

cooperative undertaking of this kind, I would welcome their making 

an offer to the Institute. 

Of course, if the state should be able to furnish a man 

of the senior type, such as those above mentioned, he would not be 

considered an assistant in the survey, but a full partner with an 

equal voice in the enterprise. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

) 
|
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UTAH STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
E. G. PETERSON, PRESIDENT 

LOGAN, UTAH 

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND RANGE 

June 
TWENTY THREE 
i991 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We have been endeavoring to work up a cooperative 

arrangement in this state to make it possible to carry on a 

state game survey of the type that you have been conducting in 

the northcentral states. Before working with the organizations 
that might be able to help us financially there are several 
things which we would like to know and upon which we would 
appreciate any information you could give us. 

(1) The length of time it would take to cover Utah with a state 

game survey, 
(2) The approximate amount of money such a survey would cost 

divided into salary and traveling expenses, 

(3) Who would be able to carry on the work--in other words, who 
would you recommend for a project of this character? 

It may be possible to carry on a state game survey with 
the State Fish and Game Department, the Forest Service, and the 

‘state Experiment Station as cooperating agencies. But before 

trying to organize the project it is necessary for us to have 

the information we are requesting of you and also any other 
pertinent information which you would be willing to give us. 

Sincerely yours, 

eee ue 

fits ah oH, 

T. G. Taylor 
s Professor of Forestry



May 9,1931 

Mr. S. B. Locke 
Intermountain Forest Uxperiment Station 

. Ogden, Utah 

Dear Lockes 

I think your point about the recognition of wild life 

values in the plan for the public domain is very well taken. In : 
a way, Bill Greeley's article in the current issue of “American 
Forestry" is in this direction, but the recognition should be 
more specific. : 

I have no particular entre in the Society of Mammalogists, 
i but I am suggesting to Dr. Walter P. Taylor, who is very active 

in this organization, that he consider the matter. I am also 
“. taking the matter up with Ovid Butler, who I think can take 

prompter and just as effective action as anybody I know of. 

I do not Imow how to advise you about the Burean of 
Fisheries offer mainly because I lack intimate acquaintance with 
the Bureau's inner workings. You know, of course, my high opinion 
of the future of your present work. Whether the other would be 

: better I have no way of Inowing. I have heard that the fishing 
; tackle industry has started the rudiments of an Institute, but 

from second-hand evidence I should say that their comprehension 
of their own problem is not yet very large. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
: In Charge, Game Survey



Mr. A. L. : 

is practically identical to what I have been driving on for at least 

ten years. The new agreement between the Forest Service and Bureau goes 

e long ways towards making this effective. 

Iwish we could start some upland game bird work, especially 

with sage hens under the McSweeney-Mclery research. Hope to see an ante- 

lope sanctuary develop in Idaho. The addition of some marginal lands there 

to the Lemhi Forest will be practically all that is needed. 

When do you expect to come West? Weare to have a game conference 

in Yellowstone Park, probably July 18 and 19, of federal agencies interested 

in wild-life conservation and states and sportsmen from adjoining territory. 

I have assumed that you would attend the meeting of the Society of 

Mammalogists and if you think it worth while, believe they should be interest- 

ed in being informed of the public land relationship to wild life. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Associate Biologist. 
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UTAH STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
E. G. PETERSON, PRESIDENT 

LOGAN, UTAH 

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND RANGE September 29, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am very sorry to hear that we will not be able to 

obtain the fifth fellowship which is unalloted to date since we 
were hoping very much that we might be considered. 

You mention that the Institute of which you are in charge 
will have some fellowships within a year and a half's time. May I 

ask if we will be favorably considered for one of these fellowships? 

We were very glad to get a lead in regard to the new organization 

called "More Game Birds in America, a Foundation”. You may be sure 

we will write to them and see if it is not possible to obtain help 

from this quarter. We also appreciate receiving the Memorandum of 

Agreement between the Institute you represent and the Bureau of 

Biological Survey and the University of Minnesota. This will give 

us a great deal of help in working up cooperation here and show us 
the basis on which this cooperation can be distributed. 

regestered mal 

I am returning the Indiana report, and certainly was delight- 
ed to receive it. There is no mestion but what we need a good 
many more basic studies of this character to determine just what can 
be done along the line of game conservation. I would also be very glad 

to see the Wisconsin report if you could send it. You may be sure 

that I appreciate greatly the cooperation you have given us in the 

matter of advise and so on and we will of course continue to work on 
our project and try and complete it as soon as possible. 

Sincerely yours, 
2 

Tierag &y 4190 

T. G. Taylor 

Professor of Forestry 

TGT: RS



Copy to Mr. Olin : 

Oot. 7.1930 

Prof. T. G. Taylor 

Dept. of Forestry & Rance 
Uteh State Agricultural College 
Logen, Utah 

Dear Dr. Taylors 

I mst have failed to mike clear that the fifth unallotted 
fellowship has been practically obligated for some months to a pro= 
posed demonstration in Michigan in farmer~sportaman relationships. 
Thie is not really a “fellowship” but is highly important and was under 
way before I heard from you. 

In any event, it is not ordinarily cur policy to go beyond 
the area in which surveys have been made. An exeention was made in 
Arizona simply to start something going in the Vest. “hether this 
will contime te be our policy, I connot say. Welther can I promise 
er ae eet eke ee ee 

and a of the present allottment has gone by. I shall certainly 
recommend additional ones, however, and if they are obtained you may 
be sure of being considered for then. 

I am now able to send you the Wisconsin Report and am 
@lad that the Indiana report contained useful suggestions. 

I am of course delighted with your determination to get : : 
started in this work. — 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LZOPOLD ; 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl. report
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UTAH STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
E. G, PETERSON, PRESIDENT 

LOGAN, UTAH 

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND RANGE September 15, 19 30. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of September 4 which 

accompanied your Game Survey for Indiana. I was delighted to re- 

ceive’ £E"and Shave looked it over and can see it would be of great 

value to any locality in lining up the problems which need studying. 

As I understand from your letter of August 20 that is what you 

would like to heve us do here provided we are given the fellowship. 

In regard to cooperation the matter has been taken up 

with Commissioner Mecham at Salt Lake City who has promised to give 

$1000 a year for two years to help out in the work in the state. 

Correspondence has also been had with Mr. Madsen who is president 

of the Utah State Sportsmen's Association and who wrote me very 

favorably and with whom I am going to have a personal talk in 

about two weeks time as soon as he is through with his trip to 
Ww. 

Yellgstone Park, 

We would like very much to know how much money your 

fellowships allow and over what period of time they run. In talk- 

ing this matter over with McGinnis from Arizoa I understand the 

fellowship runs for a period of two years. 

As soon as the cooperation is fully lined up we will 

start outlining a project which all the cooperators will of course 

be interested in and send the project to you with written statement 

of whet cooperation can be expected from the different organizations. 

Yours very truly, 

ss 
Ce Tor Tap 

7. G Taylor, 

Professor of Forestry 

TGT:RS 

|



: Copy to Fry File 

Sept. 22,1930 

Prof. T. G. Taylor 
Departaent of Forestry & Range 
Uteh State Agricultural Collece 
Logan, Utah 

Dear Dr. Taylor: 

I am delighted to learn that Gane Comissioner Mecham has 
promised financial aid for your game research program. In the same 

mail I received news that the Game Commission of New Mexico has 
appropriated $1,500 per year for the study by the University of New 
Mexico of their most important native aecies, namely sealed quail. 
I hope that you will think fevorably of the proposed study of the 
sage hen. 

I am not sure whether my previous letters made it clear that 
the Institute has allotted all of its available fellowship and will 

have no additional ones for at least a year and a half to come. Since 
I wrote you a new organization called "More Game Birds in America: A 
Foundation" has been organized by New Yorks people. A copy of their 
prospectus can be obtained at 580 Mfth Avenue, New York City. While 
I do not suppose they are yet in a position to take action on specific 
request, it would seem to me a good idea to present your plans and your 
need of financial help before them. Let me make it perfectly clear that 

T am not connected with them ané am not at all authorized to speak for 
then. 7 

Our fellowships carry a maximum of $3,000 per year, including 
both stipend and travelling expenses. Some of them run up to this maxi- 
mum, others run as low as $2,200 per year. They cover a period of three 
years subject to anmual renewal. Possibly the inelosed copy of a sample 
agreement would help you to fommilate your plans. I would not undertake 
a study of the sage hen on less than a 3-year basis. 

I am glad you found the Indiana report interesting. Do you 
still want to see the Wisconsin report? If so, I can now loan you a 

copy. y 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl. agreement



|: Gepton tot Glin, Waller, Orenge File (tat 

Sept. 12,1930 

tr. Te G. Taylor 
Utah State Agricul tural College 
Logan, Utah 

Deer Mr. Taylor: ; 

I have recently been compiling a list of the active game 
research projects now unfer way in this country. I have put these on 
@ map and then tried to also enter on the map the additional jects 

nected to fora a reasonably complete founiation for the practice of game 
managenent. A rough copy of the list and the map is attached. : 

Your active interest in etarting game work prompts me to call 
your attention to the following fact: your institution appears to be the 
only well-develope? agricultural college close or within the range of 
the sage hen. ’ 

The sage hen is one of the least known am! most unique of 
4merican geome birds. ‘here is an extranely urgent need for some insti- 
tution to find out at least the rudiments of its life history ané@ the 
factors which determine ite abuniance or scarcity. : 

Another thought on your proposed came menagement course: I 
heave foun that whenever any institution sequires information through re~ 

. search on a specific mbject which 1s not in the possession of anybody 
else, there immediately follows an eantomatic demand that that {information | 
be made public through courses of instruction, extension work, publiea- 
tions, ete. If you could become the national headquarters for information 
on the sage hen, I predict that funds for other game work for teaching » 
and extension would be forthcoming. 

It is highly probable that grazing is the most importat factor 
in the welfare of this bird. Your proximity to the range experiment sta- 
tion would further fortify your facili ities. | 

Bven should new sources of funis becone available, many institu- 
tions will be competing for mech fumis to use on pheasants, Huncerians, 

qiail, and other species of general distritution. As nearly as I can figure j 
out, nobody con compete with you for sage hen fanis. foreover this bird 
furnishes e onffieiently large volume of sctuel sport to make it of national 
importance from the sorting as well as the biological point of view. |



: Tes may neck eatette atviae on Just how to gut startet on s 
sage hen study. you can show that you are prepared to start, I think 
that the Biological Survey would on application arrange for pertodieal 
visits on the part of its best exerts, to act in on avisory capacity. 
To be sure these men do not Imow sage hens, but they Imow all the methods 
20 far developed on other kinds of game. 

, Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LyOrOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl. ;



UTAH STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
&. G. PETERSON, PRESIDENT 

LOGAN, UTAH 

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND RANGE August 25, 1950 

Mr. Aldo. Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We were greatly pleased to receive your 

letter of August 20th and to know that we have your | 

full sympathy in the developments for a better under- | 

standing of game problems in this state. 

You may be sure that we will write the 

University of Arizona for information and will also 

take this matter up with Mr. S. B. Locke of the Inter- 

mountain Experiment Station. 

In accordance with your wishes we will 

include in addition to the plan of work a statement | 

as to what the University, game department, and the 

sportsmen are ready to do to help out in this project. 
Your suggestion that we consider a survey of game 

conditions in Utah is of course the right step as it 
will bring out the research problem which should be 

| worked on first. We would be glad to see the unpublish- 
ed state survey that you mention and if you have any | 

other information you could give us I know it would be , 

a great aid. 

Sincerely yours, 

rs 4). Ae o> 

tT. G Taylor, 

Professor of Forestry 

TGT: RS



Sept. 4, 1930 

Dre T. @ Taylor 

Utah State herionl tural College 
logan, Utah : 

Dear Dr. Taylor: 

In accordance with your letter of August 25 I am 

loaning you a copy of the report on the game survey of Indiana 

as a sample of what our conception of a game survey is. Within 

a week or two I hope to have a copy of the Wisconsin survey, 

which is better, ani I will send it to you as soon as it is 

available, Kindly return the Indiana report as soon as conven- 

lente 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl. report



C Copies to: Redington 
Olin & Dill 

j Stoddard & Grange 
Seth Gordon 

dugust 20,1930 

Mr. T. @. Taylor 
Department of Forestry & Range 
Uteh State Agricultural College 
logan, Utah 

Dear Mr. Taylor: 

The Institute has financed five fellowships, one of 
which remains unallotted. All are under the advisory supervision of 
the U. &. Biological Survey. 

Certain moves for the expansion of game endowments are 
now under way in other quarters. It is unlikely that the Institute 
will allot its fifth fellowship until it is determined how far these 
new moves will be able to go. ‘They might, however, constitute a 
possibly source of funts for your institution, especially if a well-~ 

planned project were presented. 

I would be gled to help you 1f I can in the planning of 
a@ project. You could alse get valuable points from the University of 
Arigona, where the Institute haa just allotted a fellowship for the 
study of ganbel quail. Mr. 5. B. Iecke of the Intermountain Nxperi+ 
mont Station could also give you valuable help. 

The attractiveness of your proposal would, in my opinion, 
depend. not only on a thorough plan for the use of the money requested, 
but also on a atatement of what the University, the Geme Department, 
and the sportsmen are ready to do to supplement and extend the work. 

_ Possibly the most useful thing I have to offer is to let 
you see one of my state surveys (unpublished), which attemmt to appraise 
and weigh game conditions and the research problems which they present. 
A survey of Utah would be an excellent starting point for your venture. 

Your interest in this matter is very gratifying. Please 
eall on me if I can help carry your project through along the above 
lines. : 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD : 

In Charge, Game Survey
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UTAH STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
E. G. PETERSON, PRESIDENT 

LOGAN, UTAH 

August 13,1930. 

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND RANGE 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The forestry and range department at this 
college is desirous of developing courses in 
fish and game management and hopes to be able to 
acquire an expert in this line for teaching and 
research work. We are working in this regard at 
present but find that some time may elapse before 
this program comes to fruition altho we are doing 
everything possible to get early results. 

We have noticed that the Sporting Arms and 
Ammunition Manufacturers! Institute maintains four 
fellowships in game management. If it were possible 
for us to obtain a fellowship of this character 
from the above Institute a decided impetus would be 
furnished to the development of research and ed- 
ucation in fish and game in Utah. 

; We would be pleased to know if it is possible 
for us to obtain a fellowship in game management. If 
certain requirements are asked of the colleges at 
which these fellowships are placed, I am sure that 
we would be glad to meet them, 

Sincerely yours, 

Be as * 
7 fee . on 
T.G.Taylor



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE “oe x 

FOREST SERVICE \ he 

INTERMOUNTAIN FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION ue 

AM 
ADDRESS REPLY TO ow 

DIRECTOR 

AND REFER TO . OGDEN, UTAH 

R 

Biological Investigations August 7, 1930 

+, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, ee at 
421 Chemistry Bldg., [AG 

Madison, Wis. ¥ 4 yet Me é 

“Qe bu ; 
Dear Leopold: 4 v 

: Reference is madé to your letter of August 4, including tabula- 

: ; tion of water requireménts and also the list of present game research 

ae projects. The photostat of the tabulation of water requirements has been 
‘ corrected and is enclosed. The list of game research projects should in- 

v clude also 0, J. Murie studying elk in Jackson's Hole, Wyoming and under 
o4 remarks could be supplied "southemor Jackson's Hole elk herd." Under my 

Rol name in place of the Great Basin Station should be given Intermountain 

Forest and Range Experiment Station. This title is somewhat awkward for 

insertion in the table, but the Great Basin Station is not at present the 

f designation to cover work in this district. Under an entry as cooperator 
/ between U. S, National Park Service and U. S. Forest Service should be en- 

V tered William Rush studying elk in Montana as applied to the northern or 

Yellowstone elk herd. These are the only additions which I can suggest. 

My appointment in the Biological Survey became effective August 1 

and for the remainder of the summer I expect to work on rodent relation- 
X ship to the erosion study in the Boise River drainage and the deer situa- 

tion within Utah and Idaho. The work will be rather closely tied up with 

Forest Service administration projects which I have carried in the past. 

The graphs which you enclosed under date of July 10 are very in- 
teresting but I have as yet not had time to look into them carefully enough 
to attempt to suggest any corrections or additions. 

" You may be interested in a statement made to me by Mr. C. N. Woods 

y of this office. One of the areas in this section where sage hens have been 
* extremely abundant is within the Lemhi Forest in Copper Basin. This has 

‘ been a game preserve for a great many years but it is understood that the 
/ Qi" A sage hens do not enter this area until after the hatching season and the 

‘ yy jtbiras are able to travel. However, they are concentrated within the area 

Mee 

wr



Mr. A. Le 

' during the hunting season and although some poaching has taken place they 

have been given a considerable measure of protection. Mr. Woods stated 
that during a trip in 1909 when he crossed the Basin in only one direction, 

he estimated that he flushed at least 1,000 sage hens. During a recent 
visit to this locality during which he crossed and recrossed the valley at 
least four times, he estimated that he did not flush to exceed a total of 

; 2800 sage hens. It is, of course, very probable the adverse factors operat- 

ing most heavily against the sage hens are those on the outside areas where 

nesting occurs. || 

Very sincerely yours, 

Associate Biologist. 

Encl. 

—<.
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Fane 50.1930 

: Mr. Done Paricinsen 
U. S. Forest Servies 
Ogten, Utah 

Dear Tana 

Tt 4 good news that the Uteh Agrieul tural College is 
thinking ebout courses in fish and gune. 1 would like te help fa 
every wy possible. 

Bumeyous universities offer specialized zoslogiesl courses 
, ranning from a fer weeke in length te full post-graduate work in gane 

ami in fiche ‘ims Gornell has a wellekumm course in ornithology and 
Dee Allen heo turned out many mon with PheD. degrose in this subjects 

Only one university, however, has uniertaken a course In 
game munagacont, ust that ie the University of Michigan. This conres 
is offered in conjunction with the Michigan Forest Sekool. It ts a now 
venture, ent of course the mbject watter for teaching management as 
Gistingaished fram game soology has to be created. 1% goes without say~ 
ing that the transition ie nob yet couplete. 

The Came Conservation Institute at Clinton, New Jersey, 
offers = yoentional eowres in game favuing ramming from one to tuo years. 

I will not attempt te cover the fishery courses, in which 
Seattle, Michigan, ani Comell seen to be preeminent. 1 do not know 
enough ahout this field to sive you o competent deserittion. 

I aw comvinosd that the field of gume mauagement offers a 
greater opportunity than the field ef gue zoology, ami you as a forester 
will get my reecone witht further exlemstion. Your difficulty wlll be 
4m finiing teachers ont texte. I am now working on « gome wanageaent 
text which will be on the press this fille 

‘ Die jeatinle enteininn Sum SRinadibe S ane eee 
ment at “iseonsin, Michigan, Minnesota, Arison, respectively, 
whem theae wan got their degress they will probably have better formal 
training in came management than hae heretofore been obtainable, It will 
be at Least tye yours, however, befors any of their projecte are completed.



Meamwhile there aro nso teachers except those who have 
Pe SE CO Rae eee ee ee Pee Sear 
need not of ovarse tel) you that %. 3. Incke fo one of these men. 

moe tas cuentas ade, ee caf ae ee When you 
Seen Ae Sage OE Sees Se, 5 mid be glad to be of service if 

ane 

It seems to me thet an agricnlturel collece teaching eme 
managewent mct teach management of Utah game as well so management of 
geome in general. As nearly as I imow, the only body of organized Inowl- 
eige on Utah come in that collected by the Forest Service, ani you know 
how for that io from filling the bill. I would mgrest that the way to 
start is to inmgurate o serlos of life history studies of Utah apecton. 
When these are about theres years along the teaching of management could 
start. % get "squared amy" on euch studies I would eect that the 
@ollese sesk the etvisory supervision of the U. 3. Dolegiesl Sarvey, 
just ae we have done in stertine cur geome fellowshivs. The men in change 
of this work are 3% Ie Stoddart ant ¥. 8. Grance. Locke knows how thie 
efvisery service wriks ant you ave no doubt alresly in touch with him 

; Pleaee come back: at me with the further questions suggested 
by this letter. 1 am extreesly anxious to hele push this preject along 

Youre ai neerely, 

£L00 LeoroLp 
Tn Charee, Gome Survey



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

INTERMOUNTAIN DISTRICT 

ADDRESS REPLY TO ort ace FOREST SERVICE BUILDING 

DISTRICT FORESTER Ue OGDEN, UTAH 

AND REFER TO 3 nina 2 

PR 
Cooperation June 25, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

i Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The Forestry School at the State Agricultural 
College in Logan, Utah, is contemplating courses on 
fish and game. Do you know what institutions are now 
giving such courses, and whether any institutions are 
giving a degree in this subject? It would seem that 
this is a field very much worth while, but any work 

that is initiated must certainly take advantage of 
experiences of other institutions, and we would ap- 
preciate any information along this line you can give 

us. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Va eae 
x ae Oe 

Assistant Regional Forester.
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Fish & Game June 18, 1950. 

MEMORANDUM FOR PR: 

Reference is made to Mr. Taylor's letter of May 20: 

I believe there is an excellent opportunity for 

public service by the State Agricultural College through 
work in connection with the fish and game resources. 

Although the high value of the fish and game in 
the state is evidenced by the public interest in these 
resources and the expenditure of funds by the State Game 

Department in their protection and culture, there has been 

slight attention given to a scientific approach to their 

management. They are both closely related to the practice 

of agriculture but with less possibility of development 

of improved management from private initiative. There is 

however, a decided awakening of public interest and ap- 

preciation of the need of a definite and specific program 

of management. 

There are several lines of development desirable. 

Perhaps the first of these is the bringing together and 

making available of information obtainable which is of 

value in developing and managing these fundamental re- 

sources. This would include the application of certain 

principles of management and a survey of the place which 

migth be occupied by fish and game in the state. Funda- 
mental studies of the life histories and ecological re~ 
lationships are also necessary for the application of a 

plan of management. We have here practical problems of 

relationships to forage uses, the forests, and to each 

other and also economic relationships so that a fair and 

satisfactory adjustment may be brought about where a con- 

flict may result between fish and game and economic ine 

terests. Some of the economic phases of the problem are 

at present becoming pressing and require early considera- 
tion. 

As specifically applying to the State Agricul- 
tural College, foresters are finding an increasing ‘ 

ik 
i 

¥



necessity of understanding of the principles of fish and 
oye production in their work as land managers. There 

8 an excellent opportunity for making training available 
for men undertaking to make a profession of work of this 
nature in the State Game Department. This would unques- 
tionably strengthen materially the service which the State 
would receive from its game department. This might be by 
direct training or correspondence or both. There would 
be many opportunities for public education in a general 
way regarding the practical management and economic relation- 
ship which should govern game administration. 

Research work and studies contributing to the man- 
agement of the fish and game resources are divided among 
several branches such as botany, biology, zoology, etc. 
A department which could direct such investigations “et 
the lines most needed and make the results available would 
be of definite assistance. It could act as a contact 
point between the various branches in which the investiga- 
tions should be carried on and the agencies in charge of 
the management. It was my understanding that work of this 
nature was contemplated at the University of Minnesota and 
University of Wisconsin. 

Along the line of the biological aspects them might 
well be made available scholarships offered by such agencies 
as the Associated Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers which have 
been now placed at the Universities of Minnesota and Wisconsin. 
I am sure that Mr. Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin could give some excellent information on 
the general possibilities of such work. 

In general, I feel sure that the full possibilities 
of production from the fish and game resources of the state 

can not be realized without considerable scientific work and 
that there is a fine field for service here by the State 
Agricultural College which will be much appreciated in the 
near future. 

S. B. LOCKE 

Regional Forest Inspector, 

Copied from rough 
draft sent if from 
field.
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June 4, 1930 

Mr. & B. Locke 
U. &. Forest Service 
Ogden, Utah 

Dear Locke: 

The attached table is the beginning of an attempt to 
Classify game species according to the minimm water on which they will 
subsist and breed, 

Can you give me any evidence, or, lacking thet, any 
opinion as to whether sage hen and sharptail grouse are found on totally 
dry renge, and if so, whether they get water on such range from dew or 
succulent vegetation? In short, I would like you to classify these 

species in their proper place on the table and give me permission to 
quote your opinion on the matter. 

I would like likewise to get you to classify any of the 
other species, such as ¢lk, moose, mountain sheep ov antelope, and of 
course to criticize any of the classifications which are already set 

down. 

I have not forgotten your request for an advance oute 
line of informetion required on species in your region, but I have 
Simply been unable to get around to it. 

I have not yet entirely given up hopes that the Wise 
consin situation might result in an offer for you at a decent salary, : 
but with no luck. I consider it probable, however, that some offers 
are bound to come floating your way before long, and I look forward 
to the time when your entire energy may be devoted to game work, 

I have been asswaing that nothing short of $4,500 
would interest you. If you have any objection to take to this 
assumption, let me know. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO L£OPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl.



April 3, 1930 

Mr. S. B. Locke 
U. S. Forest Service 
Ogden, Utah 

Dear Locke: 

W. B. Grange is resigning as director of game for 

the Wisconsin Conservation Commission and is entering the Biol- 

ogical Survey. I am making such effort es I can to have the 

Commission feel you out on this opening provided I can persuade 

them to raise the ante sufficiently to make it worth your while. 

Grange has done some extraordinarily meritorious 

work in getting things started, and I am extremely anxious that 

we have appointed as his successor a man capable of real lesder~ 

ship in developing the Wisconsin game program, Whether you will 

ever hear from this is more than I can tell now. I will try to 

keep you posted. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
: In Charge, Game Survey



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

INTERMOUNTAIN DISTRICT 

oREST SER cy 

DISTRICT FORESTER bane, gate) Forgsr Service BulLDING 

AND REFER TO OGDEN, UTAH 

Mareh 20, 1930. 

Dear Leapold; 

Letting you know about my trip has been on my mind 

ever since I got back but I fouhd that Gery had been out of the 

office at the hospital and the plans for the insect control job 

had all been left for me to care for so I have been extra busy. 

Have a half hour now while I am waiting for a fellow with whom 
I am going to Salt Lake. 

The visit at Minneapolis was very interesting. Dr. Chapmen 

arranged a lunch with Dean Coffee, Dr. Riley, Dr. Dawson, and 

Mr. King. Dr. Chapman indicated just prior to the meeting 

that he would ldke to have Dean Coffee learn of my work and experience. 

Of course, that could not be discu@@ed in detail in a group of 

that sort and I took a cue from Dean Coffee in his questioning, to 
bring out the needs of the field and how a State Agricultural tollege cou 
could serve. As you know, I was not as fortunate at Madison in 
meeting the men, if it shoul@ happen to be fortunate. Mr. King 

. seemed to be very much pleased with the discussion at Minneapolis. 

The meeting I had with Dr. Juday and Dr. Birge was very enjoyable. 
All along the way I found very much interest in the wildlife side 

of conservation and I gave a number of talks. Had a nice visit 
with everybody at Ann Arbor and found a lot of interst in both fish 
and game there. At the University of Maine, President Boardman 
tells me that they propose to establish a school of fisheries. 

I was not particularly impressed with the Roosevelt Wild Life Ex. 

Sta. but I had a nice visit with Brown and expect to have a field 
trip here with him this sumer, Did not see Dr. Adams but had 

a meeting with Whitney. Due to the lack of time and to some other 

conditions, I had to skip Cornell but met Dr. Allen in New York. 
I have come to the conclusionthat at least once in five years, funds | 
and time should be budgeted for trips of this sort and if the 30 

days leave goes through, I plan to spend about two weeks each year 

at some one place where the educational contacts will be the most 
stimulating. 

Although the Musgrave appointment was a surprise to me at first, 

I can see a good part of the reason for it in his knowledge of the 

field as there will be a very considerable public relations side. 
, The fact that they have a game specialist there may react favorably 

on game work here. This spring there are some pressing problems 

here which have to be passed up owing my spending all of April, May 

and June on insect contral. m 

Mowabst Those Plans 0 / VAAL pets 
for the Japorvsafiou you wild i: 
lene to, alee 94 hirds yor these 
States” Jd#my



421 Chemistry Building 

May 20, 1929 

Mr, S. B. Locke 
U. S&S. Forest Service 
Ogden, Utah 

Dear Friend Locke: . 

I have just recently heard that the appointment to the 
@ivectorship in Wisconsin has been practically decided upon, which 
would seem to dispose of that particular opening. Of course, my 
advance dope may be incorrect. In any event, I have done what I 
Gould to get your name in the hat, which was very little. 

The openings at the St. Paul Station and in the University 
of Wisconsin are still open. The bill which will make the latter 
possible has a good chance of passing, and if it passes I am quite 
gare I will be consubted about names, At Minnesota I have discussed 
your qualifications at length with Zon and Redington. 

My intended western trip will not materialize, since it has 
been decided that I am to finish up the survey of the north central 
region first, and consequently I see no immediate opportunity for a 
conference, I am glad to imow that you are definitely in the field 
for a change of location and I will, of course, keep my eye on the 
vemaining openings. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

AIO IZOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. 

P. S. If you think proper, Forsling and Rutledge might want to kmow 
the status quo as reported in this letter. I am mentioning this be» 
@ause both of them were kind enough to write me,
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April 29, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leapold, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leapold; 

Since + last wrote you there has been some discussion 

regarding work in this District and in particular in connectbn 

with the game work. Apparently there is an insistence from the 

Washington office that the District cut down on overhead and this 

is reflected in a cut in allotment this year of about $9000 with 

additional cuts to come. As confidential information, in order 

to meet these cuts Mr. Rutledge proposes to about eliminate all 

our game administration such as we have been carrying out on the 

Kaibab and in Jackson Hole. I have about concluded that in 

order to meet the requirements here it will be necessary for me 

to stop thinking about game matters as official work. 

This situation makes it more essential that 1 follow up any 

openings there may be on the outside or elsewhere. Mr. Rutledge, 

Morse, and Woods have all discussed with me the chances for some © 

of the positions which might be open. Morse says that he has 

some contacts in Wisconsin which might be helpful and he will do 

what he can to assist in any way there. + shall be mighty 

glad to know of anytning more of which you have information or 

anthYing more specific about those you have already written. 

There has been little time to work on the deer chapter but 

as ston as 1 get out in the field I shall have some long evenings 

and plan to work on it then. Have just gotten back froma trip 

over the winter game ranges on the Middle Fork of Salmon River and 

I will send you a copy of the report. Counted over 2400 deer and 

got some very interesting information. 

It is probuble that we are to get a shipment of smelt eggs soon 

and are to plant them in the Redfish Lake section. Will try to 

write you again soon. 

Very sincerely VME
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Locke, S.B, AprilL’22, 19b9% 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am in receipt of a letter from Ir. Forsling dated 
April 17, in which he says: 

"What do you think of Locke as a prospect for 
Director of Conservation in an important State 
with heavy executive duties in forestry, game and 
recreation. It is a job in which he would have 
men under him as heads of each of the three phases 
of work mentioned above." 

Mr. Forsling also gave me an outline of his discus- 
sion with you on Locke's qualifications. Mr. Locke has had 
some experience as Supervisor on a comparatively small For 
est which is about the only opportunity he has had to.demon- 
strate his ability as an administration man. He has, how- 
ever, performed splendid work in the District Office, and 
has in some measure shown administrative ability in such 
capacity. He is, of course, fully familiar with District 
Office methods of administration, takes his place on the in- 
spection schedules and is, therefore, not inexperienced. He 

has shown rather special ability in working through other 
men in the organization of game associations and in working 
with State game wardens and legislatures in securing advance 
legislation in game and other conservation matters. I am, 

' therefore, entirely willing to recommend him for such posi- 
tion as Mr. Forsling outlines, and I feel fully satisfied 

that he will handle it to a high degree of efficiency. 

I have talked this matter over with Mr. Locke very 
fully and have shown him Mr. Forsling's letter, with the



Mr. A.L. 

very gratifying result that Mr. Locke has stated to me 
very positively he feels sure he could handle the job. With 
this attitude on his part, any such battle is half won. 
While we regret to think of losing him from the District, I 

hope you will do what you can for him on this job. If there 
is any further information or any more detailed statement 
of his experience that you need to handle the matter intel- 
ligently, I shall be glad to furnish it. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Ce 

=~ on



G(L) 
Fish & Game April 27, 1929. 

Mr, Carlos Avery, 
2273 Woolworth Bldg., 

Now Yoru City, Ne Y. 

Dear Mr, Avery: ; 

; I have brought to the attention of a number of 
sportemen the value ani educational character of articles 
qepeer ins in "American Game." Last evening the men listed 
below ieated an interest in this matter and I Bee page 
to request that you send them sample copies for ir ex- 
amination: — 

Dre Le De. Pfouts, Payson, Utah. 
As Py Thompson, 42 Postoffice Place, Salt Lake City, Utah, 
Le Le Bunnell, Re Pe De Now he Provo, Utah. 

Or. J &, Brogddus, Walken, Sank Old, Salt Lathe City, U fal 
a many local sportemen's associations in 

the in tain states the need of reaching individuals 
with educational articles is practically apparent. You 
are familiar with the results accomplished by the "Pine 
Com* in Arizona when Leopold was connected with its pub- 
lication and also the "Big Horn" published in Montana. 
It is difficult for the state organizations in several of 
these states to finance and edit such a publication, It 
has occurred to me that possibly ween mene be mde 
for the preparation in mr considerable quantity in what 
might be deseribed as "boiler plete form" of general 
articles of an educational nature on fish and game con- 
servation with provision on one or two blank seers for 

| the printing of articles of a local nature which might 
| £111 the reqhirements at a very low cost. This is pre«- 
| sented as a general idea and I would be glad to know if 
you think that development of this kind would be at all 

' | practical, 

{ Very sincerely you's, 

District Forest Inspector.
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( CONFIDENTIAL 
LETTER) April 17, 1929. 

Mr. R. H. Rutledge, 
Forest Service, 

Ogden, Utah. ; 

Dear Mr. Rutledge: 

I have met several men who have asked me regarding 

the qualifications of Mr. Locke for research and administra- 

tion work in wild life and other conservation work. I have 

given them what I know of Locke's qualifications. I feel con- 

fident that he would be able to handle most any of the jobs in 

wild life research but I am not so convinced regarding his 

qualifications for executive work in the bigger executive jobs 

in conservation. 

Specifically, what do you think of Locke as a prospect 

for Director of Conservation in an important State with heavy 

executive duties in forestry, game, and recreation. It isa 

job in which he would have a man under him as head for each 

of the three phases of work mentioned above. The State has 

approximately a half million dollar budget and the job of 

Director pays $6,500. There is some doubt in my mind as to 

whether Locke would be able to handle such a big executive 

job. However, I do not want to do an injustice to him in any 

way and would, therefore, like to have your suggestions regard- | 

ing him, especially since you are so much closer in touch with | 

his executive ability than I am.



R. EH. Re 

This particular job was discussed with me by Mr. 

Leopold, and you could either write him direct, or send 

the letter to me and I will take it up with him further. 

I appreciate that if we should start some biological in- 

vestigations in the intermountain region we would need 

Locke himself, or another man with similar qualifications. 

However, since our job is still a bird in the bush, I have 

felt that we should not hold back on recommending him for 

any such openings as may occur and for which he is qualified 

before we get our appropriations. 

I am leaving for Washington the last of this week so 

that mail will reach me there. 

Very sincerely yours, 

C. L. FORSLING, Director 
Great Basin Range Experiment Station.



42l Chemistry Building ; 

| February 19, 1929. 

Mr. S. B. Lock, 
Ogden, Utah. 

Dear Lock: 

Somebody told me recently that you had a Fish Bulletin in 
process of publication by the Bureau of Pisheries. Could you put 
down my name to receive a covy of this as soon as available? 1 
remember your previous mimeograph on this subject and look forward 
with interest to your publication. 

: I now have a tentative offer from Charles Thomas to publish 
the game book but cut down to cover deer only. If this offer takes 

final fora the proposed chapter by yourself on Kaibab Deer hord will 
be more in order than ever. I may get around to revising the manu- 

soript during the next month in which ovent I will send it to you for 
such action on your part as you wish to take. 

I am still hoping for a trip which will take me west and give 
me an opportunity to confet with you on many things. Would you consider 
@ position under the McSweeney Bill for research in game and forestry? 
If 30, it might be a good idea to get into correspondence with Raphael 
Zon and Paul Redington in conjunction with the initiation of this work 
# the Lake States Experiment Station. It looks as if am appropriation 
‘or this purppse is going to pass. I have no idea yet what salary 

will be offered. 

I may also say confidentially that the University of Wis- | 
| consin may be looking for a man to coordinate its game research program. 

This depends on a bill now before the legislature. The salary would, 
I think, be above the forest service scale. Would you be interested | 

: in the event of such an opportunity developing? | 

: : Sincerely yours, . 

ALDO TiO PoLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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G(L) 
Fish & Game November 23, 1928. 

MEMORAND! M REGARDING THE BUCK LAW IN UDAH: 

Considerable comment has been made suggesting that 

there was a real shortage of bucks in Utah which resulted in 

there being many dry does observed. I believe this impression 

is erroneous. : 

There is a decided lack of definite information on the 

necessary relation of nuwabers of bucks to breeding does but 

considerable of a general nature. It is always the tendency 

for hunters to believe that bucks are scarce. During thehunt- 

ing season the early storms have generally broken the buck 

herds and the bucks are widely scattered in the high timbered 

| sections where they are much more difficult to find than does 

and fawns. I believe the bucks move slightly and are laying 

up fat for later activities. On my recent trip to the Middle 

| Fork of Salmon River I counted about 140 does and fawns and 
not a meee puck. However, the increase of fawns on all 

does was 90% or in otlier words 45% of all the deer I saw were 
fawns. This was in a section where does and fawns may be shot. 

In making the tallies of does and fawns all three of us were 

making careful observations and many times it was difficult 

to be sure without the use of glasses just which were young 

animals. If we had to use care to distinguish them what about 

the ordinary hunter? How many hunters realize that all year- 

ling does are dry and that there are always some does 2 

dropped fawns which have lost them? In Idaho where does are 

killed it is the tendency to call any fat doe a dry one, 

Aldo Leopold on the basis of a large amount of data on deer 

ranges in the southwest gives the normal make-up of deer herds 

where there is an abundance of bucks as 70% dry does and 30% 
bearing 150% fawns. John Burnham in his deer park allows one 

buek to seven to eight breeding does. Glen Smith thinks one 

buck to four does is plenty without any question. On the 

Stanislaus National Forest, California, where a buck law had 

been in effect for several years at least and where the deer 

were practically exterminated in controlling the foot and 

mouth disease, information gathered during the killing indi- . 

cated at least one buck to two does. From personal observa- 

sions I would not be at all surprised if some such ratio would 

be found to exist on most of the Utah ranges. I believe that 

if we count all deer observed at a time when the bucks are 

with the does and not segregated on the higher sections and



find one in ten to be bucks, there will be no more than a 
normal number of dry does, I have not mentioned the natural 
Wildness which hunting produces among the sature bucks in 
contrast to the does which makes the docs and fawns so much 
more easily observed. I think we need to urge the necessity 
of killing dees scon but not because of a lack of bucks to 
keep the herds produc tive, 

There are sections where considerable private land 
occurs or where the grazing use is established by many small 
owners where a continued stocking with game will result in 
the development of a sentiment strongly against game conser- 
vation. An insistence on the use of suéh areas for = heavy 

J stocking by game will in the end react adversely against game 
conservation, There are also areas within the Netional Forests 
which are at present stocked by deer very nearly to the full 
carrying capacity of the renge and greater use wiil lower the 
capacity of the range to support deer. Under © buck law pro- 
tg enforced, it is only a question of time before overstock- 
ng will result. Such a situation has resulted in Pennsylvania 

where in certain sections serious demage has occurred to forage 
plants which has reduced the carrying capacity of the ranges 
and caused very heavy losses among young animals. Before the 
killing of does is undertaken in Utah 1t is essential to have 
& Well coordinated series of sanctuaries so that a concentra- 
tion of hunters in any one unit of game range will not make 
too great a reduction in the breeding stock. Since deer do 
not range widely, the most desirable arrangement will be small 
areas Well distributed. Such will require a greater aost two 
patrol and post and the cooperation of ths sportsmen will be 
necessary to make it effective. 

8S, Be LOCKE, 

District Forest Inspector.
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The following statement is mde in order to furnish 
available information regarding the condition of game ranges 
in certain sections of Utah and the factors influencing this. ; 

It has almost universally been the rule that when an 
overstocking of ranges by game animals has occurred, it has 
developed to a critical stage rapidly and injury has been 
done both to game and range before the true situation was ap- 
preciated. This has been true on several private game pre- 
serves, was true on the Kaibab National Forest and in Penn- 
sylvania, Another point for consideration is that it is 
inevitable that overstocking will occur in certain sections 
while others are yet understocked. Observations on game 
ranges over a long period of years has convinced me that there 
is very slight drifting away from fully stocked ranges by deer. 
Apparently they are somewhat like livestock, they may migrate 
considerable distances in their seasonal drift from summer to 
winter ranges but when accustomed to certain ranges they do 
not leave them even in the face of starvation. Just such a 
situation exists on the Kaibab National forest and in Penn- 
sylvania. 

It has been suggested that in congested areas the 
deer be trapped for release in other sections. In small 
numbers this is practical but at its best is a difficult 
and expensive project. There can be no comparison between 
trapping deer and trapping elk, At Gardiner, Montana, when 
trapping elk, deer sometimes enter the corrals with the elk 
but usually kill themselves. On the Kaibab after five years 
working on this problem and the expenditure of several thou- 
sand dollars in equipment, fawns and occasionally yearlings 
only are handled and even then losses run close to 20%. In 
almost any unit where deer have averstocked ranges, they occur 
in sufficiently large numbers so that in view of the expense 
and difficulties of trapping, it offers no real solution to 
the problem. What success has been had in trapping deer is 
at an expense which makes it impractical on any considerable 

scale.



In order that the imsrease in Utah my be appreciated, 
followin: are the figures giving the estimtes of deer on 
the National vorests of the State for the cS five yeers: 
1924, 15,100; 1925, 15,400; 1926, 24,800; 1987, 52,100; 1923, 
40,500. This does not mean that the Limit ee reeete can 
necessarily been reached, but with the present,tinits and 
seasons and continued control of predatory animals, a large 
izcrease may mow be expected since a very considerable breed- 
fag stock is present. 

In 1927 a portion of the Dixie State Game Preserve was 
opened to hunting. ‘This was known to be Pgeoecir | stocked 
with deer but even those very familiar with conditions were 
astonished when aus eee. and it was apweciated how 
abundant the deer were. This fall 1,200 bueks were 

: killed there. Regarding the part of the GamePreserve still 
remaining closed, the Forest Supervisor reports; 

*Renger Swapp estimates the closed helf has around 
4,000 head, if the estimate is even close, steps should 
be taken domediately to control numbers. This February 
we plan on making a trip over the winter range with the 
local game warden for the purpose of working out some 
plan to handle the situation.” 

Regarding the Paragonah-Parowan Stete Gane Preserve, 
he states: 

"Undoubtedly the deer are increasing but in our 
judgnent numbers are not so great as to cause exces 
sive damge; however, it is time to plan for controlling 
the situation before a more serious stage is reached." 

Regarding the game ranges on the Manti Natioml Forest : 
the Forést Supervisor reports as follows: 

"I am quite sure, however, from personal observa- 
tions, as well as, from estimtes made of the mmbers 
ef deer and elk on Ranger Districts 1, 2, 4, and 5, 
by stockmen, members of the Biological Survey, repre- 
‘sentatives Prog Sportemen's Associations and others | 

that unless corrective measures are taken to reduce 
the numbers of — on the nee districts men- 
tioned, we are co to have a tion to cambat 
such as is now a problem on the Kaibab National. Farest. 

: Im spite of reduced numbers of domestic stock as well 
as shorter seasons, both the deer and elk have in- 
creased to such an extent thet little if any progress 
has been made in range improvement on the hardest hit 
districts. The advisory board members of the stock 

2



associations have recommended an open season on both 
male and female deer and elk. On the west side of 
the forest with the exception of Twelve Mile Canyon, 
the stockmen have not suffered from excess numbers of 
game animals. It is my opinion that both the deer and 
elk winter on the east side of the divide and drift 
over on the west side during the summer and fall, It 
is evident also that the heaviest damage occurs on the | 
winter ranges." 

"In 1925 Advisory Board members of the Twelve Mile 
C. & H. Association rode with Ranger Cox and myself 
over the cattle ranges between the 5th and 10th of May. 
At that time we challenged the stocknen to show where the 
deer had taken any forage that the cattle would eat and 
it was only after the closest inspection that we found 
where any plants had been touched. Last season Ranger 
Cox and I rode over the sane range on approximately the 
same date and we founl where the deer had grazed under 
the fence at Birch Creek experimental plot. They had 
taken everything within reach, and since this area has 
been closely hunted with hundreds of hunters each year, 
the increase intotal numbers of deer in the three-year 
period is rather alarming. During the elk hunt the 
latter part of November, Mark Anderson, as well as mem-~ 
bers of the Biological Survey, made the statement that 
the deer were as numerous now in some sections as they 
are on the Kaibab. Mr. Ed. Rasmussen of the Biological 
Survey made the statement that on Reader Ridge on Dis- 
trict No. 4 ome day after a snow storm there were as 
many tracks as a herd of sheep would make in two or 
three days on a range allotment that supports less than 
two herds of sheep for the season. The sbockmen, out- / side of the Twelve Mile permittees, have not complained 
much about the damage done their range by deer. ‘They 
do complain, however, about the elk, since these animals 
cat practically the same forage plants as ‘do cattle. 
The Huntington permittees question the necessity of pro- 
viding an open season on female deer,although they admit 
that deer are becoming quite humerous, especially on the 
lower range. I believe, however, that I can see very 
much of a problem coming up on the management of deer 
on their range also if some means of reducing total nume 
bers is not brought about." 

These indicate specific problems which I am sure will be increased very much within a short time. 

While it is not the desire of the Forest Service to 
limit the game necessarily to a point where no conflict with 

—3<



domestic stock grazing will result,but the possibility of 
damage to the range is clearly indicated and plans now should 
be made to correct such where it develops. 

It will require the removal of females as well as 
males and if possible, provision should be made for giving 
authority somewhere to meet such situations as they arise. 
In some states where the killing of does has been necessary, 
a separate season has been provided so that promiscuous shoot- 
ing has been avoided. It seems that such situations require 
a flexible handling and that authority giving proper legal 
basis for action as required seems the most desirable method 
of handling it instead of attempting to deal with specific 
eases by legislation. 

8. B. Locke 

District Forest Inspector. 
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, . Summary of Deer and Kill on District 4 National Forests of Idaho, Utah, Nevada and Wyoming | 

; from 1919 - 1928. | 

: 2 2 daho 3 Sa : : oR : 

sYear:Tensus = ara Dig Gamc:Census ¢ 3 :Census : rt thie Came: 3 3 | 

3 : z Hunters : : :Hunters : £ :Hunters : 2 2 | 

f 21919: 20,140; - : ~ 323,690: —- 2: - : 1,885: ~ 3 - : 8,085: - i | 

; 21920: 26,556: 1341: - 3: 123,480: 800: ~- : 1,662: 162: - 2: 8,760: 99: | 

21921: 25,501: << : - 311,420: = 3 - 3: 8,375: ~ 2 - 3: 2,025: =< 3: 
21922: 27,465: 1,727: - +:13,613: 517: -~ : 2,460; 136; - : 1,651: 50: 

21923: 29,776: 1,713: - 214,515: S19: - : 8,555: 145: ~- 3: 1,620: 46; 

21924: 38,958: 2,812: 6,450 : 19,161: 1,486: 5,300 : 3,220: 290: 695°: 1,767: 435: 

11985; 35,764: 2,467: 4,501 : 18,421: 1,389: 5,657: 5,885: 177: S77: 8,001: 53: | 

21926: 36,989: 3,066: 5,831 : 24,891: 2,005: 7,525 : 4,695: 215: 7Ol : 2,361: 76: | 

21927: 36,241: 3,725: 6,821 : 32,147: 5,195: 9,140 : 5,455: 259: 7760 : 2,453: S36: 

31928: 38,463: 3,595: 6,276 : 40,574: 4,392: 11,362 : 5,165: S14: 1,074: 2,105: 69: 
3 eo ee nr a er a a ne ee te e-em el nn a nn om ne eS 

During this period the following seasons ami limits have for the most part 
part been in effect, in some cases somewhat more liberal at apart. : 

Bev One month season at first with 15 days lest half of period for 1 buck, 
spikes protected. 

Batt fifteen days to two months, varying by counties, at beginning ani changed 
one to one and one-half months later. Limit of one deer of either sex. Con- 

siderable area in southern part of state closed entirely during part of period. 

\ Utah: Ten days open season for limit of one buck. 

sp One month season for buck with horns changed later to one deer and then 
: ae one buck with e general season of 15 days vith two counties having a two- 

month season. :
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Digest of the Escalante Journal in 

Harris, W. R. fhe Catholic Church in Utah. -Intermountain Catholic Press, Salt Lake City, 1909 

(frip from Santa Fe to Utah Lake in 1776) 

Aldo Leopold--September 10, 1941 

p- 163, "Buffalo winter in these parts" (between White River and Green 
River). About Latitude 40° or 41°. 

p- 163. Saw recent tracks of buffalo. Killed one Sept. 11, 1776 (near 
Green River) 

p- 166. Killed a buffalo on the Green River just below its emergence from the 
mountains, Sept. 14, 1776. 

p- 169. "Gane and high reeds" on east slope of Wasatch on a tributary of the 
Green River. 

p- 170. On west of Wasatch: "over a difficult woodland covered with small 
walnut trees". 

p- 175. Plains burning near Utah Lake Sept. 26. Fired by Indians. 

(p. 182. "fowls very abundant here". Sagehen? 
|p 184 (At Utah Lake and to the south of it) 

p- 187. "no grass of any kind" near salt plain below Sevier crossing. 

Pp. 203. “burnt woodland" near lower Virgin. 

p- 203. “tamarind trees" used for medicine. 

Pp. 210. Indians on Kaibab hunted wild sheep. 

pe 228. "many wild sheep" on south side of Grand Canyon. 

pi 231. Indians south of Grand Canyon had horses and cattle, but not the 
Utes north of Canyon. 

Pe 233. Saw first cattle belonging to Moquis. { 

Ct Reemieoon
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DEER, DEER; WHAT TO DO! 

You'd hate to shoot a doe. So would the rest of us. But 

just for a moment, let's lay aside prejudices we have, you and I, and 

face hard facts. 

With the buck law, we have saved the she-stock of our deer 

herds. We do it each year. About half the fawn crop is females. So 

long as there are sufficient bucks to service the does, the annual crop 

depends on the number of does in any herd. And again, half that crop is 

does; protected to maturity and production for all their fertile years. 

Generally, there are enough bucks for sires. New York esti- 

mates that in whitetails, a ratio of one buck to seventeen does is 

adequate. Sex-age censuses made in Colorado indicate there is a buck-doe 

ratio of 1 to 3 to 1 to five or six. 

There isn't an outdoorsman who hasn't a well planted sentiment 

within him against shooting does. But AS A CONTROL MEASURE, we will have 

to face the fact that the female portion of our herds is the crop produc- 

ing segment; and if we keep on pyramiding that section, without control 

of any sort, we head toward over population of ranges, trouble, destruc- 

tion. Laying all sentiment aside, then, AS A CONTROL MEASURE, we must 

consider the absolute necessity for keeping the herd within bounds by 
limiting the producing portion, the does, on any given range. Disaster 

for the game is ahead if over population is allowed to go on without good, 

sound planning, reasonable control, herd management just as any livestock 

handler would balance his herd with range available. 

The history of the Utah deer herd so closely parallels that 

of Colorado, that we herewith print, with permission of author the record 

of what has happened in our sister state. 

’ UTAH DEER HISTORY ‘ 

MZ 1. From about 1890 to 1915 Utah had a decided scarcity of \ 

deer. Seeing one rated headlines in local newspapers. 

2. Had closed seasons in early part of 1900. 

3. Buck law enacted in 1913. 

4. About 1912 the creation of state game preserves took 
hold--chiefly within the National Forests. 

5. Conservationists and sportsmen groups, including Forest 

officers, preached "save the doe." She became something holy and sacred.
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6. Improved habitat, predator control, large game preserves 
and the buck law resulted in a marked increase in deer populations. As 
late as 1920 the deer estimate for the National Forests of Utah was 13,000 

as Compared with 125,000 at the present time. 

7. About 1930 it was recognized that deer were overstocking 
their winter ranges in certain localized places. This came as a distinct 
shock. Such dainty, beautiful creatures couldn't overgraze a range. They 
were delicate feeders, just took a leaf here and there ‘and then from the 
rugged, inaccessible areas only. Too many deer? Impossible. 

8. Rangers and officials of the State Game Department rec- 

ognized that sooner or later something would have to be done to control 
numbers on certain wintering grounds. Damage claims from ranchers, 
farmers and gardeners were focusing attention to the problem. But the 
State was without authority to do anything; not only sentiment but law 
made the female immune from the gun, no matter what depredations she 

might commit. 

9. In 1930 the State Fish and Game Department and the Forest 
Service each assigned a man to big game studies, particularly to problem 

areas where winter range was the limiting factor. 

10. In 1932, effort to change the buck law failed. 

11. In 1934, the legislature created a Board of Big Game 

Control and gave it jurisdiction over State game preserves and the right 

to set seasons and bag limits for big game when they were damaging their 

range and private property. The board to consist of one representative 
each from the Utah State Fish and Game Department, the Utah Wildlife 

Federation, the Utah Cattle and Horse Growers Association, the Utah Wool 
Growers Association and the Forest Service. 

12. With this setup, we figured the battle was won. Any 

problem could be handled fair to any faction. The two men, State and 
Forest Service, would report their findings to the Board and "presto," 

adjustments in numbers would be made. The sportsmen would be pleased 

pecause it gave them more hunting; the sentimentalist wouldn't crab 

because it would take only the surplus and insure the welfare of a per- 
manent number; and the stockmen would be satisfied because they want game 

but managed game. The State Game Department would be happy because it 

increased hunting and license fees, and put deer herds on a management 

basis. The Forest Service would be satisfied as it would limit numbers 
to what the range would support, leaving watershed and range values still 

intact. Everything was set. Utah would be on the map as the leaders in 

buckskin management.
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13. The board was cautious and realized it couldn't go too 

fast. It approved the issuance of a few hundred doe hunting permits under 

the limited license system on areas of greatest congestion. 

14. The cry that went up was a good one. Sportsmen groups 

held indignation meetings and it was feared they would knock the dome off 

the Capitol. Never before did anyone realize how well those years of 

preaching "save the doe" had sunk in and stuck. 

15. The board didn't weaken and the hunts were staged but 

with varying degrees of success and failure. Many sportsmen refused to 

buy doe permits, some bought permits but tore them up. The Dixie Forest 

is a sample of what happened: 

Doe Permits 

Year Census Authorized Sold Does Killed Bucks Killed Killed on Farms 

1934 16,000 1100 228 184 1783 184 
1935 17,000 1500 960 786 1738 162 

1936 No doe hunt ; 2166 78 
1937 Authorized removal of 4000 deer. Doe 1520 115 

hunt to follow buck season and difference 
between buck kill and 4000 to be taken by 

state wardens and Forest Service. Too un- 

popular. No doe hunt staged. 

1938 18,000 900 795 556 1600 80 
1939 19,000 2000 2000 1714 1921 124 

16. Special doe hunts nearer the cities had plenty of demand 

even from the beginning. 

17. All sorts of dates for the doe hunts have been tried: 

a. At close of regular 10-day buck season, 10/20 to 10/30. 
b. 15-day season, bucks only to be taken first 5 days and 

either sex last ten days. 

c. No doe shooting first four days of regular buck hunt 

which is set by law. 

d. Concurrent with regular buck season. 

e. Killing does by game wardens and Forest officers after 

buck season. This created a real kickback, not rais- 

ing game for wardens and Rangers to shoot. The most 

successful removals and best satisfaction has resulted 

when the holders of special doe permits could shoot 

them concurrent with the buck season.
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18. It has been a long drag. Not yet won as some few con- 
tinue to oppose the program, but each year the opposition grows less. 
This year 10,700 doe permits were offered and all were sold. 

19. The problem has been one of education. We have conducted 
many show-me trips with leading sportsmen, stockmen and news editors over 
problem areas. Those who have seen the conditions under which the deer 
must live on over-populated winter areas are convinced of the necessity to 
control numbers. The barbershop biologists who know all the answers still 
have a lot to say. 

20. Educating the leaders is a slow process, but ultimately 
wins. In the meantime, we have paid a big price--loss of much good winter 
range and hundreds of deer have starved. Range depletion and heavy winter 
mortalities are terrible sacrifices of game, but it seemed to be the only 
way out. We went as fast as the public would let us but that wasn't fast 
enough on some ranges. Perhaps we can save those not yet on the depletion 
list. 

21. The 1939 deer kill in Utah was 38,000, of which approxi- 
mately 10,000 were does. As late as 1921, the buck kill was only about 
500 on the National Forests and very little hunting outside. 

ee HH KH KK 

Wild animals and birds do not always avail themselves of 
plenteous food; they may not know it as food. Each species, each sec- 
tion, seems to have worked out its grub list for that area, based on 
formed habits accumulating over long periods. It took two or three years 
for quail in Florida and Georgia to find out that millet planted for them, 
was good to eat. In our own Colorado, studies have shown that at one 
place deer are eating as much as 25% pinion pine, fir and western red 
cedar; while in other localities, it has not figured in the diet at all. 
And here's a question without an answer: If we transplant the deer on a 
range principally sage brush, to a range where it is relatively scarce 
and other food abundant, would they adapt themselves to the new diet or 
go hungry because there isn't enough sage to suit them? Even us humans, 
some of us at least, balk at muskrats, grasshoppers, lizards, prairie 
dogs and blubber. But there are some other two-legged consumers who con- 
sider them "heap good". We can't blame the wildlings for being choosey 
in their way. 

ee HR HH HR HK 

Pennsylvania is using Federal Aid to Wildlife Funds (Pittman- 
Robertson Act money), to purchase 20 tracts which will add 16,000 acres 
to the state refuge system. 

* #2 eH HR HH
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WILDLIFE AND THE PUBLIC DOMAIN \A 
Dr. D. Irvin Rasmussen 

Head, Department of Wildlife Management 

School of Forestry, U. S. A.C. 

To those interested or directly concerned with the public domain, the 

years 1934 and 1935 will be of significance as marking the time that dis- 

cussions of the past several decades, relative to controlling western public 

ranges, gave way to some definite planning, and non-action to the enactment 

of legislation to “stop injury to the public grazing lands ... to provide 

for their orderly use, improvement and development ...” This present 

change can not be attributed to any one cause but to what is, in reality, 

a cumulative sentiment for the conservation of the natural resources, 

occurring at a time when general economic conditions are demonstrating 

the need for land use planning and wise land usage. 

In a wise land usage program for the public domain all decisions 

relative to use can not be limited solely to the determination of proper 

numbers, distribution and kinds of domestic stock. Certain areas of these 

ranges will, no doubt, become economically more valuable for related uses, 

as erosion control, recreation and in limited tracts to development of health 

and winter resorts, than for the grazing of domestic livestock alone. 

Within the western public domain states the business of producing 

livestock is a basic industry. In any present economic evaluation of the 

use of these public ranges, it is logical that the greater part of the avail- 

able forage produced shall be devoted to this industry. There is, however, 

a need for recognition of variable use on separate areas and a definite 

program to insure the consideration of these related values. Among those 

to be considered are the educational and recreational values of the present 

and potential wildlife resources. No present program can completely 

predict the possibilities and needs of future years. Nevertheless, there are 

indications of certain objectives that belong in the original set-up. 

There is need for recogniation of at least three types of areas on what : 

is now heavily used public domain: 

(1) Refuges set aside as permanent wildlife reservations in which 
livestock are of secondary consideration or entirely excluded; 

(2) Areas where livestock production-is the major objective but where 

wildlife values should be recognized and suitable provisions made for their 
preservation; and 

(8) Areas grazed by livestock but where wildlife values are a very 

minor consideration or non-existent. 

None of these divisions can be fully and completely delineated at the 

present time any more than all tracts can now be given fixed allotments of 

livestock, the numbers of which shall remain unchanged over a long period 

of years. The vital need is the recognition of the definite wildlife values 

on possibly thirty or forty million acres of the 165,695,000 acres and not 

merely the creation of a few limited refuges as the entire program. 

Refuges are a necessary part in any program that has as its objective 

the restoration or preservation of native animals. They are needed on 

the public domain for both the big game and upland birds. Care must be 

exercised in their selection to insure their suitability as regards both size 

and location. Within tracts that we are apt to designate as winter range,
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there may exist entirely distinct winter and summer ranges for certain 

species. Any successful refuge system must consider both the type of 
range and of wildlife. 

Numerous records have indicated that a number of our upland game 

birds can not stand heavy competition with grazing animals. The com- 
plete disappearance of the masked bobwhite, Colinus ridgwayi. from south- 
ern Arizona has been explained as resulting from overgrazing by cattle, 

a condition which has been accele- 

rated by drought years. The fail- 

= . Se ure of the sage hen to increase or 

sin? Tg even maintain numbers under pro_ 

— * tection from hunting in many west- 

| ‘ 3 © ag: ern areas appears to be correlated 

y ON’ 26 with the competition of sheep and 
hea = ae es a with vegetational changes grazing 

\¢ eo animals have produced. The ex- 
Ve Mg i ep oe clusion of certain types of grazing 

‘a <a animals becomes a_ necessity on 

e 5 these special reservations. 

hae Ail igor iy In the case of the antelope, 

“a 4 ae ; carefully located refuges offer the 

i . hs best insurance of its return, al- 

Pee ~o oo z though these are not as essential 

ey . nie ae r as they are for upland birds. Ante- 

bs “agate lope have increased steadily in the 

Pa nis 1 o% r a past twenty-five years on certain 

an e western National Forests and pri- 

ee Be Se eee ae vate lands under conditions where 
a Be eae careful use of the range has been 

. es eae i pes he. made. From less than 29,000 head 
FS ce Meu eee in 1908, according to Biological 

Baty ase, Survey estimates, the total number 
ceiieiiaiiiiiiiiial in the United States has increased 

Phe native’ wildlife species have @ to 68,000 in 1932. The number of 

potential recreational value.” animals on the public domain has 

not shown an increase of numbers 
correlated with the total for the United States. 

The desert bighorn is the native sheep of the southern half of the 

western states and much of its native range is on the public domain. The 

rough terrain it inhabits is not especially desirable for domestic stock and 

so in many regions it is not subjected to direct competition. As a species 

it is more fastidious about its food than are members of the deer family 

and consequently is more sensitive to livestock competition. No marked 

restoration of its numbers can be expected to take place without suitable 

available forage. Certainly the desert bighorn as a species, is deserving 
of some refuges. 

Other game species to be considered in a system of refuges are the 

desert whitetail deer, and several species of quail and grouse. 

In the above examples discussion has been limited to animals whose 
chief breeding grounds are on the public domain. A great many, if not 
the majority, of the larger game animals that breed and summer on national
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forests are dependent on adjoining private lands and the public domain for 

forage during portions of the year. With the exception of certain forests 

in Arizona and New Mexico, national forests and national parks which 
provide sufficient winter range for their large grazing animals are 

very rare. Under certain conditions there is need for refuges for these 

animals. In the majority of cases this can possibly be adjusted for by 
proper correlated use with livestock. 

Under the caption of correlated use between wildlife and livestock a 

variety of situations may possibly arise. As stated above, the antelope { 

is capable of maintaining and increasing its numbers if its range is not too 

heavily used and competition not too severe. This is even more important 

with mule deer and probably may occur in other native species typical of 

the drier lower country. Different species of game animals have different 

food preferences as do the different types of livestock and more efficient 

use of range can be made at times by taking advantage of these prefer- 

ences. 
With a true rehabilitation of the public ranges it is possible that other 

game species, such as the mule deer, may increase, reestablishing them- 

selves on certain favorable localities. A sound treatment of allowing dual 

use must be accompanied by careful observations of the changes taking 

place and recognition of the possibility that species of game can become 

too abundant for their own good and for the good of all concerned. 

The third catagory of use, although recognizing no obvious wildlife 

values, will have, in common with all areas, problems that have their basis 

in the occurrence of native animals. This will include consideration of 

predators and fur bearers as well as range rodents. 

The impression is generally held that the areas typical of the public 

domain are deficient biologically in the numbers of both individuals and 

species that occur. The very opposite is true, if one considers the occur- 

ence of variety of species of plants as the criterion. Tidestrom lists 2990 

species of plants occurring within the states of Utah and Nevada. In a 

classification of these plants according to vegetational zones, 1194 are 

restricted to, and 2232 occur in, the Pinyon, Artemisia and Covillea belts. 
These zones are the characteristic plant associations that make up the 

vegetation of the public domain of the two states. No figures are avail- 

able as regards numbers of species of large and small native animals that 

occur in these vegetational types, but they also represent a great variety 

of forms. Interest in, and the educational values of, both native plants 

and native animals will continue to develop with the years. The only hope 

of preserving true samples of the native flora and fauna of these ranges 

for observation and study is by the establishment of reservations of natural 

areas on the public domain. These reservations would be of value to the 
practical administrator as well as to the student. 

A new era is in prospect for the millions of acres of our western 
grazing lands. Regulated use is the tool that is to be used in the rehabili- 

tation of these ranges. This use must of necessity be planned to be effec- 

tive and should include recognition of all values inherent in the areas. The 

native wildlife species have a potential recreational value that should be 
recognized as a part of a wise land use program for a large portion of the 

public domain. Carefully established refuges are needed for special species 

in restricted areas, but they should represent only one part of a program 

to develop and fully utilize the wildlife resources.



Kaibab Deer Herd Reduced.—-The "Forest Worker," published by the Forest Ser- 

vice, inJanuary, 1932, gives the following results of the 30-day deer—hunting sea~— 

Ny son on the Kaibab National Forest, Ariz., which began on October 16, 1931, and dur- 

ew ing which hunters carried away 879 deer: "State licenses permitting the holders to 

yoo shoot one deer each were issued to 980 hunters, of whom 771 were residents of Ari- 

zona and 157 were from California. The plan agreed upon by the United States Forest 

Service and the Arizona Game and Fish Commission required that every hunter report 

at a central checking station and be assigned to a hunting camp, and that he return 

to this camp each night. Hunting of does as well as of bucks was permitted. When a deer 

that was very poor, badly shot up, or apparently diseased was brought to camp it was 

condemned and the hunter was given permission to shoot another. Deer condemned in 

this way numbered 41, and 45 dead deer were found on the range that were believed to 

have been killed by hunters. No hunting accidents were reported." 

4, -30- | 
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Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, Rl, 1932 R-4 Statistics 

Jee TSS 
: _ GAME REFUGES ie <2 es 

: :State:Date: Acreage : Acreage Accessible : Total ; No. & Class : % of Total 

: 1 Or :Cre-:Inacces—: to Livestock rAcreage: of Stock : G. 0,.cf —~ 

Forest : Name : Fed-:eted:sible to: Acreage not Grazed : Acreage :(a) + :__on (4) : (c) + (a) 

3 seral : : Live- : by Domestic Stock :Grazed by:(b) + : : : used by 

A : : : stock :Not Closed: Closed : Domestic:(c) + : C2H : S&G : Stock 

: : ; : :Primarily :Primarily: Stock :(d) : : : 

: $ : ; : for Game :for Game : : : : : 

a : : : sou 2) eee ee) Seed : : : : 

: 3 4 3 : : : ‘. :Buff-: : 

ARIZONA : : ‘ : : : : : :alo WU: : 

Kaibab :Grand Can. N.G.P. : Fed.:1906: 25,000: = : 60,000: 642,000:727,000: 1794: 2,405: 60 

IDAHO 

Boise :$o.Fork of Payette  :State:1911: 80,000: - : 100,000: 70,000:250,000: 76: 4,500: 68 

Gache :Pocatello Game Pres. : " :1919: - +, 19,400; a: 8,960: 28,360: 250: 1,500: 100 

:C.B.Wilson #1 g tl 3 1g29s 1,190: 4BO : - : 12,000: 13,670: 120: 2,619: 100 

:C.B.Wilson #2 et mgs he - : - : - : 24,600: 24,600: 710: 3,807: 100 

Caribou : - fo = $ = 4 - : - : - : - : - See fe - : - 

Challis :Middle Fork Salmon R.:State:1925: 34,700: - : 14,600: 24,200: 73,500: 69: 3,000: 50 

Idaho : - oS 8 =e - $ = 3 = 3 2 : os ns = : - 

Lemhi  :Crooked Creek :State:1924: 24,000: - : - +: 141,760:165,760: 1510: 11,000: 100 

:Big Lost River : " 31917: 52,669: - : — + 395,779:448,338: 6751: 38,539: 90 

Minidoka: - oe = & - : = : - : = : = : - 3 - : - 

Payette :Middle Fork :State:1925: 30,20: = 2 =F 1,200: 31,440: 110: - : 100 

Salmon :Middle Fork ¢ 8 (31925: 100,000: - : - ¢ 2@8,000:128,000; 60: = % 50 

:Deer Creek : " 31929; 32,000: - : =a 9,600: 41,600: 50: 300: 70 

:Hawley Creek : " 31929: = ¢ = : - : 27,500: 27,500: 296: 6,910: 80 

Sawtooth: Warm Springs pM Oe: 2,000: 1,000 ; - : 59,000: 62,000: 55: 9,500: 95 

:Soldier Mtn. : 31925: 25,370: 120: - + 430,915:456,405: 4000: 68,800: gtk 

Targhee :Crooked Creek : oo" 31925: =: 500 : a: 3,980: 4,4go: 75: 1,400: 90 

:Tevon-Madison 2 Posi: oes = : 148,900 : = :148,900: 2900: 24,000: 15 

Weiser :Black Lake : +1012: 16,300: = : = 0,400: 67,200: 33" 9,755: 15 

Total for 

Idaho : : : : 398,969: 21,500: 263,500 21,287 ,894:1971753:17386:186,110: 

\ 
.



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1972 R-4 Statistics 

Page 
| 

ae a Pal Fe GAME REFUGES ae eu. i 

i :State:Date:Acreage : Acreage Accessible : Total :; No. & Class :{ of Total | 

: : or :Cre-:Inacces-: to Livestock : Acreage : of Stock OC. (OL 

: -Fed- :ated:sible to: Acreage not Grazed ; Acreage : (a) + :__on (d) :(c) + (a) 

Forest : Name seral : ‘ Live- +: by Domestic. Stock :Grazed by: (b) + 3 3 : used by 

: : : : siock :Not Closed: Closed :Domestic ;: (c) + : C&H : S&G : Stock 

: ’ : : :Primarily :Primarily: Stock : (a) : : : 

: : : $ : for Game :for Game ; : $ 8 : 

ao : ‘ 1 (4) : (o : (c :_. (0) : if yi 

NEVADA : : : ; ; : : : : : : 

Humboldt :Hwnboldt :State:1923: 5,000: - : = : 201,800 : 206,800 :11000: 42,700: 90 

:Jarbidge ee is): 5,000: = : = #- 35,500 3 40,300 ; 100; 11,000: 80 

:Santa Rosa : " 31923; 2,000: - : - : 62,000 : 64,000 ; 1150: 5,000: 90 

Dixie Charleston Mtn. : " 31928: 21,140: 42,270 ; - : - © 63,00 =: = - 

Nevada  :Reese River : " 31925; 4g,4ho: = : - : 145,320 : 193,760 : 377: 2,803: 100 

Bade Flat po "e929: - : - : - : 11,840 : 11,840 : 400: 300: 95 

:Meadow Canyon : " 31929; 3,230: - : - : 14,000; 17,280 : 50: 1,100; 90 

:Nye County Grant : o" 31023; 26,726: - : - : 62,362 : 89,088 : 220: 2,200: 100 

:Schell Creek : " 31923; 25,400: = : z : 45,000: 70,400 : 250: 9,000: 100 

Lehman wo 21923» 50,000: 35,512 3 = ¢ 90,000 1 175,512 =; 6,591; 100 

__ Total for Nevada : : + 186,986: 77,782 : - : 667,622 : 932,390 :13547: 82,69): 

UTAH : 

Ashley :Ashley :State:1925; 5 , 220: = : - : 28,160 : 33,280 : 2000: 2,400: 15 

Cache :Cache : " s1914; 6,270; 1,920 : = : 119,810 : 128,000 : 4553: 28,596: 100 

Dixie :Dixie : " 31020; 121,2h0: . : a : 344,460 : 465,700 : 7571: 6,775: 100 

:Parowan-Paragonah eM ergeO: - : - ; = s 13,000): 25;000): = 7; 800: 95 

Fishlake :Glenwood oo ¢ 8,000: - : - : 168,138 : 176,138 : 1202: 17,051: go 

:Fishlake : " 21917: 26,380: - : 320 : 389,438 : 416,138 : 7389: 21,800: 85 

Manti :Gentry Mtn. s © 219233 wey - : - : 39,300 : 39,672 : 1179: 2,100: 95 

Uinta :Strawberry Velley (Fed.State)1909:  - : - : - : 68,490 : 68,490 : 2065: 32,600: 100 

Wasatch :Big Cottonwood :State:1923: . 7,000: 52,7%2 : Z : 7,168 : 66,900 : 110: 1,860: LO<7 

_ se  Bimpanogos 7 21930" 11,280: = : = : 32,600 : 43,880 : 1302: 4,105: 62 

Total for Utah : 2: 185,662: 54,652 320 31,210, 564:1451,198 fl) :118, 687:
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Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NAYIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1932 R-4 Statistics 

___ Page 3 we — ee eo 

: _ = a __ SEWER REPU CRS ih. sae 
: :State:Date: Acreage : Acreage Accessible : Total : No. & Class :4 of Total 

: : or ;Cre-:Inacces-:_—s_—stto.-:« Livestock : Acreage: of Stock > C. G. of 

: :Fed- :ated:sible to: Acreage not Grazed : Acreage : (a) + : on (4) : (c)  (d) 

Forest : Name seral ; : Live- : BY Domestic Stock :Grazed by: (b) + : : used by 

: : : : stock :Not Closed: Closed ;Domestic : (c) a 3 C&H : S&Go=: Stock 

: t : : :Primarily :Primarily:; Stock : (d) : : : 

: : : : : for Game : for Game: ; : : : 

: : : 2 (a) :__(b) : (Gs) so Ca) ees : 

WYOMING : : : : : ; : : : : : 

Teton : Teton :State:1908: 44,000: - : 450,000: 15,000 : 509,000: 489: - : 3 

Wyoming : GreY's River ¢ " 31917: 2,000: - : 12,000: 36,000 : 50,000: 775:11,541 : 75 

: Green River © " 91929: 1O/, fed: 11,520 : 14,720: 71,040 : 205,000: 3500: 1,183 : 60 

: Popi Agie "31917: 40,000: = : -_: 80,000 : 120,000: 400:25,350 : _—-80 

Total for Wyoming : : : 193,720: 11,520 : 476,720: 202,040 : 684,000: 5264:38, 074 : 

___Total for Region : : + 990,337: 165,454 : 800,540:4,010,120:5966, 341:65556:427,370:



{ 

Teble RM-14 GAME CENSUS, HATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1032 R-4 Stetisties | 
Page 4 GA ARRAS BY ADMINISTRATIVE RESTRICGZIONS 

: :Date: Acreage: Acreage Accessible : Total :No. & Class ; % of Total 

p sere-:Inacces-: __to Livestock sAcreage: of Stock t (6.05 Of | 

: satved:sible to: Acreage not Grazed : Acreage :(a) + :_on (da *) (c)) Sa) 

: : : Live- : by Domestic Stock :Grazed by:(b) + : : used by 

Forest : Name : : stock :Not Closed: Closed :Domestic :(c) + : C&H : S&G: Stocx 

: : : :Primarily :Primarily: Stock :;: (d) : : t 

: : : : for Geme :for Game : : : : : 

i ae Ree SUNN apne Sens OUR C2)? FCO os aC) SO CL) eS gn De ES ee 
IDAHO 
Challis :Warm Sorings Cr. : : 6,000: = : 15,500: 2 21,500; = % = : - 

Idaho :Primitive Area 21931: 731,000: - : 10,000; 9,000 :750,000: 80 : - 1 

Lemhi  :Pahsimeroi 11928; 60,000: = : - 326,000 : 86,000: 200 : 3,900: 65 
Sawtooth:Best Fork :1920: - : - : 1,920: - s 1,920; = + - 3 - 

East Fork 21932; 250: - : 1503 a $s 2,000: = 4 =) - 

:Alta Creek :1920: 600: - : 1,320; - t 1,920: = 3 = 4 - 

:Red Fish 21919: 61,220: 1,500 : 2,560: 4,480 +: 69,760: 50 : 2,000: = : 

Targhee :Partridge & Snow Cr. : ¢ 20,000: 20,000 : = tt 5,000) Neb 000) 50) 2 1.000: 75 

Total for Idaho : : 879,070: 21,500 : 32,050: 44,430 :957,100: 380 : 6,900: 
WYOMING 
Teton :Elk Winter Range Ar.1:1918: - : - » TLL, 897s 11897 1289/7: 2530 ¢ = uf 15 

: Ht " " area 2:1918: ae - : 34,838: = : 34,838: 38: - : - 
2 4 nom 331918: —/ A : 17,180; 30,000 : 47,180: 355 : - : 20 

Wyoming:Roaring Fork :l9eh; 4 4go: = : 2,560: 7,040 : 14,080: 205: - : 25 

Total for Wyoming : : 4 4eo: = : 166,475: 148,937 :207,995: 2928 :  - : 

Total for Region : + $83,550: 21,500: 198,525: 193,417 :1165,095:3308 : 6,900:



Table RM-14 R-l Statistics 

Page 5 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-}, 1932 

ne GAME PROTECTION BY FOREST OFFICERS a 

: Cases Reported to State : Cases Reported to State 

Forest :_-—sfor Prosecution { for Investigation 

: No. : No. +: Con- :Not Con-: No. : No. : Con- :Not on- 

is :Cases:Pending:victed: victed ‘Sases:Pending:victed: victed 

State of Arizona 

Maibeb oy eo SO 
State of Idaho : 

Boise eee eta iene te e Sai Fe 8 1 

Sache Seve: Sores wis Me leg ae a ea 

Caribou : = 3 - : « § a : a4 i“ : Le ay oD 

Challis fee So SM es a eee clayey at pas ie 

Idaho a ft = ; , 4 - $ ay - : = 3 2 

Lemhi ind 8 - : dt - { Be - : =~ 5 

Minidoka hes i = : - 4 = : -: = : =e - 

Payette ee ee a ee ko aie ee) ie) | 

Salmon cela” be - : - 3 2 : dag - : - 3 1 

Sawtooth Tee dgeueae ee oi, ae Te ee ee et) lien nS 

arghee ee on) hae es, a ne Wee 

Weiser __ Une Si ell fet pte Hat mee eral Ane 
Botal for Idaho: 9 : - : 6 : Reo be ee GI: Beene 
Stave of Nevada: 7 

Humboldt fe oo eae 2 ae a oe SS 

DLE VEGES Sm de ee ee ee eee 

Movaleton Nevedall=N/MOEest) job 
State of Utah : 

Ashley ess - : ee = . 2 4 - t = 2 

Cache By Se - { = 5 : S4 - = ae iS 

Dixie 7 - 14 2 : 23 - : Zu - 

Fishlake sd - : - 3 id : 5 - f = 3 5 

La Sal Bp lens - : - 3 - : coun: - 3 = 3 - 

Manti See fen ee ce 5 ae ee Se 

Powell fo = 3 - : ae & : = 8 = : an = 

Uinta ees o : =e a $ are = : 7) = 

_Wasatch ot 2 ae as ee 

Totel for Utah ; 24 3: i : cj QU (0) UR ee ee ee) 

Stete of Wyoming 

Targhee :o- 3 - ‘ - 3 ~ : as - : = 7 i 

Saribou _ 3 - : - 3 = : aL = : =} L 

Teton 10.3 - : 7 ? 4 y 10 % - : = 3 20 

Mi nen a ln Se eee 

Total sorivyo 18) Se i ee ee 
Totel for Regio. 4h : 2 +: 16 : 27 60: 1 rg SMbS



Table RM-14 R-4 Statistics 

Page 6 GAN CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-l, 1932 

:GAMB PROTECTION BY FORES! OFFICERS: Licenses:Licenses: Fish 

g Cases Handled by Forest :Issued by:Examined:Planted 

Forest ee eee ___ Officers _.__} Forest :by Forest 

( : No.:Dismis- :Arres-: Con- : Not :Officers :Officers: 

:Cases:sed with: ted :victed: Con-: : : 

: warning : : tvicted IGA Wena Viel Ones oartieal Emam Ie, 

ARIZONA : 
_ Kaibab tod Dee ce eres S18 = : 670 : = 
IDAHO : 

Boise : lo: Lee ee eae - : 128 3 91;9C0 
Cache f jaa a ee - : 42; 155,000 
Caribou rome es S) Sao = 2 35 : 155 : 204,000 
Challis to- 3 =o) eer) eee fey): 8 : 91 : 255,600 
Lemhi ee: en ne : 45: 188,700 
Idaho © od. 3 et eG : 37 : 209,200 
Minidoka : 4 ; BS +: 2 +» 2 = 3 i : 65 : 36,000 
Payette sens ieee ee co! : 82: 89,400 
Salmon : =? - fos f =) i= 3 - : T/ & 727,300 
Sawtooth eat = ae : ee he as 2 : 20% 428,250 

Targhee : uo; i) gh BG: Sen aL hy : 20 : 707,500 
Weiser Ss 5. US iC ee 28 2 90,500 

fotal=tdaho + 12; (5 es eo : 880 :2uhlo 950 
NEVADA : 

Nevada : oe: 3 i Li: Ro: - 3 10 4 380 : 175,000 
__ Humboldt Cala: at i = ee 29 : 64: 133,900 

TotaleNevadaly 5 9: | 4 st ea 08 1900 
UTAH : : 

Ashley oy Lee a 5s : 119 ; 367,100 
Cache y= - : ae ey - ‘ 27 : 347,500 

Dixie =: Sop Se Sp = foe : 387 : 298,200 
Fishlake : 11 : Gi Say en Semesters) : 2,225 :2706,500 
La Sal Sci: 2 : - 3 - t - 33 26 s $8 3 22,500 

Menti © 5 5 : = 0: See 87 seh be: 593),500 
Minidoka : - : = Ee 3 Se : ho: - 
Powell : uo: 2 Ue ee 8 27s aot : 188 : 73,400 
Uinta eo a , - 3 Sw) ees - ‘ 129 3 422);200 

_ Wasatch Co L ; =e et Sas 20 : 85: 951,400 

Motel-Utan 25) ise 7 ee se 98 2082), 400 
WYONTNG 

{ Targhee “ele: - : a: - ¢ Loy 2 : gO : = 

Caribou t= 3 = : = 3 =: = & = : 3 ; - 
Teton so 1 Do = ad Se : 994 : 346,500 

_ Wyoming 3: 2 = 62s Hs 616,000 
Total - Wyo. : 3 3: i 2 a be eg g6ens 09 

Total-Region : 46 : 32 9: 25 : 21 : 4 : 632 2 7,706 :8,794,050



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4 R-4 Statistics 
Page 7 1932 

a CLAM RRA NOT OR iS ee on 
Forest : Elk :Moose; Mtn.: Mtn.: Deer sAnte-:_ Bear 

: : :Sheep:Goats: Mule :White:lcepe :Black : Silver 

a i es: im : : Maio: isBrownl ss 

aRIz0WaSC: 
Oikeitabl los ee ZOU O00 Te) et ee 
IDAHO : 

Boise 11050: = 3 13 #350: 5,000) = 3 = 3 "265: - 

Cache gies So ee) Pony ee bee - 
Caribou : Wey TOs <5 = 9 1,235: = ¢ = 8 305% - 
Challis : 625 = 3 fio Gilkey 2,950: = +) 805s 220): - 

Idaho : 614; 22: 340: 282; 7,290: 425: - : 515: 8g 

Lemhi : Te 2) Oe ey 2008 6256507 95) = 

Minidoka : Bees) et ee COC. =: Ses : - 

Payette : 176: - : 120: 10: 6,775: - +: -.: 205: - 

Salmon : 4g: 6: 196 ; 300: 4,600: 15: Us 3560: = 

Sawtooth : Gli: = » 70 : 150 %) 1;500; -“s = 4 270: - 

Targhee ; 1,065: 108: 25: - 3: Tub: = 2: = +: 105: 1 
_ Weiser Cs oo 20 Je ee O1b Nee 207 ee 
Total-Idaho : 3,794: 146 :1564 :2419 : 38,740; Woe : o734: 2587 : 9 

NEVADA : 

Humboldt : - ': - 3 Wy = we 1 ee075s 98% BO a: - 

Nevada: 40: Wh - 6,980: - : 160: = - 

Total-Nevada: 40: - : 146: - : 9,055: 98 ; 195: 23; = 
UTAH : 

Ashley : Buel Sos els) =auty 2,080 scr aver 39: = 
Cache : Glo = S$ = £ = 3 2,382: - 3 Se 33 3 - 

Dixie : Wa) Ee ke ee RENO = el - 
Le Sal : =~ = € 3302 - © 2,050: = 3: =e 7: - 

Mishlake  « W689 = "30 3) = 26,7503 =: =n - 

Manti » 1000: = 9: = 1 = 3 9,400; -9: ~=Gl20 3 a 

Minidoka : ~ ¢ = § = PF # 250: = ¢ ~{ = : = 

Powell : Ea ee ee 2 co. Ss: = is: - 

Uinta : Obs ie a ae escoOs ) aa i *¢ 215 : “ 

_ Wasatch : 66: = 8 26 35 3 508s a ee 162: y 

Total-Utah : 2932: - =: 157 : - : 67,320; - 3 = 3 506: 4y 

WYOMING 

Caribou i =) ot Ge ek 208 = 3 =~ LO!r ¢ - 

Targhee : 685: 87 : 4H: - 3 Ibo: = : = 160 3 24 

Teton "20 /000:1455 + 975 : - -: 21600! 25: = 3 225 : a 

_ Wyoming =: 3,095: 585 : 417: - OS hate et 280. lb 

Total-Wyo. :23,780:2127 :1037 : - : 3,710: 25: = 2675 3: 29 

COLORADO, DeSel = t= tt ello See ee 

Totel-Region: 30,546: 2273; 3334; 1419:132, 925: 615 : 2929: 3780; Ne



Table Rii-1+ GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4 R-4 Statistics 
Page 8 1932 

Torest : PREDATORY ANIMALS ca onl 

_ Goyotes :Cat or Iynx:Min. Lion: Wolf : Porcupine __ 

ARIZONA : 
; Oixaibab at o00 si 5008 1 en) ee So 

WDaho : 
Boise TL Or! 1 es6 + 40 : x iy 1,£00 

deche : 525 : 120 eee) : aie BOD 

Seribou : 2,090: 180 : = » ior 1,450 
Mhellis : 20; %70 : ea : 6 : 1,200 

Tdsho : 1,600 : 55 : 216 : i: 1,250 

Lemhi : 1,450.: 609 2 30 : cane 2,075 

Minidoke : YWBO + 125 3, 746 : as 410 

Payette : 350 : 110 : 54 : als 1,500 

Selmon : 1,900: 420 : da : 6: 4,900 
Sewtooth : 600 : ~=160 ee : ra: 1,200 

Targhee : 975: oy : 4 : Wo: 1,550 

__‘leiser 1 3610 180 : g OMS 5 250 

Motel for Tdeho : 13,380; 3,155 3 583 2: 63: 23,020 
FSVADA : 
Humboldt : 3,400: 4h4o : 6 oe 3,300 

Neveda : 3,050 : 1,300 2 45 2 ee 660 

Totel for Neveda : 6,450 : 1,740 Jb 50S 

Ufa : 
ashley : 645 : 119 : ea $ - : 1,26l 

Cache : 250 : us > 23 (oe 4 20 

Dixie : 950 : 625 : 60 2. Se: 15150 

Le Sal : gTO : 395 ' 26 i 3 t 875 

Fishlake ® 91,505 2 656 : 152 ee 6,900 

Menti > 1,400: 545 : 165 eee: 3,000 

liinidoke 2 100 : 50 : 3 ee: 100 

Powell : 1,650: 700 2 95 oe: 2,950 

Uinte : 1,540: 360 : 69 ee: 1,500 

Menem tee a ee 
Wo. (Total-Uteh: 10,535: 3,934 os 656 ts 3 SE 

Caribou : 10 : 10 : - - : “HO 

Terghee : 550 : 50 : 4 7 LOue: 650 

Teton : 1,900: 70 : 2 : 3: ge0 

__ Wyoming : 1,430: 165 ye 4 —2 + 2.650 ___ 

Totel for Wyoming: 3,890: 2 210 ee ec OO mae 

OStRO Te Sal on So ee ee 

Wotel Por aeaion « Fela ONS ase hs Be)



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESIS, R-4 R-4 Statistics 

Fage 9 19%2 

2 FUR BRARING ANT: :ALS is pean 
Forest :Beever: Fox :Merten: Mink :Bedger:Ermine:Musk-:O0vter:Skun« 

: $ : en eee ee eee eee 
ARIZONA : 

BeBe onl crue 2 00 Ine eS ee 
IDAHO : 

Boise + 8004 lio. 520 2 1260): 750 2 3200 2 =. 2 - 13 = 

Cache - gs Pls 80» 100: 900+ 1100+ = » = : = 

Caribou + 2400 : «90: 290 s 500: 1350: 1500+ - 3: = +: = 

Chellis ¢ 360: 360: 720: 550; 480: 1500: 1000: 4o: - 

Idaho s Wes © N55: 1265's 1550 : 825 3 5550 3) 125 : 3815 = 

Lemhi + 140: 22a: 495 : Hoo: 2350: 4750: - : - : - 

Minidoke bl POO uses re se heehee eed, 

Payette : 360: 145: 4e5 : 42h : :230 :-2175 : 600: ; 

Salmon : 218 : 310; 1150: 1260; 1010: Yoo: - : -- 3 - 

Sawtooth : YOO: 150: 400: 700 3 8007 1700: = 3 = 3 - 

Targhee 356 2) Wes $197: loses) sll 1695 a 

_ Weiser 2) 8202 105: 110s 270): N65 21165 se eb = 

Total for Ideho : 5975 : 2012: 5652 : ae : 9606 326,870: 1725: 103 : 25 

Humboldt » 95 ) 325: 110; 80: 2725 2° 6801 = : = 2 - 
Nevada : Ws) D200r = ee ee ob Ons ee bb08 = ey Se 

Totel for Nevede : 99 : 525: 110 : 480 : 2575 : 1230: - : - 3: = 

UTAH : 

Ashley : 398: 20; 265 +. 215 3 1b: 390: =- : - ¢: - 

Cache ‘ ae 3 133 On 29: 250: Dab) aunt ee lees 

Dixie ss 2008 = 5) 3 15ee 450" 900; = 

Fishleke : 106: 60: 20: 25 + 555 : (465: - : = & = 

Le Sal : 168: Mes; - 3 = 7 SleOh: See ee OO 

Manti * 632 8 (G05 35 6 7 8G 8 655: 2 ep aot 

Minidoka : Ne 2s k = 2) 8 100% 100% = 4s = os = 

Powell SAU 5508 - 3 - : 650: 250) = $ = f= 

Uinte S64 © 65: 400: 450 3 650 2 ulObOs — & = 2 = 

_Wasatch Lath a5: HOO 575 2 1125s ess ea 

Totel for Utah : 2615 : 1323: 1030_ 3 137k: 4775 : 7080: 300: - :1700_ 
WYOMING : 

Caribou : - 3 10: a5 10 : LON: BOt = £ = £ = 

; Targhee 2 350) 10s ely 5 re) 150 iret 45) (ms 1000: 
Teton > 1900 : 150; 2000: WeO + 800: 2800: = : - ¢: 550 

Wyoming + 125 + 275: 700 : 905 : 1025 : 5950: 4900; 4s - 

Total for Wyoming: %675 : UN5: 2800 : 1515 : 1980 : 9200: 4o0o: 4 : 350 
COLORADO : 
__la Sal i Se = : = -3 = 2.100. 

Total for Region :12,364: 4610: 9682_:10,714:18,936:44,980: 6925: 107 :2175



Peble RM-14 GA CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4 R-4 Statistics 
Pege 10 1932 

He Game Animels Killed by Man : Hunters 

Forest : Deer: Ulk  ; Mtn. : Mtn.: Beer : Other : (No.) 

¥ : : :Sheep_: Goet: : 2 ween 

ARIZONA : : : 

tere Be a 
TDAHO : 

Boise : (Los el 4 - 3 19: Bl: - ¢ 3,125 

Ceche : 363: we Sf) -e he Ys : 1,800 

Ceribou : Cts - ¢ ln - 3 = ¢ - : 255 

Chellis Ons =f wee: 7: 19: Moose : Bier 

Idaho : 356: 205 at qe | 52) te : 57 
Lembhi : et ee 6 me 3 ,An}glope | 500 

Minidoka : 15: =) 2 yea af = : 150 

Peyette : 560: - ¢ = ¢ =¢ =e - : 910 

Selmon ‘ 551: eco meme 10% - 985 

Sawtooth : 158: - 3 = 3) 1s": - 3 - : 800 

Targhee ‘ 19: pls See ae: - :e Moose : 250 

—Weiser___s__46];__2: =: = : $2 it 
Total for Idaho .: 3,980: 186: 22; 74: 170: 35 2 11,512 
NEVADA : 

Humboldt : age 4 aS = =: an: = : 500 

“Nevada 20ers 
Total for Nevada: = Wg ii eee eS 200 

UTAH : 
Ashley : 204 : = 3 = 9 = ¢ ot - : 515 

Cache > ly: Bo: = pie yg fF f= : 819 

Dixie : 1,487 : ent = poe: - 3 . : 2,126 

Fishleke ¢.3,715 : Sea oe | : 7,634 

Le Sel : 71: ee ee, Oe : 265 

Manti y ESS BO ase es), em : 2,679 

Minidoke § 50 * Sit =: = 3: a) fe - : 90 

Powell : 120 ;: - ? =e 2 = 4 ‘uae - : 362 

Uinte : e513 55: Eley 1c: | | eta - : 985 

Totel for Utah : 7,113: 169: - : - : 25 : =: 16,640 _ 
WYOMING : 

Caribou : - : =n =): =e = ; = : = 

Targhee : 5 65: Sen! 9 ‘ca eee - : 80 

Teton : 56: 2,344; 16 : - : 12 :20 Moose: 2,930 

Wyoming : Tis ba Og re ei 333 

Total for Wyoming: isu re) Gig n16 Bs Ss 51: 25 1 3,893 

COLORADO : 
_tle Sel eee een eee Wl ae ee 

Rotel for Region :12,315 : 3,168: 38 : 74 : 246 : 38 : 33,930



Teble RY-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAT FORTSTS, Rett R-4 Stetistics 
Pege 11 19%2 

Forest :___GAM® ANIMALS KILL3D BY PREDATORY ANIaLS ________ 

ee Shee nr Mint Gostsae Deen 1 elie Ouner ee 
ARIZONA : 

Keibed ge - i = sree OO] Sek el Ee E 

IDAEO 3 
Boise : - : c : 643: 30 +s - 

Ceche 4 - : - : 50. a - 

Ceribou : - : - : 10 ¢ - ; - 

Chellis : 35 60 : 368 : 2 :20 Antelope 

Idaho t a5 : 30 : 650 : 15: - 

Lemhi : 4 : 2 : 314: - :228 Antelope 

Minidoka ‘ - ‘ - : 60: = 3 = 

Peyette : 20 : - : 450 : a - 

Selnon : 20 : a : 158 % =) 3 - 

Sawtooth : a : S : Bu: ae ez 

Targhee ‘ 7 : - : Tes ate = 

_ Weiser 2 = : - i 10 3 “3 a2 

Totel for Idsho : 104 : 110° 305 ol mb eke 

NEVADA : 
Hamboldt : = : : U3B : =: - 

DiNemad oun eee es ee ee ee ee OR ee 

Totel for Nevade :_ a ieee ee a eee ee 
UTAH : 

Ashley : 1 : = : 196 : sat - 

Cache : os : = : Bf 3 5 8 = 

Dixie 3 - . - . BVO: an = 

Pishleke B - : * aol 25s - 

Le Sal t 8g : - : 65 : =~ 3 - 

Manti : - : - : 168 : 16 ¢ - 

“Minidoka E - : = : =: =: = 

Powell : - ‘ - : U75 : = 2 - 

Uinta : - i - : 205 : 35 3 - 

Mesavch) 0 een EE 
Motalicor UvaH © i ilnlO) UUW SUNN: (ep islist is) eee 

Seribou ; - u - : 5: = = 

Targhee : - : - : = + ey - 

Teton : - : - : 35: 30 : 4 Moose 

_lMyowing os ee 
Potel for Wyoming: tt 
SOLORADS : 

Motel for Région p95 Ut Sh Be ee



Teble Ri-14 GaN CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4 R-4 Statistics 

Page le 1932 

Forest {PRSDATORY ANIMALS KILLED ON & ADJOINING NaTIONAL FORESTS 

_ Coyotes Mtn. Lion: dat or Lynx: “Wolf : Bear _: Porcupine 

Miraibaps. om) eCbn eee i We ee ee 
TDsnO : 

Boise : ueo : 5 18 ¢  =S-p 29: 550 

Ceche : 210 7s = $ de Yo = - 3 Tit 

Seribou : 663 : - : 53 ‘ =e St 41g 

Chellis : 270 ¢ 19 ‘ 69 K alll ee - 3 61 

Ideho : 337: 1a 7: 25 ae 8 uy 100 

Lemhi : 698 : a: 96 ee ee Blas e7l 

Minidoke : 155: 2. 3 1g ao ee 96 

Peyette : eu: ans 6 $y o> B. ROR: 292 

Selmon : ho7 : aay. Hite 41 pe eee 703 

Sewtooth : 55O: - : 13 : = +: 25 3 258 

Targhee : hoo : =- 3 9 ete ley: 29 

‘Seiser wb DBL ee ee ce: _460 

Totel for Ideho : 4550 3: 58 358 Se ais 3 349 

NEVeDA : 
Humboldt x 1,471: Oe 204 ee eS &3 

Nevede 2 oe (ime Ugo Se eet el 

Totel for Nevede : 4,226: 7 3 684 poe 303 

Tad 
Ashley : Bly. « 5 : 16 : - 3: = 4 103 

Cache : uy: ee! Ay § os 1] 8 109 

Dixie : y72 BG &5 ol. = = &: 940 

Fishleke : 514: 1: 122 eo Fie, 760 

Le Sal : 318 : - : 85 3 lo) FEM 2 |e 281 

Menti : erT is 2 3 20 * OA oR 863 

Minidoke : 5: es: 2 ce yee ee 22 

Powell : 365: Oa ye 67 fo = ft - 3 755 

Uinte : 35u ; 6 ar 70 5D i als 297 

__ Wasatch : 299: : 31 oe -_ 3 146 

Totel for Utsh  : 3,165 : Ie ye sb et 5 282 

WYOMING : 
| 

Saribou : LG: =n: 2 uel eS en 60 | 

Targhee : (ian - : - ; =: 8 10 

Teton : 416 : a! if = ae elon: 152 

Tyoming : ue7e: es 30 ee ees 260 

Totel for Wyoming: 1,035 : one; 32 Toe Ne ee 

‘SOLORADO 
Lae Sal : 10: tn ee : Se = 

Total for Region : 13,252 : 226 3: 1,669 1h: 166: 9 416



— } f f fol \ ) 9 - 
Thad K/ ap iS AA yr fAtue (F390 

\ GY ! 

1 ( 
b Joh Figures Do Not Seem To Show That Birds Are Raised For Any Such 

\) Y Price. No Property or Administrative Overhead Included 

N the May number of Modern Game Breeding we Mr. Cook answered Mr. Davignon on March 16, as 

I announced that the State of Utah, Department of follows: 

Fish and Game, was raising their pheasants to twelve Dear Mr. Davignon: 
weeks old at a cost of seventy-two cents each and said In answer to yours of March 10, in which you place con- 

that we would tell you more about it in this number. siderable doubt upon the Utah Fish and Game Department’s 
7 atin - - ane atet . figures relative to the raising of pheasants. 

Nw hen ‘ enn Daud this low eee the ce pia wy beg to inform you that neither 4H Clubs, sportsmen’s 
ants we were considerably taken back by the Teport. it organizations nor any one else is raising pheasants for the 
was the first time in the history of our experience that State of Utah. We operate and maintain our own game 

we had ever known pheasants to be raised at any such farm i rt " nnn 
be erie 5 t we We rap e present time we have approximately ens 

ee . sev oon ase aa cael e mie ble to mating off five to one with cocks in separate pens. About 
eard of any breeder or state larm that had been able to one-half of the eggs produced will be set under domestic 

raise them for twice this much or even more. hens and the other half will be incubated and hatched under 
Tha oes) hy nasi . artificial heat in brooder houses. We have liberated about 
eee We vl edicted Sores eae of ud en 18,000 pheasants in the last two years and the cost over the 

nature for our readers, as most of them wou e tre- two-year period is well under eighty cents per bird—we 
mendously interested in learning how such an unheard have not been deceiving ourselves in the least. Our game 
of cost was obtained. farm has been so successful that we are establishing another 

nes ss es heUnited G pheasant farm in another section of the State this spring. 
Mr. V. D. Davignon, President of the United Game Any other information you desire with regards to pheas- 

Breeders and Gamekeepers of America, an organization ants will be gladly given to you by Mr. Wm. Witney, Super- 
that is extremely interested in bringing about better intendent of the Game Farm, at Springville, Utah. 

relations between the state game commissions and the Very respectfully yours, 
breeders, also took the matter of securing this informa- : N. B. Cook, 

tion much to heart, for he wrote to Mr. Newell B. Cook, State Fish and Game Commissioner. 
> ey BF 1Ssi r Jta S 3S . . . le Game and Fish Commissioner of Utah, as follows: Sa this fap we could take ic-or leave ie he second 

Dear Mr. Cook: ; - paragraph of Mr. Cook’s letter placed it squarely with 
The information contained mn your letter ee Merh fy on the Commission. Eighteen thousand birds at eighty cents 

Lea costs in your State is certainly enlighten- per bird, which was their two-year production, according 

The lowest costs of which I have ever heard are $1.50 to his letter, ordinarily would pay only the Superin- 
per twelve weeks ringnecks produced on the west coast. tendent and the feed bill, compared with the usual ex- 

In view of the cost of 70c in your State, the specialists penses at practically all efficient farms in raising this 
about whom I have said a great deal, and the State Game number of birds. 

Jenn Buperintendent: over the ents balance of the coun- That the balance of the customary costs were either 
Coo ere Rc eee ace Bh oe Cue i . : forgotten or donated was the only logical assumption or 

It is difficult for me to understand how such efficiency is a Renae neciici camo wor z eee ie 
possible when the feed alone, for a twelve weeks old bird Perhaps, someone Nac sulered a 208s Ol memory ut 
amounts to 30¢ without a particle of waste. Breeders of charging up the costs, which might naturally result in 

birds are agreed that a bird will waste as much food as he fooling the sportsmen and the public. 
consumes, which fact would jump feed costs to 60c¢ each. However, Mr. Cook referred us to Mr. Witney, 

The difference of 10c must cover salaries, usual overhead, Gueerntende £ the S 2G Far es ruethe 

equipment, heating, lighting, upkeep, and feed for twelve Superintend ent of the State same arm, or any other 

months for breeding birds providing the eggs. information and we herewith have Mr. Witney’s answer 

I assume that you have interested yourself in the and report: 
accuracy of the figures submitted to you for publication, 
and that they can be considered as authentic. It is possible Dear Sir: 
that various sportsmen’s and 4H boys and girls are raising I received your letter of March 238, pertaining to the 
these birds for you at these economical prices. If that is cost of raising our pheasants. I will try to explain how we 
the case, I would point out the fallacies of such an arrange- run our Game Farm and how we arrive at the cost per bird. 
ment. Our Game Farm is run in connection with our Fish 

Placing much dependence on the average sportsman or Hatchery. One superintendent has charge of both stations. 
4H boy for the continuous production of game birds is not One man puts in all of his time with the pheasants and is 
conducive to satisfactory long-term management. given help during April, May, June, July and August. One- 

At any rate, I am much interested to hear about how third of Superintendent’s wages is charged to pheasants. 

you accomplish these startling results and will await your During 1931, we kept on the Game Farm 500 Ringnecked 
further advices with considerable interest. pheasants, 40 pheasants of other varieties, 40 wild ducks, 

Sincerely yours. 30 wild geese, 5 deer, and 500 red hens used for hatching 
2 : pheasants. 

. V. D. Davignon, President, During 1931, we spent $1,865.97 on permanent improve- 
United Game Breeders and Gamekeepers of America. ments. This consists of one large brooder coop and a chicken 

erg a oe 

a ee y . 
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It Costs Money For Pens and Equipment. This Is a Row of Breeding Pens At Minnesota State Farm 
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coop oer 600 none: ne with the feed ton CuieY pircs and 
animals is not charged to cost of raising pheasants. . 

Sale of chicken eggs and poultry is credited to pheasant Fancies and Facts In Utah 

production. While we have made no effort to arrive at 
Cost of Game Farm for 1931, $8,766.75. a fair figure of cost per bird for pheasants 

Permanent improvements ............. $1,865.97 raised at the State Game Farm in Utah, 
Food for other birds and animals 86.55 nevertheless we present the figures used in 

eee arriving at a seventy-two cent “cost” per 
Not charged to raising pheasants $1,952.52 pheasant, as given out by the Department of 

; Fish and Game and by the Game Farm 
Salaries... .. 7 con sik 8s : $2,730.62 Superintendent. 
Hood zor ol pheasants, young pheasants, and gDaIGd Why these figures are made in this way is 
Mai a . : Bee beyond us. What advantage there is to claim aintenance — . 253.67 + 
Tight heat and other expenses 900.98 to raise pheasants for seventy-two cents also 

ae goes over our head, for any breeder or any- 
$6,814.23 one Wits faire birds oe shat i _ poor? 

i: impossible for anyone to turn twelve-weeks- 
Hger andsnoultty,sold - BOS:80 old birds into the field in any sort of healthy 

$6,207.43 condition for less than double this price. The 
.. ue figures themselves show so obviously that 

Cost of raising 600 pullets -eryee 400.00 over one-half of the cost is not figured that 
—— even those not experienced can see the 

$5,757.43 futility of the report. 

We raised 7,723 birds at a cost of $5,757.43, about 72c As A. G. Gordon, Editor of “Atlantic 
each. Sportsman,”’ wrote recently in regard to the 

. os game farm operation of another state, “No 
Se Wm. Whitney. doubt the defense of this cost will be—it 

: should not carry any cost for overhead or 
Those who raise birds will have no difficulty in find- depreciation. Any business man in the United 

ing the seventy-two cent pheasants. Would that we all States will certainly know that each depart- 
could have a farm given to us, tax free, and with all ment of business must carry its share of over- 
pens, equipment and improvements sufficient to raise head, or else his business will perish.” He 
eight thousand birds a year, plus several hundred continues, “Believing the cost of producing 
chickens at a cost of nothing at all! Quail by the ———— Department of Conser- 

The “cost” of the game farm for 1931 is down at vation is excessive and that a waste of public 
$8766.75 and “permanent improvements” of $1865.97 funds is being incurred by a retention of the 
are not charged to pheasants either. spoils system in operation of a game farm, 

The cost of raising six hundred pullets is deducted the “Atlantic Sportsman” has, at its own ex- 
from the expenses and yet these birds are raised for pense, obtained an audit of the department’s 
broodies for hatching the pheasants. It is undoubtedly records.” 
safe to say that the feed for the five hundred old The audit conducted by Mr. Gordon re- 
broodies, during the year cost at least one thousand dol- vealed that it cost this particular state over 
lars a year. The cost of raising the six hundred pullets $9.60 for every quail produced on the State 
for the following year is entered as four hundred and Game Farm for the last fiscal year. 
fifty dollars, which is seventy-five cents each, therefore —The Editor. 
experience has told us that this would be up to about 
four months old. The feed for these additional six hun- 
dred pullets for the other eight months would amount to months old to the following year, and twelve hundred 
seven or eight hundred dollars. Deducting this poultry pheasant breeders for a whole year, as well as food for 
feed expense of about eighteen hundred dollars from the the raising of 7723 young pheasants up to twelve weeks 
twenty-nine hundred twenty-eight dollars total feed ex- old, it is truly remarkable how birds thrive out in Utah 
penses, would leave a balance on which to feed seventy- with very little food or else the feed must be bought or 
seven hundred pheasants of eleven hundred dollars or raised at give-away prices. 
less than fifteen cents per bird. Four hundred and fifty dollars is the figure of cost 

The permanent improvement item of $1865 is not for raising six hundred Red pullets, to what age the re- 
charged to raising pheasants and nowhere do we find port does not state, but they must be carried over at 
any charge for the property. The superintendent, it considerable expense for breeding uses the next year. 
seems, has other duties so only one-third of his salary is The cost of raising these six hundred pullets is not an 
charged to pheasants. In other words there is no invest- expense, according to the report—but it a credit! 
ment at all charged up for coops, pens, incubators, set- We are glad to publish these facts to answer the 
ting hens, or anything of the nature of a charge for the queries that have arisen about this matter of seventy- 
interest on the money invested. two cent pheasants. It is obvious that this cost includes 

There are twelve hundred pheasant breeders accord- only a small part of the expenses and whether or not the 
ing to Mr. Cook’s letter, that are all mated up five to balance of the cost is charged up to pheasants or not, 
one in separate pens, and no charge is apparently made nevertheless it is there. It would not seem at all reason- 
for carrying them from the year previous, nor is the cost able to suppose that Utah could raise pheasants any 
of eggs from all these twelve hundred breeders figured cheaper than any other efficient breeder or state. In giv- 
as a cost in raising pheasants. ing out information that it is being done for seventy-two 

Food for “old pheasants, young pheasants and cents per bird at twelve weeks old, the facts of the mat- 
chickens” is figured at $2928.96, but if this takes care of ter are greatly overlooked and the sportsmen of that 
the feed bill for five hundred Rhode Island Red hens, state who take any such figure as the total cost are very 
and six hundred Rhode Island Red pullets from a few obviously not getting the entire information.
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Fish & Game : ..,.. \White.Creek R. S. 
Challis-Payette-Salmon, «| : April 10, 1931 

: _2930=31 6 
. PROGRESS REPORT: 

: MIDDLE FORK SALMON RIVER GAME. STUDY : 

Introduction ; 

The Middle Fork of the Salmon River Canyon, from near the mouth 

of Marble. Cree to the vicinity of Wilson Creek, furnishes winter range..:. 

for several thousend deer, most of which find sumer range along the 

higher elevations of the Middle Fork and possibly other adjacent drain- 

ages. Several bands of mountain sheep snd sone goats olso range within 

the limits of the winter deer range. a ; 

Observations during past years have led to a belief that certain - 

of the more choice fornge species on the slopes adjncent to the river 

have been very closely grazed, end in some of the areas of deer concen- 

tration, perhaps overgrazed. As o result of these observations a gmme . 

management study wos initinted during. the winter of 1928-29. This study 

is carried as a cooperative project by the Challis, Payette ond Salmon 

National Forests, the. Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Station 

and the Biological Survey. Until the past winter the ossignment has 

been handled alone by a member of the Challis Ranger force. Beginning 

in January 1931, Ranger Gutzman of the Salmon National Forest, wns also 

assigned to the study. Since that time, such work as has been accomi- *" 

plished, has been done.on.. cooperative basis by Ranger Gutzman ond my- 

self. , 4 

The work during the winter of 1930-31 was initiated December 1, 

discontinued December 10 until after the first of the year when it was 

again resumed, and carried om until early in April. : oe 

Objective of the Study 

The objective of the present study is to determine the proper 

utilization of the forage, the sustained carrying capacity of the range, 

and other facts essential to the’ proper management of deer and other 

gome onimals on the Middle Fork of the Salmon River gome range. 

ce



Weather 

_ Since weather is the grentest single factor influencing move- 

ments and distribution of gome, a synopsis of general weather conditions 

as they existed during the past winter on the Middle Fork, will be given. 

The first heavy snow, and in. fact the only one, came during the 

middle of November. This put down from two feet to thirty inches of 

loose snow on the higher summits, ond about six inches on the Middle Fork 

and lower portions of its tributaries. Observations at the Loon Creek 

R. S. at that time showed that this storm brought the deer down to lower 

levels, however ns soon os the wenther settled, they again drifted back 

to higher elevations. : - 

This: snow wes gradually built up.until at the end of January 

there was between eight and ten inches along. the shaded portions of the 

river. Trips to the heads of Cougar, Cold. Spring, Mahoney, and White 

Creeks at elevations of 7,000 to 8,000 feet, showed that there was not 

more than two feet to thirty inches of settled snow at any time during 

the winter. South slopes were more or less bore at all times, except 

immediately after storms. Temperatures were at no time extremely low; 

however, there was olmost continuous. moderate cold from November 15 to 

February. 15. ? 

Between. January 15 and. March 15, the heaviest storm laid about _ 

six inches of loose snow at. elevations. of 7,000 feet and about three : 

inches on the river. Only a slight crust formed during February,, so 

the deer were free to winter at almost any elevation they chose. It is. 

estimated that until the middle of Februory,- probably. 60 per cent of 

the deer wintered at or above 6,000 feet elevation. ; 

Records. - ; : . 

Maximum and minimum thermometers, and a rein gauge have been. 

installed at the Crandall Ranch, and records are avnileble beginning 

with January 1,.1931. 

Maximum and minimum thermometers were installed at White Creek 

R. S. and intermittent tempernture records have been taken beginning 

with Jomuary 15. Day to day comparison of records kept at the two 

stetions, in most instances, show smnll variation. 

The following table is a summary of data recorded at the Cran- 

doll Ranch during the period January 1 to March.23. Generel rains and 

snow prevailed during the last week of March: 

~2e



: Temperatures : Precipitation 

Month:Mean Max.:Meon Min.: Mean : Max.? Min.:Noedays : Inches :No.days trace 

: : 2 is > fw osSub=zero: or more 

Jane : $2.8 +: 18.0 1: 22.4: 47 se. -2 32 2 Of : 3 

Feb. s 4003 ¢° 11.1 3 25.7%2 89): <o:s Ose ce: 7 

Mor. : 54.5 : 26.8 : 40.2: 69: 14: OF 40" 7 

: ol a e : : : 3 

Due to the incomplete nature of the records kept at Waite Creek, 

the mean figures are somewhat misleading, so they are not included in the 

_ sable. Observations were.made.on13 occasions in January, 17 in February 
 end-13in Marche ci Bei ei EDS ee wad 

. .Apparently..temperature. alone does mot influence. the movements of 

deer, unless’ it.mny. be’ that wormer temperatures, during late winter influ- 

“ ence ‘the spring-drift.:to lower. TOUS er le et i 

: i : aes : Forage Utilization... : : : 

"Deer Pasture" ; : : : . ; 

This area lies on the north side of Thite Greek, about 3/8 of a 

mile ‘above the White Créek:R. 8... It contains approximately sixteen acres, 

and Has a végetitivé cover‘of about .5. density, hoving the following 

-~ approximate ‘compositions ....:. ee ee eee ee 

Grasses “ahd tndinportant weeds.cc.... beds este ee 608 

EW ICHUIR Magee endo ogo dduceenn seen vennnn deouneey, 

Palamrbot esi .cr i ieeoeee) tin deans lise ses 108 

Chrysothommus (gray)... 6-6 ese ee ne ein ene Boe 

Mountein MRO pany eee eee nae ne . 

°Forsellesin spinéscens.. 0.6... ieee eee ee ee nee 34 

Other unimportant browse species occur nlong the ereek bottom 

but have not beer included in the composition of the main body of vege- 

tation. i - 

, Utilization on this aren was checked carly in December by meansure- 

ment of selected plants ond an ocular estinate of the whole. Use was 

; again estimated on January 28, at about the time use began to increase. 

Further examinations were made March 19, ond April 5. . 

A total of 28 counts were made at intervals throughout the period 

December 1 to April 1. A total of 385 deer days are recorded. Deer days 

were computed by using the count mode on one date, until such time as 

a 

°No opportunity has been afforded to cneck definitely if this is the pro- 

per:inane for this plent. Speciméns will be collected during the growing 

season.



another count was made. Distribution of deer days as to month is as 

- follows: : : : Wein ae : 

i. : : , December. - 42 ° 
: . Jonuary . = 638 ; a 

: : February. - 129 | . . i 

: a5 March . - 1460 : So , 

The following teble. shows the mumber of deer days and estimated 
degreé of utilization of browse species, during the intervals of exan- 
inntions. ~ ‘ 

Degree of Utilizotion, Per Cent : 
No. deer days 3 : : : : 

use : a Ls 104 165 . 116 
Date exomined : Dec. 1 Jon. 28 : Mar. 19 2 Apral 5 
Browse Species :Mcas. : Estim.: Mens. :Estin. :Meas. :Estim, :Meas. : Estin, 

Bitter brush + 13 3 10-30 :.: 29:-3. 30-50: 57 =: 50-70: 64 : 50-70 
Balsamroot : 4 : 0-10: 20°: 10-30: 26 : 10-30: 26 : 10-30 

Gray Chrysoth- : : . $ 2 : 3 § 
amus : ll =: 10-30: 38 : 30-50: 71 ¢: 50-70: 79 +: 70-90 

Mtn. Mehogany 3 9 :. O-10°: 463 30-50 :-68 : 50-70: 70. : 50-70 

Forsellesia : 3 :. O10: 12 3-10-30: 22.3 10-30: 22 +: 10-30 

Sage sy La LO=30: 28 .: 10-30-: 49 3: 30-50: 56 :.50-70 

Probably this table needs some explanation since some of the spe- 

cies not ordinarily thought of as being highly palatable show rather 
heevy use. Both Chrysothamus and Sage occur only ‘in very small quanti- 

i ties. There are probably not over one or two.dozen sage bushes on the 

entire aren. This scarcity is thought to be the explanation of their 
heavy use in this case, since observations. throughout the winter indi- 
cate that isolated individunls of a species are olwnys browsed more 
heavily than where they occur in some density. Apparently little balsen- 

root was taken after the.first of February.. Whether or not this condi- 
tion was generol is not knowg,olthough it was observed that large amounts 
were being taken during January. The table also indicates a folling off 
in the amount of browse taken after the middle of March. This indication 
is somewhat verified by on exnmination of a paunch sample taken within 
the "Deer Pasture" on March 28. Grass constitutes the bulk of the sam- 

ple, although there is - small amount, probably 10 to 15 per cent of 
browse. Even this degree of use would mean extremely heavy use of low- 
lying browse range, because of the heavy concentration of deer on these 

areas during March and April. 

Finally, if the estimates of density, etc. are at all correct, 

the table indicates that 385 deer days use consumed approximtely 1.7 
forage acres of browse of a given composition. This disregards a num- 
ber of deer days that might be attributable to grass utilization, how- 

whee : 
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ever, it is diffictilt. to. estimate the amount of young grass taken ond 
it is believed: that utilization-of: grass can never. bé used as 2 measure 

of the carrying capacity of the range for deer. ; : 

It is believed that the aren of the "Deer Pasture" is somewhat 
too small to give reliable results, since-it, does not constitute o unit 

in which the deer stay, continuously. Rather it is thought the deer feed 
across the "Pasturel!, with the result that courits mode may indicnte too 
high o number of deet days for the degree of usd shown.’ 

Counts made on the "Deer Pasture" betwéén Jamuary 25 and April 
1, 1930, show ‘an average count.of 3.7 deer.per day... Counts made during 

the past winter over the: same period, show on average count of 4.1 deer 
per day. This is difficult to explain-since itis believed thet the’ deer 
herd as a whole wintered at higher elevetions. during the winter just past, 
thon in 1929-30. A small band of depr have ranged in the vicinity of the 
"Pasture" most of the winter ond. this. larger avernge count may simply be 
the result of natural’ increase. No. doubt « difference in intensity of 
counts made might have some influence. 5 

TomCreek "Count Aren" 

_. .Adother intensive count aréa was estoblished in the bend of the 
viver, about one-half mile pelow WAite Creek; tnd-extendinzg to the top 
of the ridge just west of Tom Greek. | This ares conteins. approximately 
150 acres and is #ange of a fairly representative type.‘ It includes a 
sagebrush flat of seven er eight mcres, about the usual mixture of bitter- 
brush, rabbitbrush and grass, and some mahogany. Vegetative cover is esti- 

mated to be .4 density, with ahout the following composition: 

ue : GLASSES soe cfidete = gene cre poole 2 OOD . 
: Bitter brushes ys. cates oi as os 1 OOP . 
: Gray :Chrysothommug....a2...<. +. 610% 

Bk gee le SEO (eet ees tp ote cL Ob, 
/ Balsam root.0 01072 soso ee OO : 

: Mtns, mohogeny.. spe. cece eee ees OF 
Yellow pine, Dougles fir, Aspen, : . 
Forsellesia, green Chiysothamnis, 54 
Wild Currant, and various weeds : ; 

No opportunity was afforded to check utilization of the various 

species at the time the counts were first started. Rather then disregerda 
the utilization prior to December. 1, 100 deer days heve been added to the 
total. From observations mede.in October, this would seem to be o fnir 

estimate. , 
| 

During the period November 30 to April 1, 24 counts were mode, 
‘showing a deer days use of 1,493. To this fizuré 100 days have been added, 
bringing the totel to 1,593. Utilization wns checked on three oéensions, 
January 24, February 23, and April 1. Very little of the browse has been 

we oe



actuolly mensured, but from measurements made on the. "Deer Pasture", it 

is believed that a fairly accurate estimate has been obtained. 

Distribution of deer doys as to months is as follows: 

Prior to December. 1........-. ++ 100; 

DecemberieiGn one. vee tienpiee eeceeeeb le ; 

JANDOOy ees eres: ace ohne vee LLG 

Webra yee.) ene ere ltr Oe 

‘Morel. ui o.vee3 Myoe wen et eevee. gel OOL 

The distribution of use here indicated is believed to apply 

very nerrly to conditions as they existed. on ell the low winter: range. 

Using the period November 30 to March Zl.as a basis, the avernge deer 

days use per day is approximately. 10.5. © ; 

The following table shows the number..of deer days use and .de- 

gree of utilization of the chief forage species, between intervals of 

examination: 

a
 

Estimated Degree of Utilization, Per cent 

No. deer days use 3 ce) : 130 : 1151 3 

Date examined : Jon. 24 : "Feb. 23 : April 1 :Final Est. 

Browse species: : : : : 

Bitterbrush : 10-30 : 30-50 : 50-70 : 60 

Gray Chrysothammus: 10+30 : 10-30 Ae 20-40 * 32380 

Sage : —s 0-10 : 0-10 -: 10-30 ee, 15 

Balsamroot $ 0-10 : 10-30 $ 10-30 t 20 

Mtn. Mchogany : 10-30 . : (10-30. :. 30-50 : 40 

Forsellesia : .10=30 : 10-30... : 10-30 : 15 

Douglas Fir : _ 0-10 2, 10-30 : 10-30 $ 20 

Aspen : 0-10 : . ,0-10 : 0-10 : 10 

Green Chrysothamus Q-10 a 0-10 : Q-10 : 5 

At this time, early April, the "Count Areal is receiving what 

is probably its heaviest use. There are from 50-70 deer on the area 

almost continuously. 

Count records show that use began to increase rapidly about 

Februery 20, ond continued to increase throughout March. 

Using the figures of the final estimate, 1593 deer days use 

required approximately 11.1 forage acres of forage, agnin disregarding 

the emount of grass taken. ‘The ratio of deer days to forage acres is 

considerably lower in this case than in that of the "Deer Pasture", 

This agnin raises the question of whether or not counts made on small 

areas moy result in too large a number of deer days per unit of area. 

Gee



General Utilization, oe : 7 

During the latter part of February and in March, observations 

were made on as much of the winter rengé os possible in order to get a 

general idea of the degree of utilization over the range as.a whole. 

Generelly speaking, utilization is patchy or spotted, even within areas 

of fairly heavy concentration, Due to the small, amount of snowfall, the 

ereater portion’ of the herd stayed at higher elévations until the wormer 

wenther. during late February and March brought them down to the green 

gross. Becouse of this condition it .is believed thet utilization of .- 

browse species within zones of elévation, was more uniform than it ‘or- 

dinorily is. Much of the browse on the higher ronge shows considerably 

heavier use than that adjacent to tie river. Under the conditions ex- 

isting during the past winter, it is doubtful if any considerable por- 

tion of the range would be déstructitély grazéd with the present stock 

ing. However, this has been’an exceptionally fevornble winter for game 

and it con scarcely be hoped thet such conditions will continue through 

other winters. Again, examination of the area in May might disclose 

that a great deal of the browse lins, been very severely grazed, since . 

it is not known just how mich browse is ‘teken in the.spring, prior to 

and during the drift to summer ronge. ; i 

Motes heve been kept on the utilization of the main forage ~" 

species ond each will be. discussed under its own headings 

Bitterbrush * os Bias : 

“Tt is believed that bitterbrush makes up a larger per cent, 

of tlie browse taken than any other single browse species. - Throughout 

the winter range its total utilization will probably fall within the 

30-50% clrss. Within .the areas of heavier concentration it is estimat- 

ed 50-70% is used, end .emall amounts within areas of extreme concentra- 

tion or heavy trailing will doubtless fall within the 70~90% utilization 

class. Wo bushes were exemined that were estimated to have been used 

to the extent of more than 90%. . 

Observations indicate that the point .of destructive use of 

pitterbrush may foll within the 50+70% class. -Examination of dead 

pushes shows that the per cént of browse taken previous to. the death 

of the bush, was probably not greater than this, This, of course, is 

little more than speculation. However, it seems worth further checking. 

Certainly, o bush that has 70% of the current growth removed, is pretty 

well mongled. 
: 

Utilization of bitter brush was measured on the following 

enclosure check plots. The degree of utilization, current growth, and 

date of last measurement are given: : . 
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Current Growth Utilization Date 

White Creek :. 4,3" 64% April 5 
Cow Creek = 3.9" 61% Mar. 30 

: Cabin Creek 2.0" 5.4% Mar. 14 

: ‘ : The Cow Creek enclosure was established in March, 1929, giving 

two: growing seasons of protection to date. Measurements of current 

growth of bitterbrush within the enclosure and on selected plants just 

outside, show the following growth rates: 

Current Growth, Inches 

VS OMNCTOSUPGs Js. sce ec ese 9 ¢:0 0 4.2 k 

: Outside enclosure.......--0. © Bed 

Measurements made outside the “enclosure may not be entirely 

reliable, since they were made in December after the plants had been 

lightly browsed. Only unbrowsod. twigs were measured, however. This 

information is submitted for what it. may be worth. - 

Chrysothamms (gray) ‘ : 

This plant apparently recovers readily from heavy use and is 

believed to rank next to bitterbrush in amount of browse taken. Total 

utilization will probably not exceed 10-30%, although in some places as 

mach as 90-100% of the current growth has been removed. Close use is 

especially evident in localities where its density is little, or where 

it occurs in isolated patches. : i 

Green Chrysothamus is apparently very little used. It is 

not especially abundant ond even when occurring as isolated individuals, 

more than 30-50% is seldom utilized. i : 

Sage is abundant throughout the winter range, end although 

it is browsed closely only in a few localities, it ‘is: believed to form 
a considerable bulk of the browse taken, Utilization is estimated at 
from 0-30%, probably avernging about 104. 

Mountain mehogany ; : 

There seems little doubt as to the high palatability of 
Mountein mahogany; however, it does not occur in as great abundance as 

some of the other species, end of the total amount present only a com- 

paratively small per cent is available for browse. Closely grazed 

mahogany takes on a characteristic bushy growth that makes it difficult 

to estimate utilization of individuals thot are not under frequent 

observation. From such observations as have been made, utilization is 

estimated at about 50%. 
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Ceanothus : ‘ ‘ a : 

Ceanothus occurs in moderate amounts throughout the higher 
portions and north slopes of the region. One patch of considerable ex- 
tent lies within Yhite Creek Basin, just under Ramey Peak. From obser- 

vations made on this area, utilization is placed at 50-70%, most of 

which was taken prior to February 15.°" Apparently only a small amount 

of the current growth of twigs is talten, hence utilization estimates 

have been-based of number of leaves removed. This area would seem a : 
very good ploce for the construction of another enclosure. . 

Dougiss. Fir «. = : 

‘ . Every paunch sémple examined contains some Douglas Fir needles 
and browse. Observations made do not justify on attempt at an estimite 
of use. Many young trees are trimmed up rather closely ond considerable 

numbers. of larger. trees are trimmed.os high as deer.can reach, .. i+ 

Yellow Pine 

; Observations on a few small yellow pines Within the "Deer 
Pasture" and in ‘White Creek Basin, indicate very light use, probably ©. 

0-10%. > : : ; 

Forsellesia er 

This plant occurs in considernble quentities and moderate 
amounts were taken throughout the winter. Utilization is estimated at 
10+304%. : ee : 

Oregon Grane i ‘ 

Utilization of this browge is. apporéntly lergely seasonal. 

Arecs of Oregon grape examined, show very light winter use. Apparently 

only the leaves ave -taken. mal Sere 

Balsamroot oe eo 

Large quantities of Balsamroot ane taken, o. great deal being 
pawed out of the snow. In most cases only the leaves were taken, so 

utilization estimates have been based on that portion of the growth. 

Use is estimated at 10-304. . ‘ 

Bluebunch wheatzrass and Fescue _ ae 

Fall rains started the grass early, and mch of it reached a 

height of 1 to 2 inches before winter set in. The deer have fed on 

this to some extent throughout the winter, although it was not until 
the middle of February that they “appeared ‘to be taking -it.in great 

quantities. Paunch sammles collected Giving this period contain some 
cured grass, but it is believed that most of this is token in order to 
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get the succulent green grass, and not through any special preference.’ 

Paunch, analysis. seems the most relinble method of getting at the amount 

of young grass taken. Le : 

; 4n estimate of. the palatability of the.various. plant species 
presents some difficulty,.since apparent palatability of forage must 

be correlated with its availability. The principal forege plants have 
been arrenged by’ preference shown, in what at this time seems their 

logical classes. It is believed that choice forage may include plants 
whose degree of use is considerably less than 80% of the total current 
growth. The.same is true.of the lesser. degrees of. use within the 
classification. The following table is based on winter. and early spring 
observations only: : ee : 

Choice : Good i Mediun Low —-—”.—sC Inferior 

Bitterbrush Gray Chrysothamnus Sage Chrysothamus Dwarf 

: ‘ 13 (green) maple 

Ceanothus Douglas Fir... Forsellesia Serviceberry Bearberry 

Mt. Mahogany Balsamroot Willow Wild currant Dogwood. 

Wheatgrass) ping Syringa Nine bark Wild Rose 

Fescue ) Cheatgreass(Spring) Elder Chokecherry -Spirea 
Sedges Oregon grape Eriogonum 

. : : - Yellow Pine : 

It is thought that a study of paunch analysis may furnish, the. 

most reliable data on palatability. The value of paunca analysis would 

be greatly increased if pounches could be token at regular intervals 

from selected areas where the composition of vegetative cover is known. 

‘i Mechanical. Influences’ 

Formation of contour trails is very evident in deep snow. The 

formtion of such trails on bare ground does not occur with sufficient 

frequency to destroy much vegetation. On the lower ranges itis diffii- 

cult to judge the influence of deer on contouring,‘ since domestic stock 

have pleyed an important part. : ; . 

Other than the erens examined last fall in Bernard: and Skeep 

Creeks, no serious erosion has been observed. 

Census and Distribution : 

Portions of practically every creek have been counted at some 

time during the winter. . 

Beginning with the middle of January, monthly, or near monthly 

counts were made on portions of the following creeks, some being counted 

twice only: Vicinity of Range Creek including Sunflower Creek, head of 
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Cameron Creek and a portion of Mahoney Creek; Waite “cheek: Basins..Gabinie:-: 

Creek, up to and including part of the burn; Norton Creek, below the 

first lefthand fork; north side ‘of ‘Sheép Creek, ‘up ‘thé“canyon and rin- _ 

rocks, The following covints are recorded, ‘together With the cates on’ ~'- 

which they werg meidess: eis wieaho. A nh oF Br i 

Drainage Date No. Deer Counted 

Vicinity: Range Cr. oy! JanowLiaces F Swat SEG? . 

: eb Leasds oh Loss aga © a 
White Creek Basin Dec. 8 eel LB? ; : 

Jon, 14 129 
: fi Janvier PR UR ek 

2 : ane uebge 20 e. 2 Le TBE : : 
Bool Pi Mero eet’ te ay: > @51 (Lower basin’ 

; wan .tdeol algerh ee see « ‘ only) ~ om 

Cabin Creek ne DeeyvG.? ssa ton QB i ee 
Jan. 20 18 

. Mar, 14." 9 

Norton Creek fe du. Sdame eho: Senerel Set 100 2 ; 

2 ects oMar eS aee Ieee OR! 206 al 

Sheep Creek yoo ete evan. dee 2 Ne ee : i 
; bib ac iPebe 6. : 72 i im 

Mar. 7 192 : as 

, Most of the range répresentéd here is of low or intermediate 

character. . Exceptions ‘to this aré the ‘counts made in'Range and Cameron 

Creeks, and in the upper portion of the White Creek Basin. Even so, the 

counts show rather: well the °generel ‘distribution of the deer es to ele- 
vation ond the graduel drift toward the river during late winter ond . 
eorly spring. (The ‘time.‘of day ond:wenther conditions effect the nunbers 

counted enormously. woes if ‘ 

very few. deer wintered in ‘Cabin Creek. Mr. Falconbery says 
this range is utilized in the spring during the drift back to the sumer 

range. Observations made would seert to’ bear hin’ out, since the browse 

shows the effects of heavy use, yet it has been utilized only slightly 

to date. No doubt this spring use is:responsible for the slight current 
growth recorded on the Cabin Creek check plot. Purther observations 

will be made on this area as opportunity affords . 

One trip during February, wos meade’ into the head of White Creek 
and approximately 350 deer were counted. It is estimnted that 500 to 

600 deer wintered within and ndjecent to the White Creek drainage. 

af 

/From observations throughout the winter and counts made during 

March, it. is believed that the estimate made by Ranger Bolles in 1929~30 

of number of-deer wintering within the game preserve, is not far from — 

correct. This. wes placed at 8,000 head. La. . 
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Fawn Crop and Buck Per Cent -. 

. Pawns were tallied separately on counts made in the "Deer. 
Pasture", These show that approximately 39% of the total number were 
fawns. It is suspected that there is considerable duplication here, 
since a small bunch of deer ranged in the vicinity of the "Deer Pasture" 
throughout the winter. ; 

A limited number of counts made in December show a: fawn crop 
of 83%. Bucks ‘were tallied on these same counts and were found to be 
21% of the total number. j . : 

During March and early April a number of counts were made to 
determine the fawn per cent. Since there is some uncertainty in the 
determination of age and sex at this time, it is deemed unwise to base 
an estimate on these counts. There is little doubt, however, that a 
very good percentage of fawns came, through the winter. y 

Drift 

Little has been learned during the past winter concerning any 
except local drift. Undoubtedly weather conditions govern, to a large 
extent, the time at which the deer drift to the winter range. Heavy 
trailing in January across Silver Creek above Meyers Cove, suggests that 
considerable numbers of deer from that section did not drift in until 
quite late. F 

Inquiries of local residents reverl.the fact that the deer 
leave the river during the latter-part of April or first-of, May. 

; ; The question of drift is an important one, since a fairly thor- 
ough knowledge of where the deer come from in the fall mast be had. before 
anything approaching a management plan can be put in effect... The possi- 
bility of tagging deer to check their movements seems the most logical 
solution of the problem. A tagging station in the vicinity of the Cran- 
dall Ranch and another in White Creek Basin have been suggested. Deer 
tagged: at each station could be treated in different ears: so that it-would 
be known from which portion of the winter range they came. . 

Such a program would require considerable time ond an expendi- 
turefor corrals, chutes, etc. However, it seems it would be a means of 
gaining some worth while information. 

: Observations of Life History 

Dropping of Horns : ; 

Tae greater part of the bucks shed their horns between January 
.15 and February 15.. It is believed that the older. bucks drop their horns 
Somewhat more readily than the younger ones. Few large heads were seen 
after the first week in February. The period of horn shedding seems to 
have been somewhat later this year than in 1930. Mr. Bolles records that 
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_ bucks with horns were 9 rority after February le “The last: buck in 

full armament that he saw was on February 15, while a two-point buck 

wos seen this year on March 3. : fi 

Abnormalities ~~ hi derg : 

One deer with cropped ears was seen. These more than likely 

had been frozen. : 

: / Two deer with one ear honging alongside their faces were 

observed. ee at ; _e / : 

A total of ten cripples were seen between October, 1930-and 

April, 1931. : : 

. ‘Abnormalities that ane.sufficiently distinctive, suggest 

that they might be’ helpful in a study of drift... : 

Disposition or Temper : aes : 

i Apparently: the: female of the species fay have a nasty disposi- 

tion at times. A fight between two ‘does has been recorded in which 

considerable quantities of hair were knocked from each other's bodies, 

and ‘the impact of their hoofs could. be heard for some little distance. 

It is not uncommon to see a deer walk up to another and make a pass at 

it with a front foot. Whether or not this is dong in a spirit of play 

or peevishness is difficult to say. : 

Parasites 
: 

; ' Ticks, nose fly larvae, and tape worms are apparently the 

chief perasites.: Another very smell larvae was found in the lining 

of the gullet of o buck. Specimens of this were texen for identifica- 

tion by Mr. Locke. see 

- Predatory Aninals 

To attempt an estimate of the numbers of predatory onimals 

would be little more than a guess. Both cougar, and coyotes range rather 

widely, so the tendency would probably be to over-estimate rather than 

be: conservative. Throughout the winter, 22 coyotes were seen. It is 

suspected that, only o small percentage of the total were seen, so they 

are undoubtedly. quite numerous. ‘ 

i . The couger apparently stayed with the deer at higher eleva~ 

tions during most of the winter. Due to lack of snow, hunting was 

difficult, and the uncertainty of receiving a bounty took away much of 

the incentive to hunt. Only two cougar have been teken within the game 

preservé. This will no doubt mean a material increase in their numbers 

next year. 
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Bobcats and lynx are fairly numerous, however, it is thought 

that losses of deer from. this-source are, negligible. . Mr.. Falconbery 

tells of having-seen a cat kill several years ago. No others have been 

reported. : : : ; 

Golden eagles are present in considerable numbers and are un- 

doubtedly responsible for some losses of fawns end lambs. Three bald 

eagles were seen. ; 5 ¥ : 

A constant watch was kept for deer kills, however, only 25 

were found. Of these; 12‘are attributed to coyotes and 4 to. cougar. The 
remaining nine were so old as to make it impossible to be sure of the 

predator. It is known that coyotes scavenger to a considerable extent 

on cougar kills. Lae ys aes ae re : ; oy 

Of the coyote kills in which age and sex could be determined, 

60% were fowns, 10$-bucks' and 30% doos. It is hard to believe that coy- 
otes are not selective in,the matter of kills. However, when the number 
of cripples seen is tallied up, it seems that this may be true. 

Two bucks, one doe and one fawn comprise the cougar kills found. 
One of these bucks was a cripple, apparently having had his leg broken. 

' These figures: represent, of course, only avery small per. cent 
of the numbers-actually made. Twenty-one:kills have been reported by.. - 

local residents. Forty. per cent of the coyote kills. found were made ‘on 
the “ice. i : fe : j 

Three deer were found frozen in the ice between White Creek 
and Morble Creek. orc 

The best -available:figures of predatory animals takén within 

and adjacent to the game preserve, are as followsr).°.. . : Eval 

Coyotes... 29 See os : i 

Cougare...-. 2 
Catss..ceede. 9 

Haglescce... 4 

- Netural Losses and Général Condition of Deer : 

me In ‘general, the deer wintered in: excellent condition. . Weak 
individuals are beginning to show up at this time (early April) ol though 
not in great numbers. On the trip with Mr. Locke, it was estimated that 

about 10% of the deer ore in more or less weakened condition. Of this 
10%, it seems likely that 90% or more will pull through, making the natural 
loss 1%.0r less. One dend deer wns seen.on March 29, and since that. time 

six more that were apparently almost dead, have been noted, 

Ticks and nose fly larvae are most numerous during the period 
when the vitality of the deer is naturally at its lowest, so it seems likely 
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that they bear considerable influence on the number of spring losses. 

of three deer éxdmined, ‘all ‘esrvied nose fly-lervee in varying numbers. 

so it is probable that proctically all are afflicted with them to some. — 

extent. 

During the three winters that a gone study has been conducted, 

the winters have apparently been Yelow. the average in, severity. It 

yould seem that lossés afterian. extremely hard winter must. de ‘appalling. 

salting 

A ton of sulphurized salt “yas distributed during December by 

the State Game Department. Observations made on:a number of these salt 

. grounds show that not. over 4.050% has been, used by combined weathering, 

and use. While it has undoubtedly been: of some benefit, only a small 

per cent of the deer have used. it. Probably: more will have been utilized 

since the deer have drifted in large numbers. to the low range. Licks 

were established in the following creeks: « Sheep, Brush, Aparejo, Mouth. 

Camas, Cow, Norton, White, Jack, Cougar, Mehoney, Range, end in the 

vicinity of the Jones Ranch. 

- “Other Game 

Mountain Sheep : eee ee : 

There are several bands of sheep within the boundaries of. the. - 

gome preserve. Thirty-four head have been seen along the Middle Fork 

and in Loon Creek during February ond March., dn additional thirty-eight 

head‘have been reported below the mouth of Bear Greek on Loon Creek., Of 

the thirty-four seen, only seven, or approximately 20% were. lambs. Cou- 

gar and eagles are thought to’ be responsible: for most of the losses of 

sheep, however, little actual data of any sort have been gathered, There 

is clearly some destroying feetor at work, or. there would no doubt be a 

larger lamb crop present. Ed 

“ “Tt has’ been suggested that-a grub cache, be made atthe mouth 

of Wilson Creek next fall so that more. intensive observations of. the. hab- 

its and distribution of sheep in that locality can be made. 

A sample from a paunch of .a couger Killed ram, wes collected 

by Ranger Gutzman near the mouth of Big Creek. It is interesting to 

note that Horsetail (Equisetum) constitutes ‘probably 80% of the sample. 

Elk 
a ey 

: There seems little reasoniwhy a small-herd of els. would not 

thrive on the Middle Fork. Since they ordinarily take only.a Limited 

amount of browse, they should interfere very little with the welfare of 

the deer. : : ane 

/ Mr. Bennetts, who is a long time yesident in this locality, was 

quéstioned as ‘to the presence of elk on the Middle Fork during the earlier 

days. He says that a few horns have been picked up in this. region, hence 

there rust have been some elk, although not many. <A few elk are occasion- 

ally seen during the sumer that have apparently drifted over from the 
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Idaho Forest. So for as known these all drift into other range ‘to / 
winter. 

ees : _ Photographs : 2 ; 

A number of photographs have been. token... However , these have 
been taken with No. 1-A and No. 2 cameras. Such of these as are suitable 
will be available for use in case they are. desired. 

~ Domestic Livestock i 

Approximately 120 head of domestic stock,. uostly horses, were 
grazed,on the Middle Fork du*ing the past winter. .It is not believed 
that this number will interfere with the welfare of. the, game, although 

it seems that it might be well to obtnin ‘some data as.to the proportion — 
of browse taken by horses wintering on the range of this type. . Mr. : 
Crandall has killed o number of-range horses'om Brush-Creek and it is 
planned to submit two or three samples from these pounches for analysis: ee 

Natural Revegetation Studies 

Two additional enclosures ond check plots have been establish- 
ed, one within the Tom Creek "Count Area", and the other on the ridge... 

between the Crandall Ranch and Sheep. Creek,. -The Cabin Creek enclosure 
was completed last fall. : : i. i 

| In charting the enclosures and check plots established prior 
to 1930, only the relative position of the various plants was shown. 
In order that area of growth may be checked after. a period of years by 
plenimeter measurements, these plots were all recharted by the plane 
table and tape method. In order that uniformity in methods be adhered 

to, it is suggested that the enclosure on White Creek be recharted by 

this method. | . 

The Marble Creek enclosure’ is ‘the, only one that ‘shows an — 
appreciable change in composition. ‘This shows a 900% increase in 
numbers of sage plants due to the appearance of seedlings. : 

‘ *‘Plent Development ; “ 

Grasses made a slight growth during the letter part of Febru- 
ary, but development wes very slow due to raw weather, until after the 

first.of April. 

Willows were noted to be in flower March 20 at an elevation 

of 4000 feet. 

At elevations of 4200 feet, leaf buds of Ribes were opening 

March 26. . 

To. date no growth has been noted in any of the tore important 
browse species. , / : : ; 
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Since this peper is in the nature of a progress report, 

the nore important concrete jobs accomplished will be enunerateds 

1. Two additional enclosures were established and one 

particlly built was completed. 

2. Four enclosures and their check plots were recharted. 

3. An intensive count area was established and roughly 

mapped. The area of the "Deer Pasture" was slso determined. 

4, Mensurements of current growth of pitterbrush and 

utilization measurements were made on three plots. 

5. An administrative site at the mouth of Bernard Creek 

was surveyed. 

6. A limited wamber of paunch samples were collected. 

7, Temperature data and snow depths were recorded at 

White Creek R. S. whenever possible. 

Respectfully submitted, 

ARTHUR BUCKINGHAM 

Forest Ranger. 
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WILD LIFE MANAGEMENT 

S. B. Locke, A»sociate Biologist, 

Intermountain Forest & Range ‘ixperiment “tation 

Until within about the last decade few who were concerned with 
the maintenance of wild-life thought of anything but game protection and 
open and closed seasons. When geme animals became scarce it was under=- 
atood that a closed season should be placed on them and if they responded 

by increasing, an open season was declared. This seemed to be the sum 
and substance of the activity for game protection. Other than geome enimals 
or birds were not considered for protection and, particularly those which 
in some way might conflict with humen activities, were condemned to be de- 
stroyed without considering possible beneficial relationshipse 

Failure of protective laws alone to bring satisfactory results 
or the development of unfavorable conditions due to a few cases of over= 
production has necessitated a different attitude. Public sentiment has 
lagged behind and generally when applied to specific cases has not been 
ready to accept changed conditions either in the failure of protection 
alone to preserve a species or in the need of intelligent control where an 
over~production occurred, 

Perhaps the soundest criticiam of agencies responsible for wild 
life conservation is not lack of knowing what is proper action when the need 
of such becomes evident but in the failure to foresee the need of such 
action before the situation beceme acute, After the true conditions on the 
Kaibab National Forest, due to the heavy overstocking by deer, were thorough- 
ly understood by the officers of the Yorest Sarvice and Biological Survey, 
action was delayed because of the refusal of the public to accept the 
situation. At the present time a definite appreciation is developing of 
the need of basing the handling of wild-life on sound informtion. This 
includes not only the life history end factors influencing te productivity 
of species but a study of where wild-life can fit in the economic situation 
and present day civilization. Wild~life species camot survive unleas they 
have suitable places to live and breed, which fact is the foundation of 
the establishment of migratory bird refuges now being carried on by the 

Federal governnent. 

The training of foresters and the necessity for carefully planning 
the management of other forest resources led them to approach the geme 
problem as something to be definitely planned ani managed. Assistence was 
requested from the Biological Survey, particularly where special problems 
existed, and plans were worked out through this cooperation.



48 & result rough plans of geme management have been formulated 
on & number of National Forests, This is based on the recognition that 
geme is a natural product of the forest and thet both from the standpoint 
of recreation value and economic production, it may be made a. profitable 
productive asset to the public. Besides the recreation value which is 
difficult to express specifically but which is nevertheless real, gome 
brings in a very considerable local revenue. The development of the 
wild-life resources must be coordinated with that of other resources and 

especially that of the grazing of livestock and practice of forestry. 
The MeSweeny~MeNary Yorest Research program authorized technical study of 
the relationship of wild-life to the forests and in accordance with this 
the Biological Survey is assigning men to the forest Experiment Stations 
to study such problems. js is indicated later, stoclonen using National 
Forests should obtain much benefit from these studies. 

In National Parks where absolute protection has been afforded, end 
few other intereats are involved, the situstion was not complicated by the 
necessity of correlation of grazing and geme, but soon definite biological 
problems arose and in many cases control of numbers has been necessary. A 
natural plan of balance is not practical in many instances due to the fact 
that under this a species which it is particularly desirable to protect 
may be demaged or even destroyed by another. So here a planned control 
and management is essential to make such creas sorve their highest purpose, 

fo many people wild-life management is an unfemilicr term end needs 
definition, It has not the femilier ring of the words “game laws or fish 
and game protection." lWild-life management may be simply stated as the hand- 
ling of any area to produce constantly the greatest muaber of desirable forms 
of wild-life compatible with other essential products. There may be varying 
degrees of productivity under different circumstances and an adeptation to 
other uses of the area, It is in truth a form of land management. The kill 
or crop removed must be limited to the production and the enviroment must 
be controlled to increase this production so fer as possible. After all the 
factors influencing the maintenenee of a species in a given ares have been 
considered a plan for handling must be developed which is sound both 
biologically and economically. 

Recently Aldo Leopold, a forester working on geme problems, gave 
the following definition: Game research is finding out things to do to 
the land to make it produce game; game management is the art of doing 
these things. Geme adainistretion is the public function of fostering and 
supervising the preetice of game management. Wild-life would include also 
noh~game species and fish, 

Present Status of Wild-1i fe 

The term wild-life is so broad in application thet it is somewhat 
difficult to discuss it and think of all its phases. Perhaps the widest 
interest is in our big game animals of which the West has both excellence and 
variety. Deer in general are thriving and increasing. The problem here is 
to determine how extensively they may be produced within the carrying 
capacity of the ranges without undue curtailment of essential industries 
and damage to private property, and to develop satisfactory methods of 
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harvesting the production. Elk are much more inclined to conflict with 
settlement but may apparently be maintained in considerable numbers in 
many localities. Mountain sheep are one of our finest big game animals 
but in many localities are so reduced in numbers as to make their 

’ survival problematical. They conflict but very slightly with economic uses. 
: Due to their susceptibility to disease and damage by predatory animals their 

preservation requires careful attention. Mountain goats are much restricted 
in natural range but possibly could be established outside this. They 
occupy practically waste country and do not conflict with economic interests. 

Antelope occupy country of a type which has been largely turned into ranches 
and their range is very much curtailed. Due to conflict with agricultural 
development they cannot be maintained in many areas. Because of this, 
probably some special measures are justified for their conservation in the 

few areas suitable for such, Mose are restricted in range and are not 

adapted to life in close proximity to settlements. They will need to be 
maintained principally in undeveloped areas. The native game birds need 
careful study to determine the factors influencing their survival and 
action taken to make conditions favorable as far as possible. Migratory 
birds, particularly waterfowl, are being given careful study by the 

Biological Survey and this combined with action to supply breeding and feed- 
ing areas will help to maintain them in numbers. However, the natural 

curtailment due to drainage and industrial development indicates that the 
supply may be reduced much below that of years past. Tlese all point to 
conditions requiring careful planning to maintain the various species in 
their proper places. 

Some specific wild-life management problems are being studied by the 
Biological Survey, States and other agencies. In the eastern, southern and 
central states considerable attention has been given to a study of the up- 

land geme birds, particularly the grouse andi quail. A puzzling problem has 
been the duck malady causing the loss of millions of ducks in certain season. 
Valuable discoveries have been made recently by the Biological Survey regard- 
ing this problem. Within the Intermountain region particular attention has ; 
been given the Kaibab deer situation by the State, Yorest Service and Biological 
Survey, Studies are being made of the range cmditions and a program of re- : 

moval of excess nymber carried out by trapping and supervised hunting. Dur- 
ing the past fall im excess of 5000 deer were taken out by hunters by a system 

of carefully supervised hunting. On parts of the Salmon, Challisy Payette 
and Idaho National Forests in central Idaho is a back country containing slight 

economic resources but of a type which has high value as a big game area and 

recreation ground. Attempts to use this for grazing have demonstrated its 
undesirability. *his has been designated as a primitive area and studies are 

being made by the Forest Service and Biological Survey to make it as produc- 
tive of game as possible, but at the same time to keep the number cf deer with- 
in the sustained carrying capacity. Here the problem is largely one of deter- 

mining its grazing capacity for game alone, increasing the game to that point 
and removing the production.



In the Mt. Nebo division of the Uinta National Yorest in Utah, on 
the Cache, Manti and Fishlake National Forests, elk were planted nearly 20 
years ago and have increased until hunting hes been allowed. These are under 
the management of the elk control board on which are represented the different 
agencies concerned in the game and the use of the range. ‘These renges in 

general. have been intensively grazed by livestock owned by the locsl residents 
for several generations. ‘There are, however, rough sections not utilized by 
livestock and a very general public demand for the maintenance of a reason~ 
able number of elk. The problems here are to determine just what the rela- 
tionship is between livestock grazing and game use about which we know practic- 
ally nothing at present, whether the tentatively set maximum size of the herd 
is correct as being fair to all interested parties, end how the production of 
the herd may best be utilized. With the Kaibab as an example, informtion 
being obtained may indicate quite different forage choice between deer and cattle 

but private opinions differ and study will only make this definite. One prob- 

lem common in oll cases of abundant game is how best to avoid demage to private 
property, whether by providing payment for demage or by destruction of the 
animale causing it or by both. Distribution of game enimals is enother prob- 
lem. As is true in Utah at the present time, often there is overstocking 
with game on local areas while other large areas could carry much more geome 
without conflict with other interests. Methods of transfer from overstecked 
to understocked sreas or dispersal of herds need to be developed. We have . 

mich to learn regarding the proportion of sexes for different kinds of game 
to have the production at the maximum, particularly where the total number in 
the herd must be limited. We have heard meny claims regarding damage by 
livestock to upland geme birds but this can only be settled by csreful study 
whieh should include all factors which influence geme bird production. There 
are some of these problems of wild-life management which are largely adminis- 
trative and these will naturally be worked out by the states as owners of 
the game and fish and the organizations administering federal lands, but the 
more technical studies of wild-life habits, biological relationships, etc. 
are 8 challenge to the Biological Survey and other interests involved in the 
geme problem. While much may be accomplished by mutual understanding and 
agreement between the interests involved, the place of wild-life in the com 
muhity and its adjustment to economic requirements cannot be definitely set- 
tiled until a scheme of management is developed based on sound knowledge of 
factors involved. It is just such problems as these as well as others hav-~- 
ing to do with animal relationships to forests which are being considered 
now by the biologists assigned to the Yorest Experiment Stations in evopera- 
tion with the other agencies involved. 

Possibly it may be asked, just how important it is to have wild-life 
preserved? Does the present day development of the country justify it? 
This question will not be settled by debate, argument, magazine articles, 
or by fights in Congress, state legislatures or any other place, between 
the radical wild-life conservationist who would deny all private rights in 

conflict with the unlimited development of geme and the individual who be- 

lieves that any wild-life form has no place in the economic development of 
the present day world. It will finally be settled by the general attitude 

of the ordinary public with sympathy towards any interest affected and by 

the agreement of leaders of such interests to a program based on sound 
information and sympathy to each others viewpoint. The desirability and 

safety of a middle course is evidenced by the great inerease in the number 

whe



of people who are concerned in thé pursuit or study of wild-life, the basis 

for which is the chenged conditions of wur eiviliszeticn. Records show 

that thousands and even miilions moie peopl) exe How Visiting the Netional 

Forests and National Parks for reereat iin purpobes than a few years agoe 

When I was a boy, one in ordinary daily life naturally ceme in contact with 

the out-of-doors a great deal from which was obtained a stimulation of both 

mind end body. This is not so generally true today on accomt of the con~ 

centration of population in towns and cities and some incentive such ss 

fishing or hunting or observation of wild-Life is necessary to eall the 

youth out where there is full opportunity for play of fancy end healthful 

recreation. With the close supervision of youth today the out-of-door life 

is particularly valuable in developing initiative where decisions mst be 

made and problems met without close supertision. If we may go with our sons, 

where can fathers get ss close to them as around 4 campfire? ‘here can the 

exemple of proper ethics be better shown than in good apertemanship, in 

pleying the geme squarely, with the means rather than the ond being the 

measure of success? Oh, whet are the treasures we perish to win to the 

first little shiner we caught on ea pin? 

Judge Montgomery of Montgomery, Alabama says, "I have sent over 1,000 
men, women und boys te prison and heve yet to find ono reel criminal who wos 

taught in his youth to love the outdoors, Teach the boy to row & boat, 

to swim, to fish and hunt and when he comes to manhood he will be found cn 

: the jury and not before it." It is this value and this public deriend which 

points the way for the stocknen to interest himself in the problem, if for no 

private reason, so thet whatever policy is evolved will be based on sound and 

exset information rather than hearsay or mere opinions. “hen such informe- 

tion is aveilable stable policies can be established and uncertainties os 

well. as injustices should be reduced to the minimm, Pending the obtaining 

of such information, an attitude of give ani take and mitual consideration 

of each others viewpoint between representative stockmen and sportaien or 

levers of wildé-live will secomplish much. If possible settle local problem 

by round table caiferences between loeal interests ani agree on action to be 

recwmended to higher sources if necessary, rether than attempting to settle 

them by independent moves resulting in resolutions of perhaps 4 sweeping 

natures 

(Read at ‘American National Livestock Association Meeting, Seattle, Jan 30, 1931)
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Extract from a letter from S. B. Locke, Aug. 7,1930. Filed Utah. 

"You may be interested in a statement made to me by Mr. (. N. Woods 
of this office. One of the areas in this section where sage hens have been 
extremely abundant is within the Lemhi Forest in Copper Basin. This has bem 

@ game preserve for a great many years but it is understood that the sage hens 
do not enter this area until after the hatching season and the birds are able 
to travel. However, they are concentrated within the area during the hunting 
season and although some poaching has taken place they have been given a con— - 
siderable measure of protection. Mr. Woods stated that during a trip in 1909 

. when he crossed the Basin in only one direction, he estimated that he flushed 
at least 1,000 sage hens. During a recent visit to this locality during which S 
he crossed and recrossed the valley at least four times, he estimated that he 
did not flush to exceed a total of 200 sage hens. It is, of course, very 
probable the adverse factors operating most heavily against the sage hens are 
those on the outside areas where nesting occurs."



Digest of 

Wm. Chandless. A Visit to Salt Lake. (1855-1856) Smith, Mlder, & Co., 
; london, 1857. 

p. 103. Sagehens. “Among these (sagebushes), like grouse among heather, 
but far fewer, run the sage~hens; birds with a plumage between 
that of the gray-hen and guinea fowl, and on the average the 
size of a good pullet, to which, as delicacies, they are not 
inferior." (This was between the last crossing of the Platte 
and the intersection with the Sweetwater. Were these sagehens 

or sharptails?) 

p. 140. Drought and grasshoppers at Salt Lake, 1855 and 1956. 

p. 311. Geese. “Our road lay by a broad sluggish river, on wich, and 

on the clover pastures around and beyond, were millions and 
millions of wild geese, white and grey, the latter a good deal 
the most wary! I saw more geese there in two hours than in my 
whole life before or since.” (1 day east of San Pedro, Calif.) 
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THE SURVEY , March, 1930 

dack Rabbits Damage Orchards in Utah.--R. S. Zimmerman, leader of rodent control in 
Utah, reports that in response to a request from orchardists along the foothills of the 
Wasatch Range adjacent to Brigham City, a campaign for the control of jack rabbits was 
conducted early in February. Jack rabbits have been particularly destructive in the newly 
planted orchards in this area. Several. thousand trees died after being girdled during 
the winter of 1928-29. One orchardist lost more than 1,000 trees in 1929. In the spring 
of 1929 he planted 2,500 young trees and protected them with mesh wire. When the snow fde 
became so deep, however, that the wire protectors proved ineffectual and rabbits began to thn 
damage the upper branches, he requested assistance from the Survey's office in Salt Lake 
City. At the time poison was placed along the foothills between Brigham City and Perry, 
the snow was about two feet deep. On the night of February 4, a line of poison was placed 
at right angles to the rabbits' trails leading from the mountain side into the orchards. ‘ 
The area was revisited on the following morning and good results rewarded the efforts of 
the previous day. Additional bait was placed in ravines and small draws leading down from 
the mountain. The owner reported later that no further damage was sustained by the or- 
chard.
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Vice RING NECKS AT LOW COST 

"A record of producing pheasants at a cost Pee than one 

collar per bird is claimed for the state fish and game department 

to date this year. 

Utah's fish and game hatchery at Springville has turned over 
to the state 7490 pheasants at a cost of less than $7000, accord— 

ing to the report of J. Arthur Mecham, state fish and game commis— 

sioner. This achievement, Mecham claims, is unequaled in the coun- 

try. Last year Massachusetts boasted of producing the birds at a 

cost of $2.97 each. When 1930 ends, Mecham declares, the cost per 

bird in Utah will not reach one dollar, and may go even as low as 
75 cents. 

Of the total raised to date, 6840 have been distributed for 
planting on state lands, 650 birds remaining to be disposed of, 

William Witney, supervisor of the state fish and game hatchery re- 
ports. In addition to the latter number, 550 pheasant hens are 

retained at the hatchery for egg production, and, according to 

Witney’s report, each hen is good for an average of 41 eggs a year. 

The laying season of the birds extends over a long period."
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Rescuing sick and dying birds on the Bear River Marshes of Utah in 1921 

E* A 

7 he 7 ] aecdy of By DAVID H. MADSEN 

More ducks died than 
the hunters of the en- a 4 

tire West killed ¢ S ¢ VT ] ad T O W 

ITER almost twenty years of close (A few ducks had died the year pre- There were ducks in the West twenty 

association with one of the most viously, but not enough to cause any great years ago—I think it is safe to say 

baffling problems which has ever comment. Here and there sportsmen who ten where now there is one. Many old- 

confronted the American sports- observed more dead and sick birds than time observers who know ducks put the 

man and conservationist, I find the sub- could reasonably be credited to guns or figures as high as twenty to one. To 

ject is still of intense interest. I refer to natural causes casually discussed the the duck malady, more than to all other 

the so-called “duck malady” which for situation and here the matter ended. causes combined, may be credited the de- 

two decades has threatened to annihilate It is generally believed that the malady crease in the number of birds. 

the great hordes of migratory waterfowl came on gradually over a period of years, The first reports of dead birds reached 

and shore birds which traverse the west- but there is little evidence to support the office of the Game Department some- 

ern half of the North American continent. this conclusion. Stories of previous losses time in August. It was near the middle 

Unfortunately, the loss of birds still were current during the first great out- of September when we went into the 

continues in many parts of the country. break of the disease. There were also marshes, Sportsmen, cooperated with the 

The actual cause of the disease as well other stories which, in the light of pres- Game Department in the rescue work. 

as the remedy is still a moot question. ent day knowledge, were ridiculous in We paid no attention to the sick birds 

The picture in retrospect presents as the extreme, That wild ducks and geese of which there were thousands, since at 

vividly as anything I know the great need died on the Utah marshes prior to 1909 that time we knew nothing of the simple 

of cooperative effort in conservation work. in considerable numbers is doubtless cure for the birds which was afterwards 

It is well that the increased interest true, but certainly not since authentic discovered. Our efforts were confined 

evidenced by sportsmen throughout the records are available had anything even to gathering all the dead ones, load- 

country indicates a change in public sen- remotely approaching the terrible ca- ing them in flat-bottom boats with pitch- | 

timent which augurs well for the future. tastrophe of 1910 been known to occur. forks, and hauling them to the nearest 

In September, 1910, as land to be piled up and } 

Chief Deputy in the Game Sanaalocrania tn “di Gehincncinn” Pe i Spat buried or burned. First, we | 
Department of Utah, I Convalescents in “duck hospital” near Buena Vista Lake, Se ee tried covering them with | 

took charge of a small ‘ = CC wy unslaked lime and pouring } 

army of men whose duty monies ' ( } sf \ ‘gs = water_upon the mass, hop- 

it was to gather up and eee og i, ee re t (7 sing thus to destroy the } 

bury the dead ducks on the a a } ; Me > i ae.» germs responsible for the { 

vast marshes surrounding vk ee es ra “ated nae a net —— disease, because no sone at j 

Great Salt Lake. And some Resi a3 ie SS oie? _ (bia ws that time had any idea as | 

job that turned out to be! ee he. =| S : 1 to the cause of the malady. } 

Strange, it did not occur to ye et Ps we re Ro { 

some one to make pictures jiu BA Pcs aie . we yg" SP lar L, Be Fins a men with } 

of the rescue work of that C6 ic pele. a” oe i: oh; T ¥ heh pitchforks _accompan- | 

first year; to tell the story gaa bi Seb ASE. ae Po Mie = ied each boat. I have seen 
Year te i / Fs A ee * aS oe we, 4 : 

now is to risk one’s repu- Oh Md any Rg eS many acres of water where 

tation for veracity. Ii I I gh eg : Rg : a these men could, within 

shoot ducks for the next = i af ae. As3 Ae a: 4 throwing distance, put in 

fifty years, the pictures Val Beh ae Ae we HR Shige ee more than two hundred 

impressed on my memory ge Pes be ee oe uisoan birds without moving the 

that year will remain as Pe A te . - boat. Small lakes would 

vivid as though it all ae Taf Se came ce ~SCSS~*~C*~=<~SSCSCrrequenttly’ yield morree than 

happened only yesterday. hs eee e . ee one thousand dead birds to 
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The Tragedy of Western Waterfowl 
the acre. We spent days at this work, it was difficult for a sportsman to be is generally believed that this was not due 
until the utter uselessness of it all became certain of picking up the bird he had to the same cause which had exterminated 
apparent. The margins of the ponds and shot. Under such conditions, it was im- the ducks in the fall. 
Jakes soon became dotted with mounds possible to relish even a healthy bird as During the years that followed, there 
of dead birds resembling rat dens in a tood. was considerable loss of birds each fall. 
marsh. As the season wore away and the cold) While the number was not so great as 

Great numbers of migratory birds con- weather covered the marsh with ice, the in 1910, yet conditions were far from 
tinued to arrive, and almost immediately cemnant of migratory waterfowl moved satisfactory. The number of birds pass- 
were stricken and died. The lakes from on in their southerly migration. Thus ing through the Great Salt Lake ba- 
which we had cleared the birds were ended the ravages of the first year of sin had been greatly reduced, and conse- 
again filled with them, We were all sick the malady of which there is any rec- quently the losses could not have been 
of the terrible job, and gave up in utter ord. Naturally, the sportsmen looked so great. 
despair. The stench of the place was un- forward to the return of the birds in the In 1914, Dr. Alexander Wetmore, un- 
bearable. Our task, already unpleasant in spring with a good deal of apprehension. der the direction of the Bureau of Bio- 
the extreme, was made more objectionable The disease was a mystery. Did the birds logical Survey, began an investigation of 
by certain stories which immediately carry it with them to the wintering conditions in the Utah marshes. Most of 
gained circulation with reference to the grounds, thus spreading death and destruc- his activities were confined to the marshes 
spread of the disease. to do- surrounding the Great Salt 
mestic fowl and_ livestock. . Lake, but they also extended 
Even humans were said not : : into other sections of the 
to be immune. state and into California, 

Oregon and other places 
OC; farmer, who had where the disease had been 

been working with us, noted. During this investi- 
used the pitchfork he had gation Dr. Wetmore dis- 
carried to the duck marsh for , covered the fact that from 
feeding his pigs and chick- y 75 to 90 per cent of birds 
ens. The story ran that he y affected with disease could 
had spread the disease among ie. by be saved if they were care- 
them, with the result that all ra . fully collected during the 
had died. The hawks and a amg i pein eeninnnoinonsemieee early stages of development, 
gulls feeding on the dead ee, te : ei hy placed in cool surroundings 
birds were reported to be aa eal = 6 4 “ae =. _, and supplied with plenty of 
dying by thousands. Humans, are Cee c ; ser =" = fresh water and focd. From 
feeling indisposed, were sup- ; oe his investigation Dr. Wet- 
posed to be suffering from #7 e™ PMR er ie eo F more also gave as his opinion 
the malady. Many such sto- a ee eC -e~ that the disease was: caused 
ries gained wide circulation. ae a ee eee by alkali poisoning, the ex- 

Although the facts will eS ee % ae es act nature of which had not 
never be known, I think it — — o yet been determined. 
safe to say that nearly two 7. ‘ lp: During the period from 
million birds perished that eee . 1916 to 1920, the disease oc- 
year in the Utah marshes. Mud queen. This type of boat may be used in one inch of water curred each year, but the 
At that time the Bear River losses which were experi- 
Bay was an isolated section. Perhaps less tion there? Or, if the disease was local, enced in 1910 and 1914 were not again 
than one hundred men visited it annually, would they continue to die on their re- equaled during that period. Consequently, 
and these men saw only a few shooting turn flight in the spring as they had in there was a great increase in migratory 
points near the mouth of the river. There the fall? waterfowl, especially ducks. The shore 
were many thousand acres, never visited It was estimated by many sportsmen birds also came back in considerable num- 
by men, upon which a million birds or that between 50 and 85 per cent of the bers. The presence of many avocets on 
more may have perished unknown to ducks which came to the Utah marshes the marshes indicated a satisfactory con- 
any one. that year had perished. Nor was the mal- dition among this species. 

The malady had come on so suddenly  ady confined to ducks alone. Every species 
that no one talked straight about it; every of waterfowl or shore bird which fre- Oe during the nesting 
one had his own story and his own theory. quents the marshes was affected. The avo- season of 1920 seemed to indicate 
The duck season opened with all the cet, which nests in the marshes in great that almost a normal number of birds 
marshes full of dead or dying birds, Nat- numbers, was all but exterminated. Can- were again nesting in the marshes. With 
urally, there was no interest in shoot- ada geese, herons, gulls and other birds the coming of late summer, the migration 
ing under such conditions. died in considerable numbers. of a greatly increased number of birds 

During this and . subsequent years With the return of the birds in the into the state began. It looked like old 
when the malady was at its worst, duck spring, normal conditions again obtained. times; birds were everywhere. 
clubs failed to open. The few hunters There was no recurrence of the malady. About the middle of September, con- 
who attempted to shoot found it neces- While, as always, a considerable number ditions were fully as bad as during any 
sary to clear away the dead and sick of dead birds were found on the marshes, previous year. At the close of the season 
birds in front of the blinds. Exen then, including snow geese and Canada geese, it. I determined to (Continued on page 108) 

Marshland after the water has receded Bear River marsh that has been reclaimed 
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Field and Stream—A pril, 1929 

Pen gig ke A All the morels are edible, similar in early autumn. The upper side is white 

Em ogee sath a appearance and readily recognized, so with brownish fibrils or scales, and the 

a a ak Ane a a i that it is unnecessary to describe other under side is a beautiful salmon-pink 

cae Bee ie a AN aie eee, | species. They occur in old apple orchards when young, changing gradually to almost 

ae eas Me me Peed | or in thin woods, especially pines, in May black when old. The stem is colored like 

Sate es be Virpeees, | and June. On account of their pitted sur- the top and has a loose white ring around 

- Soe ates a ans face, they must be cleansed very thor- it. There is little or no swelling at the 

‘. a En ee 3 oughly, and because of their toughness base of the stem and no death-cup as in 

Ce -S a peg % and lack of flavor they must be cooked the deadly amanita, which latter, more- 

oe Ae : slowly a long time and well seasoned. over, is white underneath and grows usu- 

a e.. at Z A, Place them in a stewpan with butter, salt, ally in woods or groves. 

14 =e ty Pid 3 pepper and a little lemon juice, and cook The spawn or vegetative portion of the 

P| oo Pe Ss Ef slowly for an hour, adding at times a common mushroom, as well as other mush- 

i F | PAC ey * little beef gravy. rooms, is hidden in the soil and feeds 

Ae oN The only poisonous fungus that might upon’the dead organic matter found there- 
ced be confused with the morels is gyromitra, in. When the proper season arrives, small 

‘ 3 2 known by its dark-red, irregular cap, fruit bodies, known as buttons, appear 

Ser a which is not pitted but folded and con- on the spawn and soon develop into mush- 

. yoluted somewhat like the surface of the rooms, which are in reality only the ma- 

Club life on human brain. However, it occurs at the ture fruit bodies of a delicate and widely 

same time as the morels and assumes branching plant entirely concealed in the 

your own porch brownish hues with age. Although young earth. The parts of the fruit body are 
and fresh specimens of gyromitra are known as the stem and the cap. On the 

Te ow thing... eaten without harm, old or decaying under side of the cap are the gills, which 

after all... and OLD HICKORY specimens or those kept too long before bear countless tiny bodies known as 

furniture on your porch will bring you cooking have at times been found to con- spores, These are distributed by the wind 

the restfulness and comfort . - ifnot the tain helvellic acid, a deadly poison simi- and produce new plants as seeds do in 

quiet and remoteness . . of the country lar to that occurring in the deadly the case of flowering plants. The cottony 

club or summer camp. : amanita. It is, therefore, best to refrain ring on the stem is what remains of a 

any on ls or eee from using the plant for food in any form, thin white veil which covered the gills in 

the “Op Hickory” trade mark on all the Puffballs are among the safest of all the early stages of their growth. 

best-looking porch and garden furniture. fungi for the beginner, none of them be- — . 

may tly etPaed emtoraucige [| 25 Poonoes, and they are tne ae ae en ee ee eee 
us mfortable—and you will find ii SY 5 

artist, too, truly Deautiul because of the tender, they cook quickly and are easily THE TRAGEDY OF WESTERN 

: handsome design and skilled workmanship; WW | digested. They should be cut open be- ee ene 
hard outdoor usage like OLp Hickony, and fore cooking to see that they are not (Continued from page 31) 

ine iced in 7 S a . . 
no other ne fmtare og iced in feet J | too old and that they are really puffballs. try to awaken the sportsmen of the coun- 
Have your porch this summer reflect the y are white and firm inside like try to the seriousness of the situation. 

restfulness, comfort and beauty of the great cream cheese, showing no yellow or Having been invited to speak before the 

outdecrsuy, furnishing eee Otp Hickory brownish discolorations, they are of the American Game Conference in New 

Morgan County, Ind: 1D HICKOR right age to use. If the interior shows York, I prepared a paper which was pre- 

Write usfor complete 0 Y no special structures but is smooth and sented there in December, 1921, from 

information and we FURN.C2 homogeneous, then one may be sure he which I quote as follows: 

eH Send Sone fhe nome MART LE ND has a puffball, The “egg” of the deadly “Can you imagine walking along a shore- 

Fe oe NSVIL : amanita contains the young cap and stem line for twenty-five miles and passing an 

Complete catalog of all 1235S. Cherry St. inside, which is readily seen when it is average of ten dead birds every time 
she beawpiyet OLD Beate eh arene cut; and the “egg” of the stinkhorn shows you step? Tifty birds for every rod! 

cents...*We furnish Piece of Gentie the stem and a green mass inside sur- Imagine going into a small lake recently 

the Great Outdoors.” “Old Hickory” rounded by a layer of jelly-like substance. flooded and counting 4,800 teal, pintail 
_ and shovelers that you are certain have 

| ee may be cooked alone in died within forty-eight hours! From 50 
various ways or used in stews, omelets to 80 per cent of the ducks that were 

( A \ | and for stuffing roast fowls. When used in raised or found their way to Bear River 

VK Great Sport omelets, they should be stewed first. All Bay from July 5 to September 25, this 

By kinds except the small ones should first year, died there. You can traverse hun- 

Cam im Hiswar be peeled and cut into slices or cubes, dreds of square miles of marsh and lake 

Pp. S "4 atter which they may be fried quickly and never be out of sight of dead birds. 

. in butter, or dipped in beaten, egg and You cannot build a blind except over the 

Poe een re eee fried like eggplant, or cooked in any of carcasses of dead birds that have crawled 

ore os 2 picking manAeAeA, | the ways recommended for the ordinary up into the tules during the early stages 

edt e /' Be ben mushroom. The smaller kinds are usu- of the sickness and died. 

I ) a fab LA ally inferior in flavor to the larger ones “This condition prevails over the 

Pare ae: > 2 and need a few specimens of some good greater part of the marsh, comprising 

i ne ae a Receieren Ayro Can ieee mushroom to make them attractive. some 150 square miles. When a brisk 

| ie en At Witch’ trvan benind gor cae’ and The large field puffball is about the wind springs up from the south, the wa- 

your “driving and ‘sleeping quarters are | size of one’s fist or smaller, and is whit- ter spreads for miles over the mud flats 
ready wherever you choose to camp. Noth- | i : i 

py Ing todo ut raise the top. No worries | ish gray or brown in color, becoming that are almost water-level, carrying the 

of] Ue Ree ae ip fhe alm pisanies purplish and cracked with age. The giant birds and piling them in windrows along 

i n All the luxuries of home—electric light, puffball, a much rarer species, grows to the high water-line, or scattering them 

‘ Kitchenette, ‘Jee, box, stable and, lockers: | the size of a man’s head or larger, and broadcast over the flats. I am convinced } 

\ SN quito proof. is smooth and white in appearance. A that more than two, and possibly nearer { 

j SEND TODAY for circular on small, white, warted species is common three, million birds perished on the | 
i new model just out and special : A : s 

r prices for a limited time. in fields during the summer and fall, marsh this year. Bear River Bay Marsh, } 

ae ZAGELMEYER. at while other species of medium size grow instead of an asset, a nesting ground, a | 

gee AUTO cay a Pert on leaf-mold or decayed wood in woods. resting place, a haven of refuge for 

at PY Hee cityeeM iahee I | The gemmed pufiball is one of the best moulting birds which come there by thou- 

Ot | of these woodland varieties, appearing in sands for that purpose, is becoming a 

OUT-HOUSE groups or clusters in leaf-mold. It is pure morgue—a graveyard where a continent 

at NOW A RELIC white and covered with pretty “spines, or is sending its birds year after year, and 

pe Rapidly replaced by mod- | S¢™S that fall away with age. The hard- from which they never return.” 

¢ Ars ern sanitary Wolverine | skinned puffballs, harmless but of poor Our efforts this year were turned large- 

if “ST at Toilets—Thousands in use | flavor, are purplish-black instead of white ly to collecting the sick birds and trans- 

= a F §=——Approved by sanitary | inside when young. porting them to fresh water, where from 

en) ae uel tae, RE Successfully |The common field mushroom is known 75 to 95 per cent recovered. While this 
i eee is CHere= NG to almost every one who pretends to col- work is very difficult over such a tremen- 

Write 22 GIES ater or sewers—Install | lect mushrooms at all, and many collec- dous area as the Bear River marshes, yet 

for i MBS it yourself—Ideal for all | tors limit themselves entirely to this one in case of a recurrence of the disease, 

tilor Pe Be, ensewered districts. kind. It grows in low grass on meadows great good could be accomplished in this 

“ERE BE! Dail Steel Products Co. | Of On rich moist, upland pastures, being manner. With the proper equipment, from 

<a 00 MainSt.,Lansing,Mich. | common after rains during summer and two to five hundred birds a day could be 
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4 an a ———————— —= | saved by each man employed, and the ex- 

= NG _— pense, aside from the employee himself, 

= = a would not be great. It is quite possible V4 

= e ——— y-| that the birds could be saved for from > akin LA 

== RP j= r— | five to ten cents apiece. In view of the es 3 JGIOGS 

— = Y= | expense attached to game breeding gen- a Coleman 

= j— —= VW | erally, this would seem to be a simple Camp SGove 

= Ss e — and inexpensive conservation plan. I 

= Z 3 ———— The attempt, which followed during the : 

[, Vi = /——— | next several years, to secure Federal ap- a&_ — ale 

wo a S= | propriation to establish a game refuge wr ERE 7 oeaisn 

D for the prevention of disease among wa- ha S y) Au Q 

9 terfowl in the West is pretty well known RS S dy KO rf 

USSELL SY and deserves little space in this story. | BAS f One | 

To say that the delay was disheartening | By (3B ea UZ = 

Mohican Eee is indeed a mild statement in view of Vib A 2) IFA 

x what bed pone on pelts: With m0 Bets NS ——— E i 4 i 

Li — Durable~ i / ter plan, the Game Department of Utah, = | 

ee ae a | from past experience, undertook to desig- PSS ele £ ORTING GOOO,| 

aterprool aad: 8 i Hi nate the areas upon which the greatest HS aS 

guarantee of com--  \j} loss of birds had occurred. In early Au- ESS] —— 

fortable feet All- iW gust, when the birds began to bank up on | [7 A a) 

dba these areas, men were detailed to keep IT 

Ways. oe Pe a very close observation. When the first p22 cg 

Cur i ae sick birds appeared, they were given or- 2 —_ 

eae df ~ ag ee ders to shoot the waterfowl out of these 

Tre ee ‘ae areas with high-powered rifles for the 

Moccasin (= =a balance of the season. 
, : During the seven years which have fol- + 2 0) orts 

iiadsi Foes aporied Walerovoot Erench Veal lowed ne serious losses | haye pened 

, ere and there, in an isolated spot, a f H { 

tear ei capes ca a few hundred and even a few thousand 0; ome: 

MOCCASINS WE WILL SERVE YOU DIRECT Ee ee ey en be eee “All right, Bill, Wednesday's the 
Priced $3.00 to $28.00 between 1910 and 1921, Whether the pa- eae pede ete cietand 

W. C RUSSELL MOCCASIN Cal trol work described has been responsible Vif hunt firewood.” 

‘) . SAWING for this improvement cannot be definitely “Heck, you won'eneed to hunt fres 

a) erlin, Wisconsin stated, but ‘observers in Utah are: con: wood. This trip we're taking a COLE- 
a iy van vinced that we have adopted the most MAN CAMP STOVE, savvy? Itmake 

a.) as 4. , f} | practical plan of controlling the situation. ab i Ee y a 2 

x VAX, XS F mane iy Te The passage by Congress of the bill any i Be fs own Ber rom Peete 

am zs tell ‘vite creating the Bear River Migratory Bird Pei Oe LILece, eas 

Ran Ne ASS for free Refuge and providing $350,000 for the Gnciccoking hear That bab . Het 

preven Vea Cor FCG ¥4 | construction of dikes within which to im- Number Bek fii b fs 

Cun’ - pound fresh water will doubtless prevent ember) 5 Sina See Bee: eee 

> | future losses such as have been described. eas OF Rot eee ae, one Ml buile 

' iN. The experiences of the Bear River Duck oe ee ali icali a ic : mie 

4 Ay = | Club and the state of Utah in establish- M, Seen e ee oe COLE. 

| a 44\ Y | ing shooting grounds comprising 20,000 MaAtD Mood Time te A Time. oS 

, Ga - dp, . ag acres of fresh water in which no sickness I's some stove! y = 

tera’ | coh > Vo has appeared would seem to justify this a . i 

Shared ° conclusion. ‘And no more lightless nights. 

eo 2. hia a SY . When the Bear River project is com- We'llread, write and radio bythe light 

gy of Se leted, there will be approximately 60,- of our new Coleman Lantern. It’s 300 

© . 17 VSN a | Boo ac BY ye dl The bugs butt thei 
set AE og \ | =~ | 000 acres of fresh water to take the place Fadl e-power. Sh jugs be their 

2 a tag ' | of the alkali and salt water in the Bear Sines are od chenmicacoumney, 
4 a, . i; River Bay. lf the disease is due en- —windproof an storm-proof, too. 

Lo | : is ae es tirely to alkali poisoning, the situation in Ask Your Dealer to show you Cole- 

ft few a Utah should be immediately remedied man Camp Stoves and Lanterns in 

ts Now upon the completion of this project. action. And write for the complete 

Gass The Heoey of alkali Belsonin Hows Coleman pores Campers’ Manual. 

ever, should perhaps not be too hastily Yours for a dime and the coupon. 

3 Z Years of Comfort accepted as the sole cause of the duck sick- THE COLEMAN LAMP & STOVE coubart 

The camper and tourist have depended on | 'CSS- I.am advised that after somewhat General Officest Wichita, Kansas, U. 8, As 

“Gold Medal” for the finest in camp equip- | Xtensive investigation the game depart- Factories: Wichita, Chicago, Toronto 
‘i Sati i ment of California is inclined to believe Branches: Philadelphia, 2 

ment for thirty-seven years. During all this A Chisago, Los'Angele a 

time there has been continued-improvement | that there may be other causes and is a (CSé8) Ji 
and refinement in Gold Medal Products— | Continuing its, research work with the —— : Hs ; 

based on intimate knowledge of outdoor hope of obtaining more definite informa- saat a ip 1 | | 

eet tion. Mr. J. A. Monro, reporting for the iS ce Ny i i | i { 

F province of Alberta, Canada, on the wa- ee an by 2 

Today you can pealey all the advantages of | terfowl sickness at Lake Newell, finds ag jie i | Sh 
Gold Medal” Products—at a surprisingly | some reasons for doubting the alkali the- | ||” PONTE i: Kh, hee pe 

low cost. World famous explorers, big game | ory, He says, after describing the symp- * capes Jee p 

huntersand outdoor people the world overuse | toms of the disease: Figo my —_ 
a - x s SEs cS y The Colem: 

Gold Medal” cors, chairs, beds and tables. <= 4 vA aie Coleman 

rl a au sync eure | rTAHIESE, somone in every way co; | ollemag AMF”) or 
y incide with Wetmore’s description of UA EY _ aa et 

Your “Gold Medal” dealer is reliable. See | the duck sickness in Utah, which he dis- nm a “P | 

him and write us now for our new four | covered was caused by the toxic action of ! StoveModel No? fe 

color catalog—it will interest you and help | certain soluble salts found in alkali... .” U.S. Price, 312.50 O | 

you get more out of your days in the great | At first the writer was inclined to assume ' eh one SOE ee 

outdoors. that Wetmore’s diagnosis of the Utah |] alee l 

rr 4 | trouble would be applicable to Lake Maybe | oughttc nave aicony ty our I 
Newell, but the causative alkaline condi- 1 dime to coven mailing cost. 

OLD EDAL tion he described was not discovered. l | 

Won axeacnic uve eay ose Lake Newell normally: is not wee in June, Nate =n -s-seesanenerecccreuncnecwatancaencos | 

i, j and its subsequent rising in July may, in 

Folding Furniture some of the backwaters, take into solu- Se | 

GOLD MEDAL FOLDING FURNITURE CO. | tion sufficient salts to cause alkali poison- [iy Dealer's Name | 

1734 Packard Ave. Racine, Wis. | ing in birds. However, it was impossible |~+— — <=. — Si a a a 
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eae » to identify any particular part of the lake a hole in the wall was an eye. 

. je Sees SS y as being affected in this way, and it is A night-hunter must use all his horse- 
ny Lie Fee” EEN believed that the origin of the malady sense and caution, Most animals haye two 

L Neigh 2 CEO must be sought in some other cause... . eyes; and in case an “eye” keeps on shin- 
y aN < EIN “While our investigations were more ing when the light is turned away, it NPP! \,'\ a or less spasmodic, we are of the opinion isn’t an eye. Detosse said that human 

ah wld aA A ON aN that the sickness was due either to the eyes would not reflect a: light, but I'm 
beg = \ a ' alkaline water which was more concen- not so sure of that. I have seen several 

ji RBS ‘o \ a trated than usual, or to the pollution of people's eyes shine just like an animal's 
ks ly ik | \ \ Se the water caused by the putrefaction of in a certain light. 
=a AA <\Jp | the vegetable food growing in the lake, Before this, I had always considered 
Et | a e a) Y\ \ or a combination of both circumstances, headlight hunting absolutely beyond the 
wees Pa 2 \\ ae brought about by the abnormal evapora- Pale. I thought that it could only be 
Weegee =) _: Say tion caused by the unusual and continued done with a shotgun, that no marksman- 

= RES hot, dry weather that was experienced in ship was required and that it was simply 
% = 2 the southwest part of the province last murder in the first degree. I had brought 

NS j= = oe summer. . .. . a headlight along because the guide had 
i if yo PA “It has been stated that Lake Newell especially Written me that I would need 
wt haa ® \ contains an excessive amount of algae one in going through the jungles before 

es ~ a which disintegrate and decompose during dawn to get to a certain hunting ground 
the hot weather. It is understood that coc- just at daybreak, or to be in position for 

ABERCROMBIE’S cidia_ multiply enormously in such de- Stalking a bait several kilometers from 
: caying organic matter, and it may be that camp as soon as it was light enough to 

311 Broadway, New York City the feeding grounds along the shores of — shoot. Puttering about in the dark in that 
Famous Equipment at Reasonable Prices|\-ake Newell became infected with these country is likely to end in something 
Yo get the best at Abercrombie’s. One- | Parasites; or, again, the trouble may be unpleasant for all concerned except the 

Man ‘Tent illustrated, in Aberlite fine | (¢ to the direct action of, toxic matter tiger, and a headlight is the most con- weave fabric with our exclusive green cop- | the ecrompared ee He 1088 venient way to light up the trails and per waterprooiing, is stormproot, bugptoot, |, Ml ate agreed, however, that, the toss Jeave both arms free, Td never go 10 4 
snakeproof, and weighs only 5 Ibs. Size ot His) Occurs AY oe Cie ror ante Be country of dangerous game again with- 
pitched, 414’ front, 3" rear, x 614! x 414! | ing conditions exist, such as strong alka- out one. 

3 z eae hone -.. {line or badly polluted waters, and that rolled up only 14” x 414". Big enough for | HME, OF Dadly 1 ectcniles found 
two. Price $18.00. dea pokepare Ob arequenty—zound 100 UT what surprised me was the fact marshes or lakes supplied with plenty of hatin empertactl acticatile } 

Abbielite Sleeping Robe fresh water and food. : ee ie a ee ‘ 0 i eg Best Spring and Summer robe by far for the] ‘That there is, even during the most 82° we ean 1 night. It ieee 
money—only "$24.00. Light, tightwoven, tough | favorable seasons, a great loss of migra- ¢Xtremely careful holding, for the tar- cotton fabric cover with virgin wool bat filler and ac ¢ ot Fags a get is never as large as the palm of your camel's hair and wool blanket lining. Flat design, | tory waterfowl in the West from Can- find and the sights are difficult to ke closing in form of bag with gemiine Hookless | ada to Texas is certain, and each year [and and the sights are difficult to keep fastener, Weight only 8 Ibs, Everything you need, | reports from new places would indicate #igned. But, it is very humane, because for any trip anywhere. Consult us about best | |p +n ase og cage the animal is cither killed instantly by equipment. Complete Catalog FREE, | that the disease, while perhaps less viru- a beain shot or cleanly missed, Oat of 

| lent, is spreading. A careful investigation tt mee be BE dee hee “ith 'ABERCROMBIES would doubtless reveal the fact that dis- fC “Arge number o de A i a 
reve CAMP warn | case is taking more birds than all other ets at Hele 4 dated Haney Fe 

| causes combined. If this be true, the only EYES, 1 Con : ble : Set ve get oe 2 
Represented in Larger Cities by Best Dealers | known solution to the problem is to pro- hie an 1 peneRy Fra 1 me Bice Ot Founded, Owned and Operated by the Original | vide more and-better feeding and nesting Ms head. [ am sorry that I cannot say 

DAVID T, ABERCROMBIE CO. areas for the birds throughout their en- the same tor all of my daylight shoot- 
Dept. FS 311 Broadway, New York City | tire course of migration. ng. penne Ihar res ————————————— Litter conditions which have obtained Regular open sights with a U-bar rear 

on the duck marshes of Western Amer- and bright bead iront are best for shoot- 
NOW- Make Every Stop ica during the past twenty years, no Mg at night. I managed hes use the wide 

° i | amount of legislation, however restrictive, PM Peep and he gold need page at 
Magically Enjoyable can arrest the rapid decrease among wa- i WaSeveey: dithieu Gone finally ca ee 

terfowl, Had there been no shooting of ie top half off. the aperture of a spate ‘To camp out the Lineoin way on motor tour | ducks during these great outbreaks, of PeeP sight. I did much the best, shoot- 
a] oF gypsy trail is to enjoy vacationing at its | ye eg ey pee ee re ing with the folding leaf rear sight on IWGP} est! Cool breezes and the thousand thrills of | disease, it is doubtful if conditions would 35. though I habitually use i eS 
AAI bhuire - = + cad fe these... the lure of | be any better today. In fact, the pres. "2, -» Uuuen © Rabitually use the peep SAT camp-cooked meals quickly, easily pre- | ence of a greater number of birds on the Sight on all my rifles for daylight shoot- 

Eee Ee ee marsh might have resulted in a more ing: 4 : ; 

Sega iss crite st: [ample exterminaon i nak "ose bane, bles da, the, worn af 
Aes oe eee Jiffy! Pack too al He Smiren ery are) et ace the horse coolie to have our ponies sad- crowded? Never! In 30 seconds the | YONd the limits of its range. ne . * tcl heeds for four are folded away into| Since the last great outbreak of the fee Taking two vee with us fale 

Ph ioe eI ie Miteiee ecae cee duck sickness the birds are again increas- BRAG toe Wen We a ae ee = as 
Yin a able. Wear and tear proof. Low priced. | ing. This condition will doubtless con- ld = ranted Betere es s fight 

(3 CE at arg oetntda, | tinue until the few remaining marshes RAGGET Tn Sean jel ie f vas Aes 
— CREW MACHINE Coupice . | Wil again be filled with birds. Then, if fnoUgsh to sce the sights of our riffes. is McGREW MACHINE COMPANY | j.7-451, eats itself, we may again wit- hen we turned the horses over to the ee 1105 No, 22 St., Lincoln, Nebraska | or) TCP FA reas two Mois and walked carefully forward I u e ness the great losses which have occurred te EIA too Ge lead = is at the bait 

LAV at fairly regular intervals for’ twenty ' W! naate ae AUD On VETO SOD Cie Balt. ow JNCOLN years. Surely, a country so wealthy. and Suddenly it was broad daylight, and 
seseits so progressive as America will take ac- ees ncaa oF alone, My heart Erbe, Favorite» tion to prevent such a calamity. was pounding like a laboring motor again, 

| i As I neared the bait, though, I heard 
A ‘ no tearing and crunching noises—noth- 
eS |BAGGING A BENGAL TOM-CAT ing. but the heavy drone of the millions | 

_ ee oe ae of flies. The tiger had not found it yet. 
SIT YOURSELF (Coniiied Dons page 22) _ I was disappointed; but Defosse said 

i DOWN AND BE | Cart and trying to unlimber and shoot. it almost always took three or four days 
COMFORTABLE “Don f ite u yelled Defosse. “Those for ie bait ‘e become badly, enough de- 

\ are our bullocks. cayed to make its presence known to a 
“ j -Here’s a chair of nat- We had circled back to camp before wandering tiger; that he had had tigers 

| Eralhardwood= oil" | I knew it, and the bullocks and buffaloes killed on baits two weeks old. A very 
| } back of selected pat-| Were tied under the Mois’ huts. A per- large one had killed_a stray buffalo near 
i mn gl 7a| terns of heavy striped | son needs a guardian and a perfect sense this spot a short time before, he said, 

4 OO ye UA con a enecke of direction for night-hunting. Defosse and this one would certainly come back 
i down and Packs yin! told me of a hunter who shot at one when the bait got high. . 

Price $7.25 4 it in Camp, Cottage,| “eye” and killed a native _ sitting After breakfast we started out on the lit- 
Ene dey cf Silat Boat or on Lawn or) out in the dark smoking a cigar; tle ponies again to make a scouting trip 
‘and Comfort, ache and of another fusileer who shot into a and incidentally try to shoot a chance 

HACKNEY WAGON CO. Wilson, N. C.! Moi hut, thinking that the light through banteng for another bait. Though we saw 
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, ae re Wal 
DUCK SICKNESS AGAIN 

The following clipped from the Salt Lake Tribune of October 2, 1928, shor 

again the need of scientific research. 

The scientist ig in many ways - the hunters best friend. 

"Federai bacteriologists were unable to definitely determine the 

nature of the disease affecting the ducks on the American Falls reser- 

voir, it was shown in a letter received by the local bureau of the 

biological survey today. 

fhe ducks were found to have small hemorrheges in the intestines, 

put no bacterial infections were evident. The sickness among the ducks 

was discovered by T. B. Hyrray of the local bureau, who sent samples 

to San Francisco for analysis. 

The letter pointed out that the disease was similar to one affecting 

the ducks in California and seemed to afflict ducks in shallow water. 

The American Falls reservoir was being lowered at the time the disease 

wes discovered, but the report said no other connection between the 

low water conditions and the disease could be found."
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Ut. 

42h University Farm Place 
September 24, 1938 

Division of Game Management 

Mr. Cranston H. Jordan 
Goddard College 
Plainfield, Vermont ¥ 

Dear Mr. Jordan: 

I believe there is an important place for your 
kind of venture, but I cannot offer any opinion on the 
basis of an outline alone because everything depends on the 
content of the material which the outiine covers. 

You may find some value in a committee report 
about to be published in the Journal of Wildlife Management 
entitled “What Is A Wildlife Manager?f* 

Our prospectuses are just in process of revision. 
I am sending you an old one and will see that you get the 
new ones within a few weeks. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 
enc]



GODDARD COLLEGE 

a PLAINFIELD, VERMONT 

onasaneaae | 
Sept. 18, .1938. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
' 

University of Wisconsin 
; 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

We are attempting to make a start in the field 

of game management by way of a subject which we call 

Recreational Biology. 

It 18 designed chiefly as a cultural course, to 

introduce the students to the values and problems of 

wildlife, to give an introduction to simple ecology, to 

consider fish and game legislation, and to give some 

practical demonstrations and practice in the arts of 

fishing and hunting, to develop an appreciation of real 

sportsmanship. 

Wie also hope eventually to interest some of 

the boys in going into the field of game management - 

1 @islike the term Conservation. We have one boy who 

already has this intention. 

It is easy to see that I have set up very 

ambitious objectives to be reached in one or two years 

during which about seven hours 4 week would be devoted 

to the program. Furthermore I am not an expert ih any 

branch of the field and will have to depend on our state 

fish and game department and one the few really expert 

local s ortsmen for technical help. 

I am vitally interested in the subject and



GODDARD COLLEGE 

PLAINFIELD, VERMONT 

ownernoee 

pelieve it is going to become increasingly important, 

particularly in a state like Vermont which will have to 

depend more and more on her recreational resources for 

future é@eve lopment. 

I laid out a rather formal outline of the proposed 

program in order to sell the idea to our administration. 

I don't intend to formalize the work to the extent indicated 

on the enclosed sheet, particularly as I have only two boys 

to work with this year. I am very anxious to make 

a success of the undertaking and to get enough publicity 

for it so that we may interest a larger group in 

succeeding ye ars. 

I would appreciate your frank comments on the enclosed 

outline. Many of the activities suggssted must be 

ommitted or greatly curtailed to make the program manageable 

at all. I would also like to receive your bulletin - 

Game Management at the University of Wisconsin - And’ to 

receive any further advice you may be willing to give on 

methods of carrying out the program and of instructional 

material written on a level suitable for Junior college 

students. 

Yours trply, 

Lpeudlan Uf fonckaer 
Cranston H. Jordan 

Instructor in science



Goddard College 

RECREATIONAL BIOLOGY- A course designed to introduce the 

student to the wild life resources of the state as they 

are utilized for recreational purposes. the course 

will include the biological relationships of the fish 

and game animals, conservation, fish and game laws, 

methods of hunting and fishing, safety, and good sportsmanship. 

Unit I 

Black Bass 
Biological Kelationships - Ulassification, Life History 

Heology, Distribution. 
Conservation - Game Laws, ‘rotection, Propagation. 
Methods of Fishing - Live Bait, ‘trolling, Bait Uasting, 

Fly Fishing. 
Equipment - Kods, reels, lines, and lures. 
Demonstrations - Bass fishing qquipment. 

Bait Casting. 
Laboratory Practice - bait vasting 
Field rips - bass Fishing in near by lakes. 

Unit IL 

Upland Game Birds 
Biological Relationships - >pecies, Classification, 

“cology, Distribution. 

Conservation - Game Laws, Natural and Managed covers, 

Propagation, Kefuges, fredators. 
Bird Dogs - Types, training, handling. 
Kquipment - Guns for upland shooting. 
Safe handling of firearms. 
Demonstrations = 

Guns and sunting equipment. 
Handling a bird dog. 

Laboratory practice - 

; trap and skeet shooting. 
Field Trips - Observation ot a field trial. 

Upland hunting. 

Unit III 
Deer 

Unit IV Unit VII 
Fish and Game Legislation 

Brook and stream fishing 

Unit V for Trout. 
Ice Fishing Unit VIII 

Lake Fishing for Trout, 
Unit VI Salmon, Lake ‘rout. 

Rabbits 

( The plan is to begin the study of each form 

hear the beginning of its open season.)



| Ve 
BOARD ~  *s FISH AND GAME SERVICE 

# RUSSELL P. HUNTER 

J. J. FRITZ, CHAIRMAN Agee RMD, DIRECTOR 

MIDDLEBURY e ; im FOREST SERVICE 

EDWARD H. MASON ee Eo PERRY H. MERRILL 

R ay Bi ANDOLPH Wo STATE FORESTER 

Ww. D, WOOLSON ar So PUBLICITY SERVICE 

SPRINGFIELD H, H, CHADWICK 

STATE OF VERMONT Director 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISH AND GAME SERVICE 
MONTPELIER, VERMONT 

March 30, 1937. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Agricultural Economics, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Pfofessor Leopold: 

I wish to thank you for the bib- 
liography on deer which you so kindly sent 
to me on March 10. I enjoyed our brief as- 
sociation at St. Louis and I hope that I 
will have an opportunity to follow up this 

deer question further. 

I wish to thank you for your help. i ani y f c 1 
At yow suggestion, I talked to Dr. Calahane 
and he seemed to think that we could get a 

Park Service man assigned to our problems. I 
will keep you informed of any progress we may 
mae in following this study. 

Very truly yours, 

ROT R P Hunter RPH s¥ Re P. I Le
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New Soils Building 
April 8, 1935 

Mr, A, Lawrence Dean 
Extension Service 
State of Virginia 
Blacksburg, Virginia 

Dear Mr. Dean: 

I do not have a particularly complete collection of 
literature on artificial propagation, but I have the fmpression 
that the available literature varies greatly in dependability, 

As 4 starter, are you in touch with all of H. L. 
Stoddard's stuff and all of Coleman's stuff? ‘These two men are, 
I think, at the top of the list, and you can find at least a 
partially complete bibliography for each in the appendix of "Game 
Management." If later you want me to mm through my collection 
of wiscellaneous authors, let me know, 

By “partridge” do you mean roffed grouse? If so, 
tell me first whether you are in touch with all of A, A. Allen's 
stuff and all of Gardiner Bump's stuff, This again is indicated 
in the bibliography, and agein I will run through my collection 
of miscellaneous material if you want me to. 

Give my regards to O'Byrne. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charce, Game Research 

vh



COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 

IN 

AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 

STATE OF VIRGINIA 

YRGINTA AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL Blacksburg, Virginia EXTENSION SERVICE 
AND UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF April 2, 1935 

AGRICULTURE, COOPERATING 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

% Department of Game Conservation 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I have been planning to write to you for 

sometime for advice and information in reference to Partridge 
or quail. You will no doubt be interested to know that I 
started a study of the methods and problems’ pertaining to the 
Artificial Propagation of Quail here in Virginia and other 

nearby states. Could you possibly send me the titles of any 

possible thesis bulletins or other literature pertaining to the 

propagation of this game bird? I would also like to have you 

put me in touch with authorities to whom I might write in 

reference to these problems, and would especially like to have 
you state what are the main problems which the propagator of 

partridge has to meet at the present time, and any other 
information that you see fit to forward to me would be very 

welcome at this time. 

I was talking to an old friend of yours 

here at V. P. I., Professor O'Byrne, who is a member of our 

Extension Staff. As I understand he use to know you when you 

were at Yale University. I hope sometime to meet you in order 

that I may talk over with you problems in reference to this 

subject. 

Yours truly, | 

ie a 
A. Lawrence Dean, 
Asst. Poultry Husbandman 

AID/N
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Soils Yuilding ean 
‘ April 21,1933 d 

MoU. Hart, Sxemtive Secretary ; 
Vireinia Game Commission 
Richwond Va. al 

Dear ir. Harts: 

f t gather from your letter that you have the impression 
that the "model iar” ay committee is trying to draw covers the same 

subject matter as your “saaple arreexent"for Tarsers, I assure you 
it toes not, but rather deals vith a vuca leas iuportunt matter: shoot 
ine preserves and artificial came breediny. I reul? feel very unhappy 

indeed if J thousht any state vere holding up its vlens for organizix 

farmers for wild fame management (which requires no new laws) under. the 
misapprehension that our committee is dealing with that subject. I 
am sendine Seth Gordon a copy of this letter so thet he can clearup = 

any such misunterstan@ine 1° he-thinks it exists. ; 
¢ 

. I thinks vour arreement is fine. {I lave wot 2 slucic critician to 

offer. In my own experience I have fouwt it well to keep these farm Aes 

groups samall,and in such ovent ve have dispensed with any signed agree- 
mete. In your atnte 4t way be necessary to make them larzer, mt in : 

general the rurther. you can cet avay from 2 paid overhead, the less ‘ 

‘ likely mre internal isgutec. 

There is a possibility of coarse that 100 many tickets might be 

‘ sold or thet particular covies, micct eet rounde? too hard simply because 

their locations are kuown, nt it vould probably be wise to let these 
complications come uy later ratasr thot couplic: ita the original set- 

mv. 
: ) 

‘ I take it that ifr. Hanfley will aivise these Associations how to : 

' lay out food and cover. It vould be well t> keep accurate census and 

hunting Jata on representative areas to use in soreadineg the idea. 

thts 43 vha$ Iowa an? Yisconsin are 4oint on their Deronatration Areas. 
Whe state furnishes the sicns for these offielal "“syrle-areas", except 

where a charge ig made for huntine. These furnish their owne 

I prefict success for your entervrize. With best regards 
i 1 

Yours eincersly 

; Aldo Leopeld : 

E



V BE INT? A.WILLIS ROBERTSON, CHAIRMAN 

Tea COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA sania. cea. 
: Nye? LACKSTONE,,VA. 

fre COMMISSION OF GAME AND INLAND FISHERIES Au sci icoate ae 
er Ty all a BEVERLEY W. STRAS, JR..TAZEWELL,VA. 
eg bss RICHMOND ' CARL H.NOLTING,TREVILIANS.VA. 
ge : RICHARD CRANE, WESTOVER.VA. 

M.D- HART. EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
RICHMOND, VA. 

Lexington, Va., 
October 13, 1932. 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I appreciate your letter of the 10th. The program of 
the Virginia Game Department is not organized to my satisfaction, 

and I know that a survey of our situation such as you are pre- 

pared to give us would be very helpful. Unfortunately, the de- 

pression has seriously crippled our operating revenue and for 

the time being, we are merely able to make buckle and tongue meet 

and cannot engage in any new activities. I am glad to report, 

however, that for the first three months of the current fiscal 

: year, our receipts have exceeded those of the same period of last 

year by about $4,000.00, and with a better supply of game in 

general than we have had for the past three years, I am hopeful 

: that receipts during the general hunting season will show a sub- 

stantial increase notwithstanding the depression. 

Please give me some indication of what it would cost for 

you to make a limited survey of conditions in Virginia and to 

assist us in compiling a handbook covering these conditions, with 
suggestions for their improvement. Possibly, after the first of 

the year, we would be in a position to undertake a gork of that 

kind if it did not cost too much. 

Cordially yours, 

¥ ~N 

C ¢ 
A. Willis Robertson. 

AWR:S i



Oct. 17, 1932 

Major A. Willis Robertson, Chairman 
Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries 

Lexington, Virginia 

Dear Major Robertson: 

I estimate that a preliminary size-up of Virginia 

conditions, plus, let us say, a quail handbook, could be made 

in three months. I have reduced my rates to $600 per month 
and the travel expense would be less than $5002‘accordingly it 
would appear that the whole project, exclusive of the printing 

bill, could be executed for @2-f06.42, Soo, 

This is a depression rate which I have been forced 

to quote in order to get any business at all. My Towa work was 

at the rate of $700 per month, which, I may say for your personal 

information, was a considerable reduction below my previais 

Institute rate. 

It is barely possible that Handley, Coleman, and 

Stoddard hare already accumlated enough technical information 

about Virginia to ensble something to be compiled in an even 

shorter period, but in estimating three months, I am playing safe. 

The basis for the handbook would have to be gotten together in 

winter, because food and cover cannot be appraised at other seasons. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh
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ROTA COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA A WILLIS ROBERTSON: Gunman 

a ; OFFICE OF THE SAMUEL pieaout GE anon VAL 

{ ALLAN EPES, stackstone.va 

COMMISSION OF GAME AND INLAND FISHERIES ean can 
OR RICHARD CRANE, westover.va 

Soe ee, LIBRARY BUILDING C,H. NOLTING, TREVILIANS va 

sees “ > M.D. HART Executive SECRETARY 

MPER WY RICHMOND RICHMOND, VA 

April 8, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Just read "Game Methods The American Way" in 
March-April issue of the American Game, by you. 
It is extremely clever and our "Perverted 
Britisher’ I am sure, will appreciate it fully 
since he too is an accomplished writer. The 
pity is we have so few wild life conservation- 

ists who will read your article with real dis- 

cernment. 

Please accept my compliments and believe me, 

I am 

ee oni 

mah; j Me De Hart
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MOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT Mr. Aldo Leopol i ie ot 421 Chemistry Bldg, 
Unive of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wise _ 

September 22, 1930. 

Mr. UW. D. Hart, Executive Secretary, ; 
Commiesion of Game and Inland Fisheries, 
Ric! ’ Va. \ 

Dear Mr. Hart - 

I have just returned from an absence of a month 
to find the copy of your letter dated August 29th to Carlos 
Avery, with the notation that Heyward might be able to operate 
oor this line within his territory, principally in South 
Carolina for a starter. 

I am having copies made of your original letter 
to Avery, together with your note to me, for Heyward's benefit 
and will get his reaction. 

Thank you very much for bringing this to my atten- 
tion, vossibly something will develop out of it later on and 
certainly Heyward will cet in touch with you the next time 
he is in Virginia. 

With best wishes to you all, I am 

Very truly yours, 

L. W. T. Waller, Jr. 
Director of Conservation. 

LYTW/e 

P.S. Mr. Leopold: I am forwarding this on to Heyward for his
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Commonwealth of Virginia 

Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries 

Richmond, Virginia 

August 29, 1930. 

Hon. Carlos Avery, President, 
American Game Protective Assn., 
Woolworth Bldg. 233 Broadway, 

| New York City. 

Dear Carlos: 

I note the michigan plan in your bulletin of September lst. I have 
had a plan in my mind for sometime which I believe would work well, 
viz, in each country community the landowners or farmers form an 
association calling it by some name which may be determined by them, 
Each landowner in this association to agree not to let any person 
except the members of his family residing thereon hunt or fish or 
trap on his property unless said person has an official permit is- 
sued by the secretary of the association. The plan would provide 
that to hunt over this preserve a fee of say two or three dollars 

be charged per day; this money to be covered into the treasury of 
the association and divided in proportion to the number of acres 

of each landowner. Were such farmer game preserve associations 
created, it would mean the landowners would take a real interest 
in increasing the game by were feed and cover for it and too 
they would not permit hunters to kill the breeding stock down too 
closely in any one season because if they did, their preserve would 
be shot out and they would lose the hunters! trade. I am convinced 
that until our landowners (small farmers) are awakened to the mone- 
tary value of the wild life on their lands and are shown how they 
can realize on their game crop just as any other product of the farm 
by proper management, we are not going to see any increase in our game 
supply. 

Free hunting eventually means no hunting. It costs time and money 
to properly care for game. The landowners living upon their property 
are in the best position to raise game naturally and to see proper 
care is given it. If they can be shown its value and how it can be 
turned into money which will go in their pockets, they will begin to 
figure on their game crop just as they do on their other crops and 
since the demand for more and better shooting is increasing steadily, 
this is one crop which will never become a glut on the market. 

Very truly yours, 

M. D. Hart, 
mdh; j Executive Secretary.
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Lt. L. W. T. Waller 

Note attached copy of letter I have just written 

Carlos Avery. I feel satisfied this plan would work well in 

the South Atlantio States which is becoming more and more each 

year the best hunting grounds for the sportsmen of New England. 

I suggest that it might be a good idea for you to have Heyward 

to organize several of these Farmer Game Preserve Ass'ns. He 

could do it easier in 3.C.,his home state, than he could here 

because he is known there whereas if he undertook to do it in 

Virginia they might think he had some ulterior purpose in mind. 

Hoping to see you down this wey soon, 

Sincerely yours, 

M. D. Hart



Sept. & 1930 

{ Mr. M. D. Hart, Executive Secretary 
Commission of Game & Inland Fisheries 

" Richmond, Virginia 

Dear Mr. Hart: 

Mr. Avery has sent me your letter of August 29 
sugresting a system of netghborhood organizations among far- 
mers for the purpose of regulating shooting and managing fame. 

I am extremely interested to have your endorsement 
of this idea, since the Gome Policy Committee of the American 
Game Conference is just completing a report in which this plan 
is given principal envhasis. Your conceiving it independently 
gives us confidence that it is working along the right lines. 

I will see that you get a copy of the Committee's 
report as soon as it 1s avaflable. 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD. 

Chairman, Game Policy Committee
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American Game Protective Association 
Woolworth Building, 233 Broadway 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS New York City 

JOHN B. BURNHAM 

WILLIAM B. GREELEY 

GEO. BIRD GRINNELL 

WILLIAM S. HASKELL. 

RAY P. HOLLAND Sept. 4, 1930 
AUGUSTUS S. HOUGHTON 

WILLIAM B. MERSHON 

GEORGE SHIRAS 3D 

GEORGE D, PRATT 

KARL T. FREDERICK 

CARLOS AVERY 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

J C. PHILLIPS 

Donntriotodiec AND SPORTSMAN Mr. Aldo Le oy old ’ 

He NIRD CONSERVATIONIST 221 Chemistry Bldg., 
L.s Mv i Wi 

MEM UNTER AND MOUNTAINEER Madison ’ Wis. 
HENRY S. Shed 

FORMER U. S. CHIEF FORESTER ‘. 

Tne ore earneel Dear friend Leopold: 
AUTHOR 

Cc. HART MERRIAM t : 

FOUNDER U. S. BIOL, SURVEY I am enclosing a letter which 
HUGH L. SCOTT 

MAJOR GENERAL, U. S. A. 

A. K. FISHER vy : fk 
ic ESHER eee ee recently came to me from our friend Mac Hart 

JOHN E. THAYER 
ORNITHOLOGIST t : : : : 

rer of Virginia,which I am passing to you, as cheir- 
OWNER BLUE MOUNTAIN FOREST PARK 

GEORGE P. MCLEAN 4 " 

JOINT AUTHOR WEEKS-MCLEAN LAW man of the committee on Wild Life Policy. 
‘THEODORE ROOSEVELT 

CONSERVATIONIST AND SPORTSMAN 

c. B. YANDELL 
GAME PROTECTIONIST 

E. T. D. CHAMBERS Yours very truly 
CANADIAN CONSERVATIONIST Ce } 

JOHN M. PHILLIPS Mf ye 

NATURALIST, GAME PROTECTIONIST ft _e oe iGg= ea ee, 
Gas : (Cae _ eae hese 2c. 

= ORNITHOLOGIST 
az A S 

SE CONSERVATIONIST AND SPORTSMAN CARLO s AVERY 

Lede Th Pp i 
“MASTER NATIONAL GRANGE President 

PETER NORBECK 
UNITED STATES SENATOR 

FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
UNITED STATES SENATOR 

AUGUST H. ANDRESEN 
MEMBER OF CONGRESS 

Enc. 
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August 29, 1930 

\ a 

Hon. Carlos Avery, President, 

American Game Protective Assne, 
Woolworth Bldg, 233 Broadway, 

Mew York,City. 

Dear Carlos: 

I note the Michigan plan in your bulletin of September lst. I have had a 
plan in my mind for wometime which I believe would work well, viz, in each 
country community the landowners or farmers form an association calling it 

by some name which may be determined by them. Each landowner in this 
association to agree not to let any person,except the members of his family 
residing thereon, hunt or fish or trap on his property unless said wrson has 
an official permit issued by the secretary of the association. ‘The plan 
would provide that to hunt over this preserve a fee, - say two or three 
dollars be charged per day; this money to be covered into the treasmry of 
the association and divided in propogktion to the number of acreas of each 

landowner. Were such farmer game preserve associations created, it would 

mean the lendowmers would take a real interest in increasing the game by 
providing feed and cover for it and, too, they would not permit hunters to 
kill the breeding stock down too closely in any one season because if they 
did, their preserve would be shot out and they would lose the hunters’ 
trade. I am convinced that until our landomers (small farmers) are 
awaken to the monet value of the wild life on their lands and are 

shown how they can renlize on their game crop just as any other product of 

the farm by proper management, we are not going to see any increase in our 

game supply. 

Free hunting eventually means no hunting. It costs time and money to pro- 

perly care for games The landowmers living upon their property are in the 

best position to raise game naturally and to see proper care is given it. 

If they can be shown its value and how it can be turned into money which 

will go in their pockets, they will begin to figure on their geme crop just 

as they do on their other crops and since the demand for more and better 

shooting is increasing steadily, this is one crop which will never become 

a glut on the market. 

Very truly i 

M. De Hart, 

mah; j Exedutive Secretary.
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353 FOURTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK 

February 18, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

We are sorry to report in answer 

to your letter of February 13th that we 

cannot quote you on DIOMET as this book 

is not ae ue and we do 
“ete 

__-not know by whom it is issued. 
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= STATE CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION 

Wiruiam E. Carson, Chairman, Riverton " PERSAUE ORE SoMa ue 

Coveman Worreas, Vice-Chairman, Richmond bs! , ace ee re 
Jumivs BP. bndeunn, (Roaseke vg Water Resources anp Power 

E, Guirercu Dovson, Vorfolk y { a a arcs 
Rurus Ronerts, Culpeper we = NY ane 
Tuomas L. iy Ane, NS _ Ancutarotocy ann History 

Lee Lone, Dante 2 ae e ee 

, en £ STATE FOREST SERVICE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY TO 

Executive Sec’y and Treas., Richmond UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY, VA. 

CHAPIN JONES, STATE FORESTER 

PHONE 518, CHARLOTTESVILLE December 24,5 1929 

SUBJECT: 

Mre Aldo Leopold, . 
2222 VanHise Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Aldo: 

I have just seen by the Program of the 
Society of American Foresters, scheduled for Decem- 
per 30 and 31, that you are to deliver a paper on 
“Environmental Controls for Game Through Modified 
Silviculture". This is a subject in which the 
Virginia Forest Service is greatly interested at 
this time, particularly since possibilities of 
cooperation between the Forest Service and the 
Commission on Game and Inland Fisheries are being 
considerede It will be of great value to us if we 
can have the information which I know will be con- , 
tained in your papere (, oe a Ty : 

Possibly you may be interested in learn- 
ing of our Plan for the Acquisition and Management 
of State Forests, which is now being given consider- 
able publicity in this Statee The Plan has been 
mimeographed for distribution and I am enclosing a 
copy for your informations Any comments which you 
might care to make in regard to this Plan, parti- 
cularly pertaining to the effect which the consum- 
ation of such a plan would probably have upon the 
maintenance and propagation of fish and game through- 
out the States, will be appreciatede 

With kindest personal regards and the 
season's greetings, I amy, 

Very sincerely yours, 

a / nate a 

CHAPIN JONES, 
State Forestere 

Pe. : 
encle ;



THE PLAN OF THE VIRGINIA FOREST SERVICE FOR THE yo Iw 
ACQUISITION AND MANAUEMENT OF STATE FORESTS (by 3 

‘ by 

Chapin Jones, State Forester, 
University of Virginia, Charlottesville 

September 30, 1929 

INTRODUCTION 
About 14,750,000 acres of land in Virginia, out of the total of 

25,767,680 acres, are woodede There is an additional area of about : 

1,200,000 of waste land, which formerly bore timber and is capable of doing 

so againe ‘The forest and waste land combined constitute about 16,000,000 

acres, about 62 per cent of the land area of the States 

The amount of lend actually farmed is steadily decreasing, through 

the abandonment of fields, Evidently, what use, if any, is made of this 

vast area of forests and abandoned fields is of tremendous importance in 

its bearing on the prosperity of the States 

The practice of forestry on this great area of forest and near~ 

forest land would make it far more productive, probably at least doubling 

the growth of woode To make our forests and waste and idle lands produce 

as they can and should be made to produce is the object of the plan of 

the Virginia Forest service for the acquisition by the State of are® sui- 

table for demonstration forestse ‘These forests are also intended for use 

as game refuges and as public hunting and fishing groundse ‘The Forest 

Service has been instructed by the Conservation and Development Commissior. 

to investigate areas suitable for these Purposese 

SOME OF THE PURPOSES OF STATE DEMONSTRATION FORESTS 

The Teaching of Forestry 

Tt is considered particularly urgent that a beginning be made in 

the acquisition of a system of demonstration forests for the Statee It is



ma ‘ \ 

recomended that one such forest, of about 10,000 acres, be established in 

each Countye Such forests are well suited te the demonstration of actual 

practical forestry. ‘the Virginia people, accustomed as they are to utilisz- 

ing timber but not to producing it, may see these two activities combined 

on a permanent basis ard apply the lessons thus learned to their own properties 

The practice of forestry, once fully established, will insure the state per- 

manent industries based on locally produced raw materialse ‘The annual pro= 

duction of each such individual forest can eventually support a permanent 

local industry capable of utilizing the equivalent of 10,000 board feet of 

lumber per day and thus make a substantial permanent contribution to the 

industrial life of the Local community, in which it is establishede 

Providing for Game Refuges and Public Hunting Grounds 

the Virginia Forest Service would manege these proposed demonstra 

tion forests, with the help of the Game and Inland Fisheries Commission, in 

such a way as to assist materially in the maintenance of the supply of game 

and game fish, and at the sume time to provide hurting and fishing grounds 

for the use of the public. An area four miles square contains about 10,000 

acress It is proposed to utilize the central twenty-five per cent, or 

about 2500 acres, as a game refuge, and the bordering seventy-five per cent, 

or about 7500 acres, as hunting and fishing Brourdse It is believed that 

this arrangement would not only effectually prevent the undue reduction of 

gume on the individual demonstration forest, but would also provide an over-= 

flow sufficient to substantially increase the game population of the surround= 

ing country. This provision for public shooting grourds, covering approx= 

imately twelve square miles of each demonstration forest, weuld make it 

possible for the citizen who does not own wild lards and who does net wish 

te trespass upon the lands of cthers te hunt or fish as a public right and 

privileges
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Providing Recreation and Other Bonefitse 
| 

For the general well-being of the local community, such forests would 

also contribute valuable outdoor recreational arease In many cases these areas 

should contain sites where provision can be made for the construction and main= 

tenance of dams to provide lakes for the recreational use of the publice Such 

areas can and should be used to provide wild life, game and fish refuges, as 

well as public hunting and fishing groundse In some instances they will be 

able to provide space for the storege of healthfuly potable waters for human 

consumptione In any locality, such forests, properly protected and managed, 

will exert desirable influences upon the local climate by ameliorating the | 

extremes of heat and cold and by the conservation of rainfalle 
| 

A forest fire protection plan such as is necéssary to Protect nen 

a 10,000 acre demonstration forest will need to provide many roads, trails, 

and fire lines, which may be used and enjoyed by the public while serving the | 
routine needs of the forest menagenent and protection. ‘The improvement of 

streams for fish habitation, the providing of feeding grounds for game and 

other wild life end the development of camp sites at springs and on suitable 

streams will all terd to make the demonstration forests attractive and useful 

to the publics 

STATS FOREST PURCHASES REPRESENT INVESTMENTS = NOT EXPENDITURES 

State forests, under the sare and managemant of the Virginia Forest 
Service, may be expected to increase in value as time goes one When brought to 
full production, they can be made to pay regular anual returns to the State, 
from the sale of timber, Should it ever become desirable to sell these for= 
ests their improved condition and their increased stands of timber should 
make Jt possible to sell them at a profite
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E.l.pu Pont pE NEMouRS & COMPANY fds 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION July 25, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. (U.W.) 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Leopold: 

Heyward has just come up from his district 
in the south and has brought some interesting figures on 
the take of game in Virginia and a comparison of the seasons 
1927-28 with 1928-29, I am copying the figures on this take 
for you. These are advance figures, as far as '28 and '29 
are concerned and should not be publicized until Virginia has 
had an opportunity of publishing them herself. The interest- 
ing part of this report is that the increase of game in 
Virginia, with the exception of woodcock, clapper rail and 
snipe, has been entirely in the migratory bird class. All 
Native game, except some species usually trapped, show a 
decrease, 

This result is somewhat interesting inasmuch 
as Virginia has a rather progressive game administration and 
is doing some good work, Of course at this distance it is 
impractical to draw any conclusions from these reports because 
of the fact that the decrease this year may be due more largely 
to a better censo® system than anything else. 

With further reference to my suggestion with 
regard to Maine, I find that practically the same condition 
obtains in North Carolina, that Col. Harrison, a new man in 
charge of the Commission, appears progressive and active and 
is looking for advice, He does not know very much of what 
is going on and might, of course, carry out any suggestions 

‘ that you care to offer, This entirely for your information 
and such action as you might care to take, as I do not know 
in any way the practicability of your carrying out any sug- 
gestions I may have made, 

je ee, t sincerely yours, 

se 
Aas. DOR RR. 

LWTW: LCM L. W. T, WALLER, JR, - ASS'T DIRECTOR



GAME KILLED IN VIRGINIA - SEASON 19288 - 29 

Total ; 

Killed 
Rabbits 350 ,131 decrease from last year - 409,491 

Squirrels 164,912 - , , " — 530,408 : 

Muskrats 96,402 increase " ” " - 68,160 

Minks 11,150 decrease " 'g " — 18,266 

Opossums 110,304 increase * - " — 94,826 

Raccoons 18 ,222 . " , " « 17,798 

Otters 4,794 7 . " 138 

Bear 139 decrease " . fe 909 

Doves 64,315 increase " , eee eer 

Woodcock 3,111 decrease " 4 ae 4,190° 

Ducks 141,305 increase * 4 " -— 66,764 

Geese 18,560 . " 4 "= 7,403 

Brant 381 - # " foe 210 

Coots 20,090 . A 7 4 @ 6,350 

Clapper Reil 260 decrease " " a) Sis 

Sora Rail 35,336 increase " " # = 30,000 

Snipe 6,061 decrease " , #105880 

Quail 243,942 . . a " — 315,452 

R. Grouse 11,361 ‘ . - " = 13,220 

Turkey 6,204 " a " oe 8 aL e 

Deer 561 4 i . 1 o. 687
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oughly to the public as an essential, con- ee “7A 4 ae or ie ae aT: e) 3 
structive, contributing factor in the com- if uh ena Wek aae _ — ri ae : 
munity, as opposed to the view that a [AM ry BLAST OP =H . Ea ae : 
bank is a necessary evil for the conduct of ; Bar ee HUNTERS 1 of | a : A 
business with which one has to make his bd 8 "ers : Pe e - EMR A 
peace against a day of need. 3 or goa | GA a 

Here is a nation of 130,000,000 people, me V a Per 

wealthier than all others ; more alert to er cali 28 |. aa Bee 

progress and modern ideas; full to over- ed - ey @ aa 

flowing with natural resources; equipped el at io ia | 
with modern machinery for mass produc- eg ag lets ie = 
tion. The banks are bulging with billions ~~ - a aa Se 
of dollars that they are anxious to hire ee Pe = a — ee 
out for use in putting our 12,000,000 un- Ve ee 
employed to work. eo 

Research is being resorted to by the Hunters report their results at roadside contact stations 
banks to ascertain how they can be useful 
and instrumental in working out programs 

to apply to our raw materials that we have s * itiee) 
in such abundance, and the labor that is Virginia S 
so ready to be employed in converting this 
supply into usable wealth. The capital is \ x Js 
here; management is available. There is ildlife Future 
lacking a profitable, feasible method 

whereby the combination of labor, capital, Contributed by 

management, and raw material, can be the GEORGE WASHINGTON and JEFFERSON NATIONAL FORESTS 
codrdinated to the end that our living con- 

ditions be improved day by day and decade Ce NEWS comes with the announce- advantage of the wildlife possibilities and 
by decade for an ever widening circle of ment of the creation in Virginia of the work already being done on the mil- 

the people. : f a 1,400,000-acre state and federal wild- lion and a half acres of the George Wash- 
_ Banking is awakening to its responsi- life management area, designed to as- ington and Jefferson National Forests in 

bility and opportunity. Through research sure improvement in the wildlife and fish the uplands of western Virginia, and by 
it is setting forth to study the immediate populations and their environmental con- combining authorities and responsibilities 

local communities as to ways and means ditions in the mountainous sections of the creates the largest managed open public 

whereby the credit with which it is charged Old Dominion. Sportsmen and conserva- hunting ground east of the Mississippi. 

as custodian may be utilized in developing — tionists have already marked this venture 
each community. It is seeking to imple- and are looking forward with confidence THE PROGRAM GIVES PROMISE OF GENU- 
ment these opportunities to their fullest as Virginia joins with the U. S. Forest ine conservation of natural resources. 

extent, whether they be in personal en- Service in pioneering the largest, most Let us go back a few years and review 

deavor, private entefprise, or public under- cohesive, most promising wildlife man- the steps that made it possible. In 1911 ac- 

taking. With much is banking charged. agement program in the East. tion was initiated under federal and state 

Of it much can be expected through the At the last session of the General As- acts to acquire land in the mountains of 
development of its research programs. sembly of Virginia a law was passed Virginia for forested areas to protect the 

Sai Oe ae authorizing the Commission of Game and watersheds and conserve the growing 
Sig THEN, IS HELD TO BE THE DUTY Inland Fisheries to enter into a codperative timber. These areas for the most part had 

OF THE MAN OF WEALTH: To set an agreement with the federal Forest Service been logged over. Many landowners had 
example of modest, unostentatious living, to define the means and methods to be cut the timber and were no longer inter- 

shunning display or extravagance; to pro- taken to improve the fish and game re- ested in the land or forests. Spring and 
vide moderately for the legitimate wants sources of Virginia. This law came into fall these forests were afire, each fire 

of those dependent upon him; and, after being by reason of untiring efforts and co- further devastating and denuding the 
doing so, to consider all surplus revenues operation among sportsmen, sponsors of — land, destroying soil and timber. Besides 

which come to him simply as trust funds, wildlife, and nature loving citizens. On the loss of remaining or potential timber, 

which he is called upon to administer, and June 3, 1938, the codperative agreement the natural habitat of wildlife and fish 

strictly bound as a matter of duty to ad- was signed by Carl H. Nolting, chairman was disappearing. The silt from rapid 

minister in the manner which in his judg- of the Commission of Game and Inland stream runoff and the ashes from forest 

ment, is best calculated to produce the Fisheries, and R. M. Evans, regional for- _ fires reduced fish populations. Man was 

most beneficial results for the community. ester of the Eastern Region of the United _ tracking the last vestiges of the wild things 

—Andrew Carnegie. States Forest Service. This agreement takes remaining. Wildlife was being destroyed. 
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Federal funds and the coéperation of animals; to maintain sufficient breeding agency will have a fish resource map show- 

the state accounted for the purchase of stock of all species so that there will be ing the portion of each stream assigned 

this forest land. provided the maximum surplus of game _ to it for stocking. Each year the number of 

Public-spirited codperation by the animals, fur bearers, birds, and fish for fish to be stocked will be determined. This 
people living within and adjacent to the annual harvest by sportsmen and trappers; map will also show fishing intensity, mak- 

National Forests, together with the pro- to increase and stabilize the carrying ca- ing it possible for both agencies better to 
tection and rebuilding being carried on by pacity by improving the environment; to distribute the fish to take care of heavily 
federal Forest Service forces, has so re- maintain animal populations not to exceed __ fished sections of streams. The number and 
duced forest fires and improved the for- the maximum natural carrying capacity for size of fish to be stocked will be propor- 
ests during the past two decades that the any one species; to effect and maintain tioned to the revenue received from the 

wildlife habitat is rapidly being restored. wildlife populations in harmony with all purchase of the National Forest special 
The United States Forest Service con- other forest users; to protect and preserve permit stamp. 

trols the land. The Virginia Commission the esthetic value of wild animals and Law Enforcement,—The two National 
of Game and Inland Fisheries controls birds of both the game and nongame spe- Forests are divided into nine ranger dis- 

the wildlife. The relatively few private cies; and last, to control the number of _ tricts of approximately 160,000 acres each. 

ownerships that are importantly involved undesirable species where and when it is In the past these large areas were covered 
in the game problem of these extensive necessary in order to effect -a good eco- for game purposes by thirty county ward- 
rugged upland areas are generally sympa- _ logical and biological balance. : ens who could devote but a small part of 
thetic and codperative. Wildlife Stocking —At the present time their time to the National Forest area be- 

Now we are ready to set definite upland 4 wildlife survey of the management area cause each had an entire county to patrol. 
wildlife objectives and ready for all forces shows twenty-one small herds of deer and It is now planned to augment these ward- 
to work together to accomplish them. a turkey range extending over half of the ens by deputizing all qualified Forest Serv- 

area. During the next five years it is ice officers. As funds are available from 
SECTION 24-A OF THE VIRGINIA GAME planned to join these deer herds by the sale of the special permit for hunting, fish- 
Law provides, in addition to the regular additional stocking of approximately 2,000 ing, and trapping in these National Forest 
resident or nonresident license required deer. This method of stocking will assure areas additional local men will be em- 
by law, that everyone desiring to hunt, fish, uniform distribution and more favorable ployed on the protective force. Each year 
or trap on the lands of the National Forest hunting when the open season is permitted. the law enforcement organization in each 
Codperative Area shall purchase a Na- As fast as turkeys become available it is of the nine ranger districts will meet to 
tional Forest Permit Stamp costing $1. planned to extend the present range to review the past year’s accomplishments 

The funds derived from the sale of this cover all of the area. Through stocking, -and through detailed planning bring about 
stamp will make possible the effective pro- beaver colonies will be established on improved efficiency in the protection work 
tection, restocking, and development of streams suitable for beaver but not con- for the coming year. 
this huge public hunting area. These sidered good fishing streams. Beaver res- Wildlife Improvements—In carrying 

stamps, issued by the Game Commission, toration will bring back to Virginia one out the objectives of the wildlife restora- 
can be obtained from any county or city of its most valuable fur bearers. tion program one of the most important 
clerk. One of the essentials to the success Fish Stocking—The plans for fish jobs is wildlife range improvement. This 
of the new program will be that sports- stocking provide for the correlation of work will be accomplished largely by the 
men and nature lovers purchase this stamp, state and federal fish planting. In the past aid of the Civilian Conservation Corps, 
even those who may not intend to hunt or _ these activities have been carried on sym- under the direction of the United States 
fish in the National Forest area at this pathetically but almost independently of Forest Service. The program involves a 
time. , one another. Under the new plan each multitude of jobs, including the construc- 

The area embraces the lands of the 
George Washington and Jefferson Na- 
tional Forests, located in whole or in part Kee an 

in thirty of Virginia’s 100 counties. Game beanie yo Bei. 
laws bias to the area are formulated i NATIONAIL FORESTS OF VIRGINIAG 
by the Commission of Game and Inland Eye pI > 5 By in 
Fisheries and can be found in the state ee ta, 5 ae wT ara - a ie yy 

ame laws booklet, obtainable from the Sapa Pts Me it alan aeliy, +3 . i Ti. lll, aed 

Pine Commission or from any county a her Sere ae Y Fi i i 3 i 
game warden. 2 SAEs] ey, j wh ne AG , i ied a L 

Dee Patsy > 79/2; oe iy Py eer f 
THE IDEA BEHIND THE JOINT MANAGE- fe eer 74 me ht | ai ie ee a By ef 
ment plan is to assure the proper protec- en A 1h ae : 3m By i Ess nent p 0 as proper p Ri bY tM os KY, 9. ye (i oy 
tion and progressive development of the | A 0 a7) of Vad y ~ mip itt = ‘Nee 
wildlife resources of this vast public hunt- igs LAG y ait” hs Val AY Ny, a cn aa he 

ing area, The three immediate objectives mea! py i Ye bs Ha Xs ae fe oe He EY : ao MA 
are: (1) restocking the area with wildlife ies, e Z ni SY PO 8 eh PS =r se 
and fish, (2) protection, and (3) improve- an ig 7,167 Salas ag 8 B, << wae 
ment of the eons cranes = ae Bea iran —S 

These objectives will be accomplished ys wea Bt Sb Mi 2 Lip —<. =a al Hr, 
and supplemented in the long run by seven PERMIT? t HUNT TRAP-FISH $1 
major efforts: To effect, insofar as possi- ell = SRS age rl of 4% 
ble, a natural balance of all wild birds and i 
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Vermont deer liberated in the George Washington National Forest 

tion of two-man portable patrol cabins; mission of Game and Inland Fisheries and vey, Bureau of Fisheries, and Virginia 
the improvement and posting of closed the United States Forest Service to make Polytechnic Institute Wildlife Research 
areas; the creation of ‘‘slashings’ through a more thorough study of conditions on Unit will be combined to solve the many 
timber sales, to provide openings, edges, the ground, including the making of research problems now confronting us in 
browsing and budding areas for deer, game population censuses, before propos- wildlife management. It is planned that 

turkey, and grouse; the installation of ing necessary changes in the regulations each year representatives from these agen- 
roadside contact stations from which in- for the betterment of wildlife. The aid of cies will meet and agree upon an annual 
formation will be gathered on the number the public will be enlisted in this study plan which will furnish data on current 
of animals, birds, and fish taken by sports- so that they will be familiar with con- problems, At the present time food-habit 
men; the improvement of abandoned ap- ditions and give their support to such _ studies on ruffed grouse, wild turkey, bear, 
ple orchards and old fields, which are changes as may be desirable and necessary. raccoon, reptiles, and predacious species 
a valuable source of food for wildlife; the Control of Undesirable Species—Con- are practically completed. To this have 
planting of cover and food-bearing plants — trol of undesirable species will be initiated been added nest destruction studies by the 
in areas that have been opened by timber only when it is necessary and will be con- Biological Survey and growth rate studies 
sales; the improvement and maintenance fined to those areas where detailed surveys on trout by the Bureau of Fisheries. 
of fields and openings throughout the show a concentration of undesirables ex- 
forest area which provide an abundance of _ isting. Extreme care will be exercised in THIS, IN GENERAL, IS THE MANAGEMENT 

natural herbaceous foods for turkey and order to prevent the unnecessary reduction plan that is being undertaken. That some 
grouse; the improvement of fishing of any one species below the point re- broad step, that would avoid temporizing 

streams by the construction of installations quired to check the drain on other species. and skirt the dangers of limited accom- 
designed to increase food and shelter. Control of fur-bearing species will be ef-  plishments resulting from divided respon- 

Closed Wildlife Areas——Within the fected through commercial trapping in the _ sibilities, was necessary is apparent to all 
wildlife management area a large number interest of the local people. During years who know how decimated the stocks of 
of carefully selected closed areas have been when fur prices are low a limited amount _ upland wildlife in Virginia have become in 
established. These range from 2,500 acres of control may be necessary by the pro- recent generations. , 
to 30,000 acres in size and hunting will tective organization. In addition to the interest of those in 

be prohibited in them until the wildlife Emergency Feeding, — Occasionally our own state, it should be remembered 
population in the surrounding area has there are winters when severe conditions that the section of Virginia in which this 
been restored to the desired level. of snow, sleet, and ice prevail. Snow be- management will take place is located 

Educational Projects —Each of the nine comes deep and encrusted with ice, pre- within one day’s drive of nearly 30,000,- 

ranger districts in the two National Forests venting the wildlife, especially turkey, 000 people, including at least 450,000 
is now preparing an educational program from reaching their food supply. It is professed hunters and fishermen. Aside 
which contemplates furnishing wildlife during ‘these periods that wildlife popu- from the potential expenditure of $2,- 
conservation information on bird and lations reduced by starvation toa weakened 500,000 by possibly 50,000 of these 
plant life to hundreds of schools to enable condition contract disease and may die. sportsmen annually in the state, there is 
our future sportsmen and nature lovers to Severe winter conditions have been the natural interest in our resources and the 
understand better the problems confront- known to reduce certain species of wildlife proper desire to develop them to the full- 
ing them. In addition, wildlife exhibit to a point where several favorable breed- est for both practical and esthetic pur- 
material and motion pictures will be made ing years ate required to restore it to its poses. 
available to large public gatherings in the former levels. To ameliorate this situation With the main controlling forces work- 
hope of stimulating interest in restoring the protection organization will be trained ing hand in hand and with the public of- 
one of Virginia’s most valuable natural in methods of emergency feeding to assure fering a generous measure of codperation, 
resources, adequate feeding of those species which it is not too much to hope that Virginia 

Game Census and Bag Limits.—As the accept such help from man. will again one day become a home of 
intensive management program is applied Research_—The efforts of the state and _ wildlife in keeping with the tradition that 
it is the intention of the Virginia Com- Forest Service, Bureau of Biological Sur- made it notable in this field in the past. 
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Lambert Martin 

Goosecreek Valley, from the Blue Ridge 

By JEAN STEPHENSON 

rae any highway crossing of the Blue mountains that for all practical purposes Vermont reaches Massachusetts where it 
Ridge one is likely to see white would be endless. winds among the Berkshire Hills to the 

board signs, reading “Appalachian Trail.” The idea was received with much en- wooded summits of western Connecticut, 

These signs mark one of the greatest thusiasm and a group around New York then extends on to New York and across 
amateur recreational projects of the East, cut a small segment of trail which might the Hudson River on the Bear Mountain 

a mountain trail which stretches from be used as part of such a project. Interest Bridge, through the high hills of northern 
Maine to Georgia. then lagged until 1926, when Arthur New Jersey to the Delaware Water Gap, 

It is not a motor way. Much of it is Perkins, a retired lawyer of Hartford, and along the crest of the Blue Mountains 

not even suitable for horses. It is a foot- Conn., revived it. He traveled up and _ of eastern Pennsylvania. To the south of 
path, a backbone trail, the first great pro- down the seaboard states making contacts Harrisburg it crosses the Cumberland 
ject in a vast trail system which some and planning where the trail might go. Valley to South Mountain, which it fol- 
day will lead to innumerable points of Among his associates was Myron H. lows through Pennsylvania and across 
scenic interest and through vast wilder- Avery of Lubec, Maine, now an admiralty Maryland, then goes up the historic tow- 
ness or near-wilderness areas which are lawyer in Washington, D. C., who, in path for a few miles, over the Potomac 
forever calling to those who derive enjoy- 1927, organized the Potomac Appalachian River to Harper's Ferry, and across the 
ment from walking or camping in the Trail Club, and in the next few years beautiful Shenandoah to the Virginia 

wild. various groups in Virginia. On Mr. _ shore. 
Perkins’ death, Mr. Avery became, in Across Virginia the trail follows the 

Ir WAs IN 1921 THAT BENTON MACKAYE 1931, chairman of the board of managers crest of the Blue Ridge from Chimney 

of Shirley, Mass. pointed out in the Jovr- of the Appalachian Trail Conferefice, and Rock, opposite Harper's Ferry at the junc- 
nal of the American Institute of Architects under his supervision the trail has been tion of the Potomac and Shenandoah 
that people of the eastern United States, put through to completion. The last link rivers, to just beyond Damascus, where 
living often in crowded cities and almost _ was cut on Sugarloaf Mountain in Maine it crosses into Tennessee. Along this 
always under such urban conditions that in August, 1937. stretch of 500 miles it leads to the sum- 

they were deprived of the contact with mits of high mountains, along cliffs, 
nature that had meant so much to their THs APPALACHIAN TRAIL STRETCHES through spectacular forest growth, and 

forefathers, had at their back door a great from Mt. Katahdin in Maine to Mt, Ogle- over cleared, rounded knobs affording 
wilderness area which could be utilized to thorpe in Georgia, a distance of 2,050 beautiful views in all directions. Side trails 
give to the town dweller some opportunity miles. One-quarter of this mileage is in lead into somber mountain canyons or to 
for outdoor life. Taking his cue from the Virginia. picturesque “hollows,” in some of which 
meaning of the Indian word “Appa- From Katahdin it crosses the central can still be found “mountain folk,” always 

lachian,” Endless, he proposed an Appa- Maine wilderness, traverses the White friendly to travelers on the trail. 

lachian Trail, a footpath through the Mountains, by way of the Long Trail of For ninety-six miles the trail traverses 
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the Shenandoah National Park, where eee: fi ll. SRE. Be TE 
ee ee - ga ee iy iN much of the route opened by the Potomac rs OE Se | ea ee 

Appalachian Trail Club of Washington, oe Foy, Fa ok Sees i . | ¥ e- 
D. C. in 1927 is now followed by the OY ice! ere Fo ie ~ 
course of the Skyline Drive; the National | a fie Tyre \ \ hs a 
Park Service has constructed a new route ’ i as i MW e 
for the Appalachian Trail to replace the 3 4 eS b Be 
one obliterated. Farther south it goes , 2 oe ae 
through the George Washington National eee ; 
Forest and still farther south through «s > | ik a 
the Jefferson National Forest. Aside from — & i a) a. 74 * 
these public areas the trail goes over pri- - ie eed > wa 
vate lands. ba a geo 4) or 

The trail is marked with white paint x 2 ae BS 
blazes (side trails with blue) and with 4 7 “gy » ~— 
white board signs giving distances. The Cn ‘ me se . <a : tag 
Potomac Appalachian Trail Club of Wash- me oo ates SS St 
ington has prepared a 500-page guide- Sete. a Z ar 
book giving detailed trail directions so Ne ey gest ee ee. 
that even though in some sections prolific Fagard eae SS i ag iteeete 
summer growth tends to obscure the trail, een gt aly see eee eileen ee ee 
the way can still be followed. Approaches Ta Ee roa Rea ea er es ’ 
and distances measured on the ground by a : 
a measuring wheel are all shown. Maps A luncheon campfire on the Appalachian Trail 
are also available, 

maintained by the Potomac Appalachian _ times several hundred, from Washington 
THERE IS NO PRIMEVAL WILDERNESS LEFT Trail Club of Washington, D. C. (through alone go to the Virginia mountains. Many 
in Virginia. Even the wild mountain lands the Shenandoah National Park in co- of these go by private cars—in groups of 
were at one time occupied, though in some operation with the National Park Service) ; two to twelve. On a Sunday night the eat- 
cases the occupation was of short dura- from Rockfish Gap to the Old Fincastle ing places in the towns on the way home 
tion. The timber was cut, the fish taken Road, by the Natural Bridge Appalachian are filled with “hikers.” Several times a 
from the streams, but the people have Trail Club of Lynchburg; from the Old month there will be bus loads of thirty to 
moved on and the mountain regions have Fincastle Road to Sweet Anne Hollow, by sixty people, members of various hiking 
relapsed to the wild. Through the Appa- the Roanoke Appalachian Trail Club; clubs. The smaller groups usually go for 
lachian Trail and the side trails which from Sweet Anne Hollow to U. S. Route the week end. Larger groups frequently 
inevitably develop from it, these wilder- 58, by the Mountain Club of Virginia, a go for week ends and several times a year 
ness areas are becoming accessible to city, unique organization whose membership is stay in the Valley towns adjacent to the 

. town, and country dwellers alike, Each composed of those who have worked on trail for two, three, or four days, going 
year an increasing number come from the _ the trail; from U. S. Route 58 to Meadows each day to the mountains. Groups from 
South through the Smokies and Unakas of Dan—Bell Spur Church Road, by John Baltimore, Hagerstown, and other places 
and follow the Appalachian Trail north- R. Barnard of Meadows of Dan. The in Maryland are devoting much time to ex- 
ward through Virginia; or, coming from United States Forest Service keeps up the ploring Virginia via the Appalachian Trail. 
the North across Maryland, follow it trail from New River to Damascus and Every season increasing numbers seek 
south, the Tennessee line. All these organizations the Virginia Blue Ridge for a vacation, 

The traveler on the trail sees many and individuals maintaining the trail are staying through the week at some of the things denied to the motorist. While one grouped in the Appalachian Trail Con- attractive open leantos found here and 
may drive to the tops of some mountains, ference with headquarters in Washington, there along the trail, the cabins maintained 
the finest viewing points can be reached which has jurisdiction over the entire by the various trail clubs, or in nearby 
only on foot. While White Oak Canyon is trail from Katahdin in Maine to Ogle- towns. 
accessible to those who park their cars on thorpe in Georgia. In the course of time, trail and hiking 
the Skyline Drive, there are dozens of The biennial meeting of the Appala- clubs will no doubt be formed in various 
other hollows of equal beauty which are chian Trail Conference is held in rotation towns and cities in Virginia, so that with- 
almost unknown to Virginians and will north of the Delaware, south of Virginia, in the next few years we may expect to 
remain unknown except to those who fol- or in the central section, These meetings see many Virginians making use of the 
low the Appalachian Trail. are attracting an increasing number of Appalachian Trail. 

Here and there are found remnants of — those interested in the out-of-doors, More at 
the virgin timber that once covered the than 230 delegates were registered at Further information on the Appalachian 
hillsides. Wild flowers are everywhere. the 1937 conference, representing sixteen Trail can be secured from the Appalachian 
One may spend day after day in some states and the District of Columbia. Trail Conference, 901 Union Trust Build- 
sections without meeting another person ing, Washington, D. C. Lists of available 
or passing a habitation. AT THE PRESENT TIME PROBABLY MORE publications, guidebooks, and maps of the 

people from outside Virginia know and Virginia section can be secured from the 
FROM THE CROSSING OF THE SHENAN- use the trail than do Virginians. Not a Potomac Appalachian Trail Club at the 
doah River to Rockfish Gap, the trail is week end passes but thirty to 150, some- same address. 
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Ruffed Grouse 
X Virginia ,— 

Cycle 

Seth Gordon tells me (Game Conference, 1936) of flushing 56 

ruffed grouse in one day near Hot Springs, Va. This was on November 16, 

1935. Game officials from Va. and N. Carolina also told me of a 

recent pick-up in Ruffed Grouse which would indicate a general high 

in the Appalachian ranges 

| 

| 

| 
|



Nelson,A.L. “A Prelimigary Report on the Winter Food of 

Virginia Foxes" Journal Of Mammalogy Vol ry 

No I,PP40 - 42 (February, 1933) 

go PhAb, erays,I5 reds. Mostly rabbits and mice. Only 3 grays and I red 

had eaten game birds. Examinations by U.S.B.S.
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60 AMERICAN GAME 

e192 e J : . Want More Quail? Here’s How 
Dog Trainer Demonstrates Success of Game Management 

By C. Mortimer Palmer 

ss IX birds, no more, no less!” Only by the working of dogs practically nine kaffir corn, maize, millet, buckwheat and 
S six quail found on 3,000 acres in months of the year. No dog work is done sorghum, with field corn mixed in all the 

the heart of Virginia during a during the most important part of the patches in open country. These plants, 
week’s hunt! quail breeding season— May, June and particularly the last six, are all built on 

This was the discouraging experience of July. Mr. Craig admits he should not a sturdy stalk, which will stand up and 
Willie Craig, veteran dog trainer, after work the dogs during August as well, but hold its store of grain through the severe 
he had completed a survey of the place _ the fact that so many field trials are called — storms of the winter, making the food ac- 
he bought near Trevilians six years ago early in the fall compels him to work some _ cessible to the birds. The others lie closer 
for training his dogs. of his dogs during this month to prepare to the ground and fill in this space, afford- 

Idle bemoaning would not produce more _ them for these trials. In spite of this con- ing better hiding places to birds surprised 
birds. Grumping would not replace cover, stant stirring up by dogs, the birds have by their enemies while feeding. The ability 
nor would quail food thrive on sighs and increased tremendously and thrive beau- of the strong stalks of the corn, etc., to 
disappointment. Here was a problem _ tifully. hold up through inclement weather insures 
which must be faced immediately. It Se a supply of grain food spread out over threatened his business, his livelihood and ie 4 the months when birds find it most difficult 
the welfare of his family. The same prob- . to get enough food to keep up their stamina 
lem of scarcity is facing sportsmen all over to combat bad weather and enemies. Er- 
the country. What was to be done to get rington says, as a result of his investiga- more birds on the place? The state doesn’t tions in Wisconsin, that well-fed covies 
present them with their compliments. Lib- came through the winter with little or no 
erating hand-reared birds is expensive. Dias mortality. The stored energy of well-fed 

But birds were needed immediately. . Re birds enables them to withstand severe 
Birds were bought and liberated as seed Fire lanes aid to quail storms and low temperatures. They are 
stock. These were fed and protected dur- : Fs quicker to detect danger and have full 
ing the winter. A close study of the area A definite technique of game manage- command of all their faculties in making 
showed a serious lack of food and cover. ™€nt is being developed after the expertly quick, sudden rushes to protecting cover. 
Fields were wide and open and overrun &"¢® of the past few years. It is covered i 5 
with broomsedge. Predators were of many here briefly. Winter and Spring Food 

ae ot es Technique of Management The late led» saps winter * é Ss Or ose 

Management Increases Quail Cover is encouraged wherever it volun- Dichee of seeds usually in the cae (such 
A declaration of war was immediately teers. It has been unnecessary to plant as corn), or head, as with millet and kaf- 

made on all predatory species. All sus- for cover because it has grown up along fir, on strong stalks. These stalks are pected species were kept under close ob- old field boundaries. Thickets and bram- gradually weakened as the storms of win- 
servation. Feed patches were planted and _ ples, briers and vine tangles have appeared ter progress and one by one they bow to 
cover was allowed to grow up unimpeded. and afford ideal cover and protection. Ad- them, lowering the precious seeds to the 
The birds became more numerous. jacent to all these hedgerows, wooded eager birds below. The ears of corn drop 

Now after six years of study and labor areas and wherever cover abounds, a strip and even quail have learned to dig through 
Mr. Craig can show birds on any part of is plowed. It varies from 10 to 30 feet the coarse husk to the grain beneath. This 
his property. Natives who hunt on the wide, depending upon the size of the field. was proven in Wisconsin. 
surrounding territory claim there are more The strips are then planted to the follow- Legumes of various kinds have been 
birds now than there ever were before. ing food for fall, winter and spring; mixed found to be one of the most important 
As many as 27 covies have been located in cowpeas and beans in the larger fields, items of the quail diet at certain seasons 4 
less than a day on this area. And this in Brabham whippoorwill and iron peas in when they are available. Various culti- 
spite of the fact that the birds are disturbed all the smaller patches, with Octotan beans, vated legumes have been tried to find out ’ 

Y 
VY, WRT » po ON Ye pa PEE Li RY LZ OF) > , Z 1 iver SRA Re Oe 
———— —<— eS eee 

Oh ese sags ee tiie ___F ; y igs Om gm 6 eee -—CmO®CO See sine oe . i a a Ca , S og RT a wr re a re 

eo ee AS Be Oe Se 20 2 7 SS eee, a aa ee a n SS See oe aon ee ee 

” @ fu, a ee re ee ee eee 
la Ny ia ® vile ay 

1. Areas planted to winter wheat with Korean lespedeza planted over it in early spring. 2. Strips planted to various grains 
and legumes for fall, winter and early spring foods. 3. Weeds and sedge areas for nesting and roosting. 4. Woods 

throughout which are cut the fire lanes referred to in text. 5. Hedgerows between fields.
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which will last through season and still be has been done a quicker and better timber Naturally the results of all this work 

in satisfactory condition to serve as food. growth is secured. were watched carefully. Immediate bene- 

The iron variety of the cowpea seems to The lanes are then plowed and sown to fits were not expected but it was hoped 

stand up under all weather conditions. the various grains and legumes for winter that over a period of years a considerably 

Many of the others were unfit for birds to quail foods. Part of this grain was har- increased quail population would develop. 
eat during the late winter and early spring yested and was of sufficient quantity to As time passed more quail were actually 
because of rot and mildew. SS feed all the horses and other stock on the located, and these provided the necessary 

Korean lespedeza is being planted ex- place. This was done without any serious encouragement for a continuation and ex- 

tensively over the entire area. This plant jnroads to the supply intended for quail, pansion of the program. As a final result 

; has been found excellent for a variety of There was plenty left for them. Again there are many, many covies breeding all 
reasons, lt is an unusually good quail py opening up this additional area new Vet this and adjacent territory. It is dif- 

food; it is a fine forage crop; it retards stores of natural food were opened to them ficult to hold them all to the ground. Many 
and prevents. soil erosion, and it builds UP in the form of mast, etc., from trees deep of them overflowed to surrounding farms. 
run-down soils because of its ability to Old hunters previously disgruntled because 

return to it much-needed nitrogen. This of their exclusion from the Craig acres are 
is planted in two ways. It is sown on top 1g ls now content and report more birds in 

of winter wheat in March, and certain } iN hy nearby hunting fields than they have ever 

broomsedge areas are double-disked and ON V 4 found before. 

the seed sown broadcast. This breaks up x ah AR eh oy Definite figures on the quail population 

the valueless broomsedge and in its place SR i tx are not available, but from the practical 

provides a plant useful in many ways. - Neg bf. standpoint the results have fully justified 

One side of a field will be so planted to || | a ay aaa @— ~—_—_—stthe expenditure of time, money and effort 
lespedeza and the other left to sedge grass ‘ eg he necessary to put the program over. Here 
to provide the necessary roosting and nest- oo aa I is a definite example of the feasibility of 
ing cover. The following year the other i ae ig rie i practical game management. 
half of the field will be disked and planted. a ee pay 3 
The acompanying sketch will give an idea gee ree cds eet fayette 
of the method of rotation. Fare ll yo 2 ot 

A considerable percentage of the total ‘ ¥ Rg . . 
acreage is woodland, consisting of both bs 5 Aid Breeding Laws 
pine and hardwoods; some virgin forest. a 3 Re aA The game-breeding industry has de- 

The pine is mostly second growth and ae fa ' veloped to considerable proportions within 
rather dense, too much so for quail. ag Se me the last few years, and in many cases de- 

Z eS ‘wei a ae velopment has been handicapped by inade- 
Fire Lanes Pay - : quate laws. 

Feed strip close to cover We have always urged the adoption of 
This has been thinned out around the laws more suitable to the requirements of 

edges, the beter te comply vaste de in the woods which otherwise would bear this new industry. Breeders have appealed 
mands of bobwhite. And in the case of fruit but not contribute to quail. Thus ' the sportsmen of the country in many 
the hardwoods, some of the dense under- it appears that fire lanes are of great value _©8€s to be of assistance in securing the en- 
growth has been cleaned out. Fire lanes iesuumnauscetarineins. actment of satisfactory legislation. 

from 20 to 30 feet wide have been — To this effect a resolution was adopted 
throughout the woods area, breaking it up No Part-time Predators” by the recent convention of the Izaak Wal- 
into small squares. Alongside these fire ton League in Chicago as follows: 
Janes, where the underbrush has been too Mr. Craig feels very strongly on the sub- 

dense, it too has been cut and thinned out. ject of predatory species. It is his opinion COOPERATION WITH GAME 

Thus an area hitherto unused by quail has that there is no such thing as a “part-time BREEDERS 
been opened up to them. : predator.” Where there is a concentra- WHEREAS-/in- many atates of this 

Quail covies are now found deep in the _ tion of game it is his experience that there Union those engaged in the oceupa- 
woods adjacent to these fire lanes. There will immediately follow a concentration of tion of producing game are hedged 
has been planted in these lanes the same _ predatory species, feathered and furred. In in and harrassed by antiquated laws : 
mixture of seeds for production of feed for this connection he says: “My opinion is enacted before the artificial rearing 

them as was used in the feed patches in the that this is just as important as suitable of game had become an important 

open fields. food and cover, and we give this part of industry; and 
A number of advantages haye been it as much attention as anything else and WHEREAS, the men engaged in this 

gained by the development of this system probably more. Every feed patch has its jauesple undertaking are ineffective, % : ecause of lack of numbers, in having 
of fire lanes. In the first place in cutting pole trap and sets are made for weasels any effectam approntare legindon: 

the lanes there was a considerable harvest and minks, opossums and other small ani- BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, 

of wood suitable mainly for fuel. A large mals under banks, logs and places that 
é Ss . i e That the Izaak Walton League of 

supply of firewood has been secured in this dogs can’t get into. This has to be done Ueieriescenonenta avai’ (el care 

way for both fuel for the house and for with care to keep from catching quail and Sisoodeta iu 4Uce Valid atslcs inal: 

the cooking of food for the many dogs. other game. Each man is required to carry taining the passage of such legislation 
The value of this wood is easily enough a gun while out on the place at work and as will enable the breeders to legiti-  * 
to pay for the work of cutting. Here is the he must know how to use it! But in spite mately raise birds and distribute such 
first advantage—the harvest of valuable of all we can do there is always some ver- birds in furtherance of the expressed 
wood. Next, there are the actual fire lanes min on the place, and each fall brings its sentiment of the Izaak Walton League 

themselves providing the second advantage new crop. Without this protection I feel of America in aiding the restoration 

—protection of the woods from fire. Then sure that game would soon disappear in ed ected 
where such clearing out of undergrowth _ spite of all the food and cover.” We endorse this action heartily. 

.



400 HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES ADDED 
TO_VIRGINIA’S BIRD POPULATION (Re U “ry | ce 

"Virginia's game-bird population will be increased py 200 rag vl 
Hungarian partridges next year, the State Commission ef eee Tr nus 

Fisheries having ordered this number for delivery and "planting ission. spring, according to Mo D. Hart, executive secretary of the comm 

- Be 

Hungarian partridges have been imported to Virginia several 
times during the last five or six years with some success, Mr. Hart said. | The birds failed to live and reproduce in the tidewater section of the 
State, but are reported to be doing well in the more elevated sections. 
It is the plan of the commission to-tontinue to bring in a few hundred 
of the birds each year in connection with the program of increasing the 
State's game life. 

Importation in 1917 of the English ringneck pheasant failed, and 
since that time the commission has adopted the policy of gradually advance 
ing in the program of importing foreign game. 

| Mr. Hart personally expressed the opinion that Virginia had some of 
the best game-bird sport in the world, and that he favored the concentra- 
tion of efforts in protecting this game life rather than in obtaining 
foreign birds," 

|
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VIRGINIA CITIZENS ACT ON STREAM POLLUTION Cds Vou 

Great credit is due the public-spirited and far-sighted individuals who 

compose the Virginia Co-operative Committee on Stream Pollution. 

The Journal of Public Health, in a recent issue, says— 

"More insistent demands by sportsmen and a desire on the part 

of industry to forestall the passage of radical laws against stream 

pollution before the actual conditions had been determined by scien-— ( 

tific surveys, were the two principal factors which resulted in the 

formation of a voluntary cooperative committee to carry on stream 

studies. The public generally has been more interested in stream 

conditions, first, because more people get out into the country as 

a result of the road building program, and secondly, the number of 

visitors has been increasing each year due to the extensive campaign 

in advertising the historical and recreational places. And finally 

it was apparent that if the streams were to be kept reasonably clean. 

some action with regard to adopting a comprehensive and rational policy 

should be taken quickly because of the many new industries locating in 

the state. , {
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Wilmington, Delaware 

July 34, 1929 

MEMORANDUM -_ 

PHEASANT EXPERIMENTS IN THE STATE OF | 
siiehapsiesinueiitinicstnm AMAA iiiesinitint 

Mr. Max Hart, Director of the Gand Comat aston 
of Virginia, has given me the following orMation regard- 
ing the unsuécessful attempt to introdu heasants in the 
state of Virginia, 

In 1906 — 300 maghise idee pheasants were 
purchased by 2rortemen in vendéip and Louisa Counties. 
A law was passed closing the sea in these counties for 
10 years. Two years later, in 1908, all of these birds 
had disappeared. In 1913¢the American Game Protective 

Asscoiation sent 100 trio + is a cock and 2 hens, to 
Virginia and they wexe placed in 100 different places 
throughout the 8+ 2 eh under the oare of sportsmen who 
guaranteed that would not be hunted or shot. Two 
years later ag 1915, all of these pheasants had dis- 
appeared... In 1 ? the Fish Comnigsioner of the newly created 
Game Commission, Mr. J, $. Parsons, expended over $9,000 to 
establish the ringneck pheasant. He purchased 2500 live 
birds and these were distributed over the entire state. At 
the same time, he purchased a great many thousand pheasant 
eses and gent them out to be hatched by individual farmers 
and sportsmen. Fifty percent of the people receiving these 

ogee rendered a report and these reports showed thatnot sore 
5% of the eggs hatched and grew to adult birds. Again 

two years later, or 1919, all of these birds had disappeared. 
Since this time the Department has not undertaken to establish 

the pheasant believing that it is impossible to do so on account 
of predatory animals and the apparent inability of the pheasant 
to take care of itself under these conditions. 

; A. &. HEYWARD. 

ACH: LOM 

spite .
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SPoRTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE ply 
w 108 PARK AVENUE wen 

NEW YORK ¢ 

v | 

April 23rd, 1929 

Messrs: C.R. Babson ) 
M. Ballou, Jr. ) 
T,A. Davis, ) | 
Bio. Dela ) | 
M. Hartley Dodge ) 
W.D. Higgins ) Members 
C.W. Hymer ) Committee on Restoration 
F.J. Kahrs ) and Protection of Game 
T. Haze Keller ) 
J.-M. Olin ) 
J.H. Otterson ) 
A.R. Roll ) 
EeWeT. Waller, wee) 

Our File: 
Gontlemen; Game 

Miscellaneous Publicity 

Several days ago we came across an 
article in the "New York Sun" regarding the Virginia Quail 
Farm. Not knowing whether this was a result of the work of 
our Publicity Committee, I called it to Mr. Byrne's attention 
and quote below his reply. I also enclose copy of the ar- 
ticle in question, which if you have not already seen, may 
be found of interest. 

Yours very truly, 

CH, Gg. AML UGA ee 

csc:S Secretary 
Copies to Messrs;:F.J.Byrhe,Aldo Ldopold, C.I.B.Henning; 
Geo.G.King, W.F.Parker, L.P.Smith; S.J.Filles, C.L.Horn. 

Copy of letter dated April 19th, from Chairman Byrne: 
"Thanks for calling to my attention the article on the Virginia 
Quail Farm in the New York Sun of Thursday, April 18th. This is 
very interesting. It is especially interesting since some three 
weeks ago we had a newspaper man visit this quail farm for the 
purpose of writing about it and spreading the news about it to 
newspapers and magazines."
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THE NEW YORK SUN, THURSDAY, APRIL 18, 1929. 
is . ; $$ $$ Ee 

e ° ° ee THESE QUAIL HAVE NO FEAR OF FIREARMS. four cocks with splendid success. 

e Raises Quail in Captivity) ee eae ee ee ee ee era eee ORE SONI E es a x 

s ; LLr———“‘‘#RR:RCO*#NCSCSCisCSCNSC(‘(C petra birds averaged 65 eggs. 
eaeeaais aes rr Cc CS S Being held captive and having Ae 

eae ° : oe _s ge ee nest robbed every week causes the 
Virginian Who Has Bred 20,000 Bobwhites in _ _—_—— _=SCstCsisrsdirlse hen quail to lay many more cess 

: ee than she would in the natural state. 
Last Ten Years to Experiment F urther, Ss ne a —lmrlrtee—CO z | sixty-five eggs the season is about 

Soe nee apes Ff  .. = the average, while the record hen 
Special Dispatch to Tue Sux. eS r—“C—S—SCS—‘—S:sC - ~~ | |laid 128; two others a laid 124 

RICHMOND, Va., April 18.—The fears of huntsmen over  @#§5;£—6| oe oe the Virginia Gee wea 
EES SOS ee gee es = 

the fast diminishing supply of that enticing and popular| = ig << <= # ~~ Bee | erat e2t osee ast eet eee 
. . ee Se | | birds, or er cent., were hatche 

game bird the bobwhite have been allayed by the success of ==. s A — ee | Bay ta 5,000 were grown and re- 

William B. Coleman, a young Virginian, in breeding this bird CS vo CC iteasea. 
7 aie : 2 oe . ae ge A partridge’s diet is a great prob- 
in captivity; and now, with the establishment of the Cole-  . ee Ce CC | |\lem to the game breeder—to find 

. * is . : Ne Ee Be a Se eee ¢ ; ; 
man Experimental Quail Farm near here, promise is given v6 . ay - something that will duplicate in food 

: c Ce CC | =. | value the varie etre ae that Mr. Coleman will make even more valuable discoveries in CC eo . a i sects and greens that the birds get 
‘the science of quail breeding than he has done in the past. Ss CC UhD™hUhUmhm—€6™h™m™mC™C™~™~™C™C—~ Cin wid iite. Mr. Coleman gives his 

sag +fici. — gee tf Pe ee tie — * = |grown birds crushed grains and 
Beginning the artificial propaga-) —— eo 1 8 —~S—sS==—SC mash, similar to that fed poultry, 

tion of quail for the State of Vir- a that he had trapped early in| | Viana the little ones get a diet com 
int j i e season. at neces ean sce ee sed largely of clabbered milk. 
Be ee one perio ts Het wale A brood of nineteen with their fos- | sssmeeteaateemmmeretnrenae oF . While eating the clabber they do 

[ehe: Games Commission. Dae PY ter mother were exhibited at the — <_ without water entirely. Formerly 
calling it “‘research,”” he has raised | Virginia State Fair here that fall. | E hard-boiled eggs and lettuce were the 
during the last decade over 20,000 | They attracted unusual attention— CC S : ec Es . principal items of their diet, but 

bobwhites, which have been lib-|so much, that word of the young Vir-  . : 5 C / = | study and research have found other 

erated on the shores of game sanc-| ginian who was actually raising quail 88 ae a % Se aes % CPR ea oe foods more satisfactory. 

tuaries of the Old Dominion. During | in captivity, with a chicken for their i j oe CL fay ENON aia ied i coset aaa 
|the 1928. season 5,000 quail were | mother, reached John B. Burnham,| 577) #3. | = oe 
| raised on the State Game Farm at} president of the American Game ee eee. cS CL IPOS 
Boulevard, twenty-five miles south-| Protective Association, through ‘his ee oe Pk Oe Cee 
east of here. This is believed here | representatives in charge of a pheas-| | ge _ rg 3. ; pee 
to be a world’s record. ant exhibit at the same fair. ee . 2 eS co Fe fo 
Game laws of all States protect oe i 

quail by providing a short hunting Work in South Carolina. ee. Ur Ce es season, specifying a bag limit, pre-| Mr. Burnham's recognition re-| 7 | aT! oy" G0 ae oe 12 West 40 | 
venting the sale of the birds as food | sulted in the connection made the| = . ie ee ll 
and restricting the interstate ship-| following year with the Okeetee Club i — i ~~ SPECIAL ment of them. Yet, in spite of these | of Switzerland, S. C., an exclusive] et 
restrictions, game conservationists |sportsmen’s retreat that numbers| =~ a ee es ae are dgracdsandcpracticn tne ANGHt oe oe eee acca OE ES eg OSE Sines es sn SES 

that the struggling bobwhite re-|jts members. Here it was his task wo |W- B. Coleman and some of the birds he raised at the Virginia State| HLA 1S 9.75 
quires the aid of the breeder to help increase the-supply of quail on the Game Farm. Regularly to $22 r 
himin® his..one-sided battle igaingt\|club’s) 66,000 acres, which he -ad- |:j2 25000022 a ii 
his natural enemies, hawks, owls, | mirably accomplished during the five Ballibuntl, baku, natural rough 
crows, snakes and the iike, and | years he was there by the destruction tribution to science would justify| Great advances have been made in straws, felt, and combinations. 
the ever increasing army of hunts-|of vermin and the raising of birds for|the appropriation. And, indeed, it | the science of quail breeding during 
men, liberation on the huge preserve. has, for Virginia has the first and|the sixteen years Mr. Coleman has 

The States are favorable to the| His lessons learned in South Caro-|!argest farm in the world devoted|been raising birds. Among the f 75 
establishment of private breeding|lina have been invaluable to him|to the raising of bobwhite in cap-| latest forward steps is the use of the FROCKS 16: 
places for quail, as for other forms|later because there in the lowlands | tivity. | incubator, the brooder and the cock | pegujarty to $45 
of wild life, and most of them re-|of the Savannah River the little Back in Virginia. bird to mother the young, instead a . 
quire only that a game breeder's | bird’s fight for life is greatest. Be- of bantam hens. For daytime, and evening wear. 
license be taken out at a small fee}sides the excessive heat, ants and Mr. Coleman came back to  Vir- Youthful and mature models, 
and grant in return special privi- lice, the butcher bird or loggerhead ene aheascines ae onset Shou Become Polygamaus. 
leges for those who have unselfish | shrike—who kills the little quail for : ao cane res i a { 
objects in view. ” the jov of the Jill and aa them | then in an old cornfield on the banks Pen oHien Seige conte aneEe 75 

Joy. the . | of the historic Chickahominy Ri | duction..of polygamy into the bob: COATS 
a . |on thorns to dry—had to be fought, |) | a ny Siver: | white kingdom. In wild life and for egan Sixteen Years Ago. and small chicken and rat snakes|Where legend says the beautiful ’ arf ; Regularly to $65 * - 

“2 = 4 Indian . Princess Pocahontas saved Sey eee Ca Duay ye oreeaunie. eee eee This experiment with the bobwhite | that craw] through half-inch mesh hoe ocn on ved | just two birds were mated together. 
had its beginning sixteen years ago|wire screen to eat little bobwhites|C#Pt. John Smith from the ax by During the last season, however, Mr. Sports and travel coats—for 
on a tobacco farm in Amelia county, |and are later found in the pens too|throwing herself across his. pros-|Goieman mated twelve hens with the matron and miss. 

2 trate body, he began the erection of where young Mr. Coleman, one of a|swollen by their meal to get out |‘ ys Bi erection NS NS RN IBS OE See are es eae ee 
family of eight children, was recoy- | again. his pens and breeding houses. He % 
ering from a serious injury received| The severe winter of 1917-18 was|‘e™mained with the State until Jan- > ° 

‘in play asa child. destructive to game birds of all|¥U@ty 1 of this year, advising in the : : 
_ “When I was a boy,’’ Mr. Coleman | kinds, especially the nonmigratory | Wr of the 100 counties of the Old “ 
‘said in telling of the incident, ‘birds | quail, and the snow and ice that coy- Dominion and raising increasing einer 4 
‘were so plentiful that any inexperi-|ered Virginia for months caused |Umbers of partridges for distribu- : k D 
‘enced hunter could find about| thousands to die of starvation. So| ton to the game sanctuaries of the : 2 
twenty-five or thirty coveys near my|few were left the following year State, FR z 

home in a single day’s hunt, but at|that an order was placed by the Now, as manager of the Coleman re FIFTH AVENUE AT | 
the time I started raising them in| State Game Department for 4,000|Experimental Quail Farm for a So 
1913 six or eight coveys were all | Mexican birds, and when these faiied | Prominent Baltimore sportsman, Mr. we 
that “could, be found after a hard|to arrive, the heads of the depart-|Coleman will devote his efforts : es 
day’s hunt from sunup until sun-}ment realized that they faced a| chiefly to experimental work and to . i = 
down. I hated to see them disappear | critical situation. simplifying methods of quail breed- ee. A *Ho / Youn SLE; 
so fast and wanted to do something| It was then that Mr. Hart sug-|ing so that the cost of raising the o ae Ye 1g 
to stop it.’ gested to Col. F. Nash Bilolsoly,| birds can be reduced. The State % : 

He did ‘‘do something.”” After |the Commissioner at that time, that | estimates the cost per bird of the we ‘oth 
talking with M. D. Hart, better |theState ought to raise its own birds. |5,000 raised last year to be about ode (ask. A 
known to sportsmen everywhere as | Col. Bilolsoly was skeptical; he knew | $2.50, a much lower figure than what gs e a m 
Mack Hart, now executive secretary|of no one capable of the job be-|it was’ several years ago, just about Po - ee a a 
of the Virginia Commission of Game | cause it hadn’t been done before,| the same as the cost of birds-from ao EMA ad ww 
and Inland Fisheries, he raised sixty |and finally, after W. B. Coleman|the varying Mexican supply and 
bobwhites on the home farm that|had been suggested, he sanctioned | $1.50 less than the cost of trapped 
year by setting under little bantam |the work, only because he thought| birds from the big 7,000-acre Camp 
hens eggs. got from six pair of wild its value as research and as a con- Lee preserve near Petersburg. q 
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h ing from the Herald-Courier, Bristol, Tenn. This clipping ’ , sa = jy 

$1,256,080 WORTH VIRGINIA GAME SLAIN my ¥ 

"Game killed in Virginia during the 1927-28 season was valued 
at $1,256,080.45, according to a game survey just issued by M. D. 
Hart executive secretary of the State Commission of Game and In- 

land Fisheries. 

The aggregate total of game birds and animals killed was re- 
ported in the survey as 1,638,163. Totals for the various kinds of 
game listed were given as follows: 

Rabbits, 409,491; squirrels, 530,408; muskrats, 68,000; minks, 

12,266; opossums, 94,826; raccoons, 17,798; otter, 138; bears, 909; 

doves, 49,457; woodcocks, 4,190; ducks, 66,764; geese, 7,403; brants, 
210; gallinule, 100; coots, 6,330; clapper rail, 1,315; sora, 20,000; 
snipe, 10,820; bobwhite quail, 315,452; pheasants or grouse, 13,220; 

turkey, 8,219; deer, 687. 

Rabbits, squirrels, doves, and quail were said to have been 

plentiful; opossums, coots, turkey and deer were said to be "medium," 

and muskrats, minks, raccoons, otters, bears, woodcocks, ducks, 

geese, brants, gallinule, clapper rail, sora, snipe, pheasants, were 
all classed as scarce."
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Seattle, Washington 
1320 East Sixty-fhird 

October 22, 1942 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

‘ Dear Sir: 

Because I have been told that you are one of 

the best informed in the United States on such a 

_ situation I am writing to ask if you would care to 

comment on the following situation: ; 

On Lake Washington, a fresh water lake near 

the City of Seattle, is a bay margined by a typical 

swamp several hundred acres in extent. In two spots 

in fhis swampy area sanitary refuse fills are being 

made. Beyond the swamp margins are homes. Mallards 

nest in this swamp area and raise their young in the 

vicinity and naturally are quite popular with the local 

residents. j 

There have been some complaints (I believe very J 

few) that mink in the swamp have been taking the young 

ducks and it is suggested that trapping be allowed in 

this area. I think that all people interested in con- 

servation oppose opening this district to trapping as 

it has been a closed area to hunting and trapping for 

many years. They oppose it also on the ground that it 

would be positively destructive to the ducks. The two 

garbage fills have attracted many domestic rats so that 

the swamp is over run by them. Those opposed to the 

trapping state that the rats are highly destructive to 

all types of nesting birds and that the mink which are 

natural enemies of the rats prey on them and do much 

more good than the harm caused by their taking an 

occasional duckling. 

This situation mst have been more or less 

duplicated in other parts of the country and I am hoping 

thet you will be willing to give us the benefit of your 

experience. This spot is so prolific in wild life that 

we are very anxious to keep it in its natural state as 

long as possible. 

Yours sincerely, 

H.W. Higman/c Ht"
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1320 SMITH TOWER 

SEATTLE 

BERNARD T. McCAULEY, DIRECTOR 

December 2, 1938 

Aldo Leopold, Professor 
Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I wish to thank you for your very complimentary letter 
relative to our winter game survey and advise you that 

a copy of this survey will be mailed you under separate 

cover. 

This work was started by two boys from Washington State 
College Game School--Lauckhart and Springer. This year 
we will have four men in the field the entire winter, 
who will have the cooperation of the Forest Service and 
several CCC camps in making the sight counts. They 

; éntered the area shortly after Thanksgiving and will 
complete their winter's work about the middle of April. 
The work this winter will be more thorough than the 
past winter's survey and as soon as this work is com- 
pheted we will send you a copy of same. — 

Very truly yours, 

THE DEPARTMENT OF GAME 

$F HOTT 
B. T. McCauley, Direct 
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424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management November 28, 1938 

Dr. F. 8. Henika 
Zoology Department 
State College of Washington 
Pullman, Weshington 

‘ Dear Franklins 

Thanks for letting me see the report. I return it 
herewith. 

Binarsen's mobility figures are startling. If he 
can show that kind of work I am ready to beck water on some of 
my skepticism. Glad it's to be published. 

T'll not attempt to comment on the unit situation. 
Thanks, though, for giving me the picture. 

Sincerely yours, 

, Aldo Leopold 
th Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Menagenent Sovesber 26, 1958 

State Game Conmission 
Smith Tower 
Seattle, Washington 

Gentlemen: 

I have been allowed to see # copy of your report, 
"Winter Deer Survey, 1937-1938." 

This strikes me as a very nice piece of work, and 
I write te commend you on it. 

Some of the included meterial--neotably the sox and 
age tables-~are valuable for teaching. Should you be able to 
spare me a copy of the report, I can assure you it will be 
kept and used. In omy case, I am glad you are doing this sort 
of work. 

Very truly yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Manacoment
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THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 

PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 
‘ November 16, 1938, 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison Wisconsin, 

Dear Aldo: 

Under seperate cover 1 am forwarding to you a copy of last winters mle 

deer survey made by the Washington Game Department. I asked for several copies, but 
the Seattle office is presided over by a secretary in command of many years standing. 
She is an austere and frugal soul , hence this one copy was the best 1 could do, and 
my request for a copy of law enforcement regulations in.stiff binding made at the 

same time was politely but firmly met with the explanation that such were reserved 
for permanant members of the game protection force. I am perforce very contented 
with a paper bound set, already somewhat dog eared. You may keep the report for three 
weeks , which 1 hope will give you time to look it over. All in all 1 think it a 
very nice report for any state game department to produce in the fourth year of their 
administration. If you should agree you might write them to that effect and perhaps 
be favored with a copy for your files. 

To bring your knowledge of our activities up to date , know that we convened 
earnestly over the week end with the net result that the Washington Game Kesearch 
Unit sponsors three projects.A complete investigation of Washington mile deer, the 
same for Hungarian Partridge, and a diagnostic laboratory for identificatin of diseased 
Specimens complete the program. It took the combined efforts of twenty of us to arrive 
at this despite the fact that Mr McCauley had stated clearly the week before his almest 
exclusive interest in Mule deer, Hungarians,and disease. Today, after spending most of 
the forfoon resisting attempts to make disease projects exclusively out of all of 
the problems cited above, we managed to agree and get them in shape for submission, 
It now appears that a seperate unit may be created in addition to the disease work 

originally planned , to be headed by another representative of the Survey. The College 
is holding out for some degree of participation in the program . It is a peculiar and 

_ vexing situation with no one lmowing where he stands. To even get consideration of 
a proposed project it is necessary to strip it down until it reads in effect " An 

investigation of Factors Influencing Abundance of Mule Deer in Washington". Any attempt 
to give point to the description from a management standpoint invites disqualification 
on the grounds of being toatechnical. As a game manager 1 hang my head at the thought 
of these project outlines ever getting in the hands of a technical man, yet have no 
choice if 1 am to have any part whatever in the program. 

You will find the above difficult to reconcile with the very substantial 
value of the report on last years winter deer study. Apparently the state of mind is 

: somewhat as follows. Environment may be important but we cannot do anything about it 
so why worry. Washigton isdifferent, and none of the principles developed elsewhere 
apply out here. Of course we can plant Pursiatridentata on our overbrowsed winter 

range and reduce the amount of stock grazing but that is different. 

The real reason why 1 am venturing another letter without waiting for an 
answer to the last will now become apparent. I have met Einerson, in charge of the 
Oregon unit and talked over hispheasant program. He has results that impress mex as 
little short of startling if they stand up under critical inspection. He talks like 
he knew what he was about, but 1 have heard some criticism . He reports sascage dal, 

| mobility of pheasants in the Willemett valley as somewhere in the neighborhood of 

fifteen (15) miles. Seasonal mobility is commonly fifty (50) miles and several bandigg 
returns are between 200 and 300 miles . All the above on the basis of banding returns.
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THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 

PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 

Oregon has been banding all releases the last several years. Now this is all news to 
me even though you have heard about it months ago. A full report is at present in 

the hands of the Biological Survey for editing and will make its appeawance soon as 

an Oregon College Bulletin. 

Bobwhite Quail are also much more mobile inOregon than elsewhere, a covey 
commonly moving four miles ina day according to Hinerson. The density of their demon- 
stration area has been raised from one pheasant per 300 acres three years ago to a 
present high of about a pheasant per 30 acres. Hinerson claims to have historical 
data pointing to about 5 pheasants per acre shortly after their int¥oduction. 
Returning to mobility of pheasants the explanation offered was to the effect that 
food and cover was good enough so that the birds might just as well keep moving 
as to stay in one locality. Thisimpresses me as no explanation at all. Einerson has 
no data on the hungarian but by analogy it mst be semi migratory out here. Maybe 
the local sportsmen are right in ascribing the decline of Washigton Hungarigss to 
migration, Have you seen any Oregon eagles lately? Thanks for the crane reprint. 

ee 

Aldo: 
Your letter came this morning before this was mailed so 1 wll add a little 

detail as regards the situation here. In the meeting Sunday, Mr. William Rush, Regional 
Birector for the Survey made the announcement relative to a full unit here headed 
by another man, All were surprised, including Mr. Me Kenney . He doubts that Rush 
had the correct information, but if 1 know Rush at all he did, else would not have 
spoken. Couch, although in the State the pabt week was not present. /e heard that he 
was called to Washington, My guess is that Dr. Bell acted on his own initiative in 
sending McKenney here under orders to take over, as Dr. Gabrielson was not in Washington 
at the time. 

' Things are working out very amicably now that 1 have mede my position clear 
although McKenney stikl thinks that the only way in which 1 could possibly take part 
in the research program is to become a Survey employee. Having come out here to 
get away from purely administrative game management 1 have no desire to take over the 
Unit. There should be some way of making possible participation in the research program 
while remaining on the college staff. 

While we have a full mile deer and Ihmgarian investigation approved 1 think that 
it will have to develop slowly , selling each thing we want to do to Mr. McCauley as 
we go. At present he has no idea just what specific researched are involved. I will 
keep you posted on major trends. 

yours,



New Soils Building 
February 6, 1935 

Mr, C, Svendby, Forester 
Seil Brosion Service 
Puliman, Washington 

Dear Mr, Svendby: 

We do not have any standardized farmer~sportaman plan in Wisconsin and 
this, I think, accounts for the progress which has been made here, I 
think such a plan mst evolve by natural trial and error methods, and 
that is the policy we have here followed. 

No two of the Wisconsin areas are trying the same plan, but they are 
all alike in certain partiqlars, namely (1) all call for posting and 
personal permission to hunt, either from the farmers or somebody 
representing a neighborhood of farmers, (2) all fix the responsibility 
for food and cover development on the individual farmer, but he may 
be offered labor, materials, seed, wire, or other help from public 
agencies, ami (3) each area has a definite limit of kill fixed by 
vote of the farmer group, by and with technical advice from some public 
agency. 

The areas differ as to whether or not they charge for hunting tickets, 
how the reveme is distributed, and also the size of the units which 
constitute the neighborhood group, 

None rely on sportazen's organizations to do any actual work, although 
several have working arrangements with small private groups of sports- 
men, 

The only area which has been written up in print is described in the 
following article: “Helping Ourselves," by Aldo Leopold and Reuben J, 
Paulson, Field & Stream, August, 1934. ; 

Mr. Ernest Holt of the Coon Valley Soils Erosion Project has started 
to organize farmer groups and I am sure would be glad to tell you 
directly about his experience, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

SOIL EROSION SERVICE 

Pullman, Washington 
January 30, 1935 cS mr 

School of Conservation 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Gentlemen: 

The farmers in various sections of this state are rather 
dissatisfied with some of the provisions of the 
present system of game management and in several 
counties they have already organized for the purpose 
of presenting their plans to the Stete Game Commission. 

We are working with the farmers in one of the counties 
and are therefore anxious to obtain all of the in- 
formation we can on the various types of game management 
plans that have been tried out so that we may profit by 
the experiences of others. 

I understand that your state has made considerable 
headway on a farmer-sportsman type of cooperation 
that has proven very satisfactory. We should like 
to have a copy of the game management plan for your 
state or portions of your state and will welcome any 
additional material that may be of value to us in 
outlining a farmer-sportsman type of game management 
plan. 

Very truly yours, 

C. Svendby 
Forester
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| 
Filet Washington “ | 

Goat 

; New Soils Building 
. dugast 29, 1934 

i ; \ 

My, BE, Dick Churchill : 
P, 0, Box 4137 

i Portland, Oregon | 

Dear Mr, Qmurchillt | 

T am delighted to know of your goat study, but I Imow so | 
little about them that my long-distance suggestions are liable to 
be worth nothing. 

‘ You of course have the U,S,3.5, "Outline for Maunalian 
life History" which covers all the usual points, but only a few of 
these have meh direct bearing on management, ‘The outline fails to 
euphasize: (1) the aumesition of the herd by sex and aget (2) the 

actual rate of rep fon, and of survival (as compared with breed~ 
ing potential), 

You will, of course, try to spot the key foods at the 
critical seasons, 

Nobody has ever done a complete management study of any 
mammal, 

Does the University finance you for a period of years? 
I want to know in order to classify this project in my records, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh, 

PP, 8 If you get really into thie, we might get the Boone and Crockett 
Club to help. A,I.
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THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON a 

PULLMAN, WASHINGTON \ 

June 12, 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I want to thank you for your letter regarding Logan Bennett. My 
correspondence regarding him has been with Carl J. Drake, Head of 
the Department of Zoology, and Professor J. E. Guthrie of the same 
department. Both these men I have kmown for a long time, and while 
I have a high regard for their estimate of the young man, I have 
also the feeling that they are trying very hard to place their 
students. 

I think I wrote you for an estimate of Charles J. Spiker, with whom 
you may have had some contacts. Certainly it is preferable to bring 
into the work a man who has some little background of experience. I 
recently had a very good letter regarding Mr. Spiker from Charles 
E,. Johnson, Director of the Roosevelt Wild Life Station at Syracuse, 

New York. Director Johnson states that Spiker “lmows farm and country 
life and understands from first-hand contact the relations between 
the agriculturist and the sportsman and the relations of agricultural 
interests to game and other forms of wild life." Even at this, 
however, I am wondering how he would be likely to get along with our 
sportsmen. Spiker is said to be very adaptable and may be just the 
man we should have. 

Yours very truly, 

STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 

R. L. Webster, Head 

Department of Zoology 

W gs 
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New Soils Bldg. 
June 12, 1934 

Dr, R, L. Webster 

\ Department of Zoology 
State Collece of Washington \ 
Pullman, Washington 

\ Dear Dr, Websters 

I have never met Spiker, but I have followed a1 
; of his publications and heard a good deal about him from his 

former professor, T, C, Stephens of Morningside College, 
Sioux City, Iowa, ‘the genere] trend of this rather scanty 
information {1s that Spiker is primarily an ornithologist with 
the ornithologist's point of view,and probably a good field 
naturalist, On the question of whether he could teach or 
help formate policy for sportamen, I have no information 
whatever, You might get a rating from Dr. Stephens, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh 

|



THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 

PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 

June 4, 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

University of Wisconsin Air Mail 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

In connection with the proposed work in conservation at this | 

institution, I have had some correspondence with Charles J. 7 

Spiker, now connected with the Roosevelt Wild Life Station at | 

New York. My attention has recently been called to a review 
of yours in the Journal of Mammalogy concerning a recent publi- 

cation on the white-tailed deer of the Adirondacks, a portion of 

which was written by Mr. Spiker. 

I am wondering if you know him personally or know enough about 

him to tell me whether he would be likely to fit in here in the | 

Northwest. | 

Conservation means a different thing to different individuals, | 

but moch of the demand for work along this line has come from 
our State Game Commission, and we feel that the sportsmen's 
interests should be given primary consideration in the selection 
of a man for this work. Any information you could give me would be 
very much appreciated. 

Yours very truly, 

STATE COLLEGE OF WASH INGTON 

QYAOh te 
R. Le Webster, Head 
Department of Zoology 

W gs 
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New Soils Building 
May 25, 1934 

Prof, R, L. Webster 
Department of Zoology 

/ State College of Washington 
-Pullman, Washington 

i £ 

Dear Professor Webster: 

In reply to your letter of May 10, I can largely, but not 
entirely, meet the specifications for a game manager which you lay 
down. 

R, B, Yeatter, 13152 Stoepel Avene, Detroit, Michigan, has 
completed his doctorate at the Michigan School of Yorestry and Conser~ 
vation, His thesis was on the life history of Hungarian partridge, He 
is a fully trained man and I think would meet your teaching requirements, 
There may be a doubt, however, as to the degree to which he would 
serve as a leader of the conservation movement in your state, 

Pranklin Henika, 4226 Waban Hill, Madison, Wisconsin, took 
his Ph.D. degree here in plant genetics several years ago and is fully 
qualified to lead a state movement, but his training in game management | 

is incomplete, He is, however, picking it up so rapidly that I would 
anticipate he could handle your courses almost as well as a fully 
trained man, and eventually would handle them better, 

The curriculum which you enclose looks like a full profes- 

sional course, In my opinion there might be some question whether 

it is not more important to give your agricultural and forestry 

graduates an intelligent idea of game management than it is to create 
a new professional class, at least that might be wiser as a first move, 

I think you would have to pay $2,400-$3,000 at least for a 
man who would meet your specifications. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD : 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALeovh :



THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 

PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 

May 10, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

It is proposed to offer certain new courses at the State College 

of Washington along the lines of conservation of wild life. You 

will remember that the late Doctor Leffingwell was particularly 

interested in this line until his sudden death several years ago. 

Interest in this particular field has lagged since that time, 

although the lecture course in conservation which Leffingwell 

started has been given right along. 

We are on the lookout for a young man whose main interest is that 

of conservation from the standpoint of the hunter and fisherman. 

Our newly appointed State Game Commission is particularly inter- 

ested in the development of this work here at the State College. 

Do you happen to know of a young man available at the present time 

who has qualifications which indicate that he would develop into 

a leader in the conservation movement? 

At the present time three years of work are offered. You will be 

interested in the enclosed outline which is to go into the Colle ge 

catalog to be issued this spring. Many of the courses are already 

given, particularly for other students, but several new ones are 

indicated which would have to be given by a new man. 

No position has yet been created, but I want to be ready to make a 

: recommendation when the time comes. I do not even know what 

salary we will be able to pay. 

Yours very truly, 

STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 

bt 
: R. L. Webster, Head 

W es Department of Zoology 

427 %



CONMSURVATION OF WILD LIFE AND GAME MANAGEMENT OPTION 

Freshman Year 
First Semester Ers Second Semestor irs ' 

Invertebrate Zoology (Zool, 3) 4 Vertebrate Zoology (Zool. 4) 4 

Conservation of Wild Life (Zool, 5) 1 Gen. Inorgenic Chemistry (Chem. 3) 4 

‘Natural History of Vertebrates 3 English Composition (mngl. 2) 2 
(Zool, 6) 

; Incubation & Brooding (P.H. &) 4 

Gen, Inorganic Chemistry (Chem. 1) 4 
Elective 2 

English Composition (fngl. 1) 2 
Military x 

Blective 1 
Physical "ducation (Men, ?.2.2; $ 

Military ih Women, P.%. 12) 

Physical udueation (Men, P.E. 1; $ 
Yomen, P.M. 11) 

Sophomore Year 

Biology & Management of “ild Animals Fresh Tater Biology (Zool. 8) 3 
(Zeol, 9) s 

Ornithology (Zool, 23) 3 
General ‘mtomology (Zool, 141) 4 

Animal Parasites & Disease (Zool. 147) 2 

General Botany (Rot. 2) 4 
Taxonomy (Bot. 23) 4 : 

English 8 2 
General Forestry (Yor. 1) yy 

Blective 3 
Elective % 

Militery 1 
Military A 

¢ Physical tducation (Men, P.E. 3; 
Women, P.E. 13) 4% Physical tducation (Men, P.E. 4; 2 

Women, F.z. 14) 

~lunior Year 

; Reon. Pirds & Mammals (Zool, 126) 3 Generel Tacteriology (Bact, 10) 4 

Dendrology (For, 25) 3 Advanced Ornithology (Zool. 124) — 2 

English 2 Elective 10 

Blective @ Physical Tducation (ven, ?.R. 6; $ 
Yomen, P.E. 16) 

Physical Rduecation (Men, F.=.5; h 
Women, P.E. 15)



New Soils Building 
April 9, 1934 

Dr. J. S, Garver, Head 
Department of Poultry Husbandry 
State College of Washington 
Pullmen, Washington 

Dear Sirs 

EE Se Be Se Se eee See he ee SRR ee oe Ae 
cultural Experiment Station, 

We have issued no publications and done mo experimental work in artificial 
propagation of gamwe birds at this University, 

We offer two courses in game management, neither of which, however, deal 
particularly with artificial propagation, One is given to the Farmers’ 
Short Course students and deals with wild game produetion on Wisconsin 
farms, The other is Game Menacoment 118, of which I enclose a prospectus, 

Oe get een Peer Se ee Se oF Be eens Nae ee oe 
. of them bears upon a Qne is a life history study of 

prairie chickens conducted by in J, Schmidt. This 4s a contimation 
of the project on which Dr. A. pA ry waht nay re Mii egy 

‘1930. ‘The other ooo soar $¢ Oe ae ee we Grange. ‘here 
are as yet no publications, In tion, the University is acting in an 
advisory capacity in a field test of the findings of Errington's quail 
investigation covered by mumerous publications between 1929 ani 1933, A 
nearly complete list of these publications ie in the bibliography of my 
book, should you want to look it uw. the field test covers 100,000 acres 
near LaCrosse, Wisconsin, 

The State Conservation Department has issued one publication on artificial 
propagation, namely the Pheasant Handbook, of which I am sending you a 
copys 

I take it from your letter that your institution is proposing te renew its 
work on game, which I understand was dropped with the death of Dr. Leffing- 
well. I hope this is the case, but if I may take the liberty of molcing a 
suggestion, I would think that artificial propagation research is much less 

needed, especially in your state, than research on life history and wild 
management, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Gane Research 

AL/ vn : 
Enel.



THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 
PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE | 

AND 

A ( e AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

er Fy At IN REPLYING To THIB LETTER | 

Poet 4? biases eich ceranrwent oF 
\ POULTRY USBANDR'’ | 

ae sf ye A ore pour or aaron 
{ ) A hy AW pr 258 

rites SL 

RECEIVED 

Director of Agricultural Experimental Station bi iG 1934 

University of Wisconsin COLLE DEAN S OFFICE 

Madison, Wisconsin pene Ge OF AGRICULTUR® : 

Dear Sir: 

Will you please send us any information which you 

have on the artificial propagation of game birds us a result f 

of research work at your experiment station? Will you supply 

us with copies of any publications on the propagation of Up- 

land geme birds or Aquatic game birds which have been published 

at your institution? 

Do you offer any courses in game propagation or wild 

life at your institution? 

Will you please list experimental work which you are 

gonducting on the propagetion of game at your institution? 

Have any bulletins been published by your state de» 

partment on the conservation of game propagation? 

Very truly yours, 

THE STATE COLLEGE OF SASHINCTON 

J. Ss Carver, Head 
JSC: URB Department of Poultry Husbandry
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E.Il.buU PONT pE NEMouRS & COMPANY ay | 

INCORPORATED. CU} 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION 

EARL A. FRY 
702 HOGE BUILDING Seattle Washington 

BOX 1894 - SEATTLE December 29-31 

Mr Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, 
Wisconsin. 

*riend Aldo; | 

Am enclosing a letter from 'Gene Simpson which might be of some | 
interest to you, it being received after I had left towa. When | 
you are finished with it kindly return to me. | 

Am interested in knowing how things are coming along in the work. 
In my talk with Yarling after I.had left you I found that he was 
quite sold on thé idea of a tax on ammunition. Out this way the 
sentiment is apparently all for the federal license. 

Talked to some of the duck shooters and one ammunition man since 
returning and find that Oregon and Washington experienced very good 
duck shooting this year and that there seems to be lots of ducks 
around this part of the country at this time. 

Attended a meeting of the men interested in the state control bill 
here yesterday and from all reports the idea has a very good chance 
of going over at the general election. 

If I can be of service to you in any way dont fail to write me. 

With the season's greetings 

"Es
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April 16, 1931. 

ers: Mrs. Dene- n Leffingwell, 
Washington State College, 
Pullman, Washington. 

Dear Nrs. Leffingwell: 

I have recently received 6 letter from Mr. , 
Leopold mentioning your inquiry as to where’ Hingerian | 
eggs can be obtained. I believe you will be able to 
obtain wild eggs during the nesting season from nests 
broken vp in haying ,quite readily. Nesting begins 
before May 1 here and the first young hatch about June 
15. A great many nests are broken up during alfalfa 
cutting. 

Last summer 122 eggs were gathered up dur- 
ing the field work from broken up nests, put in an 
incubator for several deys and then transferred to the 
State Game Farm at Meson. J em told that 76 of these 
hatched. | 

te 
| 
| 

I believe Supertené ent Lemont of the State | 
Game Farm at Meson, Michigan, will be gled to give | 
you some hints on raising Hungarians as they have 
raised 70 or so during the lest two years. 

The’ wardens in the good Hun distrists should 
be able to get the eggs from the farmers. wer put a 
notice in the papers last year. 

as Very truly yours, 

R. E. Yeatter, 
Research Associate. 

g |
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iM THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 
PULLMAN. WASHINGTON 

January 13, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

421 Chemistery Bldg. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear “ir. Leopold: ; 

This will acknowledge your courtesy of January 9. I wish 
it were possible to tell you that I am spending full time on the work 
with the Hungarian for I feel that it is a tremendously vital project 
in game research, and as you doubtless already know, the West is the 
most virgin and idenl region in the country for such research, 

Unfortunately, however, conservation is not given much serious 
consideration in th's section as yet, and there is little possibility 
of financing intensive study, 

I am extremely interested in all phases of game conservation, 

especially of upland birds, but whatever I can accomplish must be more 
or less on stolén time as I am pretty much tied up with a teaching 
fellowship. 

At present I have had to confine my investigations to the 

food habits, primarily. Upon Mr, Fry's suggestion I have secured the 
cooperation of the Whitman County Game Commission and have received 

| ~~ Permission to take'a minimum of four Hungarians a month for the purpose 
of getting complete seasonal data, Your reaction on this would be very 
welcome as I am not ‘entirely surgthat this number of birds)will give 
sufficient data tho it would be fairly representative. The @omaissiam 
is willing thatl have more if it seems desirable, 

I should be very glad to learn the general plan of Mr. 
Yeatter's work thene and to cooperate in any way that I may be of service . 

The proposed American Game Policy as outlined by your 
con iittee seems to be a decided step toward placing conservation on 
a scientific basis.) Am anxious to learn how it was received by the 

Conference. 

My plan is eventually to do intensive work on the life history 

of the Hungarian and I hope it will be possible to secure|stock for 
experimental work in the Bitter Root Valley, “Montana, this coming summer, ~ 

. 
Very sincerely yours, s | 

Anne Meter reread i ; | 

|



Copy to Mr. Yeatter 

421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Jamary 16, 1931 | 

Mrs. Anne Maclay Leffingwell : 
State Collece of Washington 
Pullman, ‘Washington 

Dear Mire. Leffingwoll: | 

I admire your enterprise in contiming the Hungarian 
investigation in spite of deficient support. 

2 I do not see why four a month should not give a well~ 
. rounied picture of food habits. Mr. Yeatter might have some 
additional details as to what to look for in an Hungarian 
food habits investigation. 

The Game Policy was adopted. 

With best wishes for your work, 

Yours sincerely, ; 

AEDO LBOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



¥ Copy to Mr. Yeatter 

he 
\ yo 

421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Yisconsin 

Jamary 9, 1931 

Mrs. Anne Maclay Leffingwell 
Washington State Colleze 
Pullman, Yashington 

Dear Mrs. Leffingwells 

‘Bari Pry has given me the welcome news that you are con- 
timing the Hungarian study. I am extremely clad to hear this 
end wish you every success in your unfertalcing. 

I em trying to compile a list of all full-time game 
research projects ami wowld appreciate Imowing whether your 
project is organized so as to receive practically full time on 
your part. 

My organization, the Sporting Ams and Ammmnition Mam- 
facturerst Institute, maintains a fellowship student, R. EZ. Yeatter, 
at the University of Michigan for the study of Iymzarian partridce 
end I.am sending a copy of this letter to hin. In view of your 
contimued activity I am in hopes that you and Mr. Yeatter may ex- 
chenge notes from time to tine. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IROPOLD 
In Charge, Gane Survey
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E.l.DuU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 
INCORPORATED 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE f 4 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION | 

EARL A. FRY 

702 HOGE BUILDING Seattle, Washington, 
Bae Ses een tthe December 29-1930 

Mr Aldo Leopold, | 
Madison, | 
Wisconsin, 

Dear Aldo; 

fhe figures on the bird production costs for Whitman County were 
taken from their annual financial report. I sat in the meeting 
when the figures were given out and estimated the cost per bird from 
the item on their annual report charged against the game farm dividing 
by the numbers of birds liberated. 

I do know that they hatch the eggs on the small farm and then in turn 
take the field boxes out in the nearby alfalfa fields and feed and 
control vermin to the period when the birds are large enough to 
wander off by thems@lves. 

¥ I would suggest that you keep in correspondence with Mrs Anne Maclay 
et? Leffingwell, c/o Washington State College, Pullman, as she is keeping 

ANTS up a study of the Hungarian and expects to specialize in the food 
a on habits and also the possibly migratory habits of this bird. |! 

I recently furnished her with the following information on the intro- 
i duction of the Hungarian in Oregon; Original shipment was made in 

x 1913, the lot containing 1,500 when shipped with a great many dead 
Kyl when received. No count of dead taken, They were liberated on or 

ye about March 25th, 

ye The shipment was liberated in three districts; R. A, Booth ranch near 
Yoncalla, Youglas Younty; Jennings Lodge, Cladamas County; and 
Pendleton, @#matalla County. 

fhe Hungarian has done best in the latter district. 

i I expect to have more information along this same line in the near 
future and will forward it to you. 

Sine hn dey |
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E.l.pu Pont pe NEMOURS & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION December 8, 1930. | 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Aldo - 

On my return from the Game Meeting in New York I find a 
number of reports from Earl Fry some of which are of interest to you 
and I am therefore quoting or digesting from these reports such items 
as I think are interesting: 

Arthur Svihla who took Leffingwell's place at Washington 
State College at Pullmay, disappoints Earl Fry a little. He is a 
young chap and apparently has no desire to become interested in state- 
wide study. He is a mammalogist and now studying the life history of 
mammals, particularly mice. He states that he has not taken up the 
larger mammal study on account of the difficulty of doing field work 
and he could study mice in the laboratory. 

His estimates on a deer study are that it would cost 
$5,000. a year for a period of three years. Fry does not know any 
club which could put uv that much money. 

Mrs. Leffingwell, widow of Dr. Leffingwell, is following 
up the work on the Hungarian partridge. She has been studying food 
habits and is getting up a small report for the use of the local 
county game department. She thinks she may go into bird raising some 
day and desires the college game farm to take up Hungarian rearing. 
In this Earl Fry is helping. 

Vata meeting of the Whitman County Game Protective Associa- 
tion a complete report was made and it developed as one of the inter- 
esting features that the cooperation of the State College of Washington 
indicated that the local county association is obtaining a lot of 

i valuable assistance in bird rearing and fish work which the other counties 
are not getting. Birds are being raised by the field system at not over 

| 87 cents a bird. | 

i This county association has been doing a lot of educational 
work among the hunters and mention was made of the statement given out 
by the county game warden that he had not received a single complaint 
from any of the farmers in the county as to the damage done by hunters 
and he attributes this to the educational work. 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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In further report of Washington College, Earl Fry finds 
that Mr. H.H. House,in charge of physical education,is an ardent 
sportsman and is interested in a game restoration program because 
it affects his department by taking the men into the field. This 
is possibly a new line of approach. 

In a discussion with two of the faculty at State College 
Earl told them ofthe study which you advised to be made in Wisconsin 
on the relative food values of certain seeds and how certain con- 
ditions might affect the increase or decrease of pheasantse Earl 
spoke of the Willamette Valley in Oregon as a good example of how 
pheasants apparently increased for a period of several years and then 
practically disappeared. The men thought you were vrobably on the 
right track for they advised that they knew that the Willamette Valley 
was lacking in certain mineral qualities and that it has been hard to 
successfully raise stock in that district for that reason. "They 
believed that this district would offer a splendid opportunity to 
study the theory that Leopold told me of." 

Most sincerely yours, 
Sa nos 

ran \. 

Le Wo.Ts Waller, Jr. 
- Director of Conservation. 

LWTW/e



f Dees 13, 1930 

Mr. Earl A. Pry . 
4% B. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co 
Hoge Building 
Seattle, Washington 

Dear Barl: 

_ My plans for presenting the idea on which you wired 
me on November 28 miscarried by reason of Redington's absence from 
the Conference, and my inability to attend the advisory committee's 
meeting. Redington'’s mother died, so he was absent from all the 
meetings. However, since the Seattle Rod and Gun Club took the 
matter up with the Biological Survey direct, I assume it was acted 
upon. I am afraid I fell down on you in this matter, but if there 
is anything I can do consistently at this late date, let me Imow what 

it is. 

Major Waller very thouchtfully sent me a short digest of 
your recent revorts, in which I notice the following: 

"At a meeting of the Whitman County Game Protective Association 
a complete report was made and it developed as one of the interesting 
features that the cooperation of the State College of Washington 
indicated that the local county association is obtaining a lot of 
valuable assistance in bird rearing and fish work which the other - ! 

; counties are not getting. Birds are being raised by the field system 
at not over 87 cents a bird." 

I am always intensely interested in any information on the 
costs per bird of wild production. If you have a report which gives 
any sort of information on costs, I would avpreciate the privilege of 
reading it. I could return it after extracting the desired figures. 

I missed you at the Gane Conference. 

; I am exceedingly sorry that Leffingwell's successor has 
branched off on purely academic subjects. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD : 
In Charge, Game Survey
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ALDO LEOPOLD= 

MADISON WIS= ; 

HEARD B J OREILLY TALK LAST NIGHT WATERFOWL NESTING 

CONDITIONS ALASKA AND ARCTIC GIVING GLAUCOUS AND JAEGER 

GULLS CREDIT FOR DECREASE PARTICULARLY IN WEST STOP 

CONSIDERABLE AGITATION HEARD FROM MANY°SOURCES ON THIS. 

SAME TROUBLE STOP OREILLY HAS SPENT TWENTY YEARS MINING 

ENGINEER WORK SAME TIME STUDYING WATERFOWL SONG BIRDS IN| 

NORTH BELIEVE HIS STATEMENTS AUTHENTIC: STOP HAS WRITTEN 

ARTICLES ON ABOVE FOR PACIFIC SPORTSMAN AND REPORTED TO 
MANLEY S HARRIS SANFRANCISCO STOP SUGGESTS FUND BE RAISED| 
BY SPORTSMEN OF COUNTRY PURPOSE EMPLOYING EFFECIENT 
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH TO VOUCH FOR HIS STATEMENTS WITH IDEA. 
TO GET BUREAU REMOVE PROTECTION NAMED SPECIES AND START. 
METHOD OF CONTROL SUGGEST YOU TAKE THIS UP NEWYORK MEETING 
ALSO ADVISORY BOARD MEETING STOP RESOLUTION ON ABOVE BEING | 

- FORWARDED YOU FROM SEATTLE ROD GUN CLUB STOP OREILLYs | 
ADDRESS TWO WEEKS AMBASSADORE HOTEL SEATTLES 

EARL A FRY..\3 

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO eo MONEY Is BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE — o f



Dee. 15, 1930 

Mr. A. Whitman Murray, President ; 
The Seattle Rod and Gun Club 
164 Harbor Aveme, S. W. 
Seattle, Washington 

Dear Mr. Murray? 

ltr. Redington, by reason of illness in 

his family, did not attend the Game Conference, and I was 

unable to attend the Advisory Committee meeting. Accordingly 

there was not opportunity for me to push the matter which your 

and Mr, Fry urged me to undertake. . 

Yours sincerely, 

' ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

\ 

| ‘ 

\



Dee. 2, 1930 

Mr. Barl A. Pry 
702 Hoge Building 
Box 1894 g 
Seattle, Washington 

Dear Barl: 

I have your wire and entirely catch your idea that 

the Alaska waterfowl work shovld be checked. I will be see- 

ing Redington Monday, also Major Waller Sunday, and will re-+ 

port conelusions. I take it from your wire that you will not 

be at the Game Conference, and I will miss the chance of see-. 

ing you. 

Yours sincerely, 

; ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Dictated Nov. 28, 
| and signed in Mr. Leopold'd absence, 

| 

\ | 
}
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The Seattle Rod and Gun Club 
1644 HARBOR AVE. S. W. 

SEATTLE, U.S.A 

December 2, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold,” 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

Mr. Earl A. Fry has handed me a copy of his night letter to you 

- under date of November 27. 

I am forwarding you duplicate of the resolution of the Seattle 

Rod and Gun Club, referred to in Mr. Fry's telegram. I regret that this 

could not have been forwarded to you at an earlier date due to the 

impossibility of getting our committee together for drafting of the 

resolution. ‘The original resolution will be forwarded direct to the 

United States Biological Survey, Washington, D. C. 

We have reason to believe that the Bureau is not unacquainted with 

the deplorable situation now being brought to their attention. We believe 

that the Bureau has not been active in this matter because of the antagonism, 

possibly of the Audubon Society,and the public, who classify all gulls as 

. “geagulls" and think of them only as ef harmless, ornamental and useful 

birds seeretrsit is to be noted that the depredations complained of are confined 

largely to two particular species. We earnestly believe that the real 

source of the depletion of duck life, particularly on the Pacific Coast and 

in the western states is the wholesale destruction of eggs and young duck- 

lings by the species of gulls referred to. 

While we know that irrigation projects, droughts and guns of 

sportsmen take a large toll, yet we are satisfied that the destruction on 

the breeding grounds is ten-fold that of the other causes combined. Cold 

logic leads us to the conclusion that the first place to concentrate our 

attention upon is the source of the supply of our waterfowl. 

We see evidence every day of controversy based largely upon 

speculation as to the remedy for the rapid disappearance of our waterfowl. 

Much vague reference has been made to the "disturbance of the balance of 

nature." With our waterfowl, man is responsible for disturbing the balance 

and it is up to man to restore the balance of nature by giving the ducks 

and other waterfowl some protection on the breeding grounds. 

We fail to see. where these species of gulls are a necessity as 

scavengers in Alaska and the Arctic. The most that could happen by a 

reduction of their numbers would be a remote possibility of some increase 

in the numbers of mice and lemmings in an uninhabited country and we feel 

that such increase in the numbers of these rodents would be easily taken 

care of by the carnivora.
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As to what means to take to reduce the numbers of these winged 

destroyers, it has been suggested that a bounty sufficient to interest 

. the Indians and Esquimaux would materially assist in bring about the 

desired end. 

In conclusion, we will be grateful for any assistance that you 

can give us in bringing this problem to the front that it may be 

recognized and properly dealt with. 

Sincerely yours, 

President, Ue Mm 

; Seattle Rod and Gun Club; 

|



A 
RESOLUTION 

of the 

SEATTLE ROD AND GUN CLUB 

RECOMMENDING THE REMOVAL OF THE GLAUCOUS WINGED GULLS 

' AND JAEGERS FROM THE LIST OF PROTECTED BIRDS AND THAT 

| ACTION BE TAKEN TO CONTROL THEIR DESTRUCTION OF BIRD 

LIFE ON THE NESTING GROUNDS. | 

#3) ¢r- 

WHEREAS, sportsmen and other lovers of bird life have become | 

alarmed at the rapid decrease in the numbers of ducks and other waterfowl. 

WHEREAS, the reasons for such decrease have been attributed 

to various causes, such as Gdrainage projects, droughts and guns of hunters. 

P WHEREAS, the Seattle Rod and Gun Club is of the belief that 

attention should be first directed to conditions existing on the breeding 

grounds of said waterfowl. 

WHEREAS, we believe the principal breeding grounds of ducks 

in the westem states lie within the Coastal waters of Alaska and the rivers | 

and tundras of the Arctic. 

WHEREAS, the Seattle Rod and Gun Club, an organization of 

representative sportsmen, is possessed of authoritive information that the | 

ravages of the glaucous winged gulls and jaegers on the eggs and young of 

said waterfowl result in a tremendous loss of bird life and believes this a | 

source of greater loss than all other causes combined. ; 

WHEREAS, hitherto, we know of no effort made by the United 

States Biological Survey to investigate this situation ami the public 

generally is in ignorance concerning the same. 

NOW, THEREFORE, be it resolved as follows: 

1. That this organization go upon record as opposing the 

protection of the glaucous winged gulls and jaegers am hereby petition the 

|
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United States Biological Survey to remove such protection. 

Re That the United States Biological Survey be urged to 

undertake immediate scientific research to determine the most effective 

means calculated to bring about as soon as possible an end toe this wanton 

Slaughter of bird life. 

The undersigned, Secretary of the SEATTLE ROD AND GUN CLUB, 

hereby certifies that the foregoing resolution is a true and correct copy 

of a resolution duly passed at a regular meeting of the SEATTIZ ROD AND 

GUN CLUB, held November 26, 1930. 

| Lory fo 
: 

‘ ' ete
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CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

November 28, 1930. 
GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Leopold - 

Following is a copy of a memorandum from 
Earl Fry for your information: 

“After a long wait I have just received a 
reply from my letter to Arthur Svihla, successor 
to Dr. Leffingwell at the Washington State College. 

I had asked Mr. Svihla what work he was taking 
up at the college and if he was continuing Leffingwell's 

study. 
He says that his interests are vrimarily with 

mammals here in the state. I expect to be in that 
part of the country about December lst and will call 
on him at that time. 

You might advise Aldo Leopold as to the above." 

Most sincerely yours, 

iw ‘GA .. U>yeRQ2,_ 
L. W. T. Waller, Jr. 

LWIW/c Director of Conservation. 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION .
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WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION September a6, 1930. yor 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Leopold - 

In reply to yours of September 12th concerning report 

sent on by Earl Fry some years ago on the Ahtanum Valley Productive 

League at Yakima, Washington, our files show that Earl Fry made out 

a Sportsmen Association Report on this organization on the 18th of 

October, 1927. I am afraid that the data given is too meager to be 

of use, but is quoted herewith - 

President - C. C. McCau, Route 5, Yakima, Wash. 
Secretary - M. Woodcock, Route 4, Yakima, Wash. 
No. of Members - 250 
Annual Fees - 50¢ 
The Association has no club rooms. 
Interested in hunting and in game propagation. 

"They use membership dues and shooting fees for 
purchasing new birds." 

"The organization is composed of farmers who keep 

their places posted against trespassing. They 
charge one dollar for the privilege of hunting 
birds on any of the members! places." 

You can see this would not be of any particular use. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Fry to remind 

him that if this organization is actually putting into effect some 
elements of a farmer-sportsman relation plan, probably similar to 

the Williamston Plan, he should check up on their results and let 

us have this as a separate report. 

Most sincerely yours, 

Lit. FO eee. 4 
L. W. T. Waller, Jre 

LYTW/c Director of Conservation. 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION |



421 Chemistry Building 

September 23, 1929 

Mr. R, BE, Marsh f 
Acting Assistant Forester 
Atlantic Building 
Washington, D. Oo, y 

Dear Ray! ; 

. : My total acquaintance with D. M, Mathews consists of 
about a half day of very satisfactory visit when he was here some 
three months ago. At that time I formed s very favoreble impression 

: of him, He seems to have a penstreting mind, lets of drive, and exe 
esllent judgment. As far as my acquaintance with him permits of an 

Kah opinion I would consider him well qualified for the forest survey proe 
g ject, and better qualified than anybody I can think of on the spur of 

the moment who might be readily available. 

It is also my impression that Sam Dana rates him very highly. — 
Zon also rates Grahem and Matthews as the two best men at Michigan. 

My sequaintance with Andrews ie based on hearing nin speak i 
on the Michigan Lend Survey on two oecasions, plus aboat ea helf day's 

\ visit with him in Ianeing. In addition I hawe heard a great deal of 
his work through Love joy. 

, here is no question in my mind that Andrews has executive 
_ Capacity of an entirely special order. He also must have st ick-to-it. 

i iveness, or he would never have carried through the two big jobe which 
. he has pit on the mep in Michigan, namely the Iand Survey and the fire 

| omganization. Incidentally,I learned that he received a slight raise’ 
| reeantly from the Michigan Comaiseion when he tool: on the lands dfévision. 

; My one doubt shout Andrews is whether he has the imagination to carry 
| through a Job like the Forest Survey. I do not mean by this to imply | > : 

; thet I have the slightest evidence indicating any lack of imagination; 
in short, he may have plenty of it. I do not think, however, that the  \ 

| land Survey proves that he has imagination because that end of it was \ 
done by Lovejoy. eo) \ 

My acquaintance with both Matthews and taal ie too slight \ 
to permit of a flat statement as to which is the ef for yh \ 

: poses. Either one of them is going to make a lot of wheels go , \ 

ae | \ 

; it 
i



_ 2 Marsh 

{ 

“Which one of them will mae then go round to the best advantage is what 
‘I cannot tell, Andrews hes proven that he can nt organize and 
work a large field organization, Matthews has ho such field project to 
his credit. On the other hand, if I had to guess, I would think that 
Matthews had a little broader view of objectives. As far as my knowledge 
goes it would be about a toss-up. , 

You no doubt have in mind that in Matthews case the existence 
\ Of possible coatracts with tropic countiries might enter into the case. 

| I know that he is somewhat engaged to help Bill Cox get started in Brazil. 

’ ; With kindect personal regards, \ 

Yours as ever, ‘ 

Aldo WoPuLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey, \ 

h 
/ 

‘ { 
ff 

Vt 

i
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

THE FORESTER WASHINGTON 

AND REFER TO Carre, 
R September 19, 1929. 

Personnel 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Professor D. M. Matthews of the University of Michigan 
. Forest School, has been recommended to us as well qualified 

for positions of large responsibility and difficulty in the 
Branch of Researeh, such, for instance, as the leadership of 
our nation-wide Forest Survey project and presumably for 
Forest Experiment Station directorships. 

It occurs to us here that you may know Mr. Matthews 
personally, or have authoritative information about his 
qualifications from others. You also know, of course, the 
high standards which we are attempting to maintain in the 

5 selection of personnel. Would you, if you have any basis 
for an appraisal, give us in appropriate detail your size-up 
of oo an indication of how big a job he could 
fill and of particular phases of research to which he 
might be best adapted? 

Another man who has been given more or less consider- 
ation, particularly in connection with some important place, 
and even for the nation-wide leadership of our Forest Survey 
project, is Mt. J. Andrews, now head of the two divisions of 
Lands and Fire Protection in the Michigan state organization. 
While it is my understanding that he is not at this time in 
the market for any other job, we should, nevertheless, like to 
be securing all the helpful information we can with respect to



AL. 

him. We would appreciate your similar considerations for 
Andrews, if you have anything available about him. 

Needless to say, we greatly appreciate your assistance. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

R. HE. MARSH, 
Acting Assistant Forester. 

|



Wook, 

421 Chemistry Building . 

July 11, 1929 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 

Fashington State College 
Pullman, Washington 

‘Dear Mr, Milles: 

T have just gotten around to reading your report on Bob 
White Quail and greatly appreciate your allowing me the privilege 
of seeing this unpublished document. It sounds like a very inter+ 
esting problem, and it is too bad that @ more searching study of 
the question can not follow as the next step. 

I regretted my inability to get out your way this summer, 
but I hope to have the privilege of meeting you when I do get there, 
which will probably be next year. 

I am returning the report, assuming that you want it back. 
Should you be able to conveniently spare me this copy I would like 
to have it for my files and would protect it against publication. f 

Yours sincerely, 

‘ ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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ah’ 
THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON Jf 

PULLMAN, WASHINGTON ‘ : 

Mey 28, p90? ™ eermcee sooeeey | 
DEPARTMENT OF ZO: GY 

Pra ULLMAN, WASHINGTON | 

| 
Mr. Aldo Leopold | 

421 Chemistry Bldg. | 
Madison, Wisconsin . 

Dear lir. Leopold: | 

I wonder if I interpreted your letter of May 17 correctly. 
. Do you mean that the fellowship will not be available for 

the year 1929-30 unless Mr. Stoddard is able to come West 
to look over the ground? I am sorry if this is the case, as 
I was hoping to get this study well under way during the | 
coming year. 

It is barely possible that lir. Miller will be kept on in the 
department es a teaching fellow, and if he decides to remain 
with us during the coming year, I think 1 shall plan to heve 
him work on the range of our partridges. ‘Then if the fellow- 
ship is available in the next year, he can continue his work 
as a fellow of the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers 
Institute. 

Under separate cover 1 am sending you a term paper completed 
by Mr. Miller during the past year on the Bob White. I feel 
sure that he will be an excellent man for this type of work. 

Probably the only way I could get the pheasant material pub- 
lished in full would be to have it published as a book, and 
it is possible that I might work “it up for that. Would 
there be any possibility of the Institute financing its 
publication? The "American Pheasant Breeding and Shooting" 
by Quarles is not being reprinted, but a portion of my thesis 
is being published instead by the American Game Protective 
Association. I hope that this will be out shortly. 

; | 
I plan to leave here on the evening of the 7th of June, and 
will probably arrive in Chicago on the 10th, Under present 
plans, I shall have several hours in the city, and if you 
ware there, I think we could make arrangements to get to- 
gether and discuss the problems of the study. I1 can let 
you know definitely at what time I will arrive in Chicago. 

Very sincerely yours, Vv 

STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 

ND I g 
WV ALL 2 ald 

DJL: LH De ds Le{if ne ; 
#Fel4 Asst. Pko®. of 4dglogy ,



bs File Copies to: Earl A. Fry : 
a Stoddard 

‘W2l Chemistry Bull ding 

Way 17, 1929 

Mr. BD. J. Leffingwell 
State College 
Pullen, Washington 

Dear Professor Leffingwell: 

I have delayed reply to your letter of April 24 until a 
definite decision had been reached about my plans. It has now been 
eoncluded thet I hed better not interrupt the current work of the 
Game Survey in the North Central states until it is finished, which 

will not be before next winter, 

The earliest chance, therféree, of cieemee tae the ground 
the plans for a possible fellowship will be {n connection with what. 
ever western trips Stoddard finds it poseible to meke in the interim, 
Me will, of course, be very busy organising the fellowships in this 
region during the suumer, I hope that perhaps he can got west before 
the end of the year, and in any event I am sure that both he and I 
would like to see you while you are Bust, let me know when you go to 
Bew York. If I am in the field I would lize to meet you in Chicago 
or some other convenient point. 

Of course, this enforced delay makes it impossible for ir. ; 

Miller to bank on any fellowship during the coming school year, 1 : 
hope this will not necessitate his embarking on other plans which ; 

will later make him unavailable, since his qualificetions sound prom- 

ising. ; 

I an sorry to hear that there is no prospect of the full 
text of your pheasant thesis being published. ‘ho is reprinting 
Quarles’ “American Pheasant Breeding and Shooting"? — 

I regret that IT have not been able to give you a definite — 

: answer to the fellowship question at an earlier date, 

. ‘With kindest regards, Pers 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.



; THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 
PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 

April 24, 1929 (We nEPLvING TO THIS LarrER 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

My summer plans now include a trip to New York Stete, where 
I shall be working for the Conservation Department. 1 wonder 
if it would be possible to meet you and Stoddard at some time 
in the East, where we could discuss the problems that will 
doubtless arise in the Hungarian Fellowship, and then if you 
and Stoddard go West, I will arrange to have some of the men 
who know this country take you over the lend. Our headquarters 
for the summer will be in the Lake Champlsin district, but if 
you and Stoddard shoujd be able to meet me in New York City, 
I would be able to come down for some weekend. Or better 
still, if you can delay your trip to the West until after the 
middle of September, I shall be here to meet you in person. 

Thank you very much for your comments on the pheasant study. 
I do not see any possibility of having the work published by 
Cornell University, since they heve no University Press. I 
quite agree with you that the bulletin has been too condensed, 
but as funds were limited, this was necessary. I believe that 
the portion on artificial propogation will be printed by the 
American Game Protective Association to replace Quarles' "American 
Pheasant Breeding and Shooting," which is now out of print. I 
would like to publish the pheasant material in book form, if 
it were possible to do so, but see no immediate prospects 
of this. : 

Just when will the selection of the candidate and the school 
for the research fellowships be made? As you doubtless know, 
the time is getting short,and if we are to have these fellow- 
ships running this coming year, I think that the selection 
of the candidate should be meade so that he will not need to 
look about for other positions. Mr. Miller is, I am sure, 
omer of carrying out the work on the Hungarian, and I 
should like to see him notified of his appointment before 
he may select or be appointed to some other position. 

If these selections will not take place until fall, I am 
afraid that the candidates that we may obtain will be of a 
very inferior quality, and I should like to see the school 
and candidates designated as soon as possible. 

With best wishes, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

STATE COLLEGE OF WASH{NGTON 
o@ ee q DJL: LH D. 3. Leffihgwel] ~



ESTABLISHED 1a02 

E.l.oU Pont p—E NEMouRS & COMPANY 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION Lewiston Idaho, 

EARL A. FRY April 7-1929 
702 HOGE BUILDING as 

BOX 1894 - SEATTLE 

Mr Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wis. 

Mr Leopold; 

Trust you will pardon my delay in taking care of your recent letters 
to me but this is the first time I have had for at least a couple of 
weeks to catch up and then too I wished to talk with Dr Leffingwell 
before returning the letters you sent me to read over. 

I visited the Washington State College “riday of last week and found 
. them all "hopped up" over the possibility of a fellowship being estab- 
lished there. 

Phey seemed to be pretty much worried as to the proper hook-up on this 
with the man they have in mind, Miller, he, as I understand it, finish- 
ing his course this season. 

Leffingwell advises that he does not wish to hold him at the Yollege 
with this work in view and then not have it go thru. On the other hand 
they are of the opinion that Miller will obtain a commission in some 
other territory and not be available when they want him. 

} / SWothdends 
According to your correspondence with Leffingwell it might be well into 
August when hé would come out here for a survey of the proposition. 

} Leffingwell advises that he intends going East during the summer months, 
there to take up work with some school and perhaps would not be back in 
time to see Mr Stoddard. 

Pays he expects to leave for New York state about June 15th. He asks if 
he could arrange to interview Stoddard in Washington or some other point 
to take up certain information which Mr Stoddard might wish. - 

Please furnish me with as mjch inforna.tion as you can along the lines of 

what I have mentioned above. 

As to the maps. I am working up the Oregon map as you request, I have 

draypeitee range of the birds in Western Washington on the map sent 
G USS 11 

{ Up IND Sincerely, 

® At j lay, SPORTSMANS — fe Ba: SERVICE 25557) ~ 
i



File [ 

421 Chemistry Building 

Way 17, 1929 

mr. Earl A. Prey } 
702 Hoge Building 
Seattle, Washington 

Dear Earl: 

T have been unavoidably delayed in getting a final 

decision on the matter of the western trip. I now inclose a 

copy of my letter to Leffingwoll, which states definitely that ‘ 

no fellowship can be established during the coming shhool year, — 

I am ever so much obliged to you for completing the 

i ; pheasant and Hungarian map for Washington and look forward with E 

interest to anything you get on Oregon. Pi 

With kindest regards, 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
; Tn Charge, Game Survey. 

- Ino j



THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON yor 
PULLMAN, WASHINGTON f 

March 20, 1929 im meerine vo ais Carran 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

STATE ULLMAN, WASHINGTON 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I think you are quite right in saying that Pullman is well 
located for a study of the Hungarian Partridge. Outside of ; 
the state of Washington, the Hungarian does not seem to have 

joe increased in numbers much, except in one county in Oregon 
’ oe end varts of Montana. i 

wey Under separate cover I am sending you a copy of my thesis, 
7 which gives the whole life history of the pheasant as I 

oo worked it out. As soon as you have looked it over, I would 
appreciate it if you would send it on to the Greduate School, 
Cornell University,Ithaca, New York. ‘The pheasant bulletin, 
which you have doubtless received by now, is a condensation 
of much of the material in the thesis, and I have several 
other papers ready for publication on these birds. 

Mir. J. Paul Miller, a senior here at the State College, with 
his Major in Zoology, is a member of the Biologist, an honor- 
ary Biological society open only to those who show some re- 
search ability. At my suggestion he is prepsring a brief 
outline of the work that he has carried on so far on the 
Bob White, which I hope to be able to send to you shortly. 
(The completed work, of course, will not be evailable until 
June. I think that he has the ability to carry on the 
Hungarian study, since he has had work in Ornithology, knto- 
mology and Botany. 

However, since work of this sort is given at other insti- 
tutions, notably the ones named in my last letter, it might 
be well to see if there are men interested in work elong this 
line who would be better qualified for the fellowship. 

Your question concerning the pheasants of the Western slope 
is easily answered. lMost of the Western slope of the Cascades 
is a humid forest, and except for certain of the islands in 
Puget Sound and certain cleared areas, there would be no 
available habitat for these birds. By far the greater pro- 
portion of the birds are in the Eastern part of the state. 

Yours most sincerely, 

TATE CYLLEGH Seu, 

DIL: LH Oeics - 
#121 urator of MusA#éum



Been Copy sent Stoddard and Olin. 
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421 Chemistry Building 

March 12, 1929. 

Prof. D. J. Leffingwell, 
State College of Washington, 
Pullman, Washington. 

Dear Dr. leffingwell: 

I am glad to have your letter and map. Now we are getting 
down to cases. I am impressed with the strategic location of Pullman 
for a Hungarian study covering not only Washington but, if necessary, 
the whole northwestern rnge. 

By all means send me a copy of your pheasant study. It will 
Oo Ses ee ee eee, 0 ere ee eas Sear ar oe See 
reasonably parallel on what these studies should try to do. 

Sees sce be Seneeoenes 98 enetates 760 oan Seatl Sins 
as to Mr, Miller's history, standing, and ability. Has he a on 
Bobwhite? 

I will of course safeguard any unpublished material you care 
te send, 

All this will help Stoddard and I to form an opinion of the 
relative advantages of the various institutions for an @arly start, we 
have still to prove that fellowships will work, and at present we are 
looking for the best places to try them out. 

Ave there no pheasants on the western slope? 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO iROPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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Outline, Life History Study. 

Genus -=- Discussion & Characters. 

Species -- Discussion & Characters. 

"Distribution. 

Original Home 

Localities where introduced. 

Habitat. 

Breeding Season 

Courtship & Display 

Territory 

Mating Habits 

Nesting 

The Eggs 

: The Young 

Winter Flocking 

Habits in General 

Plumages & Molt 

Hybrids 

Size of Adults 

Age Characters 

Enemies 

Feeding & Food Habits of Adults 

Stomach Analyses 

Feeding & Food Habits of Young 

: Stomach Analyses 

Economic Importance 

Toxicology 

Diseases & Parasites.



THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 

PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 

; March 4, 1929 IN REPLYING To THIS LETTER 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing the map which you sent with the areas 
in general in which the Hungarian partridge is found. 

I have indicated on the map by across the counties 
in which there was an open season on Hungarian part- 
ridges in 1928, and by a dotted cross those in which 
the season was closed dur to the scarcity of birds. The 
distribution and abundance of pheasants is shown by 
circles. I-am writing to the various game commissions 
in the state for more accurate information as to the 
distribution off birds in their counties, and will pre- 
pare this map and send it to you at the earliest oppor- 
tunity. 

I have prepared an outline of the life history study 
which I used in my study of the life history of the 
ring necked pheasant. In case you may not have seen 
this paper, I am sending you several copies under 
separate cover. I think that this outline might well 
be used in the study of the life history of the Hungarian. 
In fact, I had started such a study, and have considerable 
material on this subject. Some of it is ready for pub- 
lication in the near future. I. should like your opinion 
of this. 

As for the selection of the candidate, 1 should like to 
say that we will be guided by your wishes in this matter. 
It might be advisable to advertise this scholarship in 
such institutions as Cornell, hichigan, California and 
others where ornithology and bird work is given. 

Mr. Miller, who is studying the Bob White for research 
for his Bachelor's Degree, is well fitted to continue 
on the study of the Hungarian partridge, and I am sure 
would be satisfactory in this respect. 

} Very truly yours, 

STATE COLLEGE OR WASHINGTON 
BD] olel oe 

DIL: LE Did. Ube? ingwell 
#100 Asst. Prof. of Zoology



42l Chemistry Building 

February 26, 1929. 

Professor D. J. Leffingwell, 
The ate sae of Washington, 

Dear Professor Leffingvell: 

I entirely agree with you that the Hungarian is the logical 
bird to start with in your state. yr i wearin egy ag a : 
place the emphasis on a life history study s "ics Seen ieee ney 
om quail in Georgia by Stoddard rather than on a game ' 
The Institute is already financing a game farm at Clinton, New Jérsey, 
which you of course know about where methods of propogation on this 
species ought to be worked out. 

In order to give me o prelininary idee of the physteel Lay- | 
gut in your state, will you sketch roughly the distribution of 
Bungariens on the attached outline mapeso thet I can get the relation 
to the college at Pullman? nd fofonghe An apna ele 
distribution of pheasants may also be indicated. 

Pending an inspection on the ground by Stoddard, the vest 
thing to be done to push this possibility forward is to outline a life 
history study of Hungarians in Washington. I will say there there is 
no question about the desire of the Institute to go ahead with this 
STeGumetamcntnea. 
study is to consist of and by it is to be made. 

With best wishes, ; 

Tours truly, 

ALDO IBOPOLD, 
| In Charge, Game Survey. 

\ .



THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 
i PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 

Feb. 19, 1929 ; shinai 
DEPARTMENT oF ZOOLOGY 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

fhank you very much for your letter of Feb. 2. Again I 
might suggest that a fellowship to study the Hungarian part- 
ridge (Perdix perdix) would, I believe, be of most value, 
since it is in this region that this species seems to thrive, 

I believe that we could learn a good deal both about the life 
history and the methods of propagation of the birds from ex- 
perimental work to be carried on here at the college. As you 
may know, we have a county game farm in connection with the 
college, where birds can be raised and studied in captivity. 
It seems to me that with the great interest being shown in the 
Hungerian partridge, it would be most advisable to study this 
species in order that we might learn its habits and the methods 
of its pronagetion. 

As for plans, I would suggest that at first we study the range 
of individual coveys and also make an effort to determine the 
territory used by pairs of birds during the nesting season. 
This study seems a very necessary one if we are to find out 
what is the maximum number of birds that a given area will 
support. 

Then too, I think that a careful analysis of the food of the 
young birds is advisable, since then we can tell their diet ; 
requirements in carbohydrates, proteins and fats, which will 
be utilized in making up their dietary on the game farm. I 
am studying at present the food habits of the edult, and will 
have this material ready for publication probably some time in 
the fall. However, much more study could be done on the feed- 
ing of these birds. 

Another problem is one in game farming, namely, methods of pair- 
ing the adult birds preparatory to egg laying. ‘This needs, I 
believe, a careful study of the natural mating and nesting 
habits of the wild birds. 

I shall be very glad to have you consider this college es one 
interested in your fellowships. I1 think that we have many geme 
birds here in the west which need a thorough study in order to 
increase their number. Any ideas which you may have along this 
line I am sure we would be glad to follow out. 

Very truly yours, 

TE SKC OALESR OF WASH PShef me hey Ee 

DJL: LH Ded. be RE a 
#66 Asst. ProNNof Zodlogy



lugar Rens hta=foek ’ 7 
COPY TO: ALDO LEOPOLD fe forte reettiteades 
FROM: EARL A. FRY. 

» Seattle Washingtonn 
\ #evruary 9-1929 
\ > 

of esor DD. we Leffingwell, ‘ 

ve Washington State College, ‘ 
Pullman, Washington. 

Professor Leffingwell; 

I recently received a copy of the letter which Mr Aldo Leopold sent 
you Selative to the quail Vellowships. 

Had the pleasure of spending a day with ‘Gene Simpson when he was coming 
thru Portland the other day and eane to him ebout Mr Leopold's letter, 
eee toe ~ wherein recor there might be some other 
bird than t. quai which would be of more value. 

ur Simpson's idea on quail ie either the California or Mountain variety — but believes the Hungarian partridge is still more of importance and suggested that you suggest this to Mr Leopold, 

I dont know how you find it in your part of the state but over in the 
‘ western part of both Oregon and Tashington the sportemen pay litte or no attention to quail hunting. 

I trust yen can keep on top of this proposition to the end that wa will be able to get one of these fellowships located out in our state, 

ie Simpson advised he can furnish us with records of all. the 42 paantings in Oregon if we should so wish it, ; si 
Please keep me advised if I ean be of any service, 

Yours very truly, 

. a 
1a : 

a TRAM,



421 Chomistry Building 

February 2, 1929. 

Professor D. J, Leffingvell, 
c/o Washington State College, 
Pullasn, Washington. 

Dear Professor Leffingwell; 

Mr. Fey has forwarded to me your letter of January & 
inguiring ebout fellowships. 

T am glad to mow of your interest and aleo that you 
have a student with good qualifications. From my present limited 
knowledce of northreetern conditions, however, I am not sure that 
®& queil study would be of particular velue. Since iesuing the 
prospectus, these fellowships have beon made convertible to other 
epecies,. Is there any other species thet you woulé prefer? 

The first move toward a thorough consideration of this 
question would be a visit by Mr. Stoddard of the Biclogical Survey } 
who will have technical supervision of the work. Stoddard will not 
be through in Georgie witil July 1. Should you care in the mean- 
while, however, to evolve some tentative plans, I would be glad to 
correspond with you and I lmow that Mr. Fry would also be interested - 
in cooperating in every way possible. I am sending him a copy of 
this letter. ; 

Yours very truly, 

ALDO IZOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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Seattle Washincton, 
. January 29-1929 

Aldo Teopold, \ 
421 Chemistry Buildine, 
Sadison, Wisconsin, 

ir Leopold; 

Sorry to have made the error in not forwarding Yr Leffingwell's 
letter, Tt was an oversight. Same is attached, 

As to his paper on ringneck pheasahts, This as made up at the 
request of Sherman Lloyd about a year and one half ago and after 
it was completed was found to be not what our division wanted, 

Leffingwell endeavored to place this with some of the ammunition 
companies and I dont know if he was successful or not. I do know 
that he wanted to realize some money on it, 

Under these conditions I believe it would be best for you to write 
him and ask for the paper yourself. I have no doubt, unless he 
has allready placed the article, that he will gladly forward it 
to you. 

: T just received a call from Harold Clifford, Oregon State Game 
Warden, asking me to come down to Salem tomorrow where a bill 
is to be considered thst will change the Oregon game administration 
from the state commission form to that of the county system, 

We are making a fight to keep this from going thru as I would cer- 
tainly hate to see another state loaded down with the same form of - 
administration as we have been hampered with for so many years, 

Please keep me advised as to your progress with Yr Leffingwell. 

Yours very truly, 
iN 

tn“ / 

(> 4f J 

lay. SPORTSMAN'S —@= : / f= SERVICE ny
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ee THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 
PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 

Mr. Earl A. Fry i 
702 Hoge Bldg. f 
Seattle, Wash. 

Dear Mr. Fry: 

Thank you very much for the prospectus of the Quail Fellowship. 
I have a studént here at the college who is working on the 
winter habits of the Bob White in an effort to determine the 
reason for their scarcity in this country. 

This young man, Mr. J. Paul Miller, is well fitted for the type 
of work to be undertaken. He has taken his major work in Zool- 
ogy, and has sufficient botany to enable him to determine the 
various plants in quail covers. He is expecting to take some 
more work in ornithology in the spring. Hence, his interest 
lies in thst field, and it is a very keen interest. I think 
that he would be an excellent candidate for this type of re- 
search. He will obtain his B. A. degree in June of this year. 

Although I cannot say definitely as yet, I think that the col- 
lege would be glad to receive one of these fellowships. I 
think that we can find suitable grounds for experimentation 
close to Pullman, in fact, Mr- Miller tells me that he has 
located one area on which there are two quail coveys within 
a very short distance of the college, and the Union Flat area, 
some five miles out, is an excellent area for experimentation 

of this type. 

Just what is the formal method of applying for one of these 
fellowships? I think that without doubt we can obtain leave 
to lease the necessary grounds, but I should like to see you 
before I talk to the president. 

Our next meeting of the Izaak Walton League will be on Jan. 25, 
and I wonder if you can talk to us then about these proposed 
fellowships, or on your trip to California. Please let me 
know if you can be over here at that time, as we are all anxious 
to have a chance to talk with you about Waltonism in your sec- i 
tion of the state. 

Very sincerely yours, | 

SATE COLLEGE QF WASHINGTON 

~ ‘. Pi 

DJL: LH D. J. Lef ‘ 

#8 Asst. ProfY of Zoology



421 Chemistry Building : 

December 12, 1928, 

Mr. Earl A. Pry, 
c/o Du Pont Company, 
702 Hoge Building, 
Seattle, Washington. 

Dear Mr. Fry: 

Dr. MeAtee of the Biological Survey tells me that Professor 
Leffingwell had a student who was working on bulbs and gophers who 
might possibly be suitable material for one of the Quail Fellowships 
described in the attached Prospectus. I do not have Professor 
Leffingwell's address, hence I am writing you to ask whether you 
could conveniently see him or write him sending him this prospectus 
and asking him for names of students who might be qualified. Incident- 
ly, I would like to have your examine the Prospectus in case you have 
not seen it already. The maps are rather expensive to reproduce so 

' that unless you or Professor Leffingwell have particular need of it, 
I would appreciate its return. 

I was very glad to have your letter of November 30 and to 
; note the energetic way in which you have gone into the collection of 

information. I hope, of course, that this activity will be entirely 
worth while for you for its own sake as well as being useful to me 4 
when I get to your section. The date of my visit is still a long 
way in the future since it has been decided to finish up the North 
Cenral block of states and publish a report on them before proceeding 
on any considerable scale elsewhere, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

; ALDO LEOPOLD, 
; In Charge, Game Survey; 

Dicated by Mr. Leopold but 
signed during his absence to 
avoid debay..
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ee es Seattle Washington, j 
November 30-1928 

Mr Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr Leopold; 

You have probably thought that I have been quite delinquent in 
telling you what I have done along the lines of your survey work, 

It is chiefly due to the fact that the game departments of the 
Northwest states know little or nothing about the history of the 
game over which they have jurisdiction that I have been unable to 
accompish little in this respect. 

I have been working hard to get the departments interested in this 
survey and believe that I have some of them well on the way to take 
up the study. 

At a recent meeting of the Washington Association of County Game 
Commissioners and Wardens, I created an interest in a survey of the 
waterfowl situation and to that end I have outlined a questionaire 
which will be presented to the various county game departments by 
the State Game Department. 

Alors with this I am getting the State Game Deparment to submit a 
f series of questions on the general game conditions, I have taken 

this from your outline, omitting thos questions which do not per- 
tain to the individual counties, 

In this way I expect to obtain a general idea of what is doing 
here in Washington and in turn pass it along to you. 

The game departments here in the Northwest have not realized the 

importance of keeping this data up to date, being only concerned 
with what is going on during their administration. 

Will appreciate any comments you may have on the idea I am using, 

ll DONT 
Her ae 

C3 , boc Ay 
Igy. SPORTSMANS 
ee: «SERVICE shy



STATE OF WASHINGTON 
Survey of Waterfowl Areas. 

For the purpose of ascertaining what we have in the State of Washington 

in areas that are suitable for the use of waterfowl, both as to feed as 

well as resting areas, we are asking the Game Commissioners of each 

county to cooperate in compiling this data. 

‘This work is being undertaken with the idea of developing areas within 

the state which will always have available water supply, deed and pro- 

tection, which is necessary for the attraction of waterfowl, 

Purniah @ map of your county (available at Gounty Engineer's o6fice) 

whereon kindly outline the following; 

lst; Logation of present marsh or known waterfowl areas. 
Designate acreage of each area, 
Designate privately owned duck club areas, also acreage. 
Designate areas owned by county or state, also acreage. 
Designate to what extent the areas are now being frequented 

by waterfowl. 
Designate species found, 
Designate natural feed now found in each area, 
ie waterfowl increasing or deereasing in your county? 

2nd; Loeation of areas which were formerly known waterfowl lands 
and which, in your opinion, might be developed as waterfowl 
areas. 

Designate acreage. 
Designate areas owned by county or state, also acreage. 

3rd; Advise acreage within your county which was formerly known as 
waterfowl area but which has been reclaimed for agriculture 
or other purposes. 

4th; Give, in your opinion, any ideas which might be used in the 
development of the waterfowl in your county and the state. 

It is very possible that, after the above data is compiled, the out- 

standing ereas will be surveyed by an expert along these lines and the 

cost of developing and maintaining them as waterfowl areas be placed 

up to Congress, a program which is similar to that being carried on by 

other states of the Union.



; STATS OF WASHINGTON 
va Game Gonditions Survey 

To establish within our state certain information relative to the wild life 
the same being necessary for the future development of same, we are asking 
you to gonsider the following questions and answer them to the best of 
your ability. 

The Game Situation 
Distribution of Species. If any species does not occur throughout the 
county, can you trace on a county map the outline of its present range? 
If its range has recently expanded or contracted, trace the old range also. 

Game_Censys. Has anybody in your county gathered figures on abundance or 
numbers of game, either past or present? If so, it is desired to have the 
figures. Where a direct census is impracticable, an indirect index (such 
as number of covies per day per man) is often equally good, especially if 
the record covers a fixed area over a term of years. 

Kil. Figures, are there any records of kill by years, covering a fixed 
area over & term of years? (Sueh records are sometimes Bers by clubs, 
Game departments, or individual hunters who keep a journal) 

Open sogsons « A record of the length of open seasons over a long term of 
years. 8 is important if there has been a tendency toward aneinkags or 
@longation of the season on a given species. 

ephoon el eh a Gk kalba Be Records of the number of guns on a given area or 
given es (8 as opening day) over a long term of years. 

Gyeiic Species. For species like the grouse, which fluctuate in abun- 
ance, can you list the extra good and extra poor seasons over a long er 

ioa@ of years for any given seontt ee The list need not be complete, but 
it should go ae far back as possible, If such records are gathered by 
compiling the recollections of old hunters, the name of the individuals 
should be recorded. 

i » For introduced species, ean you put down, er on & coun- 
G map » a full record of the time, place, date and method of paanting, she 
amount, origin, and condition of the stock, and the success or failure of 
the plant? If the plant was successful, trace the boundary of the area 
on which the stock is established. 

Jachors of protuehiya ty» What was the date, place, and gause of any im- 
portant change in environment of your a ne species? (For instance 
Ploods, drouths, blizzards, cuttings, fires, nage, overgrazing, ete.) 

etn Are there any records of the effect of specific predators on 
ori ar species of game; of the kill of predators by species on arene 
ie areas; or of the prevailing methods and costs of predator control work? 

In each case, the reason for assuming that e given predatory species is 
injurious is also desired,



The Land Situation 

Spub uaps. Gan you put down on a county ap J the names, locations, and kind 
0 oo clubs? If the club areas are large, the map should also show 
roughly the boundaries of each holding. Data on what clubs are doing to ime 
prove their holding are also desired. 

seg and Satna What is the percentage of posted farms in represen- 
ative loca. 9s? If landowners lease land te clubs, what are the pre~- 

vailing rentals A og acre? if farmers se]1 shooting privileges to individ- 
uals, what are prevailing rates per man per day? 

puetoniice What individuals or companies are interested in raising game 
or eki & supplemental source of revenue? (Yor el Lumber companies ; 
wishing to develop game as an adjunet to forestry operations) 
Wnat farmers have accomplished anything notable in game conservation on 
their farms? 

The Conservation Public. 
What are the names, programs, officers, and paid-up memberships of vol- 
untary organizations devoted to game conservation, forestry, fire-preven- 
tion, watershed conservation, range conservation, bird study, game farming, 
drainage, resort-development, or any other activity on gane? 

Which have conducted special educational ba bearing on conservation? 
eounty 

What scientific and techinical man in your ##48@ take an active part in 
such consarvation organizations? 

Have you any local county educational literature on game? Supply samples. 

What local newspapers or periodicals are especially interested in game? 

What county agents or agriculturs extension agencies are interested in game! 

Game Retearch. 

What educational and research institutions are active in natural history 
research, or offer courses in game management, forestry, agriculture, 
lumbering, or other forms of land use? 

What individuals in the faculties of such institutions are most interested 
in game? 

Vhat are the books, theses, bulietins, or reports on game available or in 
prospect? 

What fellowships are available for helping to finance game research? 

ave there any amateur ornithologists or naturalists capable of volunteer 
researches or observations on game? 

Does your county game department ask the University for research on the 

natural history epeekpene it cannot answer? Does it apply the results of 
research when available to gane administration?
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Olympic National Park Proposal Is Arbitrary and Wasteful 

In all that the proponents of the Wallgren partment of Agriculture, and there is no good rea- 

Bill (H. R. 7086) say in praise of the natural beau- son for converting nearly half of the Olympic Na- 

ties of the Olympic Peninsula, of its recreational tional Forest into a national park as the Wallgren 

values, of the interesting wild life in which it bill proposes to do. Let us have magnificent areas 

abounds, we heartily concur. Itisour home. Init of primeval forest; let us maintain the herds of 

we make our livelihood, raise our families, take our lordly elk in their native habitat; let us provide 

. pleasures. We are the “local objectors and ob- recreation and inspiration for all America. But 

structionists” to whom the promoters of the Olym- let us also have the ordered use of our waters and 

pic National Park plan disparagingly refer. minerals. Let us have the controlled use of our 

| We are of the 104,000 whose opportunities for timber resources under a managed plan program 
a livelihood would be curtailed and in whose com- for the economic welfare of our citizens, and for 
munities progress would be impeded by the estab- the use of the whole nation. 
lishment of this arbitrary, wasteful program. For the purpose of obtaining a comprehensive 

sys . and unified administration of the Olympic Nation- 

We ay it is an arbitrary, wasteful Dre r aD al Forest, “for the greatest good to the greatest 
because it proposes to go far beyond necessity to Gen, ‘diitcdh the Mt. Ol 
accomplish its stated purpose; that of preserving Nati Ey Me e Wacainee ‘ Ye dt fo Va RUS 
forests of large trees in their primitive condition, © Mhe a ti nal ee i Se urns 4 he Sotilan. 
of preserving wild life, and providing recreational 1 Me National forest Service, ani that the Olym- 
facilities pic National Forest, in its present entirety, be con- 

‘ F tinued under the administration of the National 
H These features of forest use are compatible Forest Service. Facts supporting our reasons for 

with the fullest utility of all resources under the this recommendation will be found in the following 

administration of the National Forest Service, De- pages of this booklet. 
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The Wallgren Bill is opposed by the Washington State Grange; Pomona Grange of Grays Harbor 

County; Grays Harbor Central Labor Council; Hoquiam Planning Commission; Aberdeen Planning 

Commission; Grays Harbor County Planning Commission; Port Angeles, Elma, Montesano, Aberdeen 

and Hoquiam Aeries of the Fraternal Order of Eagles; Washington State Forest Board, Governor Clar- 

ence D. Martin, Chairman; Washington State Sportsmen’s Council; Aberdeen, Hoquiam, Clearwater, 

Forks, Hoodsport, Port Townsend, Quinault, Shelton and Sequim Chambers of Commerce; The Olym- 

pians. outdoor and mountaineering organization.



National Forest Service Has Comprehensive Recreational Program . 

The policy of the National Forest Service in shelters, and allotted certain areas for summer 
regard to the recreational development of national residences and resorts. 
forests is well enunciated in the following excerpt The Forest Service has demonstrated through 
from the chapter “The Forest for Recreation,” in the operation of the Cleator Plan that the beauty 
the Senate Document No. 12 (A national Plan for of the Mt. Olympus National Monument and the 

American Forestry [1933]) : Olympic National Forest can be perpetuated for 

“National Forests—The national forests are the enjoyment of the public under its administra- 
managed principally for the purpose of providing tion, and at the same time permit the proper de- 
the greatest good to the greatest number in the long velopment of the industrial resources; all for the 
run. Under this policy the Forest Service recog- benefit of “the greatest number in the long run. 

nizes that some lands.are so valuable for recreation The Wallgren Bill would eliminate 609 square 
that no commercial exploitation should be permit- ; ppneeree tk, ¢ ; AS, 
ted on them. On the other hand, on some of the éles from the Olympic National Forest (in addition 
lands the recreational values are safeguarded at to the 467 square miles already in the Mt. Olympus 

be same ~~ a the aeelon seas ot eo National Monument) destroying the effectiveness of 
S ed. In national forest recreationa ‘ : , : 

development the stress is laid not in preserving the the vitally important sustained-yield program of the 

primeval but in providing healthy outdoor recrea- State of /V’ashington and the National Forest Service. 

tion. Camping, the development of health resorts, The bill proposes to withdraw an area approximately 
and general use are encouraged. As a result the half the size of Delaware, nearly one-fourth the size 
national forests, in addition to providing some su- é i Bi fae A a 
perlative and primeval (natural) areas, provide of Connecticut. The economic future of the majority 

wilderness areas, camp grounds, residence areas, of Olympic Peninsula residents would be adversely 

and outing areas for millions of people. . . .” affected, with no advancement of scenic and recrea- 
Using the foregoing principles, it is very evi- ,; ; 4 e protection of wild life. (See 

dent that the administration of the Mount Olympus et ae or the ei f ne 
National Monument in the past and of the Olympic. ?49¢ ). 
National Forest at the present time by the Forest 
Service is directly in keeping with the preservation +. : 5 RS 
and recreational use of government forest areas for Pig eS ‘ 23 wee 
the enjoyment of recreationists, as well as the "rig oN fi a 
proper use and development of commercial timber YW ny , ray Ais ae 
areas under forestry practice. nu oS fy — 

In 1926, F. W. Cleator, Recreation Examiner Ny se r ad 
and Engineer for Forest Service, U. S. Department &. wy , 
of Agriculture, prepared a comprehensive program Peed an 1 ie 
for the purpose of developing the recreational fea- ' eS ak", 
tures and preserving the natural beauty of the Mt. : | cy 
Olympus National Monument and the Olympic Na- ‘ Be ia 
tional Forest (see map, page 5). This program was a a . 
adopted in 1927 as the guiding policy of the Na- ; . Wms 
tional Forest Service in administering both the P beat" ed Fett. 4 
monument and the forest, and was completely in 4 ok fi * og : 
effect until June, 1933, when the Mt. Olympus Na- , ; : | ae bac 
tional Monument was transferred to the National oy ee en: 
Park Service. Since that time its provisions have ; ol ae es 
been continued with relation to the management of Bre | : . 
the national forest. Bete ae 

The Cleator Plan provides for the preservation P as ah » P 
of magnificent forest areas containing the finest ea 
examples of all species of the Olympic Peninsula’s 1 . : Bi -. , 

largest trees; for the construction of forest trails , “ . ‘ “ 
and of roads permitting travel through hundreds : hen iy 5 
of miles of uninterrupted beauty, more miles of ne | ‘ ; 
scenic grandeur than led we 
one could traverse in Hundreds of miles of trail like this ee 43 

i weeks. It has set aside thread the Olympic National Forest, e : : 4 

tremendous primitive Stra gems anenenrster 2 crs 
and wilderness areas, of the vast, timbered areas to be ‘ SoS 

Gedvided “thameroug eee ae the) aden eee 
camp grounds and_ National Forest Service. S



’ An Arbitrary Program That Would Waste Natural Resources 
Wallgren Bill (H. R. 7086) 
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— Boundary of Olympic National Forest. The Wallgren Bill would withdraw approxi- 

F mately 17 billion feet B. M. of merchantable tim- 
HM tt. olympus National Monument, ber from the Olympic National Forest and the 

Area that would be taken from the Olympic National Forest Service’s sustained yield program which is 

[|] Forest and added to the Olympic National Monument vital to the survival of Olympic Peninsula industry. 

for proposed National Park under the Wallgren Bill. This is an amount equal to 42 per cent of all the 
Ez Siate Sustained Yield Forest No. 1. timber in the entire state of Maine, considered one 

of the heavily forested areas in the eastern part of 

Olymplo Peninatla Highway, the United States. We object to a proposal that 

would deprive this section of so large a part of its 

resources.



A Comprehensive Program of Fullest Utility of All Resources 

“The Greatest Good for the Greatest Number” 
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Ea Large recreational areas, protecting forest lands sur- This plan has been the guiding policy of the National For- 
rounding Lakes Quinault, Crescent and others. est Service since its adoption in 1927, and is in effect at the 

present time with the exception of those features pertaining 

[p3) Snow peak and Alpine recreational area. to the Olympic National Monument which was transferred to 
“ the National Park Service in 1933. 

Heavily timbered strips, one-half to three-fourths miles 
ee pee one i pemaDal ighware eons and oe It will be seen by reference to the above map that the out- 

ining ) imens. eserve 
fer tatars ensraonss | st i door enthusiast may journey for hundreds of miles through 

ze Timber blocks 160 acres to 1 sq. mile in extent. Limited unbroken areas of densely timbered forest, traversing the en- 

cutting for protective rather than commercial purposes. tire country over the roads and excellent trails maintained by 

the Forest Service. He may use his own equipment, take ad- 

is] Olympic primitive area, no timber cutting or commer- vantage of the numerous shelters provided, or sojourn at any 
cial development of any kind. of the many resorts now in operation.



The Olympic Peninsula--An Established, Growing Industrial Section 

The Olympic Peninsula is divided into four On a sustained yield basis the entire peninsula 
counties. They are Grays Harbor, Clallam, Jeffer- can maintain a continuous cut of one billion board 
son and Mason. The cities of Aberdeen, Hoquiam, feet annually, suitable for all purposes. With such 
and Cosmopolis, commonly referred to as Grays an annual cut it is possible to employ directly in 
Harbor, are located in the county, and on the shores the forest industries and in the service industries 
of the harbor of that name. The largest city of about 35,000 persons, capable of supporting a pop- 
Clallam County is Port Angeles; of Jefferson ulation from 130,000 to 140,000 people. 

County, Port Townsend; and of Mason County, It is not difficult to understand that the with- 
Shelton. drawal of approximately 17 billion board feet from 

7) allah) © ha at ah pana me the-total of sUcbillian teebe(over, 20:-per-cent) con- 
& Sy tained on the peninsula, will seriously disrupt the 
3 4 ay BE of integrated program of selective cutting and refor- 
3 g fe &2 e  estation, if it does not make it entirely ineffectual. 

POURS GTi "5 NAD ale ieee OLR Ze SR From the standpoint of future development, 
Grays Harbor County ... 62,600 15,683 8,265 149 10,854. the establishment of a national park of the area 
Clallam County «............ 22,000 5,452 2,933 562,161 nroposed, would result in the loss of employment 
Mason County .........<.-.. 10,900 aa, ce a ae to about 7500 employees engaged directly in the 
Ra et toelst Teen eee eM eb ~~ forest industries and the service industries, with an 

104,200 26,111 13,867 279 16,027 © annual loss in salaries and wages of from 8 to 10 
TOTAL WAGES (1930) TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTS million dollars. The reduction of available com- 

uM Nhe dae i ler mercial timber involved would mean the loss to the 
igures taken from U. S. Census of yen ean national government in stumpage values of about 

ee STN shai 1 detadaeet 2A oe as ebproximetelyiiimet ‘sent, below norms) ae $340,000 annually. In addition, it would result in 

The present population of these communities the loss of $85,000 annually for school and road 
is dependent wholly upon the forest industries, in funds to the four counties in which the Olympic. 
which the manufacture of pulp, paper, furniture,. National Forest is situated and which share 25 per 

plywood, veneers, doors, lumber, shingles, boxes, cent of the national forest income. 
pails, interior finish, cabinets, etc., is the principal The possibilities inherent in a two-months 
business. Without these forest industries these tourist season (approximate period of fair weather 
communities would revert to their original state of in Mt. Olympus region) cannot compensate for the 
wilderness, because no industrial development has loss of income resulting from a breakdown of the 
yet been found possible except such as ties in with basic plan for the perpetuation and growth of our 
the forest crop. industries. 

The forest industries payroll in these commu- 
nities comprises about 90 to 95 per cent of the total OLYMPIC ELK PROPERLY SAFEGUARDED 
industrial payroll. In addition to the industrial The Roosevelt elk are not in danger of exter- 
communities which comprise about 75 per cent of mination on the Olympic Peninsula. The Olympic 
the total population on the Olympic Peninsula, the elk herd is estimated as consisting of between 7,000 
balance of the population in the rural districts is and 8,000 head, of which 5,500 range in the Olympic 
largely dependent directly nae a Be wee -y National Forest. Each wa- 
upon the forest industries, ih fae 8 A ya we. ] tershed is occupied by 
or indirectly through fur- iS ue fod. one or more bands, and 
nishing supplies and agri- ee : Reece «several watersheds are seri- 
cultural products to them. ry : : wee: ously overpopulated. Over- 

, 4 ; Lae grazing by elk has occurred 
It will be noted that upon , 2 Fe on the Hoh, Queets and 

the Olympic Peninsula as Fo os fa! = Quinault watersheds consti- 
elsewhere in the Pacific [aiiias ae =stuting a serious food hazard 
Northwest, there is being acme ee oe = to the game population. 

made a comparatively rapid [aS : Prt s tag 4 fe Once bushy jungies covering 
transition from lumber Se Dk RR recreates -AY.. - extensive areas now have a 

manufacture to the more in- PR NEHE S  8c = ~**< . park-like appearance where 
tensive wood-using indus- : < See this damage has occurred. 
tries, such as paper pulp ees ee “eee §=—A_ large portion of this over- 
and rayon pulp plants, pa- : ge ese = 8 grazed area lies within the 
per manufacture, veneer, -iiagae. : : ome pee, §=proposed Olympic National 
plywood, ete. This allows 2 aaa = SIRS Se ee Park. Further increase in 
the more complete and prof- The Roosevelt Elk are not in danger of exter- the elk population in these 
itable utilization of the log mination on the Olympic Peninsula, No addition- depleted areas is onda 
and also results in greater J protection will be given by the Wallgren Bill able and should not™be 
use of labor for the same because the principal elk ranges are outside the sought. 
number of board feet of raw boundaries of the proposed national park, where 

material. these lordly creatures are protected by state law. The remedy for these ex-



treme conditions lies in the improvement of the habits of these animals. 
range and in keeping the elk population within the The plan of management advanced by author- 

limits of the available food supply. ities of the national and state governments who 
Because of the limited migration of these elk have studied this problem provides for complete 

and their slowness to move into new range, the protection of the elk in thinly populated areas and 
problem of a proper distribution is very difficult. in addition, provides for the proper control of num- 
As found at present, heavily stocked watersheds bers through controlled hunting on the congested 
lie adjacent to those understocked, but there is areas. (Since 1915 there has been one open season; 
practically no movement of elk from the former to 4 days in 1933, under strict state supervision). 

the latter. In addition to their habitat on the Olympic 
Proponents of a national park advocating a Peninsula, the Roosevelt elk are also found in the 

large elk sanctuary in the Olympic mountains with Coast Range and the west slope of the Cascades in 
the idea that the area will serve as a breeding southern Washington. There are estimated to be 
ground for all the surrounding range for miles also some 3,000 to 4,000 Roosevelt elk in the Pacific 
around, have not given proper consideration to the Northwest off the Olympic Peninsula. 

Use Alll Resources---Recreational, Scenic, Industrial / 7 

There were originally 37 billion feet B. M. of scenic beauty to the extent that the outdoor enthu- 
merchantable timber in the Olympic National For-  siast may travel through hundreds of miles of vir- 
est. With the creation of the Mt. Olympus Nation- gin forest along good trails and roads. As a matter 
al Monument, 8.2 billion feet of this amount were of fact, in the policy of maintaining forest cover 
withdrawn from forestry practice. Should the upon areas of high scenic and recreational value, 
Wallgren Bill be passed, 13.6 billion feet more will the Forest Service has acquired title to some pri- 
be withdrawn from the _ i _., vate lands within the 
National Forest, a total ae , Olympic National Forest 
of 16.8 billion feet, leay- —S to prevent the removal of 
ing therein 20.2 billion : timber from them. 
feet, not much more than ys ’ It must be borne in 
half a the original cs mind that travel through 
amount. F in this area is necessarily 

The combined area of ' : ) confined to trails, roads, 
the original National For- a or rivers, due to the dense, 

est and the Mt. Olympus i | almost tropical under- 
National Monument was growth throughout the 
2255 square miles, of forest. The only park- 
which 467 square miles like areas are those where 

were withdrawn with the the brush, ped ce 
transfer of the monument and wind-thrown trees 
to the National Park Ser- have been cleared by the 
vice. The Wallgren Bill Forest Service for recrea- 
proposes to withdraw an tional use, or where the 
additional 609 square J elk have browsed the un- 

miles, making a total of ’ dererowtlt in) over-grazed 
1076 square miles, ap- uy sections. The idea that 
proximately half of the fo one may wander at ease 
original area. ; ti all through the hundreds 

- i b of square miles of forest 
The deduction of so ee ae Be: Aad a : as hae be done in some 
great a proportion of tim- OES ee . Fug wooded sections of the 
ber and area would be de- § ‘ i cera so eal eastern part of the United 
ae to ee sa . SE ice Fe yy as estas States, is erroneous. 
0 e recreational de- Mini Se bi ae : sh 

velopment and the admin- ja Pras Bia es e eM tisedeus spine istration of the forest re- ~~ TE ere a a dea ote an 
sources of the Olympic CHALET AT THE LOW DIVIDE co gies of pales fa 
National Forest by the (Central Point for Olympic Peak Trips) lati ee - f pee ao iss mae 
Forest Service. There are no restrictions to travel within National forests canes these 1 fe a 

+ and visitors are allowed to use any sort of transportation é oS ae 

As has been previously within their means. The use of guides, special pack-trains or regeneration or planting, 
shown herein, the Forest special conveyances is not required as in National parks. 0 the end that the supply 

Service has a sound, well- However, pack and saddle horses, and guide service are Of timber may be perpet- 
considered plan for recre- available for travelling through all Olympic forest and moun- ual. All ownerships, state, 
ation in this area, and for tain areas. 13,223,342 persons have visited National forests Indian, and private, are 
the preservation of its for recreation. Only 3,956, 720 have visited National parks. taken into consideration



in these calculations, as well as the condition of the public in transacting business with the government, 
market. National forest timber is not thrown on a_ and would tend to delay the continuous travel be- 
glutted market in competition with private owner- tween national] forest and national park areas. In 
ships. The State of Washington, in connection with order to encourage travel from a recreational 
its own forests, and private owners are now also standpoint, it is desirable that as little restriction 
committed to this program. In fact, the state has be placed upon tourists as is possible. 
purchased cut-over land for reforestation purposes ‘ : 2 : 
and has also passed legislation giving special con- To give an idea of the popularity of the nation- 
sideration in regard to taxes to private owners us- 21 forests for recreation we cite these figures from 

ing their lands for the growth of new timber, and 0vernmental department reports: 13,223,342 peo- 
will be compensated by a yield tax when the timber _ Ple have visited the national forests for recreation, 
crop is harvested. whereas only 3,956,720 have visited the national 

parks. Cost of administering national forests for 
This plan in its entirey is what is known as_ recreation purposes is only 2.36 cents per person; 

the sustained-yield program. It can readily be seen of national parks 66.62 cents per person. Cost per 
that the withdrawal of such a large proportion of acre for recreation in national forests is 0.183 
the available timber will work havoc with this cents; in national parks 17.92 cents. 
sound plan so vital to the economic future of the 
Olympic Peninsula. From the standpoint of the en oe to 

i i the greatest number” the principle of multiple use 
_,_ The Wallgren Bill would create a dual admin- go, economic, scenic, recreational, museum and his- * 
istration by two different Governmental bureaus torical purposes, as fostered by the Forest Service, 

over a naturally homogeneous topographical and jg far preferable to the principle of single use, such biological area. Reference to the map on page 5 ag recreational and scenic beauty only, as. per- 
will show it would leave an unwieldy area of na- mitted in national parks. 
tional forest land surrounding the proposed na- 
tional park, which would result in comparatively In the light of these facts it would be a gross 
high costs of administration per unit area as com- injustice to transfer nearly half of the Olympic 
pared to the costs for the entire unit if left under National Forest to the status of a National Park 
national forest status. at a sacrifice of its fullest utility. 

___ The work of forest protection against fire, We ask for a full and official investigation by 
insects and disease would be hampered ; mainten- Congress of all the facts before any action is taken. 
ance by the Forest Service of its communications We are confident that such an investigation would 
system, by telephone lines, trails and roads would  yesult ina strong recommendation for the retention 
be made more costly and difficult. of the Olympic National Forest in its present 

The establishment of the illogical boundaries status, and the return of the Mt. Olympus National 
of a national park here and the resultant activities Monument to the National Forest Service for ad- 
of two organizations will result in confusion to the ministration. 

The Wallgren Bill is opposed by the Washington State Grange; Pomona Grange of Grays Harbor 
County; Grays Harbor Central Labor Council; Hoquiam Planning Commission; Aberdeen Planning 
Commission; Grays Harbor County Planning Commission; Port Angeles, Elma, Montesano, Aberdeen 
and Hoquiam Aeries of the Fraternal Order of Eagles; Washington State Forest Board, Governor Clar- 
ence D. Martin, Chairman; Washington State Sportsmen’s Council; Aberdeen, Hoquiam, Clearwater, 
Forks, Hoodsport, Port Townsend, Quinault, Shelton and Sequim Chambers of Commerce; The Olym- 
pians. outdoor and mountaineering organization. 

This booklet has been made possible by the 

subscriptions and interest of hundreds of 

Olympic Peninsula citizens---home-owners 

and business-men. 

For a more full and detailed explanation or the authority for any 
statement made in this booklet, address 

of Clallam, Grays Harbor, Jefferson and Mason Counties 

RUSSELL V. MACK, Chairman < 2 - = : ‘ HOQUIAM, WASHINGTON
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NORTH PACIFIC REGION - U. S. FOREST SERVICE Lornaloong 

REGIONAL HEADQUARTERS, PORTLAND, OREGON 
FOREST NEWS 

R-6 Y-11 
(Information concerning the National Foresta and the work of the Forest Service) 

NEW WILD LIFE ESTIMATES MADE 

Wild life population on the nine million acres of national forests 

in Washington is for the most part holding its own or increasing, accord- 

ing to U. S. forest service 1936 estimates announced this week. Forest 

rangers have estimated a population of 12,000 elk, 5,500 mountain goats, 

27,000 mule deer, 17,000 black tail deer, 1,650 white tail deer, 7,000 

black bear, and less than a dozen big horn sheep on the national forests 

of the State. Coyotes are reported increasing and other predatory enimals, 

including cougar, wild cats and timber wolves,are also believed to be 

slightly on the increase. Among the fur bearers estimated are more than 

9,700 beaver, 1,000 foxes, 19,000 marten, 9,000 mink, 200 fisher, 500 otter, 

2,600 racoon, 12,000 muskrat and 900 badger. 

The forest service points out that although these estimates cannot 

be entirely accurate they are carefully made. Rangers make comparisons 

each year of game seen by hunters, trappers, woodsmen and forest service 

men. Tracks and other signs are teken into account indicating new areas 

frequented by wild animals and abandonment or lessened use of other ranges. 

This information is checked against systematic counts of certain species. 

Over a period of years these annual estimates give a varying chart, ex- 

tremely valuable in pointing evidences of game depletion and the need for 

restoring nature's balance which is held importent to the general welfare 

of wild life as a state resource. 

Y-11, W



Recent estimates indicate that mountain goat, elk, mule deer, black 

tail and white tail deer, and many other species, are on the increase, 

Mountain goats are found mainly on the Mt. Baker, Chelan, and Wenatchee 

national forests, and elk principally on the Olympic, Snoqualmie, and 

Umatilla. The Chelan, Colville, and Wenatchee national forests lead in mule 

deer population, with the Olympic, Mt. Baker, Columbia, and Snoqualmie forests 

ranking as most favored haunts of black tail deer. A few grizzly bears are 

reported from time to time on the Wenatchee, Chelan and Mt. Baker forests, 

Big horn sheep, which are nearly extinct in the State, are found only along 

the Canadian boundary in the northern limits of the Chelan national forest. 

Beaver which are coming back in Washington forests are becoming a nuisance 

to farmers in some of the valley streams and are being trapped alive by 

state game protectors for transportation to higher altitudes. Here they are 

valuable in building check dems, helping to regulate stream flow and restore 

mountain grazing areas. Wolverine are reported for the first time in sev- 

eral years by two national forests, the Mt. Baker and Wenatchee. 

Adding to the accuracy of recent game estimates, actual census sur- 

veys were made last year of the winter feeding grounds of deer on all but 

one of the Washington national forests. In these winter renges deer and 

elk are concentrated in large numbers and may be counted over wide areas. 

The forest service in close cooperation with State game authorities 

and the U. S. biological survey is carefully studying the habits and handi- 

caps of wilderness denizens. Attempt is being made to bring back depleted 

species and to limit the losses to the natural increase of the animals. 

Y-11, W 2 j



Washington State 

See letter of Jamary 15, 1935, from Ray C, Steele, Winona, Minnesota. 

Encloses record of ducks killed on a Puget Sound Club during period 

1905-1927.



File: Washington —~ 
Hawks 

GROSS REFERENCE : : 

"“Swainson's Hawk in Washington State," by J, Hooper Bowles and 

s F, R. Decker, The Auk, Vol. LI, No. 4, October 1934, pp, Wi6-U50. :
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Su ve 1 

WASHINGTON STATE ASSOCIATION OF COUNTY —  \y" 
GAME COMMISSIONERS AND GAME WARDENS le races erin a 

A report on the recent meeting of the above organization uas been re- 

ceived and contains some rather interesting data, extracts of which are quoted 

herewith, but it is to be understood that these extracts are taken at random 

and do not cover all counties reported on. 

Kittitas County - Liberated 4,978 pneasants which were reared on 

the "field rearing" system, at a cost estimated 

to be about 80¢ per bird. 

Okanogan County - Hungarians are waking ea rapid comeback. Grouse 

plentiful. 

Lincoln County - Hungarians show a marked increase. Reports of 

two years ago show Hungarian as being depleted. 

Spokane County - Liberated over 2,000 Chinese Pheasants. Secur- 

ing 66% raise from their hatch on the County 

Game Farm at a cost of $2.00 per bird. This 

county reports 30,000 acres in game refuge. 

Putnam County - Reports Hungarians plentiful. This is another 

county which had shown a decrease the last two 

years. This county also estimates 35,000 pheas- 

ants killed during this year's hunting season and 

have raised 950 Chinese Pheasants at the Pull- 

man Game Farm at a cost of 95¢ a bird. 

Yakima County - Report they are keeping apace with the demand 

of the hunters through the trapping of magpies. 

They report 41,000 magpies and 15,000 magpie 

eggs taken by the Department this year, and as 

@ result, believe they had an increase of 30% 

in the hatch and raise of their field birds. 

Cowlitz County - Released 1,120 Chinese Pheasants since the close 

of the upland season and report sportsmen's clubs 

carrying on educational campaigns with schools, 

civic clubs, etc. 

King County - Released 4,500 Chinese Pheasants and are con- 

sidering raising the bag limit to five birds 

for 1929. 

Lewis County - Reports Hungarians increasing and Chinese Pheas- 

ants in good condition at the close of the sea- 
son, owing to their system of liberating birds 

after the season closes. 

Skagit County - Reported increase in grouse and Hungarians, also 

that there are more ducks on the flats than in 
the past 8 years.



pa Yess 

re wae, writing, we are reproducing the article below:- 

"Information has been received that the Spokane Chapter of the Izaak 

Walton League, which is headed by Mr. Thomas Ae ely who is also one 

of the National Vice Presidents of the League, has adopted a program for 

this year, a little off the usual run of programs and one which should be 

productive of excellent results. 

Tne Chapter is getting the county game conmission (the State of 

Washington has a county game administration) to furnish clover and other 

good cover seeds to the League. They in turn will offer this to the farmers 

who agree to plant it and keep it for a certain number of years, thus fur- 

nishing feed and cover for Hungarian and Chinese Pheasants. 

In addition to this the School Board has notified the League that they 

will give credit to their High School students attending the regular educa- 

tional meetings which the League has been putting on each month, at which 

motion pictures are shown and speakers talk on various outdoor topics."



--------—- trt 2. ibs: 

An interesting report on the game and fish census as taken by the Whatcom 

County Game Commission (Washington) shows rather a remarkable food value when 

the big game, birds and fish are figured into pounds of dressed and valued as 

beef and fowl prices. The 1930 census of the game and fish taken in the county ( 

by the sportsmen is as follows: 

99 deer -- dressed weight average 80# total 7,920# @ 20¢ - 1,584.00 

30 bear —— ul " " 200# " 6,000# @ 20¢ - 120.00 

14,561 -- Upland birds average 13% "  21,841# @ 20¢ - 4,368.20 
10,664 -- Waterfowl average 134 "15,9964 @ 20¢ - 3,199.20 

136,554 -- Fish, average 3# " 409,662# @ 18¢ -— 73,739.16 

Rue Fart Neue Total economic value $83,010.56 

Vice iS, 73/ cai guide 

Ne. &Y
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This clipping taken from the Gazette, Niagara Falls, New York. 

SLAUGHTER OF GAME BIRDS IN EUROPE IS LAMENTED IN REPORT 

"A statement recently coming from the office of the National 

Association of Audubon Societies says the commercialization of wild 

game birds continues without abatement in Europe, according to the 

American Game Protective association news service. 
Dr. T. Gilbert Pearson, who has just returned from presiding at 

the fourth conference of the International Committee for Bird Preser- 

vation, which was held in Amsterdam, Holland stated: 

"I again stressed the importance of stopping the sale of game 

birds not actually reared on estates or game farms, as such commercial- 

ization tends to overkilling with a resultant depletion of the total 

supply. 
"However, my appeal failed to strike a single responsive chord. 

Among the official representatives from our national sections in 16 

countries, including many of Europe's leading exponents of wild-life 

protection, I did not succeed in getting one supporting voice. On 

other occasions in the past, my pleadings have likewise fallen on deaf 

ears. From these and other experiences, it is quite evident that 

Europe is a long way from accepting the idea of the non-commerciali- 

zation of wild game which is one of the first principles of wild-life 

; conservation in the United States and Canada." 

Continuing, Dr. Pearson said: 
"Golden plovers are netted in great numbers in some of the west- 

ern European countries. I was told that 30,000 were taken in a single 
season in one section of Holland. Migratory quail are also netted as 

they cross the Mediterranean, northward in spring and southward in 
autumn. On May 2, 1930, the ship Umbria, arrived in Genoa, Italy, 
from Egypt, with 30,000 live quail aboard, and I was informed that all 

ships coming from Egypt at this season of the year bring enormous con-— 

signments of these live birds which are used for food, and to a consid- 
erable extent are shot from traps. 

"Ducks are caught in great numbers in the carefully planned 
‘decoys'. Between 100 and 200 such decoy ponds appear to be in opera-— 

tion in Holland; other in Germany, France and in some other countries. 
"Many species of song birds still continue to be taken in nets, 

the necks wrung and the bodies sold for food. 
"However," concluded Dr. Pearson, "some progress is being made. 

Prussia recently had adopted a very forward looking law for wild-life 

protection. Among other things, it prohibits the use of pole-traps 

for catching predatory birds. Belgium has restricted the number of 

i species of small birds that can be caught in nets, snares, or shot 

for food; and lastly, the Fascist government of Italy has forbidden 

the blinding of song birds by red-hot needles, to be used as decoys; 

a practice which has been in vogue since the days of ancient Rome." 

ESTABLISHED 1802



429 GAME CONDITIONS SURVEY OF THE NORTHWEST ave 

Digest of a report by Earl A. Fry. 

With the season now on in nearly all of the northwestern states, the ‘ 

fall hunting period is bringing good bags to the sportsmen. "Sho | 
; i 

PHEASANTS —- The dry season, which has proved such a hardship to water- 

fowl has been beneficial to the pheasants. They have shown a nice increase 

in all districts this year. Montana had a closed season on pheasants last 

year; this year eighteen counties are open to ringneck shooting. The newly 

created state game farm has been doing good work and is largely responsible 

for the bird shooting in this state. 

Idaho reports plenty of pheasants in all parts of the state where they 

are breeding. It is estimated that between five and six thousand birds will 

be liberated from the Lapwai farm this year, which will be an increase of ( 

about fifteen hundred over last year. 

Oregon in those parts famous for the ringneck is experiencing good 

shooting. A good breeding season, together with an increase in the output 

from the farms, will furnish some of the best sport in years. 

Washington has increased its game farm output and together with a good 

breeding season is expecting good shooting this year. Central Washington 

has an exceptionally abundant crop of ringnecks. 

Nebraska will have an increased area open to the shooting of ringnecks 

this season. Frank O'Connell, State Game Warden, has succeeded by trapping 

and distributing the birds, in populating practically the entire state with 

pheasants. 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE — Reported plentiful in most sections where they 

have been introduced. Montana shows an unusual increase in these birds, de- 

claring an open season on Huns in twenty-two counties. The increase is en- 

tirely due to natural propagation. 

Huns have shown a very good increase in all parts of Idaho where they 
have been introduced. It is expected that the open season on this bird will 

be extended to other counties next season. 

The Hun in Washington is coming back in some areas where it had ap- 

parently disappeared a few years ago. Central and eastern Washington have 

shown a marked increase in Hungarians over last year. 

In Oregon the Hungarian has done exceptionally well this year and 

should provide excellent shooting in all Hungarian counties. 

WATERFOWL — With but a few days past the opening date, the waterfowl 

reports are good in most of the Northwestern states. Most of the good bags 

on the opening date were undoubtedly native ducks and the migrants are ma- ( 

terially short this season. 

Nearly all districts reported good bags on the first day, but shooters 

going out since then have reported ducks scarce. Geese have not yet come 
down in numbers to justify any opinion as to increase or decrease this year.
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ees NATIVE BIRDS — Have just about held their own in most of the states, with 

_.__. perhaps an increase in the blue grouse in Idaho, some parts of Washington and 

Oregon. Montana has declared a closed season on its native birds, but unfortu- 

nately has the ringneck pheasant to fall back on. 

BIG GAME - Deer has shown the largest increase in all of the northwestern 

states in many years and they may soon be faced with the same problem of over 

abundance as Pennsylvania. It has been thought that one open season on both 

sex will cut the supply down to normal.
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: _ Washington : 

INVESTIGATION OF THE BOB WHITE IN THE PALOUSE ‘REGION 

ee Thesis by — 

J. Paul Miller, State College of Washington 

(see Bobwhite box) x



Waddie Je. 
Extract from "The Game Birds of California" (\ 

‘ Grinnell oe - Storer 

(Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley - 1918. 

; (Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds, page 34.) 

"Oregon stands out as the one state which has been really successful. 

A Prom twenty-six Ring-necked Pheasants imported from China in 1882, and 

planted in the Willamette Valley, the whole state west of the Cascadez 

has been stocked (Shaw, 1908, pp. 12-15). By 1892, pheasants had become 

80 abundant that an annual open season of two and one-half months was 

declared, and 50,000 birds were reported to have been killed on the 

opening day. In 1896, 10,000 pheasants were marketed within a single 

month. A short open season on cock birds still prevails. In Washington 

and British Columbia the Ring-necked Fheasent is also well established".
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Extract from "The Game Birds of California" ; \] 

Grinnell ae - Storer 

k (Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley - 1918. 

(Chapter on Valley Quail, page 533) ‘ 

“Our quails have now been introduced sibs ial localities where they 

were not native. As early as 1557 shipments were taken to the state of 

"Washington; and in the neighboring states of Oregon and Neveda the 

introduced birds have done so well that wless an observer were told of 

their introduction he would bélieve them to be native. They have been 

established successfully in some of the Hawaiian Islands, and in other parts 

of the world, In eastern North America, however, attempts to introduce 

. Valley Quail have been about as unsuccessful as have been the effort# to 

establish the Bobwhite in California". I
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This clipping from the Home, Everson, Wash. if 

WILD TURKBYS BRING RELEASED 

"Sportsmen in several of the counties throughout the State are go- 

ing to be offered something new in the way of hunting in the near future, 

according to Sam F. Rathbun, state supervisor of game and game fish. 

In @ recent report to Charles R. Maybury, director of the depart- 

ment of fisheries and game, Rathbun stated that a number of wild turkeys 

had been allotted to several of the county game commissions for prop- 

agation purposes. Among the counties receiving allotments were Yakima, 

Clark, Thurston and Whitman, the latter receiving the greatest number. 

The birds were propagated and reared at the Steilacoom geme farm by Super- 

intendent James Freckleton. 

While the activities of the division of fish and game are centered 

primarily on the propagation of Chinese Pheasants the division has, for 

the past year or so, been conducting experiments with wild turkeys in the 

hope of being able to propagate them in larger numbers if it was found the “ 

birds could adapt themselves to the wide diversity of range land the state 

offers. 

The ones released to the counties mentioned are strong, healthy 

birds and the game officials are hopeful they will thrive in their new 

environments to the point where an open season can be offered the hunters i 

in a few years."
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Cycles 
We. Va, v 

New Soils Building 
November 6, 1934 

Dr. John MeGuire 
Bluefield 
West Virginia 

Dear Dr. MeGuiret 

My friend Or. Neff hae told me that the ruffed grouse, or 
native pheasant, is again plentiful in your territory, I au intensely 
interested in this because I have under way a research study of the 
population cycles in this bird and was partiqularly anxious to get its 
gurrent status in your region, 

Dr, Neff advised me to write you and gave me permission to t 
use his name by way of introduction, 

It is Dr, Neff's tapression that the ruffed grouse in your 
vicinity began to reach abundance in 1932, ani that they have remained 
abundant during 19%2-3-4, Is this correct? Was there any sign of 
weak or diseased birds or any decrease in abundance noticeable in 19347 

Daring what year previous to 1932 were the birds at their 
lowest population level? 

Daring what years did any previous periods of abundance occur? 

I ean assure you that any information which you can give ue 
along these lines will be gratefully received and will have considerable 
scientific importance, 

It might interest you to know that our peak population occurred 
in 1932, wot the birds had pretty largely died off by 1934, It is this 
= erence in schedule between various regions which I am trying to get 
Be é 

F Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
am In Charge, Game Research
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West Virginia University 
MORGANTOWN, W, VA, 

THE SUMMER SCHOOL February 5, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Avee, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of February 3 relative 
to weight of quail killed in our open 
hunting season. I regret to say that 
I have not kept weights of any quail killed 
by mee I do not know of any of our sports- 
men who have kept these weights. I realize 
that it would have been very much worth 
while had we done soe I have been unable to 
find a single person who could give me any 
assistance with this problem. 

Yours v truly, 

o i ae, 

a Dadisman, K 
‘ Director of the 

Summer Session



File: Cycle 
Go shaw 
W. Vase “ 

Extract from General Notes, Wilson Bulletin, December, 1934, p. 259. 

Zaatom Coshank Tights in est Uinginia.--One of the interesting 
features of Bird-lore's Chris Bird Census for 1933 (Bird-lore, Jan.~Feb., 
1934) was the searcity of observations of the Eastern Goshawk (Astur 
atricapillus atricapillus). In view of the fact that the seven-year cycle 

; since the great goshawk flight of 1926-27 was completed during the 1933-34 
season, this seened noteworthy, and it may be of interest to record that - 

West Virginia did have an extended goshawik flight during the latter season, 
For purposes of comparison, I quote from my 1926-27 notes on this species: 
“First observed on November 2, 1926, when a neighbor woman shot a female 

goshawic while 1t was raiding her flock of chickens, During November and 
December, 1926, seven dead specimens came under my observation, all taken in 
Upshur County, West Virginia, I observed the species almost every day, 
specimens being taken in Lewis, Harrison, Barbour, and Monongalia counties, 
and seen in a mmber of others. ‘Three were captured alive by state trappers 
in pole trans at French Creek, One individual attacked a full-grown Wild 
Turkey at the State Game Farm at French Creek, ‘The species was common throughout 
the winter, and was last seen on March 20, 1927," 

Notes for 1933-34 summarize as follows: 
"First observed near top of Cranberry Mountain, Pocahontas County, October " 

15, 1933. Two individuals seen that day, one flying over Big Glade (Wilson 
Bulletin, March, 1934, page 65). One seen at French Creek, Upshur County, 
October 17, A dead specimen brought in by one of my students on October 20, 
Fairly common in Upshur County during November and December, Individuals 
seen in Barbour and Harrison Counties, Species not seen during Jamary and 
February, bat an individual observed March 7, ‘at French Creek, Seen in 
Upshur County, March 9, 13, 14, 16, 20, 23, and 29, and April 2; the latter 
being last one seen." 

Prom these notes it may be seen that during the normal winter of 1926-27 
the birds wintered in Central West Virginia, tut that during the excessively 
cold 1933-34 winter they moved out, presumably farther south, since they 
reappeared in March. Not nearly so many individuals were seen during the 
latter flight as during the former, nor were so many poultry depredations 
reported, There was, however, a large 1933-34 flight in Central West Virginia, 

more individuals being seen than in all the intervening years since 1926-27.-- 
Maurice Brooks, French Creek, W. Va.



File West Virginia / 
: i ny , Game Cycle 

Ruffed Grouse 

; Baws Shawfan, chief forester, Charleston, W. Va., tells 3 

me that he has hunted ruffed grouse on an area of approximately’ i 

one section in Raleigh, 1. Va., each year since 1928 and flushed 

the following approximate numbers of birds: 

eras 1928 - 28 birds : 

Oe RSL : a 

: Ns 1930 ye 3 " f 

; : 19s a) Bee j 

1932- 8 © . 

; This is probably a@ rough index to the status of the eyele in 

t Raleigh County. It indicates a schedule several years behind the 

; ; most frequent goaation for the Lake States and New England, where 

. the last mortality occurred around 1926. ; 

A copy of this is being sent to Mr. Shawan with the request 

: that he supply 1933 information if there is opportunity to do so. 
Hee A 

: ; 4



; (From R. T. King) Pile: W. Vas’ 
j R. Grouse 

Cycle Chart 

Cones, Dr. Elliott 1907 

The destruction of Birds by Telegraph Wires. The American 
Naturalist, Vol. 10, No. 12, Dec. 1876, pp. 734-736. 

States "that many hundred thousand birds are yearly killed by 
the telegraph." Gives an account of a trip by horse-back from Denver to 
Cheyenne and observations on birds killed along the telegraph wires. 

Dadisman, A. J. (Morgantown, W. Va.) 1919 

Ruffed Grouse Searce in West Virginia. Bird-lore, Vol. 21, No. 1, 
Jan.-Feb. 1919, pe TT " 

"But a few years ago the Ruffed Grouse was failry common throughout 
the hill region of West Virginia. Why it has become so very scarce in the 
last year or two is a mystery, but, nevertheless, it is true.” 

"4, party of 3, hunting squirrels for 3 days in the mountainous part 
of Tucker County in September reports seeing but 2 grouse. Another party - 
of 3, hunting in the mountains of Webster and Randolph counties, 6 days in 

November, reports seeing 31 grouse. In both places there is an abundance 
of wtld grapes, gumtrries, beech mts and other food for the birds. A 
few years ago grouse were plentiful in these same areas. Some hunters 
killed a few grouse and it was noticed that all the birds killed were males. 
One hunter reported that he had killed his quota of grouse this year. Among 
the 25 birds was but one female. He had hunted over several counties and 
noticed that there were very few birds this year, whereas he had found then 
plentiful last year. It was also noticed that practically all the birds 
killed were old birds. ‘There seems to be a possibility that a large mmber 
of grouse froze to death last winter. The female birds might have perished 
in this way thusacounting for more males than females as well as the few 
young birds this year." 

Field, Dr. George W. 1907 

The Heath Hen ~- A Sketch of a Bird now on the Verge of Extinction. 
Bird-lore, Vol. 9, No. 6, Nov.-Dec. 1907 poe 249-255. 3 photos. 

"This Grouse (called ey the natives) has been a well-known 
and characteristic bird of the island (Martha's Vineyard) as far back as 
memory or local tradition extends. Opinions are widely held that from time 
to time western Pinnated Grouse or Prairie Hens have been liberated on the 
island. Careful inquiries indicate that the facts are as follows: (1) 
in 1859 Dr. Fisher liberated Ruffed Grouse and Quail on the island, but no 
western prairie chickens; (2) In 1902 specimens of the Western Prairie



Chicken eee | which had survived the sportsmen's show at 
Boston, were ed on ‘'s Vineyard, but no subsequent indications 
of their presence are known." 

"In 1877 foxes and coons were introduced for sport and later liber- 
ated from spite, but it is probable that these have now been exterminated . ."
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| Objects of the Wild Life L 7 
: te : 
: : 

: HE WILD LIFE LEAGUE OF WEST VIRGINIA is a State wide organization of |: 

: hunters and fishermen and outdoor lovers devoted to the restoration of sports afield and |: 

: astream and the restoration so far as is possible of the Outdoor West Virginia which |: 

:| the Great Washington gazed upon. It has no commercial or personal gain or aggrandize- |: 

:| ment under it; neither does it have any political interest. : 

=| It is the first comprehensive conservation plan ever undertaken in this Mountain State. Less |: 

:] than eight years old, it has branches in more than half the counties of the state, representing |: 

?] every section of the commonwealth and has awakened thousands of our sportsmen and out- |! 

| door lovers to a realization of the dangers we face. ‘ 

:| The movement is patriotic and unselfish in its purpose. It is a concerted effort on the part : 
| of public spirited citizens to conserve for our children and their children the remnant of what |: 
‘| was left to us plus that which a safe and sane conservation plan can bring back. The men |: 
:| back of this Wild Life League campaign are widely known throughout the state and insure : 
=| the integrity and high standing of the League. A list of the League’s officers and directors |! 
| will be found in each issue of the magazine. None of these officers or directors receive a |! 
*| salary and pay their own expenses except the executive secretary who devotes his whole time | 

| to field work for a nominal recompense. : 
: : 
:| In order to spread it’s message into every home in West Virginia, the League publishes this : 
:| magazine anc to which our best outdoor writers and artists contribute without pay, out of : 

| pure love for the scenic wonders and outdoor charms of their native Mountain State. The |! 
=| ideals and purposes are embodied in the section of the constitution which follows: : 

i. a 
. a 

s 1—To protect and propagate the native game animals Commission of West Virginia and all its officers; and, : 
. and fish, and to encourage the introduction of desirable whenever possible, to support State officials who are 3 
: species not native to the state. known to be favorable to the conservation and wise . 
: use of our natural resources. zi 
: 
: 2-To prevent the unnecessary or useless injury or : 

: destruction of forests by fire, disease or otherwise, and 5—To promote sportsmanlike methods of hunting and | § 
: to rebuild the same; and, so far as is consistent with fishing, and to protect the game and its haunts against | § 
: the commercial use thereof, to preserve the native their natural enemies and against lawless hunters. : 
: beauty and the manifold uses of our tore to protect : 

s the streams from unnecessary pollution and to preserve § To cultivate and encourage j 3 : 
: . 2 aed fe ge just and friendly rela- 
: them in hea gondition tor th peneee and en- tions between the hunter, the fisherman and camber : 
: joyment o! e people o le e e on the one hand; and the land and forest owners on : 
: ‘ the other hand; and to protect, by assisting in the ’ 

: 3To protect the useful song and insectivrous wild enactment and enforcing of adequate laws, the land, : 

: birds, and to encourage and disseminate general knowl. the stream, and the forest owner from irresponsible : 

: edge of and interest in wild life, the flowers, the plants, persons who, in the guise of sportsmen, violate the : 

: the trees, the scenic beauties and the recreational ad- purposes of this organization, the rights of the land : 

: vantages of the State. owner and the laws of the State. : 

: 4—To aid in the enactment of just and beneficial forest, 7—To build up a strong State-wide organization by : 

: game and fish laws, and, for the purpose of enforcing establishing branches in every city, town and rural s 

: the same, to encourage and assist the Game and Fish community. : 

: [ 
: CLIP AND MAIL : 
: ‘ a ce a a gS 
: | | WEST VIRGINIA WILD LIFE PUBLISHING CO., | ‘ 
: 1 | Suite 318 Masonic Temple, Charleston, West Virginia. | : 

: i Gentlemen :— i : 
!| If already a mem- + Inclosed find check for two dollars ($2.00), annual membership dues to the Wild ‘ 
: ber, induce some- | Life League of West Virginia (State-at-large) and one year’s subscription to WEST | . 
: i ‘gin | VIRGINIA WILD LIFE. i |: 
‘| body else to joim } 

| |i 

‘| aud -subacrite to | WAM (Corie platy) 
| this Magazine. | RULE ATL CADDRESG ee em, See geet ee Peers 

t] The League needs | 
|i 
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CACAPON MOUNTAIN FOREST & GAME PRESERVE ‘ A} r 

AREA: 3,000 acres, in a solid body over 7 miles long, and 4 to 13 miles wide. 
There are no interior holdings, and no public highways crossing the tract. 

LOCATION: In Morgan County, West Virginia, along the top and eastern slopes 

of Great Cacapon Mountain. The northern end of the tract is one mile 

south of the newly improved West Virginia State Highway. It is about 

three miles southeast of Great Cacapon Station on the main line of the 

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, and three miles west of Berkeley Springs, 

the County Seat, which is also on the B. & 0. R. R. 

TOPOGRAPHY: The broad, smooth top of the mountain has an average elevation 

above sea level of 2,000 feet, ranging from 1,450 feet at the north end 

to 2,300 feet at the southern end. An old country wagon road, on an 
easy grade, follows the top of the mountain for its entire length. Ex- 
cept for an occasional easily removable windfall it is traversible with a 
light car. An expenditure of less than $200 per mile would make it 
easily passible to heavy cars. Branch roads of similar character lead 
to the several fine freestone springs, just under the mountain summit, 
which offer attractive sites for camps or hunting lodges. 

The Great Cacapon River, a tributary of the Potomac, and a good 
black bass stream, runs at the western foot of the mountain. Rights- 

of-way to it across the intervening property have been reserved. 

From "Prospect Rock", and other vantage points along the top of 
the mountain, magnificent panoramas may be had of the Potomac Valley to 
the north, the Cacapon Valley to the west, and of Sleepy Mountain to 
the east. Views may be had into four states, - West Virginia, Virginia, 

Maryland, and Pennsylvania. 

Two electric transmission lines cross the tract and could be tapped 

for light and power. 

THE FOREST: The forest covers the whole 3,000 acres, with the exception of two 

or three moderate sized old fields which nature is rapidly restocking 

with new growth of pine and hardwoods. For the past one hundred years 

the forest has been furnishing sawtimber, tanning bark, mine props, rail- 

road ties, and firewood, in uncounted amounts. A few patches of old 

growth pine (shortleaf and pitch) remain, large enough for a small saw- 

mill setting and to supply lumber for the construction of camps and 

hunting lodges. The stand as a whole is of thrifty young growth, 15 to 40 

years old, of chestnut oak, white, red, and black oaks, hickories, locust, 

pine, gum, and maple, with a small amount of yellow poplar in the bottoms 

of the hollows along the lower slopes. Much of it is large enough for 

mine props now, and will rapidly increase to tie and saw timber size, 

for wich there is a ready market.



oe 

Flowering trees and shrubs are abundant. Beginning with the service- 

berry in April, then the dogwood and redbud in May, and following them the 
azaleas and mountain laurel, with arbutus and violets carpeting the ground, 
through out the spring and early summer the Cacapon Mountain forest is a : 
veritable fairyland of flowers. Huckleberries and blackberries grow in 
wild profusion. 

Surrounding the various attractive building sites near the freestone 
springs are acres of rich sandy loam soil which can be reclaimed to or- 
chards and truck gardens, furnishing a home supply of fruits and vegeta- 
bles in abundance, 

GAME: There is a good nucleus of game, such as turkeys, pheasants, quail, 
rabbits, squirrels and deer. The presence of a reliable caretaker on 
the property would reduce unpermitted hunting to a minimum, and all 
species would multiply rapidly. Cultivation of the old fields could 
produce feed to help the deer through the winter, which is not severe, 
and improve conditions for the quail. 

There are no interior holdings, or public roads across the tract 
and the whole tract could be easily enclosed with a game fence. Sinee 
the boundary lines run through timber all the way around, the cost of 

fence posts is reduced to a minimun. 

Trout ponds could be developed by impounding with small dams the 
run-off from some of the large springs. The small marshy pond on top of 
the mountain, lying midway of the tract, could be dredged out at small 

outlay and made into another fish pond of an acre or so in extent. 

For Further Information Communicate With 

C. V. Maudlin, Managing Director, 
Bureau of Applied Economics, 

Washington, D. C. 
Telephone: North 1700
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eh University Farm Place 
April 10, 1940 

Mr. George L. Girard 
Soil Conservation Service 
Lander, Wyoming 

Dear Mr. Girard: 

There is ne resson inherent in the academic rules 
which would prevent your using your field work on maliarde 
as a doctor's thesis here or elsewhere. If it were pub- 
lished,so meh the better, assuming such publication to be 

non-commercial. 

If you do not have my prospectus, I will send you 
a copy. I do not accept doctorates who do not yet have a 

master's. : 

I am glad to hear from you, and I had revently 
esked what you were doing. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildiigze Management



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL. CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Lander, Wyoming 
April 5, 1940 

Under Stamp 

Dr. Also Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
U. of Wisc., College of Agri. 
Madison, Wise. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

You, no doubt, will remember me as the fellow who 
worked on a preliminary life history study of the 
sage grouse which was vublished by the University 
of Wyoming and at the same time was used as my 
master's thesis. 

For the past three and a half years I have been 
working on the life history and management of the 
mallard: Inesmuch es I was refuge manager of five 
of the Bureau of Biological Survey's smaller refuges 
in Western Montana, I had an excellent opvortunity 
from a year around standvoint to mansge and study the 
mallard. 

I have completed in the first draft the study on the 
life history and management of the mallard which is based 

upon more than three years research. If such a study 
were good enough and met with your approval, would it 
be possible for me to use it for a doctor's thesis 
in your school? If that were the case, would that 
interfer with my publishing it in the very near future? 
May I hear from you. Thank you. 

George L. Gsrard 
Area Biologist



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

Wildlife Cody, Wyoming 
General February 2, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, “isconsin 

Deer Mr. Leopold: 

Thank- you very much for your letter of December 20. 

Dr. Parker is a friend of many vears of my family as well as 
mine, and it was indeed e pleasure to heer from you thru him. 

Until June of last year I was intimately connected with wildlife 
activities as I was attached to the Division of Wildlife and Renge 
Management, Rezion 2, and in active charge of game and fish management 
activities for the Region. In June I was transferred to my present 
assignment on the Shoshone Forest. Since that time I have not been 
as intimately associated with wildlife work as formerly although 
there are many game problems here since it is the most important 

big game Forest in this Region. 

Here we have all species of big game occurring in the Region 
with the exception of the white tailed deer. Antelope, bear, black 
and grizzly, mule deer, elk, moose and mountain sheep are the species 
represented. It is the only Forest in this Region with so many 
species #epresented. 

You maybe interrested in learning something about some of our 

unique wildlife situations. One is that the deer which use practically 
the same summer range as the Jackson Hole Elk herd in the Thoroughfare 
country south and southeast of Yellowstone Park, winter on end adjacent 
to the Foret in the South Fork of the ShoShone River valley. The deer 
migrate eastward, and many of them cross the 6ontinentsl Divide to 
reach their winter range while the elk move southward and down country 
into Jackson's Hole. Another is that we have about 250 head of ant- 
elope which range during the summer months at and above timberline 
in the southern part of the Forest. The first mass migration to this 
timberline country was in 1934 foklowing the first vear of favm 
trapping for restocking purposes on the plains immediately adjacent 
to the Forest. The animals appear to be definitely established, 

thoroughly contented and doing well. 

If you ever happen to visit Yellowstone Park or any other part 
of the neishboring country, we would be very happy for you to spend 
as much time as you can and care to with us. 

Sincere r 

oe a-G pirtocryd 1 ut 
‘ A.A. MCCUTC 

we Forest Supervisor.



1532 University Aveme 
Jamary 14, 1938 

Dr. John W. Seott, Director 
Wyoming Game ani Fish Commission 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 

Dear Dr. Scott: 

I am sorry I was out when your wire of Jamary 11 arrived. 
I was on a hunting trip in Mexico. 

Bxperienced technical mon with administrative ability are 
extremely scarce. I know of no one who perfectly fits your specifications 
as a whole. 

The man who comes nearest to it is, I think, Arthur L. Clark, 
who has until recently been chief administrative officer for Connecticut 
but who has been the victim of a political upset. You may remember Clark, 
since he has attended most of the Game Gonferences. He is about forty, 
‘pleasing personality, level-headed, experienced, but has no formal technical 
education. He has, however, & good general education and a good mind 
and rates as a technically-minded man. I would class him as among the best 
of the technically-minded adminitrators. He may be addressed at Farmington, 
Connecticut, 

I have one other man in mind; he would make an extra-good chief 
warden in the sense of organizing the field deputies, but he does not have 

the administrative ability of a chief executive. This is William Schunke, 
now of the Farm Security Administration, Black River Falls, Wisconsin. } 
Schunke was head of the warden force in Iowa and made o remarkable record 
there. He is now chief game manager for the F.S.A. He is about forty, 
pleasing personality, enormous energy, excellent organizer, the best law 
enforcement man I know of, but he does not have the command of policy 
necessary for an all-around executive. Under your direction he could run 

your wardens to a fare~you-well. Schunke rose from the ranks and has no 
formal education. 

You of course know of the availability of Barry Locke of the 
Izaak Walton League of America, hence I assume I am not telling you anything 
by mentioning his name. He would, of course, have the advantage of a very 
thorough knowledge of western conditions. 

. With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

; Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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1532 University Averme 
March 15, 1937 

Prof, John W, Scott 
Department of Zoology 
University of Yyoming 
laramio, Wyoming 

Dear Professor Scott: 

I had heard of your leave and you new duties in connection 
with the Commission and I congratulate the Commission on the new arrange- 

I am no expert on game farms and it would be hard to give you 
definite recommendations for a site without an intimate acquaintance 
with your local conditions. I would certainly select well-drained 
irrigated land of high quality, but further than this I would not be 
justified in going, 

There are endless books on pheagant raising, most of them of 
mediocre quality, ‘The following rather hastily asseubled bibliography 
may do you some goods 

i Gallenbach, B. ¥. and C. A, Hiller. 1933. ‘The Artificial 
Propagation of Ring-necked Pheasants, Bulletin 299, 
Pennsylvania State College in cooperation with Pennsyl- 
yania Board of Game Comnissioners. October, 1933. 

Maxwell, Aymer, 1913. Pheasants and Covert Shooting. 
Adam ani Charles Black, London, 332 pp., illus. 

Mitchell, Horace, 1936, Raising Game Birds. Penn Publ. Co,, 
Philadelphia, 315 pp., illus. 

More Game Birds in America, 1931. Fheasant Breeding Manual. 
More Game Birds in America, Inc., 500 Fifth Aveme, 
New York. 

Romanoff, Alexis L. a. Study of Artificial Incubation 
of Game Birds. etin 616, Cornell University Agr. 
Exp, Sta., Ithaca, November, 1934, 

Simpson, ‘Gene M. -—_ Pheasant Farming. Booklet, 

privately issued, Corvallis, Oregon, 1927. 

- Tegetmefer, W, B, Fheasants; their natural history and 
practical management, Published by The Field, London, 
268 pp., illus. Date?



2anJ, W. Seott March 15, 1937 

I am sorry we did not get to talk things over more fully 
in St. Louis, 

Wishing you success, 

Yours sincerely, 

. Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING 

LARAMIE, WYOMING . 

March 9, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Geopolds 

I am taking temporary leave from the University to accept Ni 
the position of Secretary of the Wyoming State Game and Fish 
Commission. My principle duty will be that of scientific 
adviser to the Commission. An attempt will be made to make 
a start toward putting the management and conservation of our 
game and fish, and other wildlife, on a scientific basis. 

The Commission has just recently decided to start a game 
bird farm, a subject about which I know little. Can you give 

me information as to the best sort of locality for a game bird 
farm? They expect to begin by raising pheasants. Of two 
localities, what are the essentials which should form the basis 
for a decision upon one as against the other? If you cannot 
furnish this information, will you kindly write and tell me 
where such information can be obtained? 

iI should have liked very much to have,further opportunity 
to talk with you about certain matters of Mutual interest 
when we were in St. Louis. I hope that I may have the oppor- 
tunity of seeing you at another time. 

Thanking you for any attention which you may give to my 
request, I) am 

Sincerely yours, 

Wet 
John W./Scott 

ProfessorVof Zoology 

JWS: VF



New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamiary 22, 1954 

Forest Supervisor 
Laramie, Wyoming 

Dear Mr, Hilton: 

T your s me Mies Holland's 
Gusta on took teoke, ry Feo fee feyeoney 
of interest and am returning it herewith. 

I am keeping Mir. Feast's paper on Rearing Ponds. ee 

You are setting a very valuable precedent in eed 

ue Bxeept in ok Cece thas ast | . ’ re. 
are as you lmow, still quite wictiatel ah ta Ieateet 
forests. 

I enjoyed getting acquainted with you, and hope 
our paths will cross frequently. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/en Gome Maneger 
Ene. 

Filed aw Stank f |



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

MEDICINE BOW NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO furs 

FOREST SUPERVISOR Post OFrice Box 634, 

AND REFER TO LARAMIE, WYOMING 

G January 11, 1934 

Fish and Game 

Medicine Bow 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

‘At Mr. Hilton's request, I am sending you a thesis by Miss Holland, 

submitted to the Department of Zoology, University of Wyoming, dealing 

with a study of the "Food of Trout of the Medicine Bow N.F." Since 

this is our file copy, will you kiidly retum the paper when it has served 
your purpose. I am also sending a copy of "Trout Cultural Observations 

on the Medicine Bow National Forest" and a copy of recommendations for the 

"Operation of a Rearing Pond on Middle Crow Creek on the Forest". These 

two papers are by C. Ne Feast, who was employed last summer as a member 

of the CCC facilitating personnel and who directed the construction of 

several rearing and retaining ponds and stream pools. Feast's reports 

are extra copies which you may retain if you like. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ors While 
FRED H. MILLER | 

Acting Forest Supervisor 

Ene.
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: Nov. ll, 1932 

Mr. 0. J» Murle 

U. S- Biological Survey : 
Jackson, Wyowing 

Dear Murie: 

I have hed a good many comaundatory letters about my 
recent publications which said this, that, and the othey’ thing, 
but I do not prize any of them as highly as I do your letter 

; which mikes a point of the question of fairness. None of us, 
of course, ever attain complete fairness, but it gives one 

no end of encouragement to have your spontaneous comment on 
this point. 

T would like very mich to discuss these matters with you 
sometime in person. While mch sporting literature is obviously 
unfair, as sufficientiy pointed out by our protectionist friends, 
I think: that some of the protectionist literature is likewise 
unfair, Sometimes I think they are just as much interested in 
check-mating the sportsmen as they are in conserving wild life. 

Be that as it may, the hope of the future lies in the limited 
number of individuals in both camps who are willing to weigh 
new evidence regardless of its source. 

I have heard a great deal about you through ow mtual 
friend Wallace Grange. Will you by any chance at the Game Cone 
ference in New York, December 1 and 27 If so, I would like to 
make a special point of arranging a session with you. 

Thank you again for your encouracenent. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

Jackson, Wyoming 

Oct. 30, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold : 

In Charge, Game Survey 

404 University Ave. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

i I just happened on your article "Game Methods". In 

this as in your recent book I noted a sence of fairness in your 

discussion of game matters and I should like to discuss this 

briefly if I may. 

In your article mentioned above I was particularly interested 

in your second "theorem", that the recreational value of game 

is inversetx to the artificiality of its origin, ete. I suppose : 

we are all more or less prejudiced in the direction of our own 

particular interests, but I think you have struck a very fine note 

in that particular discussion. I have felt that in recent times 

hunting has lost mych of its old time flavor, some of the 

esthetic "aura" is vanishing from our sport. I do not mean to say 

that the fine type of sportsman is gone, for I meet one every once 

in awhile. But in the grand scramble for ones own share of game 

in many places the result is mere killing and our so called 

recreational values are not felt. 

Personally I have felt that too mich attention has been given 

to the pradatory animal factor. I maintain that if a species is 

so low that its natural enemies are a serious factor (if in moderate 

or normal numbers) then the species ceh not stand shooting anyway. 

Much interest has been shown for instance in the question of the 

gulls and ducks in parts of Alaska. It happens that I was leader 

of the expedition that resulted in that propaganda. Personally 

I saw nothing that would justify considering that particular 

situation any definite factor in our duck problem. If one consider 

the species of ducks involved in that Yukon Delta region another 

; aspect of the matter would be brought out. 

I am not going into detail here, but bring this up as an 

example of hasty snap judgment. We know too little about our wild lffe. 

You state that your proposition is not quite so clear in the 

case of big game. I think that even there there is room for moderation 

and consideration for the other fellow. I have just completed a 

three or four year study of the coyote of Jackson Hole and am now 

preparing the manuscript for publication. I have made this as



f a 

extensive and intensive as I possibly could and think I have a pretty good pieture of the situation here at any rate. I do not find the 
‘ coyote a bad fellow at all. As far as the elk are concerned he is not nearly as big a factor as several other things. I will not go into detail here either, but would point out that a considerable number of people enjoy the coyote in the hills, he is a part of the environ- 

ment and his entire removal would make elk hunting less attractive 
to some people. 

I feel that if sportsmen and the non-shooting conservationists 
could get together progress would be so much more rapid. If sport 

could be placed on a higher plane, and some recent plans might work 

in that direction, nature lovers in general would be more likely 

to help in game matters. We all have the same interests and mist 

work together to accomplish anything. 

I believe your sentimants as expressed are a valuable urge in 

that direction and I was very glad to see your article. It is 
merely to express that agreement that I am writhii this. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK 
July 1, 1931 

YELLOWSTONE PARK, WYO. 
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

404 University @ve., 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

If you have finished with the copy of the Preliminary Report 

on the Northern Yellowstone Elk Herd which I mailed you on March 31st 

will you please mail it to me at an early date. This is the only extra 

copy of the report that I have and I have had several calls for it recent- 

ly. 

Very sincerely yours, 

W. M. Rush 
In charge Elk Study 

7/6/32 

(Copy) 

Dear Mr. Rush: I am sorry that the return of your report on the 
northern Yellowstone elk herd has been delayed. I sent it on to 
Lovejoy in accordance with your request, and I am now wiring him to 
send it back to you direct. 

Aldo Leopold
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UNITED STATES ~ 4 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK 

i YELLOWSTONE PARK, WYO. 
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT May 2, 1931 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wisconson 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Recently the Department of Conservation of Michigan asked me 

for a statement of my qualifications for filling a certian position 

which theywill have to fill soon. I would be glad to have Mr. Lovejoy 

see a copy of the recent preliminary report I made on the project I 
am at present engaged in and as you have the only copy of this report 

that is available for circulation I should be very glad if you would 
forward it to him at an early date. If you have not as yet had time 
to look over this report you may request Mr. Lovejoy to return it to 

you. 

The data on antelope, sheep, deer and buffalo which you request 

is enclosed, You understand of course that during the two yearly mig- 
rations the average and maximum daily travel is mch greater for all 
species of mammals which subsist on grass and other forage plants. 

Very truly yours, y 

W. M. Rush 
In charge, Elk Study 

AY 

6
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Yellowstone Park, Wyo. 

February 18, 1931 

Mr. Aldo leopold, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: ‘ 

I have been engaged in Yellowstone Park for the past two 

years in a big game animal study under a co-operative agreement be- 

tween the Forest Service, Park Service, Biological Survey and the 

Montana State Game Commission, with the objective in view that a 

more scientifie game manacement plan might be evolved for this region, 

My contract on this project expires on May first of this 

year and Mr. Paul Fair suggested that I write you for advice as to 

anything new that might come up in the near future along such lines 

as I have been working on. © 

For references I can offer the following; 

Mr. Thomas Marlowe, Missoula, Montana, of the State Game Commission 

Mr. Horace M. Albright, Washington, D.C. 

Mr. Paul G. Redington, Washington, D.U. 
Mr.Robert Stuart, Washington, D.C. ‘ 
Mr. Joseph Dixon, American Trust Building, Berkeley, Calif. 
Mr. Glen A. Smith, Forest Service, Missoula, Montana ‘ 
Mr. Robert H. Hill, State Game Warden, Helena, Montana 

Any information which you can give me on finding a new 

field for my activities will be greatly appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

W. M. Rush



Feb. 25, 1931 

Mr. W. M. Rush 
Yellowstone Park 

Wyoming 

Dear Mr. Rush: 

There are a number of openings coming along in game birds, 
bat I do not at the moment positively know of any opening in big 
game research, I wish you would write me whether you wish to 
stick to the large mammals or whether the small game field is 
within your range of consideration. 

About a year ago the Pennsylvania State Game Conmission 
wanted a technical man to make a game survey of that state, which 
would of course largely deal with their present difficulties with 
deer, although it would have to cover other species also. I should 
think you would be well qualified for that job. ‘The man who was 
taking the matter up with me was W. Gard Conklin, Chief, Bureau of 
Refuges and Lands, Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisburg, Penn- 
sylvania. I think there is a splendid opportunity in Pennsylvania 

and I believe I would write them if I were you. 

I suppose you have already inquired whether Dr. Bell hes any 
openings under the McSweeney-Melary Bill. As nearly as I know, 
they are all filled at present. 

I would like to have a talk with you sometite, tut in the 
meanwhile please write me your reaction to the above preliminary 
suzcestions. 

I do not think you have to worry about something reasonably 
attractive opening up within a reasonable time. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Sept. 16,1930 

: Ur, A. He Carpenter 

Casper 

Dear Mr. Carpenter: 

Tarl Fry of Seattle has told me of his recent inter- 
esting vieit to your place and of the gratifying fact that 

prairie chickens are again becoming common in your region. 

The game survey which I have been conducting in other 
: states infieates that the alternative periods of abundance and 

: g@areity in prairie chickens may be more or less nation-wide 
and similtaneoug. I am anxious therefore to gather evidence 
on the dates of abundance and scarcity in as many localities as 
I can- Would you kindly tell me to the best of your recollection 

during what years chickens were abundant or scarce in your local- 
ity? If you cannot remember all the years, give me such frag- 
ments of information as you are reasonably sure of. 

I would also like to make sure thet your chicken is the 
true prairie chicken or pimmted grouse (breast barred horizontally 
like a Plymouth Roel), or whether it is the western sharptadl 
grouse (breast barred vertically). 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Dictated by Mr. Leopold, 
but signed in his absence.
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July 26, 1928. 

Mr. Bruce Nowlin, Commissioner, 
Game & Fish Commission, 
State of Wyoming, 
Cheyenne, Wyoming. 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter of er 16th addressed to 
the Sporting Arms & Ammunition Manufacturers’ 
Institute has been referred to me as Chairman of 
the Committee on Restoration and Protection of 
Game. 

I have sent a copy of your letter to 
Mr. Aldo rasteese who is conducting the Survey 
for the Institute, and I am sure he will bear 
your letter in mind when in your vieinity. 

We appreciate your offer of cooperation. 

Yours very truly, 

Chairman, 
Committee on Restoration 

J.M.Olin:W and Protection of Game 

Copy, 7 
, Messrs. Aldo Leopold: 

C. Stewart Comeaux:
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GAME & FISH COMMISSION OF STATE OF WYOMING 

Cheyenne, Wyoming 

July 16, 1928 

Mr. C. Stewart Comeaux, 
Sporting Arms & Ammunition Mfg. Institute, 
103 Park Avemue, 
New York City. 

Dear Sir: 

In reply to your announcement of June 27th, 
I note what you have to say in regard to a survey 
that will be made this year of all game interests 

throughout the Nation. 

I wish to advise you that this Department will 
be very glad to cooperate with you in every way 
possible, and should you wish information at any time 

in regard to the wild life. in this State, please get 

in touch with this Department and we will be very 
glad to cooperate with you. 

Yours very truly, 

BRUCE NOWLIN 
State Game & Fish Commissioner



File: California | 
Wyoming ~ | 
Mule Deer 
N. P. Game 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See reprint of "Seasonal Migration of Mule Deer," by 

Carl Parcher Russell. Ecological Monographs, Vol. 2, 

pp. 1-46, Jammary 1932. Filed in Deer Box. 

y
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‘ : 

eis "An Epizootic Disease of Elk" by Olaus J. Murie. Journal of 

Memmalogy, Vol. II, May, 1930, pp. 214-222. ; 

aA
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Elk Refuge Notes.--Shortly after the feeding of the elk began on the Elk Refuge in 

Wyoming, on February 6, the weather turned warm and much of the snow melted, but during 

the last week in February about eight inches more fell. By the 15th of the month, many 

of the elk that had come to the feeding grounds were again scattered over the refuge and ad- 

joining ranches, but a few remained on the feeding ground on the Germain Tract. The feeding 

Fda of the elk on the Germain Tract was discontinued on February 18. On March 1, there were 

oO approximately 1,800 elk on the feeding ground near headquarters and about 2,000 on the 

wy Izaak Walton League Addition near the Sheep Creek foothills, at which date about 450 tons 

of hay had been fed. 

State Game and Fish Commissioner Bruce Nowlin arrived at the refuge on February 24, . 

and spent several days observing the condition of the elk and considering the possibility 

on" ne é
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VALUE OF GAME IN WYOMING 

Information has been received from Wyoming, showing the value of 

game killed-in that State from the Game Census of 1928. 

Average Wt. Meat Value - 

Species Number Dressed Total Wt. per pound Total Value 

Deer 1077 250 269,250 A5¢ $121,162.50 

Elk 1279 400 511,600 45¢ 230,220.00 

Bear 87 100 8,700 A5¢ 3,915.00 

Mt. Sheep 33 125 4,125 A5¢ 1,856.25 ( 

Prairie “ 
Chicken 80, 267 2 160,534 30¢ 48,150.20 

Ducks 154,439 23 386 , 097 30¢ 115,829.10 

Grouse TST9 23 195697 30¢ 5,909.10 

Trout L, 7125580 + 856,190 A0¢g 342,476.00 

Total valuation $869,618.15 

This data shows merely the actual food value of game killed in the State 

of Wyoming which values its wild life at $5,000,000. If this is considered as 
a permanent investment for that State, the meat value alone shows a return of 

almost 18% on investment which would indicate a going business and one worth 

protecting in every way possible.
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game of any state in the union, says an American Game Protective associa- 

tion bulletin. Undoubtedly it does have an extraordinary variety of in- 

teresting wild animals, particularly big game, including elk, moose, ante- 

lope, bear and mountain sheep. 

Wyoming is one of the few states that requires a license for shooting 

bear. That state regards the bear as a game animal and a distinct asset, 

and in 1927 sold 392 resident bear permits and 53 non-resident permits; the 

following season 465 resident bear permits were sold and 51 non-resident. 

A game census is taken annually in Wyoming, the result of the last 

census disclosing the following number of the principal game animals in 

the state: 
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BOGE) ac a wis 915) 0141 se elsisie sive oie wie sielereie eign sueceeie | eae ee: 

The quantity of game killed during the season of 1927 is reported as 

follows: 
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THE SURVEY October, 1929 

Antelope Killed during Hunting Season in Wyoming.--On the first day of the open 
season on antelope in Wyoming (September 29), it was estimated that 275 of these animals 
were killed on the Pitchfork Ranch on the Gray Bull River in Park County. Protector Almer 
P. Nelson, of the Elk Refuge, spent two days at this ranch, arriving the night before the 
season opened, and states that he believes that not more than 50 antelope were killed at 
this place on the second day. The owners of the land afforded considerable protection to 

the antelope, for since they had cattle and sheep grazing on the antelope area, they permitted 
only a few hunters on the south side of the river. The antelope were not so easily hunted 
the second day of the season and a large number of them left the flats and went back onto 

the foothills.
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THE SURVEY ¥ e January, 1929 

was only of short duration, however, and did not continue when he returned to Hot Springs. 

Mr. Chambers was a faithful and efficient employee and took great interest in his work at 

the preserve and in the animals under his care. He was born at Letart, W. Va., on June 16, 

1878. Sympathy is extended to Mrs. Chambers and the five children in their great loss. 

Beaver Planting Successful _on Upper Mississippi.—-The attempts recently made to stock 

the upper Mississippi River Wild Life and Fish Refuge with beaver colonies are beginning 

to show good results. Superintendent Cox in a recent report states that the beavers cap- 

tured in northern Wisconsin last spring and liberated on the flats near Wabasha, Minn., are 

} apparently doing well. Reservation rangers of the bureau recently discovered two fine new 

lodges constructed by the animals on a small slough near the place they were liberated. 

After seeing these, Mr. Cox stated that from the quantity of winter food collected by the 

beavers and submerged in front of the new lodges and from the extent the animals have cut 

the aspen and willow growth along the slough, there has been some increase from the pairs 

liberated. The fact that the beavers are remaining and building their lodges in the bottom 

land instead of following up some of the streams coming in from the hills, confirms Mr. 

Cox's early opinion that the bottomlands are admirably adapted to beaver colonization. 

He considers it desirable to stock the bottomlands with beavers at various points along the 

300 miles over which the refuge extends. 

Sullys Hill Notes.--Seven golden eagles are making their winter home at Sullys Hill 

Game Preserve, N. Dak. A male and a female buffalo, calves of 1927, were recently shipped 

to the Smyth County Fair Association at Marion, Va., for exhibition purposes. Ten surplus 

elk from the preserve have been disposed of for meat. 

Appointed Attorney at Upper Mississippi.--John E. Stevens has been appointed assistant 

attorney at the Winona, Minn., office. 

Conditions at Elk Refuge.~~On December 30, Protector A. P. Nelson estimated that there 

f were 3,000 elk on the Elk Refuge, Wyo., adjoining ranches, and near-by foothills, approxi- 

mately 1,800 of the number boing on the refuge. These appear to be about the only elk that 

, have come down into the valley, very few of the animals having been seen elsewhere. The 

depth of the snow in the mountains is below normal and is not compact, so that a large per- 

centage of the elk probably are widely scattered over the timbered regions on the lower 

mountains. 

Quite a distinct earth tremor was felt at the Refuge about 12 o'clock on New Year's 

day. 

Secretary Commends Bravery of Game Protector.—-Among the Christmas greetings received 

by Game Protector Kenneth F. Roahen, stationed at Peoria, Ill., was a letter from Secretary 

Jardine commending his courageous action early in December, in arresting two violators of 

Federal game laws, who with two others held guns on him for several minutes while he was 

attempting to apprehend them. The Secretary's letter was as follows: 

"The Chief of the Bureau of Biological Survey has informed me of the incident in 

which you were involved on December 6, when in carrying out your enforcement work you 

-13-
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING 

LARAMIE, WYOMING 

April 18, 1935 

Professor Aldo. Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Dr. Leopold: 

You will probably remember. that when in Chicago I mentioned something 
about the work of Mr. George Girard on the sage hen. That was on the first 
day of the Convention. At that time you stated that you might have some sug- 
gestion a's to how we could finance his work for the coming Summer and said 
that you would see me later. You may possibly remember that I was appointed 
on the Resolutions Committee which was in session a large part of the time 
from 4.0'clock Thursday afternoon until 11 o'clock Saturday morning. I 
looked about for you several times but was imable to find you. Perhaps I 

should have tried to locate you through the hotel desk. 

At any rate, I will be pleased to have you write and tell me the sug— 
gestion you had in mind. Mr. Girard made a very considerable number of ob- 

servations on ‘the habits and food of the sage hen, and the work should be con- 
tinued for the coming summer if at all possible. Better still, it would be ’ 
a very fine thing if he could be put in the field for the whole year, While 

Mr. Girard does not have a distinctly reSearch type of mind, he works well 

umder direction, is intelligent. and is capable of collecting a vast amount 
of important data. ‘ 

I am very sorry that I missed seeing you in Chicago. Hoping to hear 
from you soon and with highest regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Werte 
Professfr/of Zoology and 
Presiden}, Wyoming Division I.W.L.A. 

JWS:VH :



New Soils Building 
April 26, 1935 

Dr, John W, Scott 
Zology Department 
University of Wyoming 
Laramie, Wyoming 

Dear Doctor Scott: 

What I had in mind to tell you waa that the 
Biological Survey has now raised a email fund to be 
divided up ancng a number of agricultural coliege for 
the stimalation of game research, I thought possibly 
you might be in on this, : 

I have not heard whet other institutions are 
getting these funds, Certainly it would be too bad 
if this kind of a system were started and the chance 
to start a sage hen study were not wade part of the 
program. : 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
a In Charge, Game Research



New Soils Building 
Jamary 5, 1935 

Mr, Geo, L, Girard 
414 Grand Street 

' Laramie, Wyoming 

Dear Mr, Girard: 

I om very glad to hear from you, but at this distance I 
would be a very poor judge of whether the sticker idea would work, 
You know your own local public a whole lot better than I do, 

I have no doubt whatever that a life history study of sage 
hens is good as a doctor's thesis, although the work would have to be 

so done as to exemplify a "philosophical deduction," Not every life 

history job contains any such, 

Your schedule sounds good, but I have long since ceased to 
form any opinions on the basis of course labels, If the course has 
in it what it ought to have, then I would not hesitate to approve 
your line-up, \ 

The outline for the study is fine provided you do not under= 

emphasize the direct topic of population levels, I do not see in it 

any analysis of the fluctuation of population densities or the classi- 

fication of the species as to its density characteristics. Such 

things are the earmarks of ecological as distinguished from natural 

history research, Maybe you have them in your mind, If so, there is 

nothing further I can suggest. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



414 Grand 
Laramie, Wyo. 
Dec. 24, 1934 

Dr. Aldo Leovold 
In Charge, Game Research 
Dept. of Agri., U. of Wis. 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Dr. Leovold: 

I received your letter and I was glad that you liked the victures. 
I am enclosing the contents of my thesis. I have not yet started 
to write it; I expect to start sometime this week. I believe in 
about two or three years' time chanters 4, 5, Gye 7 could be 
thoroughly covered. Of course I have spent Metetnan one summer 
gathering my material. 

On Oct. 24, 1934, I took the only Civil Service Examination that 
has been offered by the Biological Survey for a Junior Biologist, 
‘subject, Systematic and Economic Zoolopy. I just learned that my 
relative weight was I, and my average percentage rating was 95.00%. 

I thought perhaps it would be advisable to be qualified with the 
Biological Survey in case they would like to continue the study. 
Would you suggest this to Dr. Bell? 

Such a procedure would insure me a salary and T believe that the 
other expenses could be met by selling stickersior vostcards on which 
victures of the sage grouse were printed, etc. through interested 
organizations. 

The people in our western states now realizé that something must 
be done for the sage grouse and I am sure our sportsmen and Flks 
Clubs, etc. would be willing to purchase cards priced from $1 to 
$10. Of course there would be some expense in printing the cards 
and some reliable institution would have to sponsor such a drive. 

I have not yet discussed this plan with Dr. Scott or President 
Crane because I have not yet fully developed in my mind the procedure 
I would like to follow. Then Dr. Scott is out of town at the present 
time. I mentioned it to one of the leading Elks clubs in Idaho 
and they were quite enthused with the idea. What is your opinion 
on the matter, Dr. Leopold? 

Bourd the completion of this study be used as 2 Doctor's thesis? 

Dr. Scott has approved my study program for my master's degree, 
which is as follows. I have completed the first 18 hours.



Summer 1934 Credit Hours 
Zool. 117 Field Zool. ----------9 

Fall 
Z001 1148 Introduction to Parasitology - -2 
Zool. 116a Zool. Seminar including food, 

4 & habits of Wyo. Ground Squirrels 
and Morphological Entomology - —4 

Zool. 6 (Under Graduate Course) Wyoming 
; Mammals - -----------3 

Winter 
Zool. 114b Parasites of mammals and birds -3 
Zool. 116b Conservation of birds and mammals -3 

; Zool. 201b Ecology ------------=—3 
Zool. 104 Insect taxonomy -------- 3 

Spring 
Zool. 112 Vertebrate embryology - - ---5 
Zool. 114c Parasites of the human body - = 3 
Zool. 118 Wyoming Birds ---------3 
Zool. 201lce Economic Zoology ------- 8 

Thesis: "Life History, Foods, and Habits 
of Sage Grouse" - - - - — = 12-15 

May I hear from you soon? 

Permit me at this time to wish you a very happy new year. 

Resvectfully yours, 

Geo. L. Girard 

Enc.



LIFE HISTORY, HABITS, AND FOODS, OF THE SAGE GROUSE _ 

I. Title page 

II. Approval sheet 

III. Acknowledgments 

IV. Table of Contents 

V. List of Tables 

VI. List of Figures, Pictures and Maps 

VII. Text of the thesis 

A. Chanter I. Introduction 

1.Statement of the problem 

2.Need for the study 

3.Review of previous studies 

4.Method of procedure and source of data 

5.Statement of organization into chapters 

B. Chapter Il. Classification and Distribution 

1.Characteristics of family 

2.Characteristics of species 

3.Geographic distribution (map) 

4.Common names 

5.Deserintion (Pictures included) 

a. Comparisons of weights (tables) 

C. Chapter Til. Life history and related factors 

1. Courtship and mating 

2. Nesting grounds (pictures) 

3. Location of nests (pictures) 

4. Building or providing a nest 

5. Laying eggs 

6. Incubation period 

7. Hatching of eggs



8. Migration of covey 

9. Growth of chick including all molte with dates for one 

year or their period of growth 

10. Weighte of chicks throughout sumer 

11. Sice of brood, averare throughout summer (tables) 

12. Sex ratio (tables) 

13. Catching the youn sage grouse 

&e Flight of chick (tables) 

14. Taking pictures of young sare grouse 

15. Comparison of life history of eae grouse with the gambel 

' quail of Arizona 

| 
1. Common beliefs concerning habite of aa°e grouse, 

proven false or true 

2. General intelligence of sage grouse 

3. General habite of hens and roosters 

&. Daily routine of hens and roosters and covey (tables) 

and range of covey 

b. Soelal life of family and care of young 

G+ Calle of hens, chicks, and roosters . 

ad. Food and water habite 

® @. Speed, flight, and description of flight (pictures, 

tablee) 

f. Speed of walk and run 

4. Protective resemblance and scent theory {Ptetures) 

5. Summer feeding grounds for hens and chicks and roosters 

(pictures) | 

6, Roosting grounds (pictures) 

7. Fall bunching 

a. Advantages |



b. Disadvantages 

o. Leader 

8. Fali migration 

9. Winter habitat (pictures> 

10. Comparison of some of the general habite of sage grouse 

with some of the general habits of prairie chickens and 

wuffed grouse 

+ Chapter V. Foods 

1. Nature of 

&. Varieties and Kinds 

3. Proportions 

Es Chapter 6 Blologioal Relationships 
1. Heologically 

2. Intraspecifi ally 

as Gregarious 

b. Monomorphio 

G. May be polyandrist, polygamist, or monoganists 

3. Associates of the sage frouse 

a. Proof of the association 

De Value of association 

¢e. Desoription in each case 

ad, Pictures where possible 

4. mentes ef Gare arouse" 
+ Proof 

b. Deseription in each case 

O. Plotures where possible 

d. Control of enemies 

5. External and Internal Parasites : 

G, Chapter VII, Factors which effect the mortality rate and 
Habitat of sage grouse 
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1. Bffeots of grazing 

8. Fffeete of climate 

3. Relation of agriculture 

4. Hunting 

5. Automobiles 

6. Effects of poteoning ground squirrels 

1. Podtive : 

2, Negative 

1. Artifical propagation of sage grouse (possibilities) 

2, Desoription of an ideal farm for raising sage grouse 

(pietures and map) 

3. Reasons for the continuation of this study 

VIII. Bibliography 
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New Soils Building 
November 8, 1934 

Mr, Ben H. Thompson 
Wildlife Division 
National Park Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Thompson: 

I am very grateful for your sympathetic consideration 
of my suggestion about Girard end your prompt understanding of 
what I was driving at in making it, 

I entirely agree with you that Girard, to be useful 
on E,C,W, work, must have qualifications over and above those 
of a research man, and if he does not have these qualifications, 
our little pipedream is of no avail. ‘The question is how to 
find out. Why not address a letter to the Forest Supervisor at 
Laramie? I do not know him, but the chances are that any Forest 
Supervisor will be sufficiently hard~headed to render a good 
Judgment on this particular point, and I am sure the Forest 
Supervisor would be glad to accommodate you in this matter, 

If you do not want to do this yourself, I can write 
a personal letter to the District Forester and get him to desig- 
nate a suitable forest officer to make a size-up, mt I will 
await your specific word before proceeding on this, 

Thanking you again for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
; a In Charge, Game Research



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

November 5, 1954. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In charge, Game Research, 
University of Wisconsin, 
College of Agriculture, New Soils Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

There is bare possibility that Mr. George L. 
Girard of whom you spoke in your letter of October 
31 could be used in connection with the E. C. W. 
work in the national parks. The specific park which 
we had thought might prove the best assignment both 
from the Park Service point of view and to facilitate 
continuation of Mr. Girard's sage hen studies would 
be Grand Teton. As you mow, sage hens are quite ‘ 
common in Jackson Hole Valley along the east face of 
the Tetons. 

However, the type of E. C. W. work for which we 
could use Mr. Girard demands someone with administrative 
acumen and convincing personality as well as a thorough 
background in biological sciences. We cannot use a research 
man only. We would greatly appreciate your candid appraisal 
of Mr. Girard's qualifications from the point of view which 
I have just outlined. 

Sincerely yours oe 

fea, heh Fe el hes 
Ben H. Thompson, J 
Acting Chief, 
Wildlife Division.



Copy to Mr, Locke 
; 

New Soils Building 
Osteber 31, 1934 

Dr. Harold ¢, Bryant 
National Park Service 
Washington, DP, C, 

Dear Harold: 

; ‘This is to remind you of the possibility of providing 
through a possible CCC foremanship on one of the National, Parks 
for Mr, George L, Girard, of the University of Wyoming, Laramie, 
who has started the sage hen study under Dr. Scott, It is my 
understanding that funds have played out for travel, and no one 
ean get anyvhere in this lind of work without moving around, 

I have corresponded with Girard and he sounds good, 
_ and Dr, Seott seems to have confidence in him. If the study could 

be kept going, it would, of course, have great strategic value in 
the development of management research. It could be kept going 
either by Girard having a job on which he could get chead and 
then apply his savings to the worl, or a job in which he could 
actually prosecute the work incidentally to some other duties, 

I cannot personally vouch for Girard's qualifications, 
but you doubtless have plenty of wen near there who could pags on 

_ him, such as Marie of Jackson's Hole, 

Barry Locke ami I have been jointly pushing this project, 
80 I am taking the liberty of sending him a copy of this letter. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research . 

vh



414 Grand Ave. 
Laramie, Wyo. 
Oct. 14, 1934 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
Dept. Agri., U. of Wis. 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Thank you very much for the Biological Science Bulletin 
number two. I have read the first forty-seven pages 
and find it to be very interesting and suggestive. 

I am enclosing two pictures of sage cocks that I wish you . 
to keep. I am particularly proud of the one where the 
rooster is standing. We completely surprised each other. 
I snapped the picture just a few seconds before he flew. 
I had my camera set for one hundredth of a second so 
fortunately the picture is not blurred. 

I believe that I have better pictures than these two, but 
they«are of younger birds, consequently tamer birds. I 
thought you would like one of the cocks since it is quite 
difficult to obtain good pictures of them in the field. 

I certainly hope that funds will be available for me to 
continue the sage hen investigation early in the spring. 

I am enjoying my studes very much. In reading your most 
interesting Game Survey of the North Central States, I 
noticed in the preface that you said the universities 
of Mich., Minn., and Wis., offered fellowships in relation 
to Game Management. 

May I ask you just what the nature of these fellowships are? 
I intend to take my doctors degree under you at the U. of Wis. 
It may be a couple of years before I get there, but I will 
be there sooner or later. 

Thank you again for the interest and kindness you have shown. 

' Your Ea 

Gp Lip Grwil> 
Geo. L. Girard



ew Soils Building 
Ostober 19, 1934 

Mir. Geo. 1, Girard 
414 Grand Aveme 
Laramie, Wyoming 

Dear Mr, Girard: 

. ‘The fellowships which are mentioned in the 
"Game Survey" were set up ¥ the ammunition Sean tay 
during the industrial boom before the depression, 
are no longer in existence. I have at the present time 
& couple of assistantships of mich smaller stipend, but 

_ they are both filled. I will be glad to do my best, of 
course, to facilitate your coming here for graduate work, 

. wat T have no immediate means of financing to suggest. 

Thank you very mich indeed for the photographs, 
; which are the first ones of this species that I have s 

ever seen, Keep me posted on your fortunes in this proje it. 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh :



New Soils Building 
August 29, 1934 

Mr. Cy Ln Forsling 

U, S. Forest Service 
Ogden, Utah 

Dear Porsling: 

The study could be under your direction to as 
great a degree as you wish, ‘his is merely a matter of 
agreement with the University. 

As to cost, my usual outlay is $600-800 stipend 
(this depends on what student met have to live), plus $800 
or go travel (this << to size of region 
studied,from $500 to $1,200). 

I do not know this student-~you ought to make. sure 
he suits yous-but I think Dr, Scott would be competent as 
an adviser. 

The study should, to be wrth while, extend over 
at least three years. 

I hear there is a new game man at Logan (Rasmmssen) 
who might enter into your picture, 

As to character and scope, the best way to get an 
idea is to read the report of the Arizona quail investigation, 
of which I am sending you a copy. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold .. 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh 

Copy to My, 8. B. Locke



s Copy to: 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Soils Building, College of Agric. 
Madison, Wisconsin ’ 

Dear Leopold: 

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of August 17. 

R + Int 
Cooperation 
Univ, of Wyoming ; August 24, 1934 

Mr, Se B. Locke, Conservation Director, : 
Izaak Walton League, 

2 222 North Bank Drive, 
é Chicago, Illinois. i 

Dear Barry: 

Reference is made to your letter of August ll. I heave 4 

also received Mr. Leopold's letter of August 17 relative to the 
same subject. , 

I wish té assure you that I am thoroughly in sympathy | 
with the needs for the seientifie study of the sage hen, I 
would also be\vefy glad to cooperate with the University of Wyo- 
ming in the undertaking. There is some doubt, however, that any 
of our funds might be available for this purpose owing to prac- 
tically all our balances having been allocated to going projects. 
Before I can say definitely, I should like to have s little more 
information on the cheracter and seope of the proposed study, the 
estimated time it would require and the probable cost to us of 
the cooperation. If we entered into such e cooperation we would 
want to be consulted on the preparation of the plan and execution 
of the work. I should like also to have your suggestions as to 
the chareecter of study thet should be undertaken. 

. Upon receipt of this information I will be glad to consider 
the matter further and see if it will be possible for us to squeeze 

out some money to assist in the undertaking. 

A copy of this letter is being sent to Mr. Leopold. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Cc. L. FOrSLING 
i Director "
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OFFICE OF THE 

IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 
222 North Bank Drive 

Chicago, Illinois 

August 28, 1934 

Mire Ge Lo Forsling, Director 
Intermountain Forest and Range 
Experiment Station 
Ogden, Utah 

Dear Forsling: 

Thank you for your letter of august 24. Both 
Leopold and myself have had some correspondence 
with Mr. Girard concerning his Sage grouse work, 
but since this is being developed under the super= 
vision of Dr. John ¥. Scott of the University of 
Wyoming, who at the present time is doing some work 
for Fred Foster in the Yellowstone, we are asking 
Dre Scott to give you the specific information you 
desire. 

For your information, 1 am enclosing copy of a 
letter reeently received from Mr. Girard. Leopold and 
myself have both emphasised the desirability of 
Approaching this problem from a standpoint of manage- 
ment and ecology rather than a biological studye Much 
of the information which is given on Girard's outline 
is, of course, basic but eererontien of immediate value 
to management may be obtained as the study progressese 
One item of this concerns his reference to the relation- 
ship between sage grouse and ground squirrels. it would 
Gertainly be most desirable if ure Girard is to carry 
on a study of this kind to broaden its Scope so that : it could cover more phases of the problem itself and 
extend over a greater proportion of the Sage grouse 
ranges 

With personal regards and best wishes, 

eh _ 

$ « Be Locke 

Conservation Director 
ec-Leopold 

Scott
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August 17, 1934 

a Mire Co Le, Forsling p . 

Inter-Mountain Forest Experiment Station 
Ogden, Utah , 

; Dear Mr. Forsling: : 

I want to second the suggestion recently made to you 
by Barry Locke, namely that you consider extending some 
finanoial support out of your emergency funds to the sage 
hen study, recently initiated without funds by the Univer- 
sity of Wyoming. 

Locke and I have been trying for several years to 
get a sage hen study under way in your region, and I, 
of course, do not need to explain to you whye It is part 
of the general ecological picture and no grazing policy 
for either the Forest Service or any public domain adminis- 
trators can be considered as rounded out until the require- 
ments of this unique bird are known and embodied in admin- 
istration plans. Neither need I tell you that ite require- 
ments are at this moment almost totally unknowne P 

Locke and I tried to get funds from the local game 
departments, from.the National Research Council, from the 
national conservation asseciations, and from the state 
eonservation associations, but I need hardly say that all 
of these are chronically broke. Our initial attempts were 
made in connection with the Utah Agricultural College where 
Professor Taylor was very anxious to get started on this : 

project. The present attempt is under Professor Scott the 
parasitologist. I, of course, do not know the graduate 
student whom he has selected, but I have every reason to 
suppose that Professor Scott would select a good one. 

However, I am not trying to prescribe either the persons or 
the place. I am urging that the work be got under waye 

I know that ordinarily the Forest Service has no 

funds, but I had the impression that with all the loose :



a : : 

energenoy money which it is now using for such a : 
wide variety of purposes you might be able to 
contrive a way to give this thing a lift. | 

it goes without saying that this is something ~ g 
on which many other bodies should ultimately help 
finanolally, but at the same time experience teaches 
me that they will.not until somebody else. makes.a s 

= starte and shows how many and how vital the things 
are which might be donee ; 

I know that in the Lake States, ECW funds . 8 
: are being used for game overhead. It, of course, 

matters not at all whether the thing is called 
research or something else. 

If I have guessed wrong and this thing is out 
of the range of possibility, can you make a guess 
of your own as to how we might set about finding i 
a financial sponsor? ; 

Beat regards, : 

4 Yours sincerely, 

ae Aldo Leopold 

Pp. 8. * am sending you this on Izaak Walton League 
stationery, because I happen to be in their office 
and Barry and I havo been talking about ite You can 
reach me at the Soils Building, College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

AL 5



Copies to locke and Scott 

New Soils Building 

. duly 21, 1934 

Mr, George L. Girard 
Daniel 
Wyoming 

Dear Mr, Girard: 

; It is a great satisfaction to me to know that a sage hen study is 
actually under way, and I went to congratulate you and Dr, Scott on your 
enterprise in overcoming the difficulties which must have existed. If you 
will make the right start, it is my prediction that you can make it, and its 

extensions which will show wp from time to time, a life work, ‘There should 

be a monograph on the sage hen similar to Stoddard's "Bobwhite" and its 
production ought to be accompanied by the same gradual extension of conservation 

techniques which has characterized the production of Stoddard's work. 

Your outline, while excellent as a foundation stone, contains very 

few hints of the structure which I should like to see you erect. It is an 

ornithological outline rather than a conservation outline, Most of the points 

you mention need to be determined, but they are only the starting points, I 
will try to give you a few semples of what I mean, 

! The outline for nesting habits, for example, is purely descriptive, 

What we need in order to conserve the sage hen is to find out what factors 

pull down the efficiency of the reproduction, What is nesting cover and how is 

it affected by papers In the absence of satisfactory cover, does a nominal 

percentage of the stock nest at all? What is the sex ratio and its 

relation to percentage of ment birds? Of each 100 nests, what percentage 

falls victim to (a) trampling, (b) disease, (c) predators of the various species? 
Does the mmber of eggs in the clutch vary significantly in relation to over~ 

grazing and the status of the aycle, if any? How many repeat nests or second 

attempts after the first attemt is destroyed? To what extent can — 

efficiency be improved by suall fenced areas from which stock is excluded 
What nesting territories are appropriated by the breeding birds? Uo the 

territorial habits resemble prairie chicken, pheasant, or qail? Can more than 
one hen be induced to nest in a small enclosure? ‘ : 

All these are merely sample questions reflecting a point of view, 

They do not pretend to be an outline. My point is that research should uncover 

the things which determine the trend of population. 

One point which is not mentioned in your outline at all, bat which is 

of probably basic importance, is the matter of fluctuation in population density. 

All the related grouse elsewhere on the continent have a cycle, Does this cycle
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affect sage hens? If so, how severely? To determine this, you will have to 
dig up historical data on the chronology of abundance and scarcity, and 
compare it with similar data which I can furnish you from the other species, 

It is probably impracticable for you to visit any of the game 
research projects where this line of thought is being followed, but the U. 5. 
Biological Survey has long intended to place at the disposal of state 
institutions dn expericnced man who can bring to those institutions the latest 
developments from other states. I would suggest that Dr, Scott apply to Mr. 
Darling for an occasional visit from an experienced game manager. 

I hope you will not construe these mgzestions as critical, All of 
us have had to mae his aeme switch in viewpoint in order to get at vital 
conservation questions, 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh



Daniel, Wyoming 
July 16, 1934 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
University of Wis. 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I am making a study of the sage chicken under the supervision of 
Dr. John W. Scott, Head of the Zoology Department of the University 
of Wyoming. I left the University about June 5 and will be in the 
field until about Sept. 1. 

I understand from Dr. Scott that you are interested in the sage 
chicken. After I had been in the field a week or so, I was able 
to make a tentative outline for my research work. I am sending you 
a copy. Do you have any suggestions to offer? I would certainly 
appreciate any suggestions. Do you have any particular matter 
concerning the sage chicken that you would like to have investigated? 
If so, I would be glad to do the best I could to discover the de-— 
sired information. 

I am finding my work exceptionally interesting. Even though I have 
been closely associated with the sage chicken mearly all of my life, 
I found that I really knew very little about them. 

I have always been a great friend of the sage chicken and through 
my hunting them, I have noticed in the last two or three years that 
ew | have been rapidly disappearing from Idaho, Utah, and parts 
of Wyoming. Since my primary interests have always been animals 
and birds throughout my life, I have planned since graduation from 
the University of Wyoming in 1930 to take my advanced work in 
nature study and make it my life's work. 

I have been afraid that the sage chicken would be entirely extermin- 
ated as some of our other game birds have been. So I wrote to Dr. 
Scott and asked him if I could make the sage chicken the subject for 
my thesis and in this manner obtain some information concerning the 
Sage chickens which might be used in connection with their preser- 
vation. Dr. Scott very favorablly answered my letter and toldime 
he would be very glad to have me do as I suggested and that there - 
had been a demand for such a study. : 

I am located 23 miles north east of Daniel, Wyoming. The sage 
grouse are really very numerous here. However, the ranchers have 
told me that they are not nearly as thick as they used to be. 

I saw a mother sage hen attach a tom cat that had caught one of 
her young. The tom cat was forced to drop the chick and defend 
himself. By the time that the cat had placed himself in fighting 
position, the old hen had deserted the scene of battle. However, 
she had saved her chick. For a minute or so after the battle, the 

cat was busy shaking the dust out of his eyes.
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I realize that even though I have a helper, the study of the 
sage chicken, its foods, habits, and preservation, would re- 
quire two or more years of constant work and the handling of 
a great number of birds. But I do think that my study will open 
light in some subjects andsitimulate an interest for further 
research work with the sage grouse. 

Willow grouse, or fool hens as they are commonly called, are 
practically exterminated in Idaho and Wyoming. 

Res ae GZ, i 7 

eorge L. Girar i 
Head Science Dept. High ®chool 
Superior, Wyo.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING 
LARAMIE, WYOMING 

June 9, 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Your letter of June 1 was received a few days ago. 

I have your book on Game Survey, and I wmderstand our 

library has ordered your book on Game ilanagement. I have 

also recommended that Mr. George L. Girard, the student 

who is to begin a study of the sage hen this summer, Send 

for a copy of Stoddard's book on the Bobwhite Quail. 

I thank you very much for the suggestions made in 

your letter. 

Sincerely yours, 

a, 

JWS: VE f— Lge 
S ak We reer  Boeed 
> Acdsee 
SA eed mn yew 

i 

/
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING 

LARAMIE, WYOMING 

May 29, 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department or Agricultural Economics z 
University ot Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Your letter ot May 22 was received a few days ago. Presiaent Crane 

on his eastern trip had a very interesting conrerence with Mr. Darling, 
Chief of the U. S. Biological Survey. This morning, President Crane called 

a@ conference of a number of individuals here in the University end has ap- 

pointed a committee to investigate what can be done. This committee was re- 
quested to have a report ready by the loth of June or soon after that date. 
President Crane gave us to understand that some time between the 15th ana 

Oth of June the Biological Survey would have a representative here te go 

over the plans presented, The President is enthusiastic as to the possibili- 

ties of getting some wild lize research started. The President statea that 
he wished us to submit both immediate and long time plans for consideration, 
If you have any suggestions with reference to this matter other than those 

already made, I will be greatly pleasea to hear from you at an early date. 

President Crane did not attempt to see Dr. Merriam when he was East. 

Our immediate objective is to formulate plans which will meet the approval 
ot the Biological Survey. Later the matter of providing funds will be taken 

up. There is a possibility that some or the work can be done with runas now 

available in the Agricultural Experiment Station. In my department we already 

have a project in the Experiment Station which deals with the lungworms of 

wild animals as well as domestic. ie also have a project proposed which will 

probably be approved, which will deal with coccidiosis in wila birds as well 

as in domestic poultry. All this is very encouraging. 

The State Division ot our Izaak Walton League will meet in Laramie, 
June 27 ana 28. A state planning conmittee has been appointed and at that 

meeting the subject or a state conservation plan will come up ior discussion. 

As a result ot that meeting we hope ways ana means will be developea tor a 
state conservation plan for Wyoming. It was suggested in the conrerence this 

morning that the representative from the Biological Survey might rina it con- 

venient to be here at about the time or the meeting of the State Division of 

the I.W.L.A. : 

You may be interested to kmow that I have a student who intends to work 
tor a Master's degree next year and who wants to spend the summer in the fiela 

in a part of the state where the sage chicken is rather abundant. He states 

that he would like very much to work on the sage hen study. While he has never
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had any particular training tor this kind of work, he is a rather keen observer, 
has good intelligence, and I have about decided to let him try and see what he 

can do. Have you any suggestions that you think might help him? 

Sincerely yours, 

Woke 
Protessof/ot Zoology 

JWS:VH



New Soils Building 
June 1, 1934 

Dy, John 4, Scott 
Zoology Department 
University of Wyoming 
Laramie, Wyoming 

Dear Dr. Scott: 

It sounds as if things were moving in a very gemiine 

fashion. 

Your student should thoroughly absorb H, L. Stoddard's 
"Bobwhite Quail" (Seribner's, 1931), paying attention not so 
much to the conclusions as the way in which evidence was collected. 

When your student has finally decided to go into this, 
let me Imow and I'll send you a collection of reprints of my 
stadents. Or if you want them for permanent record, just give 

me the word. Some are getting scarce so I send them out rather 

cautiously. 

My book, "Game Management," may also be wrth his while. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LSOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh 
Enel. 

P, S, Have you my "Game Survey"? If not, ask W, L, MeAtee, U.S. 
Biological Survey, for a copy. Failing that, call on me. 

A.Le
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING 

LARAMIE, WYOMING 

May 2, 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

College of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Your letter of April 23 and prospectus enclosed was received a few days 

ago. I have looked over the outline for the proposed study of the sage hen 

with a great deal of interest. It shows an excellent grasp of the main 

features of the problem. 

While in Chicago, I was impressed by the deep interest in this problem 
shown by yourself, by Mr. S. B. Locke, Conservation Director of the Izaak 

Walton League of America, by Mr. Seth Gordon, President of the American Game 

Protective Association, by Mr. Thomas H, Beck, Chairman of President Roosevelt's 

Wild Life Committee, and others at the Convention. While I had no conver- 
sation with him on the subject, from his public utterances I believe ir, 

J. N. Darling, Chief of the U. S. Biological Survey, would also be greatly 
interested in the Sage hen as a conservation and research problem. Mr. 

Locke also informs me that Dr. Merriam, of the National Research Council 
is interested in the problem, 

There is no doubt about the importance of the work both from a practical, 
or conservation, and a scientific point of view. The present status of the 
sage hen in Wyoming: The numbers and range of this species in Wyoming is 
shrinking rather rapidly. From all accounts I believe that thers are not 

one-fifth as many sage chickens in the state as there were twenty years ago. 

Agrecing with the statements in your outline, the principal causes for this 
shrinkage in Wyoming appear to be over-shooting, over-grazing of parts of 

their range, and diseases (coccidiosis has caused heavy losses in Central 

Wyoming during the last two years, under circumstances suggesting that it 
originated from poultry). At the present rate, in twenty years more there 

will probably be only a few scattered birds left, 

When in Chicago, I promised after receiving your prospectus to give you 

an opinion as to the possibilities of undertaking this work in Wyoming. 

Thers are still a good many places in Wyoming where the birds are fairly 

abundant. From that point of view the University of Wyoming would be a 

good place to undertake the work, but before doing this an orientation 

survey is needed. Such a survey would require considerable travel and some 

expense. However, there is no one one organization in the state that is 

prepared at this time to undertake a thorough-going orientation survey. 

Neither the local chapter nor the State Division of the I.W.L.A. has the
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funds to finance the survey, though both would give their moral support 

and probably hélp im other ways. Dr. Robert A. Hocker, State Game and Fish 

Commissioner, assures me that the Game Commission would help in every way 

possible, Their help would be of considerable value, but the Commission is 

handicapped financially due to a great falling off in hunting and fishing 

licenses upon which they depend for their support. It should be possible 

to interest the U. S. Biological Survey in the problem, especially since 

Mr. J. N. Darling, New Chief of the Biological Survey, is an ardent conser- 

vationist. The Wyoming Agricultural Experiment Station is an interested 

party, for no doubt there is an intimate relation between the parasites and 

diseases of poultry and wild birds; there is also the well-knowm value of 

such birds to agriculture. dias Se hh gens 

In connection with this problem, I will venture to make the following 

suggestions: I believe someone in our Department of Zoology could be in- 

A duced to take up the preliminary survey work at a moderate cost. ‘The U. Ss. 

Biological Survey might be induced to loan a man for a few weeks or a few 

months to cooperate in the survey work. , Then, if some other agency would 

undertake to provide a fellowship--say of one thousand dollars with an 

additional one thousand dollars for field expenses--I think I could name 

a capable man to place in the field for the first year. Such a survey 

should lay a good foundation for the study which you propose. I will be 

pleased to learn what you think of these suggestions. 

Whether any of the work can be financed by the University of Wyoming 

or by the Agricultural Experiment Station, I am not prepared to say, since 

all disbursements of this kind are in the hends of Dr. 8, G. Crane, Presi- 

dent of the University of Wyoming, and Dean J. A. Hill, Director of the 

Experiment Station. I am therefore taking the liberty of turning over 

your letter and prospectus, together with a copy of this reply, to Presi- 

dent Crane for his consideration and sueh action as he may see fit. I 

believe he will give the plan sympathetic consideration, and he may wish 

to take up the matter with you further or with other parties mentioned 

in this letter. President Crane informs me that he expects to leave for 

Washington, D. 0. on May 4, and he may have the opportunity to talk over 

this matter with some of the men mentioned in this letter, such as Mr. 

Darling, Dr. Merriem, Mr..Seth Gordon, or Mr. Thomas H. Beck, Chairman of 

President Roosevelt's Wild Life Committee. Perhaps President Crane may 

be able to suggest a scheme for the coordination of effort upon this work. 

Assuring you of my keen interest in the problem, I an with best 

regards 

Very sincerely yours, 

W.rteatt— 
Prof r of Zoology and 

Reseqréh Parasitologist 

JWS: V



New Soils Building 
\ , May 22, 1934 

Dr. John ¥. Seott i ; 
Professor of Zoology ‘ 
University of Wyoming 
laramie, Wyoming 

‘ Dear Dr, Seott: 

Your suggestions on how to organize the sage 

hen study seem te be entirely sound, but I do not know 

where to turn for the money. If President Crane has 

any luck on his eastern trip I would be pleased if you 

; would keep me posted. 

- Yours sincerely, 

. ALDO LROPOLD 

In Charge, Game Research 

‘ Alevh



UTAH STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
ELMER GEORGE PETERSON, President 

SCHOOL DO FIRORES TRY 
LOGAN, UTAH 

Ti aca [ May 
| ELEVEN 

$3 1934 

l p 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin, College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I was very glad to receive your recent letter. The qualifica- 

tions necessary for applicants for graduate work will eliminate from 

present consideration the man I had in mind, since he is somewhat weak in 

biological science and in addition has neither a Master's nor a Doctor's 

degree. 

The sagehen study is still at a standstill. Once in a while I 
meet some member of the State Fish and Game organization and ask them 

questions about this bird, for which they have no information, with the 
purpose of trying to develop further studies. 5. B. Locke has been en- 

deavoring to obtain money for a regional sagehen project but has been 

unsuccessful so far. I am glad that you mentioned Dr. Scott as being inter- 

ested, and will correspond with him to see what information he may have. 

The field for game research is still wide open in the inter- 

mountain region. If it were possible to bring in a man to teach that subject 

he could do some research in connection with his teaching work to get things 

started. Finances are worse than usual, however, and it may be two or 

more years before conditions will allow such a development. 

Sincerely or 

Bae Gan 

VOL YU Side On - 
T.5Gs ne, 
Professor of Forestry 

H



Copy to 8. B, Locke 

‘ New Soils ding 
april 236 193 

vehuosarte Wyoming of ; 
Laramie, Wyoming 

Dear Dr. Scott: 

I am sending you a copy of the prospectus which Locke 
and myself got out two years ago in an attempt to start a study of 
the sage hen, 

At that time the agricultural college at logan, Utah, was 
attempting to raise funds for this study. ‘The faculty weber 
interested was Prof. T. G, Taylor, locke and I had the matter up 

with the State Gaue Warden and with the National Research Council, tut 
we did not sueceed in searing up any funds, 

The University of Wyoming would presumably be an equally 
SPL aitie sik Ger Gas elt tak’t tk te ne me 
the need for this work that I would do anything within 
reason to get 1t started, 

Be eee Ee lore te Seis ee Gen 0 ah eee 
and determination in its trout pond project that {t occurs to me tha’ 
it might be able to take on this project as a new item in its state 
program, If I can be of any service to you in getting this thing méder 
way,either as a League project or otherwise, I would be more than glad 
to do my best. 

After you have looked over the outline, Let me have your 
reactions. 

With best regarde, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh 
Enel.



July 20, 1932 

A PROPOSED STUDY OF THE SAGEHEN 

Premises. 

1. Barring the turkey and the pronghorn, the sagehen is one of 

the most distinctive American game species. 

2. Barring certain rare waterfowl, no other species is in equal 

danger of being reduced beyond the point of ready recovery. 

3% Except for the self-evident need for curtailing shooting, less 

is known about how to conserve sagehens than any other species of game. 

The species has been labelled, but never studied in any particular of 

its life history. Research is needed. 

4. Not being a migratory bird, the states must take first respon- 

sibility for saving the sagehen, but there are thirteen states involved. 

: Thirteen researches are impossible, but one coordinated joint effort is 

possible and einiediie, 

5. Some national organization should attempt to organize such 

a study as a contribution to both conservation and science. 

Status. ‘The map shows the original range and the larger blocks of known 

present range. Such radical shrinkage in range is alone grounds for 

apprehension. 

The states allowing an open season are indicated by hatching. 

Need of Research. The need for research ig even more pressing in this 

species than in other game birds by reason of the following circumstances! 

1. The sagehen is probably cyclic, but no one is sure. Parker 

has just found tularemia in sagehens. Until we know what class of population
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curve the species should exhibit, we cannot appraise the meaning of 

observed changes in the bird's abundance. 

2. The almost universal overgrazing of its environment is in all 

probability the biggest factor in its decimation, but until we know its 

food, nesting and cover habits we cannot be sure. 

3. The sagehen is a bird of the public domain. Policies for the 

fature administration of its habitat are now in the making. We cannot 

forecast their effects on the sagehen without knowing the requirements 

of the bird. The fact that there is evidently to be some kind of admin- 

istration of these lands assures some kind of opportunity to build up the 

environment and hence the bird--if we know how. 

4. Several educational institutions within the range of this 

species are about to embark on game research. Local pressure will force 

them to confine their work to pheasants or some other comparatively 

unimportant species unless this study is given substantial encouragement. 

5. No comprehensive life-history study of a distinctively western 

game bird has ever been made. Such a study would have a future influence 

comparable to that of the Georgia Quail Investigation in the East. It 

might leaven the future of wild-life conservation in the whole western region. 

Available Agencies. The map shows nine universities and agricultural colleges 

and seven federal experiment stations in or near the present sagehen range, 

elso the national antelope refuge of the Audubon Society and many Biological 

Survey, Park Service, and Forest Service activities. There is neither 

prospect nor need of getting them all to work on thie bird, but all are 

following researches in animal husbandry, range management, watersheds, 

forestry, and other biological subjects many of which could be bent, without
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extra cost, to dig up facts pertinent to sagehens and their environment. 

Survey. There is needed, first of ali, an orientation survey to specify 

roughly: 

1. What facts are needed 

2. Who can get them 

3. What scheme for the stimulation and coordination of effort 
would work 

4. How much of the work could be financed locally, and what funds 
must be sought elsewhere. 

Such a survey, it is estimated, could be made in three months 

by one or two men, 

Sponsorse The following national organizations, or several of them jointly, 

might properly sponsor such a survey: | 

U. § Biological Survey 

National Research Council 

National Association of Audubon Societies 

Izaak Walton League 

American Game Association 

More Game Birds in America, Inc. 

The undersigned have been trying for three years to get certain 

western universities and game departments to embark on this project, 

but they have not thé funds to do it alone and unaided. On the other 

hand many of them have signified a desire to contribute toward it. All 

that is needed is a plan and a leader. Would your organization be interested 

in being the leader and financing the slight expense of drawing a plan? | 

We do not think that "Depression" is cause for delay. The preliminary
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survey on which to base a plan would cost little--perhaps $4,000 if 

partly done on contributed time. Some actual research work could be started 

as soon as a plan has been drawn, and on the return of normal economic 

conditions the project would be "all set" to go full steam ahead. 

Aldo Leopold 
Consulting Forester 

5. B. Locke 
Director of Conservation, Izaak Walton 

League of America
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daly 20, 1932 

A PROPOSED STUDY OF THE SAGEHEN 

Premises. 

1. Barring the turkey and the pronghorn, the sagehen is one of the most 

distinctive American game species. ; 

2. Barring certain rare waterfowl, no other species is in equal danger of 

being reduced beyond the point of ready recovery. 

3. Except for the self-evident need for curtailing shooting, less is mom 

about how to conserve sagehens than any other species of game. The avetin has 

been labelled, but never studied in any particular of its life history. Research 

is needed, 

4, Not being a migratory bird, the states must take first responsibility 

for saving the sagehen, but there are thirteen states involved. Thirteen researches 

are impossible, but one coordinated joint effort is possible and necessary. . 

5. Some national organization should attempt to organize such a ‘study as a 

contribution to both conservation and aednhnes i‘ 

Status 
The mp shows the original range and the larger blocks of Imown present 

range. Such radical shrinkage in range is alone grounds for apprehension. 

Te states allowing an open season are indicated w hatching. 

Need of Research 

The need for research is even more pressing in this species than in other 

geme birds by reason of the following circumstances: 

1. The sagehen is probably cyclic, but no one is sure, Parker has just 

found tularemia in sagehens. Until we Imow what class of population curve the 

species should exhibit, we cannot appraise the meaning of observed changes in the 

bird's abundance.
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i 2. The almost universal overgrazing of its environment is in all 

probability the biggest factor in its decimation, but until we Imow its 

habits 
food, nesting and cover/we cannot be sure, ; 

3. The sagehen is a bird of the public domain. Policies for the future 

administration of its habitat are now in the making. We cannot forecast their 

effects on the sagehen without kmowing the requirements of the bird, ‘the fact 

"that there is evidently to be some kind of administration of these lands 

assures some kind of opportunity to build up the environment end hence the bird-- 

if we kmow how, ‘ . 

4. Several educational institutions within the range of this species are 

about to embark on game research. Local pressure will force: them to confine 

their work to pheasants or some other comparatively wnimportant species unless 

this study is given substantial encourazement, 

5. No comprehensive life-history study of a distinctively western game bird 

has evern been made. Such a study would have a future influence comparable to 

that of the Georgia Quail Investigation in the Hast. It might leaven the future 

of wild-life conservation in the whole western region. ; 

Available Azencies 

i The map shows nine universities and agricultural colleges and seven 

federal experiment stations in or near the ‘present sagehen range, also the 

national antelope refuge of the Audubon Society and many Biological Survey, Park 

Service, and Forest Serice activities. There is neither prospect nor need of 

getting them all to work on this bird, but all are following researches in animal 

husbandry, range management, watersheds, forestry, and other biological subjects 

many of which could be bent, without extra cost, to dig up facts pertinent to 

segehens and their environment. ? 

Survey 

There is needed, first of all, an orientation survey to specify roughly:
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1. What facts are needed. 

2. Who can get chee, ¥ 

3. What scheme for the stimmlation and coordination of effort would work, 

4, How much of the work could be financed locally, and what funds must 

be sought elsewhere. 

Such a survey, it is estimated, could be made in three months by one or 

two men. 

Sponsors 

The following national organizations, or several of them jointly, might 

properly sponsor such a survey: 

U. S. Biological Survey 

National Research Council 

National Association of Audubon Societies 

Izaak Walton League 

American Game Association 

More Game Birds in America, Inc. 

The undersigned have been trying for three years to get certain western 

universities and game departments to embark on this project, but they have not 

the funds to do it alone and unaided. On the other hand, many of them have 

signified a desire to contribute toward it. All that is needed is a plan and 

a leader. Would your organization be interested in being the leader and 

financing the slight expense of drawing a plan? We do not think that "Depression" 

is cause for delay, The preliminary survey on which to base a plan would cost 

little--perhaps $4,000 if partly done on contributed time. Some actual research 

work could be started as soon as a plan has been drawn, and on the return of 

normal economic conditions the project would be "all set" to go full steam ahead. 

Aldo Leopold, Consulting Forester 

S. B. Locke, Director of Conservation, 
Izaak Walton League of America
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 

ei ba Rae Reet. 905 University Avenue 

WM. J.P. ABERG, maoiaox, wisconsin Madison, Wisconsin 
THOMAS AMBROSE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS m 
GILES R. ATHERTON, EL DORADO, KANSAS: 
E. S. BAYARD, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 
H.C. BERNDT, FOND DU LAG, Wisconsin Dear Aldo: 
L. G, BRADFORD, SouTH BEND, INDIANA 

FRANK J. BRADY, ATKINSON, NEBRASKA 
Dr. FERO BROWN, SIOUX PALL, SOUTH OAKOTA 
C.J. BRYANT, INDEPENDENCE, KANSAS x a i os ate 
HON. FRANK’B, BURFORD, OKLAHOMA city, OKLA. Thank you very much for copies of the outline for 
£4. CALSNGINE, HURON, SOUTH DAKOTA +} a ' hal E Lett a 

COBB, Ossining, NEW YORK. s ; 6 5 ying y NS ee he proposed sagehen study accompanying your letter of 
‘S. B. COLEY, i, : ss * s fe s 
H, A-COLLING, sr, Lous, mIssouRt July 28; Inclosed is copy of a letter just received from 
Ww. Fe COLLINS, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. P o f T A a y pl + ° h i m 
Dr. S. P. CRESAP, NEBRASKA CITY, NEBRASKA esso ylor a D A: 
J. R. CUNNINGHAM, KANSAS CiTy, MISSOURI r Ssor teytor an my tepLy A 
J. N, DARLING, Des woInes, 1owa’ 
MARTIN L, DAVEY, Kent, oNl0 ~ 

HARRY J. DENNEY, DULUTH, MINNESOTA Pan : ’ Bones 
R. M, EASTMAN, eNICAGO, ILLINOIS As this matter develops I feel the importance of 
Dr. F, E. ECKERT, COLOWATER, MICHIGAN ; ' ' ; ; 
HAL G, EVARTS, HUTCHINSON, KANSAS having some organization such as the National Research 
FRED C. FLETCHER, TOLEDO, OHIO S . basi are 4 

GEO. L, FRANKLIN, rirTesumon, PENnevLvANia Council head up the study. I am sure that cooperation of 
R. J. GILLESPIE, FLINT, MICHIGAN ay . ‘ ie Daa ¥ 
HARRY C. GOODWIN, RocHESTER, New York the various interested organizations would be much more 
JUDGE HENRY GRAASS, GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN Z 8 MD 
GLENN GRISWOLD, New York CITY, NEw Yor! tively de a such n HEEL RE  ae effectively developed under such an arrangement. 
IVAR HENNINGS, s0UTH Beno, INDIANA 
FRANK J. HILL, OKLAHOMA oITY, OKLAHOMA 
R. M, JONES, MUSKOGEE, OKLAHOMA, 
A. F. KNOTTS, YANKEETOWN, FLORIDA 
TRA D. KYLE, OMAHA, NEORASKA 
FRED J. LANE, » 4 O > 3 WT, LANGDON, urion, ew von Sincerely yours, 
Dr. C, E. LAWS, FT. SMITH, ARKANSAS 
Dr. M. D'ARCY MAGEE, WASHINGTON, 0. ©. 
JACK MINER, KINGSVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA 
Dr. WM, H. MOORE, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
R. L. MORGAN, KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE i- 
KARL E. MUNDT, MADISON, SOUTH DAKOTA fr: 
LAWRENCE NELSON, GREAT FALLS, MONTANA 
HASKELL NOYES, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN a 
BEN G. ONEAL, WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS S. B. Locke 
Dr. G. M. PALMER, BEMIDJ!, MINNESOTA 
FRED N. PEET, cHicaao, ILLINOIS. eg 4 FP aretey, ne eae Conservation Director 
OTTO PETERS, BUFFALO, NEW YORK 
H, H. PIERCE, KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 
LOUIS RADKE, HoRICON, WISCONSIN 
uy oe REEVES, Mc ALESTER, OKLAHOMA - . r e V/ i 
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OFFICE OF THE 
IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 

August 1, 1932 

Professor T. G. Taylor 

State Agricultural College 
Logan, Utah 

Dear Professor Taylor: 

Reference is made to your letter of July 28. I am 
glad to know of the atatus of the work as you indicate it 
regarding the sage hen study. 

I am inolesing copy of a statement regarding this : 
matter prepared by Mr. Leopold and myself, and @ letter from 
him to Doctor Merriam. This will give you an indication of 
one line of approach in orgenizing the work. I believe that 
it would be partioularly valuable if the National Research 

Gouncil would head up a regional study so that various 
cooperating agencies could have some such msponsible body 
thru which to act. 

I believe that you should preceed with your plans for 
@ preliminary survey in Utah and if mything else works out 
this could very nicely be coordinated with whatever is attempted 

: in the surrounding states. 

3 I am sure that Mr. Leopold would be glad to give you 
: any assistance he could regarding the naiure of such @ survey. 

It seems possible that with enough of us indloating interest 
in this proposed study something definite may develop. 

I expect to be in Utah sometime djring this month and 
hope to be able to see you at that tine. 

Sincerely yours, 

S. B. Locke 

Gonservation Director
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; UTAH STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE aed eae 

; Department of Forestry and Range i = j : 

: Logan, Utah 2 Nea 

: IN ey oe July 28,-1932 : ules 

: ; Mr. S. B, Locke - Sees 
Conservation Director Z : 

‘ Izaak Walton League of America, Inc. ‘ ieee 
222 North Bank Drive : SAE a 
Chicago, Illinois : j : en ees 

Dear Mr. Locke: | : f ‘ ee Se 

Lt Reference is made to your letter of July 15 in regard to : “ 
‘ the proposed study of the sagehen. ‘ ~ 9 cs 

Humpherys told me that you were coming to Logan on the : . ae 
day that you started Fast, and if I had known that you were going j ee 

to spend-some time in Ogden, I would have been down to see you ae ne 

’ and talk over this matter with you in detail. cae 

cP Shortly before your letter was written a talk was had with ’ ca 
Cook relative to a program for initiating work on the sagehen liane 

study andat this time I volunteéred my services for a month providing eet 

expenses were taken care of to make a preliminark# survey of the ; a 

: sagehen situation in_northern Utah. At that time also, it was de- ‘3 

is cided best to contact More Game Birds relative to obtaining financial = 

4 aid. A letter received from Cook a short time ago states that if the = Hoc 

~ surrounding states can be intergsted and will.put up a little money, z 

: More Game Birds will come thru to help out on the proposition. Reng 
is ‘i t Waray 

; I have just written Cook regarding your offer to spend some Nae 

time on this work in late August of September and will leave it up l ae 

i ; ‘ to him as to just how a preliminary survey shall be arranged. I only aN Sas 

offered my services to get something started and to make a contact % ls & 

: A with the State Fish and Game organization, and em perfectly willing a ie 

_ to step aside in favor of one who’ could handle this work in much ay 

‘. better shape than I could. 3 x 

: Sincerely yours, ‘ Noe 
i : ; Anse 

: ‘ (SIGNED) TT. G. Taylor i 
i eis Professor of Forestry sree 

; ; Ce s Ce



Copy to Mr. Locke : 

July 28, 1932 

Dr. John ¢, Merriom, President ; 
Carnegie Institution ae 4 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Merriam: ; ve 

I infer that the proposed survey of education, and the proposed _ 
game survey, are difficult to get financed under present conditions. 

; a Is there, perhaps, any better chance for a more limited and 

more specifie undertaking, which carries a lesser degree of contim- ; 

ing liability, such as the enclosed? 

It occurs to me that it might actually be wiser for the Com- 

mittee to feel out the wild life field in some such limited way at ’ 

the outset, to find out from its own experience whether local : 

‘ institutions will respond to its leadership. 

. I am sending you this, however, not so mich as a member of the 
Committee, but rather as a conservationist interested in saving 

the sagehen, and seeking the Committee's advice as to any present 

means of starting action which it can suggest. If you want me to, 

: I will send copies to the other members. 

iat Yours sincerely, t 

AL/vh 
Incl. f i 

; i ; PO ea eee mea yom neR CATO Lut



| July 28, 1932 

Mr. &. 3 Locke ; : fu 
Izaak Walton League of America 
222 North Bank Drive ‘ ® 
Chicago, Illinois 

: Dear Barry: , 

' I have six copies of the sagzchen write-up and 

am sending you three herewith, ; 

: As a starter T am trying out the ational Research 

_ Coune#l, and suggest that you proceed with any of the others 

_. that you may select. Let's simply keep each other posted on 

' - respective moves. . 

Copy of my letter to the Research Council is 

attached, 

f ; | Yours sincerely, 

AL/vh ; 
Incl.
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Dear Aldo; 
NATIONAL DIRECTORS 

Wl. ABERG, wAol808, wisconsin i : 
MBROSE, cnicnao, | i Me ro 2 Tee TRE Cee Oe Ee I am inclosing copy of a letter received from Mark 

HG. BERNDT, coup ou Labs BieoSKemN Anderson, which will be interesting to you. Mark is very 
L. G. BRADFORD, SOUTH BEND, INDIANA ui ie ef z : iz 

FRANK J. BRADY, ATKINSON, NEBRASKA much interested in this subject and will certainly be of Dr. FERD BROWN, sIOUx FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA v 
Hoh. FRANK’8. BURFORD, Satanoua Gir, OKLA. assistance in the development of any program for the study 
ED. J. CALENDINE, HURON, SOUTH DAKOTA 1 Y 
IRVIN S. COBB, ossinina, NEW York of the sage hen. 
L. C. CHEUVRONT, ROOSEVELT, OKLA. 
S. B, COLEY, RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA 
H. A. COLLINS, ST. Louis, Missour! 

Di PLGRESAP, wanna iy, nenasna I have reviewed the draft for a WISCONSIN GAME 
J. CUNNINGHAM, Kansas etry, missouR! iy ie Me: i " ; 
JN. DARLING, DES MOINES, Iowa DEVELOPMENT PLAN, copy of which you furnished me. I might WARTIN L, DAVEY, Kent, ono : 4 
A Oe eran tumneers suggest that the first sentence in paragraph No. 2 read: - 

HAL G, EVARTS, nUToHINaON, KANSAS. "This can not be done entirely at state expense", the word i 
FRED C. FLETCHER, TOLEDO, oHIo ts i 
CHARLES K. FOSTER, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 'entirely' being inserted, 
GEO. L. FRANKLIN, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA v 
R. J. GILLESPIE, FLINT, MICHIGAN 

SUDGE HENRY GRAASS, amet bay, wiscoNsIN 
GLENN GRISWOLD, NeW YonK clrY, New YoRK I am not certain regarding the land policy of 
VAR HENNINGS, Sout BENS, nolan Wi in but th ill b tunit Ie ENG ea ee et sconsin but presume ere wi e an opportunity for a 
A ELRNOTTS: Vanceiisin, FLomioa coordination of some of this work on state game refuges or 
IRA D, KYLE, OMAHA, NEBRASKA 
FRED J. LANE, oi!ongo, ILLINOIS forest lands, W. T, LANGDON, urlen, New YoRK 
Dr. E. LAWS, FT. SMITH, ARKANSAS Dr, M. D’ARCY MAGEE, WAsHINaTON, 0, ©. 
JACK MINER, ONTARIO, CAN ' : i i 
br. Wit HOORE, mnaoeuong PA The whole plan raises a question in my mind since, 
ACB UN Maal toare SURSTA in a way, it directs the undertaking of activities by the 

Gai GOWER wiehivs onic Teese | State Conservation Department rather than something to be 
Dr. G. M. PALMER, BEMIDsL, MINNESOTA i ie sie 
FRED N, PEET, chien, 1tinos undertaken by League Chapters. If this is properly pre- 

rH PIERCE, katawazoo, MIGHICAN sented as suggestions for consideration by the Department 
ALR. REEVES, no aLEsieR, OKLAHOMA rather than in a way which would indicate an effort to dic- 
THEO. W. ROBINSON, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS D Z i x 
DANA ROLLINS, stocminaron, Lunas tate policies, no difficulty would probably arise. It is, 
GEO. E. SCOTT, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS: 

BEE A EMU eraeee ied however, a matter which would very probably require extremely 
Dr. T. A. STODDARD, PUEBLO, COLORADO are ful h an a it i neg 5 q 

12 eee ee c Es If this program, or one somewhat modified, 

WILLOUGHOY G. WALLING, enicngo, 1Lunots were accepted by the Conservation Department, then I believe 
Dr. HENRY BALDWIN WARD, URBANA, ILLINOIS. RS y " 
FRANK M. WARREN, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA that there should be an indication of the manner in which JUDGE MERRILL L, WELCKER, HoLYone, Mass. : : H : 
Bait & WHEBLERS Reece aocnnEA League Chapters, or other conservation agencies, could assist 

Gide e WABLED Wanerke bry iowh in its accomplishment. 1A. ©, WILLFORD, WATERLOO, 1OWA 
DAN WOLE, menonis, Tenwessee 
JUDGE GEO, W. WOOD, WATERLOO, Iowa 
ae Sincerg1l rs : 

BUTLER LAMB FOSTER & POPE 
cheng, ILLINO}8 

5. B. Locke 

Conservation Director
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Provo, Utah, July 21, 932 

Mr. S. B. Locke 

Conservation Director 
Izaak Walton League of America 
Bhicago, Illinois 

Dear Locke: 

You will remember that we talked of the sage hen situation when 
I saw you last in Salt Lake. For several years I have believed the sage 
hen doomed. A recent trip to Vernal has caused me to revise my ideas on 
this question. First we passed thru the Strawberry refuge where there is 
undoubtedly a congestion of these birds and where many of them are killed 
by autos because they have become so tame. The young ones are now about 

the right size for good shooting, but too tame for real sport. 

At Vernal I visited with &. B. Hampton who is raising quail 

successfully with bantam hens. Hampton has also experimented some with 

sage hens by hatching them under domestic hens. While he has not been 
successful so far with the sage hens he feels certain that the problem of 

hatehing and rearing sage hens can be worked out. I feel that he is the 

man to do it. 

My theory would be to gather the eggs in the early spring from 

a refuge such as the Strawberry. Then set up a "sheep camp" in the mountain 

valley where you desire to restore the birds. Make a series of small pas- 
tures and in the pastures pen up and set a domestic hen with sage hen eggs. 

A tent coop with run could be maintained at the camp to insure a sufficient 

number of setting hens. The young birds are so wild, however, that the hen 
should be placed in the individual hatching pen and wire pasture to remain 
until the season is finished. The attendant could spend his spare time 
destroying predators. If the first experiment proved successful the camp 
could be moved the next season to a new locality. The season could be 
finished not later than the fifteenth of July each season or whenever the 
young birds appeared to need no more protection from the hens. According 
to Hampton the main trouble comes from the wild habits of the chicks. Then 
they should be taken away from all disturbances as near as possible. The 
pasture idea would provide. natural food if the right range type is selected. 
We can find plenty of places where there was at one time plenty of sage hens 
but where there are none at present. Am sure that Hampton will appreciate 
a letter from you. 

They are going to shoot sage hens in the Strawberry refuge this 
falle<-the right thing to do if we cannot find a better way of disposing of 

the surplus. Would like to see them pass up the shooting for another year, 
however, and try out some plan of getting a better distribution from this 
heavily stocked area. :



#2--S. L. L. 

It will cost considerable to bring the sage hen back on 

the remaining favorable areas. Perhaps one thousand sportsmen could 
be induced to contribute ten dollars each. States such as Utah, Idaho 
and Wyoming should q@ooperate in working out a plan. We must always 
bear in mind that the sage hen will not stand a great lot of shooting. 

Over-hunting is surely the big factor in bringing the sage hen to the 
present point where extinction threatens. The fact that no shooting 

has produced such wonderful results within a few years on the Straw- 
berry area is almost positive proof that the shotgun is the big thing 
to be reckoned with. 

If the cycle theory is correct we might expect that the 

sage hens in the Strawberry Valley will soon begin a rapid decline. 

They are now very plentiful. 

Yours truly, 

(signed ) MARK ANDERSON
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NATIONAL DIRECTORS Dear Al do : 

WM. J. P. ABERG, MADISON, WISCONSIN 
THOMAS AMBROSE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
GILES R. ATHERTON, EL DORADO, KANSAS . 

ap deride ebitepe terior deg Reference is made to your letter of July 19 with 

Fak J BRADY, Arinson, neORAoRA enclosure regarding the sage henstudy. I have been over 
Dr. FERD BROWN, Xx FALLS, * . : * 

C.J. BRYANT, INDEPENDENCE, KANEAD this and agree with all the essential points. Pp 
HON. FRANK B. BURFORD, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 
ED. J. CALENDINE, HURON, SOUTH DAKOTA 

iG. CHEUVRONT, ROOSEVELT, OKLA s 
s. B. COLEY, mausion, NORTH CAROLINA Under heading 5 on page 1, I would suggest the 

oA , ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI Se . ; 7 
W. F, COLLINS, INDIANAPOLIB, INDIANA sentence read; Nat ional organi zations should attempt to 

1, DARLING, oes wanes, ows i bring about coordinated studies as a contribution to both 
L. DAVEY, 5 * . 4 

HARRY J. DENNEY, DULUTH, MINNESOTA conservation and science." This makes your paragraph 
BaF EEE REGP DoLoweTeR, UIGiGeAy Cc ist t +E Lh list f 
HAL G. EVARTS, HUTCHINSON, KANSAS onst sten W e i s ° sp on sO rs - 

FRED C. FLETCHER, TOLEDO, OHIO 

GEO. FRANKUIM) CiFrsGuaGtl FRAAEYLVANi6 
RJ. GILLESPIE, Lint, MiCM@AN a During my attendance at the Advisory Board meeting 

; aueNn GRISWOLD, new vo oy, new vor in Washington I was informed that Mr. Newell Cook, State 
. HARPER, yi . * 

WAR HENNINGS, SOUTH BEND, INDIANA. Game Commissioner of Utah, had suggested to Colonel Foran 
i. OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA mt i a u e 

r F kngrtsnmeerewny roto that if More Game Birds in America wanted to obtain the 

FRED ‘I. LANE, @ilionag, ICLINDIa good will of the western states they could do this by making 
Oe OE: AWE ers autre aReaiags $4,000 available f the initiati f ee h tud 
Dr. M. D’ARCY MAGEE, WASHINGTON, D. c. : = e or . = tation © a sage en study. He , 

Or, Wh. H. HOORE, mmuaDeLoi aayen of course, intended that this would be developed thru the 
R. L. MORGAN, b . 

KARL E, MUNDT, MADISON, SOUTH DAKOTA Utah Agricultural College. 
LAWRENCE NELSON, GREAT FALLS, MONTANA » 4 

HASKELL NOYES, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

Dr. G. M, PALMER, BEMIO1L, MINNESOTA . 
FRED N. PEET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS I have written Professor Taylor regarding the entire 

. D. PEFFLEY, DAYTON, OHIO ib a . 

: OTTO PETERS, BUFFALO, NEW YORK matter and have suggested that if a contribution from More 
H, H. PIERCE, KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 2 s | 

So ee at Game Birds materializes it will be desirable to have this 
T . W. ROBI ls ¥ wigs s * . . * 2 

DANA ROLLING, atooninaron, iLnels administered under his supervision in order that other in- 
0. E, SCOTT, » TLLIN' 

GEO. i. SEAMAN, Oona, ICLNOIS terested agencies may contribute to the investigation. Under 
4 s 

ba TADMEBON GHiteancoak rerngeke the circumstances it seems necessary to add the name of More 
D. L. VASBINDER, UPLAND, CALIFORNIA ° 4 7 Ps 

TOM WALLACE, LovisviLte, KENTUCKY Game Birds as one of the national organizations listed as 
WILLOUGHBY G. WALLING, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS So 

PRANK M, WARREN, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA, sponsors. 
JUDGE MERRILL L. WELCKER, HOLYOKE, MASS. 

C. A. WHEATLEY, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 

FRANK E. WHEELER, DENVER, COLORADO ° ° 2 : : 

A. L. WHITE, SPOnAME, WASHINGTON It is quite possible that I may have a trip into 

Bis MOLE Kena aoeatinnee Indiana the latter part of next week and if so my trip north 
JUDGE GEO. W. WOOD, WATERLOO, IOWA . : 

thru Madison will be somewhat delayed. I hope that it will 

: set ES. ain be possible to see you at that time. 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Sincer S, nefo 

S. B. Locke, Conservation Director
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RANGE OF THE SHARP-TAILED GROUSE IN EASTERN CANADA, By James H, Fleming. 
Ontario Natural Science Bulletin, Vol, I, No. 2, issued May 18, 1906. 

The Sharp-tailed Grouse, so well mown in the Canadian West as 
Seen Chicken, is represented in Ontario by two forms: one the 

wn Prairie Sharp-tailed Grouse, fedloecetes Dhastanellus sampestris, 
of Manitoba, is of comparatively recent introduction, coming east 
the building of the Ganadian Pacific Railway, and occurring at Port 
Arthur, at the head of Leake Superior, and possibly elsewhere, The Northern 
Sharp~tailed Grouse, pedioecetes phasieneling, is the form of most interest, 
and of which less is known, r prairie bird it is not difficult 
to distinguish, 

On the east coast of Hudson's Bay, Mr. A. P. Lowe gives lat. 57° 
as the northern limit of its range and says it winters at Great Whale River. 
He took a set of eges on May 20, 1889, at Yort George, on James Bay. ‘These 
eggs are a dark coffee brown, darker than any sets I have seen from Manitoba, 
According to Bishop Newnham the Sharp-tails arrive at Moose Factory, James 
Bay, from the north~east, usually when the marsh hay is being gathered, and 
are shot in considerabl mubers. They frequently stay all winter and leave 
in the spring, At lake Abittibi they are said to occur pretty regularly, 
in October, On Lake Timiskaming they do not seem to oceur regularly, though 
the bird is frequently found there in October. 

In 1896 a flight passed south of the usual limits into the districts 
ef Parry Sound and Miskoka, At Beaumauris, on Lake Muskoka, one was taken 
on October 10th and examined by Mr, P, A, Taverner; others were reported at 
Huntsville, Port Cockburn and Bracebridge, in Muskoka, at lmedale and else- 
where in Parry Sound, ‘The flight was not large, and had disappeared by 
the end of October, assisted, no doubt, by the considerable flight of Goshawks 
and Golden Eagles that came into Ontario over probably the same route as the 
Grouse. 

~~Toronto, Canada, 

Copies for Sharptail folder 
Cycle folder 
Canada folder .— 
Schmidt 
Wing
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Ru fix + heud R,C.A.F. FLYERS MAKE SURVEY OF BUFFALO ails 

Vag KIIH - Sere ae 

"Making 1,300 miles from McMurray, Northern Alberta, in less 

than 12 hours, a party of Royal Canadian Air Force flyers, headed 
by Flight Lieut. J. C. Uhlman, arrived back in Winnipeg after an 

uneventful flight which completed a census survey of the buffalo in | 

the Wood Buffalo Park. Party left Stevenson Field, February 12, on | 

a mission for the surveys branch of the Northwest Territories and 

Yukon, to make a count of the buffalo herds found in the park. More 
than 1,500 animals were counted. The experiment was to determine if 

an accurate count could be made from the air."
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The practice of sowing grain of various kinds in duck marshes 

is one that is frequently carried out and one which usually produces 

good results. There is a distinction between planting grain as a hla 

duck food and trying to make a profit from duck club land as a ranch." Con” 
ig 

A recent report has been received in this office, showing the hs AM 

the crow and magpie campaign conducted by the Provincial Government in Alberta, 

covering the years 1924 - 1929 inclusive. 

This control work on the part of the provincial Government has undoubt- 

edly saved a great many young wild ducks and eggs from destruction. 

We are listing below the results of this campaign: 

Crow & Magpie Eggs Taken 

Year Birds Killed Crow & Magpie 

1924 44652 107116 | 
1925 38275 70002 

1926 52864 44769 

loer 22255 73823 

1928 21971 48858 

1929 54418 202218 

From the United States Department of Agriculture, we quote: 

f ALASKA BEARS STILL HAVE LEGAL PROTECTION | 

"Erroneous statements regarding the open seasons on large 

brown and grizzly bears in Alaska have appeared in two recent arti- 

cles in the press of the country, according to the Biological Survey 

of the United States Department of Agriculture, and the bureau has 

made the following announcement to correct otherwise misleading im- 

pressions: 
A recent review of the new amendments to the regulations un- 

der the Alaska Game Law, which become effective on July 1, included 

a statement from which it may be inferred that non-residents of 

Alaska may hunt large brown and grizzly bears at any season of the 

year except in restricted areas. This may be misleading to those who 

are contemplating going to the Territory to hunt after July 1. The 

open season for non-residents for hunting these big game animals 

throughout Alaska is from September 1 to June 20. In certain areas 
along the Gulf of Alaska and on the Alaska Peninsula residents of 

Alaska are restricted to the season September 1 to June 20, but 

elsewhere in the Territory after July 1 they will be permitted to 

hunt these bears at any time of the year. 

ee 
ESTABLISHED 1602
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The other misleading statement appeared in an article by a 

well-known writer in the April 12 issue of a popular weekly maga— 

zine of nation-wide circulation. In this it was alleged that all 

restrictions on the killing of big brown bears at any season have 

been removed. 

For the information of the public, the Biological Survey 

furnishes the following text of the new regulations on the open 

season on large brown and grizzly bears throughout the Territory: 

For a non-resident, September 1 to June 20. 

For a resident, no close season, except in the 

following described areas, where the open season shall 

be September 1 to June 20: (1) The drainage to the Gulf 

of Alaska from the west shore of Glacier Bay to the 

Alsek River; (2) the drainage to the Gulf of Alaska from 
the west shore of Yakutat Bay and the west edge of 

Hubbard Glacier to the Bering River; (3) the drainage to 

the west side of Cook Inlet between the west bank of the 

Susitna River to its confluence with the Yentna River, 

thence along the west bank of the Yentna River to its 

confluence with the Skwentna River, thence along the 

south bank of the Skwentna River to the summit of the 

Alaska Range, and the old portage from Kakhonak Bay on : 

Iliamna Lake to Kamishak Bay; (4) all of the Alaska 

Peninsula south and west of the Kvichak River, Iliamna 
Lake and the old portage from Kakhonak Bay to Kamishak 

Bay; (5) and the following-named islands—Hawkins, 

Hinchinbrook, Montague, Yacobi, and Shuyak; PROVIDED, 

that in these areas a resident may kidl a large brown 

and grizzly bear at any time or place when such animal 
is about to attack or molest persons or property. 

"Non-residents of the Territory are limited to two of these 

bears a season, and residents are similarly limited in the re- 
stricted areas along the Gulf of Alaska and the Alaska Peninsula, 

unless it becomes necessary to kill in defense of persons or prop- 

erty. 

The big brown and grizzly bears are increasing in numbers on 

Unimak Island, a large island maintained as a reservation for cari- 

bou, and also for these bears within the Aleutian Islands Reserva- 
tion, where the animals are protected at all times." 

DISCOVERER OF BLUE GOOSE NESTING 

GROUNDS RETURNING TO ARTIC 

"J. Dewey Soper, botanist and naturalist of the Yukon and 

North West Territories branch of the Department of Interior will 
leave Ottawa in May for Lake Harbor, on the south shores of Baffin 
Land, where he will establish headquarters for a two-year stay in 
the sub-Arctic to make a study of the country. Mr. Soper last sum- 
mer found the nesting ground of the blue goose, one of the most im- 
portant discoveries of its kind in recent years.
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DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY EDMONTON, cee 

YA Gast CANADA 

eee LeRoy 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

Game Survey 

905 University Avenue 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold, 

Your letter of the 17th acknowledging recipt of my 

little book, smote my conscience, for I have never written to 

thank you for your very generous gift of your own work wnich, al- 

though greatly appreciated, is appreciated only less than your 

very kind inscription. Please accept my thanks and gratitude. The 

reason I have been so long in writing tnis is because the last few 

weeks of my crow experiments have kept me on the constant hop and I 

have been going short of food and sleep alike and have cut out 

everytning that did not absolutely have to be done. Tne birds are 

now out - shipped soutn by plane - and I am anxiously awaiting the 

returns. Wonder what they will all do? 

Yours very sinerely, 

y _ 

inte plies figs R hia a 

Ack. 1/5/32, commenting on book.



Pile: Blue Grouse 
B. Cc. i- 

- Extract from The Canadian Field-Naturalist, March, 1970, p. 67- 

' *Practically the whole district is excellent deer and Blue-grouse country 
é and is now over-hunted. It may be stated that during the summer the Coast | 

Blue-grouse feeds largely on salal berries, salmon berries, hmeckleberries, andi other | 
wild froits which ripen early on the lower hillsides ani valleys. Barly in the | 
autumn there is a migration to higher altitudes where the berry crops are later 
in maturing. When this food is exhausted fir-needles become the stable diet.* | 

‘ |



Digest of 

Nearer Aone Seah i Deeg RO 

Canadian Ficld-Natural ist, Oct.1925 (Vol.39,lo.7) 

ap AG fran enaiine senna, Se Stele He TEP nee See 
» picked up after hitting a wire. 

By.1920 covey established at Crescent Beach near Summerland. 

Present (1925) northern limit at Salmon Arm, 175 miles W. of Washington line. 

Bo pisnts made in Canada. All drift. 

Habitat. Sage ani w to 4000" in Yellow Pine. Mot in coast forest. 

Paik, Se isiate of, tomes te mitts cat pomatnon thet aepeanel te IG 
analyzed (contents given in paper). 

Ade Leovera 6/19/30 

Copies: Yeatter 
; Grange 

BG. 
Wash. Fate 
Desk Book



Mgest of 

y, ermine mee ee ee 
Cane@ian Melé-lHaturalist, May Tole 3ont.5) 

Ammeared " at many points in 5.1%. Sask." from Alberta. 

Lib mi. of Gaigary in 1! i Smee gmhs 2? PGE. Ticats Leake mates beh Sot te euneed 0 total oF 
150 birds, which “sontimed te multiply ani spread all over the province." 

SFG Be to tee ee be ae. Present season 

agcelerated am ane 
phante et ptive trooped teat) 100 allen Boo alee 8 ot Chau). 

Saas 00 Seen north of Edmonton toward Peace River ( 
fun heavily ond S. to international bouwlary. Has soon birds 150 
miles ¥. & ¥. of Calgary. 

serena ae nett suoseust oh Vinathe Seth. 1920; at Batland (20 miles 

eee ee ath ame ae EL Te Se wa 
H. of Alberta roeett)e : 

; Aldo Leopold 6/19/30 

— foe 
Bungarien 

Be Ge 
Wade : 
Deak Book



File Canada 

Excerpt from "The Auk" 

July, 1929. 
General Notes, p. 387 f 

A PORTHER WoTS ON THs HORNED OWL AND GUSHAWK MIGRATION In BRITISH COlumBIA. 

During the period October 1 to December 31, 1927, a sporting 

goods store in Victoria, British Celumbia, paid bounty on 271 Horned Owls 

all of which had been killed locally. At the Provincial Government Pheasant 

Farm 2% others were shot during this time. For the same period during 1928 

bounty was paid on 5 birds only. As was the case ten years earlier the 

Horned Owl invasion of southern Vancouver Island took place during two 

successive winters and then, quite definitely, ceased. 

fhe localities and number of birds turned in at each place are as 

follows: Asheroft 20, Clinton 414, Cranbrook 1, Fort Fraser 1, Golden 13, 

Kamloops 100, Lillooet 2, Merritt 141, Nelson 17, Pouce Coupe 3, Penticton 63, ? 
Prince George 49, Quesnell 103, Revelstoke 6, Rossland 1, Smithers 6, Vernon 24, 

Williams Leake 33, New Westminster 18, Vancouver &, Victoria 2. Reference to 

a map of British Columbia with these figures in mina suggests a probable in- 

vasion through the Cariboo, Nicola and Okanagan regions of the interior, an 

important migration highway, and a relative scarcity west of the Cascade 

mountains and in the ¢astern part of the province. 

In recent years, since the Ring-necked Pheasant and European Grey 

Partridge have become established in the region surrounding Vernon; Okanagen 

Valley, the number of wintering Goshawks has increased perceptibly even when 

allowance is made for the periodic southern migration of the species foliowing 

; the "rabbit plague."



| 

File: Beaver | 
Otter | 
Manitoba ~~ | 

"Observations on the Occurrence of Otter in the Riding Mountain 

National Park, Manitoba, in Relation to Beaver Life," by H. U. Green. 

Canadian Field-Naturalist, Vol. XLVI, No. 9, December 1932, pp. 204-206. 

: 

| 

|



File: Cycle folder 

Manitoba ~~ 

CROSS REFERENCE 

“The Correlation of Sunspot Periodicity with Grasshopper Fluctuation 

in Manitoba,” by Norman Criddle. Canadian Field-Naturalist, 

Vol. XLVI, No. 9, December 1932, pp. 195-199.



| Extract from the Cansjian Fisldctiaturalist. May 19%0 120 

SUNSPOTS IN RELAPTON TO FLUCTUATIONS INGRASSHOPPERS AND GROUSE AT AWG, MANTIORA.« 

Griddle presents records of the fluctuations in musbers ceemupee ae : 
at Aweme, Manitoba. It is worthy of note that these fluctuations 7) cee 
pemter wee Pendbeedhen yous <r fender dhe signin somade +B = The grasshoppers, 

grouse and ruffed grouse show maximum points in their curves of mmbers, 
Oe came SUIT eee ee Toe) at miata yotahe nent castes 

Jado 

Ps + of minferra & noxt 2 Paefod grouse": ah apatite @ not 2 Joos’ 
Maing 

SeectnGh chtuin’.”,’ or bee aiiee oan eee 

GesRY Se Se Seren Seta tle We grouse ing 8 16 ee sad nay wal 
& grasshopper influence, as Griddle merests. However-—as 

denonstrated in the eases of troe-growth, muber of varying hares, ani dates of | 
arrival of birle--all three, grasshopper, share-tatle’ crouse ant ruffed grouse, 
Sie seeks Geceeiecan ein] sears cote ake ee ee 

laama, Ooh gneees te 1594. 

At the Dominion Observate ry, we have been investigating for 
cone years tho Falattonahip of muni variate te Itving tags sn! oe 
should be happy to reeeive from any readers much valuable aml faithfully kept 

Semagiten with, te Savesthantion eit Gap diuaes Sa phone fee Akeieaes sate 
Of Goumins of the Gameet sanatemmail 0 auieeh dksenuaeodehe Be tonaws 
Ottawa. 

: Grange 

Ruffed Grouse



| Ss | Pile: Manitoba '~ 

eG : (Original filed Snowshoe) 

: . 2 Tintomological. laboratory 
es Treesbank, Manitoba ee 

August 2, 1930 

' Mr. Aldo Leopold : : oo 
421 Chemistry Building tar ae ea 
Madigon, Wis. i . 

. Dear Mr. Leopold: ; o : 

os -‘ Y have received and looked over your wild life charts : 
with a great deal of pleagwre and interest. They should be of great 

_ value in assiting to obtain a true idea of the causes for wild life 
; _ fluctuation as well as prove conelusively that such naturel fluctua- 

tions occurs ee : te 

, | I fear I can add little to your information at the present = =§s_—™ 
time mt the following high and low years in snowshoe rabbit prevalence 

: as they oecurred at Aweme, Manitoba, may be of interest. They are : 
taken from thejournals of my father, Percy Criddle, and myself, 

lew Years Hich Years e Be 

1895 ; 1897 | oe 
oe ae , 1 ae : 

ee 1909 _ 1905 : 
eae 1918 ; 1912 ee | 

: 1928 . | 1921 * 

I am‘convineed that meh important research remains to 
be done in checking the emses for wild life fluctuation and that — 

" many faators are involved sbout which we at present know very little.



Co Nes Baek. 
Excerpt from letter from John C. Phillips, 12/1/32 

"JT understand that the Hungarian Partridge contrary to my predictions 

has taken hold well on the'south shore of Nova Scotia and also on Prince 

_ Edward Island. I am hoping to be able to get either eggs or adult birds 

for trial in our part of New England. This is a very interesting develop- 

ment and entirely at variance with our experience in planting birds on 

~ the east coast from Cape Blizabeth in Maine to Georgia." 

{ i : 

/ 
\ j



od 
yo ee An ye { 

( Digest of \- 6 wy fe 

“forestry vs. Game Cover" 

Otte Schierbeck ~ Canadian Mield-Naturalist, Vol. XLV, No. 2 
(Feb. 1911) pp. 28-30 

Reindeer Moss. After destroyed by fire does not come back for 30-40 

years. Fires in Nova Scotia 30-40 years ago. "Those forest fires des- 

troyed the reindeer-moss and today, as a consequence, the caribou have | 

5 disappeared. The reindeer-moss is now coming back but I doubt if the 

caribou will follow it." 

Moss killed owt by forest reproduction-~evidently second stage 

after fire; forest the third. 

; Ground Hemlock. (Taxus canadensis). In Nova Seotia found only under 

a hemlock. “fhe cutting of the hemlock stands will cause the ground hem- my 
{ } 

, 

lock to disappear as it can only exist under the shade of older trees. 

I have noted the disappearance or dimimution of the deer stand--where old 

hemlock stands have been out." 

Pile: Whitetail deer 
Caribou 
Digests 
Chapter on Food and Cover Control (Text) V 

BS cg am



Copy to Mr. Yeatter File Canada Z-~ 

Extract from the Canadian Field-Naturalist, December, 1930, p. 214. 

MORE HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES LIBERATED IN NEW BRUNSWICK.--About two 

years ago Mr. J. M. Robinson of St. John liberated a mumber of Hun- 

garian Partridges at Rothesay, St. John County, but for reasons which 

are not clearly understood they appear not to have survived. On 

March 31st, 1930, Mr. Robinson released twenty-five more pairs and 

twenty-five additional pairs were turned loose at the same point on 

April 1Uth, 1930. The apparent success which has attended a number 

of Nova Scotia introductions of the species, it is understood, is 

encouraging Mr. Robinson to repeat his experiments.--R. W. Tufts.
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4a University Farm Place 
January 

Division of Wildlife Management 19> 1999 

Personal 

Dr. W. B. Bell 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. S. Department of Agricul ture 
Washington, D. Oo, 

Dear Dr. Bells 

Do you know the follewing paper: “Fluctuations in the 
Numbers of the Varying Hare Ee sngricome by D. A. Macimlich 
(Univ. Toronto Studies, Biol. Series No. 43, Univ. Toronto Press, 
1937). ! 

In my opinion this is one of the half-dozen really high- 
grade publications in wildlife management put out in recent years. 

Yet the author is now operating a telephone switchboard! ; 

Canada apparently lacks the funds to take him on in any 
technical or scientific capacity. 

He is, I fear, excluded from state or federal services by 
his Canadian citizenship. But this should be no bar to University 
openings. Is it not possible that Mr. Couch or the heads of the Nine 
Units are in touch with university openings where he might f1t7 

I have never seen MacImlich so I feel free to call your 
attention to this anomaly without imputation of personal wire~pulling. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management



Algonguin Park P,6o, 

Ontario, Canada 

ganuary 13th., 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopéld 
Division of Wildlffe Management 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisdonsin 

Dear Professor Leopold; 

It was very kind of you to write and 
tell me of your interest in my bunny paper, Thanks for your 
letter. 

I sent copies of the varying hare paper to the two men 
you mention some considerable time ago. 

With regard to an explanation for the tendency towards 
synchronism of cycles over the continent, I think we need 
more real knowledge of the interrelations of the larger 
predatory mammals and their prey before the matter can be 
erry a basis much better than guesswork, Personally 
I feel that there might be a mechanism in the above-mentioned 
interrelations to bring about the approximate synchronism, 
I don't know thoughland really prefer to postpone any judgment, 

At the time I wrote I did not know of published statements 
regarding any ten-year cottontail fluctuation. 

At present I am telephone switchboard operator for the 
Algonquin Park telephone system! My hours of duty are from 

1,00P.Ms to 9,00P.M, with an hour for supper, seven days a 
week, pay $3 per day, and pay my own board and room at the cheap 

rate of 75 cents per day, I make up the monthly telephone 
accounts and bills and do a few other smaller items of office 
work, In the mornings I am expected to work on natural history 

either in the woods, in the lab. (my bedroom) or the vhoto- 
graphic darkroom, etc. My library is on shelves around the 

tezephone room and I write and read between calls, Some days



the phone is busy, mkkaxrx at other times not at all busy. 

Tonight in two hours there have been 13 calls, not busy, 
but concentrated work is sometimes interrupted, It is really 

quite a good arrangement, /I look after the sorting of the mail.\ 

I spent the month of November and first week of December 

(daytimes, evenings on phone as usual) helping a taxidermist 

from the Royal Ontario Museum of Zoology collect certain spece 

imens for gallery mounts, We got a wolf, a 10-point buck deer, 

» fox, marten, fisher, and New York Weasel, and a large beaver, 

Recently I have been concentrating on reports, papers, on 

the work I did last summer, I may have a week in the woods 
in *“ ebruary where I was last summer, I hope 80, Before next 

summer I must put in one,or preferably two,Nature Trails, 

Last summer, besides looking after observation from a fire 
tower until the 10th. of August, I made a survey of the birds 

of part of the McIntosh marsh here, did some experimental 

small mammal trapping census work, some deer sensus and 
beaver census, 

You already have my paper on the birds of this park, I 

belkave, 

As there is no provision in the government service for 

biologists, or for any position for me with more pay, I am 
in the market for a better job. This however is fine for this 
year, but I do need more money finally, All the equipment 
necessary in my work, from camera and enlarger to mouse traps 
and also my library ax make heavy demands on the pocketbook, 

My pay now is that of a senior ranger, 

Sorry the letter is so long but there seemed much to 
tell, By the way, the superintendent here, F. A. MacDougall, 
is véry sympathetic to biological work, and conservetion, 
We have the unusual situation of @eman active and long-es- 
tablished logging industry in the same territory that is used 

for recreational outdoor purposes and protection of animals 
except wolves. 

Very sincerely yours, 

b. A. Wue flek 

D. A. Mac Lulich



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management - ¥ 5» 1939 

Mr. D. A. Maclulich 
Algonquin Park P.O. 
Ontario, Canada 

Dear Mr. Maclalich: 

I have not previously had a chance to read carefully 
your "Pluetuations in Numbers of the Varying Hare." I have now 
gone through it and feel impelled to tell you of my pleasure in 
finding such an excellent job. 

There are two men in particular whom I want to make sure 
have read ite-Leonard Wing and Wallace Grange. I am sending them 
copies of this letter to remind them. 

The fact that you take issue with the findings of myself 
and students makes your work all the more interesting. I think you 
have pretty well refuted many of our conclusions except one: you 
do not sufficiently explain the tendency toward synchronism over 
large areas. lton, I gather, now thinks that some degree of syn~ 
chronism might occur even without a “cosmic agent." Do you? At 
your leisure I would be interested in your comment on this particular 

You state at one point that the cottentail is not known to 
share the snowshoe cycle. In my opinion they have very closely 
followed snowshoes in Wisconsin during the last cyele, and both are 
now low in this state. It is pugsling, however, that cottontails 
are especially high in the tier of states immediatdy to the south- 
ward. 

What ave you doing at the present time? 

Sincerely yours, 

/ Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management
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HEAD OFFICE, 212 KING STREET WEST 

TORONTO,CANADA 

Toronto, March 5th, 1937, 

Mr. A. Leopold, 
Game Conservation Department, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I believe that you will fully appreciate the action in the Partridge-Weasel picture which I am attaching hereto, Its description is covered in the attached letter, which I wrote up for one of our local papers. This particular 
occurrence offers concrete evidence that partidge bury themselves under soft snow and also that the weasels apparently know that fact and hunt them under the snow, 

The freedom with which the natives in the back- woods treat wild animals is of continual interest to me. 
I recently secured a picture of a Northern woodsman who had taken'two yearling moose and had trained them to harness, 
They did very well on light loads, but refused to pull 
heavy loads. The picture I have, showed them harnessed to 
a load of logs. 

I ran across two tame yearling black bears last 
Falls, who were hanging around a prospector's cabin. They 
came readily to a rattle of a tin can, even though they had. 
reached about 100 lbs. in weight and were far from being small 
cubs. When they had exhausted our possibilities for chocolate 
bars, by climbing all over us, they would get into all sorts 
of mischief. I obtained some good pictures, pulling one 
down out of a tree by hooking my strong bow over his ear, 

Later, the prospector sent me some pictures he had 
taken with one of them hitched to his dog sled with a 
regular harness. The bear was not at all frightened, but 
preferred to stand on the sled, rather than in the deep snow, 
Later, when annoyed too much, he climbed a tree with the sled. 

Klopsteg was here yesterday and we enjoyed his visit. 

Yours ver ; 

FNagler:BE (Enc.) Chief Engigéer,



Toronto, February 22, 1937. 

Gentlemen: 

I am enclosing three of the most unusual pictures «i of our North country that it has been my fortune to run " 
across. The pictures were taken by or of Joseph Van Walleghen, 
a woodsman located several hundred miles North-East of Winnipeg. 

: No. 1 is a picture of a wolf in a trap. Notice 
that he has backed off to the full length of the chain, but 
judging from the size of the wolf in the picture, the 
photographer kept a good double chain length between himself ‘ and the animal. . OF 

yb This picture was taken as Joe advanced ‘6h the wolf 
~handed, in completion of a bet he had made to the effect that he could kill such an animal with his hands. He is 

exceedingly husky and takes this kind of a chance out of pure 
mischief. I believe there was a $5 bet on this particular 
performance, but I do not know what Joe figured he would get 
out of it,if he lost. Certainly, the penalty of losing was more than the loss of $5. In any event, after he backed the 
wolf the full length of the chain, he jumped him, was bit a 
little through the gloves he wore and through his clothes, 
but after several snaps were taken which were too blurry 
because of the close:shutter time, but which looked very much 
like cartoons of when a bull-dog gets hold of the tramps, 
he finally got the animal tamed down enough to permit of a 
moderately still photograph, No. 2. The wolf is still on his 
four feet, but the general temperature is indicated by the 
frost on Joe'’s whiskers. I understand that he won his bet, 
but it took him 20 minutes to choke the animal. 

No. 3 is, to my way of thinking, one of the most 
remarkable pictures of wild life ever taken. It was made in 
February in the Abitibi region. "Joe was out for a walk on 
snow-shoes and was holding a small box camera in his hand. |



Pad ® e 2 
(February 22, 1937.) 

: Without warning, an explosion occurred in the snow in front 
of him, as a partridge and two wedsels burst out of a snow- 
bank. Apparently, he snapped the shutter instinctively and 
the animals must have been within 10'. In the picture, one fh 
of the weasels has spotted him, the other is in full leap bd 
after the bird, which the first one has just been fastened 
to. The bird was still alive when Joe grabbed for the weasels, 
although he missed them. The bird's throat was, however, 
neatly slashed. All three of these animals were under the 
snow and completely out of sight as Joe approached. 
an action picture, I believe this is unique. 

Picture No. stows Joe swinging his axe to kill 
a timber-wolf. Slow tér. eed practically makes this 
a failure, but the agt indicated. 

Yours very truly, 

FNagler:BE 7 Chier Lo 

(Encs.)
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New Soils Building 
: March 23, 1935 

Dr. L. L. Snyder 

Royal Ontario Museum of Zoology 
Queen's Park at Bloor Street 
Toronto 5, Ontario 

Dear Dr, Sxyder: 

The only suggestion I can offer is for you 
to write to Glenn Smith, U, 8, Forest Service, Missoula, 
Montana, whom I know would appreciate your needs, 

It is also possible that the Montana School 
of Forestry, Missoula, Montana, might have in it some 
individual who could act for you, or they might refer 
your letter to their zoological department which mignt 
have a specimen, I am not well acquainted in Montana 
and hence my tether is rather short along these lines. 

I am glad to hear that your paper has gone 
to press. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



Ci ROYAL. ONTARIO MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY 
PYRO ING W\ 
& ee xa QUEEN’S PARK AT BLOOR STREET 

Saas TORONTO 5, ONT. 

<7 ra ay y 

ef March 20th, 1935. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr, Leopold: 

I am pleased to say that my paper on the 

Sharp-tailed Grouse has gone to press. In this paper, I have 

presented, as a second part, a preliminary taxonomic study 
. which developed incidental to the original intent. I should, 

however, like to follow it with a more decisive and brief 
revision of the gemus. This study hinges more or less on the 
obtaining of specimens, taken in fall or winter, from Montana 
(particulerly), Wyoming and the foothills of Colorado. 

I have communicated with the Game Depart- 
ment of Montana but for some reason or other, they could not 

let us haveeven one bird. Through some personal correspondence 

with Mr, W. M. Rush, In Charge of Game Management, Missoula, 
Montana, I heve found him appreciative of the problem but he has 
been unable to procure a winter specimen for me. Birds taken 

from now on until October will be of little use in comparative 

work. I have seen the Montana specimens from Washigton, D. C. 
put I am inclined to think that they are somewhat changed in 

colour due to their age as specimens. Have you any suggestions? 

moter 23 oo 

L. L. Snyder 

LLS/S,
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Québec, March, 6th/35 | 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

in charge,Game Research i 

University of Wisoonsin 

U.S.A. 

Dear Mr.Leopold, 
Your letter received. and it is with pleasure 

that we are sending to you our smell and humble contribution on the Nor- 

thern Sharp-tailed Grouse .It contains few remarks and the study of 13 

stomachs contents of birds 4{lluttrating the winter feeding in certain areae 

In 1932 an 1933,more material was pooring in,so,I hed the chance to work | 

on the diete until May,1933. Forty birds of different districts were recei\ 

ved and the research work was continued :somach contents, parasites, 7 
| 

blood smears etc .. For your personnal information ,1 think you could | 

write with advantage. to Mr.L.L. Snider .Royal Ontarion Museum ,Toronto,Ont.e | 

| 
/ 

As I was not in 4 situation to publish more on that migration ,I sent | 

} 

to hima all my hohe | and he is on the verge of publishing 3 bulletin on 

the N.S.7.Grm vse. I am woundering if you know of Dr.J.H. Flemming , 267 

Rushblme Road .Toronto .This gentleman published a bulltin in 1896 om a 

migration of N.S.T.Grouse 4ntaht time .Hoping that theese informations 

may help you. ,be sure that any publications wovld be received with great 

interst .[ am ready to answer any questions that could br'ng any light 

on the subjet . | | 

Foping to hear from you at your convenience, y 

| yours truly, HM 

Dr.D. A. Dery. | - 

[98 St-Joseph. Str. | 
Québae. Canada. | 

| | |



Wile: Sharptail 
Proirie Chicken 
Canada .~ 
Sex Ratio 
Cruiging Radius 
Selmaidt | 

Extract from letter from P. A, Taverner, Ottawa, Conada, Jam. 7, 19395: | 

“You note also (in "Game Management") with reservations that the flight 
of ek aes Grouse were yan Bag entirely composed of fensles 

while the wintering groupes are males, 

"You probably kmew of the extraordinary flight ef this speeles inte 

the more southern sections of northern Ontario and Quebec the winter of 1932 
oe Sate Ye received some twenty or so specimens from thie flight from 
the sou’ edge of the main body, Of these all were females but one, Of 

eource the mystery te why such o wide apres’ and intensive planting of this 

species aid not make some permanent settlement, which im no cage as far as I 
know ocurred, It mey be that thie lack of males is the answer,"



DEPARTMENT OF MINES 

CANADA 

MA eee aS CANADA 

Jan. 7 1935 

Prof Aldo Leopold, 
Univ, of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Prof. Leopold;- 

i Have just been reading your Game Management 

with great interest. I think you have brightened the poss— 

ibilites for upland game considerably. I wish the same could 

be done for the water-fowl . ‘ 

a I note however one slight inaccuracy, you refer Norman 

en “” Criddle's experiences to Ontario whereas they should be 

ant e te Manitoba. The wide difference in eccological aspect between 

Aweine , Manitoba (south central) and any parttof Ontario might 

possibly lead to wrong inference. 

a ! You note also with reservations that the flight of 

eee migrating Sharp-teiled Grouse is largely or entirely composed 

iia of females while the residual wintering groups are males. 

Sharp! we You probably know of the extraordinary flight of this 

ae species into the nore soithern sections of northern Ontario 

Cpnedo and Quebec the winter of 1932 and 23. We received some 

Son Po ftenty or so specimensfromthis flight from the southern 

Command edge of the main body. Of these all were females but one. 

Of course the mystery is, why such a wide spread and in-



tensive pktanting of this species did not make some permanent 

settlement, which in no case as far as I know occurred. 

It may be that this lack of males is the answer. " 

Sincerely,-— 

pee, . 

;



New Soils Building 
; Jamary 11, 1935 

Mr, P. A. Teverner 
Bational Masew: of Canada 
Ottawa, Canada 

Dear Dr. Taverner: 

XY am mach pleased to hear from you, although somewhat 

eubarrassed at such needless inaccuracy as my putting Norman Criddle's 

work 4n the wrong province, ‘he correction is being entered in ay 

personal copy, where it will be acted upon should any such thing as 

} & second edition ever come to pass. I particular regret this beeaise 

I had a high admiration for Criddle's work, 

I am intensely interested in your report that the sharptail 

flight of 1932 was mostly females, This reminds me that none of your 

Canadians seem to have published an account of thie phenomenon, I 

learned of it only through the newspapers, It seems of such extra- 

ordinary importance thet somebody showld assemble ali the known facts, 

May I take the Liberty of recommending most urgently that you do this? 

My graduate stadent, Franklin Schmidt, who has been studying prairie 

chickens and charptails for five years and who will begin to publish 

this winter, would like very much to cite your account of this extra- 

ordinary phenomenon, May I not have your assurance that you will 

consider this recommendation? 

i Looking forward to seeing you in New York, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
“ In Charge, Game Research



4 “CONSOLIDATED PAPER CORPORATION LIMITED 4 

[ —— -FHE ANFHEOSTH CORPORATION —— 8 
4 q 

é PORT MENIER Q 

N 
ANTICOSTI, P.Q. July 18th, 1954. > 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 5 
Game Research, {3 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison. 3 

Dear Yrofessor seopold; i 

I was very pleased to receive your letter of July 6th and a 
to learn that the information we sent you will be of some Yalue. | 

Just at present 1 am unable to advise when I will be passing 
through Madison but just as soon as i can advise you I will do so. In 
regard to Zlton, i have already sent him a copy of the fox graph but i 
not a copy of the explanatory material which i forwarded to you. Just 
at present i am very busy due to our salmon fishing activities but S$ 
after that is over [I will write you at some length. I would be very please 
to send you any material we have periodically and if there is anything a 

in particular which we might get for you please let me know. y 

With best regards, NX 

e 
Yours very truly, = 

+ 

Ried. iy 
5 Ss 

Ep P.S. At the present time we are emperiencing an outbreak of spruce ae 

Bud Worm which incidentally 1 hitsing us much iter than ony / 

\g other partga of Sastern Canadas am not particularly worried 

y about the timber damage as much of our balsam is over-mature# and 
cK from what I have seen in other parts of #astern Canada, the over 

mature stand will be replaced by a young and sturdy stand which will 

be merchantible when we are ready to cut it, however, { am worried 

about the effect if will have on our deer curing the next two or 

) | three winters, as i have already told you, balsam is @Qv staple arti- 

| ele of food for deer in the winter and undoubtedly we will losefgood 

| many of our deer and this I am sure will be reflected in our fox 

‘ take.e;The island is so large and the bud-worm ek@ so spread out that 

ot believe there is anything we can do about it; as for the 

deer, i will have as much wild hay made ana put up as possible and i 

trust that this will to a slight extent make up for the loss of the 

balsam, if we can carry on for two or three years the young balsam will 

be up in good shape and will i believe, then make for a considerable 
increase in the number of deer, fox, rabbit, etc. ,etCe, R A :
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' CONSOLIDATED PAPER CORPORATION LIMITED eyo’ 

& ; HEAD OFFICE - MONTREAL ¢ yw? of 

. je 

a PORT MENIER, ANTICOSTI ISLAND, 

warch LSth, 1954. / 

+ / 

Prof.Aldo Leopold, ape 
University of Wisconsin, per 
Madison, Wisconsin. nt : R* ae Sr 

gy yy” 
- 7 ayl r 

Dear Sir:-+ ae -« Qo 

4 want to write and let you know that I have very 
much appreciated your book "Game management” - in fact it is 
Just the book [ have been looking for. For your information 

Oe f am enclosing a copy of certain information pertaining to 
Anticosti which 4 prepared some little time ago. It wilt give 

" you an idea of what we have here. 

We have on the Lsland an estimated quantity of 
15 miliion cords of pulpwood. Menier made about a million cords 

-and we made about the same amount but the wood was expensive 
and we closed down woods operations in 1930. We are now well 
on the way to making the game and fish pay our running expen- 
Ses and 1 believe if we handle it properly we will make a nice 
profit. 

| I have been grouping for the light in a great many 
; problems in connection with our game ( I here include fox as 

a game animal) for instance, our fox take shows enormous varia- 
tion from year to year, varying from less than 500 to more than 

| 1600, incidentally, if you are interested, [ would be glad to 
send you a graph of the take for the last 15 years. 

e The following may prove of interest; balsam is the 
. staple food for deer in the winter; our beaver live largely on 
, conifers (we have but few broad leaved species) and the staple 

food in the winter is the bark of the spruce; while only 20 
| partridge were introduced here and we now find them all over 
| the Island and numbering thousands there is absolutely no sign 
| of ill effects from inbreeding; elk breed infrequently once in 

‘ four years is probably correct. . 

| | Wi th the oe of several small areas owned 
: by the Federal Government a’’occupied by light houses,the whole 

island is held in freehold. Our only wowry is caused by poachers 
from the mainland who come over after our furs.



CONSOLIDATED PAPER CORPORATION LIMITED 

HEAD OFFICE - MONTREAL 

PORT MENIER, ANTICOSTI ISLAND, 

I trust you will pardon this somewhat rambling 
epistle, I simply whanted to tell you that 1 very much 
appreciate your book and to thank you for having written it. 

it there is any information that 1 can give you con- 
cerning our island and its game population 1 will be Very 

glad to do so. I am, 

Yours very truly, 

OK emaraud. 

CRL/JLL. |



~ ; ~ 

‘ ANTIGOSLI LSLAND 

tee Lies in the western part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, sige 185 : 

miles by about 35 miles embracing approximately three thousand 

. fiquare miles. 

The Island was granted as a seigneury to Jolliet in 1680. 

Attempts were mde to colonize the Island at various times but until 

1895 nothing had come of these attempts. In that year it was sold 

to Henri Menier of France. At this time the Island was completely 

wooded with but few fur bearing animals and with memeroue fish in 

the rivera of and waters surrounding the Island. Squatters resided 

at the east and weat ends of the Island and eked out a very meagre 

existance from fish,some furs and emall gardens. 

menter firat built a village at imglish Bay but in 1896 he began 

building ¥Yort Menier which became the point of Administration for 

the Island. Good houses, church, school, stores, machine and carpen- 

ter shops were erected. isand was cleared and farming on & large ~ 

seale was put under way. | ( 

Menier wag a very wealthy man and van the Island as a private 

estate but nevertheless planned a very intelligent and allround devee 

lopment. He waa particularly interested in the sporting possibilities, 

in 1897 he introduged 150 deer and 12 moose, in 1898 he liberated 

40 beaver, in 1911 he brought on several elk, in 1902-03 he introdu- 

ced 600 rabbits yin 1911, 20 partridge (Ruffled Grouse). He tried 

orossing the western buffalo with native cattle, he rigidly protected 

@ll wild life, both animals and birds; in 1925,in conjunction with



wage &, 

the Dominion Authorities he brought on a herd of reindeer, these 

reindeer were tubercular but it ia believed that through the course 

of time they have thrown off the disease and are now healthy and 

immune. Practically 411 the game introduced by Menier has done ex- 

tremely well, the progress of the deer haa been outstanding it being 

estimated that at the present time there are one quarter of & million 

of these animals spread all over the Island, rabbits and partridges 

are to be found in lavge numbers and the annual take of beaver is 

about 200 pelts; the introduction of rabbit, partridge and deer pro- 

vided very abundant food for the fox, which was native here, and now 

the annual teke of foxes averages about 1200, made up about 45% red, 

40% ovoas and 154 silver, protection given to wild geese and ducks 

has produced excellent results, in the fall these birds are present 

on the Island by thousands. 

At Port Menier, Mr. Menier erected a Villa for hie own saccomoda~ 

tion and that of his guests, tiie building is very beautiful and 

quite unique. The building is very beautifully decorated and furnished 

end it would take very much more apace that is available here to enu- 

meyate &11 the articles 1% contains, briefly to mention a few; in the 

large drawing-room, there is 4 large fire-place made of Grba Flamnd 

and designed by a Freneh artist especially for this building, over 

the fire-place one finds an original Seandinavian wood carving of the 

XVI century, 4 large table, which on oogasion is used as @ dining 

table and chairs to mateh of old black oak of the paren Louis XII 

on the walls there ave four ancient Planers tapestries of the XVI 

eentury, one of the moat beautiful things in the room is an ancient



page de 

Arab camel hair rug, this rug despite ite age at111 shows the 

original soloursa, beautiful soft blues,greens and red; the dining. 

foom 1s Scandinavian, the ceilling is beamed with heads of old 

Seandindvian carving of the XV century, over the eide-board one 

finds an ancient Scandinavian carving in oak of the XV century;in 

the lounge there are five water oolours signed by the French artist 

Gavarni dated 1630, scattered through the building are many anoient 

chests, cupboards,curyed chairs ete,. The whole building would 

make the headquarters of a wonderful fish and game olub. 

iit. Mentor sola the entire Island to The Anticosti Corporation 

in 1986. ‘The Anticosti Coxporation was taken over by the Consolida- 

ted Paper Corporation in 1931. mm. Menier's pluns and ideas have © 

been gurried on by the present owners, fish and game have been pro} 

teoted and in 1930 the Corporation introduced muskratea on the Leland, 

these little animals ave thriving and trapping will start about 1935 

when it is entamnes that the auskvat will be present by the millions; 

"nm 1932 the Corporation opened up some of the numerous salmon rie 

_ vers for fishing, there ave on the Island twenty odd rivers where 

salmon are taken by the fly, as there is absolutely no comercial 

galmon fishing around the Island, and the Island ia one of the firet 

places they encounter in coming in from the ogean, the fishing is 

extremely good. Many of the rivers have fishing pavillions at the 

mouth, these pavillions are all very muoh alike, with large living- 

yoom with fire place, bed rooms, bath room with hot and cold running 

water und comforts that are most unexpected, The fishing is good, 

, starting about the middle of June and running through until the end



page 4. 

ef August, fish run up te about 30 lbs. with an occasional larger 

fish, but with an average weight of 10-15 lbs. depending on the 

Size of the rivers . 

The Leland has & semi-weekly steamer aervice from Quebec. 

Guests ave alae brought tron"%o Gaspé at times by one of the 

auxilliayy schoonerg owned by the Corporations



: ' New Soils Building 
March 29, 1934 

Mr. C. R, Townsend 
Consolidated Paper Corvoration, Ltd, 
Port Menier, Anticosti Island 

j Canada 

: Dear Mr, Townsend: 

I am intensely interested in your brief but pithy 
notes on Anticosti game. A lot of this is of extreme interest 
and should be made available to game managers"fenerally by pub- 
lishing it, 

i I would be extremely interested in the graph of your 
take of foxes for the last 15 years. . 

You have a unique opportunity to contribute to the 
study of wild life cycles by taking annual censuses of grouse, 
foxes, rabbits, and other cyclic animals in carefully chosen 
fixed locations, I gather that your partridges do not yet show 
any mortality from the present cyele, I exnect thet they will 
within a year, so that a preliminary census previous to the onset 
of mortality would be very important, 

Were ruffed grouse always absent from the island, or 
had they simply been wiped out previous to their re-introduction? 

My, Wallace Grenge is making a study of the present 
cycle in Wisconsin under my direction ané it would be very inter . 

. esting to be able to make a comparative statement of the chronol-+ 
ogy and extent of mortality in Wisconsin and Anticosti, respectively. 

Te I can be of service to you in securing publication for 
your findings, I would be glad to do so, : 

‘ With best regards, Ag 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD . 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh



‘ New Soils Building : 
{ May 2, 1934 

i ur, G, R, Lane 

Seigniory Club 
Dominion Square Bldg, 
Montreal, Canada - 

Dear Mr, Lane: 

I.em glad to get in touch with you, since the 
job of actually managing your large property mst sive 
us many subjects of mtual interest, 

I do not yet have much stuff in print other 
than my two books, which you may be familiar with, In 
the event you are not I enclose a prospectus of my most 
recent one, I am also sending you some miscellaneous 
separates. 

I have one research project on at this time 
which ought to be of interest on your area, andi that is a 
study of the game cycle, Is there any possibility of 
your field force making systematic counts to keep track 
of the progress of the cycle, especially in ruffed grouse 
and snowshoe rabbits? If so, I would like to discuss it 
with you further. 

j Yours sincerely, 

; ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research : 

AL/vh
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April 28th. 49 34. 

Mr.Aldo Leapold, 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir,- 

I was quite interested to know that you are going to 

have an opportunity of making a more intensive study of Game 

Management. I would appreciate hearing more about your work and 

the contributions you and the College of Agriculture has already 

made to this subject. 

I have been actively interested in this work myself for 

three years, and I find so much to learn and so much that I do not 

know about the subject that I take every opportunity to make contact 

with those who do and obtain literature which they have found help- 

Tul. 

The Seigniory Club Community Association Ltd. (a subsidiary 

of the Canadian Pacific Railway) has a 104 square mile forest with 

104 lakes in it, We have our own Fish Hatchery and the game has 

increased rapidly with intensive proptection, 

I would appreciate very much hearing from you. 

Yours very traly,



New Soils Building 
February 13, 193% 

Harrison Lewis 
Chief Federal Migratory Bird 
Officer Ontario & Quebec 
Department of the Interior 
Otters 

Dear Mr, Harrison: 

I em very mich obliged to you for letting me see De Beaux's 
"Biological Ethies", I have read this with intense interest. 
It is clearly a very substantial piece of thinking, and I 

am writing him to see if I can get a copy for my own use, 
I am hoping that you, yourself will male another contribution 
to this subject before long, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD ’ 
In Charme, Game Research 

n/m ) 

i ‘ 

N t \,



J.B. HARKIN, SPEER NATIONAL PARKS 
COMMISSIONER HER MIGRATORY BIRDS CONVENTION ACT 

RSG HISTORIC SITES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
HFL/MID. 

NATIONAL PARKS OF CANADA 

OTTAWA 

IN YOUR REPLY REFER TO mic RMR Cac lla {th February, 19 34- 

Dear Aldo: 

Under separate cover I am sending to you a copy 

of the reprint entitled “Biological Ethics", by Dr. De Beaux, 
concerning which Hoyes Lloyd has previously written you. I 
am sure that it will interest you (if you now have time to 
read such things). I have just reviewed together, tor ‘Tne 
Canadian Field-Naturalist', your paper, “The Conservation 
Ethic" and this one by De Beaux. When you have quite finished 

| with his paper, we shall be glad to have it returned ror our 
library. 

With best regards, I remain 

Sincerely yours, 

eA F. ae 

Frofessor Aldo Leopold, 
Game Manager, 

New Soils Building, 
College of Agriculture, 

University of Wisconsin, 
MADISON, Wisconsin, 

U. S. Ae



: New Soils Building 
December 13, 1933 

Mr. Hoyes Lloyd 
Department of the Interior 
Wational Parke of Canada 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Dear Hoyes: 

The paper on "Biological Bthics" naturally intrigues my interest, 

but you failed to tell me where I can find it. Will you please let me 

know, 90 I can look it up promptly? 

I em not at all sure that you would belong in the gallery at the 

gathering which you mention. In fact, I would say quite definitely that 

you are tarred with the same stick. 

hanks for the inforasation on the cyele, which I am carefully 

filine for permanent record. Our Wisconsin grouse began to die off last 

summer and we lost one or more species over probably a third of the state 

before winter set in. Apparently we are distinctly ahead of schedule as 

compared with both Canada and the adjoining state of Michigan, which has 

lost nothing but rabbits so far. In Minnesota I am almost sure that nothing 

but rabbits has disappeared, although I have not heard directly from Dr. 

Green, 

I am glad to tell you that a group of sportsmen from Nenosha, 

Racine and Milwaukee have just subscribed a fund to be available over a 

three-year period for a field study of the cycle in this state. Wallace 

Grange goes to work on December 15 to record systematically the manner in 

which the ayele spreads over Wisconsin. ‘his field atudy ought to be a 

valuable adjunct to the studies under way by Dr. Green and vy the Canadian 

authorities. 

I will be unable to attend the Game Conference this year due to 

the fact that the changed date falls right in the middle of my heaviest 

class schedule, and I have no alternates to whom the courses can be left. 

I may take a try at writing the lesson, but do not rely on it because I have 

no way of being sure that the necessary inspiration will be forthcoming. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh 
Copy to Harrison F. Lewis



J. B. HARKIN, ee Re NATIONAL PARKS 
COMBIAsioceEre sf se MIGRATORY BIRDS CONVENTION ACT 

cy HISTORIC SITES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

HFL/MID. 
NATIONAL PARKS OF CANADA 

OTTAWA 

SN YOUR REPLY REFER TO ee ee ht gth December, 1933. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I beg to acknowledge receipt of a separate of 
your paper “The Conservation Ethic” which reached me recently. 
I have read this with a great deal of interest and pleasure. 
It is very fine and very stimulating and I hope that it will 

do a great deal of good. 

The only place in it where, so far, I have found 

myself questioning your statements, is in the paragraph on 
page 641 where you state that species become rare, on their way 
to extinction, "because of shrinkage in the particular environ- 
ments which their particular adaptations enable them to inhabit". 

No doubt this is very often true and at the present time, espec- 

ially on our continent where many environments are being changed 
very rapidly, it is conceivably true that most, if not all, ob- 

served casesof species becoming rare may be referred to it. But 
is there not good reason to think that, in the history of life, 
species often, perhaps in most cases, have become rare and event- 
ually extinct not because of external pressure imposed by changes 

in their environments but because of internal physiological 
changes whose germs were inherent in the set-up with which the 
species were originally launched and which finally brought about 
the decrease and cessation of the species through decrease in 

: the reproductive powers? In other words, is it not probable that 

_ species, just like individuals, have their youth, their period of 

maximum power, their old age, and death, irrespective of their 
environment and its changes or lack of changes! 

With best regards, I remain, 

Sincerely yours, 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 

MADISON, Wisconsin, 

U. S. A.



New Soils Building 
December 13, 1933 

Mr. Harrison F. Lewis 
Department of Interior 

National Parks of Canada 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Dear Harrison: 

I was glad to get your comment on the "Conservation Ethic," 

I agree with you that from the evolutionary standpoint my statement 

of the cause for rarity is probably incomplete and one-sided. I 

was, of course, trying to emphasize what a lot of people don't know, 

but I stand corrected as to the literal accuracy of the statement. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh



"ChE" Deganber 8, 1933. 

Dear Leopold,- 

Have you seen "Biological 

Ethics - An Attempt to Arouse a Naturalistic 

Conscience", by Professor Dr. Oscar de Beauz, 

Curator of the Civic Museum of Natural History, 

Genoa ? It will interestys You, Lewis and de | 

Beaux should get together some time, and if 

you do,let me have a seat in the gallery. 

Are you going to write THE 

| LESSON for January ? 

| With kind regards, I re- 

main 

Yours very truly, ve 

fos Blo 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., MN ff * 

2222 Van Hise Avenue, 

Madison, Wis., U. S. A.



J. B. HARKIN, aa BR meron Fale yr 
COMMISSIONER HA MIGRAT BIRDS Ci exghiba ACT 

praeely HISTORIC SITES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

HFL/MID. 
NATIONAL PARKS OF CANADA 

OTTAWA 

SN YOUR REPLY REFER TO ee ORM ui ie {th December, 1933. 

Dear Sirs 

We have recently received information to the 
effect that Ruffed Grouse, which have been at a peak of 
abundance throughout most of their North American range and 
which are still very abundant over most of that range, have 
begun to show a marked decline in two widely separated areas, 
namely, in the Cariboo Region in British Columbia and in the 
Gaspé Peninsula in the Province of Quebec. ‘this may indicate 

the initiation of a general and rapid decline in numbers in 
this species and as early information concerning such an 
occurrence is of importance in connection with studies of the 

cause or causes of such decline, we are sending this informa- 
tion for what it is worth to those persons known to us as 
serious students of cycles of abundance in the Kufted Grouse. 
Attention is called to the fact that a decline in numbers in 
Ruffed Grouse in 1934 would be in accord with a prolongation 

of the graph of Ruffed Grouse abundance cycles in manitoba, 
published by the late Norman Criddle, in ‘ine Canadian rield- 

Naturalist, Volume 44, No.4, April, 1930, Fage 79. 

Sincerely yours, 

ere r ee 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 
MADISON, Wisconsin, 

Ue. Se Aw



University of Toronto 
TORONTO 5, CANADA 

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY 

February 22, 1933 

Aldo Leopold Esqe 
905 University Avenue 

Madison 

Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

For your information I am sending under separate 

cover copies fo the questionnaires used by the Royal Ontario 

Museum of Zeology this year. Included also is a popular prelimi- 

nary report issued last spring. 

Your work interests me keenly. I am myself a forestry 

graduate working in zoology. 

I should appreciate it greatly if you would be kind enough 

to send me separates of the following papers in such cases as 

you can spare me one. These are for my own library and I should 

‘value your signature on them. 
1. Jour. Forestry 18:131-134, 
2. Jour. For. 16:404=-411 
3. Jour. Fore 18:412=419 

4. Jour. For. 17:150-153 
5. Jour. For 27: 708-715 

6. Jour. For. 19: 718-721 
7. Jour. Fore 283 321- 

8. Jour. For. 293 25= 

9. Jour. For. 29:932— 
Have you published other articles along such lines? 

Thanking you, I remain, 

Yours very sincerely, 

D4 Wise Jabuch 

D. A. Mac Lulich



' DEPARTMENT OF MINES 

enn 
NATIONAL ae a CANADA 

June 7 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wis. 

“ear Mr. leopold;- 

Iam chagrined at seeing how long your letter 

of May 25th has remained unanswered. 

My opinion that Hungarian Partridge and Sharp-tailed 

Grouse were incompatable was more the result of a hunch than 

definite investigation, but I have seen nothing as yet to 

seriously modify my views. My data if not scientifically detailed 

and I have not been out west for a number of years to make 

personal observations. My information is all more or less indef- 

inite and loose . In many localities the “harp-tail has come 

back more wor less from the last low point but I have yet to 

hear of any place where the Hungarian Partridge is established 

that the Sharp-tailed high is at all comparable with the highs 

of previous times. The species onnits upward cycle has come 

back but not as strongly as it should. This is emactly as would 

be expected were the species antagonistic. Until some tollerance 

can be built up between them » & possible but doubtful eventuality,



we would expect the crest of the wave to be sucessively lower 

until adjustment was made or the species disapeared. I may be 

quite wrong in my fears but I have heard nothing to set them 

at ease as yet. 

Sincerely,- 

LE (0 J ALON ss 

P.S.? I am fairly swell con¥inced that the final factor in 

the disapearance of the Passenger Pigeon was also introduced 

disease. The final catastrophy came too suddenly and was too 

complete have been the result of the fowler. He may have reduced 

the millions to thousands but it would have taken generations for 

him to have got the last few hundreds.
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Copy to Mr. Yeatter 

March 28, 1932 

Mr. C. R. Rolland 
470 St. Francois Xavier st. 
Montreal, Quebec 

Dear Mr. Rolland: 

I take it that you propose to stock Huns in the vicinity 
of Montreal and that it is on the probable miecess of this undertalcing 
that you want my opinion. 

By and large, there has been no success with this species 
in the eastern part of the continent. Many states heave tried them 
but the only present survivors that I lmow of are in Pemsylvania near 

= MNiegara Falls, New York, and one county in northern New Jersey. I have 
been told that there is.. very small survival on‘one of the coastal 
islands in Maine, but I-am unable to vouch for the truth of this. 

. The successful establishments and attempted plantings in - 
the north central states are described in my "Game Survey," of which T 
am sending you a cony under separate cover. 

The only other establishments are, as you kmow, in the 
northwestern states and in the adjoining Canadian provinces. _ 

I would feel quite safe in saying that suecess in the region : 
- of Montreal would be impossible without special provision of grain feed 

throughout the winter. Whether you would have a good prospect even 
after providing feed is an open question. I would have to say that 
there is at least a doubt about it in my mind. ‘The most encouraging 
evidence that I mow of is thet guall mmbers of this species are found 
in southern Scandinavia under climatic and food conditions which mst 
be at least as unfavorable as yours. ; , 

You might get a cheek on this opinion by writing R. E. 
Yeatter, School of Forestry and Conservation, Amn Arbor, Michigan, 
who is malcing a special study of this bird. I am sending Mr. Yeatter 
a copy of this letter but if you want his opinion I hope that you will 
write him for it. 

Yours sincerely, ‘
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ROLLAND, LYMAN & BURNETT OF LONDON, ENGLAND TELEPHONE: HA. 2181 

LIMITED 
: 

470 ST. FRANCOIS XAVIER STREET 

GENERAL AGENTS MONTREAL, Que.March 16, TO02 a 

Mr. Aldo Deopold 

c/o Americen Game Association, 
Investment ©uilding, 

Washington, D. C. 

Desr Sir:- 5 

Mr. Joseph Cadham of the Cenedian Industries 

Limited, Montreal, edvised me that you were keenly in- 

terested in Hunzerisn Pertridges and were very familiar 

: with the requirements of the bird in regard to type of 

country in which they thrive, sna I am taking the liberty 

of writing to you for some information on the subject, 

4f you woul’ cere to forwerd enything you heve on hsnd 

to me. 

We expected to be able to put down 100 birds 

this esvring but now believe that our order was placed 

too lete. 

, Trusting that | msy heve the vlessure of hear- 

ing from you, I remain, 

: Yours very truly, 

G.°R. Rollena Oh hi» 
470 St. Francois Xevier St. - : ee 

Montreal, P.&. oe



A.M.Comsia, 
627 Milton St 
Montreal,Canada 14 March,1932,. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Editor, 
Madison,Wisc. 

Dear Mr.,Leovold, 

Probably you remember me from the Matamek 
Conference. I take the liberty to say that I would be glad 
to contribute to "Game Survey", from time to time,articles 
on wild life subjects,especially from Europe,supvported with 

vhotos and diagramms. 

I may ask you to kindly inform me,whether 

such contributions would be of interest for your readers 

or not,and if I should send the articles in Bnglish or in 

German language. 

With the best regards, I am, 

Yours very sincerely, 
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Feb. 1,1932 

Dr. Re M. Anderson 
National Museum 
Department of Mines 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Dear Dr. Anderson: 

When I acknowledged receipt of the copy of your “Birds 

of Iowa” which you so kindly sent me, there had been no occasion 
for me to actually use it in connection with my work. | 

The survey of Iowa, however, has created such an occasion, 

and I am dropping you this note to express my appreciation of the 

concise and significant detail which characterizes the descrip- 

tions of game birds. I have many times been foreed to compare 
ornithological works in this respect, always with due rezard to 

their publication dates and the status of thought on game at that 
time. Your work meets a good many of my criteria which are not 

met by many standard works of mech later date. 

It gives me satisfaction to make this acknowledgment, 
particularly in view of our friendly little argument at Matamek. 

Thank you again for providing me with a copy of the book. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charze, Game Survey 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's 
absence.
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November 23, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
National Bank Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 
U.S. me 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The Federation of Ontario Naturalists 
are planning to present a statement of their 
views to the Provincial Game Committee now 
gathering evidence in Ontario. They are 
planning to stress the importance of setting 
aside additional wild life reserves and of 
the necessity of research as a basis for 
intelligent action in conservation matters. 
One of the points which they plan to mention 
is the danger of indiscriminate introduction 
of foreign game birds and animals. I have 
been asked for information on this subject 
and have told the Federation of an American 
Game Association despatch which I saw a short 
time ago in which you were quoted as warn- 
ing against placing too much reliange on such 
importations. I believe the statement cred- 
ited to you cited the dangers of spreading 
disease through such importations. I wonder 
if you would be good enough to let me have 
a statement which the Federation could quote 
on this subject. Ontario still has such 

; numbers of most species of game birds and 
animals that it seems supremely foolish to 
introduce foreign species at the present 
time especially if there is danger of bring- 
ing in additional diseases. Any statement 
which you care to make in this. connection 
will be greatly appreciated, 

With kindest regards, 

2. peed 
ssisteant Director 

JRD:W \ 

OO 
a
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Nov. 17, 1931 

Dre R. Ms Anderson 
National Museum 
Department of Mines 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Dear Dr. Anderson: 

I especially appreciate your courtesy in sending 
me a copy of your "Birds of Iowa.” I shall have this bound and 
will prige it highly as a contribution to my library. I hope 
you did not rob your own stock to provide me with this copy. 

I inelose the Izaak Walton League's reply to your 
remark about the elk's teeth. I of course broached this matter 
on my own responsibility and eather that they have taken fairly 

i satisfactory action on it. You understand, of course, that 
advertisements in a large organization like the League are fre+ 
quently handled by clerical employees who have no Imowleige 
whatever of conservation, so that the slip does not represent 
anything deliberate. 

: The Iowa survey has now been unler way for a 
whole month and I am finding it extremely interesting. I would 

: certainly like to have seen the state in the days when you 

first lived there. ; 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Inel.
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34 Grosvenor Ave.,Ottawa,Ontario, 
November 16,1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In CGharge,Game Survey, 

905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

I have considered carefully the possible 
opening described in your letter of November 10. I like the 

- Agricultural College setting very well indeed,and also the op- 
portunities for game research,and I appreciate especially your 
own expression of "a very high opinion of the opportunities 
in this position". I know of nothing that can be put down as 
a real consideration against the proposition except Iowa's 
general lack of anything resembling wilderness,with its in- 
tangible values,which,as you know,I prize highly. However,I 
have no intention of being unduly particular about such points, 
and if I get an opportunity to tackle this Iowa job at a reas- 
onable salary and with a fair chance to do research and advance, 

I shall be very glad to take it. : 

; If you send further letters on topics of this kind to 
my office address,I suggest that the exterior of the envelope 
be marked "Personal",as otherwise, should I be out of town when 
the letter is received,it will be considered as official mail 
and will be opened and read by others. 

With best regards,I remain 

: Sincerely yours, 

é
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October 9, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

National Bank Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In connection with some of the game 
and conservation problems which are com- 
mon up in Ontario I should like to have 
two copies of the publications issued by 
your organization. 

The Game Committee whose work I dis- 
cussed with you at Matamek has not yet 
arranged for any pubbic hearing in Toron- 
to, but our local Naturalists' Association 
is planning to present a memorandum as 
soon as a meeting is arranged, 

If you can send us copies of your 
publications I am sure we shall find them 
of value in connection with this work, 

With kindest regards, 

3 A. WUULQ - 2 Ane d 
; ssistant Director 

JRD:W



Oct. 12, 1931 

Mr. J. Re nd 

Royal cone Museum of Zoology 
Bloor Street and Aveme Road 
Toronto, 5, Ontario qi 

Dear Mr. Dymond: ; 

Because of Mr. Leopold's absence on field 
worlc in Towa, I am acknowledging your letter of October 9. 

I assume that the publication you refer to 
is Mr. Leopold's "Report on a Game Survey of the North Central 
States," and I am having two copies of it sent you. 

I em also sending you unler separate cover 
reprints of several of Mr. Leopold's recent publications on 
game management, and am putting your name down on our list 
to receive future reprints. 

Yours sincerely, 

Secretary to Mr. Leopold



Sept. 14, 1931 

Mr. Harrison F. Lewis 
3% Grosvenor Avenue 
Ottawa, Canada 

Dear Lewis: 

I have just had an opportunity to read your paper, "The 

Philosephy of Wild life Conservation." I can best describe my impres- 

gion of 1t by stating that I have just re-written the end of my last 

chapter in "Game Management" so as to refer to it. 

I had an inquiry from W. Gard Conlin about the possible 
Pennsylvania opening: . 

Right now is of course a poor time for anybody to make a change 

because financial conditions have greatly depressed all new activities. 

I am not oven sure thet the Institute will contime my own work. It 

is interesting to reflect, by the way, that the sunvort of conserva- 

tion activities still depends on the welfare of the ventures which work 

mostly in a contrary direction. ‘ 

Drop me a line occasionally, ani especially keep me informed on 

openings that you cet track of. I will, of course, write you if I 

hear anything new. Iowa at this moment is looking for a man to make a 

game survey. The Institute is offering to cooperate, but the Iowa 

people are so far inclined to hang back because of the high cost. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game. Survey
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editorial on "The Wilderness" which I published in 'The Can- 
adian Field-Naturalist' for February,1925,a copy of which I 
later sent to you. 

I enclose one of the snaps taken at Matamek River. 

I wrote to Mr. W. Gard Conklin,in Pennsylvania,and re- 

ceived a pleasant reply,which asked for some additional de- 
tails,and read in part as follows: 

"Our Board has not given serious consideration to the 
making of a game survey,nor to the employment of an expert 
biologist for research work. I,personally,am interested in 
their employing such a man and have discussed the matter 
quite frequently with Mr. Ross L. Leffler,President of the 
Board. Whether or not it will come to pass I am unable to 

predict,but hope so. 

"My idea is to have a man capable of making all kinds 
of game studies,whether it be grouse,deer,wild turkeys or 
some other species,and whether it be in connection with 
disease,food and cover,or special methods for creating an 

increase in shooting possibilities. Should the Board decide 
to employ such a man I am satisfied they would be very well 
pleased to give you consideration." 

I am answering him and am also writing to Prof. T. G. 
Taylor,in Utah. 

Our exchange of views on questions great and small 
was very pleasant to me and I shall be very glad to renew 
it when occasion offers. At present writing I have strong 

hope of attending the A. 0. U. meeting in Detroit in October. 

With best regards,I remain 

¥ Sincerely yours, 

ore i i



34 Grosvenor Avenue, Ottawa, Canada, 
September 2,1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., 

Nat'l Bank Bldg., 
Madison,Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Your letter of August. 13 and the publica- 
tions mentioned therein have been duly received. They should 
have been acknowledged sooner and your letter answered, but 
the current crisis in the supply of wild ducks has kept me on 
the jump most of the time since my return from Matamek River, 
and I have spent very little time in Ottawa. 

I appreciate very much the autographed copy of the 
Game Survey and the reprints that accompanied it. Because I 
have been so busy with the duck situation I did not complete 

‘ a review of the Game Survey as soon as I had hoped to,and the 

editor of 'The Canadian Field-Naturalist' informed me to-day 
that the October number is already in page-proof,so that he 
cannot run my review until the November issue. This is re- 
grettable but unavoidable under the circumstances and the re- 
view will appear in November. 

Your copy of your paper on "Wilderness as a Form of 
Land Use" I have read with a great deal of interest and 
pleasure. It seems to me such an excellent presentation of 
much-needed views that I want it to be read by my chief,Mr. 
J. B. Harkin, so that it will be known to him when questions 
of administration and possible "development" of National 
Park areas are under consideration. This is one way in which 
it can affect the actual practice relative to wilderness 
areas,so I am venturing to hold it for a short time for this 
purpose,but shall return it soon. 

My stock of copies of my paper on "The Philosophy of 
Wild Life Conservation" is low,but I am very glad to send 
you a copy for your files,though I am sorry that it is some- 
what the worse for wear. 

Parenthetically,I may say that I now believe that an 
early exchange of letters between us,which,as you may recall, 
I thought related to this paper,actually had to do with an
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The Philosophy of Wild Life C ti 
An Address Delivered Before the Brodie Club, at Toronto, Ontario, by 

HEN a great ship begins a long Harrison F. Lewis attainment. Therefore, from a practical 
voyage from a more or less in- ; point of view, it is preferable that we 
tricate harbor, its course out i assume that there is such a goal. 

through the harbor channel must vary is conservation; for the Sake of hunting But what goal are we able to assume? 
at different points and be governed by for sport. . The species conserved by this It is explicitly held in many quarters 
the positions of the adjacent dangers, HYPE, chiefly game birds, mammals, and and tacitly assumed in many more that 
such as rocks, shoals, and land masses, fish, are protected to a certain extent in _ the goal is the perfection of man. This, 
which in turn are approached and pass- order that men may have the pleasure however, appears to be an inadequate as- 
ed. It may be necessary to sleer now of eave them periodically. sumption, probably prompted in large 
east, now west, now north or south, with III. A third type of conservation is measure by self-love and _ self-interest. 
little or no immediate relation between thal.,carried on for secondary material There is no good reason why such a goal 
the ship’s course and its destination. gain. Species which receive conserva- should be restricted to ourselves. . There 
But when the last dangers at the harbor _ tion of Ann type are not killed, because are a great many forms of life in the world 
mouth are left behind, and the vessel is the material gain which man derives which, as far as we can see, take no part 
in deep water, it is of great importance from them is indirectly due to their in serving mankind, or in making the 
that prompt consideration be given to activities in life. Here belongs the human species perfect. Consider the 

. the destination to be reached, though conservation of insect-eating and ro- many species that, in common parlance, 
— it may be far distant, and that a certain deni eating birds, parasitic insects, etc. are said to be “good for nothing.” Have 
©) course be adopted and adhered to, in IV. A fourth type of conservation is they no goal? We also observe that 
“order that the object of the voyage may found in conservation for scientific pur- many forms of life posses a development 

be accomplished. poses. This type tries to conserve some far more complex than could oasiBig be 
xn The case of wild life conservation may Tepresentatives, at least, of every existing made nea by any conceivable rela- 

; be compared to that of such a ship. form of life, because of the pose b ey tion between those forms and the human 
When it commenced its present voyage, that from each such form may be derived _ species. : What is our benefit from the 
in the nineteenth ceatury, grave dangers Scientific knowledge of value to man, musculature of a milliped or the details 
threatened, first fron one side and Fion io, ,And, finally, we find conservation of structure of the wonderful Venus’s 
from the other, and those in charge of Being urged and, to some extent, prac-  fly-trap? As far as we can determine, 
the enterprise had much ado to avoid ised,. in order that human aesthetic then, the attainment of merely human 

. them and to keep their craft afloat and Pleasures may be obtained from the perfection is an inadequate goal, since 
in progress by adopting such temporary ¢reatures. conserved, This type of con- great sections of Life cannot conceiv- 

.) courses as were found expedient. They servation, which is one of the most ably be moving toward it. : 
were unable under such circumstances recent to some to the fore, is that ad- No, while we look for the ultimate per- 
to be governed by the direction of their vocated by porte M. Sutton, when, in fection of the human species, our reason 
goal, or to give much thought to a goal 2 recently published penphl els he says: requires that we find a goal to the idea of 
at all; their entire attention had to be “Are we never to realize and admit that. which all of nature can be’ consistently 

| + concentrated on’ the risks by which OUr most sincere reason for protecting related. The simplest adequate idea 
+ they were immediately beset. birds is simply that we want them as that has been brought forward to satisfy 

But to-day the situation is different. they are about us, whether they are each this requirement is the idea of the per- 
Thanks to the courage, industry, and Saving our State so many cents apiece or fection of the whole. The goal of life 
adroitness of those who guided it, wild ot?”.~. , : in all its forms is the attainment of per- 

* life conservation has passed in safety -»Lhese types of conservation, though fection—not only perfection of each form 
. through the trying early stages of its presenting: important differences, .can, py itself, but more especially a com osite 

career, and is now generally recognized lln:be..grouped together, because the perfection of all life as a system archi 
as a necessary and not inconsiderable . ideas underlying them are all based on of all specific perfections. This does not 

= part of human activity, deserving sup- the supposition, that the proper purpose preclude our olding ideas of aims and 
port from everyone. It has Tet the of conservation, is to minister to the purposes beyond this point of perfection, 

Srerooked channels behind and is afloat on human species, its needs or its pleasures, if our individual minds and experiences 
the ocean. The time has come for those directly or indirectly, in one way or ‘prompt us to do so.,. We may believe 
in charge of it to agree on a correct ~ another, Is this a true and correct view that the ulterior purpose of this universal 
and single aim, toward the attainment of Of the matter? Let us endeavor to perfection is to show forth the glory. of 

: which all progress shall be directed. Teason the question through from the God, or we may not believe it. That is a 
Lacking this, fee is real danger that beginning. : question in the religious field, Our 
cross-purposes and confusion of counsel Although our human minds may not present inquiry is not concerned with 

+ 3 may make progress impossible, and even be able to know hipgeane theme ves, this field; it does not go beyond the idea 
that the entire cause may eventually Yel we receive through out senses per- of the attainment of universal perfection 

e lost. ceptions of phenomena which appear as an all-embracing, though not neces- 
What is the unifying aim that shall Teal to us, and which, for the praca sarily final goal; an idea which lies with- 

determine the course now to be followed? Purpose of guiding our thoughts and jn the practical and moral fields. 
How can we distinguish it? , actions, may. be Scgep tee as real. It will be observed that the idea of 

It will be generally agreed, I’think, that Viewing lhe) world revealed by the the perfection of all life includes neces- 
to ensure the correct aim we must have senses, then, as a real, world, we find sarily the idea of the perfection of man, 
a correct philosophy of conservation, therein a great multitude of forms of which is not, therefore, cast aside, but is 
Examination of current literature and life. or species, of which-man is one. considered as an integral part of the uni- 
legislation on the subject reveals the Is there any goal toward which this versal goal. When all life is developed 
fact that several different, though re- great arrayismoving? We cannot prove to perfection, man will be a part of that 

SS lated, ideas or groups of ideas are act- that there is and we cannot prove that perfection, ~ 
~ ually being used at present as guides for there is not. The one view is as tenable Such a perfection, Aneluding all living 

3 conservation, resulting, quite naturally, asthe other. Butif there is no goal tobe forms, was referred to by J.B. Harkin, 
<cs5 in much confusion, Let us consider Teached, there is no achievement, no late President of the International Associ- ~ 

these ideas briefly. hope, no progress; only an unsatisfying ation of Game, Fish and Conservation 
b I. The simplest and crudest type of chaos, an everchanging, unmeaning (Commissioners, in a recent address, 
— conservation is conservation for man’s Jumble, the reasoning contemplation of wheiy he said: ap verything was made 

immediate material gain, in the form of Which leads to complete despair. If, not in the interests of something else, 
food or other useful substance, usually 0 the other hand, this vast sea of life is hut to contribute to the harmony of the 
convertible into money. This type of ™oving toward some determinable goal, whole, in order that the world might be 
conservation is commonly applied today however distant, then we may hope absolutely perfect.” ; ; 
to many fishes which are used as staple for the attainment of that goal, and we Since ng one has ever experienced this 
food, to fur-bearing animals, and to may express ourselves in working for its perfection, we are not able to visualize its 
forests. In such cases the toll taken SS ee ee GR OTL this is not necessary. It 
for man’s use is usually all the species t “A Year’s Program for Bird Pro- is eyident that its-realization requires 
levied on can stand, and conservation tection,” by George Miksch Sutton. that each form of life be in complete 
is kept down to the minimum consistent Bull. No. 7, Board of Game Commis- harmony with its environment, for less 
with a continued supply. sioners, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, than complete harmony would certainly 

Il. Another type of conservation op. 11. be less than perfection. With this



knowledge, we are in a position to bend final, harmonious perfection should be 

our efforts toward the eventual arrival at vacant through fault of ours. Not un- 
perfection, for we can al least see many less it can be conclusively shown, after 

discords, many imperfections, whic the most pane investigation, that a 

must be removed before perfection can species is incapable of taking any har- 

be realized. In this way ourcourse, the monious part in the system of life shall 

direction in which we must cause pro- we assent to its extinction. 

gress, may be determined. For, to We shall also endeavor to avoid undue 

revert to the simile with which this’ increase or aggrandizement of any spec- 

paper began, we do not need to know the ies. The fact is that such undue in- 

details of the appearance of the port crease of a species is not only harmful to 

which is our destination, and which we) the other sport on which it presses, but 

never have visited; it is sufficient that) is ultimately injurious to the unduly in- 

we know its direction from our present! creased species itself. If it increases be- 

position, in order that we may steer| yond the numbers that can be supported 

toward it. | readily by available means of subsistence, 

Now arises the practical question: there will be a more or less intense famine, 
What ought we to do? What is man’s! and the species will suffer from want. 

share in the struggle toward the goal of If its numbers become too densely crowd- 

perfection? Has he only to perfect him- ed, it frequently is decimated by disease. 

self, leaving aside all care for the perfec- In some way or other its departure from 

tion of the other forms of life, and simply, its place of normal proportion is certain 

trusting that they, too, will somehow or| to set up more or less Dat strains and 

other arrive at the goal when he does? _ stresses which eventually tend to restore 

Looking over the field of life as it is to normal all the species affected. There- 
known to us, we observe that, while) fore, no matter how much we may prize 

man is a species among many other, ay species, we must realize that we 
species, he differs markedly from the should maintain bounds to its increase. 
others in two ways that are important in| If we cause or permit an overabundance : 

the present connection. of House Wrens, we shall find the House 

1. In the first place man is an intelli- Wren a pest, instead of a useful bird. 
gible or spiritual Feng. It is true that, - We shall endeavor to work as far as 
he is a part of nature; that he is, like possible in harmony with natural evolu- 

other BRee}e, alink in the chain of causes tionary processes. When we consider 
and effects. But he has developed to a what a tremendous course has been 

point where he is more than that. Asa covered already by those processes, 
reasoning and intelligible being, capable what great advances they have succeeded 
of conceiving principles and of self- in accomplishing, it must be evident that 
judgment, man Ree the power to origin~ their work is remarkably effective and 

ate acts. and thus he can alter the chain) that we ought to use great care in at- 
of casual phenomena. He is well aware) tempts to aid them and to give sight to 
of this power, as is shown by the fact that their blind workings. _ 
he considers himself responsible for his) Finally, we must realize that our con- 

own acts. For if he were merely the trol over all species should include 

plaything of outward forces, if he merely, Control over our own—in fact, should 
passed on mechanically, like a stone, the apply to ourselves first of all. Our 
impulses which affect him, he would be expansion and development should be 
no more responsible for the results than neither less nor more than is required for : 
would a stone for the results of its motion, US to fill our normal, properly propor- 
There would then be no reason for him to tioned place in the entire scheme, of 
endeavor to do anything, as all would be things. This means that, on occasion, 
predetermined we must voluntarily limit ourselves, 

2. In the second place, man differs both in order to avoid chomeline ater 

from the other species in that he has dom- Species unduly and for our own highest 
inion over them. He is the dominant, development, but chiefly, and compre- 
form on earth today. However we may| hensively, in order to avoid any distor- 
suppose that this mile became his, whether tion of the harmonious pattern of the 
by divine gift or by tedious self-develop- Whole. We are the intelligence, the head, 
ment, we must all agree that actually, of the body of life. It is essential that the 
at the present time, he does wield a head be fully developed, in order that it 
coro power over his associate May give proper care to the welfare of 
species. The possession of such a power) the body and of itself, but if the head 
by an intelligible being carried with it a develop over-much and enlarge itself at 
eke responsibility, and thus man is the expense of the body, neither body 
responsible, not only for himself, but for °F head will prosper. | 2 
all the forms of life over which he has Intelligent conservation, then, will be 
power. His responsibility is as wide as 5° planned and carried on as to tend as 
the bounds of tite on earth. , rapidly as possible toward the composite 

To put it another way, if we think of and harmonious perfection of all life. 

all life as one nation, then man occupies, 
the position of government of that na- 
tion. It is generally recognized today 
that a government has no right to govern 
solely for its own selfish benefit; its 
business is to exercise the governing power, 
for the good of the entire nation, includ- 
ing both government and _ governed. 
Man is therefore responsible for movant 
ing the nation of life, that is, all life, for 
the benefit of all life, including himself; 
not solely for his own profit. 

Having regard, then, to perfection of 
the whole as our goal, and realizing our 
responsibility toward all that lives, we 
have no other course open to us than to 
act toward all other species in ways that 
will aid and not hinder their progress to- 
ward general and absolute perfection, 
This is true wild life conservation. 

We shall therefore endeavor to avoid 
the extinction of living forms, lest the ‘ 

place which a form should fill in the
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J. B. HARKIN, Pa aR NATIONAL PARKS 
COMMISSIONER: = Co MIGRATORY BIRDS CONVENTION ACT 

; Ny HISTORIC SITES 

DEPARTMENT .OF THE INTERIOR we 

NATIONAL PARKS OF CANADA Av 

OTTAWA 25th June, 1930. 

iN YOUR GEPLY Reren To FiLe OLBORGL 5 a 

Dear Mr. Leopold, 

With reference to your letter 

of June 13th, I am so busy with items relating 
to two conferences this summer and arranging 

for work in the field, that I cannot undertake 

to prepare the summary of game projects in Canada 

at present. Can we not let this stand until we 

meet at Toronto in August, when I will give you 

as many suggestions along this line as possible? 

With kind regards, I remain, 

Yours very truly, 

Hoyes Lioyd. 

Aldo Leopold, Esqa., 
In Sates Geme Survey, 

21 Chemistry Blidg., 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

U.S.A.
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J. B, HARKIN, cre aa NATIONAL PARKS x 

COMMISSIONER A MIGRATORY BIRDS CONVENTION ACT 

iy HISTORIC SITES 

DEPARTMENT ‘OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARKS OF CANADA 

OTTAWA : 

IN YOUR REPLY REFER TO ruzP ERSONAL. June 16 ’ 19 30 * 

Dear Leopold,- ; 

I was very much interested ih your 
beginning of a summary of drinking habits of game 
birds and mammals. Unfortunately, I am afraid that 
I have not much to add. There is a good deal of 
valuable information hidden in private note books, 
however, and I think that you might get good infor- 
mation by encouraging observers to record what they 
have seen in places where it will be available to 
subsequent workers in the same field. To my mind 
there is always the danger of getting erroneous in- 
formation by sending out a simple questionnaire. The 
questions sometimes have the effect of being leading 
questions and of influencing the answers. This ob- 
jection does not arise where the observer records 
the things that he sees without any definite ques-— 
tions before him, 

: Perhaps it would help you to circul- 
arize such papers as "The Auk," The Journal of Mam— 
malogy," dnd the Canadian Field-Naturalist " and try 
to encovrage observers to place on record facts re- 
lating to the water requirements of game. 

With kind regards, I remain : 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., Yours very truly, ca 

In Charge, Game Survey, i 6 en 1 
. Hoyes Lloyd. 

421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A. 

|
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ow? J. B. HARKIN, : Pi NATIONAL PARKS 

° (COMMISSIONER sa Gy MIGRATORY BIRDS CONVENTION ACT 

ay HISTORIC SITES 

; DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARKS OF CANADA 

: Personal. ETA May 6, 1930. 

Dear Mr. Leapold,-~ 

With reference to your letter of April 29, 
1950, I handed the "Canadian Pield-Naturalist" your 
enclosure ordering a copy of the number which con- 
tains the article on the Gray Partridge in the Okana- 
gan Valley, British Columbia. 

The "Naturalist" is a very important paper 
and contains numerous articles on Ganadian game mam- 
mals, and migratory birds. Of course it contains 
much material other than mammals and birds. It is 
too bad that you cannot find a complete file of it 
for analysis along the line that you require. Per- 
haps you had better come and work at Ottawa for a 
while where several files are available. Seton quotes : 
from it quite widely in his book "Lives." I do not 
know that you need the complete set of the"Canadian- 
Field-Naturalist". It might do if you had it from 
1918 to date. This~can be furnished at a reasonable 
price by the Club. The particular items on Canadian 
game which might be of interest to you, and which are 
not listed in your letter are ;: Taverner's "Birds of 

Benen Western Canada", book, - for sale by National Museum 
Weer of Canada, $2.00 ver copy; Taverner's Birds of Hastern 

sl Canada", out of print; Macoun and Macoun "Catalogue 
geo" of Canadian Birds", out of print, often for sale at 

— about $3.00; "Birds of Saskatchewan" by H. H. Mitchell, = ——— — 
special number of the "Canadian Field-Naturalist" a oo 
few-years ago; F, Bradshaw had a paper on the "Intro- wth 

_-@uetion of the Hungarian Partridge in Western Canada", ~ 
/ He is now Director of the Provincial Museum, Regina, 

PS erm Saskatchewan, and might have a separate or sore of this 
v paper. There is good Canadian material in Phillip's 

"Ducks of the World", and, of course, "The North Ameri- 
can Faunas" which deal with Canada are excellent. 
"Number 27 Athabasca-MacKenzie District" by Preble, and 
the one that deals with the Hudson Bay Region are per- 
haps the most important. There would be a wealth of 
short articles as well,and the summary reports of the 
Geological Survey would be useful, but I doubt if you 
could find them without coming to Ottawa and working 
for a while at the Library of the National Museum and 
the Geological Survey. 

Yours very truly, 

2 ite ‘ 

Hoyes Lloyd 
Supervisor, 

Wild Life Division . 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin.
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February 4, 1930 

Mr. J. B. Harkin : 
Department of the Interior 
Ottawa, Ontario . 
Canada ; 

Dear Mr. Harkins 

At the time of the Game Conference in New York I sat in 
on the meeting of the Ruffed Grouse Committee, and of course the dig- 
cussion drifted into the possible relation of ruffed grouse and rabe 
bits. Thie gave me a chance to emphasize a fact which has impressed 
itself very strongly on me in connection with my game survey, namely 
that the existing knowledge of both cottontail and suowshoe rabbits 
is too limited to permit the intelligent handling of practical cone 

_ servation questions, either in regard to the possible relation of 
rabbite to game birds or in regard to rabbits as a game resource in 
and of themselves. 

The Grouse Committee passed a resolution urging the Biol- 
ogical Survey to consider a study of rabbits under the McSweeney- 

MeNary Bill, and suggesting parallel rabbit studies in Canada. I was 
asked to see you personally to present the arguments in favor of thie 
suggestion. I tried to do this, but by the time I had gotten around : 
to it I found you had left town. Carlos Avery now suggests that I 
present the argument as well as possible by mail. 

question 
. fhe Canadian/concerns primarily the snowshoe rabbit. You 

are familiar, of course, with the various Canadian authorities who 
have in wind the existence of a population cycle in snowshoe rabbits. 
In my game survey of Wisconsin I found that this cycle coincided 
quite strongly with the grouse cycle, but that the severity of viru» 
lence of the cycle seemed to vary a great deal between localities. 
The first suegestion I would make is the need of an historival study 
in Canada to determine the extent to which the snowshoe rabbit cycle 
is continental in scope and to what extent the severity and virulence 
of the cycle varies as between regions and localities. I know that some 

work has been done on this, but as nearly as I am aware, not enough has 
been done to present a picture of eithe® Canada or the United States as 
a whole. 

Contemporaneéous with such an historical study there should be 
obviously in both countries a studies of the living rabbit to determine 

what diseases ond parasites are prevalent and which ones seem to cause 

the cycle. In this connection I would call your attention to the fact
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thet Dr. RB. G. Green of the University of Minnesota is organizing for 

an intensive study of ruffed grouse and all related animals which will 

necessarily include snowshoe rabbits, especially in their relation to 

tularemia. Also the U. S. Biological Survey hes recently stationed a 

man at the University of Minnesota under the MeSweeney-Mellary Bill, who 

will probably be studying snowshoe rabbits and their relation to forestry. 

. Both of these pieces of work are so nearly Canadian in their geography 

that I would euggzest the closest cooperation between them and anything ‘ 
which may be started by Canadian institutions. 

A fuller exposition of the reasons for rabbit study is con- 

tained in the report of the Game Survey of Wisconsin, of which TI will be 

gled to loan you a cony for reading if you want it. I am not presuming 

to send you one right away, because it is a lengthy document, and I do 

not want xem to presume on your time to thet extent. It is really very 

diffieult to present a full ergument on paper to you. About all I can 
do at this time is to tell youwhat the Grouse Committee wanted me to do 
and to follow up any hlep I can get in the event any Canadian institution 
should want to follow the recommendetion of the Grouse Comuigtee, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD



American Game Protective Association 
Woolworth Building, 233 Broadway 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS New York City 

Se ushy elanee ay January 2, 1930 
GEO. BIRD GRINNELL 

WILLIAM S. HASKELL 

Ray P. HOLLAND 
AuGustus S. HOUGHTON 

WILLIAM B. MERSHON 

GEORGE SHIRAS 3D 

GEORGE D. PRATT 

KARL T. FREDERICK 

CARLOS AVERY 

d eu Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 421 Chemistry Bldg. . 

7 ORNITHOLOGIST AND SPORTSMAN Medison, Wise 

FANT  eonanevarionier 

HENRY L. STIMSON Dear Mre he opold: 
HUNTER AND MOUNTAINEER 

HEE unRu Canesten FORESTER I have se not a copy of the 

Haney Vane conference resolutions to Mr. Harkin and it 

C. HART MERRIAM Seams to me that there would be no harm in 

Ae gee ana | writing him about the rabbit study even 
MAJOR GENERAL, U. 8. A. if it were not possible to go into full 

+: OE, wioLogical survey detail. I think he is quite familier with 
JOHN E. THAYER the intent of the resolution. 

AUSTIN CORBIN 
; 

iano aes FOREST PARK Paul Re dington he s al re ady 

SOINT AUTHOR WEEKS-MCLEAN LAW called for a copy of it so that I presume 

PEO KEERVATIONIED ANG SPORTSMAN he is proces ding under the recomme ndation 

©. B. YANDELL that provision be made for this study under 

E, T. D. CHAMBERS the McSweeney acte 
CANADIAN CONSERVATIONIST 

sO ATURALIST, GAME PROTECTIONIST Yours very truly, 
L. C. SANFORD 

f 

ORNITHOLOGIST / i dh Bete. iu 

T  coReneyArioniay AND SPORTSMAN 
\_ _G2>-< —O_S2_ Pe <= ‘ — 2 

. SEALER HARONKE GRANGE CARLOS AVERY ¢ 

FC UNinER aTATES SENATOR Pres ident 

FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 

UNITED STATES SENATOR 

AucusT H. ANDRESEN 
MEMBER OF CONGRESS 

Ca:S



42h University Farm Place 
12, 1 

_ Division of Wildiife Management a oo 

Mr. R. B. Turnbull, Secretary . 
Saskatchowan Fish and Game League 
3% Canada Life Building 
Regina, Saskatchewan 

“Dear Mr, Turnbull: 

As far as I can judge from a distance, there is nothing but 
benefit to be anticipated from the establishment of upland game refuges 
in your community pastures. Naturally, however, an offhand opinion 
without familiarity with at least samples of the kind of ground does act 
have & great deal of value. I could say offhand that there is no reason ; 
to fear inbreeding, disease, or depredation by predators, for the estab- 
lishment of preserves would hardly affect any of these factors. 

The Hungarian partridge, I suppose, is in no urgent need of a 
system of refuges, but if your prairie chicken situation is anything like 
that obteining this side of the border the opposite would be true, and the 
system would be decidedly worth while from the prairie chicken standpoint 
alone. I assume that the grazing would not be so intense as to run out 
the chickens. 

T have a representative at Delta, Manitoba, who probably knows 
more abcut your country than I do and whose judgment on questions of this 
kind would be otherwise the same as mine. You might wish to consult him. 
His address is: H. Albert Hochbaum, Delta, Menitoba. 

Sincerely yours, 

} Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

\
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: a 34 Canada Life Blag., 
Hon. a re Regina, Saskatchewan, 

Lieut-Gov. A. P. McNab 
Tole risa tae May 9, 1959. 
W. G. Ross, K.C., M.L.A. 

Hon. Vice-President 

Plo WE ee Prof. Aldo Leopold, ; 

Tramediate Paal President Madison, Wisconsin. 
C. H. Niles, Saskatoon 

Dear Sir: 
President : 

Dr. J. R. Hoag, Regina Your name was referred to me by Mr. T. C. 

; ; Main as one who could give us some advise in reference 

ogee AT eres to the effect of large geme preserves on upland game; 

E, Howe; Banleferd and I would appreciate very much your kindness in 
this matter. 

Treasurer 

W. Macguire, Moose Jaw There are being established in Saskatchewan 
ae a large number of what are known as Community Pastures, 

Or Tee sees which will be fenced; and they are being made into 
game preserves, as naturally they would be, by reason 

Executive Committee of their.oceupation by stock. Individual pastures 

Officers and Presidents of vary from a few thousand acres to 100,000 acres; and 

se eee it is anticipated that the aggregate area in various 
parts of the province will ultimately reach three 

milliog acres. 

We are faced with the problem of determin- 

ing what effect these preserves will have on our upland 

game - which consists principally at the present time 

of prairie chicken and Hungarian partridge, although 

we are experimenting with the introduction of Chukker 

partridge. 

There are two viewpoints that interest us. 

Qne is the effect of concentrations in those large areas 

SSS ——— ‘Propagate, Protect and Conserve Our Gane?



Prof. Aldo Leopold =2- May 9, 1939. 

on the life and vitality of the birds themselves, their 

susceptibility to inbreeding and disease, and the con- 

trol of predators. The other is, of course, what effect 

these concentrations will have on shooting outside the 

areas. Naturally, if we were laying out game preserves 

as game preserves, we would be able to control the area 

and, generally, conditions surrounding thom; but being 

Community Pastures, we, of course, have to accept the 

situation on that basis. 

The Annual Convention of our Fish and Game 

League will be held toward the end of June; and I wish 

_ to be able to present the Convention with some authority 

on this question. I am quite sure the sportsmen would 

all be grateful to you if you would assist us in this 

Waye 

Yours truly, yf 

Pwd | 
R. E. Turnbull, K.C., 

RET /IM I/C Organization.



Regina, Saskatchewan 
: Menen ee 9b 4 sy 

Mr Aldo Leopold 
Madison 
Wisconsin 

My Dear Mr Leopold: 

Salutations and greetings from Sasketchewan. 

I am preparing a paper for a group interested in Natural History 

"Around the World with Birds" and am asking two or three Ornithologists or 

Nature Lovers from each country to contribute a personal bird experience 

and trust I may have one from you. Would like very much if I could get each 

one typed or written in the author's language so that they could be mounted 

upon a section of Beaver Board 4' X 10' with the map of the world in the certtar 

and lines running from each letter to the position in the universe from 

whence they came.This I am sure would be very interesting not only to our 

members but all students and former country-men of yours living in our midst. 

I leave to your own judgment what your " Experience " will be as 

anything you may have to say will be very much appreciated by the Nature 

Students living here ppon the praipies of Saskatchewan. If each author would 

give a brief autobiography of himself it would add vastly to the interest. 

Should,by any chance,you find yourself unable to comply with the 

above would you be so kind as to hand this on to a Bird Lover of your 

acquaintance as I am anxious that your part of the world be represented. 

May the good work you have done and are doing long continue. Thank- 

ing you for your kindnees,consideration and attention and wishing you and 

yours , Peace, Health and Prosperity, I am 

2 Yours sincerely 

Jap block 

J, . Harry Flock 
724 17th Ave 
Regina 
Saskatchewan 

 ~ Canada 
a 

fs Le



New Soils Building 
March 22, 1934 

ve Me. J, Horry Ploal: eo u 
. 72 - 17th Aveme CG 

Saskatchewan + i 2 ES gute i ) 

thi an eee ee ae 
. ; Pardon my deley in answering your request of March 1, 

‘ : _ Possibly the attache” reprint will pass asan 

£ “ aecount of an ornithological experience, At any rate, it is 

: the kind of work I am doing and as clode ae I ean come to 

; meeting your specifications, 

| Yours singerely, Se : 

‘& t ; 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh ; 
Enel. ABE’.
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Extract from “Biri-life Chances in Twenty-Five Years in Southwestern 
Saskatcheran" by lawrence E. Potter. Canadien Meld-Naturalist, 

September 1930. 

“The district referred to in this article lies south of the Cypress 
Hille in the extreme southwest corner of Sanimtchewen. ‘The writer came to 
thia point in the valley of the Frenchman river in 190L. 4 

"The Hongarian Pertridze extended tts range from the west to this 
neighbourhood about 192% ant I vow my firot pair on May 2ist of the following 
yeor. By 1926 the partridce had become plentiful, tut since then its 
mumbers seen to have fallen again. This apparent decrease is possibly due 
to the last too sumers, 1927 ant 1928, hevring been more than umelly wet, 
and ig probably only a temorary setback. ‘The Puffed Grouse 1s a bird of 
general distribution across the continent anf it ie a curious fact that the 

Cypress Hille is the only considersble wooded crea in Canaia in which this 
species is not iniigencus. In the spring of 1922 e mmber of these crouse 

wore Liberated in the district by the Game Department, soue of then within : 

10 milee of here; but that eny of their descendants survive today seans 

unlikely. I heve been informed now ani again of the Pinnate’ Crouse occurring 

here, tut it is st111 searee; I heve never seen it except on one ocension, 

and that was wille motoring in south-east Alberta in 1925."



ame /-rotective ssociation ys) 
planting can be done in the spring. No deer are killed in these three states than little fault can be found with conditions. 
better use can be made of sportsmen’s any other corresponding portion of the The last biennial report of the Game 
funds, either through state department United States. This seems like an exag- Commissioner of the province of Sas- 
activities or sportsmen’s clubs, than in  geration, but here are the figures for the katchewan discloses the information that 
devoting a substantial amount each season last shooting season, the fall of 1928: the supervision of game in that great 
to the restoration of attractive food con- New York reports 7,029 and New Jersey province and the enforcement and admin- 
ditions for waterfowl. 1,415 adult buck deer legally killed, and istration of its game laws devolve upon 

Pennsylvania 25,097 adult female deer, ten permanently employed field protectors 
REDUCE THE CAT bucks having been protected during the and six additional men employed for 

POPULATION past season on account of an over-popu- temporary service. In addition to these 
¢ ‘ Sails lation of females, salaried men, there are 450 volunteer 

, I HE New York City Division of the Probably the only other state in the wardens who serve without salary, and a 
r American Society for the Prevention Union to approach this record is Califor- very high compliment is paid to the un- 

of Cruelty to Animals reports the elim- nia, which reports a kill of 21,515 deer; selfish service of many of these voluntary 
ination of 322,279 cats in a period of fut’ California has an area of 158,297 guardians. i eighteen months. It would appear that square miles, which is 50 per cent greater Mr. F. Bradshaw, the Provincial Game this society is alive to the importance than the area of the three states of New Commissioner, says in his report that the 
of radically reducing the number of do- York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania one hope of the future of the great wild- 
mestic cats in the interest of increasing combined. life assets of the province lies in a vigor- 
the bird population. Hi 4 Wisconsin reports a slightly greater ous educational campaign unceasingly 

Mr. James Sheldon, writing in this {i11 of buck deer than New York, but it prosecuted, and every worthwhile citizen 
report, says that along the beaches near has 7,000 square miles more area than of the province should feel called upon 
New York last year a multitude of cats New York and nine million fewer people. to have a part in this much needed work. 
were left behind by vacationists. They be- It would be well for game administra~ The provincial police are credited with 
came ravenous and actually fought with tors everywhere to study the methods excellent and efficient co-operation in the 
the fishermen for the fish brought ashore. ysed in New York, New Jersey and enforcement of game laws. 
Chey climbed porches at night and en- Pennsylvania whereby this remarkable The game branch of the government in 
tered homes in search of food. population of deer is maintained. It is Saskatchewan was recently transferred 

It is the unwanted, homeless, hungry done by means of protection of the brood from the Department of Agriculture to 
cat that is the menace of bird life, What © stock and immature animals; by efficient the Department of Railways, Labor and 
is true in the environs of Greater New game law enforcement and by the main- Industries. ‘ 
York is equally true in every part of tenance of sanctuary. More attention is Detailed reports on the status of various 
the inhabited United States. The number pow being given in these states to the species of game in Saskatchewan, com- 
of birds devoured by the stray and home- jnaintenance of adequate food supply, piled by Commissioner Bradshaw, indicate 
less cat is beyond computation. The house which is one of the prime necessities. Of a slight increase in wild ducks, but a de- 
cat gone wild and foraging in the country course, as has been the case in Pennsyl- crease in all other species of game birds 
for its own living is by no means a yania, protection of females can be car- except the Hungarian partridge, which, 
helpless, puny animal. Its extraordinary  ;ieq too far. There should be maintained it appears, has spread easterly from Al- 
growth and strength indicate an abun- 4 suitable proportion of vigorous male berta until it has reached the borders of 
dant, food supply, a great part of which animals for breeding purposes, which sug- Manitoba and occupies the entire southern 
is birds. i S : gests the wisdom of an occasional open portion of Saskatchewan. The advance- 

One who is keenly interested in the Season on females. ment of this species of its own volition 
conservation of useful wild life writes the over such a vast area in a short space 

American Game Protective Association GAME ADMINISTRATION of time is a remarkable circumstance. 
oe ei he Sr at tbe oes a IN CANADA Mr. Bradshaw also discounts the claim 

obtained should go into the conservation Cree of the United States pec core at te a ee 
funds for the maintenance of game farms, are vitally interested in the efficiency such as the prairie chicken. 
fish hatcheries and game patrol. He also of game administration in the Canadian ~ A comparative statement a birds 
discounts the claim that a large cat popu- Dominion and in the provinces. This is kiled=ti SHEEN ie hee quo’ 
lation is necessary to control the increase particularly true as affecting migratory ; ‘ , ; i j 3 aie iy part from Mr, Bradshaw’s report: 
of rats and mice, and he urges that the birds, and it is a matter of congratula- 
proper care and storing of foods which tion that game management is being Game Brrevs Kirtep 1924 1927 . 
are attractive to rodents and the avoid- developed in the Canadian Provinces DUCKS ior asibentscaiatananearcOLej000 Ming 070 8 

Fee peters dismiss ca aneres favorably) Wit tlie Mog BEIG. cides a | av enuaenriae stock or poultry will do more to discour- advanced and approved methods in vogye  Riffed grouse (partridge) 2 "$4000 13'828 
age the breeding of undesirable rodents jin our own country. There is, as woul Hungarian partridge oi.ccccuee cua 10,948 
than can be accomplished by any number naturally be expected in a new countrs Rae ce Sete a ee 2eac0 1608 
of cats. ws a lack of finances for employment of alk ‘Estimated total season bag of 

Systematic and. persistent cat-elimina- adequate personnel, but otherwise very all birds per shooter... 42 38 
tion campaigns might well be a part of i 
the program of every sportsmen’s organ- snctennner neuen nema ermine 

fee SUBSCRIPTION COMBINATTO 
GAME IN EASTERN STATES American Game Protective Association, 

| ely ees to the general opinion, 2273 Woolworth Building, New York City, N. Y. 

it is not necessary to journey to the Herewith find my remittance of $3.00 for membership in_the Associa- 
far and wilder portions of America, to tion’ including subscription to “AMERICAN GAME” and “FIELD AND 
find game in reasonable abundance. As STREAM.” 

a matter of fact, some of the best oppor- e : Combination Price 
tunities for shooting certain species Membership in Am. Game Prot. Assn.’ 
of game are found in the older and Subscription to AMERICAN GAME, Pte coe, ema ee rama mitt ee $300) 
more densely settled portions of the FIELD AND STREAM 
country. : 

Conepicaaus examples are the states Tf you are already a subscriber to “Field and Stream” and wish to renew 
of New York, New Jersey and Pennsyl- for one year from the expiration of your subscription please mention that fact. 
vania. These three states, embracing Add 50 cents for Canadian postage; $1.00 for foreign postage. 
102,544 square miles, have a total popu- 

lation of 25 million people, or 243 to the UN BIG icryars ar sirscettiecpsiesuserientssratenteersten : 
square mile. They eoee te toe 
densely populated portion of the Unite ACG ate tae «la Sie, Nanaithstending this fact, there Date ater nt e ANI HRA arege ole, Stelle ls 

is probably better deer hunting and more 
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42h University Farm Place 
april 2, 1940 

Prof. Finn Salomonsen 
Valby Langgade 1 
Copenhagen-Val by 
Denmark 

Dear Dr. Salomonsen: 

I appreciate very much your letting me have the 
two copies of the ptarmigan monograph, and I particularly 
appreciate your sending one of them gratis. Money order 
to cover the other copy is Being sent your publishers 
direct. 

Since your supply is running short, you may be 
interested to know that the extra copy is for Mr. F. N. 
Hamerstrom, Jr., one of my graduate students who has been 
studying prairie chicken for five years, and who thinks a 
great deal of his ornithological library. You may be assured, 
therefore, that the copy will be in constant use and will be 
well cared for. 

Hemerstrom, by the way, has been trying to find 
plumege criteria of sex and age, and with only partial success. 
It was in this connection that we first heard of your very 
thorough work. 

I am sending you some recent reprints on the prairie 
chicken and the upland plover written by my students. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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8.341940 
‘ - a pcre 

Dear Sir, eC ane 

I thankyou very much for your kind let- 
ter, just arrived.I have to-day ordered two copies 
of my book on the-molts in -¢he ptarmigan sent to 
you.I have only few reprints left,so I could only 
sent you one of my own separates gratis;for the 
other eco I have to charge you the préze (24 Kr, 
about 4 3), | 

Sincerely yours | 

ie | i] | 

PE



New Haven, thie, Oct. 3rd, 1938 
Yale Leb. s of Primate Biology 

Dear Dr. Leopold, 

My friend William Vogt told me about the tentat&ve plans for a Department 

of Ornithology of the University of Wisconsin, and he wrote me just a few days 

ago that your attempts to promote these plans had failed up till now. He had 

told me before that the fact that I was interested in the plans had» urged you 

to nia attempt. I want to tell you that I quite unexpectedly got word 

from my chief in Holland that I was offered a very good position in the Uni- 

versity of Leiden, which I was glad to accept. This makes me less inclined to 

accept a position abroad than I was before, as you will understand. Therefore, 

though I am still highly Liathaated in the case, it might be possible that 

I should prefer to stay in Holland /in case of an offer from your University. 

Of course, I cannot, tell anything thet I have returned to Holland and 

have s@en A ag: Oe is like, but I feel obliged to tell you how 

“things are. I seriously hope that you will succeed in establishing an Ornitho- 

logical Department, as bird biology could be thoroughly promoted by a trained 

zoologist provided he is allowed to give his full energy to it. 

With kind regards 

Sincerely yours 

iv a. o\" ae [ LOA) . 

it ¢ 
N, Tinbergen 

Zoological Laboratory, University, Leiden 

63 Kaiserstraat.
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A. PROBART JONES TO RAISE PARTRIDGES IN DEAR OLD ENGLAND 

: The propagation of American quail (part- 
ridges) in England is an interesting experi- 
ment being undertaken by Richard W. Heard, 
Jr., of the foreign department of the Colum 
bia Naval Stores Co., Savannah, commercial 
breeder of these birds, and A. Probart Jones 
of London, naval stores dealer who is well 
known to the industry in Savannah. 

When the American steamer Shickshinny 
sailed from Savannah several days ago there 
were aboard 80 quail and 300 pounds of food 
for then. 

Mr. Heard in revealing the plans for the ; 
quail experiment said Mr. Jones would re- 
lease 20 pairs of the birds on a planted area 
and try and breed the remaining birds in cap- 
tivity, releasing the young. At the present 
time the game birds in England which are most 
sought after by English sportsmen are grouse, 
pheasants and English partridge. 

Mr. Heard, who is the only commercial 
: quail breeder in this section, raises the 

birds at his home near Savannah. Starting 
with 20 pairs he now has 400 of them. 

Mr. Jones is ‘expected in Savannah from Eng 
land next month when he will renew acquaint 
ances with the naval stores trade. He is a 
member of one of the largest firms in Europe. 
Mr. Jones will also be in a position to give 
a first hand report on the quail experiment 
which will be of interest to sportsmen. 

Weekiy-Naval Stores Review 
and Journal of Trade 
September 19, 1936 

Vol.46, No.25
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New Soils Building 
November 26, 1935 

Mr. Charles Elton 
University Museum 
Oxford, England 

Dear Elton: ; 

I much appreciate your sympathetic letter on my failure to show 
up in England, You have correctly guessed that I stampeded, It was under 
the impact of two weeks of solid rain coupled with the accidental death of 
my leading student, which left things rather disorganized back here, It is 

an immense relief to me to know that you and Middleton are not offended, 

There was one matter which I was particularly anxious to discuss 

with you, and that is your criticion of Wing's paper, You stated in your 
letter of July 16 that you would write him when you had time, but I have 

asked him and he has not heard from you although he is just as anxious as I 

em to have the benefit of your criticism, If you can get around to this I 

do not think you need make it a lengthy job, since both Wing and I can pick 

up what you mean in a very short time. 

Anent the possible revival of “sunspots,” have you read: 

C. G. Abbot, “Solar Radiation and Weather Studies,” Smithsonian Miscellaneous 

Collections, Yol. 94, No, 10 (Publication 3339). Abbot is rated as a very 
serious and able scientist with us here, I have not yet read the publication 

myself, but Wing gives me the following note: “Pp. Gi-7, Abbot shows a 
23-year cycle in Mackerel and Cod which 1s the same as my 22.6-year cycle in 
gene, He correlates the fish with a 2}<year weather cycle which he worked 

out as correlative with the sun. 

If you have not seen Abbot's bulletin, you may want to send for it 

or let me request that it be sent you, 

The last issue of the Journal of Animal Zoology was partioularly 

interesting. 

In answer to your question about German names for Middleton: 
I found nobedy who is working on the cycle as such. I can, however, tell 

Middleton that the best long-time records are in Czechoslovaiia and Saxony. 

I gathered quite a few and will write them up as a paper sometime this winter, 

after which I would be glad to send Middleton my data or the original records, 

since he may be able to squeeze a lot out of them that I would miss, parti~ 

cularly by comparing them with his own British records, My paper will hardly 

be an attempt to settle the cycle question for Germany, but merely a paper 

showing the kinds of records which may be had, Some of them go back to 1600.



Charles Elton--2 November 26, 1935 

The Czech records are for private estates and the Bavarian records are 
governments], ‘There is no one man who has his finger on the former, but 
the latter are best obtained through Dr, Adelbert Woner, Ismaning strasaa 
122, Munich, I might explain that it takes a great deal of work to 
extract the Bavarian records from the government books, so it might be well 
for Middleton to wait until I can send him what 7 have before asking 
Ebner to furnish any more. 

I have a review of your "Exploring the Animal World,” on page 
364 of the Septenbor-October mmber of Bird-Lore (National Association of 

poser n Societies, 1775 Broadway, New York), I have no reprints or extra 
copies. 

With beat regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aido Leopold 
- In Charge, Gane Research



OXFORD UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF ZooLoGy AND CoMPARATIVE ANATOMY 

Address: UNIVERSITY MUSEUM 

OXFORD 

BUREAU OF ANIMAL POPULATION Telephone: OXFORD 4261 
6th November, 1935. Telegrams: MUS., OXFORD 

Dear Leopold, 

I was glad to get your letter but disappointed 

to hear that you could not make the trip to England. 
However, I know that feeling which gets hold of you 

in the middle of one of these rush trips,and quite 
understand that you must have found special interest 
in the European work. We should be very glad, some- 
time, to get your impressions of the Game work there 
and in particular if you could let us have a list 
of Institutions or persons likely to supply reports 
etc. Middleton is trying to get in touch with the 
German and Central European Game workers, but is not 

getting very many contacts. 

I hope that you had a satisfactory voyage home 
and found everything in good trim at the other end. 

The Bureau of Biological Survey actually sent out 
Snowshoe rabbit questionnaires, so that we shall be 

able to include the information in this year's map. 
Apparently Mr. Bell is handling the enquiry in 

Washington. 

Yours sincerely, 

chat Eten 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
Agricultural Hall, Wisconsin University, 

Madison, 

Wisconsin, 

U.S.A.



OXFORD UNIVERSITY dane 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND COMPARATIVE ANATOMY 

Address: UNIVERSITY MUSEUM 

RD 

16th July, 1935, ie, enon 4261 

BUREAU OF ANIMAL POPULATION ETI: CMUB RNS 

Ne 
ear Leopold, 

y I am very glad to hear you may be visiting us this summer. I 
shall be away on an island in Scotland until about Awgust 25th or 26th, 

f , but in any case shall hope to see you either before or after your 
<2 2 European visit. Middleton says it would be best to leave your visit 

oe as late as you can, if you wish to see something of English ~~ 
preservation, which he will be very glad to show you. Thank you for 

writing to Mr. Darling. I am very glad he approved of the project. 
I have been reading Wing's paper on Cycles and I have a good deal of 

2 eriticism which I will write to him when I have time. It is a pity 
he could not use the results of the Ma onférence in which the 

> sunspot theory was pretty well blown sky-high. I thought his work 
on bird migration dates very interesting, but he ought to be more 
careful in checking his theories against the latest facts. 

Yours very sincerely, : 

Cte Leo Eee,



Sao f Copy to Grange 

New Soils Building 
duly, 2, 1935 

Mr. Charles Siton 
Bureau of Animal Population 
University Museum 
Oxford, Zngland 

Dear Bltont \ 

Stoddard had already told we about your intended request for 
Jay Darling's help in the snowshoe rabbit inquiry ani I had already written 
him and, I think, sent you a copy. I heard from Darling yesterday that he 
intends to do everything he can to help out with your project, I assume 
you have sent the questionnaire direct to him, I have no eriticiam of 1%, 
It ocours to me, however, that it should include not only the Lee States 
where snowshoes are thick, but also New England and New York, where they 
are thin and where there is often need of restocking. 

Needless to say, Grange and Wing will want to do everything you 
want them to, Grange particularly has a very detailed sise-up for the last 
two years in Wisconsin, Although he is no longer comected with the University, 
po I nf eyetoe dle war tig pally Ae RypePlngpern Sy Be dg 
original thinking about it, Just recently he told me about some new deduc- 
tions which I consider very valuable and which I hope he will get into print. 
i= sending him a copy of this letter simply by way of some additional prod» 

OE. 

Have you reprints of the recent report in the Canadian Picid~ 
Naturalist’ If so, I hope you will send me a few in due time. 

; Now hang on to your chair: ‘The Carl Selurz Youndation has offered 
to send me to Germany and Austria for a stady of geme management this fall. 
The University has not yet approved, but if if does, I will be leaving about 
august 1, I am hoping, of course, to drop in on you and Middleton for a 
chat either on the way over or, more probably, on the way back, I will keep 
you posted, 

Stoddard tells me he had a visit with you, I am glad that you two 
are at last personally acquainted, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh
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. ee OXFORD UNIVERSITY at ee 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND COMPARATIVE ANATOMY 

b 
Address: UNIVERSITY MUSEUM 

oxFoRD 

BUREAU OF ANIMAL POPULATION 12th June, 1935. TREE OMTRRG Aa 
Telegrams: MUS, OXFORD 

Jay N. Darling Esq., 
Chief, Bureau of Biological Survey, 

United States Department of Agriculture, 

Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

Your ref; BI-M. 

SNOWSHOE RABBIT ENQUIRY. 

Dear Sir, 

We have for several years carried out a large-scale enquiry 

into the cycles in numbers of snowshoe rabbits that are a well- 
known feature of wild life in North America. In this enquiry you 
have been good enough to assist us by obtaining information through 
the Alaska Game Commission, whose reports for 1933-34 were incor- 

porated into our latest maps. 

The importance of the snowshoe rabbit as a fur—bearer and as a 
food of other furbearers, and also in relation to forest damage just- 
ifies a determined attempt to fdliow movements in the whole of its 
population. Furthermore, it forms an index of a remarkable ten-year 
wild life cycle which operates over the whole of the country between 
Alaska to Newfoundland and from the tree-limit south to an unknown 
distance into the United States. Grouse of various species fluctuate - 
parallel to the rabbits. The probable presence at the back of the 
cycle of some widespread climatic factor not yet elucidated, is an 
additional argument for a careful and long term study of the problem. 

We already receive regular reports from Alaska, most of Canada, 
and Newfoundland, but none from the United States. A picked body of 
men such as your Game Protectors would, I believe, be able to obtain 

information about the snowshoe rabbit with comparatively little 
difficulty, from their own experience and through their Game Wardens. 
It may be, however, that you already have enquiries on foot, in which 
case I should like to suggest that we could work along some agreed 
lines to make the results comparable. If not, would you consider 
organizing a questionnaire enquiry and sending us the results for 
incorporation into a complete annual map of snowshoe rabbit fluctuat— 

ions in North America? 

I can guarantee that results will be promptly mapped, and pub- 

lished with full acknowledgements, and that copies of detailed maps



would be supplied for filing in your office. At present we receive 
most of our information through the National Parks Branch of Canada, 
who, I have no doubt would welcome your cooperation in the scheme. 

In case you can take up my request I enclose a suggested brief 
questionnaire, with some notes on its use. I also enclose copies 
of two published reports, and of the latest maps, which have been 
published in the Canadian Field-Naturalist, May 1935, and of which 

a reprint will be sent later. 

Yours truly,



SNOWSHOE RABBIT ENQUIRY. 

1934-35 

Report for the twelve months ending May, 1935. 

The snowshoe rabbit or varying hare (known in some localities as 

bush rabbit) has cycles of abundance and scarcity whith are an important 
feature of wild life, owing to the dependence of many fur-bearing animals 
and also of birds of prey upon rabbits for food. It is, therefore, im- 
portant for scientific purposes to obtain the following information about 
numbers of rabbits. Answers to the following questions and the return of 
your questionnaire in the summer of 1934 with your observations would be 
appreciated. Inthe following answers the snowshoe rabbit should be clearly 
distinguished from the jack rabbit, cotton tail, and European hare. Please 
note that this report covers the breeding season of 1934 ard the following 

winter and spring. 

1. What region do your answers refer to? Please give exact locations for 

mapping. (Space) 

2. In what typesof country have you seen snowshoe rabbits during these twelve 

months? (Space) 

3. Were snowshoe rabbits more abundant or less abundant this year than last year? 

(Space) 

4, Have you observed any sudden decrease through epidemic disease during these 

twelve months? (Space) 

5, If so in what month, and what were the symptoms? 

(Space) 

6. Have you noticed any epidemics in previous years? If so what were the dates 

and the symptoms? (Space) 

7, When were the last periods of (a) great abundance and (b) great scarcity of 
snowshoe rabbits in your district? 

(Space) 

N.B. In these answers it is greatly to be desired that the exact dates of 

events should be given wherever possible. Please state when the date is 

not certain. 

Name :— 

Address:— 

Date:—



NOTES ON THE SNOWSHOE RABBIT QUESTIONNAIRE. 
(For headquarters use only). 

1. It would only be necessary to send the questionnaire out to those 
states where the species is moderately numerous, I take it this 
can be easily ascertained by the Bureau of Biological Survey. 

2. The questionnaire covers the twelve months ending last May. The 
reason for this system is that it coincides (a) with the breeding 
season and the following non-breeding season (b) with the "Outfit" 
of the Hudson's Bay Company. 

3. The two important features of this questionnaire, without which the 

information cannot be combined with the Alaskan and Canadian replies, 

are (a) the exact definition of the area covered by each observer 

(b) the year-to-year comparisons of abundance, in place of compar-— 

isons with "the usual".



New Soils Building 

April 16, 1935 

Dr. A, D, Middleton 
University Museum 
Oxford, England 

Dear Dr, Middleton: 

There are two American publications worth mentioning on the 
question of optimum temperature for artificial incubation of pheasant eggs: 

aa rE Sn ae So a Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station, Ithac: 
New York, November, 1934. 

Callenbach, B, W, and Hiller, C, A, wee Art. Diciah Eronealicn 
$f Hincceeakad Pheneep ia. Bulletin * gylvania State 

Lege eriment Station, State College, 
Pennsylvania, October, 1933, 

I am writing both of the authors to send you at once a copy of 
their publications. 

The Callenbach paper represents a careful piece of work but is 
empirical in character, that is, he simply found something which would work. 

The Romanoff paper begins where Callenbach left off and covers 
the results of a series of trials in which a good many eggs were del iber- 
ately spoiled, and hence the investigation can really be said to have found 
something which could be called optimum, Romanoff advises a temperature of 
102°F, for the first 8 days, 101°F, for the second § days, and 100°F, for 
the coneluding period of the incubation. ‘These figures apply to natural- 
draft electric incubators (ventilation constant, relative humidity 62.5%, 

Romanoff found that the lowering of the temperature during the 
final period had a beneficial effect, 

His temperature readings were taken at a height above the 
pheasant eggs equal to the diameter of a hen's egg. 

Romanoff also got good results from a constant temperature with 
& humidity gradually lowering from 75% during the first S-day period, 70% 
the second S-day period, and 65% for the concluding period. Just what the 
connection was between this and the preceding method is not clear to me. 

I have no personal knowledge whatever on this subject, and hence 
you may find the above interpretation of the literature somewhat faulty. 

Yours sincerely,
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New Soils Building 
February 18, 1935 

Prof, ¥. Generosoff 
27 Nadezdinskaya Street 
Leningrad (14) 

WU 8, s, R, 

Dear Professor Generosoff: 

I very much appreciate receiving your two publica 
tions, and I am writing Dr, MeAtee of the U. 3. Biological 
Survey to see whether he possibly has facilities for get~ 
ting them translated. I have no doubt they contain mach 
materiel waich would be of great value to us, but as you 
know, our mastery of foreign languages is notoriously poor. 

The publications which you specifically ask for 
are of the sort which the Biological Survey, rather than 
myself, has available, I om asking Dr, McAtes to send you 
what he can of the seven items which you mention, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh
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Telephone: MUSEUM 8194 

The University of London Animal Welfare Society 

President: PROFESSOR SIR FREDERICK T. G. HOBDAY, C.M.G., F.R.C.V.S., F.R.S.E. 

Hon. Treasurer: BRIG.~GEN. MAGNUS MOWAT, C.B.E., F.R.S.E., F.K.C., M.Inst. C.E., M.I,.Mech.E. 

Hon. Secretary for Wild Life: A. H. 8, KIRKMAN, F.R.C.S.E.,L.R.C.P.,F.Z.S., “Bangweolo,” Staplehurst, Kent. 

Hon. Secretary for Animals Abroad: MISS F. JEAN VINTER, M.D., B.S. 

af i MISS C. M. KNIGHT, D.Lit., 6. Forres Gardens, N.W.I1. 

Joint Hon. Seoretaries:{ CAPT. C, W. HUME. M.C., B.Sc., 14, The Hawthorns, Finchley, N.3. 

Education Secretary: CONSTANCE E. HURREN, Ph.D., B.A, 

Secretary: MARJORIE A. CHALLEN, B.A. 

SOCIETY'S OFFICE : 

c/o THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON UNION 

68, TORRINGTON SQUARE, 
: 

LONDON, W.C.1. 

ist February, 1935. 

Dear Sir, 

I have been reading your classic treatise on game 

manasement with very great interest. I am sending under 

separate cover our book 'Man versus Rabbit' and very much 

hope that it may interest you, particularly the appendices. 

Although we wrote it avowedly for propaganda purposes, 

we have been careful not to make any statement which has not 

been carefully verified, and the problem which we have studied 

seems to be of great ecological interst. 

I am, 

Yours /faithfully, 

Joint Hon. Secretary : 
f U.L.AWeS. 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., 
Madison, 
Winconsin, 

U.S.A.



Hew Soils: Building 
Jamary 4, 1935 

Mr. Charles Bilton 
University Museun : 
Oxford, England 

Dear Bilton: f 

i am disappointed to learn that your American trip 
is called off, 

I was delighted with Middleton's paper oneyecles in the — 
current number of the Journal, If Middleton has any separates 
of this, I would mach appreciate receiving two or three, or,if 
the supply is abundant, a dozen. ‘The larger mmber would be for 
the libraries of a scattered group of students in game ecology 
whom I om trying to keep supplied with literature, ‘Their institu- 
tions often cannot afford to take all the periodicals, and hence 
they way.not see the Journal, 

In. connection with your request to the Rockefeller and 
Carnegie people, there might be a chance for the National Research 
Council Committees on Wild Life Studies to put in an oar, If you 
can ever use our committee in such a manner, do not hesitate to 
call on me, because it is of obvious importance to the development 
of our subject to get you over here as often as possible, 

Yours sincerely, os 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



OXFORD UNIVERSITY 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND COMPARATIVE ANATOMY 

<lddress: UNIVERSITY MUSEUM 

12th ) oxFoRD 

BUREAU OF ANIMAL POPULATION Dec: TERME REET No! 
1934 Telegrams: MUS. OXFORD 

Dear Leopold, 

Thank you for your letter of November 23rd. 
I now find very much to my regret that I shall be pre- 
vented from coming to America this winter, partly for 
private reasons and partly because my travelling grant 
did not materialise. I shall hope to maintain some 
sort of contact’ by correspondence with the people you 
have put me in touch with.. I am applying to the 
Rockefeller foundation over here for a large grant, 

and if that fails I will take up the question of the 
Carnegie Trust in America. I shall be very sorry 
not to. see you, but perhaps Mr. Amory will have a 
conference in the summer of 1935. I am sending you 
shortly a copy of our annual report on our work. 

Yours sincerely, 

Charles EC€te 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 

. New Soils Buildings, 
College of Agriculture, 
Wisconsin University, Madison. 

Ted che wis



New Soils Building 
September 5, 1934 

ir, Charles Elton 
Bureau. of Animal Pormlation 
University Museum 
Oxford, Bngland 

Dear Eltont 

I om very glad to hear that there is a prospect of your visiting 
this country, and it is needless for me to say that any comections which I 

have are at your disposal, ‘The only one which really amounts te anything 
is Dr, John ©, Merriam of the Carnegie Foundation, Dr. Merriam is also 
very active in the Nations] Research Council and, ineidentally, 1s a menber 
of its Goomittee on Wild Life Studies. His office is in the Carnegie Building 
in Washington, I appealed to him two years ago,as soon as the financial 
schemes made at Matemek seaned to be melting away, for some Ieind of support 
for cycle research, tet without success at that time, I believe, though, 
that a personal visit from you wuld carry a great deal of weight, You my 
use this letter as my recommendation that he give consideration te your work 
or, if you think preferable, I would be glad to send him a more detailed 
argument in anticipation of your visit, 

It algo occurs to me thet Mr, Jay N. Darling, now chief of the 
U.S, Biological Survey, would be glad to join us in presenting this matter. 
In any event, if you come over you should not lose the opportunity to make 
his acquaintance, I know him very well and have often spoken to him about you. 

Instead of coming over in later October, would it be possible to 
modify your plans so as to come over at the time of the Game Conference, 
which is usually the first week in Deceuber, although the date for this year 
hag not yet been set? It would be a great opportunity for the Conference to 
get you to address the game research section, which is always held in con~ 
junction with it, It is ale probeble that I will try to arrange a meeting 
of the Committee on Wild life Studies of the National Research Council at the 
geome time in order to catch the people who will be Bast for the occasion. 
This would also enable me to join you in your representations to Dr, Merriam 
and Mr, Darling. I am sending a copy of this letter to Seth Gordon with the 
request that he write you this year's date. Mr, Gordon is present of the 
American Game Association which sonsora the Conference, 

} Yes, you should, of course, get the snowshoe data for the northern 
states in form comparable to your Conadian data, Observations for Wisconsin 
have been in charge of Wallace Grange, who unfortunately is quitting this 
work and is now making his report. I would suggest your writing Grange direct 

at Ephraim, Wisconsin, He is undoubtedly arranging to publish his material,



Charles Elton-~2 Septenber 5, 1934 

which is by far the most thorough material on snowshoe populations yet 
gathered anywhere for a limited area, He might, however, be able to 
suggest some way in which his plans would fit into yours. 

I am not acquainted in detail with current work on snowshoes, 
4f any, in Michigan and Minnesota, tut would maueet your getting in touch 
with P, 8, Lovejoy, Game Division, Department of Conservation, Lansing, 
Michigan, and Ralph 7, Fing, Administration Building, University Farm, 
St, Paul, Minnesota, 

As ugual, we have apparently no work whatever going on in the 
Rocky Mountain snowshoe range, ani as far as I know, none in northern New 
England. 

Yes, I know Storer, He was very enthusiastic about his visit 
with you and Middleton, 

With best regards, ' 

‘Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Gawe Research 

Alevh
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: Prof.Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin, : 
Madison, Wisconan, U.S.A. 

Dear Leopold, 

; I was interested in the letter to 
Mr Amory of which you kindly sent me a copy. I have 
not written to you infrecent months as I supposed 
you would be snowed under with work in connection with 
the new consarvation schemes. I congratulate you on 
having had such a fine opportunity to get|things moving. 

It is possible that I may come over in 
October ar later, to Canada and U.S.A. to See various 
people about raising grants etc. for this Bureau. I 
am out to capitalize it to some extent this winter, and 
that probably means interesting either the Carnegie or 
Rockefeller people. Would you be able to give me any 
advice or introductions if I was in New York for this 
purpose ? I should very much appreciate anything you can 

{ Suggest, and I know you are behind me in trying to get 
this population work forward. 

You will be interested to know that I have 
now got the basis for making a continent-wide snowshoe 
rabbit map. The second of these (covering Canada only) is 
much more complete than the first, owing to the Hudson's 
Bay Company cooperation again. I am sending you a copy- 
by Separate mail. This year I have got the Alaska Game 
Commission, Newfoundland Government, and the timber ps ople 
on Anticosti, to cooperate in replying to questionnaires. 
The rabbit cycle, as we know, extends into the northern 
states of U.S.A. I think we ought to consider arranging to 
do enquiries along standard lines and methods, so that the 
results can be at any rate dove-tailed afterwards. This is 
wait I arranged with Dymond, whose results are published 
iadepanttly of ours (thougon not very regularly!).I would 
like your views on this. For methods see the last paper.
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Middleton has an interesting game-bird cycle paper 
coming out in the November J.Animal Hfology, also 
there is a paper by him and Findlay on a vole epidemic. 
I got another one successfully forecast at six months 
distance, and with Findlay we have got that worked out 
too. All were caused by Toxoplasma in the brains, causing 
virtually no lesions in the body at all! 

Do you know Tracy Storer who was over here. We 
liked him very much and were able to show him a good many 
things he wanted to see. Perhaps you will pay us a visit 
when you have finished fixing up U.S.A. and if they can 
spare yous 

: with best wishes, 

ce @ Ett,
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bet ee 
ue Prof.) V.) Generosoff. 

27 , Nadezdinskaya street.. : 

Weningrad.: (14);' U.'8.’S.R. 

: February 8 (fd <,) 19345) 

Mr.. Aldo Leopold : ‘ 2 ' 
Univesity of Wisconsin.: 

: College of Agriculture . : 

Dept, of Agricultural Economics ..) 

New Sois Bldg .: 

MADISON ..? Wise.) USA. a 

a Dear Mr. Leopold : es, 

Your kind letter of november 24 was duly received . 

ow I am in the receipt of your Report on a Game Survey 4nd 

'T. read it with. great pleasure , as I am promoting now the 

Census of the waterfowl in my country @ in settled regions E 

and toundra districts » Therefore , the methods of the water - 

toni! “ena of papping their supplies nad their food,cover and 

nesting resources 6 are of great interest to Mee. 

(3) Permit me to botéher you by asking to let me know the 
titles and authors of books on the methods of waterfowl Cenus, 

. as it is practiced in thé USA and Canada -Kindly give me few 
addresses of the game investigatos » who were experimenting 

with the waterfowl Survey .. 

(2) Did any body try to improve the NESTING conditions 
of the waterfowl ,mainly for shoal water ducks , by means of 
artificial nests and covers and what pare the results ? 

. (33) if possible, kethme save your article »Principles of 
Game Management » ( Répribt, feon the ,American Game as 1980 J 

Thanking you in advance , for your kind assistimce, 
nes - iDiremain, ae : 

Very truly your — 

= / tA 

: AY, 

: | 3
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HEC) New Soils wines 
nd A | March 13, 193 

Prof, Dr. Oscar De Beaux 
‘Caretor, Civic Museum of Natural History 
Genoa, Italy 

Dear Sire ; 

I would suggest the following American editors 
ag likely to be interested in your "Biological Bthics," 

Franklin Reed, Editor, Journal of Yorestry, 639 - 17th 
St. Northwest, Washington, D. C, 

Ovid Butler, Méitor, American Forestry, 1713 K Street 
Nortiwest, Washington, D. OC. 

. De, Joseph Grinnell, Editor, the Condor, Museu of 
Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, California 

Dr, 1. 0. Stephens, Uditor, The Filson Bulletin, 
} Morningside College, Sioux City, Towa, 

; S, 3. pees Réitor, The National Waltonian, 222 North 
: Rea Bank Drive, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Tllinois. 

Dr. Witres 2, Umerson, Miter, Beology, University of f Chicago, Illinois, ; 
es, : i ; 

: : u ; \ Yours sincerely, : 

In Charge, Gene Research 
. AL/vh



New Soils Building 
February 13, 1934 

Professor Dr. Oscar De Beaux 
Curator of the Civic Museum of Natural History 
Genoa, Italy 

Dear Sir 

I have read with very intense interest the English 
translation of your paper, "Biological Bthies". You will 
understand the reason for my interest when you read my at- 
tached paper on the same subject, I need hardly pay that you 
ean count upon my haartfelt support for the line of thinking 
you advance in your paper. 

I borrowed the copy, which I have read, from Mr, 
Hoyes Lloyd of Ottawa, I am very anxious, indeed, to obtain 
& copy of your paper for my library. Can you send me one? I 
would appreciate receiving any further contributions from your 
pen along similer lines, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/mls
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New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
domoery 22, 1934 

My. Charles Blton 
University Museu 
Oxford, England 

Dear BLtont 

I have now hod the opportunity to read carefully 
the Leet two isques of the Journal end also the progress report 

of Decesber 15. 

tt ie putting the matter very consorvative when I 
express the opinion that the last two issues of the Joufnal 

gentetn sane hack, Oe Gy Slee Se a Tee 

(oe See Sat ee er ee ceaiaihe Seniee sates at Maan 8 

pee an 1 ag ye rang tes gw yay hr dp e 
@xotes flies also heartily welcome Prva ypn A 
contrivations from Iuepia, | Pragoor yy A wg ger fond gine JF 
Se Gene OSE & Leip Veen ae CANNED OF SIRENS 
from end Agila. t 

Some of Nicholson's trends of thought on predation are 
strikingly parallel with those of Errington who hes a paper in 
prese which he will doubtless sent you, =rrington can hardly 
attend to get along withous the Joatenl ant ae senting Bis & 
copy of this lotter to suggest thet if hie institution not 
take 4¢, that he try ond arrenge « subsoription. 

3 souanity ud Ge pianeine of seanting 06 Sarae 
with Bob Greene. He has made some interesting modifications 
in bis sizes of Tuleremia which will doubtless appear in his 
paper at the deme Conference. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LAOPOLD 
AL/@n Game Manager



Copies to Ward Shepard 
W. G. Low 3a 

Soils Building 
Oetober 2h, 1933 

Dr. Ae Stroesse, Director 
Institut fur Jagdkune 
Berlin, Germany 

Dear Sirt 

I have had the privilege of reading my friend Ward 
Shepard's report on your very interesting program of game 
research, 

Under separate cover I om sending you a copy of my 
"Gene Survey of the North-Central States.” 

I would appreciate receiving a copy of your booklet 
om abnormal antlers in deer, alao, when it is available, the 
report on dentition of roe-deer as an index to age. If 
possible, I would like to receive a sample copy of your year+ 
book. Please bill me for any charges on these publications. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LSOPOLD 

Game Manager 

AL/ va



(Inclosed "Opportunities for Game Research in Wisconsin") 

Soils Building 
October 24, 1933 

Mr. Charles Elton 
University Museum 
Oxford, Bngland 

Dear Elton: 

It was good to get a line from you, ‘Thanks for the good word 
on the book. 

I share your belief that 1934 might be too early for another cycle 
conference, except from the viewpoint of arousing interest in and support ‘ 
for research. Tor my part, I feel as if I had done nothing on cycles since 
the last one. All work so far has been pot-boiling--for a living. From 
now on I have the chance, at least, of starting some research. 

The new crash is all about us--it seems to have started during 
the summer, or possibly earlier in case of snowshoes. It exhibits the 
same spotty character as the previous one. A "spot" starte with the disap- 
pearance of one species. where I tmnted (Wood County) the chickens were 
half gone but ruffed grouse and cottontail still very abundant. 

There is the same antecedent “irruption" of quail. 

My one research man--Schmidt--has sent Green a dozen dead and 
one sick grouse--from the latter Green is said to have killed guinea pigs 
both with tick infusion and body fluids. 

I hope some of the Canadians are collecting the facts about the 
invasion of Ontario last winter by sharptails. Imad about it only in 
the newspapers. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh 
Incl.



OXFORD UNIVERSITY | 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND COMPARATIVE ANATOMY | 

Oth Address: UNIVERSITY MUSEUM 

OXFORD 

Oct: Telephone: OXFORD 4261 4 

BUREAU OF ANIMAL POPULATION 1933 Telegrams: MUS, OXFORD 

Dear Leopoid, 

I have now had time to read through the | 
first part of your book on Game Management, and wish 
to congratulate you very mich on the lay-out, and the | 

good perspective it gives of the progress of Game Man— 
agement in different countries. I have not yet had 
time to finish reading through all the ecological part; | 

I shall probably have some ideas to discuss when I have | 

done so. | 

I hope very much that your new job is con- | 
genial and that you are getting plenty of facilities. 
Middleton's work on the game fluctuations in England is . 
going well. ‘ 

I saw Mr. Amory recently, who is in favour | 

of another conference next year; I do not think that it | 
would be scientifically worth while from the point of | 
view of propaganda of the administration of different | 

countries and institutes. | 

With best wishes, | 

Yours sincerely, 

Charter Ee. : 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
The University, 
Madison, 

Wisconsin. 

|
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hid OXFORD UNIVERSITY 
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Address: UNIVERSITY MUSEUM 

28th Telephone: eo, 426s 
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1933 

Dear Professor ,Leopold, 

I think Charles Elton has indicated to you the nature of 

the research we have just started here on game populations, but he has 

not told you much about it. 

I hope to go on with this work, spending most of my time 
on it for at least five years. We have got a grant from the Imperial 
Chemical Industries, the amunition makers in this country, and they at 
the same time, are carrying out experimental work on the artificial 
propogation of game birds in captivity. Although I am anxious to get 
as much work as possible done on all species of game in this country 
including grouse, partridges,pheasants, hares, rabbits, etc., I shall be 

concentrating mainly upon the partridge, and my general programme is to 

make an intensive ecological study of the partridge population, treating 

other game birds and mammals, somewhat as a side line. 

I have just started reading your book on Game Management 

and I mst say at onceg that this looks like being my bible for the next 

five years; because you have already worked so thoroughly on exactly the 

same lines as I have in mind for this country. Generally speaking, I 

think I shall find a better organisation already in existence in this 

country, than you had to begin with in America, because there are so many 
private wmivate estates wel] staffed with game-keepers on which I can 

work, and also obtain a certain amount of statistical information regar— 

ding the past. Within the next few months I hope to have a fairly ade- 

quate record of the past fluctuation in most of the British game birds 

and mammals worked out from records of kills. I find, however, that re- 

cords of kills do not always reflect the population fluctuations, espe- 

cially where the shooting is let to different people for various periods 

of years; thus one party of enthusiastic shooters will shoot more birds 

in a bad year than the owner of the ground might shoot in a very good year! 

One has to imow the inside history of the estates before relying on their 

records of kills as a population index, 

In working up the necessary organisation for this work, I
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have been astonished at the ignorance which prevails on all game ani- 
mals, inffatt on all wild animals in this country. Sportsmen have 
been shooting partridges for hundreds of years but they still do not 
know what the bird eats or how many partridges can be kept on an acre 

of land. 

On this point, I would like to warn you against placing any 
rebiance on British books or literature regarding game, because mostof 

the writings about game are by sportsmen who merely air their own opi- 

nions and impressions, and are very liable to make an impression appear 

to be a fact. The only work on which a certain amount of reliance can 

be placed is the grouse disease report published by the Committee in 

1911, with which of course you are familiar. I notice that you have 

frequently referred to Maxwell's work. I think we shall find after 

scientific investigation, that a lot of his statements are entirely 

without foundation. I mention this because I think it is possible that 

you may accept the writings of people like Maxwell, Portal, Page, Eric 

Parker and others, as scientific authorities; they are not. Incidentally 

the recent report on partridge disease by Portal, Collinge and the Com 

mittee contains definite statements about the life history of the 

Strongyle worm, Trichostrongylus tenuis, (the apparent cause of disease 

in partridges), which are not founded on proved facts. Collinge did not 

elucidate the life history of the worm as he said he has done, and it is 

still uncertain. I am collaborating with Professor Leiper on parasito- 

logical studies, and he hiready has this strongyle worm's life history 

under observation, so the whoté thing should be cleaned up during the 

next month or two, but do not accept Collingets version for the moment. 

Also,I gather that you think the British Game Preservers 

have made a great success of game management, but after spending six 

months more or less constantly on some of the best managed estates in 

this country, I have come to the conclusion that game management is 

really very inefficient and not by any means a scientific practise, and 

that it could be improved on the basis of real kmowledge,as opposed to 

supposition and tradition, to quite double the normal game population of 

this country. Even the best game-keepers who do occasionally get very 

good results through the management of partridges, grouse and pheasants, 

do not themselves understand why they get these results. In nine cases 

out of ten, excessive production of game és due more to the local condi- 

tions- of agriculture, soil, cover, climate, etc. than to the game manage-
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ment. Apart from producing vast numbers of hand-reared pheasants, 
the keeper can do very little beyond preventing poaching, and killing 
down the predators. The Euston system”is applied by many game-keepers 
to partridges, but does not appear to give very noticeable results as 
compared with estates where the birds are left to manage themselves. I 
think, however, that there are great possibilities of modifying the 
Euston system, and actually making each bird produce nearly twice as 

many eggs as it would normally do. 

The data I have at present indicates that a fall density of 
approximately two partridges per acre,over unit areasup to five thou- 
sand acres, sometimes occurs, so it would seem that the saturation point 
is much higher in partridges in this country than it has been found to 
be with quail or partridges in America. 

a Winter feeding is largely practised on the best estates 
but is done so casually that no-one knows what use it is. Pheasant 
rearing is the business which occupies most of the average keepers’ time, 
and anything up to five thousand hand reared pheasants are put down on 
an area of a thousand acres, the birds being fed continuously until they 
are shot: but even in this highly organised business, the losses from 
egg to shooting are frequently more than 50%, 

You will see from what I have said that I have not'a very 
good opinion of British game management in general, but I see no reason 
at all why it should not be developed into an exact science, and I 

gather that this is also your opinion regarding American game management. 
One must have real kmowledge of the animals concerned in order to manage 

them. 

In conclusion, I would like to congratulate you upon your 
appointment to the chair of game management at Wisconsin, and I shall 

look forward very much to hearing from time to time, the results of your 

work. I only wish that we, in this country, were able to go ahead on 

such a large scale programme. In anycase, I hope that we may keep in 

close touch on all points during the next five years. If I can give you 

any exact information for your own purposes about British game populations, 
I shall be only too pleased to do so. I hope that sometime you may be 

: able to come over to England to see for yourséaf the conditions of British 

game manacement, as I am suse that this would be of great interest to you. 

If you do this at any time, I hope you will allow me to act as your guide.
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A Census Method for British Partridges. 

A census method I have recently been working on with par— 
tridges may interest you as I do not see in your book that you have 
used the same method with quail, although it might be applicable. 

The principle is this; one knows by searching in the spring 
the approximate number of nests on the area of estate, say one thous- 
and acres, then at the besinning of August, (in the case of Bnglish par- 
tridges), when the young birds will all flyg when the covey is flushed, 

I go round and count the number of young and old birds seen during the 
course of several walks, recording both coveys and old birds whose young 
or nests have perished. Of course one does not see anything like the 
total population owing to the amount of standing corn and other cover, | 
but in the course of several walks, it is usually possible to count 50% 
of the probable stock on the ground; one then has figures showing a 
sample of the production of young birds per old bird. Supposing one 
hundred nests were known to be on the ground in the spring, and the 
August counts gave one hundred old birds and four hundred young birds, 
then the calculation of the whole stock is very sitiple,based upon the 
fact that if one hundred old birds produce four hundred young; two 
hundred old birds (i.e. nesting stock), will produce eight hundred young: 

twhih , plus two hundred old, equals one thousand birds. 

I find this sort of census is very useful because it enables 
one to mow how many birds ought to be shot in the fall in order to 
leave a sufficient nesting stock. At the same time of course one gets 
useful figures of the average covey size, and the mortality among young 
birds. In bad seasons in England, the proportion of young birds to 
old is often less than one youngetird to one old in the fall. 

A.D. Middleton. 

? 
y (pdr? ' 
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I should like, of course, to visit America myself with the same object, 

but unfortunately, there seems little prospect of getting enough cash 
for such expensive luxuries. When I have finished reading and thor~ 
oughly digested your book, I wil! write again,as I am sure there are 
many points of mutual interest not yet touched upon, inkpite of the in- 

exeuseable length of this letter! 

Yours very sincerely, - 

[rn 

P.S. Most of this letter will, I hope, be regarded as 
confidential for the present, becfgse I do not particularly want the 
estate owners in this country to know exactly what I think of them. I 

enclose a note on a census method I am using which may be of sme inte- 

rest to you. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 

404 University Avenue, 
National Bank Building, 
Madison, 

Wisconsin. U.S.A.



Soils Butlding 
October 14, 1933 

Dr. Ae D. Middleton 

University Musewn 
Oxford, England 

Dear Dr. Middleton: 

I am very much interested in your proposal to make a serious study 
of game bird populations in England, with emphasis on Hungarian partridge. 
I entirely share your belief that from the atantpoint of sount ecology you 
will find 1t nearly a virgin field. 

fhe distinction which you draw between the Grouse Report and such 
work as Maxwell's I had already inferred from their respective publications, 
I tried in my book not to lean on Maxwell's interpretations of facts, but I 
had to use some of his facts in liew of more dependable material. 

I have no doubt that the picture I have gathered from the British 
literature is more rosy than the one to be found on the grouni. ‘that would 
certainly be true of this country. 

Your belief that densities occasionally reach two birds per acre 

is & pleasant surprise. ‘The whole conception of a saturation point is, of 

course, merely a process of groping. When we have the benefit of some work 

by people like yourself, there will probably be a lot of new light upon it. 

Thank you for your offer to show me around in case I can ever cet 

to Bngland. Nothing would please me more, and you can be assured that I will 

store it carefully in the back of my mind ag against a possible future 

opportunity. ‘ 

I of course umflerstand that your letter i¢ not to be publicly 
quoted. 

The census method which you suggest is not entirely convincing to 

me, although I can see that my doubts may be mistaken. ‘the adult birds in a fall 

population contain for one thing the non-breeders, if any. ‘the spring observa~- 

tions on nests cannot take account of "repeat nests." It seems to me there may 

algo be a question of whether the age classes in fall are equal in ease of 

flushing. I can see how your method might readily be a sort of empirical index 

from which you could get a census with the help of an empirical correction 

figure, but I am not convinced from your short description that 1t would actually 

be an analytical method of census. It corresponds somewhat to the cow-jackrabbit 

ratio for malting a rabbit census of Arizona, Am I right in this conjecture?
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I realize, of course, that I am making this skeptical statement on the basis 
of a page of writing instead of a day of conversation, which I wish were its 

basias 

Give my regards to Elton and write me from time to time. 

Sincerely yours, 

ALDO LHOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh 

Copy to Yeatter



: Copies to Messrs. Dill 
7 Olin 

Waller 

4 Augast 1, 1932 | 

Mr. Charles Elton j 
University lfuseun 
Oxford, Mngland 

Dear Bl ton: | 

I am delighted to have a line fron you but want to set your mind 
at rest with respect to the Journel. I entered my subsertption before 
the first iome came out ani when it arrived I read it all with creat 
interest. 

As to that I am doing, my comection with the Institute expired 
in April ani I have since been finishing up my came management bool: 

3 I have a few odd bits of work ahead for the State of Iom bt otherwise 
I am unemployed. Of course I have worlds of things to do, but the 
question is to get paid for then. 

It interests me a great deal that the ammmition people in 
England are studying cycles, particularly in view of the fact that not 
all the ammmition people here were very keen about my investing even 
a@ gmall part of my time on this subject. It is interesting to Imow that 
this possibility probably came to their attention through your review 
of the Gane Survey. I hope they are turning the work over to you. 
Please be mre to let me mow whether you or somebody else is handling 
it for then. ; 

T lmow that some of the ammunition people here will be interested 
to know about the British venture and accordingly I am talking the 
liberty of sending them a copy of this letter. | 

Sorry to hear about your illness. It is good news that the 
scientific end of the Matane conference will sooh be in print. 

With best recaris, 

Yours sincerely, | 

ALDO IOPOLD 

AL/vh ; 

; ht ae ae



{ OxrorpD UNIVERSITY ; 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. 

Address: UNIVERSITY MUSEUM 

OXFORD 

BUREAU OF ANIMAL POPULATION Telegrams: “mus. OXFORD” 

July 16th.,1932. 

Dear Leopold, 

It is some time since I heard any news of you. Please 
let me kmow how your investigations are going, and what job you have 
decided to go on with. 

I forget whether I sent you a final notice about this 
Journal, but in any case enclose a note on the first number. i 
hope you will be able to subscribe to it, as you spoke of doing so 
last year. We need all the subscriptions we can get, in order to 
expand up to normal size, which means a good circulation. 

There is a movement afoot here amongst some of the 
sporting people, and also the Imperial Chemical Industries ammunition 
branch to start an enquiry into game cycles, particularly those of the 
partridge and rabbit. I believe that your survey, to which we have 
drawn attention by review in the Journal of Animal Ecology, has had 
a definite influence in interesting these people, and introducing the 
idea of game cycles in their minds. I think the first thing they 
will do will be some accurate census work in the coveys certain 
estates. Cees 

I am in the middle of writing up the work on Canadian 
cycles, but have been held up by six weeks illness in bed, now passing. 

I believe that I shall be editing on the scientific side 
the full proceedings of the Mat®amek. Conference for Mr Amory in August, 
and will be writing to you again about this. 

Yours sincerely,



BUREAU OF ANIMAL POPULATION.



BUREAU OF ANIMAL POPULATION. 

Ree reseatch upon the population problems of wild animals in different parts 

of the world has revealed the widespread existence of fluctuations in their 

numbers, often associated with outbreaks of disease, and sometimes showing rhythmical 

changes sufficiently regular to be called “cycles” in numbers. Such research has been 

carried out not only in relation to general ecological studies, but also to problems of 

human health (¢.g., bubonic plague and tularaemia) and of veterinary science (e. g., ence- 

phalitis in silver foxes), and to other economic problems which include the fur trade, 

game conservation, agriculture, and forestry. The subject has further relations to 

population problems in man, climatology, the physiology of breeding seasons, evolution 

and genetics, and so on. 

This growing branch of ecology requires for its successful development a properly 

organised basis of scientific principles, but there is at present a tendency for the research 

work which is being done to become isolated and to form specialised pockets of 

knowledge in different parts of the world. The need for a clearing-house which can 

begin to co-ordinate some of the abundant but scattered information already in existence, 

make this available to biologists, and at the same time carry out organised research in 

its own country, has led the University of Oxford to approve the formation of the 

Bureau of Animal Population, in the Department of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy. 

Mr. Charles Elton is Director of the Bureau. 

The programme of work for this Bureau during the next three years has been 

made possible by financial support from the New York Zoological Society, the Royal 

Society and other bodies. Grants have been made by the Oxford University Chest, 

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, and Imperial Chemical Industries, while many 

of its enquiries are rendered possible by the co-operation of outside organisations, such 

as the Forestry Commission, Departments of the Canadian Government, and the Hudson’s 

Bay Company. 

The work of this Bureau is a continuation and expansion of that which has already 

been carried on at Oxford during the last seven years. It falls into six sections : 

(2) INrELLIGENCE System: working through a large number of voluntary observers 

all over Great Britain. By this means the fluctuations in numbers of selected 
species are watched and early news of outbreaks of disease obtained. When .



there are regular cycles in numbers forecasting is possible which greatly aids 

the planning of field work. Enquiries are also being carried out in Canada 2 

through the National Parks Branch of the Department of the Interior, 

Ottawa, and the Atlantic Biological Station, St. Andrews, New Brunswick, 

in order to obtain data about the ten-year cycle of the snowshoe rabbit all 
over Canada. ‘The U.S. Bureau of Fisheries, Washington, is carrying out 

a special enquiry into cycles in the Pribilof Island lemmings. A number 
of contacts are also maintained in Norway, in relation to lemming and 
mouse fluctuations. 

(0) ParHotocican Examinations. Through the field organisation and other 
methods, prompt examination is being made of periodic epidemics among q 

wild mammals in Great Britain; including voles, mice, hares, rabbits, 

squirrels, moles, foxes, etc. The material after preliminary treatment and 

examination is handed over to outside institutions which are cooperating. 

Such epidemics have been found to occur frequently, and present a largely 
‘ unexplored field. 

(c) Frerp Srupres. Intensive field studies, backed by laboratory work, have been 
specially concentrated on voles and squirrels. A four year investigation 
of vole (Microtus) populations at ten stations in Great Britian, with the 
object of obtaining effective census data, is being carried out under a Royal 
Society grant; while another enquiry into the numbers, diseases, parasites, 
and breeding of the introduced American grey squirrel, is being carried 

out for the Ministry of Agriculture. 

(@) ExpertmentaL Work. The preliminary enquiries already outlined tequire 

extended laboratory experiments to carry them to a final conclusion. A ; 

beginning has already been made in one-factor breeding experiments with 
voles, carried out by a member of the Department of Zoology. In patho- 
logical work it will be essential to have control stocks not only of laboratory 

animals, but of wild species. A beginning has been made in this direction 

by the building up of stocks of wild voles (Microfus) in captivity, for the 
maintenance and breeding of which an adequate technique has now been 

developed. Similar stocks of Baffin Island lemmings (Dicrostonyx) are being 

: built up, from a nucleus supplied by the Hudson’s Bay Company. 

(e) SrarisricaL Recorps. Records of fur and game catches afford a rich mine 
of information upon the past variations of animal populations. In this z 
connection the ammunitions branch of Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. 

is cooperating in obtaining shooting and game records for Great Britain. 
The early nineteenth century statistics and diaries of the Hudson Bay 

Company are being investigated in London, with the aid of the New York 
Zoological Society. Other material supplied by the Company is in course 

of publication. 

(f) Lrrerature. The literature relating to animal population is very scattered 
and often inaccessible. Special collections of the literature dealing with 

certain problems such as lemmings, fur trade, bubonic plague in wild



mammals, etc., ate being made. It is hoped at a later date, as funds 

become available, to issue an abstracting bulletin to cover published 

; information about wild mammal numbers, diseases, migration, economic 

problems, aud allied subjects. Members of the staff are responsible for 

editing for the British Ecological Society its newly launched Journal of 

Animal Ecology, which seeks to provide a central journal in Great Britain 

for the publication of animal ecology papers about all groups of animals. It 

works in close connection with the Journal of Ecology which will continue 

to publish animal biological surveys and general papers, as well as the 

botanical work. 

; : The general plans of the Bureau of Animal Population were fully approved by 

the Matamek Conference on Biological Cycles which was held in Canada in 1931. It 

is hoped that individuals and institutions will aid the coordinating work of the Bureau 

by sending reports and reprints of relevant literature. The Bureau seeks to be of use 

to scientists engaged on the problems of animal population in all parts of the world ; 

it does not plan to superimpose any organisation on those already existing, but to 

work by cooperation and by filling a certain gap in the present system—forming a 

sort of new ductless gland in the ecological body. 

Unrversiry Museum. 
Oxrorpb, 

January 25th, 1932.
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pion oleae 

January 3rd, 1932. 

As a tesult of the wide response to their first announcement, the 

Council of the British Ecological Society have definitely decided to launch 

this new journal in 1932. There will be two numbers each year. The 

first two numbets will be published in the summer of 1932, subsequent 

numbers in the spring and autumn of each year. 

Mr. Charles Elton has been appointed Editor, and Mr. A. D. 

Middleton, Assistant Editor. The journal will be printed and distributed 

by the Cambridge University Press. 

Subscriptions of members. The cost of the new journal to 

members of the British Ecological Society will be 25/- per annum (the 

cost of taking both this and the Journal of Ecology being 45/-). 

Subscriptions are payable in advance and should be sent to the 

Secretary, Dr. H. Godwin, Botany School, Cambridge, with whom 

intending members should communicate. 

Subscriptions of non-members. For non-members of the Society 

the subscription is 30/- per annum payable in advance. No reduction 

is made if both journals are taken. These subscriptions should be sent 

direct or through an agent to The Cambridge University Press, 

Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4. 

Other communications (concerning contributions, suggestions, etc.) 

should be sent to The Editor, Journal of Animal Ecology, University 

Museum, Oxford.



} Department of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy, 

University Museum, 

Oxford. 

14/2/32 

Dear Leopold, 

Middleton is writing a review of your 

"Game Survey" for the first number of the J. Animal 
Ecology, This is definitely being launched, and I 

enclose a final note about it. 

I cannot remember if I sent the five 

extra reprints of my diseases paper. Remind me if 

I have forgotten. 

I am very sorry indeed to hear that the 
Game Survey work and the Fellowdiips are to cease, and 

earnestly hope that you will be able to getzthe work 

carried on through these difficult times. It is good 

news that your Game Management book is to come out. 1. 
wish it every good luck. 

I am sending you a rep-int of the sledge 

dog and fox disease paper, and enclose a note on the 

Bureau of Animal Population. I have been lucky to keep 

going through the #erisis, and trust you will have the 

‘ game luck -- your work deserves every encouragement by 

conservation people, as it seems to me an entirely new 

viewpoint. Please let me know how things go. 

yours sincerely, 

Charkn Ltt,
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March 2, 1932 

Mr. Charles Ziton 
University Museum 
Oxford, England 

Dear Elton: 

I was much interested to get the announcement of the 

Bureau of Animal Beology. You of course already mow my opinion 

of the need for such a departure. Whenever there is a chance for 

me to contribute to its success, I hope you will let me lmow. 

I also want to thanlc you for the other reprints, but due 

to aliost continuous absence on the Iowa survey I have not had 

the opportunity of reading them. 

Last week I attended the first meeting of the new Wild 
Life Committee of the National Research Council. I found them 

not only receptive but almost enthusiastic about this sort of work. 

The personnel is John C. Merriam, chairman, Chas. C. Adams, V. 3, 

Shelford, B. A. Goldman, H. C. Bryant, Anthony and myself. Anthony 

was not present, as he is in South America. It ocours to me that 

there will be numerous opportunities for cooperation between this 

committee and your bureau. I will try to keep you posted ag to its 

activities. 

The only immediate decision was to try and write a booklet 

‘ pointing out to universities and agricultural colleges the oppor- 

tunity for wild life research. This is to come out in the same fom 

as Bailey and Spochr's report on forestry research sponsored by 

the Academy of Sciences about three years ago. The job is to be 

done by a small sub-committee and one man giving his entire time 

for several months. 

With best wishes, 

Yours as ever, 

a 

£



File: Deer box 
Digests 
Germany i 

SHEPARD, WARD. "Notes on German Game Management, Chiefly 
in Bavaria and Baden." MSS, submitted to Department of 
Agriculture, July, 1932. 

Pe 7 Bucks Doe Ratio. Roe deer in Baden. One herd formerly with a ratio of 1:8 
was built up to 121.5, and culled by shooting. Result: increase in average 

weight from 30 to 36 pounds, improvement in antlers, 
Another herd on level country, under fence, had a radio of 1:2.5. 

p. 12. Deer Feeding. Hay, horsechestmts, sugar beets, turnips, carrots, bran, 
rolled oats, calcium, oil-cake. Cost $2.50 per season per head. Galt is 
given. 

Pp» 15. Pastures are fenced and planted to grass, clover, and sunflower (Heliantimg), 
and opened at intervals. Iupine is planted in plantations as a mirse crop, 
soil fertilizer, and game food. 

p. 18. Feliings. Defective pine, birch, and asven are felled as winter browse. 

Pp. 20. Density. Schwartzwald 1 roe deer per 25 acres 
Bgelharting 1 red deer per 40 acres 

Bavarian average per 2,500 acres: 12.9 red deer 
11.1 chamois 
a roe deer 

+2 total or 27 acres each 

Pp» 20, Increase. At Schluchsee 70 per cent of the mature females have "surviving 
progeny." When? 

Pp 21. Predators. No extermination policy. 

DP. 25. Average lil] per 10,000 hectares (25,000 acres) 
ienmaad Yalue 

Commnal and private lands 790 ate 3,500,000 marks 
Bavarian State Forests 260 65 337,000 marks 
Prussian State Forests 420 65 

P- 26. Yalue of Kill by Species (Per Cent). 

Roe deer a 27 
Hares 2 53 
Red Deer 1 2 
vermin 9 8 

Boars 7 1 
Chamois 5 9 
Game Birds 5 9 

Game Income in forests only 0.44 4 of total. 
Expense 0.27% 

On private lands game income 1s 10¢ per acre.
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Nov. 12, 1931 

Mr. Charles Elton 
Dept. of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy 

f University museum 
Oxford, Mngland 

Dear Elton: 

Your hypothesis that the saturation point may bear some 
relation to coveying is to me an original ani striking thought. 
It holds water to the following extent: 

1. The coveying species (Bobwhite, Gray Partridce) show 
saturation more strongly than the non-coveying (Pheasant). 

2. The low mobility associated with saturation fits like 
a glove with your postulate of "rich patches." Non- 
mobile coveying birds, in short, would need patches 
richer than mobile non-coveying birds. 

For the cyclic grouse which covey in summer and pacik in 
winter (red grouse, pinnated, sharptail, and ruffed grouse), we 
have no density data. Besides their specialized digestion (budding 
and browsing habit) would male the situation different. 

' Your prediction that the largest coveys would be found on 
the richest range holds good to this extent: 

3. The largest coveys I Imow of occur in late fall on the 
hedge country of the rich black prairies of the cornbelt. 

4. The average covey in the gulf states undoubtedly runs 
gialler than that in the cornbelt, although there are 
no figures to prove this. 

There is another explanation for the large coveys on the 
prairies ‘The cover is so scarce and the food occurs in such large 
blocks that there is doubtless a tendency for coveys to combine. 

Have you read Stoddard's "Bobwhite" (Seribners, 1931)? If 
not, and if your University Library is not free to get it for you, 
will you let me know? If you find so much of interest in the Game 

re



2 Elton 

Survey, then you mst no longer forego the intellectual luzury of 
reading Stoddard, and one day I want you to go down to his place and 
meet him. I'd like to be along. 

Stoddard and I have always regarde4 the “siffle* as working 
toward optimum density, or toward tenable winter locations, which is 
of course saying the same thing. : 

I don't know whether “holing up" is a “tradition.” It uas me 
guessing. Here is my latest map of Iowa showing rabbit hunters* 
reports on the habit. I thoucht once it ms correlated with glacia- 
tion, but evidently not. -s 

I couldn't stir up any enthusiasm on the migratory bird 
survey, anid am now neck-deep in a game survey of Iowa, which pre- 
vents my pushing the matter. 

I appreciate very mech the digest of the H.B. Co. study. I 
shall safeguard it closely. 

My main trouble right now is that I have finished my "Game 
Management" and can't get anybody to publish it, beesuse of hard 
times. 

' Do write again from time to time. I fin’ many individuals 
with whom I can pleasurably discuss some one little compartment 
of things, but not things in general. 

Yours, i



Nel | 
CONFIDENTIAL: NOT FOR PUBLICATION. 

Copy of memorandum given to Mr.Hoyes Lloyd, August 1931, by Charles | | 

Elton. 

These statements are based mainly on Hudson's Bay Company enquiries | 

and will be published in 1932. Parts are already available in Matamek 

Conference Report, in press. 
1. The H.B.Co. muskrat sales for all Canada show a marked 10-year cycle 

The peak years of aburniance (biological, not gales) were 1871-2, 
1861-3 
1891-2 
1902-3 

probably 1912 
1921-22 

Smaller peaks in 1895 and 1903. Main cycle is clear and inverse to 

snowshoe rabbit cycle whose peak years in central Canada were 64-05, 

14-15, 24-25. 

2. In the last cycle the fur post data were analyzed (1916-1927). There 

was a definite central area with regular cycle. Outside this there 

was irregularity or disagreement. ea Sy 

3. For 1916-1931 there was an inverse cycle in (the southern prairie 

region of Middle West, best proved for Saskatchewan. (This available 

in Bradshawe's game reports, Dept-Agric. Regina) 

4. There was thus a switch, with border roughly in Grove Belt. 

5. Virtually certain that muskrat cycle connected with water-levels in 

sloughs etc. Low water kills them by drotght and freezing. but this | 

general ik du lon not yet confirmed by water-level data (not yet 

properly worked up), except in particular instances of muskrat 

destruction. The water cycle not yet propery demonstrated on a 

long series of data. 

6. This switch coincides exactly with the present duck-drought map, and 

the distribution of water-levels accords with the 1921 muskrat era. 

: There were southern droughts then, followed by water and muskrats 

and again drought and few muskrats in 1931. 

7. If we can argue from muskrat cycles to water level cycles (not yet 

proved properly, but very reasonable hypothesis) certain predictions 

can be made. 

(8). After 1931-32(-33) the northern muskrats will start to decrease. 

This may imply corresponding bad conditions for duck in the north- 

ern forest region. 
(b) During the same period the soutnern area should improve again 

. until about 1938. 

(c) In other words the breeding status of those ducks may in the past 

nave been made posd ble by the fact that there was always part pf 

their breeding area in good shape. 

(a) But we must allow for two other factors: 

(1) The actual positions of the areas may shigt as probably shown 

4
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by 1931 data for the sloughs round the Pas. ; 

(2) There is probably shown a longer cycle -- Rowans cycle -= 
which has the effect of making each periodic smaller drought 
different from the next e.g. now larger than usual, and there- 
fore reducing the total rain available at the peak years of 
the cycle in either area. (Thus this time the switch is a bit 
further north than in 192})}. 

To sum up: things will be bad for ducks but they will improve 
somewhat in the present worst area, and get somewhat worse in 
the north(though not so bad as at present in the south) 

| 

|



DEAUFORT HOUSE, 

KIDLINGTON. 

OXFORD. : 

9/10/31 

Dear Leopold, 

Just a line to thank you for your 
last letter Bept.29th, and to get ahead in clearing 
the ground for your scheme, as far as I am concerned. 
1. I think it is a first-rate scheme. 
2. Your greatest difficulty will be in persuading the 

migratory bird officials in Ottawa i.e. Hoyes Lloyd, 
that the control is not going to be removed from 
their hands. In this I can perhaps help you in some 
way, as they are in full cooperation with my work 

: already, and my opinion might conceivably have some 
weight. 

3. It follows from this that the balance (a) between 
the two nations and (b) between sections 2 and 3 
of the "Machinery" will be a very delicate one. In 
fact, it 1s obvious that the preliminary diplomacy 
will be almost entirely the deciding factor in the 
success of launching the scheme. | 

4+ My own work only touches this scheme at the moment 
through the information I have collected on the 
muskrat cycle in the middle west. There is a certain 
correlation between this and the droughts and ducks, 
which should be followed up. I gave Lloyd a note on 
this point as he urgently needed information for his 
duck conference. This I gave him in confidence, as 
it was strictly speaking Hudson's Bay Company stuff 
which I had not permission to give away. I think no 
harm done if I also give it to you, nominally in 
confidence, i.e. not for publication, as it will 
appear in a book next year. ilemo. enclosed. 

5. You will see from this that there is (a) a certain 
regularity of drought distribution and (b) definite 
periodicity recently. 

6. For tree-ring data for Alberta see Lewis(J.of Heolog 
16, p-337, 726) . Also Soper (Canadian Field-Nat.35, pe 

108, 1921, on long-period drying up of lakes and 

ponds in Alberta e.g. 1000-2000 muskrats used to 

live in dried lake west of Islay in pre-settlement



20 DEAUFORT HOUSE, 

KIDLINGTON. 

OXFORD. 

days. 

45 1805 about represent the knowledge I have on this 

problem, which has always interested me, so that 

7. You need not imagine that your scheme will in any 

way conflict with anything I am doing, but can 

regard me as working on the bordline, and willing to 

help in any way I can. ' 

8. You should obviously direct the thing yourself. 

yours sincerely, 

Chats. Fete. 
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: Department of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy, 

University Museum, 

Oxford. 

2 October, 19351. 

Aldo Leopold Esq. 

404 University Avenue 
National Bank Building 
Madison 

; Wisconsin 
U.S.A. 

Dear Leopold, 

Thank you for the notice from Outdoor America. I 
find that it will take me about 3 months to go through and 
digest properly your Game Survey. I am therefore offering you 
an instalment of comments on the first two sections on quail 
and rabbit. 

i) The question of density interests me greatly, as I 
am collecting data on weights per acre of different animals. 
The following idea occurred to me:- taking quail ground with 
an average of 1 quail per acre (saturation point) you have 
6 oz. of quail per acre, but your quails feed in coveys, that 
is, there is something like 5 to 7 lbs. of quail feeding on 
an acre, or actually far less than an acre,at any moment. for 

f the covey to keep together and feed tne available food must be 
at a much higher level than would be necessary if your 15 birds 
fed independently on 15 different acres. * 

The idea here is that the covey habit will tend to 
confine the species for feeding purposes to comparatively rich 
patches. The theoretical consequence of this idea, if there 

‘ is anything in it, would be fewer quail than the country could 
support in reality, were it not for the flocking habit. The 
practical consequences to game management would be the import- 
ance of supplying rich food patches, i.e. a concentration of 

food patukas resources rather than merely a general higher 
level. I can dimly see that this idea may have some relation 

4 Caer ane tly Fort fre nelincials Grrterise 4 otha, Speer: 
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Department of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy, 

University Museum, ‘ 

Oxford. 

? to the lack of cycles in quail. Your fertile brain will 
soon work out the real importance or otherwise of my idea. 

2). Is the "fall shuffle" the mechanism by which the 
optimum density is achieved ? And does the size of a covey 
vary from year to year or place to place ? If idea no. 1 
has anything in it there should be some correlation between 
size @W@ of covey and richness of country. 

3). It seems to me you urgently want quail stomach 
analyses. 

4). Rabbits. Zs the "holing-up" habit an instinct 
or a tradition, do you think ? Your evidence is very 
striking. 

s Please excuse brief letter, will write again. 
Copley Amory has formed a@ very strong permanent Committee. 

i Yours sincerely, ? 

c Liane FAS,
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Jane 5, 1932 

Mr. Charles Elton 
University Museum 

Oxford, Eneland 

: Dear Filton: : 

: I appreciate very mck receiving the reprints, particularly 
the one on epidemic diseases which I have read with a great deal of 
interest. I take it that it was written previous to the Matamek 
conference. Evan so, 1¢ contains several specific items which I had 
not heard you mention. The one that interests me most is Jack Miner's 
report of an epidemic among passenger piceons. I have long suspected 
that some disease may have played at least a secondary part in their 
extermination. Your mention of a disease in Muropean wod pigeons 
further strengthens the plausibility of gush a theory. 

In the event that you are plentifully supplied with reprints, 
I would like to have five extras of this paper for my Fellows. If i 
Yeprints are searce, however, T will see that the Fellows get to read 

; it in some other way. 

Dr. Green ani I attended the Gams Conference in New York 

in December and lunched with Dr. Blair. Through a curious accident 
_ we ran into Anthony while we were all together. It came pretty near 

being a Matamek reunton. } 

' The most important news from my standpoint from over here 
is that the Institute has discontimed the game fellowships after 
next July 1. I myself terminate my employment with them on April 1. 
I am trying to induce the National Research Council to take up my 
sort of activity, but as yet I have no way of lmowing how the sug- 
gestion will be received. 

At the present time I am making a new survey of Iowa and 
hope to have a large mass of population density data to send you 
within a few months. x 

I appreciated your Christmas card. 

At any time you have any prospects of getting back to this 

country, I would be very glad if you would let me know.



. 
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j Scribner's has agreed to publish my game management 
‘ book. 

f With beat wishes, 

Yours ag ever, ;



wg 

% Department of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy, 

University Museum, 

Oxford. 9/9/31 2 

Mr.Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 
404 University Ave.National Bank Building, 

Madison, Wistonsin, U.S.A. 

Dear Leopold, 

In returning here I found the volume 

of your Game Survey awaiting me. I wish at once to 

. congratulate you very heartily upon aty Db owieh ft 

had seen it before coming to the Conference. I was 

in any case impressed by the work you deseribed there, 

put had hardly grasped the scale on which you had 

been doing it- I cannot imagine how you found out 

such a lot in such a short time. 

I cannot offer detailed impressions until 

I have stydied your report carefully. I see there is 

a great deal I shall make use of: in fact I regard 1t 

as the first of the new regime of "cycles pilology" 

sublications. I told Dr.Blair that a recent volume on 

toe newer knowledge of bacteriology" had 62 contributors 

and mentioned over 3000 author's names!! I believe this 

pranch of ecology will be in the same sad condition 

e within thirty or forty years. So we have a job now to 

try and coordinate and work together as far as we can. 

My Bureau plans are still uncertain until 

, the British budget is publisned and its dire@ ffects 

have worked their way out! The Canadian Govt. are pro bably 

going to pay me for a secretary for three years, if they 

do not go back on their promises. 1 will let you know 

as soon as any definite organisation is planned. 

Can I put you down as a subsckuber to the 

JOURNAL OF ANIMAL ECOLOGY, when it appears in 1932 or 

1933 ?1I enclose a short note on its scope? 

yours sincerely, 

Ch ates ECGs, ‘ 

 Thewtes ate Zr Bs ee 

rete ts ww thee en, 4, Kerrey ok.



Sept. 29,1931 

Mr, Charles Elton 
University Museum 
Oxford, England 

Dear Elton: 

You can most certainly put me down as a subseriber to 
the Journal of Animal BZeology. Anything which will keep me in touch 
with your line of thinking will be a most welcome addition to my 

library. 

Thanks for your good word on the Game Survey. 

I am trying to interest the Biological Survey and the 
migratory bird administration in Canada in finding out whether the 
low water levels in the prairie provinces which have created an emer- 
geney in waterfowl conservation this year, are not a cyclic phen- 
omenon. I told them that I thought tree rings or other indices could 
be developed to determine whether this a recurrent phenomenon or 
whether (as some have claimed) it is a permanent one due to breaking 
the sod by agriculture. 

I know, of course, of Rowan's interest in this problem 
and his belief that there is a 30-year cycle. I think that, given a 

proper working plan, funds might be raised, possibly through the 

National Research Council. Would this by any chance fit in with any 
of your Canadian work to the extent that you could take the direction 
of it if it materializes? ‘his is just a personal inquiry to arm 
myself in further pushing the matter. 

The attached memo sketches my reaction to the migratory 
bird problem. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

; ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Inel.



PROPOSED JOURNAL OF ANIMAL ECOLOGY 

Research on Animal Ecology and its publication. 

The increasing number of papers dealing with animals submitted to 

the Editor of The Journal of Ecology and for which there is no space, has 
brought into prominence the problem of finding means for their publication. 
At present such papers are published in a number of different British journals 

(as may be seen from the abstracts of papers on animal ecology which 
appear in The Journal of Ecology). Their number is increasing, and will un- 

doubtedly increase even more rapidly in the near future. It therefore appeared 
to the Council of the British Ecological Society that steps ought to be taken 
now to make adequate provision both for centralising to some extent the 

widely scattered papers on animal ecology that are now being produced, and 
also, by planning well ahead, to anticipate the future development of the 
subject, which runs a real risk of becoming split unnaturally into isolated 7 

compartments of knowledge attached to special scientific and economic 

spheres, and therefore of losing the advantages which come from the pooling 

of ideas and knowledge in a central journal. 

Relation to Economic Ecology. 

What has been said applies more particularly to papers dealing with 
population problems in animals (census work, fluctuations in numbers, 

migration), animal behaviour and allied subjects. Authorities on economic 
entomology, marine fisheries, economic ornithology and mammalogy, who have 

been consulted on this matter, are unanimous in their agreement about the 

desirability of centralised publication for animal ecology. This fact is of 

importance since so much work on animal ecology is at present subsidised 
directly from economic sources and so forms the greater bulk of the material 

published. 

Means of Publication. 

If it were possible to expand The Journal of Ecology very considerably 
the best course might well be to print all papers dealing with animals, and 

of a sufficiently high standard, in the existing journal. This course is not 
possible for practical reasons connected with the scale of editorial work 
involved and the financial difficulties of getting sufficient members and 

subscribers interested in both animals and plants to support such a greatly 

enlarged and comprehensive journal. 

A new Journal. 

After careful consideration, therefore, the Council have decided to launch 

in 1932 a new journal, under the control of the Council of the Society, but 

[P.T.0.



separately financed and edited, and to be called The Journal of Animal Ecology. 

This journal will publish primarily papers dealing exclusively with animals 
(such as population and migration studies and allied problems), and with 

methods of research having reference primarily to animals. On the other hand, 
comprehensive biological survey papers dealing with both plants and animals, 

papers on the nature of biotic communities, and such problems as effects of 

grazing on plant succession, will appear as heretofore in The Journal of 

’ Ecology. With these exceptions, it is intended that the new journal should 

act as the organ of research on animal ecology in the British Isles, while at the 

same time dovetailing with The Jowrnal.of Ecology, which will continue to 

be the forum for discussions of general ecological theory. 

Contents of the new Journal. 

It is proposed that The Journal of Animal Ecology should contain original 

papers on the subjects already indicated, also summary papers, abstracts, 

short notes and reviews. 

Editors. 

It is proposed that Mr Charles Elton should be editor, assisted by 

Mr A. D. Middleton. 

Financial arrangements. 

The launching of the new journal depends upon obtaining a suflicient 

number of subscribers, and also the backing of an adequate guarantee during 

the first five years, while the journal is attaining its natural level of circulation. 

The subscription will be twenty-five shillings per annum for members, and 

thirty shillings for non-members. Membership of the Society will qualify for 

obtaining either journal at the rate mentioned, or both journals at the reduced 

rate of forty-five shillings. This reduction will not be made to non-members. 

Members of the Society and others interested in the development 

of animal ecology are asked to assist the launching of THE JOURNAL 

OF ANIMAL ECOLOGY (a) by subscribing to it, or (b) by giving a 

guarantee to assist during its early period of expansion. (It is not, of 

course, intended that the subscribers to THE JOURNAL OF ECOLOGY 

should merely transfer from one to the other.) 

Communications should be sent to Mr Charles Elton, University 

Museum, Oxford. Those who are unable to assist in either of these ways, 

can do a great deal by putting the Editors in touch with possible subscribers 

and by recommending the journal to libraries. 

A further notice will be sent out as soon as final plans are made. Meanwhile 

suggestions will be welcomed. 

July, 1931 ;
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Dee. 23, 1930 

Dr. Te Me. Rasek 

Rockefeller Institute 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Dr. Rasekt 

I appreciated receiving your Christmas card and am glad you 
are enjoying your stay in Princeton. 

I am afraid I heve nothing new on openings in game work of 
sufficient importance to justify your personal interest. I have had 
an opportunity to broach to the Senate Committee on game the project 
of importing Buropean information, but 1t may be a long time before 
this is acted on and financed. a8 

At the present moment I lmow of openings, or prospective open- 
ings, in Iowa, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and some possible future 
ones in the Southeastern states, but most of these are of unstable 
temare, low salary, and the projects deal as mech with came policy 
as with game biology. ‘This, I assume, would exclude them from your 
possible field of interest. ‘There is also an important possible 
opening in Illinois in comection with the University which might 
be more nearly appropriate, but nothing may come of this. 

I will be east azain for an Institute mecting February 5, 6, 
and 7. I will be at the Hotel Roosevelt, and if you will let me 
imow of your whereabouts at that time, we probably can discuss the 
status of these various possibilities. ; 

: Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Extract from The Auk, January, 1930, vol. XLVII ree 

"British Birds at a Glance," by Bayard H. Christysp.18- 

"My praise of the British, however, in this 

respect is not unqualified. Her advantage is in some 

sense an accidental one; and, where opportunity has 

appeared for a show of idealism, selfishness has there, 

too, prevailed. W. H. Hudson has spoken with sufficient 

scorn of the system of game-keeping and of its effect in 

the destruction of the birds and animals of prey, and 

i allusion to what he has said will suffice. I spent five 

weeks in the open. I saw a fair number of Kestrels, one 

Merlin, one Harrier, two or three pairs of Buzzards, two 

; pairs of Peregrines--and no mores 
"The Eagle is gone, the Osprey is gone, the Buzzard ; 

is all but gone. The Raven clings desperately to the 

mountainous coasts and is said to be regaining some ground-- 

- perhaps in consequence of a betterment of the public mind. 

Rarest of all the Corvidae, I found the Chough still hold- 

ing a place along the north coast of Ireland. in Belfast 

I sought out the ornithologist at the museum. In telling 

him of where I had been and of what I had seen, 1 spoke 

of Rathlin Island and of the sea-birds in their multitudes 

nesting there. “And did you see the Choughs?" he eagerly 

inquired. I was happy to reply that I had indeed seen the 

Choughs. * : 

I "Tt is fair to say, in comment upon the British 
I game-keeping system, that it is effective. Even in the 

ia} course of my casual wanderings 1 made acquaintance of 

' | practically all of the upland gamebirds--of the Partridge, 

. : the Blackcock, the Red Grouse, both of England and of 

Ireland, the Snipe, the Woodcock, and the Curlew. The 

visiting Englishman could hardly do as well in America."



dugust 14, 1936 

Dr, A. Boner 

Iemaningerstra, 122 
Minchen 27 
Germany 

Dear Dr, Ebner: 

I would be gratified, of course, to have "Game 
Management” translated, and I met no one else in Burope whom 
I would rather rather trust with a translation than yourself, 
Parts of the book could doubtless be omitted as irrelevant 
to Buropean readers. 

Should you be seriously considering weh a venture, 
it would, of course, be necessary to take the matter up with 

; the publishers, ‘The person to write to is Mr, ¥. G, Low 34, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 597 Fifth Avemmo, New York City. 

Yours sincerely, 

; j Aldo Leopold 
re Professor of Game Management
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Snftitut fir Waldbau u. Forftbenugung co. ee 
der Bayer. Forftlichen Verfuchsanftalt TU Mita: eecerety steee | 

DreAdalbert Ebner. 

Prefesser Alse Leepeld 
University af Wise. 
Madisen, Wises 
UsSehe 

My dear Prefesser Leepela ! : 

Your seperates arrived safely some time age and I was 
very glad te get themeAlmest at the same time arrieved a eouple ef 
the American Ferests Magazin with my artiele and I think Mr.Butler 
publisched it in a very niee way.Meny thanks to yeu again fer the 
kind and exeellent helpsIf it would be pessible to get seme mere 
eepies ef it,I would appreeiate it very muehe 

After a talk with Prefesser eae tee ef 
the "Silva";I published a summary of yeur “Game “Yanagemen" and the 
twe artieles.I shall ferward you eepies as seen as awailable.You 
knew it is strange,te live in a eeuntry,wkich is se preud of its 
hunting spirit,literature and practiee and has yet nothing equivalent 
te effer in hunting literature,eompared with your Management Beek. 
It was striking fer me te see,ow yeu developed in somking. Game 
researeh about the same revelutien as it has taken plase in eur 
sewntry aleng the lime of Forest Imseets.As we de net have anything 
slike yeur beek I suggested te .vauslate it,in erder te make it use~ 
ful fer our wen.I would like te hear your epinien on that. 

Alse yeur articles were of very great interst, te me snd 
a stranger always.will be able te talk en this subjeet a Htle bit 
mere free than a “erman ForesteroThere is one thing,whish surprises 
me,i.e. that Ameriean Foresters ineline to think,that the "Pauerwela 
mevement" braught up the turn back to natural forestry.They mostly 
ferget te think ef Sayer and his theery ana practice. But this eones 
from the facet, that mest ef the Ameriean Visiters de net knew very 
well Seuth Germany and know were about Saxony and Prussiagand alse 
by the fact, that the "DaverwalaW" Idea has Yaaw such a strong efficia 
interpretation,whieh gives the idea of new vuifermityoI de not want 
te eriticiss these efficial statements, but accobiing te my training 
in ferestry and aecerding te the faets ef Seuth “ermayyh ferestry com 
ditions we de net quite agree with this peliey - and I think I triea 
te explain that already in Berlin.New lines in ferestry always bring 
up erities and men whe are against snd fer them.I appreve everything 
whieh is sound and de net eare for the names.But ene thing I found 
out} thatin forestry many thingeare just a “ fashion" and we should 
aveid to be “fashionable” im forestry.



2 2° 

Mr.Butler teld me,that he will be in “exwmiiy this year ond 
comes te Munich.2 shall be very glad te see hem and have a tolk 
with him en many things. 

I enly regret that yeu are net coming again this yearoWith 
best personal regerds,I am 

very sineersly 

yours 

4



June 18, 1936 

Prof, Dr. Franz Heske ; 
Polytechnical University 
Dresden 
Tharandt, Germany 

Dear Franz: 

' I have been remiss in replying to your interesting letter of March 4, 
I had delayed reply hoping for a final settlement of Baron Vietinghoff's 
mamecript. I am now sorry to tell you that “American Forests" has turned 
4t down, but I have offered it to “Nature Magazine." The trouble lies 
entirely in the unacoustomed length and the fact that the journals which 
I would prefer are not accustomed to serial publications, 

I know we were both delighted to hear about Ward's opportunity at 
Harvard, I have not had a chanee to see him in person, but I of course 
look for some new things to come out of his taking charge there, 

It is good news that your book is on the way and that the financial 
matters untangled themselves to overybody's satisfaction. It is especially 
good to hear that you have a second trip in prospect. I hope to hear the 
details as to when and how long as s00n as they are available, so that I 
can speak for at least a part of your time, 

I will try to get around to the article for "Zeitschrift fir Telt- 
forstwirtechaft," but I am still in arrears in reporting on may own trip 
so I had better not make any rash promises, My first two German papers, 
copies of which will reach you shortly, have been very well received, 
I have extras of these and if you have any need for then, let me kmow how 

many you can use, 

You do not mention your trip to Turkey, so I assume it is called off, 

This seems to me just as well, beeamse I have been afraid you were under=- 

taking too mach, 

Ihope that your lack of comment on the subject means thet Mrs, Heske 

and the children are well, My two oldest sone are both getting their first 

degrees this week, One of them then proceeds to Yele Porest School, while 

the other is going to work on a field job in erosion control for a couple of 

years before returning for his doctorate. 

I wish you would convey my kindest regards to Mrs. Heske, I hope to 

write you more fully as soon as I can get clear of my accummlated promises 

for work, 

Yours as ever,
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Dr.-ing. Franz Heske 3. 4. 1936 
o. 6. Professor der Techn. Hochschule Dresden eres den 

(Abt. Forstl. Hochschule Tharandt) 

Direktor der Institute fiir Forstpolitik, 

fiir Forstbetriebseinrichtung und 

fiir auslandische und koloniale Forstwirtschaft. ; 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 

College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin nee 

Madison _, Wisconsin 

U.S <A. 

My dear Aldo, 

I must apologize for the delay in writing you again. 

I have been terribly busy in the last time. 

First of all I thank you very much for your assistance 

in publishing the essay of Baron Vietinghoff. He certainly is 

not interested in the question of a honorarium but is chiefly 

interested to get his paper widelg distributed, amongst the 

American foresters and wild life men and of course is interested 

to get a sufficient number of spare copies which he could distri- 

bute. You have complete freedom to do anything with the article 

which ever you think convenient. 

Ward has written me recently that his Professorship in 

Harvard is a settled matter. I am very glad about that because 

he is just as well as you and me on his best place in a University 

and not in bureaucracy. 

You also will be interested that my book on German 

forestry which is now completed and propably already in print 

has pleased as well Dr. Thomas as well all those who hawe read the



manuscripts. Also the financial arrangements between Thomas and 

me have been done in a very satisfactorily way. Thomas himself 

was very pleased on the small honorarium which I have asked so 

that he promised me the help of the Oberlaender Trust for a 2nd 

journey to the U.S.A. This of course ts much more valuable for 

me than some Marks more or less. 

If you would have spare time to write an ‘article on the 

wild life conservation movement in the United States for the 

Zeitschrift ftir Weltforstwirtschaft I would be very much obliged 

to you. 

With kindest regards from my wife and the children 

to you and your family 

I an, 

my dear Aldo, 

very sincerely yours



1532 University Ave, 
April 23, 1936 

Dr. Adelbert Nbner 
Ismaningerstr, 122 
Munich 27 
Germany 

Dear Dr, Ebner: 

I did not know about your German-English hunting 
dictionary. I want, of course, to give you any help I ean 
in any of your ventures, but I cannot undertake any large 
jobs. I am afreid I have no basis for judgment on your 
question of whether the entire 6,000 terus should be handled, 

I heard from Mr, Butler of "meriecan Forests" that 
he is running your article in the next issue, I will see to 
it, of course, that you get your separates. 

Two of my German articles are now in print but the 
separates have not yet arrived, so I cannot supply you until 
later. ’ 

With kindest personal regards, 

Youre sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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Snftitut fir Waldbau u. Forftbenugung See NE ten anaemia 
der Bayer. Forfilidhen Verfuchsanftalt TWO: Sea sient 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison/ Wisco 

UseSeho 

My dear Professor Leopold : 

Your good letter was received a few days agool agree 

perefctly with you{changes and thank you for the kind editorial 

work you have done.sI also shall be very glad to get a few re- 

prints. 

I have a question to day,concerning my English-German and 

German-English dictionary.Our*hunting language*has a tremendous 

lot of technical terms,which I have in mind to take with in the 

dictionary.Would you like to cooperate with me $n finding 

proper translations or have you a special suggestion along this 

line ? We have approximately 6 oo00 terms;do you think it is 

advisable to take up all of them ? I would appreciate it very 

much to get your point of few on this subjecteo 

With best personal regards,I am 

very goon I 

Y 

(Adalbert Zbner)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Yar ee 

FOREST SERVICE . 

ADDRESS REPLY TO (re pe 

THE FORESTER WASHINGTON 

AND REFER TO Fru a 

REZ February 15, 1936. 

Mr. Aldo Leopolc, 
College of Agriculture, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have just seen your letter of January 9 
to Nick Carter together with your very interesting 
paper on "Naturschutz in Germany". There seem to be 
several figures for the area of forests in Prussia. 
They range from 7,372,000 hectares to 7,412,000. The 
larger figure may include the forests of some of the 
smaller States inside of Prussia. If you want only 
an approximate figure, 18,000,000 acres is probably 
close enough. The area of Prussian State forests as 
of March 31, 1932 was 2,495,771 hectares, of which 
2,248,848 heetares was forest soil. The total area 
of State forests increased by 4,800 hectares between 
1932 and 1934, Probably most of this increase was 
forest land. 

Very sincerely yours, | 

W. N. SPARHAWK, 
Senior Forest Economist.



1532 University Ave. 
Jamary 24, 1936 

Prof, Dr. Franz Heske 
Polytechnical University 
Dresden, Tharandt 
Germany 

Dear Frenzt 

I am delighted to hear from you. There are many things which I have f 
delayed writing you about. 

First, as to Vietinghoff's article. I like it very much indeed, 
and have delayed its acknowledgment until I could arrive at some plan for get- 
ting it translated, I em now happy to say that this service will be volunteored 
by Mrs. Frances Flint Hamerstrom of Necedah, Wisconsin. I have been very 
anxious to cet this translated by someone really sympathetic with the subject, 
rather than by someone who merely knew a little German. Mrs, Hamerstrom isa. 
geme manager, ornithologist, and conservationist in her own right, having been 
a graduate student under Dr. Zrrington at Iowa State College. she later 
intends to do some game work here, but at the present time is working with her 
husband in drawing a game management plan for a large area in central Wisconsin 
from which agricultural settlements are being withdraw and which will be 

turned back to game uses. In order to become thoroughly familiar with the 
spirit of the thing, Mrs, Hamerstrom is reading a lot of falconry books before 
even attemting the translation. I think I can assure you and Baron Vietinghoff 
in advance that she will do a good job. 

I have not yet tried to place the article with any particular journal, 

and wish you would advise me whether the matter of compensation for the mam- 

seript is of any consequence. In general, the journals in which this paper 
would do the most good do not pay for mamsecripts. ‘he ones which do pay for 
mamseripts are popular and not very substantial, and have mo facilities for 

providing separates, In the former class of journals, however, there would 
be no difficulty about getting the editor to donate a generous supply of 
separates. 

As an example of the journals which pay but which cannot provide 
reprints, and which I do not regard as very desirable, I will mention the 

Hational Geographic. 
: As em example of the journals which do not pay, but which can furnish 

separates, end which to my mind are desirable, I will mention American Forests, 

If you or the Baron have any leanings one way or the other, please 

advise me. r



Heske--2 

Let me acknowledge in particular the magnificent vhotographs. 

; I have token the liberty of purloining one of these giving a good portrait 

of Baron Vietinghoff to use as an illustration of my paper on Waturschts 

in Germany," in which I quote extensively from his paper in "Weltforstwirtachaft." 

It may interest you to kmow that Dr. Bbner has sent me a very fine 

philosophical article, which I have submitted to American Forests. 

‘ het me now tell you some news which interests us poth personally: 

In all probability Ward will be the director of the Harvard Yorest School. ‘this 

is advance and confidential information, You remember, of course, our discussing 

the logic of this move, but to my delight I found it already well advanced upon 

my teturn, In other words, I had nothing to do with the arrangements, but I am 

nevertheless pleased at the prospective outcome. 

You would be amsed at the way in which my German lectures have kept 

me "on the jump." I em speaking tonight to the economics club of the University A 

on "Land Use in Germany.” I find that despite my precaution in drafting my 

German papers before coming back, the amount of work remaining to be done on 

them 1s very large. Only one has so far gone to the publishers (“Naturschuts 
in Germany"), Sepatetes will be sent you. ‘he paper on “Deer end Deuerwald" 

has absorbed another full two weeks of my timo, thanks largely to the additional 

data watch I received from Professor Rohrl and Mr. Blasius, I want to thank 

both of them through you as well as directly for the excellent way in which they 

compiled the addition information needed. I am highly appreciative of their 

cooperation, 1 assume that the financial arrangements for Mr. Blasius made be- 

fore my deperture were eufficient, It might be well to verify this by asking 

Professor Rohyl, If there is any smell deficit, 1 imagine Dr, Kartake would be 

gled to take care of it. 

I also want to hank you personally for the excellent compilation 

of the Abschuss records of the Sehwartzenberg estates, ‘This was transmitted to 

me by Dr. Kartske and acknowledged to him, but I realize, of course, that you 

made the arrangements waich resulted in my getting these data. the data will 

be used in connection with my paper on the game cycle, which I have not yet 

written and which will probably take some additional months to prepare, 

I found my family ali well, and we are thie winter experiencing 

the pleasure of being all together at the game time. My boy who had been 

working is back, finishing up his undergraduate etudies at the University. 

Next year both of the elder boys will be away, one working and the other 

doing graduate work, probably at Yale. We all frequently speak and think of 

you end Mrs. Hegke and hope that some early oocasion will arise for your making 

another American trip. I have been laying foundations for the plans which we 

discussed, but of course as yet have nothing to report as to their chances of 

reaching fruition. 

With kindest regards to your family, 

Yours sincerely,
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE D : 

FOREST SERVICE 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

THE FORESTER WASHINGTON 

AND REFER TO n tt 

SZ December 31, 1955. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

You may remember that coming back on the steamer I spoke of the. 

absence of “hirsch™ and wild swine in the country around Justingen, where 

I had been for a week with Dr. Querengasser. You asked me if I knew 
when this fom of game had been killed out in this region and I had to 

admit that I had not asked. I wrote Dr. Querengasser asking him about 

it. 

I have just had his answer, which is part of an interesting letter 

from him. 

“First I would like to answer your question. As I found 
in a small book dealing just with my region and the (undecipherable 
word, apparently 6 letters long, ending with *tles* or "bles’) 
which heave been here befores This book has been added (issued?) 
in 1887 and the author writes that still in the beginning of the 

19th century there have been a great number of real deer - hirsch 
| - and wild swine. As I remember (it) they have shot the last 
| stag just before the middle of the 19th (century). Also, the 

| generation of trees we work with has always been out of this 
' danger, perhaps except (as) the first (youngest) growth. These 
i data are more or less the same over the whole *Alb* from Ulm to 

Rentlingen.* 

i Among other things Dr. Querengasser says that Bill Sparhewk is 

i coming to stay with him three deys. Writing on December 15, he says: 
m "We have shot already the full number of roes I am allowed to shoot and we 

have 10 foxes and 34 hares the result till now. Next week we shall fight 

against the poor beasts in the western part of my district during two days." 

Apparently the good doctor had a hard time as the result of some 
poor medical work by a local doctor in dealing with an ax cut on the hand. 
This accident occurred while I was with him, but the effects of the anti- 
tetanus injections seem to have lasted a long time. The incident deprived



Prof, A. L. 

me of the opportunity of some discussions which I would otherwise 

hawe had with Dr. Querenga&sser and I know we both regretted that. 
The tough time was his, however. 

When is your article on game going to appear in the Journal 

of Forestry? 

: Very sincerely, 

“OE _ = 
> Bees 

Chief, Division of Timber Management. 

=f :



0. 6. | a e Aa ee Seater ee 
(Abt. Forstl. Hochschule Tharandt) 

Direktor der Institute fiir Forstpolitik, 

fiir Forstbetriebseinrichtung und 

fiir auslandische und koloniale Forstwirtschaft. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

Institute for game management 
Madison, Wisconsin 

U.S.A. 

My dear Aldo, 

I must first ask you for permission in addressing 

you in this familar way out I think that the same relations 

which join me with Ward Shepard will also join us both. I 

therefore will be proud if you will address me in the same 

way. 

I am envlosing herewith the promissed article 

by our friend Vietinghoff together with lots of picturers 

which will serve the purpose. 

I thank you for your kind letter regarding Ebner 

which I agree with. Ebner is a fine boy but there is an old 

fellow in Munich who exercises a certain local influence and 

is equally limited in his views. It is he and not Ebner who 

makes troubles. 

I hope that you have reached Madison safely and 

enjoy now the pleasures of your family life. 

My wife and me join together with the best wishes 

for the Christmas and New Year for you and your family. 

Ever sincerely yours
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Das Averwild by Dr, ¥, Wurm, 2nd Edition, Carl Gerold's Sohn Verlag, Wien 1585 

(St, No, RR Rr 31 Bibl.) ie 
” 

I, Where founds 
a) in prehistoric times: (p.27). Fossil remains found repeatedly 

in caves and diluvial strata (Prof, Nehring, Berlin), e.g. int 

Rabenstein 
Pottenstein Franconia 
am rothen Berg, Saalfeld, Thuringia. 

Prehistoric remains also of Birkwild, but none of Haselhuhn 

b) in present conditions: (p.28). 
Limited to wooded hills and mountains. From the Alps to 
Lappland and from Pyrenees to Kamtschatica. 

a 

According to von der Muhle (Beitrage zur Ornithologie Griechenlanis, 
Leipzig 1844, p.84) also in Anatolia and in mountains of Greek 
islands and mainland. 

_ Nertical boundary 1000 m above seamlevel, 

Horizontal boundary 69° latitude, 

(B i rk huh n found up to 1300 m above sea) 

(imerwild rare in France and Belgium, completely absent in 

Italy, Holland, Bngland, India, Australia, Africa and America) 

ce) Haunts (Coverts? Standort): (p.28). 
No particular geological formation preferred, (Found on all strata, 

granite, vulcanic rock, coloured sandstone, Jura, Keuper, ete.) 

Favourable vegetation in level woodlands (p,.29) only when extens- 

ive, quiet, abgundant in water and undergrowth, heather, broom, 

: long grass, sand and gravel, deciduous and fir-woods, 

These conditions fulfilled in Baltic provinces, Lithmenta, $ideria. 

’ Change in agricultural and forestry conditions in east and north 

Germany responsible for decay and disappearance, Flight to less 

cultivated hill + areas at beginning of dus e, 

For conditions in ttemberg unter den Herzogen, TMmbingen 1876, 

p. 184, Does not thrive well in pure mountain forest, or pure 

deciduous forest with few berry-bushes, Most pomular haunt mixed 

virgin forest or mixed planted forest on moor soil - most plateaus 

f BL rest. 
at Flack Beretta perhaps gradually migrating from west to east 

(see v. Wildersperg: Jagd@zeitung 1878, p. 47). 

Ph cecctavare in different languages p.30 
English: mountain coer, cock of the wood, wood-grouse, 

Historical references p.31:



Yoat mor tent _banntst Pe 39 Scandinavis, Lituania, Baltic provines, 
beria, mountain forests of Bohemia, Upper and Lower Austria, Styria, 

Carinthia, Krain, Tyrol, Salzburg, Switzerland(not everywhere), 
Bavarian and Allgsu Alps, Bavarian Forest, sientelastives, Franconian 
Forest, Steigerwald, o. Touringian Forest, m, Black Forest, 
Leusitz, Erzgebirge, “lesengebirge, Cappathians, Ural Mts,, Caucasus. 

e) Stati ation, —Qcourrance ant Shoots (p.34) 
r ocourrence in pine heaths of Lower Silesia see: 

Deutsche Jagdzeitung 1873/p. 50 et seq. (Vol. for December), 

Wumber of Auerwild in Bavaria in 1864/1200, . 

Average anmal shoot in Austria from 1874 - 1880 incl, : 2087 cocks( Aner) 
5943 Bi fase Nacottinaae 

seet Jagdzeitung 1854, p. 164. 

Prince v. Schwarzenberg in Boheniat 1881 : 739 Anerh, 
3536 Birkh, 

. 589 Haselh, 
Duchy of Salzburg : 1883: 302 Anerh. 

272 + Birkh. 
233 = -Haselh. 

Duchy of Styria: 1581: 1% Auerh. 
Birkh. 

2897 Hasleh. 
Farther statistics on P. 35, 

I ak CO only ed in case o wild. See Prince L. zu 
Ysenburg: Ueber die Verbréitung von Auer und Birlwild, Ornitholoc. 
Gontralblatt 1880, p. 134 

‘ora, 

Der Aan tee soe stand) disturbance, lack of food and water, umeal F 
cold and deep snow, change in forest density. 

Egsential Conditions: hilly mountainous country, or plateaux, covered with 
quiet woods, gravelly streams. Sometimes moor. 

Distinction between mountain and moor wae Yormer stronger. p. 68 
Favourable Unf e 
Mixed forest with Monotonous, dry pine heaths. Purely | 
thick undergrowth deciduous forests 7 

Not to be found in beech woods of | 

Suabien Alb. | 
Pure mountain forest of same age | 

Rationally managed forest only for summer and winger : 
rs . Never in tHelantiser”, | 

Never flies over cut down forest-fears | 
hawk. (p.70) | 

| 
|



Habits, Spends day on ground, Sleeps in tree, on ground only when moulting. 
Hen sleeps on ground during hatching season. In Schwarzwald (p.70) 
belief that 4uerwild only appears on dull days on more open plateaus, 
on bright days in denser slopes - fear of birds of prey, Also belief 
that it prefers {o-2a uP hill rather than fly on account of weight and 
short flight - uses wings only when flying horizontally or downwards. 
When pursued as agile as snipe. Otherwise easily tired, Flight loud, 
but sometimes muffled. aes er, swiftly. Trace shows three long 
toes, each foot set exac before other. 

Warm _p.184, 

Das Rackelhuhn, see also doshendasher Oar tals 1880, p. 152. 1884 p. 115 
av. ¥, 8 and YW. Engelmann: Bap Oe a 
II, Leipzig 1861, pp. 1252, Pf. 1: Zoolog. 
Garten 1851, p. 103 

. 

Reasons? 3 No pairing places of its own, Always found near pairing-places 
of Auerhahn and Birkwild, 

2) No regular breeding season known, or even eggs. 
Pairing of 4uer and Birlwild seen 
Many other bastards known between different birds. 

5) Rackelwild ony appears where Auer and Birkwild are. f 
6) If they were separate species, the Rackelhen should be more frequent 
2 No two specimens found are alike. 
8) Cross-breeding artificially produced and observed. cf. 

¥. Tschusi-Schuidhofen: Mitth, d, Ornithol. Vereines in Wien, 1ssh, 
p. 172, November No. 

Hhere Found p. 188, in Scandinavia, Baltic Provinces, Siberia, Seldom in 
Swies, Bavarian and Austrian Alps. Not in Black Forest 
because of lack of Birkwild. 

p.188 
Types } larger type where Auerhahn male parent (Germany and Austria). 

b) smaller, where Birkhahn is male parent (North). 

p.190 deseription 

p.192 habits, Like those of Birkhuhn 

Yura _p.299. 

foo many cocics should not be tolerated. 
na State of Seat in peiring-places wust remain unaltered. 
ps304 F.W. Nolde Aus der Jagerpraxis I, p.13, 14, Recommends putting gravel 

and gand on moor=soil. 
Ant-nests good. 

La Forest must be quiet during pairing and breeding seasons, 
Importance of water. 
Destruction of all predatory animals, &te, - fox, cat, weasel, squirrel, 
hedge~hog, eagle, owl, hawk, magpie, raven; in north, bear, wolf, 

2.310 Protection of nests. 
Re ill Good results of such measures, e.g. in Reichenan,



ium 

Breeding and Care of Auerwild p.295. 

Problem I) of preservation 
II of introduction to new localities. 

I, joagures_onmurine preservation’ P,296 
. hens mist be ‘or every cock, 

2, hens ost always be spared; p.297 
. cocks of one year mst be spared. 

. best age for reproductive purposes 2 = 5 years, Older cocks harmful 

5, Shooting season should not coincide with beginning of pairing season - 
a little later, 

6. no more than half of cocks should be shot annually - older ones first, 
7. separate cocks should be spared: p.298. 
8, a moderate shooting improves haunts; lack of shooting ruins them, 

9, shooting only in pairing season and in accordance with good hunter's 

principles. 

Yom 
Il. Jatrodugtion tute fresh diatstata p22. Hartig: Lehrbuch fur Jager, II, 17. 

s other hens. ton suitable ground. Feed. White of Sgz, 

millet, ants ~ eggs, corn, berries. 

De 28 Feed criticised. 
p. 314 Fatlure of various attempts to introduce Auerwild. 

Ps 316 Eggs mst ve transported at right time + not took old and not too new, 
Should notbe all taken out of one nest as these are often of only 

one sex, 
p. 317 Surkey hens the best foster-mothers. 
p. 317 Careful transport of eggs. 
pe 318 Care of young birds. see J, Sterger: rdzeitung 1672, 3 25. 

P, 320 C,. Hepp Di edlust oder Bie hohe und niedere Jacd, Nurnber 
L784, Its 935 : ‘ 

Pp. 322 Sterger: Jagdzeitung, 1871. Food. 
Pe. 323 Attempts at escape. 

P. 325 Sterger's oldest cock 15 years : 

Conclusion: very difficult to introduce Auerwild into fresh districts.
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Freiherr v. ‘wegner 

Das Jagdwesen in wart temberg unter den Herzogen, rubingen 1a: 
p. 184, Where found; in léth ¢, in Black Forest, feidenheim, Urach, 

leonberg., At end of century confined to 
Black Forest, 

_ Reason for disappearance in Urach: disappearance of 
ere berries, 

Heindenheim: hinning of forest, 

i Statistics, No, of Auerwild never very big in Black Forest, 
a) Shot Interest in shooting only when improved arms appeared. 

" Years 1615-26 : average annual bag 2-3 from Hirschau 
1770-90 : average annual bag 4 

bp) Haunts in 1611 Altensteig 5 cocke and 1 hen 
Freudenstadt many cocks p.185 

; : Reichenbacher "ut 2 coeks 
1631 wildbad 5 cocks 

p.186 ; Localities according to landbuch von Cetinger, 1623 

Haselwild, 1718, 280 — in whole country, p.187 
7, ~~ 1770-1790, 174 birds shot, 

Wagner, 1876, Jagdwesen in Wurttemberg. 
a eeret—snoStine Pueretlad BE TLFet et ) limited to pairing. 

More preserved later, 
Haselwild also at first caught, later shot. Memoir of 
T660 trapping, Shooting general in 18th ¢, 

Sources, 
I) Dae 4 uerwild, von Dr. ¥. Wurm, Vien Carl Gerold's Sohn 

1685 (2te Auflage) i 
2) Wagner: (Freiherr v.): Das Jagdwesen in Yurttemberg unter 

den Herzogeh Tubingen, 1876 oi 
3) Jagdzeitung., Wien und Leipzig, Vilhelm poner; 2" 

-19
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Die Jagdzeitung Articles 

1861 

Pp. 220 Ueber @1e Anlage eines Auerwildgeheges, 
Bohemian erentty Fapevee ae uaat be eer te in that 
Auerwild hes been ore pefore attempting introduc- 
tion, He himself had forest bounded by most abundant 
Auerwild forest in Bohemia, but never shot an Auerhe hn 
in his district, If it so easily trensplanted, why 

_ Goes it not cross boundery, 

Birkwild seeme satisfied with very limited space, 
In 20 years shot always on the same spot of about 

30 joch, 

1863 

Pp. 248 Statistics 
~ of birds shot in 1862/3 

_ Owner xr Birk Masel 

Minsky (Bohemia ) 12 4 13 
Pless (Silesia) = 6 177 
k,u,k (Radautz) 3 5 48 

p. 334 Kingdom of Bohemia, 
ete, 465(+22) 1766 (-12) 679 (-393) 

p. 477 Proposals to increase Auer and Birkwild, 
iFtitiotal resting as with pheasants, 
Plateau best place - water - berries - protected from 
eet animals, 

DAffieul ec gerne sufficient ogee. 
Domestic hens could be kept with birds ond then let out, 

1865 

p. 438 (3, Sterger, Krainburg) , 
Food given to tame 4uorhahne: ante, eggs, cranberries. 

Pp. Taqhittd Bates of tamed birds. 
oa ous wave old. tra pped in silk cloth, put into 

a potfilled with down, After talf an hour let out 

Sate a box - had to feed each with ante - eggs, Four 

days forcible feeding, kept in come eh ie8 es By 

sixth day all four eating volunterily + fifth died, 

A fortnight in pot than wooden house. Ate sand 

prance sts When house too small, brought into more 

roomy place, Cli ess in food and plece essential, 

For a month - ’ 3 then strawberries, raspberries, 

cranberries and row. Grapes, lettuce, parsnips, 

parkley. Agree out uP Mixture out of ants; eggs, 

apveeee wheat, In epringbeech and lareh twigs, 

No water.



G feont.)2 
Jagdzei tung 

1867 

p. 457 Flementz: obachtungen tber Auer-und Birkwild im 
Setliohen fuss iand Ce ree oe 

p. 458 cooeene ra of forest - pine and bireh, thick underwood, 

} Willy lend, clay sand-soil 

p.463 Auerwild not so frequent as Birkwild, "qual proportion 

of cocks and hens. Reason; wolves and other animis 

easily attack sitting hens, 

1868 

p. 737 Vom der letzten Hahnenbalz, 
SontT tious in oudeten, 

p. 738 Pine woods, not well kept, Tern and grass, 

1870 

ys > Baron Toleken: Die Jagd und der Yildstand Liviands, 

p. 8 Anerwild found in extensive woods with mrshes - on 

moss marshes surrounded by fields - needs forest, if 

possible, old and mixed, , 

Pp. 9 Three methode of peers 
Cock slmost always on pine-treos = difficulties in mrshes. 

Pp. 10 Auerwild has decreased through disturbance, Culture the 

greatest enemy, 

p. 459 Die Balzzeit in der Auerwild-xolonie 2u ‘reinburg .Sterzer 

) ftame birds) 
Food same ac wild birds, viz. berries, ants-eggs, twigs, 

! peetles, worms, rere tt Also eat much that they 

a@o not know in wild state viz. wheat, millet, salads, 

grapes, 

p. 464 Tame birds have no vermin in contrast to wild birds. 

1871 

p. 33 3 seq, Auerhahn und Birkwild neben intensive: Wa ldwirtschs ft. 

Report of a eReT SE des bennisehen Torstvere ins, 

p,. 34 Problems discussed: In how fer is number of Auer and 

r redue y intensive forestry? can these birds 

be preserved in forests that are properly kept? 

Spraieat: admite that decrease may be due to disappearance 

of old trees and culture of open spaces, Not true timt 

brec@ing-place must be marshy and uncultiva ted, Birds 

will remain where living conditions fevourable, often 

change breeding-places, Instances reduction in one plsce
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from 10-14 eocks to one or two, Reason: removal to 
other breeding place, 

tory. 
Teeth tor Weld (Neuhaus) had slweys Auertahne, 
Area: 3000 Joch, Almost 211 ready for area 
In 1646, 1000 sold for utilisation, carried out in 
10-12 yeare, Whole block replaced by trees differing 
in age from 10-15 years, First section elready in 
cultures before others could catch we Increase of 
Auerwild on eceount of abundance of berries, 
Neneeyt 2033 no trace of trees from before 1°40 
oldest trees 25-28 years ola, youngest 5-16, Ss#i11 
a great number of Auerwild + balzen on ground from 

p. 36 lack of high trees, For last few years annwl1 shot 
5-6 cooks, Jact year 10 shot on ground, “istory proves 

eh stete of breeding-pleace is not only essentiel condi- 
on. 

p. 35 Means for preservation. . 
a] Pesos Turin brood ng = but not eteprece of all work, 
b) Preservation of food - seeeeeT methods often over- 

srapeee mark in effort for tidiness. Destruction of 
juniper bushes had hurt Birkwild, 

Dieeuran ehaes not gradual but sudden after severe winter 
of 1866 + frosts in May. 
Other examples of change of haunt, Yoreed to change 
by forestry methods, but not to disappear, 

‘py a7 Suecese in preparing breeding-place, not too dense, 
Several sections of forest thinnad, 

p. 412 et eq. Sterger; Kumstliche Aufguch des Auerwildes und 
Anle @ines hierwildgeheres, = = = ~~~ ~~~ 
Care must be taken to remove chicks whenever they are 
twtehed out by domeetic hen, else destroyed, 

p. 413 Food should not contain hard+boiled eggs, 

Barrenness must be prevented, 

Best ———* yard with beeches, pines or larches 
adjoining forest, 

Fertility. 
Fen in obi tivity lays 7-12 eggs, even without cock, 
Prepares herself nest of sand, . 

p, 414 vo grest number necessary - multiply quickly. 

p. 415 Auerwild not so sensitive to noise as empgoned.. 
Disappearance often only apparent, Removal to other eae 

gro #
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p. 415-16 Reasons for disappearance; 
; a) “oachers, att traps, 

bd) Predatory animis - foxes, mrtens, 
e+ Doge allowed to roam freely. 
a) lIaek of proper food - beech buds in spring, berries, 

ete.--in summer and autumm/Pine twigs in winter, 

p. 416 Artifieially reared birds have no fear of mn, 

p. 417 Gage with food should be placed in centre of districts 
where birds have been set free, 

Young birds of different nests must be set free together 
to ensure fertility. 

1872 

p. 307 Baron Noleken; Meine Auerhahnjagden im Je hre 

p. 308 pn mot character of breeding-places - Pine - marshy 
ground, : ; 
Suerwild very plentiful - almost non-existent six years 
ago. 

p. 526 Death of 6 tame birds in one week ‘eee eating ripe 
apples when black berries were not available, 

1873 

p. 268 Dr, Yurm; Meine Srlebnisse auf der Auerha bnba ls 

p. 276 Results very poor, Inetead of usual 12-14 cocks, only 

4, Reasons; bad weather, disturbance by wood-felling, 
timber speculation particularyly rife. 

1874 : 

p. 140 Jagdzustande und Jagdverbdltniese in “leases Lothringe. 

p. 142 Auerhulm gradually Ssenye ee reas. Pabit of hen to nest 

on ground near roads, ete, where disturbed, 

1877 

yp. seer Leben, Stand und Aes des Auer-und 

Sehi ldwildes . 
p. 48 Asserts that Auerhahn is lower geographically than 

Birkhabn, Auverhahn never found at limit of vegetation, 

. Not thoroughly conservation in breeding-places, 

p. 41 Food, Damage to young trees not caused by Auerwild, 
Bvoia open places, is no spoiler of forests,
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p. 398 Bnumerates close time for Auer and en oe 8 Germany, 
p. 467 v, Thingen; Die Wildhitmer Bayersns und furttembergs, ‘ 

p. 468 Auerwild reduced in Savaria compared with earlier times, 

p. 470 Rackelhahn very rare in Bavaria. 

1878 

Pp. 45 Auer-Birk und Taselwild in 3d . 
eussion 8s to ease, 

Auephahn changed its breeding-places - storm and bork- 
enka fer, 

p. 48 Shoot list of Krumu: 1726 10 birds 
27 $1 birds 
69 138 birds, maximum 

Tater average between 20 and 50 and in more recent 
times 37, 38, 44, 

49 Conclusion that there is no decrease in Auer-und 3irk- 
wild, Only in "aselwild ~- due to predatory animis, 

1879 

p. 158 Note on transport of \uerwild from Norway into Saxony, 
Rvery bird in cage lined with juniper, 

p. 259 v7, Wurm; Die deutse ya léhihner, Doweription of 
appearance, . i > Birk, and Haselhuhn, 
More fully in his took, 

1881 

Sehroeder: Acelimatigsation - von | uerhihnern, 
Author suecess. In 1975, 50 birds brought. 

1882 
p. 143 Bs Von pnerwmile. 

r 9 round Jand - see boundary between Austria 
and ‘ungary. Hills 346 - 380 meters - deciduous and 
and pine forests. 

p. 434 Sterger: Der finfzehnjatre alte vahn in su Kreinburg, 
Aeeount of Sie ock = oes very vigorous — fiotow 
in temper, : 

1883 

p. 91 Binsetzung von Tildhihnern, Mentions attempts to import 
Faaecaat SF Ewt Ta from Torway into Scotland, iigh | 
Si e.g. for an Auerhahn 5-10 pounds/L), or a hen | 

5-20, for Birkwila the half, all prices in “ngland at | 
harbour, |
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1883 

p. 633 2 eooks and 8 hens set out in Bast Prussian forest, 

18685 

p. 388 Sine Donerkuag ber | colimisa tion von Auergefligel, 
¥. Ve rs 

FWttor responsible for all oer? from Norway. 
Difficulties: long journey, birds only allowed to be 

7 eee 4n Autumn, so winter before they 
arrive, often get free in forests in 
pad weather, Ship transport much better 
than rail. Birds should never be sent 
une ccompanied, 

Fertility in capti ~ first years laid 9-11 eggs 
SS 13, O14 hens often laid 9-11 
twice a year, 
Precautions: let Auerhenne make own nest and hatch eggs, 

Where Birkwild is near, eggs can be put 
under pheesant, 
the run must be spacious - divided into 

7 and night run - latter roofed - with 
open door between, If the night is spent 
in the ss run, danger of fright from 
eats, owls, etc, Birds fly to walls and 

j may be killed by each other. 
The Por run should be errr ‘hesetzen?) 

with pines or firs, - best not living 

' trees but — etrong branches which 
ean be changed when they have been eaten 

off, 

Food in captivity. Twige of pines firs, junipers - 

; sata nourishment out z, apples, ‘hen 
these get scarce - willow twigs with 
catkins, - all kinde of garden and wood 

Seyi but only fresh - fermented very 

1887 , 

p. 614 Review of book, Dr, A. B. Meyer Unser Auer-Rackel-und 

eae Nichly illustrated, 

1889 

p. 456 Wurm: Zu Baume pels suse S uerhennen, 
Quotes Drown : P illiein Scotland, 
Edinburgh, 1079. 
Phe last bird found in Strathglass, nest in pine tree, 

In Malkland, birds nested in pine,
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1991 

p. 377 Wurm: Bericht ber die Auerhanhnbals um Teinach nobst 
einigén na turgesehichtlichen * enérkungen, nine 

Pe. 382 Zoolog. Garten 1888, Report of re-introduction of 
Auerhahn into Seotland, Disappeared from 1760, Since 
1862 abundant, 48 birds imported from Scandinavia, 
Nests mound Taymouth dastle. “ggs put under wild 
BDirkhennen, 

1892 

p. 55 Renn: Was hat der Auerhahn im Speseart verbrochen? 
Dake cy Sports SraEF ST ae fo reduce number 
or % Auerwild on account of damage, ‘riter 
aseerts that latter does no damaze. ‘Sug-ests wild boar 
should be reduced, 

1897 

p. 214 Binbargerung und _kunstliche Aufzucht von 4 uerhihnern, 
r 6 ta GWLRE @ ¥ ’ 

Report of breeding results in forest in Upper Silesia, 

Pp. 217 Year Birds bought Zins browne up Remarks 
coe n 

uTnet result) 
1877 8 5 1 Notes missing 
1880 12 30 7 from 1880-83 

81 . 3 ? 
82 2 11 ? 
83 ’ ‘ ? 
84 ie ‘ 25 7 young birds 
85 + ‘ 9 eames by local 
86 5 12 10 hunter in Russia 
87 6 po 25 i 
a8 Young birds 4 
89 semen 8 

1890 6 
91 2 
92 5 
93 5 
94 . 
95 4 

28 2? 104 
100 

7 ohicks 
Total 

107
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Ps 217 (Number of birds hatched much higher than number ectu- 
ally brought up, any died in wet weather, etc.) 

Pegs almost slways hetched out by turkeye, In year 
1679 ‘p, 914) so much enow that roof we broken in, 

i All five cocks killed by marten, 

Care of artificially bred young $5 uerwild, 
Precautions mes Tar key oa t0 ot <HOTheF Wierever possible, 

2) ngs gheuld not be more than 12 days 
old, Hene in reat lay 12-18 eggs. 
the firet leid the best for setting, 
Those last “i mostly bad, or hatch out 
weak birde aie, Mmtched birds 
remain one day in brood-house, 

3) ya i like tht for pheasants, 
Runs at most 1/3 meter aang. 

4) Myret food ante’ eggs and larvae, Seoond ~ 
food ‘one hour later) out up smell ‘Reeipe 
for pancake eege milk, pongo ss Spratt 's 

oake grain “o.1, 8 tittle yarrow). Cake must 
be made fresh twice way toards in 
front of eoope strewn with wild thyme to 
entice young birds, Wust be kept olean, 
Always tap with little stick and ell, 
Cut up worm we yee very good in en- 
tieing birds, If they do not come out 
from under the ports 41t must be lifted, 
Butterflies also good, ‘“irds often refuse 
- nuemt at forced feeding unsuccessful, 

Pp. 233 After first feed, another follows ery 
hour, Twide oake, once ants’ eegs. This 
continues for ten days, then beef grad- . 

$i wa lly added, 

when weather goods birds let out eay after dew hae dried 
, and must be beck in coops before dew fa lle, art. 

single pire muat be wa toned. danger of choking ov ecte 
oT = ge, only pihe region chosen, 

tater given for firet time after ten daye, Given in 
wooden trough with gravel, to prevent too hasty drinking. 
Given once a day, 

. When one month 014 Pleisoh-criscel added, when stronger 
feed every two hours, luckleberries e's when ripe 2-3 
a day. tn hot weather, must be kept in sade and not 
berets, 

After 5 or 6 weeke firet head feathers - a eritical time, 

After 7? weeks do not vue the night under the turkey - 
og branoh put 7% re the ooops, iis toe ot away 
n the morning. t be gathered in with help of turkey, 

Whole run netted - after first food let out, dbut must 
not be left out too late,
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Pp. 235 Mnd of July, beginning of August, grain - et firet twice 

a day. 

When birds are Sereeatee tre grown, are brought into 

voliere, get rare and berries (wheat, kukuruz, cran- ~ 

berries, huckleberries, juniper berries, brambles and 
their leaves), very second dey pine and larch branches 
brought into run, 

me ng, 4-5 meters high and 5 meters broad 

poarded 1 meter =o A net then slates on roof, floor 

sand, beside drinking troughs, gravel, 4 pole right 

across for swinging. 01d sand and gravel renewed twice 

a year. i 

eeding. 
of February birds divided so that one cock 

with two or three hene in every run, Other cooks let 

out, wee kept 2 or three in reserve, (Can be very 

wild, Cock haa to be shut A while run is oes 
Neste prepared of moss, sheltered by pine branches, 
tege met by night eaught y net, Sometimes egos replaced 

‘ by perlhuhner eggs, ac hen is often disturbed. 

p. 237 ages. Hens given egg shelle before laying, , 
& Fr * 

Fo at eet, with birds ‘oer fram Norway end 

let out in forest, In years when 3 cocks were noticed at 

Balzpletz with 10 or 12 hens, success assumed - falsely, 

Everything done to make birds like "Stand" - no oha nge 

mée - boar end predatory animis shot - every disturbance 

avoided, 

regs often found from imported hens precking in forest. 

Place protected, Always hatched well - birde disappeared. 

. 238 oncelusion. 
: fesrine 0 Seible if difficult. “inburgerung /Trens- 

; planting), almost impossible, altho’ everything necessary 

seems present, Forests have altered - Auerwild once 

NUMETOUS . 

teration in Forests. £ naokleperst 4 ypopne 
Sa oP aaee a ecrease of huckle gr es ani z, 

eaten by decr, Roar increased, Auerwi oes no 
neqosaary food to ot eet: take up stand, and to 
inerease. 

Tiines nee 
mes hard and swollen - great thirst - sickness 

ieote three days then death, Once sick hen set free 

game beck healthy, Geiferk@fer fatal when swallowed. 
(cicaden) 
peetaas beak - only in case of cocks from July to 

September,
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p. 266 Tote on book, Das \uerwild seine Jagd, Hege und 
Pflege, by “éward Caynk, Tomann, 7, Semen IT, 162 pp 

p. 414 Birkwila eer ies 20 years ago into Newfoundland, Has 
ecclimtised iteelf, Now found everywhere in island, 

1899 
p. 294 Prof, Knotek: Die ‘ldhithmer und ihre Jagd im Ocou- 

pa tions-gebiet, 
Gives an account of Auerhahn in Bosnia and Serbia. 

1904 
Pp. 867 Pr, W. Jaska; "as einstige Vorkommen von Tetrao tetrix 

{Birkhuhn) im Yaukesus, 

Pp. 258 "> Bixkhuhn present from 1857 till 1867, In next few 
years decredged till 1°72, 735 none at all, 

Pp. 259 Author thought at first thet birds had changed their 
stands - but. gaw it wes the beginning of the dying out 
of Birkhuhn, 
Considers various reasons, 
Were not shot too much, ‘ot too much cultivation, 
Cannot himself give any adequate reason, 

1905 
Pp. 721 Von - ow: Ueber Yermehrung, Verminderung und 4 usrottung 

der wildlebenden Tiere, 
Acclim tisation should always be attempted with may 
birds, ‘eak ones fall off, 

p. 722 Acelimisation can only be regarded as successful after 
many genera tions, 

2909 
Pp. 879 Wo kommt das Birkwild her? HH, ™. 

Birkwild disappearing from Hennover, ! 

Pe 280 Birkwild disappeared 50 years ago from Pmmern, how 
present again, 

1910 
Pp. 258 piri teeter und Jagdin den hannoversehen "eiden v. 

"xn onto : 

Pp. 259 Constant Soon rei 4 
p. 260 3 iva tion, 

2) Increase of boar. 
3) Pailure in artificial breeding. 
4) Artificial manure harmful.
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Pp. 261 Birkwild hae changed ite place - from “anover to Westfalia, 

1922 Albert Sprenger: Jur Jagigeschichte der wldhuhner, 

Pe Auerhuhn formerly in Denmark « no longer there, 

p. 12-13 ‘Mstorical instances of Auerhe hn jaga in Black Forest. 

p. 14 0, To, of Auertehn ehot in Wirttemberg, In 1611 and 
following years in “ofstetter Forest about lo, 

p. 176 Austria the “ldorado for the hunter of Auerthn, In all 
Austria in 1907, 7145 Auermbhne, wild, 14226 Birkwild, © 

p. 177 Styria the centre, In every 10,000 kektars, © yearly 
average of 12.5 »dexieine and 11. Birkhehne shot, 
In 1907, 2059 \uerwild, 1049 Birkwild in Styria fshot). 

am Highest figures in Bohemia, 

- Bosnia the best of Balimn lands, 

Pp. 205 In German Wapire annualiy 14,000 Auer-Birk and ‘lasel- 
wild shot, “eee than in Austria beaause much more denséhy 
pouate tet: In 1871: ?rinee “less imported 250 birds 

Sweden - these till 1973, 
disappeared 

p. 242  ‘Maselhuhn has algo decreaced in Cermny - 12,000 birds 
shot annually, 

Pp. 271 Birds bound to disappear with virginal forest. 

zs 49 Dr, Victor Jeloonik: Krains jagdbare Pederwilderten. 

Pe 52 Auerwild ineresasing in Mrain and coming into lower districts.
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1860 
p. 449 Statistics, Allgemeine bg und Jegdzeitung, 

Survey of birds in Bavarian Saline Forestry District, 

Center Area in Tage Auerwild Birkwild ‘taselwild 
werke Forest ee, 

ines Forest 
Berchtesgaden e 136 214 215 
Reichenhe 11 4360 BB7 76 58 56 100 
Saa forste - 47979 87 69 108 
neeen tts 10084 67935 110 91 186 
Marquartstein 15100 39560 58 126 122 
Rosenheim 107 6236 6 o ~ 
perme 14709 #8654992 89 70 150 
Salinen- 

forsthezirk 57510. 385112 514 627 881 

p. 499 Reintroduction of Auerhiihner into Scotland, Allegemoine 
7s eae ret Wine OF a TIE a 
Auerwild unknown in Treland after 1745, in Seotland 
after 1760. In Bngland disappeared much earlier, In 
1838-39 Lord “readalbane imported 44 fowlfrom "orwey - 
two-thirds hens, ‘Some set free in woods, others kept 
oaged, "gee put under Birkhens, i. 
Result; In 1843 ocourrence of “ackeltmhne for the first 

: Gime In Seotland. 

1877 ” 
p. 106 Joreingoomitt for See a Naturkunde. hreg 

4s schen Torsve: ie 7 at : 
Decrease or Increese of Auerwild in Yohemia, 
Tenere L Ukelnet ony Tuerwild not decreased, ‘Taselwild 
fewer, 
Alleged reasons for decresse: 1) Modern tyreetey 

methods disturbing 
quiet, 

2) Tisappesrance of 
berries, ete. 

Alleged reasons for increase: foods thinned a) b wind 
storm 

bd) by beetle 
{Borkenka fer ) 

p. 109 Figures given showing migration from west to east, 

1887 i 

Pp. 427 Deutsche Forst - und Jagdzei tung. 
ng 

Veber dei kinstliche Aufzuent von Auerwild. 
Breeding in Niesensebirge: © domestic hens for one 
sitting of eggs - firat one site 3 weeks, the second 
last 8 ys Tore that sits too long not good for leading
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If room or weather is warm, then dish with cold water 
placed under breeding nest, and taken out and 
rubbed with wet hands oe drying * 
fest for eggs in last week: lay in water 30°C warm, 

oon move, ma lie 
4 8 . 

Space for tetched chicks must not be too big, ‘%itting 
hen os be very tame, and ee oe eggs, 1 
Food: ante - Sy es, spec eake broken sre 

bread ool beaten r ™ . 
Plage: must be sunny with fresh wter and sand, if no 

trees present, then twigs muet be put there daily. 
Berries and insects, 

1889-90 
Pe 218 Deutsche Yorst und Jagdszeitung. 

bit ron “uretenteld, sickness in all districts - 
Marrioea ond weakness, “o obvious cause, 

1992.93 
wp, coe A, Berger “xfahrungen auf dem Gebiet der Akiclim tisa tion 

———. rrr a mn, 
Jeane: oT Puerwild, 

Pp. 356 Reagsone: 1) Changed methods of forestation plenter 
syeton oe replaced by Sehlag system, 

H Unsportsmniike methods, 
3) Unnecessaty dieturbance of woods, 

Conditions: 60 ag ago Auerwild non-existent in 
Yachau, In 1879 some fomd, In 1682 

: first “alglaute, Weighbors asked to spare 
hens, to, increased - increase spread to 

p. 367 other bank of Danube, Districts moey 
be woods 80 - 120 years Sehlagbetriobd. 

i ters very severs, Prodatory animis 
abundant, 

when transplanting Auerwild must know conditions of 
| life very well - cook and hen different in food mbits - 

‘ cook, ym bude end only seldom berries, insects 
eaterp re, ete, Mens prefer latter, Food conti tions 
i a be present - where hon stays, cook will 

a stay, 
Any district, hilly, moumtainous or plateau suitable - 
4f it ae much pine berries, swamps, ants' nests, 

Dp. 379 Auseetzung j 
Yor yeaey adie a ently of 23 hens and 1 cock 
sufficient? Should be started on rainy or misty spring 

morning - wings should not be cut, Mens' nests must 
be watched - suet during brooding time, Chicks 
fledged by end of August, 

Forester wr find forsaken nest - eggs should be a 
under domestic hen but not with any otherecus, nm 

watehed my be 1) let out into forest 2) kept t111 
elged.s,
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4892-93 
Pp. 000 1) Taken from hen immediately, put in feather-lined 

basket - ants! eggs o - next morning between 
6:30 and 8 ofclock birds taken out and smuggled 
into settings of chicks of same age, 3-4 of those 
hatehed at home pro wild setting, Chick will at 
firet fear hen, but she will take it for her own 
and adoption is complete after 15 minutes, 

2) More @ifficult and less successful, Must not be 
= among domestic fowl, Greatest freedom, Many 
wi die before fledged, 

Method 1) much better than 2) 

Predatory animals must be kept down, 
Proper proportion of sexes kept - (1:6), Too many 
eocks harmful,
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FOREST MISTAKES OF GERMANS 

NOW BEING CORRECTED 

By Science Service 

MADISON, Wis,, Sept, O0.— Foresters in Germany are trying to undo some of 

the mistakes their predecessors made, Earlier forestry in that country"split itself 

in two" over the conflicting interests of softwood timber and deer, The most profit~ 

able cash tree crop is spruce, and the past generation of German foresters planted 

great solid blocks of spruce, even and ordered as the cornstalks in a cornfield ~~ 

and almost as tightly set, 

But such closed stands of conifers shade out the underbrush on which deer 

browse in winter, and of course all tenderer summer herbage as well, 

Yet the German people, even the vast majority who never go hunting at all, 

went to have deer about, So the foresters have maintained a heavy deer population 

artificially, by feeding hay and aiving doles of salt, It is recognized as iNogecaly 

but "It's a love affair," said one German forester to Prof, Aldo Leopold of the Unie 

versity of Wisconsin, when the puzzled American expert in conservation asked him 

"how come?" 

To restore something like natural conditions, the present school of German 

foresters is attempting to patid-what they call *Dauerwald" = the word translates ade 

rather awkwardly as "permanent forest," This is to be a balanced forest, with hard- 

woods mixed with the "fields" of spruce, The deer find certain hardwood trees pala~ 

table browse in themselves, Moreover, hardwood growth, unlike the softwood, permits 

extensive development of the kind of undergrowth that deer prefer to eat —- yew, 

mountain ash, raspberry, blackberry, wild rose, 

Prof, Leopold believes that American forestry can profitably learn a lesson 

from the German book, before we repeat the German mistake too extensively, He would 

have "money~crop" forestry in this country concentrated on the best forest lands, 

leaving cliffs and rocks to "grow game and scenery," 

He would let a reasonable number of predatory animals survive, to act as 

natural control on game population, He would encourage hardwoods, thagh keeping 

pure stands of conifers in obviously profitable places, Finally, he would unify game 

and forest administration, instead of leaving it in its present troublesome dual~ 

control condition, and he wold try to keep the food supply always well ‘were the 

animals? demands upon it, 

Such is the outline of a good "Dauerwald" policy for America,
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Rossitten, Bei Beantwortung erbitten wir Zuschriften bitte unpersénlich 

Kurische Nehrung, OstpreuBen Angabe des Briefzeichens: an die Vogelwarte Rossitten! 

Beringt (ringed, bagué) Zeit: Ort: 
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Wir teilen Ihnen umstehend Niheres tiber Beringung und Wiederfund des mit Ring ,Vogelwarte 
Rossitten* (Vogelwarte Rossitten, Kurische Nehrung, Ostpreuf en, Deutschland) gekennzeichneten Vogels mit, 
mit aufrichtigem Dank fiir Ihre wertvolle Mitwirkung und mit der héflichen Bitte um weitere Aufmerksam- 
keit. Die Beringung der Végel (am Ort der ornithologischen Stationen oder in weiten Gebieten durch 
freiwillige Mitarbeiter) gibt Einblick in Wanderungen und andere Lebensgewohnheiten der Vigel. Da von 
vielen beringten Végeln natiirlich immer nur wenige in die Hand des Menschen fallen, macht sich jeder 
um die Wissenschaft verdient, der gefundene Ringe an ornithologische Stationen zuriicksendet, mit genauen 
Angaben iiber Ort und Zeitpunkt des Fundes. Diesbeztigliche Aufklirung in Ihrem Bekanntenkreis und in 
der Presse ist sehr erwiinscht. 

We write to give you further information about the marking and recovery of a bird bearing a ring 
marked ,,Vogelwarte Rossitten* (Ornithological Observatory Rossitten, Kurische Nehrung, East Prussia, Ger- 
many). We are grateful for your valuable help in this connection, and hope you will continue to cooperate 
with us in our work in the observation of ringed birds. The marking of birds (either at ornithological 
stations or, further afield, by the help of voluntary workers) is an important mean of studying their move- 
ments and life histories. As only a small proportion of recoveries can be expected, the thanks of all ornitho- 
logists are due to anyone who returns rings to ornithological stations, with details of the time and place of 
recovery. — Publicity given to these recoveries, amongst friends and in the public press, is very desirable. — 
We are always ready to give information about our work and to furnish address of bird marking stations 
in other countries. 

Nous vous faisons part de quelques détails se rapportant a l’oiseau porteir d’une bague de la 
»Vogelwarte Rossitten* (Station ornithologique Rossitten, Kurische Nehrung, Prusse Orientale, Allemagne) 
que vous avez ramassé. Nous vous exprimons notre sincére reconnaissance de votre précieux concours et 
nous vous prions de bien vouloir encore, le cas échéant, nous accorder votre collaboration. L’habitude de 
baguer les oiseaux (soit dans les stations ornithologiques soit 4 la campagne par des collaborateurs volon- 
taires) permet de connaitre leurs migrations et leur mode de vie. Parmi le trés grand nombre d’oiseaux 
bagués, il n’en est que peu qui tombent entre les mains de ’homme. Celui qui renverra les bagues aux 
stations ornithologiques avec des détails sur la date et l’endroit oa Voiseau a été trouvé, aura bien merité 
de la science. Nous vous prions de donner a nos recherches toute la publicité désirable. A ce propos, nous 
vous communiquerons avec plaisir des renseignements plus précis sur notre travail et nous vous indiquerons 
la station ornithologique compétente de votre pays. 

Abbiamo Yonore di comunicarle notizie dettagliate sopra l’inanellamento e la ripresa dell’uccello 
contrassegnato dall’anello ,,Vogelwarte Rossitten* (Osservatorio di Rossitten, Kurische Nehrung, Prussia Orien- 
tale, Germania) ringraziandola vivamente per la preziosa cooperazione e pregandola di voler conservarci il 
suo cortese interessamento per l’avvenire. L’inanellamento degli uccelli, nella sede dell’Osservatorio o in 
altre localita per mezzo di volonterosi collaboratori, serve a studiare le migrazioni, i costumi ed altre pro- 
prieta biologiche degli uccelli. Naturalmente sopra molti uccelli inanellati soltanto pochissimi cadono in _ 
mano dell’uomo e percid rende un segnalato servizio alla scienza chi notifica o spedisce gli anelli ripresi 
alle Stazioni ornitologiche con precise notizie sul luogo e sulla data del ritrovamento. E’ molto utile e desi- 
derata anche la diffusione della notizia nella cerchia dei conoscenti e per mezzo della stampa. Ci teniamo 
a disposizione per qualsiasi chiarimento riguardante il nostro lavoro e se desidera per metterla in relazione 
con le Stazioni di inanellamento che esistono nel suo territorio. . 

Tengo el gusto de comunicar 4 Vd., 4 la vuelta, los pormenores del anillado y hallazgo del ave 
marcada con el anillo ,Vogelwarte Rossitten* (direccion: Vogelwarte Rossitten, Kurische Nehrung, Prusia 
Oriental, Alemania), agradeciéndole sinceramente Su valiosa colaboracién en el hallazgo, y rogandole, siga 
faciltandonos mas adelante semejantes datos, tocantes 4 este servicio. — El anillado de las aves (realizado 
en la residencia de las estaciones ornitologicas 6 en otras regiones por colaboradores voluntarios) nos hace 
conocer las migraciones y otras condiciones bioldgicas de las aves. Siendo asi, que de las inumerables aves 
anilladas muy pocas Ilegan 4 caer en manos del hombre, todos los que devuelven 4 las estaciones los anillos 
encontrados 6 comunican por lo menos las inscripciones de los mismos, con indicaciones exactas sobre lugar 
y fecha del hallazgo, prestaran un servicio valioso 4 la ciencia. — Agradeceriale mucho, que Vd. publicase 
entre Sus amigos y en la prensa la importancia de tales servicios, y estoy dispuesto 4 comunicarle mas de- 
talles sobre nuestra labor é indicarle las estaciones de anillado, pertenecientes 4 ese pais. 

Agradecemos sinceramente a sua valiosa cooperaciio no descobrimento das aves anilhadas, e pedimos 
o obséquio de continuar a prestar-nos 0 seu concurso. Vamos, a seguir, frisar a importancia da anilhagiio 
e descoberta das aves marcadas com a anilha ,Vogelwarte Rossitten* (Posto ornitolégico de Rossitten, Ku- 
rische Nehrung, Prussia Oriental, Alemanha). A anilhagio das aves (nos locais das Estagdes Ornitolégicas 
pelo respectivo pesoal, ou, féra déles, por colaboradores oficiosos) contribue para elucidar a migragio das 
aves e outros costumes da sua vida. Das muitas aves anilhadas, nunca voltam as mios do homem senio 
um pequeno numero delas, como é natural; e por isso bem merece da ciéncia todo aquele que devolver as 
anilhas encontradas as respectivas estagdes ornitologicas, com dados precisos sobre 0 locale época 
do achado. Muito estimariamos que estes esclarecimentos fossem divulgados no circulo das suas relagdes 
e tivessem publicidade pela imprensa. Da melhor vontade nos prestamos a dar mais informes acérca. do 

~ nosso trabalho e a indicar a estagio ornitolégica que mais conviria ao seu pais. 

Na odwrotnej stronie komunikujemy Panu blizsze dane, dotyezace zaobraczkowania i powtérnego 
zdobycia ptaka, odznaczonego obraczka_,Vogelwarte Rossitten* (Vogelwarte Rossitten, Kurische Nehrung, 
Ostpreufen, Deutschland). Dziekujemy Panu najuprzejmiej za przesiana nam cenna wiadomosé i prosimy 
goraco o pamigé na przysztosé. Obraczkowanie (w miejscu istnienia stacyj ornitologicznych, lub tez w 
innych miejscowosciach przez interesujacych sig zagadnieniem bezptatnych wspdtpracownikéw) daje poglad 
na wedréwki i inne szezegdty zycia ptakow. Z wielu zaobraczkowanych ptakow dostaje sie jednak zpow- 
rotem w rece ludzkie tylko mata ilos¢, to tez kazdy kto daje znaé stacjom ornitologicznym o takich ptakach, 
oddaje znaczne ustugi nauce. Koniecznem jest jednak podanie daty i miejsca zabicia lub schwytania ptaka. 
Prosimy Pana o uswiadamianie w tej sprawie wszystkich Patiskich znajomych. Niemniej pozadane sa wzmianki 
w prasie. Na zadanie jaknajchetniej udzielimy Panu dalszych wia domosci o naszej pracy, jak réowniez o 
Stacji, kt6ra istnieje w Patiskim kraju.
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Abb. 1. Newe Mufeums-Anlage der VBogelwarte Roffitten 

Rechts im Hintergrund das Verwaltungs-Gebaude, in dem frither die Gammlungen untergebradht waren 

ag man auch gundehjt dad Fachgebiet einer Bogel- entiprechend gableeic) find die Mitemeloungen der mit 

warte alS einen verbdltnismafig fejmalen WUWus- unferen Ringen ,Vogelwarte Rojfitten Germania” beringten 

fdnitt aus dem Reicje wiffenfchafilicher Wrbeit ar- und gufallig wieder aufgefundenen Vogel (1933 ettwa 3700). 

jehen, fo ijt die Bogelwarte Roffitten doch gu einer fehr Daraus ergibt fic) ein Sehriftivechfel nach giwei Richtungen: 

vielfeitigen Unternchmung Yerangewadjen. Nicht nur, mit den Mitarbeitern der Vogelwarte, die Wnfragen jtellen 

weil die Lage auf der ,Vritele des Vogelgugs” und gleich- und iiber die Crgebniffe ihrer Beringungen unterrichtet 

zeitig an der Cinfallspforte einer nach Menge und Auswahl fein wollen, und auferdem mit den Rticmeldern im Que 

eingigartigen Vogeltwelt Des Nordoftens uns aus dem Bollen und Wusland, die an Hand einer ordentlich gehaltenen Dar- 

{ehdpfen Lapt, nicht nur, weil wir die Crgebniffe dex Forfdungs- _ftellamg und meijt unter Veifiigung einer Karte iter das 

axbeit in Roffitten unter groge biologifehe Gejichispuntte  Sehictjal de3 von ihnen guritdgemeldeten Vogels und gleich- 

au ftellen beftrebt find: die Bogelwarte von heute ijt mehr gcitig tiber die Biele der Bogelberingung belehrt sverden. 

al jede andre Forfcdhungganftalt cin Nreugungspuntt G8 ijt eine gewaltige Arbeit, der wir mit unferen twenigen 

der Belange aller Vogelfreunde in den verfehiedenften —Hilfstriiften faum gewachfen find, aber 3 ijt dantbar, nach 

Shichten unjeres Volfes und jelbft des Wuslandes. Aus allen Michtungen anguregen, den fehlichten Wrbeiter und 

bejcheidenen Anfingen erwachfen und unter ihvem Grinder Handwerker ebenfo wie den Hohen Beamten oder Mitter- 
Profejjor Thienemann iiberall wohl eingefiihet, ijt die qutsbejier. Gie alle find befondeve Menjfchen infofern, 

Vogelwarte Rojjitten gu einer Bentrale geworden, die mit als fie Freude darin empfinden, in ihren Fretjtunden jich 

Hunderten von Helfern in weiten Gebieten vor allem yur Bejchaftigqung mit der Natur gu fltichten und diefe 

Deutfehlands gujanmenarbeitet. 1933 beijpiclsweife find Gefinnumg im den Dienjt einer nugbringenden Wrbeit gu 

mebr al8 18000 Pojijendungen ausgefertigt worden, und  fiellen. Die Verbindung mit dem Uusland richtet fic) teil- 
pon den Mitarbeiter und der Vogeliwarte jelbjt wurden weije an die deutfedjen Gefandtfchaften und Sonfulate und 

rahegu 80.000 Bagel in diefem cinen Jahr beringt. Dem- an viele Uusandsdeutfcje, treue Wiehter unferer Cache, 
die fo manche verborgene Beitungsnotig mit einem beacht- 

lichen Wiederfund dex Bergeffenheit entreifen, ferner und 

re = in der Mehrgahl an die Wuslinder jelbft. Oft fehreiben 

; : ; x Wea soees i ums iiber Ringfunde ausivirtige Behirden, etwa Biirger- 

wee = iiicmee —(ciitcrcicn, gelegentlich auch hohe Stellen, wie britijche 

ey an ee —-Diftrittfommiffare im Sudan oder gar ein Kaiferlich 

& es ed Fi : Mthiopijehes Minifterium in Wdis WAbbeba, ferner Privat- 

= A tA a4 + feute aus allen Streifen, oft natiirlich Giger, und died in 

/ =i ee _, cinem Raum von Rufland bi Grland, von Finnland bis 

i Tee ew 0 ) Ciibafrifo. Jn Ufrifa jelbjt braucht e$ nattirlich oft febhr 

i . { Me eal Mlled ae lange, bis cin Ring vor die Yugen eines Curopaers fommt, 

qd Se) ee) } dex die Riiefmeldung erftatten fan. Um den gewwif nicht 

bs mF Piet). igual }  jeltencn Berlujten von aufgejundenen ingen vorgubeugen, 

iP ey as |: as ) —-miiffen tir in allen Landern, wo unfere Bugvigel auftreten, 

i &.... ho | crs 7  werben und Berftindnis fiir unfere Wrbeit twvecen und 

Th bes a oH mefren. Go miifjen wir eine internationale Werbung 

ES ae ae Sa a ’ iin. | in beftem Ginme treiben, nicht nur uns und den tibrigen 

PVeringungsitationen gum Borteil, jondern auch in deutfehem 

Abb. 2. Blicé in die Mufeumshalle der Vogelwarte Roffitten Sntereffe.
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Auf diefem Wege und bejonders auch durch die zahl- ; Bi , pebherrenter syne a ed 
reichen Bortrige und Veriiffentlichungen der Vogelwarte, | o> "7 me Sic: to 
vor allem bon jeiten deS verdienten Begriinders Thiene- | Say a CON Soa nite ra 
mann, hat die Vogelwarte Roffitten einen Namen von ESS ase i 
Slang befommen. Viele der gablreichen Sommergijte | ee it : h 
Oftpreufens wollen fich daher die Gelegenheit eines Bejuchs | Se ‘awe|OCUCU/S 
Der Vogelivarte nicht entgehen Lajfen, um fo mehr, als jo | RAW on a eX | 
manche Merfiwiirdigteiten dev Natur eine Mehrungsfahrt | my y ha 
auf alle Fille lolmend erjcheinen Lajfen: Wanderdiinen, | Je s, | LY Wont ie os : 

Clhe und anderes. So nehmen jeden Sommer etwa | PAA Bee, . i eae) od 
15.000 bis 20000 Menjehen den Weg zur Vogelwarte, Ee he fe Re A rea = 
und im Zujammenhang mit der grofen Oftprenfenwerbing Mes | ] ui \ Ray tld nay 
und mit den neuen Fort{ehritten der Vogelwarte (Storeh- , | % ss a 
verfuch 1933) wird ihre Bahl eher an- al3 abfteigen. Da se ~ ii = 
nun die Bogelwarte in erfter Linie Forfehungsanftalt Sa | ll | 
ift umd da in Verkenmung diefer Sachlage oft die WAuf- ere | fh a) ‘ 
fajjung einer grofen Schau-Anlage mit Beobachtungs MA ee es 
furm und vaftenden BVigelu befteht, gibt e3 oder gab 38 ere 
doch unter den SBehuchent mance Cnttaufehungen.  Tat- PUES ge ar IUNS cans Pens Pano mariee oc 
fichlich it die Bogelwarte ein cinfaches sweijtdciges (Seldbeobadtung, Beringung) 
“ebdude mit ei ier i 31 die ‘ z ’ Ie hake Sata eran fae Zou mit Retort vox eeu 
aundehjt eine twichtige UAufgabe, die MMusftellungsanlagen Bee rey et ue ae 
der Vogelwwarte neugugeftalten. Dies war nur durch das Done a Breite, a fae ip f a 90 es sae 
grofigiigige Cnigegenfommmen dev Proving Ojtpreufyen, der ens ke Durdly Ba ieh ere Si a ed a : ee 
Kaifer-Wilhelm-Gefellhaft gur Fwrderung der Wiffen- a den Cintrittspreis 6 Pia, a Oa Pia) c Hes 
fchaften, der Stadt Kinig3berg und de8 Herrn Dr. Winkler und YnfiehtSpojttarten rs NG We ee Mitel 
(Berlin) moglich. die Halle und fehen am Cnde de8 1,8 m ioe ¥ i el- 

Seder moderne Nufeumsmann fan einfehaben, wieviel ganiges ~ eer sae Dent vor one aes in 
Arbeit eine auch toch fo befcheidene Zujammenjtellung Harken Clehjchauflers von ee sea Be ene a8 Bt 
exforbdert, wenn fie vor ftvengen Yugen bejtehen foll. Dies abjehtieBenden cori Bier oe ee eg 
ganz befonders auf dev Kurifchen Nefhrung, 36 km von Den Eee ae \e Meee he F ae 
der Bahnitation entfernt, teilweije ohne die Hilfe von a Hin} ‘ ae 3 le ey i eS yy ae cae ey 
Hachharidwerfern und tweitgehend auf fich felbjt gefteltt. oth Ld 3 ‘ Ta Ne. re : "i a 
63 galt trobdem, mit geringen Mitteln etwas Beitgemapes jehen oe fin MDE Srgeneuielts : cance. Bua 
ju fchaffen, miglichft entfernt vom Stil des Mujeums von erfte Stinder fret Ttebert bleibt: fo ae cue ts oe 
frither, wo e8 nach Staub riecht und wo das Beftreben Sau, a man im Bedarfsfall die Bef pee ne i) fame He 
nach einer méglichft grofen Zahl von PBriparaten geht. unb anfpredyen fom. Pet ‘aunt aE monictenenD wt roe 
Wenn man den Vorgug genieft, eine Mujeumsanlage aus Feifehen Grin gebalten; aunt ey Doe icite re fe 
dem ichts gu geftalten und nur durch einen Grundjtoc Gnfoplatten gegentiber, bie Die ee cane oe 
von Braparaten, nicht aber durch vorhandene Raume Riicdwande dev Sebuiinke ausfleiben. Sher LOT re 

4 Soe Fe eds p die Borde braun wie die Ritelwande — find beftimmten Ausmafes belajtet gu fein, fo bejteht in befonderem qupen BUM, : Aer Ache mialichtt went 
Mah die Verpflichtung zu einem Werk nicht nur von wiffen- prinibjaglic) jo gepait Rab bie Schauplache ae os 
jehaftlicjer Richtigteit, fondern auch von gefehmadvoller  DUtHteilt ijt: unter einem oberen Fad) von ae te Se ae 
und gefdloffener Darftellung. G8 gilt gerade fiir das Vogel- Gasflade ijt cine Gtagfltide bon 148m x 215 m. Die 
warte-Mujeum alS cine dem Befucher ungewolhnte Cine re rer : 
richtung, Durc) Wet und Gwhalt der Vefehrijtung und Wn- _ a ‘5 Al Ros 
ordnung den Bejchauer wieder und wieder unverjehens : ae é Ba 
ju pacen und jelbft gegen jeinen Willen wenigitens da eel s 3 
und dort gu einem BVerftindnis der Dinge hinguleiten. a —a—_, 
Sch bin mix durchaus bewuft, dah dieje WArbeit noch nicht 2. eee ; 
jum Biele gefithrt ijt und noch vieler Mnderungen und rs 
Crgangungen bedacf — aber der Bogelwart farm fich e ¥ g 
gewifjermagen nur im MNebenamt alS Mujeumsmamn Sd , = 
betatigen und muf fich fiir dieje Wrbeit cine Frift erbitten. Bi Soy ok : e , 

Die gejamte Anlage bietet dem aufmerkamen Bejucher L 2 iy ¢ s i. y 
einen Lehrgang durch die Arbeit der Bogelwarte fi ? D Fi ZA 
und durch die Bogelwelt Oftpreufens, befonders ‘ Ae oo ‘a SS] 
der Nehrung. Der Weg de3 Befchauers hat die Forme Pez if ae 
eines Jumdgangs: et durchiwandert gundchft das Mujeum a [os ote : 
mit Den Préparaten und findet dann eine Fortjesung in r ee : ae 
einem ,,dreilicht-Mujeum” mit Iebenden Grofvigen Ojt- | 
preufens, das tha zum Cingang guviicfiihrt. Das Mujeum, Abb, 4. Cin Tetlbild vom Schrank ,Tiergeographifthe 
ein bunter, dev ldndlicjen Bauweije befcheiden angepafiter Cigentiimlidfetten Oftpreufens”
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Notlage gebot ung, ein einfaches Verfahren gu ,erfinden“, 4. Die Vogelwarte Rojfitten findet micht mux in dev 
um an Stelle von teuren Spegialfehrinten mit Hilfe des Menge der Durchgugsvigel, jondern und befonders in der 
Dorjftifehlers einen gang billigen Aufbau mit grofen Schau- Wrtengujammenfesung derfelben und dev Brutvogeliwelt 
fldchen gu erreidjen. G8 gelang tatfichlich, den eingenen  Oftpreufjend ein danfbares YUrbeitsgebiet. Wir find in der 
Sehran£ (opne Praparate, aber mit Glas, bei befonderem  gliiclichen Lage, in dem derdienten Fauniften Mmts- 
Entgegenfommen der Ojtpreufijchen Glashandelsgefellfchaft)  geridjtsrat Tijehler in Heilsberg auf diejem Gebiet einen 
zum $rei3 von etwa 120 RM fertigguftelten. hervorragenden Fiihrer gu befigen. Wllein, Oftpreusens 

Nun wollen wir aber unjeren ,Lehrgang” furz durch- Bogelwwelt ijt noch Langit nicht erforfeht, denn abr fiir 

% fiihren und erhalten in dex Cele rechts und durch Bijfern- Gabhr werden neue Fejtitellungen getvoffen. Da jehen wir 

folge fenmtlicy gemacht dafitr die notige WAntveifung: gu- in einem Sehrané ,Tiergeographijdhe Cigenarten” 

jammen mit fnappen Angaben fiber Werdegang und Ver-  gundchft eine grofe Bahl von Aregdjten aus fernen Gebieten 

waltung der Vogelwarte ijt ein furger Plan aufgebaut. dargejtellt, die fich auf dev Nehrung oder wenigitens in 

Wir lajfen uns durch ijn lLeiten und erinmern ims, dah Oftpreufjen gegeigt haben, vielfach jolche stlidher, aber 

dieje Puntte gleichzeitig das wefentlicje Arbeitsproqramm auch fitdlicjer Herkunft. Die dret unteren Reihen diejes 

der Vogelwarte bedeuten. Sehrankes zeigen: 1. mehr vder weniger regelmafige 
1. Die Feldbeobadhtung sft dev nachjtliegende Weg, Durchgiigher im Oftpreufen, die man jenjeits der Weichjel 

um den Bogelzug gu erforichen, der fic) auf dex Nehrung nicht oder nur jehr felten gu Gejicht betommt: (Veijpiele: 
alS auf der ,Briicle de3 BVogelsugs” (wie die vorgegeigten  Hakengimpel, Goldhahnehenlaubfinger*), Steppentweile, Rot- 

Karten deutlich machen) in einer eingigartigen Form dar-  fubfalf, Sumpflaufer, Sperbereule, Rauhfuptauz und Cis- 

bietet: ziehen doch an bejonders guten Bugtagen eine halbe médtwe); 2. ebenfalls Vogel sftlicjer Berbreitung, deven 

Million und mehr Vogel iiber die Nehrung hinweg, aus Briitgebiet aber von Ojten her noch gu uns bereinragt. 
dem unendlich tweiten und ergiebigen Hinterland des Died gilt auger fiir den Uvaltaug (oben auf dem Sehrant) 
Baltifums und Noxjtweftruplands bis Stidfinnland. Unjer _ fitc Gritnen Laubjanger, armingimpel, Virtengeifig, Beutel- 
Beobachtungshaus ,,UWmenhorjt” unweit Roffitten dient  meife, Bwergfliegenfdnapper, Rohridjiwirl, Zrwergmiiwe, 

Dag, dieje Crjdeinungen durch bad Verfahren der Drei- Nachtrether, Bwergtrappe und Moorjcneehun; die giwet 

ftundenbeobachtung greifbax gu machen und das Material oder duet Iesten rten jchetnen allerdings in dev Proving 
der Muswertung fiir einen oftpreufijdjen Vogelgugstalender jest nicht mehr gu briiten. Die unterjte Reihe (3) begieht 
und fiir Forfehungen iiber Bufammenbang swijchen Vogelgug _fieh auf die geographifden Rajfen, dte jelbjft imerbatb 

und Witterung gugdnglich gu machen. Deutfehlands im Weften und Often bei einer und derjelben 
2. Die Vogel-Beringung mit leichten Fupringen xt auftreten formen. Dabet pflegt die in Nordojftdeutfdjland 

aus Metall, feit mehr al3 30 Jahren von der Vogelwarte Heimifche Rajje den jfandinavijch-ruffijden Bogeln gleich- 
Rojfitten und vielen Mitarbeitern tatfraftig betvieben,  gufein oder nabeguftehen. Auf dicjem Gebiet der tier- 
ergibt Riteimeldungen folcher Bagel, weil die WAuffehrift geographifchen Bejonderheiten find auch Saugetiere beachtlich: 
auf dem Ring Riiefendung feitens des gufalligen Finders oben am Schrant ijt ein Schneehaje geseigt, eine Act, die 
und WiedererEenmung an Hand der cingelnen Ringgiffer in Groflitauen als Standwild vorfommt und  eingeln 

auf der Vogelwarte ermiiglicht. So find allein mit Rojfitten- gelegentlid) auc) die Nehrung auffucht. — Diefer wichtigite 
tingen bisher etwa 13000 guofenteils iwichtige Gunde Schrank wird ergdngt durch die gwolf weiteren Sdyrinte, 
evjielt, und gujammen mit den anderen Stationen Curopas die die Nehrungs-Vogelwelt in verwandt}dhaftlider 
ift das Mehrjache an Wiederfunden erarbeitet. Der fo Anordnung zeigen. Dabet find fiir den Studenten und 
gewonnene Atlas des Vogelguges nach den Veringungs- Biiger, der die Vogel num draufjen beobachtet Hat und die 
Crgcbniffen bei paliarktifhen Bagel ijt aussugsweije auf  ustigen Bergleiche treffen will, die Kenngeichen Ahnticher 

Tafeln in einem billig gebauten Drebjtinder dargeftellt. Aeten in furzen Kenmivorten einander gegeniibergeitellt, 
Wer nicht die Beit hat, dieje Bujammenftelling itber unter Verwendung von WAbbildungen und Tabellen. Die 

Wanderungen und Winterquartiere unferer Bugvigel dureh- dem Weifen Storc) gewidmete Abteilung geht an Hand 
gujehen, findet einige grofje Karten an der Wand vor, jo einer grofen Marte aller 1931 ermittelter Storchnefter und 
iiber Wiederfunde beringter Lachmiwen, Stare, Fijch- weitever Karten auf die Crgebnijfe der amtlichen Storch 
reiher und Stircje. Cine weitere Tafel flart den Befchaner beftandsaufnahme 1931 in Oftpreugen ein und geigt die 
itber die Wet umd Weife auf, wie die taglich im Bitro der Wbhingigkeit des Storches von bejtimmten Bedingungen 

Vogelwarte einlaufenden Riicmeldungen beringter Bagel der Umivelt auf. 
bearbeitet werden. 5. Qn diejer Dacitelhing haben wir uns auf das Gebiet 

3. Sm Hintergrund dicjer Forfehungen tiher den der Ofologie begeben. Sie exforjeht den ,Haushalt” dev 
tatfachlichen Gachverhalt des Zuges und feine Zufammen- Natur, fie ftellt feft, inmwieweit die Vogel nach Bejtand und 
Hinge fehweben fet die beiden Fragen: wie findet der  VBerbalten von der Umwelt abhangig jind: von der an- 
Vogel feinen Weg auf dem Buge? und wie ift die organifejen Natur, von der umgebenden Pflangen- und 
Cntftehung de3 Bogelzugs (gefchichtlic) ebenjo wie als  Tierwelt einjchlieflic) dev eigenen Avigenoffen.  Dagu 
ftet3 wieder nen wirffame Wuslifung beim eingelnen Vogel) Yaben wit in den planmapigen Feftftellungen am Weifen 
aut verftehen? Diejen Fragen wenbdet fic) eine Tafel ,Der Store) und an der Lachmbwe wichtige Unterlagen, die 
Vogelgug alZ Triebhandlung” zu, und hier werden  fpdter im Mufeum der Vogelwarte eine Darftellung finden 

furz die Crgebniffe der Roffittener Storehverfuche, bejonders follen. Darauf wird deshalh Wert gelegt, weil der noch 
de grofen Storehverfuchs 1933, befprocen. Hier ware unfundige Befucher verjtehen foll, daf die FarnifttE nicht 
auc) dex Plab, um andere Urbeiten ither das Seclenfeben nur eine Tatfachenfeftfteltung fein will, fondera eine Unter- 
und bejonder3 tiber die Triebhandlungen der Vogel an- *\ Pataclih iit Pholloscopue i. auratus (cht (een be 

gudeuten, doc) find wir rdumtich fo bejchrintt, daf eine obiset, ee 7 it feine sence, daf diefer Rangel A allem 
umnfaffende Darftelling bisher nicht maglich war. Folge jeiner verjtecten Lebensrweije ift.
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lage fiir Fragen der Tiergengraphie (wie im erften Schrank a , aes 
behandelt) und der Ofologie. 3 F 

6. Das Freiliht-Mujeum der Bogeliwarte bejteht aus ft 
einer Flucht bon Gehegen gleichlauferid gur Léngsachje : t 
des Gebdudes in einer Lange von 26 m. Wn diejen in fech3 ~< 
Gehege aufgeteilten Raum fehlieht rechtwinklig cin griferer BV = 
Kifig fiir den Seeadler (eta 35 qm Flache), und unmittelbar Bee ) " E 
an die Siidwand des Marjeums angrengend ijt ein Gras- | : i 
plag don 17,5 m x12 min aivet jehmale feitliche und cin qrofes i Hoes ( js / yr ‘ 
mittlerves Gehege geteilt. Wir miijfen es ablefmen, einen ee eee 
Tiergarten beliebiger Wet au beginnen, denn da fiefe jich > oa Bey dame ie 
feine ertragliche Grenge finden: wir befchranfen uns beiwufst ; ar aes ae 
auf Oftpreufenvsgel oder doch folehe, die fiir Oftpreufen AWS | 
und die Nehrung einigermafen begeichnend find. Da feblt 
natiirlich nicht der Weife Storch, der ftets in einigen | 
Stiieen gur Verfiigung jteht, guriictgeblicbene oder fchad- i 
hafte Bagel, die un guaejandt wurden. Gin nichtfltigges | 
Parchen nijtet jogar am Boden. Darn der Schwarg- ‘ _ 
ftorch, jerner der in Oftpreufjen nicht feltene und als wes 
Veringungsvogel wichtige Fifcreiher und der ihm ver- wscaltc i 
wanbdte und (noc?) am Draujenfee briitende Nachtreiher. 

Nicht vergefjen ijt der in Oftpreufen3 Mooren heimifehe ap, 5, Auf dem Grunodftiicé der Bogelwarte briiten feit 1930 
Graufranich. Unter den Raubvigeln ragt der mun newt- — Freifebende BWeik-Storehe. Fliigge unge Vsgel auf dem Horft 
jdhrige Geeadler hervor, dazu fommen dergeit Gdrei- 

adler, Rauhjufbujjard und Wanderfalk. Unter den yiehten. Die Befucher werden nachbriielic) aufgefordert, 
GCulen find Whu und Uralfaug als ojtpreufifehe Brutvdgel —aufattig aufgefundene Ringvégel guviiczumetden umd in 
wichtig, wahrend WaldkAuge als Vergleichsftitce bei- ihrem Mreis entfprecjend gu twicken.  Brweitens: der 
gegeben find, Unter den Gingvigeln find Kolfraben,  Raturwiffenfehaftler oder Naturfreund, der fich beobachtend 
jibivijche Tannenhaher und Geidenfcjwange ver- auf der Refrung aufhalt, foll Hier die verfehicdenen Urten 
treten. Died ein Querjchnitt, gu dem oft noc) befondere nd yor allem Mltersleider dev reichaltigen Nehrungs- 
Gelegenheitsfange fommen, fo vegelmafiq im Sommer Rogelwwelt vergleichen fonnen; ein fehr danfbares Selb, 

und Herbjt eine Mujterjammung lebender Schnepfen- wie jeder wei, der fic) vergebens Mite gegeben bat, 
dbgel (manchmal mit feltenen Ucten, wie Sumpflaufer  feine Wbiweichungen mit Hilfe blofer Befcjreibung in fich 
und Schmaljenibligem Waffertreter). Wir jind bemitht, gufsunehmen. Der diejen Fragen weniger nabelteyende 
ausgejucht fehine und gute Stiice vorgumeifen und wenden Befucher findet ein vogelfundlidjes Heimatmujeum und 
auf Unterhattung umd Pjlege viel Gorgfalt. Go findet  fonn aus dev Vefchilderung und Betonung von Cingelheiten 
der Befucher in diejen Gebhegen cine ftets beguiifte Crgtngung hag Herausfuchen, was fiir ihn wichtig ift, wie Ginblict in 
der fauniftifdhen Sehranfe im Nujeum. UAufjerdem formen hag Leben einer Vrutfiedlung der Lachmire, in den eingig- 
Dieie Lebenden Vogel beffer als die Praparate die Schinheit artigen Storehbejtand Oftprenfjens, in die Bedeutung dev 
Diefer Wejen nahebringen — und jelbjt verfemter Arten, Nebelfrihe fiir die Wirtfchaft deS Nehrungsberwolners. 
wie Reiher und mancher Raubvbgel. Cin priichtiger Eee- Drittens: die Bogelwarte fiihlt fie) berufen, gu ihrem 
adler in befter Berjajfung und vertrautem Zuftand entlodt Feit aufélirend und hinweifend einen befonderen Schab 
mancden Ruf der VBewunderung und erlaubt den Hiniweis, a a cee re 
haf die Geiten vorbei find und fein miiffen, wo cin Yoler- “I soe 
jager al8 ,,glitdlicher Schiige” gepriejen wird, und 3 gilt 4 ae earrersrire gel ee > | 
nun, die wenigen in Deutfehland noch briitenden Woler | 9 ’ 7 oe 
wie ein Heiliqtum gu fchiiken — find fie doch unfere Wappen- ws ee 
vigel, deren GErhaltung fogar aus Bewweggriinden micht 7 . ey r ay se 
naturfreundlicher YUxt eine felbftver|tindliche PBflicht bedeutet. oe SHA Fae ais er ne 
Gbenfo fonnen iwir durch geeignete Bemerkimgen bei | ¢ dg i phe 
SHhwargftordh, Kranich, Whu und anderen gefahrdeten / py GEL DAK \\ 
Arten begreiflich machen, wie man Naturicdhub nicht allein i “3a Ay)’ f { 
Des Gefebes wegen audsiiben foll, fondern aus innerer au | Bet i y \ ) 
Uberzeugung, dai Hier eine unabweisbare Notivendigteit | § % i Tah i ‘li, fy" j ) 
und eine Pflicht gegeniiber Mit- und Nachwelt vorliegt, | J AA i yy Me V [ 
ind aus unboreingenommener Freude am Schinen umd | By \ \ 4 ; 

Unjpriinglichen. ey ANY WAY ey 
Was ift nun der Sinn diefer Mufeums-Anlage, — \ \ Re Ne ge 

aufs Gange gefehen? Crftens gilt e8, den Bejuchern einen a Nt epee on ato 
verftindlichen Cinblice in die PBlanumg und in die Biele : ‘ 3 Re ate 
der Vogelivarte-Arbett gu geben. Sie follen beareifen, ‘ ie a. 
dab diele Tatigkeit nicht Spielerei oder Sport oder doch 
nur Feltftellung intereffanter Tatjachen ijt, fondern dafK Abb. 6. Der Uralfauz oder Habichtstauz, ein bezeichnender 
wir den Blick auf die grofen Fragen der bivlogifehen Gorjchung Vertreter der oftprenufifhen VBogelwelt
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Oftpreufjen3 unjeren Volk3genofjen im Wejten gu erjebliefen 
und auf diejem danfbaren Weg nicht nur der Fremden- 
werbung, fondern itberhaupt der Verbindung de3 Weftens oa if 
mit Oftpreuffen gu dienen. Wie jehr der Gedante an dieje Py: aie ae He ae 
Aufgabe in weiten Kreijen lebendig it und richtig verftanden SRS aoe 
wird, geigt das bei der Brounen Meffe 1934 in Kdnigsberg te PEA we 
pom Herrn Landeshauptmann fiir die Oftpreugentwerbung ge a, St ke 
ausgefuchte Plafat. Méogen die meiften Gajte Ofipreufens SSR i NEY | 
— begreiflicheriweije — in erfter Linie die Statten alter Gents ant ‘ 
Ordenstultur und andre wichtige MerEpuntte der Gefchichte e ed ay 

auffuchen, faft niemand unter ifnen vergift die grofartigen re fi bee See ci 
Schinheiten der Natur Oftpreuffen3. Dagu gehsren nicht a Se ee py id oo 
nur die Geen Majurens, die Steiltiijte des Gamlands, die ery = aN Ve 
Sanddiinen der Kurifdhen Nehrung, fondern auch eine urige ee Ds Ln aie mee 
Tierwelt und im bejonderen Vogelwelt. Diefe erfakt man ero ee 4 Were: ‘2 oe ee 
nicht in einem fren Maffenbefuch wie die Landjchaft iia ¥ Poi < 1 oe 4 
und wie vielleicht auch manchmal den Cleh, und deshalh Teas Vit Eset gs 
geigen wir hier ihre Bedeutung in Proben. BViertens; Fe =s = —: 

die exgieherifde Bedeutung einer joldjen Anlage farm bei 166.7. Ubu in einem Gehege dev Vogelwarte Roffitten. briitend 
gefchidter WAusgeftaltung (und im Bebdarjsfalle Firhrung) 
erleblich fein. Wiele fehen hier gum erftenmal au3 nachjter ole Riiejicht und blind gegen diefe Werte wirtfehafteten. 
NKahe fine Vertveter unferer felten gewordenen Grofoigel G8 gilt aljo, Achtung vor den Gittern Heimatlicher Kultur 
und Iaffen e3 fic) fagen, dah wir und warum wir diefe und Natur gu ween. Warn follte aber diefe Pflicht 
Wejen un erhalten miiffen. Dabei wird nicht der Hinweis mehr Beachtung finden als jest, da man doch die Dinge 
vergeffen, da wwirtfchaftliche Notwendigteiten in Gingel- um Blut und Boden — fie beide find nad) dem Wort 
fallen gréfjer fein finnen al3 die Erhaltungspflicht (Gijeh- des Fithrers die Lebensqrundlagen unjeres Volfes — mit 
reiher an Buchtteichen, Unmgeftalting von Landfehaften einem anderen und befferen May mift als frither? Die 
gur Rettung der Dajeinsmiglichfeit von BolkSgenoffen). Vogelwarte Roffitten will durch ihr Mujeum der ojt- 
Wein eine an urfpriinglichen Schaben der Natur verarmte  preufifehen Vogelwelt nicht gulebt diefer widhtigen Wuf- 
Nachwelt wiirde e3 uns mit Recht verargen, wenn iwir gabe Dienen. [0. 456)



| Poorrgtianm | ,,, Moffitten und der Bogelzug find ein Begriff! 

as , Der Name Roffitten hat heute Weltruf. Was die Nehrung ift, weif, uns 

Ase fein anderer fo zu finden wie der ,Bogelprofeffor” Thienemann, der ein 

Roffitten s Menfchenleben lang abfeits von den Heerftragen der Menfehen, daftir aber 

tet to len | der Hauptheer(trake der Bodgel lebte und wie faum jemand 3uvor ihre 
x BAIUag ory) Aramanne trate an 

Lebensart in prattifder Beobadhtung fennenlernte. Gein Lebenswerk legte 

diefer begnadete Sorfdher in den nadgenannten Biidhern nieder, die uns mit grofer Anfchaulidfeit 

ein lebendiges Bild von einem Gebiet naturwiffenfdhaftlider Forfcung entrollen, das jeden natur- 

verbundenen Nenfehen in feinen Bann 3ziebt. 

Bermittelt uns das erfte RNoffittenbud) die Renntnis von Land und Leuten, vom Leben auf der 

QNehrung im Gommer und Winter und nicht zulegt von der allfeits befannten Vogelwarte felbft, fo 

offenbart fic) im z3weiten Buche eine erftaunlide Fille von Erfabrungen, Beobadhtungen, Unterfudungs- 

ergebnifjen aus der Braris der Erforfehung des Vogelzuges. Um auch unfere Jugend in das Lebens- 

wert Brofeffor Thienemanns einguftihren, ihr das Haff und die See, Wanderdtinen und Triebfand, 

Eldhe und Zugvogelfharen, urwiidhfigen Wald und weite Balwen naherzubringen, die Renntnis eines 

merfwiirdigen, intereffanten Sttiddhens Erde, der Nehrung, 3u vermitteln, wurde eine befondere Ausgabe 

gefhaffen, die fic) ,Sm Lande des Bogelzuges” betitelt. 

Wer tiber die Kurifdhe Nehrung gewandert ift, wird tiber viele Dinge Wuffehlug in den Btichern 

finden, die ihm bisher ein Ratfel waren, und feine Erinnerungen werden an den fhonen Bildern 

und den ,Befchidjten” wieder wad) werden. Und wer die Nehrung nicht fennt, der follte Doppelt fehnell zu 

Thienemanns Biidhern greifen — ev wird es nidt bereuen. Die Biidher zu lefen, bereitet jedermann Senuf. 

Roffitten, | 3. Shienemann 
£. |Z ne. eer ; | Drei Jabrzehnte auf der Kuvifchen Nehrung ae | 

Dritte, verbefferte und vermebhrte Wuflage (12. bis 17. Taufend) ges Rare: 7 ue 
Mit 157 Abbildungen und 6 Karten. Sn Leinen gebunden 9 RM i alll Pah 

| — 

; Dom Vogelage in Daten 
: yo Vom Bogelzuge in Roffitten cw 
Ee. ee » | Mit 53 Abbildungen auf Tafeln und3Rarten 
| =a a (betr. Sundorte der Verfudsftdrde und Sdhnepfenzug). Jn Leinen geb, 8 RM 
Rete ce Me) 
a ” ui 

‘eos Sm Lande des Bogelzuges 
| ai sila: 
be pera an Stir die Jugend aus ,Thienemanns Roffittenbuch” ausgewahlt von 

[PSHE RE ce i Ronreftor L.W. Roofe, Wit ZO Abbild. und 4 Karten. Gebeftet 0,30 RM 

Bu beziehen durdy jede Buchhandlung « Verlag von 5. Neumann-Neudamm 

J. Neumann, Neudamnr
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Museum und Verwaltungsgebaude der Vogelwarte Rossitfen. 

Im duBersten Nordost-Winkel Deutschlands dehnt . * 
sich als Scheidelinie zwischen Ostsee und Kurischem Die Schau-Anlagen in Rossitten. 

ff di j : ei ilo- : = 
Pate es, Ra ae Pateage bie Hibs Der Fremdenstrom, der jeden Sommer der Kurischen 

es, Sear ae ces Nehrung zuflieBt, gilt nicht zuletzt der Vogelwarte. Jeden 
als ,,preuBische Wiiste“ Mifachtung fand, jetzt aber . . A ein gesuchtes Ziel des Brcailentorkenrs jee Nach (der Sommer begehren hier etwa 20000 oder mehr EinlaB. Seit 
politischen Neuordnung gehért nur noch die ‘sidliche 1932 sind die Sammlungen aus dem Verwaltungsgebaude in 

Hiailite der Nehrung zum Deutschen Reich, wihrend die ©7e" neuen Museumsbau iibergefiihrt, der dem landlichen Stil 
Nordhiilfte von OstpreuBen abgetrennt und als ein Teil angepaBt ist und von Orhegen umschlossen wird. Fine D a r- 
des Memelgebiets litauischer Verwaltung unterstellt stellung iiber Vogelzug macht mit dem Aufgaben- 
wurde. Langgestreckte Hochdiinen und Rete urigen kreis der Vogelwarte bekannt, und auBerdem ist die Vogel - 
WWatdes an deri nosh dere leh Halevicicien ichieneen welt der Nehrung méglichst vollstindig vertreten. Ein 

zwischen Seestrand und Haffufer hin. Diese eigenartige ¢tSter Schrank betont die tiergeographischen Merkwiirdig- Kiistenbildung ist eine natiirliche =" keiten OstpreuBens und ist besonders fiir den Besucher aus 

Briicke des Vogelzugs, 

der sich in unerhorter Starke hier hin und her bewegt: o Ses oS : 
im Herbst aus dem weiten Baltikum und Nordwestrub- ae i Ree 
land, im Friihjahr ats den siid- und mitteleuropdischen Be Soe Sane te 
Winterquartieren. Form der Erdoberfliche und Reich- : i ee 
tum des ausgedehnten Hinterlandes wirken zusammen, 2 ee Bs 
so daB der Vogelzug zu besonderer Entfaltung kommt. et eae CS a Be 
An manchen Tagen ziehen Hunderttausende von Buch- : a 
finken in scheinbar unendlichen Wolken iiber und um a 
uns, begleitet von anderen Kleinvégeln der verschie- ge 
densten Arten, wahrend etwas hoher Tauben — und pe ._ 
Kriahen zu Zehntausenden dahinwandern. Auch manche esti —ss 
Arten 6stlicher und nérdlicher Verbreitung zeigen sich Be Co 
regelmaBig, der vorgeschobenen Lage des Gebiets ent- fe llrrrr—O _ 
sprechend. Diese Merkwiirdigkeiten waren AnlaB genug, 2 rrt~wr———“‘Cs—CisS 
da8 1901 J. Thienemann in Rossitten eine Vogel- OSES 
warte griindete. Zuniachst ein kleines Unternehmen, q LG oveity Fs  . — | 
gewann die Vogelwarte immer mehr an Bedeutung, und A oe a Se ee 
seit 1923 gehdrt sie zu den Forschungsanstalten der oo i. ee — 
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gesellschaft zur Férderung der Wissen- oe 8 ~~ i ae oe 
schaften. An die Stelle des langjihrigen Leiters Pro- as es eet ote 
fessor Dr. Thienemann trat 1929 Dr. O. Heinroth in 7 ee 
Berlin, der Direktor des dortigen Aquariums; die | Se ee 
Arbeit in Rossitten wird durch den Vertasser geleitet. ¥ q 
Die nachfolgenden Zeilen geben einen Einblick in die Aus den Gehegen der Vogelwarte Rossitten: Ein alter Seeadler, 

Lage der Anstalt im Jahre 1934. Beispiel eines selten gewordenen Grohvogels.



dem Westen berechnet. Die anderen Schrinke zeigen eine Zu- 
sammenstellung nach Verwandtschaft mit Hinweis auf die in 3 
OstpreuBen wichtigen Fragen, wie Verbreitung des Weif- 
storchs und Bedeutung des Krahenfangs. Dann folgt eine Art ee. 
Freilichtmuseum mit seltenen GrofBvégeln gat) ) 
OstpreuBens und von Fall zu Fall auch mit Gelegenheits- ° ig pea 
fangen. Hier soll nicht das trockene Wort, sondern die Schén- ee 
heit von Seeadler, Schreiadler, Schwarzstorch, Kranich, Uhu, 2 ° (See b 
Kolkrabe u. a. Arten fiir die Erhaltung dieser Kleinode unserer CP Teste 
Natur werben und auf einen oft nicht geniigend beachteten 7 ey ade 
Schatz OstpreuBens hinweisen. — Die Besucher diirfen aber Mh a 
nicht vergessen, daB Museum und Tiergehege nicht das We- oO? St 
sentliche an der Vogelwarte sind: sie ist Forschungs- bie , 
anstalt und hat ihre erste Aufgabe in der Erforschung des 2 : on 

Vogelzugs. . : ey eae vy 

Die Beobachtung des Vogelzugs SPARS 

ist der nachstliegende Weg zu seiner Erforschung. In unserem 
Beobachtungshaus Ulmenhorst und gelegentlich auch an ‘ 5 H i i ‘ 
anderen Punkten des Kiistengebiets Seal seit 1929 nach einem Wiedertunge yon Nepelkraben {dicks Funke), Bisibet Ressuten 
bestimmten Verfahren an allen Zugtagen drei Stunden hindurch (Kreis auf der Karte) als Durchziigler mit dem Krahennetz 
der Durchzug nach Arten und Stiickzahl méglichst genau gefangen und dann beringt freigelassen wurden. Das Aus- 

erfaBt. Daraus kann man die Tagessumme schatzungs-  preitungsgebiet dieser Nebelkrahen betrifft im Westen das 
weise errechnen: sie betragt fiir die Nehrung an ganz : ise im (Ost du Nerdenedie® Brutheimat..(DI 
guten Zugtageneinehalbe Millionundmehr! Winterquartier, im Osten und Norden die Brutheimat. ng 
Man kann auch nach jahrelanger Zahlung die Tagesdurch- Nebelkrahen aus dem inneren Finnland ziehen Uber die 

schnitte feststellen und so einen Vogelzugkalender ge-  Alandsinseln nach Schweden und Danemark.) 
winnen, wahrend der Vergleich der einzelnen Kurven mit den 
Witterungsfaktoren einen Einblick in Einfliisse des Wetters 
auf den Zug erlaubt. Liebhaber-Beobachter da und dort im sich das bei den Hatffkiistenbewohnern iibliche Verfahren des 
Lande werden zu ahnlichen Verfahren angeregt, so daf zeit- Krahenfangs zu Speisezwecken mit grofen Zugnetzen zunutze 
weise eine Art Beobachternetz besteht. gemacht und beringte Nebelkrihen aufgelassen. Nach den 

giinstigen Erfahrungen, die auch die Unschidlichkeit des 
iP : Vogelrings fiir den Trager ergaben, wagte man die Heran- 

Die Vogelberingung ziehung weiterer Kreise zur Mitarbeit, und heute werden die 
meisten V6gel nicht mehr in Rossitten, sondern iiberali 

ist bald nach den bahnbrechenden Erfolgen des Dainen Mor- in Deutschland durch ehrenamtliche Mitarbeiter beringt. 
tensen (1899) auch in Rossitten eingefiihrt worden und stellt Von 1903 bis 1934 sind gegen 400000 Vdgel mit Ros- 

noch immer einen wichtigen Teil unserer Arbeit dar. Wir  sittener Ringen gezeichnet worden, allein im Jahre 1933 fast 
verwenden neun Ring-GréBen aus Leichtmetall mit der Auf- gq 000; in Rossitten selbst nur ein Bruchteil (1932 z. B. 5000). 
schrift der Vogelwarte und einer laufenden Ziffer; die Auf- Die Zahl der jahrlichen Riickmeldungen betragt gegen 4000. 
schrift erméglicht Riickmeldung durch einen beliebigen Finder Allerdings ist durchaus nicht jedermann als Mitarbeiter er- 
auf dem Postwege und die Ringzifier die Wiedererkennung an ijnscht: wir miissen die Sicherheit haben, daf der Bewerber 
Hand einer piinktlichen Buchfiihrung. Zunichst hatte man {jr Vogelberingung die zu beringenden Végel kennt, und daB 

er Gewiahr fiir eine verantwortungsvolle Handhabung des 
er rs Se Ringes bietet. Nach demselben Grundsatz verfaihrt auch die 
a. tt | . Vogelwarte Helgoland als die andere in Deutschland maigeb- : 
— — oo OY | siliche Beringungs-Zentrale. Auch in anderen Kulturstaaten 
77 te Oo oS qi TA sind solche Stationen tatig, in Europa im ganzen etwa 30. 

: . YN a a In Rossitten und Ulmenhorst fan gen wir Durchziigler, 
: ce = oF so z. B. Heringsméwen, die mehrfach siidwirts bis 

2 oo oe NAS Aegypten und einmal Kongo angetroffen wurden, ferner ge- 
oF oe “oP YY 2 1 silegentlich auch Waldschnepfen; zwei im Herbst 1931 

, 8 A Bo fo gelangene Végel dieser Art wurden spater in Danemark und 
- a . oo Bp _ ff in den franzésischen Alpen wiedergefunden. Bei unserem 
Poe Coe f fo Beobachtungshaus Ulmenhorst arbeiten wir vor allem mit 

a gb a **~\-{| +‘ Fangreusen, in denen besonders RotkehIchen gefangen : 
i S s : a | yA! werden; sie lassen sich spater als Wintergaste in Ungarn, 

— . oe Fr Ff Oberitalien, Nordafrika, Spanien, Portugal, Belgien und 
ee . — f£ &.f @ Deutschland nachweisen. 

oo - fe ssitten VW Sodann wirkt die Vogelwarte durch Organisation 
oe oe f | gee planmaBiger Beringungen von Siedlungs- 

: a. fg = §f #7 briitern, In den Jahren 1930 bis 1934 wurden in Ost- 
i = fe téi‘<‘iézR PV =| «Cs eeutschland itber 5000 Fischreiher, 3250 Saatkrahen und iiber 
- ee 600 Kormorane im Nest beringt und damit interessante Er- 
ore = grrr cin gebnisse erzielt. OstpreuBische Fischreiher verbreiten 
Le ee .”—ti“‘i‘“‘isSéCS 2 sich nach dem Verlassen des Nestes von Estland bis Griechen- { 
os 8 Nee Poe land, Algerien und Portugal, einmal Nigerien, nordhan- j 
ie ae Ee noversche Saatkrahen iiberwintern grofenteils in Eng- 4 
ieseiensce: PEE land, Ostsee- Kormorane wurden hauptsichlich in Tunis 

a angetroffen. Es lieSBen sich leicht noch viele fesselnde Einzel- 4 
Verlauf der Herbst-Vogelzuglinien im Bereich des Kurischen  heiten anfiihren, doch seien nur drei verschiedene und gut 4 

Haffs. Die Nehrung als ,,Briicke des Vogelzugs". bekannte Typen kurz gestreift: j 

i 

{



Rossittener Lachm6 wen wandern ebenso nach W wie Storche zogen zum gréften Teil nach SO bis SSO ab und 
nach SW und S. Dagegen ziehen ostpreuBische Stare streng _lieBen sich selbst durch das Hochgebirge nur wenig von dieser 
westwirts, um in einem Gebiet von England bis Nordfrank- Richtung abbringen. Aus beiden Versuchen geht die aus - 
reich zu iiberwintern, fast nie siidlicher als bis zur Bretagne. schlaggebende Bedeutungeines angeborenen 
Hier liegt also eine ziemlich andersartige Zugsform vor. Richtungstriebes hervor, der aber, wie weitere 
Noch mehr weicht der Storch ab: er verla8t uns unter Funde zeigen, in bestimmtem Maf durch ernahrungsbiolo- 
éstlicher Umgehung des Mittelmeers und erreicht auf einer  gisch bindende Leitlinien eingeschrankt wird. Die Wichtigkeit 
umschriebenen ZugstraBe nach monatelanger Wanderung  solcher Erkenntnisse liegt auf der Hand, und wir arbeiten 

endlich das dstliche Siidafrika, wo die meisten ostdeutschen planmaBig weiter, um die vielen Fragen dieses Gebiets immer 

Stérche den Winter verbringen. Die westdeutschen Stérche weiter einzuengen. Dies gilt auch fiir den Heimkehrtrieb 

umgehen das Mittelmeer iiber Siidspanien; ihr eigentliches der Végel im Friihjahr. Wie Mitarbeiter der Vogelwarte 

Winterquartier, gewiB auch tief in Afrika, ist noch nicht  zeigten, besitzen Zugvdgel, ahnlich wie Brieftauben oder noch 

sicher bekannt. Welch ein Unterschied gegeniiber dem Ver- mehr, eine ausgepragte Fahigkeit zum Auffinden des Nest- 

halten von Lachméwe und Star, ohne daB man etwa den  platzes im Friihjahr, selbst wenn sie kiinstlich verfrachtet sind. 
Storch als einen besonders empfindlichen Vogel mit groBen Von 300 bei Bezug des Nistkastens weggelangenen und nach 

Anspriichen an das Klima bezeichnen diirfte! Berlin gesandten Staren konnte Dr. Riippell durch die Mit- 

ee : a —r—~—“ROO—ir—C—i*~S—S—i—rCC 
Se : eS ee 

ww . ») _ 2 m le 
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Die Vogelwarte beherbergt auch ein wildlebendes Storchpaar. 

Die Aufnahme zeigt die fliiggen Jungstérche auf dem Horst. 

Die hier angedeutete Mannigialtigkeit 1a6t erkennen, wie arbeiter 100 als sicher wieder zuriickgekehrt nachweisen lassen, 

wichtig es ist, solche Bilder nach den Ursachen dieser und es diirften in Wahrheit alle gesunden Stiicke den Weg, 

Zugsweisen zu durchforschen und damit in bedeutsame Vor- gleich aus welcher Richtung, in ihr Brutgebiet gefunden haben. 

ginge der Lebensentwicklung hineinzuleuchten — aul Grund Es sind wichtige Fragen von allgemeiner Bedeutung, die auf 
der nun gewaltig angewachsenen Tatsachenfiille der Vogel- diesem Wege der Lésung nihergebracht werden sollen. 

: Perinenne: Um diese Ergebnisse leicht greifbar und auch Noch andere vogelkundliche Fragen er- 

fiir die allgemeine Biologie nutzbar zu machen, istein Atlas fahren Férderung. Die Reichhaltigkeit der Vogelwelt 
-edes Vogelzugs nach den Beringungs-Ergebnissen bei OstpreuBens lockt zu faunistischen Arbeiten, und dar- 

paliarktischen Vogeln (mit 260 Karten) unter fiihrender Be- _ tiber hinaus beniitzen wir gewisse Vorkommen zu brut- 

teiligung der Vogelwarte Rossitten erschienen. biologischen Untersuchungen. Dies gilt z. B. fiir 
die Lachméwen-Siedlung auf dem Méwenbruch Rossitten. Es 
sind bestimmte Triebhandlungen, die die Umgangsformen 

Versuche dieser in dichtem Beieinander briitenden Végel bestimmen, und 
re E auBer solchen inneren Faktoren wirken auBere Einfliisse auf 
Uber das Sich-Zurechtfinden Verhalten und Bestand einer solchen Brutkolonie. Die 

ékologische Forschung nimmt sich dieser Umwelts- 

der Vogel aul dem Zuge beschiitigen die Vogelwarte mehr Bedingungen an und sucht durch Zahlung und Beobachtung 
und mehr. Wie findet der Storch sein Winter- Wechsel in Menge und Verhalten dieser Vogel festzustellen und 

quartier, das etwa 10000 Kilometer entfernt im Siiden Vor allem zu begriinden. So nehmen wir Finblick in den 
liegt und fiir den jungen Vogel doch zunichst ganz unbekannt ea eines Neer Bene ae sind solche 
ist? Seit 1926 wurden mehriach (insgesamt 196) junge Stérche eden Bar aiken: eifen Storch, und ‘wir kénnen hier 

in Gehegen groBgezogen und erst nach Abzug der alten Vogel 8 
freigegeben. Wie J. Thienemann in seinem zweiten Buche a“ 
(Vom Vogelzuge in Rossitten, 1931) beschreibt, haben diese Storchforschung 
nee toed auch ohne Ere durch alte Vogel die sprechen. 1931 wurde eine amtliche Bestandsaufnahme 

richtige Richtung einzusc lagen gewuBt, mit wenigen Ab- iiber den WeiBen Storch in OstpreuBfen veranlaBbt 
weichungen, die besondere Griinde haben diirften. Weiterhin und rund 9000 Brutpaare festgestelit; die Ziflern fiir 1934, die 
haben wir 1933 insgesamt 1064 ostpreuBische Jungstérche in im Rahmen einer von der Vogelwarte Rossitten angeregten 
Westdeutschland, hauptsichlich Essen a. R., freigelassen, Diese internationalen Bestandsaufnahme gewonnen



sind, gehen noch weit dariiber hinaus. Die Karte der Storch- ry 
verbreitung in OstpreuBen erschlieSt Einzelheiten iiber die ? ci ses 
Abhangigkeit des Bestandes von Bodenbeschaftfenheit, Bewuchs Ces: Re. 
und menschlichen Gewohnheiten, wie z. B. Verbreitung des ee e 
Weichdachs. Orts- und Paartreue des Storchs werden unter- 1a) oe ae 
sucht durch Massen-Planberingung aller Jungstérche, z, B. oO eh: 
in Rossitten (Vogelwarte) und vor allem im Kreis Insterburg a eS AS 
(Dr. Hornberger), so daB man im Lauf der Jahre Einblick in \ Sa? 
die Familienverbindungen der Stérche bekommt und andere or 
ungekannte Lebensgewohnheiten entschleiert. Dazu kommt % aN WS 
auch die vielumstrittene Frage der wirtschaftlichen Bedeutung Ds 
des Storchs (die fiir die Landwirtschaft gewif8 bejaht werden FEZ 
muB8, da Mause und Schad-Insekten in Mengen vertilgt werden) aan 
und der Nachwuchs-Regelung. Letztere ist entscheidend fiir s 6 @, 
die GréBe des Storchbestandes im Wechsel der Jahre; es ist 3 Sage 
sicher, daB auf den derzeitigen Gipfelpunkt der Bestandshéhe ee 
ein Sinken der Kurve folgen: wird. Mit dieser schrittweisen ° ° eee 
Bearbeitung des Lebensbildes des Weifen Storchs wollen wir ae 
nicht nur theoretisch bedeutsame Erkenntnisse erarbeiten, son- Oey 
dern wir dienen damit auch den Bestrebungen von Vs 

. ye 

Naturschutz und Heimatkunde. va, 
ge 

Erst genaues Verstindnis fiir die Lebensgewohnheiten des eh. 
Storchs lassen uns die richtigen Schritte zur Erhaltung und nee ease 
vielleicht sogar Wieder-Einbiirgerung dieses prichtigen Grof- ier 
vogels in den storcharmen oder storchleeren Gebieten des os 
Westens tun. Dariiber hinaus gilt unsere Aufmerksamkeit dem a 
Schwarzstorch und den anderen abnehmenden Végeln und be- 
sonders GroB-Végeln der deutschen Heimat, fiir deren Kennt- 
nis und Achtung auch — wie oben gezeigt — die Besucher Die dicken Punkte bedeuten Wiederfunde beringter Stérche 
unserer Vogelgehege durch eine gute Auswahl lebender Ver- aus Mitteleuropa (einschl. Ungarn). Man erkennt deutlich 
treter gewonnen werden sollen. 2 Zugstrafen, deren westliche nur bis Marokko bekannt, aber 

__ So unterhailt die Vogelwarte Rossitten nicht nur rege Be- weit nach Stiden fortgesetzt zu denken ist. Die Stérche der 

oe to ae Lda itoaden pi nl éstlichen ,,Schmalfront"” tberwintern hauptsachlich im 6stlichen 
» > nahn : S 

der Vogelwarte Helgoland und der Deutschen Ornithologischen SUdafrika, wo sie als Yertilger! der _“Wanderheuschtecken 
Gesellschaft), sondern auch mit weiten Kreisen der Natur- Wichtige Diensfe tun. . 
und Heimatireunde. Ein ,Verein der Freunde der 
Vogelwarte Rossitten, eV. (Jahresbeitrag 6 RM) wollen, dafiir dann unsere Drucksachen zugesandt erhalten. 
sammelt die, die unserer Arbeit nahestehen und keine Gelegen- Ein — in Zukunft regelmaSiger — Lehrgang fiir Vogel- 
heit zu tatiger Mitarbeit haben oder dariiber hinaus uns helfen kunde vereinigt zur besten Zugzeit im pee Anfanger wie 

Fortgeschrittene zu - 
» obachtungsgangen und 

Co — Se i i ee Vortr: ‘gen. . Au diesem 
De | Were und schon wathrend 
oo a 4  .. . oe aoe _ “#64 des Sommers kommen viele 

eee Ne Vio) a G2 || isch aus dem Westen und 
©... = = = | Silden ins deutsche Grenz- 

=. fo oo SO - a. land und ziehen andere 
OO {tach sich, Diese Werbing 

lr = . i, of O CSt*té‘“ié‘“™= =} «éergiinzt die Auigabe der 

eee a = 2 = |_sogeen, die jahrlich aus dem 
rr oe , = | _—sCBiiro der Vogelwarte hin- 

ie | so 2 i. S| _saausgehen und sich an die” ~ 
-  rt—r—‘—OO—S—s—s——sS <a ‘ECisCiaC ‘a | CMitarbetter wie an | dic 
es a -  lc.rDrlrlt ( e””mCmCmCUCC—C™C™C~C~CO—OCLF f | vom Eismeer bis Kapland 

SS Vogelringen richten. 
oe 8 gs De ee crc rti—“‘i‘“S sf SS Fa Oo Es liegt im Wesen unserer 
a —rmre—e——“_i—OO—S—SOSee CC Atteit, can wir nicht im 
a . ; : oe fs . ee se be oe is 6 a :  . ae es | oe eS oS stillen der Forschung ob- 
—. e ee oo oe. ee . . oe = : ce . . 3. aS eS liegen k6nnén, sondern 

rrr lc ie Cr ee Srt~—SsS—Ss—Ss=SsésSsSéC}sCi’_- brrauchen die Mit 
oe ee Nee Soothes em es ae weit Kreise on 
oe ee ar Oe is re ee aturireunden — aber 

ee ee So ee urch unsere au-Anla- 
oe ea Se 2 gen, Vortrige, Lehrginge, 
ee . er f ie Verdifentlichungen, durch 
a oo See oe. ae eo oe Beratung und Anregung 
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Briitende Lachméwen im Méwenbruch Rossitten. 
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an Haltsiberjicht: Das Wild im Wirtjhaftswalde S. 81. — Mitteilungen (Neue Holsfradyttarife in Sicjt S. 87; Warnung GS. 87). — Angeigen 
G, 8. 
aC ERIE ORE ELAR TB EME RA TPF TLS OES ARSED SS, YES ARON DO BERET SSE SNR TREE EFT TERRES IES AE GLEN CSUR LISS MAS RE 

ae é einem Hafenbejab ausficjtslos, dev fo gering ijt, dap bet 
Das Wild im Wirtfdhaftswalde. den winterlichen Treibjagden noch nicht einmal die 

Bon F. Jaerifd. Treiberliyne heraus}pringen. Mit einem Buchenvor- 
i te ce es . baubhorit der itblichen Gripe wird ein eingiger Haje im 
Ir feinem Uuffas , Jagd und Forftwirtjhaftim neuen  eaufe weniger Winterndchte fertig. Cine WAusrottung 

Deutfehland itellt Brof. Bern hard die Sorderung Des Hajen diirfte mun, felbft wenn fie beabfichtigt ware, 
auf, die Hobe des Wildjtandes im Walbde fei jo gut be- ebenjo unmiglich jein, wie eta eine gangliche Vertil- 
mefjen, Daf die Soritwirt}dhart ihre Unfgaben ohne Fiihl- gung der Feldmauje. Die Cingitunung dev angubauen- 

bare Beeintriichtigunrg dure RWilbjdaven duvdhfiifuen den Mifhholzart tft alfo unbedingt notwendig 4). Dann 
tone. Dieje Forderung wird in dev Salfung dev Worte ft os aber unguliiffig, ohne weiteres die Jagd fiir die 
von Pils von jedem verftindigen Hovlimann und Koften der Zaune veranttwortlich gu machen, wenn man 
Sager unterjcjrieben werden. Meinungsver|chiedenher- ie diefe Soften auch nicht buehmapig anguredjnen 

ten werden allerdings aujfommen, wenn es fich Darum — pFfegt Wenn die Notwendigheit der Gingdummg aber 
handelt, die Begriffe, dulaffiger —, normaler —, hohe nin einmal vorliegt, dann ijt 3 fiir Das Gedet- 
+ unguliiffiger Wildftand’ zahlenmapig wentgjtens in Hen diefer MifaHolgart an fich volltommen 

grofen Bligen fejtzulegen. Sea gletchgiiltig, ob auferhalb des fehiikenden Zaunes viel 
WS Prof. Bernhard vor einem Sabrgehut in fetter hey wenig Wild da ijt. 

Cigen{chaft als Leiter der Sichfiidhen Staatsforjtver- Die aus forftlih@en Griinden gu giehende 
waltung eine Verminderung der Wildftdnde anordnete, obere Grenze in der Hahe eines Wildftandes liegt 

ijt ev perjbulich fart angegriffen worden, weil jeite dort, mo die Nachgucht und das fernere gute Gedeihen 
Sorderung al8 ungerechtfertigt angejejen werden mufte. der jeweiligen Hauptholzarten ohne Cingdunung evnit- 

Der Kampf, gu dem ex damals aujrief, war in die ich purch das Wild in Frage geftellt wird. YW1s in diefem 
jem Seitpuntt gegen{tandslos, weil unverantwortlie hohe inne jehadliche Wildarten tommen hauptfachlig Not- 
pedal tathiichtic) Bet nicht oe vorhanden waren. nh Rehwild in Betradjt, beide durch das Verbeien 
Das Wild, das nach Srieg und evolution nod) tibtig junger Solgpflanzen, da3 Rotwild augerdem durch 
Yar, bedurjte im Gegenteil Der Dege. Ob die Wildjtiinde SMilen dev Herangewarhfenen. Wildjtinde, die dieje 

Heute wieder fo hoc) find, daj einem jtarfen Ubjehup obere Grengze itberjdritten, hat e3 in den fachfijcen 
das Wort geredet werden muf, fet dahingeitellt. Die Staqtsforften — und felbjtverftindlid) auc) ander 
Warmung, die Hege nicht gu tibertreiben, it imdeffen warts — in der Tat gegeben. Beijpielsrweife betrug auf 
durchaus am Plage. Es i}t gerade gum Wohl von Wild drei sujammenhingenden Revieven der freien Wilbd- 
und Weidwert notwendig, das von Geit gu Seit auf die Bahn im weftliden Erzgebirge auf einer Flache von 
Polgen iibertrieben hoher Wildjtinde hingeriejen wird. 5150 ha der Uhicjup einjehlieslicy Fallwild: 

Die Uniwandhung der gegenwartigen Neinbejtinde in ss : : 
Mifehivald ijt unbeftritten das wichtigite waldbauliche sabe Rotwild oetuilp 

~ Biel de3 heutigen Forjtmannes. Prof. Bernhard macht a a 2 
das vom Herrn Herausgeber unterjtridene Zugeftind- —__ uae 2 

ni3, Daf fich diejes Biel ohne Zaune mteht immer 1) Prof. Bernhard hat vor 3ehn Jabren die Cinzdunung 
werbde erreichen lajfen. Sch midhte e3 fiir die von Bern- — febr viel weniger bedingt sugeltanden als ex es jest tut. In 
hard vielfach angegogenen fachfijden Berhaltniffe ge- der Don tit Untersettnetert Betorditng vom 3. Nov, 1923 

nner faffen: bie Ginbvingung ber use i ben veinen DME; wD Sten ee sum, Saute bes Auten 
Sictenbejtand ohne Gaun tt and) dort UU eStage gejtellt, Kaninden handelt, die unvermeidlid und taum 3u bejeitigen 
wo e$ weder Rotwild noc) Rehe gibt. Sie ijt felbft bet find, auf alle Falle vermieden werden.” 

| Silva 22. Jg. Nr 11 8. 81—88 Bin, 1934,
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Sahr Rotwild Rehwild Grenze nad unten, die man nicht therjdhret- 

1899 53 24 ten darf, wenn man sivar dad Wild nicht ginglich aus 

ae _ oe dem Walde verbannen will, jich aber, wie Prof. Bern- 

1902 101 a Hard ein ,an Korperbau und Verfafjung etnwandfreies 

1903 144 28 Wild” wiinfeht. Betanntlich wird nicht aus jedem Hir}ch- 

1904 127 31 falb cin UAchtundgwangigender oder auch mur etn jagd- 

1905 118 25 barer Hirjch, felbjt wenn man ihn geniigend alt werden 

Nae a < Lea (aft. Um einen forperlich fraftigen Wildftand gu haben, 

Nach vorfichtiger Shigung miiffen hier jabrelang — feyarf e8 einer dauernden Arsleje, und wer man eine 

400—500 Stiicé Rotwild, d.h. S—10 Stitcé auf 100 ha gysteje vornehmen will, jo mus etwas vorhanden fein, 
Waldflace geftanden haben. Beritefichtigt man noch,  wyorunter man auswabhlen tann. 

dag etiva die Halfte der Fliche ausge|prodene Kamm- Forjtmeijter Prof. Hoffmann, feinerseit in 

lagen find, die tm Sommer nur verhiiltnismapig wenig,  Dhronecéen, jpdter in Born, dev ein ebenjo guter Forit- 

im Winter fajt gar fein Notwild beherbergen, jo fant — mann wie Sager war, und der die Haltung iibertrieben 
man fich vorftellen, weldje Wildmaffen hier auf engem  Hoger Wildjtinde jehon vor mehr als dreipig Jahren 

Raum beieinander ftanden. Soldhe Wildjtdnde find felbjt jcharF verurteilte, Hat an Hand einer fehr einleudjtenden 
unter den allerbejten Mfungaverhattnijjen der Chene Berednung*) nachgewiejen, dak man, um alljiigrlich 

nicht jul verantworten, wm wieviel weniger im Ge nur einen eingigen jagdbacen Sirjch fehieBen gu fénnen, 

birge in einer Hihenlage grvifjen 600 und 1000 m bet einen Rotwildftand von allermindejtens 30 Stiice haben 
gang drmilicjem Boden und nahegu reiner dichtenbe- mug. Gr febte dabei voraus, dab dev gute Hirfeh exft im 

ftocung. Dem BVernehmen nach war es gu diefer Beit gyfter yon 10 Jahren abjcjubeeif ijt, wad die feitherige 

in vielen andern Nevieren ahnlich. Num, die Nachzucht Forjehung durchaus beftatigt hat, und er febte ein Ber- 

der Fichte ift tro diejer Wildftinde gelungen und  paltuis der Hix{che (einfehlicflich Hixidhttilbern) gu den 
givar of re Qaune. Allerdings find die aus diefer Bett Ficren (einfehlieplic) Wilbkalbern) wie 15:10 voraus. 
Hervithrenden Sehalfeydden, ich mus fefon jaget, Gin jo giinftiges Gefehledjtaverhaltnis trifft fajt fir 

jehanerlich. ee : So feine Wildbahn 3u. Die meijten Rotwildreviere brau- 

G8 ift durcaus begreiflich, wenn ein pflichtetfriger chen gur Zeit einen bedeutend Hiheren Wildjtand als 
Forjtmann, dem im Bereich jeiner Verwaltung die UN 30 Stiteé, um die jahrliche Erlegung eines jagdbaren 

gebenerliden Wildfhiden auf Schritt und Vritt vor Sirjches ficherguftellen. 

Mugen tamen, als Leiter diefer Verwaltung energifd) Prof. Bernhard hat als fachfifcher Landforjtmeijter 

Davan geht, mit diejen Buftinden aufgucdumen. Die einen Notwildjtand von 1 Stiict auf 100 ha als Hoehft 

von Landforftmeijter Bernhard im Sabre 1923 erlaffene a ufaijfig begetenet und nach feinen jesigen WUusfiiheun- 

Berorduung wave flix die fachjijden Staatsforjten gen jcjeint er dDteje Forderung aufrectguerhalten. Das 

von Segen gewwejen, wenn fie, etwas meniger weit  Hedeutet fiir ein [adhfi{ces Staatsfortrevier von durch 
gebend, ein ebenjo energijder Mann 25 Jahre vorher  jHnittlich 2300 ha Gebfe einen Notwilditand von hid) 

herausgegeben und ive Durehfiihrung iiberwacht hatte. jtens 23 Stic, Bei einem fo geringen Wildjtand ijt es 

Wueh aus jagdlihen Griinden muh dle  sunachjt einmal fo gut wie ausgefdlofjen, dab auch nur 

Hihe eines Wildjtandes cine Grengze nad oben einige wenige Hixfhe etn Wlter von 10 Yahven er- 

haben. Das Wild der Hohen Jagd hat im deutfen yeichen. An einem jo geringen Wildjtand fonn. feine 
Wirtfehaftswalde feine natiirlichen Feinde mehr, die YWysteje mehr getrieben werden. Foritlich gejprodjen: 

Dauernd eine Wuslefe fehwadjer und tranter Stitce vor- Sn einem Holgbeftand, der bereits villig verlichtet tft, 

nehmen founten. Die Wuslefe hat der Yager gu tiber- ann man feine Durehforftungsverfucye mehr anjtellen, 

nefmen. Racy den Heute als richtig erfannten Hege-  fondern man muffrohjein, wenn er noc eben den Boden 

grundjagen mug daber jedes eingelne gum WUbhidhufs be- — pecét. Cin Notwildjtand, dex 23 Stic nicht iiber{djreiten 

ftimmte Stic forgfiltig ausgewahlt werden, und diefer arf, Hat bei dem mindeftens gu fordernden Gejdhlechts- 

Wahlabjehus erfordert jehr viel Zeit. Der Nevierver-  yerhiltnis von 1:1 einen jahrlichen Zurwadhs von 5 bis 
walter, der im Staatswalde itherall die Seele des gan- 6G Kalbern, dem ein Wbjdyuf von 5—6 Stiicé gegen- 

gen Jagdbetriebes ijt, mu in der Lage fein, diejen Ab- —jiherjteht. Das ijt zwar immer nod beffer als gar nichts, 

jeu durchgufiihren oder doch wenigitens gu tberwa- nd man finnte daviiber mit fic) reden lajfen, wenn 

hen. hm find Sehranten gefest einmal durch feine piefe 5 oder 6 Stiieé tatjachlic) auf dem betveffenden 

eigenen jagdlidjen Fabigteiten und die weidmannifhe  Revier gejdhoffen werden fdnnten. Das Notwild pflegt 

iiehtigteit dev ihm unterjtellten Beamten, sweitens aber zu unferem Leidiwejen die Reviergrengen nicht gu 

dure) das Sagdgefeb, das die Ausitbung der Jagd mux Headhten, e8 wed)felt aus und fehrt oft nicht suri, weil 

wahrend weniger Monate gejtattet, und drittens durch) eg ingiwifehen anderiwdrts totge|doffen worden iff. Man 
die Gre des Reviers. Uus diejen Griinden liegt unter wird der Jagdnachbarn, tm bejonderen den Feldjago- 

den Heute gegebenen Verhiltniffen die Grenge der inhabern, die Jagd auf Rotwild jcjwerlic) gang ver 

Hohe von Rot- und Rehwildjtinden in der Regel bet  Hieten fdnnen. Was bleibt unter Beriidfichtigung defer, 

erheblich niedrigeren Balen, als fie fich forftwirtfchaft- twas fie fhiefen, und unter Beriicficjtigung novmaler 

lich betrachtet noch rechtfertigen lajjen. E 1) Die Behandlung eines Rotwildjtandes, 2. Wufl., Berlin 

G3 gibt jedoch auch in der Hohe des Wildjtandes eine — 1913.
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Winterverlujte bet einem Burwachs von 5—6 Stic daun — gum SHhipfen geht das Wild untweigerlich ein. Cs be- 

nod) fiir das fistalifde Nevier gum Wbhidjuh iibrig? Die Darf gu feinem Wobhlbefinden unbedingt des Wajjers, 

Beantwortung tann ic) mix wohl jhenken. Bei einem das ihn bet ftrengem Hroft nav in, Gejtalt des in leben- 

joldjen Wildjtand ijt von Jagd teine Rede mehr. den Pflanzen enthaltenen Vegetationsiwaljers zur Ver- 

Bei Rehwild it die Kophahl, die der Wildjtand  fiigung fteht. Da in den meiften renen Fichtenrevieren 

haben muf, um den jabelichen Ubjchus einer beftimmten bet poher Scneelage und Frojt etwas anderes flr a3 

Anzahl jtarter Bide gu ermiglichen, wejentlich geringer Wild nicht erreidjbar ijt, muf e8 Fichten verbeifen 

als beim Notwild, weil bei jenemt, wenn ih einmal einen und fchalen. 

forjtlicjen Fachausdrud auf dieje Verhiltnijje anwen- Der Forjtmann, dev das Wild im Walde, wenn auch 

den darf, der ,llmtrieb” nur etiva 5, Hidhftens 6 Jahre in mapiger Angahl erhalten, aber die von thm ange- 

gu betragen braucjt und weil die Rice meift set ibe — bauten Wirtjhaftsholzarten vor Schaden berwahren 

jahrlich jebt. will, wird fich dagu verftehen miiffen, dem Wild nicht 

Die Bejerinfung des Wildjtandes auf die von Bern mur feinen Blak im Walbe gu gdnnen, fondern ihm 

Hard gugeftandene Hsehjtzabhl ijt aber auch aus forit aud) ein befdjeidencs Plagchen vom Walde etngu- 

lihen Griinden durdjaus nicht notwendig. Sch mbchte die raumen. Er wird Pflanzen anbauen miijfen, die dem 

auldjjige Ropfzabl eines Notwildjtandes je nach den un — Wild natiirliche Ujung bieten, wo e3 an folcjen fehlt. Cs 

gemein verjdhiedenen Verhiltnifjen auf 2 bis 6 Stic je fei hier nur auf sivet der allerwidhtigiten Pflanzen ver- 

100 ha Waldflade besiffern und befinde mich damit in wiejen, die im Winter alles Wild begierig annimmet: die 

Ubereinjtinmmung mit ausgezcichneten Forjtleuten, die A}pe und die wintergriinen Brombeerarten. Der Yn- 

aflerdings auch Jager find. bau der Ujpe, einer bodens und flimavagen Holgart, 

4 Die von Prof. Bernhard mit Recht geriigten Wild- wie es in den Waldbaulehrbiichern zu Lefen ftebt, ijt falt 

jehaden fommen nur gum Teil auf das Sehuldfonto — ttberall maglich und bedentet fiir den Forjtmann fein 

iibertriecbener Jagdleidenfdaft. Wenn da3 Rotwild unter Opfer, felbjt wenn er ie gu dent ausgejprodenen Sivect 

ungiinftigiten Verhaltniffen bei einer Kopfzahl von givei der Wildfiitterung in Heinen Neinbejtinden herangiehen 

Stitee auf 100 ha im Walde nennenswerten Schaden follte. Die gu Beginn des Winters wmgefdnittenen 

anridjtet, dann trifft die Schuld dafiir eine Forjtwirt Stimme werden vom Wild vollfommen wei gejhalt ‘ 

{haftaweije, die svar einerjeits das Wild nicht aus dem ind fornen im Frihjagy noch mindeftens 3u Brennhols 

Walde verbannen twill, Hur aber auf der anderen Seite anfgearbettet werden. 

jede Lebensmiglichfeit nimmt und fich moc) etwas dar- Fir die Brombeere it mancer Blak im Walde ge- 

auf zugute tut, auf jedem Quadratmeter Holggucht tret- eignet, 3. B. aufgegebene Bflangiimpe. Wherdings ditrf- 

ben 3u wollen. Cs gibt befonders in Mitteldent{dhland, ten Brombeerpflanzungen erjt fteh . jelbjt iiberlajjen 

im Harg, in Thiiringen, im Eragebirge Reviere, in denen werden, wenn fie geniigend erjtarft find. Cs mag einen 

man viele hundert Sdjritte durd die Beftiinde gehen — pflicteifrigen Forjtmann und Michtjager als ein wnge- 

fan, ohne eit eingiges gritnes Halmejen auf dem Bo- — heuerliches Unfirnen erfeheinen, wenn ifm gugemutet 

den 3u finden. Yeh michte mir einmal die Frage er- wird, ich abfichtlich irgendwie eine ,Brombeerwildnis’ 

fauben, was das bedauernsiverte Rotwild in einem fol  herangugiehen. Nun, wahrend der Zeit, die das Wild 

chen Mevier, gumal im Winter bei hoher Schneelage, an jolher Brombeerfede jteht, verbeift e3 nicht und 

eigentlich anderes tun foll, als Fichten gu fchilen und  fchalt es nicht. Das tleine Opfer an Holgbodenfladhe ijt 

au verbeifjen, wenn e3 nicht verhungern will? Bernhard — diejer Vorteil wohl wert. 

erflart furz und biindig: Bahl und Art des Wildes Jn diefem Zujammenhang michte ich aber dod) da- 

miifjen den Wungsverhaltnifjen des Waldes angepabt vor warnen, dah fich mut jemand der Hoffnung hingibt, 

fein.” Sjt e3 ein gar fo unbilliges Berlangen, wenn das Wild werde nach Schaffung natiirlicher jung das 

man das Wild nicht grundjablich ablehnt, die Whungs- Sdiilen und Verbeiffen der Wirt|haftsholgarten mit 

verhiltniffe dem Wildjtand, wenn auch nur ein ganz einem Sdjlage einjtelfen. Man darf nicht erwwarten, daf 

fein wenig anzupafjen? Ge ift feineswegs damit ge es eine Cigenjdaft plbplich aufgibt, die ihm bis gu 

tan, dak man, wie e8 dantensiverteriveife fait alle einem getwijfen Grade von Natur aus innetwohnt, die 

Staats foritverwaltungen auch heute noch tun, da3 Wild ihm aber feit Generationen infolge verfehlter menjdy- 

im Winter mit Seu und fonftigen fleinen Bugaben fit’ licher Wirt}haftsmafuahmen sur Gewohnheit gewor- 

tert. Der Schaden, den cin Wildftand der von mir be- den, ja geradegu fyftematijd anerzogen worden ijt. Es 

zeichneten Hdhe am Walde anvichtet, wird bedeutungs- leudjtet aber ein, dat dieje Schal- und Verbipjjaden 

103, wenn fich der Forjtmann bemiiht, dem Wild natiir- ganz vor felbft auf cin ertraglies Mah herabgehen 

fiche Hjung, befonder3 aber natiirlide Winter- werden, wenn man dem Wilde eine Wjung bietet, die 

&fung 3u verfcjaffen. Dagu wird es unter normalen ifm beffer jcmedt als das ewwige Cinerlet von Minde 

Verhaltnifjen teines grofen Kojtenaufiwandes bediirfen, und Trieben der Hauptholzart. Die Nichtigkeit diejer : 

faumt eines grdferen als die Hinjtlicje Winterfiitterung  UWberlegung wird durd) die Exfahrung fiir alle Reviere 

jebt fcjon fojtet, die dann in normalen Wintern fich  beftdtigt, in denen feit jeher auf den Wildjtand ent{pre- 

ganz eviibrigt. Da e8 ither diefen Gegen{tand ein um- chend Riidfieht genommen wurde. 

fangreiches Schrifttum gibt, migen hier einige Hinweije Die Shaffung befferer jungsverhittniffe wird auch 

geniigen. bei bejtem Willen des Forjtmannes eine Rethe von 

Bet ausfhliePlidjer Heufiitterung ohne Gelegenheit Fahren dauern. Ingrwijcjen hat er aber die Miglichfeit, :
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auch ohne teure Schubmanahinen und ohne verjtiriten dazu gefiihrt, dak die von den Staatsfor|tverwaltungen 
Ab[ehuf diefe Schaden fehr erheblich einguddmmen. C3  betwirtfchafteten Wiefen zum grofen Teil ertraglos ge: 
ijt merfiviirdig, Daf} von diefer Miglichfeit fo itberaus worden find. C3 empfiehlt fich, wenigitens Teile diefer 
felten Gebrauch gemacht wird. Warum gibt der Forft- ertraglofen Flachen trob fehlenden Wbhjakes fiir das 
mann eigentlich nicht au3 eigenem WUntriebe und ohne Gras in gehiriger Weije 3u pfleqen, da fie in wenigen 
SHhaden fiir feine Wirt}chaft dem Wild das, was e8 fic) Yahren nicht einmal mehr vom Wild aufgejucht werden, 
font ohne feine freundliche Erlaubnis nimmt?! Die wenn fie fich felbjt iiberlajfen bleiben. 
in der Gegenwart iiblichen haujiq wiederfehrenden Auch die befte Wung verfehlt ihren Bwee, wenn fie 
Durdhforftungen ermiglicen es ftets und tiberall, in dem Wilde nicht jedergeit gugdnglich ijt. Der Wildfdha- 
der Nachbarjdhaft bevorzugter Wildeinftinde die zur den im Walde, bejonders da3 Schalen des Rotiwildes im 
Entnahme vorgejehenen Stamme bei Beginn des Win- Sommer ijt nad meinen Beobachtungen zum Teil auf 
ters zundchft nur umjdneiden, halb entaften und erjt die im Walde herrjdende Unruhe durch Lefeholg-, Bee- 
im Hrithjahr aufarbeiten 3u lafjen. Cin liegender Stamm cen- und Pilgfammler, durd) Spagierganger und Lou- 
bietet dem Wilde mindeftens zwangiqmal mehr Ninde  riftenverfehr zuriicgufiihren. €3 deutet in der Regel auf 
gum Schalen als ein ftehender und an den Irieben der wenig jagdlicjes VBerjtindnis der Wirt|chaftsfiihrer, 
Krone hat 3 iiberreichlich Gelegenheit zum Verbeifen, wenn in einem Notwildrevier felbjt der piirjdende Ja- 
ohne da e3 dem Geldbeutel des Waldbefizers wehe ger Wild auperhalb der Dicungen normalerweife nur 
tut. Jn jedem Notiwildrevier fann man gur Winterszeit bei tiefer Danrmerung und nadhts in Anblicé be- 
beobachten, wie das Wild, faum dah die Holghauer den font. Die Unruhe swingt das Notwild, die gangen 
Heimtweg angetreten haben, bereits im Schlage fteht langen Sommertage iiber in den noch verhaltnismabig 
und fic) an den frifeh gefallten Stimmen aft. Diefe Be- rubigiten Dicungen und angehenden Stangenhilzern 
vbachtung drangt geradezu darauf, bei den Durchfor- ftehengubleiben und hier gu fehalen, wahrend in an- 
ftungen in der angedenteten Weife zu verfahren, eine deren Forjtorten Hinreichend Wjung vorhanden ift, die 
Mafnahime, die auf befonder3 dem Schalen ausgejebte  ihin viel beffer fdmecten wiirde. Gerade die Verminde- 
Stangenorte in der Nahe bevorzugter Wildeinjtinde be- rung diefer Schaden follte es dem Forjtmann nahelegen, 
jhrank werden fann und die iiberhaupt nichts foftet, fiir Muhe im Walde 3u forgen. Er fann den Zuftrom der 
im Gegenteil: die Urbeit des Enirindens, die der Wald- Menfehen nicht aufhalten, aber er fann ihn in die rich- 
befiber jonjt dem Urbeiter begzahlen nf, leijtet zum tigen Bahnen lenfen. Der fistalijce Wald gehirt qewif 
grofen Teil das Wild wumfontt. dem ganzen Volf, er darf ihm nicht verleidet werden, 

Die Schaffung natiirliher Winterafung it die wich. und ganz bejonders dent erholungjuchenden Grofitidter 
tighte Wufgabe, die dem Forftmann al3 Heger erwachjt, foll die Mglichfcit gegeben fein, fich auch abjeits der 
weil der Wildfchaden an Holgpflangen vorwiegend im  Wege im Walde aufzubhalten. Es ijt aber durcaus un- 
Winter entiteht. Dariiber hinaus muf er jich audjdie Ver-  nbtig, dah, wie e3 mance Staatsforjtverwaltungen ge- 
befjerung der Sommeradjung angelegen fein lafjen. ftatten, jeder, Dem e3 gerade Spa macht, 3u jeder 
Man braucht dabei durchaus nicht an die Beftelling Tages- und Nachtzeit (!) ii berall ungehindert um- 
umfartgreider Wildfelder 3u gehen. Der deutfdhe Wald herjpagieren darf: Jn jedem Rotiwildrevier follten ge- 
und befonders der Staatswald foll fein Wildpark fein,  wiffe gufanrmenhingende Nevierteile von wenigftens 
aber die Richtung in der Forftwirtfhaft, die ihn aus: einigen hundert Heftar Gripe gejperrt, und das Be- 
{hlieflich als eine Holgpflanzenersichungsanjtalt  treten auferhalb der bffentlidjen Wege jedem, der nicht 
anjah, jdheint ingwifcjen iiberwunden. Die Verbeffe-  beruflic) dort zu tun hat, gu allen Yahreszeiten unbe- 
rung der Sommerdjung wird nur in fehr wenigen Ne- dingt verboten werden. Es ijt gewif nicht leicht, einge- 

- vteren ein fleines Opfer an Holgbodenflache erfordern. _viffene Unjitten abguftellen, aber ein unbeirrbarer Wille 
Sim allgemeinen ift hinretchend geeigneter Naum da- wird im Verein mit verftindiger Wufflarung hier viel 
fiir vorhanden. G8 fet befonder3 an die fehr viele Ne- vermigen. 
viere durchgichenden breiten Wufhiebe erinnert, welche ~ WAngefichts der nicht ganz unbedeutenden Cinnahimen, 
die Starkftromleitungen tragen. Der Waldbejiker be: die die Jagd bei verhaltnismapig geringem Wufwand 
gieht hierfiir von den Stromerzeugern in der Regel tro der jdhlechten Zeiten noch liefert, liehe fich eine 
eine beadhtlidje Nente ohne unmittelbaren Aufwand.  Mehrausgabe fir die Verbejferung der Wiungsverhalt- 
Dieje Aufhiebe liegen meijt zum gripften Teil brach.  niffe wohl verantworten, zumal gu eriwarten ift, dap ich 
Viele Tetle davon fonnen mit Waldftaudenroggen an- in fpateren Jahren dadurch die Wusqaben fiir finjtliche 
gebaut werden, twas fehr wenig fojtet. Ibrigens find  Winterfiitterung faft ganz eriibrigen. 8.B. hat die 
gerade diefe Uufhiebe vorgiiglich gur WAnlage der gee Gagd in den fachfijchen Staat3forjten — einjdlieplich 

» nannten Brombeerhecen gecignet. Was fiir die Auf der gang unerheblichen Fifceret — feit 1925 einen jahr- 
Hiebe gilt, trifft in ben meijten Forjten auch fiir die lichen Reinertrag von 55000 bis 95000 Reichsmart 
breiten Hauptgeftelle (Wirtfdhaftsitreifen) zu, wo fie geliefert. Nur 1929 erforderte fie infolge de3 abnorm 
vom angrengenden Beftand noch nicht 3u fehr befdjattet ftrengen Winters einen BZufehuR von 16000 Reichs- 
werden und fowweit fie nicht der Holgbringung dienen. mart. Die Cinnahmen verbhielten fic) gu den Wusgaben 
Der immer mehr fortfchreitende Erfag tierifdjer Bug- (abgefehen von 1929) wie 100: 32 bis 53, wahrend die 
fraft durch Notoren und der Uusfall der Heeresverwal- gefamte Forjtverwaltung in diejen Jahren mit einem 
tung auf dem Futtermarft hat tm lebten Gahrgehnt  Betviebstoeffizienten von 59 bi3 98 wirt{dhaftete. Der
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Anteil der Jagd an der Reineinnahme betrug 1925 bis Waldungen des fachfifchen Erggebirges jahryunderte- 
1930: 1,4 bis 2,1%, 1931 betrug er 82% (!), 1932 lang natiirlich verjiingt haben. Die Annahme, dak die 
53%. gut gelungenen Naturverjiingungen aus wildarmen 
in Hinblicé auf dieje Tatfachen erjdjeint e3 ungeredjt- Zeiten ftammen, ijt in der Tat richtig. Wher 8 ijt ein 

fertigt, wenn Prof. Bernhard von der Jagd vorwiegend Fretum, wie Prof. Bernhard mit Oberforftmeijter Put- 
als von einem BVergniigen fprict, das fich der Forjt- fcher gu glauben fcjeint, die Beit vor den napoleonifejen 
mann auf frembder Leute Kojten verjdjafft. Von einem Kriegen fet im allgemeinen und im Durchfchnitt wild- 
reinen Vergniigen fann hier nur bei hohen Beamten reich getwejen. Unter den Kurfitrften hat es im fadhfi- 
die Rede fein, die in der Jagd eine ihnen wohl gu gin- fchen Erggebirge nirgends und gu feiner Beit auch nur 
nende Erholung von ifrer reinen Berwaltungsarbeit annahernd fo hohe Notwildjtinde gegeben wie im 
juchen, und auch bet diejen nicht immer. Fir den Fort —erften Jahrzehnt de3 20. Jahrhunderts! 
mat, der fajt das ganze Jahr tiber im Walde verbringt, Die furfachjijce Oberforjtmeijteret Barenfels, die 
artet diejes Vergniigen in der Regel in Arbeit aus. Das immer noch die wildreichjte des Eragebirges war, um- 
gilt befonders fiir den auf der Biirfche gu erfiillenden fafte im 17. und 18. Jahrhundert etwa die Waldflace 
mithevollen Whjduf der Rehe und des Mutterwildes der heutigen Sn{pettionsbezirfe Barenfels und MNarien- 
wahrend einer Yabhreszeit, in dev fich die forjtliden Ur berg — nach Wejten reichte jie noc) etwas weiter — mit 
beiten haufen; und die Teilnahme an den landesitblicjen mindeftens 39 000 ha fistalifcjer Waldfldche. Nach den 
winterlichen Notwildjagden, die bei Beteiligung von Piirfehvergeichniffen2), von denen einige Jahrgdnge 
20 bis 30 Schiiken 0 bis 3 Sticke Notwild und einen verlorengegangen find, famen zur Strece einjdjlief- 
Hafen zur Strece zu liefern pflegen, ijt auc) fiir einen lich Fallwild die unten®) angegebenen Wildmengen. 
liberdurch{hnittlich paffionierten Sager, fiir den Ddiefe Hierbet ijt gu beriicjidtigen, dak Vergleichszahlen 
Jagden Dienft find, alles andeve als ein Vergniigen! aus der Gegenwart und jiingiten Vergangenheit immer 

Sehlieflich fei in dem Zujammenhang ,Wild und nur den WUbjchus innerhalb der Staatsforften erfaffen, 
Waldwirtidhaft’” nod) die von Prof. Bernhard ange-  wabrend die jehr erhebliden Verlujte, die der Wildftand 
{chnittene Frage der Naturverjiingungen furg geftreift. durch Wbjdhuk jenfeits der Qagdgrengen erleidet, unbe- 
at den forftlihen Zeitfdhriften dev jiingiten Beit finden riidficjtigt bleiben. Unter dem Yagdregal wurde aber 
ich immer wieder Hinweife, die ein Miflingen natiir- die Hohe Jagd nahegu im ganzen Lande ansfdjlieplich 
lider Verjiingungen mit iibermafigem Wildjtand, ein vom Landesherrn hiv. feiner Jagerei ausgeiibt. Die 
Gelingen mit dem Fehlen von Wild gu erfliven ver- Zabhlen aus dem 17. und 18. Jahrhundert bedeuten 
juchen. Die makgebenden Faktoren feheinen mir doc) demnach Hinfichtlich des Rotwildes fajt die Gefamt- 
wohl der Bodengujtand und der Belidtungsgrad 3u jtrecte deS gangen Landesteils, alfo einjchlieplic) dejjen, 
fein. Wer gelungene Naturverjiingungen 3u fehen was heute auferhalbh der Staatsforften abgefdojjen 
wiinjeht, und gwar in Gegenwart von Mot- und Reh- wird. Sie lafjen auf einen Notwildftand fechlieBen, den 
wildjtinden, welche die Bernhardfden Hicftgahlen um man felbjt unter den heutigen wefentlic) ungitnftigeren 
ein Vielfaches iibertreffen, ohne irgendwelde Ziune MWhungsverhaltnijfen nicht al fonderlich hoch bezeichnen 
und fonftigen Schubmittel gelungen, dem fet u.a. ein  twiirde. Wher e3 gab bid hoch auf den Kamm des Ergge- 
Befuch der Rominter Heide in Oftpreufen, der nird-  birges Sauen, wenn auch nicht viel. : 
lichen Gifel und de8 Trierer Hochwaldes empfohlen. Die Verjiingungsfreudigfeit der Walbbiden des fach- 

Wlerdings, das mufy ich ausdriidlich betonen, alle  fifchen Ersgebirges, die man tm Vergleich zur Gegenwart 
dieje Waldgebiete haben Gauen alg Standwild, die fiir frithere Jahrhunderte annehmen 3u fdnnen glaubt, 
rheini{djen fogar veidlic) Cauen. Damit tomme ich auf  miehte ich mit in erjter Linie durch das Vorhandenfein 
eine mir auerordentlich wichtig erjdjeinende Frage, von Sdhwargiwild erfldren. Man mu einmal, wie auc 
der gerade die fachfijdjen Forjtlente bisher faum Be- Prof. Bernhard beridjtet, ein gutes Schwarswildrevier 
achtung gejdentt haben, weil die meiften von ihnen das freuz und quer durehftreift haben, um 3u erfennen, von 
Schwarswild aus eigenem WArugenjehein nicht fennen,  welcjem auferordentlidjen Nugen die Sanen fiir den : 
und weil andererfeits iiber die jagdliden Bujtiinde Wald find, vor allem durch ihre Bodenbearbeitung. 
Sachjens in weiter guriictliegender Beit durdhaus faliche 1) Dieje Frade ijt wabricheinlich exheblic) qu Hein, teinese 
Borjtellungen verbreitet find. falls 3u gro angenommen. 

Bunaehft ijt wohl fein Biweifel daran, dah fich die 2) In der Bibliothet der Forjtl. Hodfdhule Tharandt. 

3) 

es ts Sm Durdhfhnitt je Jahr 
BS 2 Se 

Sabre | Se] Rotwi | SO | Repmin| 2 | S | F 2 
Bs al : # | & 1 & | gobi OMe eee | ewe 

1678—85 8 2820 115 415 8 | 6 | 8 351 9,0 14 52 
1720—29 9 | 2404 251 481 : 8 3 267 6,9 28 53 
1732—43 6 | 2299 157 287 : 5 ; 370 9,5 26 48 
174458 | 10 | 3366 203 1385 ; 3 : 337 8,6 20 139 
1763—70 8 1684 411 701 : : i 210 5,4 52 88 
1771—82 | 10 | 3681 552 1594 : : : 368 9,4 55 159
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Nimmt man an, dab ein Stites Schwargwild taglich nur Ridhtigitetlung. 

1 a umbricht, a8 m.G. eher 3u niedrig als gu hoch Wuf den oben erwahnten Muffas Landjoritmeijter Bern: 

gegriffen ijt, jo ergibt cine einfacje Necnung, daf ein ee ee Reg Sorte i aio ee a 
S i Sti ; a im & Sy z ee 
Schwargwildjtand vor 1 Stite cuy 100 ha un Lange ausgeber 3ugelandt hat. Diejer Sufdhrijt ijt folgendes gu ent- 

eines hundertiibrigen Umtriebs einen dret- bis vier — nehmen: 

maligen Bollumbruc) der ganzen Waldflache nebjt Ln Profeffor Bernhards Wujfjab iiber , Jagd und 

Durdhmijehung der Stveudece mit dem Mineralboden ee im neuen ar Nae oo a cae 

ati ead OG . ‘ 9 Sah: So fonnen wir Forjtleute uns wohl nicht mit Unre 

ae Cine intenfive ee it a 2lrt, riihmen: Bortimpfer int nationalfozialijtijden Ginne von 

wie fie der Sorjtmann tt der Ehene vornehmen faun, —jeher in Deutfdland gewefen zu fein." 

ijt auf jteinigen Gebirgsbdden befonders an Hangen Diejer Sak bedarf unbedingt einer Richtightellung; td Frage: 

angefichts der Kojten undurchfithrbar. Allein die Saver Wer ift Bortampfer fiir ben wa tiomalfo- 

vermigen fie 3u leiften. Nach meiner Woerzeugung it ae ee ea eee 

cS He tad eae + : gan; gelac toy - 

das pam Erne? ber alferwichtigiten ea soe uy Haupten 3u fonnen, man fet Vorkampfer fiir den national- 

der Lebensgemetn{daft des mitteleuropiifden Waldes, jo3ialijtijden Staat gewefen, geniigt es nidjt, dak man vor 

ganz befonders aber bet Himatijdjen Verhiltnijfen, die Durdbrud der nationaljozialijtijehen Revolution eine durdaus 

fiir da8 Wachstum der Waldbiume ungiinjtig find, und nationale Gejinnung hatte, einem nationatent Verband an- 

auf untitigen Biden. Seine gangliche Wusrotturng ijt wack ut eee re ie basins eee panini 
- epee ae ‘ ‘i 2 : ij, d. i. vaterlid, Fiihre wd gejtaltete! 

fiir das fachfifehe Cxagebivge cin verhingnisvoller Sebler — anter einem Bortimpfer veriteht jeder Mationalfosiatit 
gewejen. Selbjt auf die Gefabr hin, fiir ungurechmungs- einen Mann, der tatfadlid) unter Einjak aller jeiner Krifte, 

fahig erfldrt gu werden, trete ich aus forftlicjen Griin- eines Berujes und feiner Stetlung fiir eine Sdee wirtlid) 

hen Hr bie Wiedereinbiicgerung bes Sdjwargtwildes in Tampft Leiner Hab. es gesate ih ber gree pene tes 

der freien Wildbahn Sachjens ein, wobet ih allerdings jebr wenige gegeben, die fic) voll und ganz fiir die Jdee un- 

4 ) oe ) ores el o jeres Bolfstanglers eingelest haben! Es jeblte nur nod, daB 

iiberzeugt bin, dap bis sur Wusfithrung dDiefer Anreguitg —gejagt wurde, die Forjtleute feien tiberhaupt die erjten Na- 

noc) ein weiter Weg ijt. Dte Wiedereinbiirgerung in tionalfosialijten gewelen, nod) vor unferem Boltstangler Woolf 

Sachfen ware fehon deshalb unbedentlich, weil in den a Er ah: aes : 

jachfijdjen Waldungen die riejenhaften Didungstom- litifgen et Ce eat Rui eite ee Ce 

plere gang feblen, die die notwendige Kurs haltung der fiir den Nationaljosialismus ijt Darin 3u Juchen, dab erjterer 

Sauen fo fehr erfcjweren. Die iibliche Flostel: Mit jtets geneigt fein wird, fic) auf den Boden der gegebenen 

Ritelficht auf die Landeskultur, die Landiwirt}dhaft fonne Poa seta gut oa und fid) ee ta ee 

: “ . : i (, egierungsumftellung genau Jo dabin ftellen wiirde, da aber 

east uv. ae oe Lt a al legterer Gut, Blut und Stellung aud) unter biirgerlider und 

Der wort manttt, auch er Staa fori eantte, jollte jich, biirgerlid)-marzijtijher Herrfdhaft aufs Spiel gelest hat und 

3umal in einer unsiveifelfaft gemeinniigigen Wnge- — einjagfreudig jederseit wieder Jehen wiirde, nux um ber Sdeen 

legenfeit, neben feinem eigenen Kopf nicht auch noc) welt umferes Fiihrers Adolf Hitler gu dienen! Das it der 

den des Bauern zerbredhen. Dafitr, dak die Sauen nicht Meteriaien! Die wi ee ae Serna 

iiberhandnefinen, werden allein fcjon die angrenzenden miffen es jich verbitten, Daf diefer Unterfchied vermifebt wird! 

Jagdpadhter jorgen. Die Verhinderurtg von Wildjdaden Heil Hitler! 

pureh Not- und Schwargiwild im Felde it — viel (ge3.) Dr. €. Schnell. B 

leiht mit Wusnahme von Grofgrundbefig mit riefigert Oberfirjter und Forjtl. Gaufadberater des Gaues Thiiringen 

Feldfehlagen — eine Mleinigteit, jofern der Landtwirt, der N.S. DWP. 

dem der Schaden droft, nur den ernften Willen hat, — &, fei miv geftattet, dazu nod) folgendes 3u benerfen: 

ihn 3u verbindern. Unter dem bis jebt geltender Mecht Bu Ehre dex Forftleute darF wohl gelagt werden, dab fie 

Hat ex dazu allerdings nicht die gertngite Veranlaljung, — fieh fiir vltijehe und gemeinwirt{daftlide Biele voll eingujeser 

Denn der Wildfehaden ijt in der Megel ein glingendes ane oe poe me Jie Hid in Den Sabren ee ff. 

Gefchaft! &3 gibt geniigend Beifpiele dafiir, dab aus als Beamte dure Befolging der ihnen erteilten Weijungen 

; : : Sear > und der ftaatliden Gefeke ,auf Den Boden der Tatjadhen“ 

diejem Grunde in pany woo das Wild gut Pore geltellt haben, fo geldah es in Erfiillung ibrer Berufspflidt. 

ou gehen pfleat, von den Landwirten die geplante Er- Sie warenes aber aud zumeiit, die auf 3. T. rect Jwierigen 

richtung eines Batters an der Waldgrenze auf alle Pojten marzijtijchen oder fapitalijtijden Mngriffer auf das im 

mtdgliche Urt zu Hintertreiben verfucht worden ijt, da fie, ‘Wald erhaltene Bolfsvermogen entgegengetreten Jind, die 

: al8 der Bann foblieplich doch ftand, ihn fortwahrend be- auf dem Land dent Umfichareifen tommuniftifeh-fostalifti|ber 
abi s ‘ fae fe und anderer 3erjekender Bejtrebungen Widerjtand geleijtet 

{chadigten und die Tore abjichtlich offen iefjen, MUL UM Haben. Der Fiihrer felbjt hat in feiner grobartigen Rede am 

den fojtharen Wildjchaden gu ergielen. Schlieplich fet ei 30. Januar die wertvollen Hilfsdienjte anderer nationaler 

Hinweis erlaubt auf die den fachfijcjen febr ahnlicjen  Berbande im Kampf gegen den Marxismus voll anerfannt. 

Verhiltniffe in dent preufijcen Mheinlanden: jebr didhte Und wenn einer, Jo Ddurjte vor allem Serr Landjorjtmeijter 

Revalf heeenenn i: Qandwirt| aft a Bernhard von fid fagen, dak er als Kampfer fir 

5 we plterutg, oy) | ehett € reide andiirt} T  ypaterlindijhe Biele gegen den Marxisntus alle feine Krajte 

Hlachland, meift bauerlidhe Vetviebe, baneben rauhe Ge eingefest hat, ex, der als Hjahriger Foritmeiiter an die Front 

birg3gegenden mit jehr viel Wald, diirftiger Landwirt — geeilt war und dort fewer verwundet wurde, der hernad) auf 

9 8 S landlidem Poften fis) Dem Treiben der Roten in Sadjen 
jchaft und armer Bevilferung. Und trob Der kePSauelt, Serial cndseuentellie sub qulept ale Dantiorbanelliet © 

: 1 oer . + n 4 2 ayIvO: entgegen e und ZuleBt als andforjinterjter be- 

bie wirtlich jebr veidhlich vorhanden find, lebt ber Gifel wiejen bat, dah er ein Rantpfer fiir Volfsgut und Vaterland 

bauer nicht {elechter und nicht beffer als fein Kollege — ijt, der auch das Opfer der Entfernung aus hoher Stelle nidt 

im fachfijchen Crygebirge. Jdeut, wenn es gilt fiir Jdeale eingutreten. Dieteric).
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ite b) Oberpfal3: Begzirfsamter Regensburg, Roding, 
Mitteilungen. Cham, Waldmiindhen, Neunburg v. M., Burglengen- 

Neue Holgfradttarife in Sidt. ee oe der 2 se hein RKaftl 
FInjolge der SHwierigtiten, die dem Wbjak von Nughol; des Beziris Neumark i. O., die Bezirfsdmter Wmberg, 

ae AAoiben Solsiiberl bubgebieten im ‘ : Lande a SulsbETy) Nabburg, Oberviedtadh, Vohenjtraug, Neu- 
gegenitehen, bat fic) die dringende Notwendigteit ergeben, fol- jtabt a. WR., Ejhenbach, Lir}dhenreuth, Herma und 
He iiber|diilfige Holgymengen zur Dedung des Bedarfes in den die Begirfe der unmittelbaren Stidte Regensburg, 

deutihen Landesteilen 3u verwenden, die auf eine Cinfubr Amberg, Scywandorf und Weiden; 
von Nukhol3 angewiejen find. Durd ein derartiges Verfahren BO ee hunt en mn eutcanier Minne eBnne 

wird ju erveiden verfudt, dak auslindijdes Nughols nur nod) reuth, Lace, Stantiteinad, Oe Rehan, 
infoweit sur Cinfubr gelangt, als 3ur Dedung der Differens Hof, Naila, Kronad und die Besirke der unmittelbaren 
zwijden dem Gejamtbedarj und der deut/dhen Nugholzerzeu- Stidte Bayreuth, Hof, Kulmbac, Karktredwig und 
gung notwendig it. Borausjesung fiir die Durdhfiihrung dieles Selb i z 2 
Planes ijt felbjtverjtandlidh, dak eine Verfradtung deutjden jowie fener fiir den Berjand von allen banerifaen Ver- 
Nugholzes von den Erzeugungsorten nad den Bedarfsgebieten jandbabnhafen den Empfangs geltungsbereid auf 

in wirt/haftliher Weife miglich ijt, Diele Miglid- alle Babnhije der Reidsbahndirettion Dresden aus- 
feit 3 [chajjen ijt eine Wujgabe der deutihen Frachttarifpolitif. 3udehnen. 

3u denjenigen Landesteilen, die eine jtarte Wufnahme- < : f : 
fabiateit fiir deutfdhes Holz aufweijen, gebirt das Land 2.in SAhlejien fir Stammbol3, Holzblode und - 
Sadfen. Diefes nimmt fowobhl im Hinblic auf feine hol3- Stangenbhol3, aud Holzsmajten, famtlid 
wirt|dhaftlide Beldajfenheit wie aud mit Riidjidht auf jeine aus deutfdhen Waldungen, von Fidte, Kiefer 
geographijdhe Lage eine bejondere Stellung ein. Auf verhalt- oder Tanne, aud) entrindet foweit es fis um 
nismagig fleinem Raum befindet fid hier eine auberordentlid Holzaus Uberjdhupbeftanden der Berjand- 
groke Sahl holzbe- und -verarbeitender Betriebe verjdieden- gebiete handelt, einen neuen als Not itands- 
ter Wt, deren Leijtungsfahigteit ganz erheblic) groper ijt als tarif gu fennzeidnenden Wusnahmetarif einguflibren, 
die Robjtoffbajis im eigenen Lande. Jm Jahre 1930 gab es der in feinem Geltungsbereid) auf den Verjand von 
neben 977 Gigewerfen etwa 4560 fonjtige holzverarbeitende Jamtliden Babnhifen der Reidsbabndirettion Bres- 
Betriebe, dazu famen nod) 50 Bergwerke und etwa 2000 Bau- lau und Oppeln nad famtlid en Bahnhsjen der Reids- 
unternebmungen. Holsfdliff, Sellftoff oder Papier jtellten bahnbdireftion Dresden abzujtellen und hinfidtlid) der Wn- 
493 Werke her. wendungsbedingungen und des Ausmakes der Sracdt- 

Sachjen felbjt bradte 1930 von dem bendtigten Nughols Beat See hee Pate a AB 
mur tnapp ein Drittel auf, die iibrigen 3 w ei Drittel mugten Fradtbri rs ci b S ; Le ee 
eingefiibrt werden, 3um Teil aus dem Wuslande, insbejondere jrad) ae de es, . fa Pie aye a 
Der Tfedojlowakei, gum Teil aus benadjbarten deut}dhen a ene € eat £ 2 > oon ie 
Landesteilen, und zwar it der Hauptfade aus Thiiringen, eriums fir Se agit Saat eae Pert is 
Bayern, Sdlejien und Brandenburg. Tdhaft nad folgendem Mujter enthalt: 

Sr der Nahe dieles JaGfifdh@en Holzbedarjs- Es wird bejdei tigt, dak die Sendung aus Holz 
gebietes befinden Jidh mum andere Deutj he Landes: bejtebt, das aus Uberfdugbejtanden in den Ber- 
teile, die in 3unehmendem Mage iiber die grohet Sdwierig- Jandgebieten herriibrt. 
feiten beim Wbjag ihres Holziiberfmujjes Kage Reidhsminijt. f. Ern. u. (Landw.) 
filhren. Es lag daber nabe, fid) mit der Frage gu befcaftigen, und augerdem den Stempel diejes Minijteriums. 
ob und unter welden Vorausjehungen es miglicd) ware, einen - : = aa 
Teil diefer Holziiberfdiijje nad) Sachjen gu leiten. Sweds Die durd den Ausnahmetarif vorgejehene Fradjtermapi- 
Durdfiihrung eines derartigen Berjudhes wurde fdon jriiher gutg wird na Htraglid im Erjtattungswege ni dt 3u- 

der Nusnahmetarif 1% (heute 1 B 304) gefdaffen, dex eseinem —_Seftanden. 

Teile der Jadfijdhen Holgindujtrie, und zwar demjenigen im Durd dieje Beldheinigung des Reidsminijteriums fiir Cr 
jadjilhen Erzgebirge, ermoglidte, banyerijhes und  pahrung und Landwirt|dhaft foll verhindert werden, dak der 
[lefifches Rumdhol; Hereinzujdhaffen. Die wadjenden Shwie- — Gylzabfluk nad) Sachfen fic) auf die Holzindujtrie in Sdlefien 
rigteiten Der Holzverjorgung audim iibrigen Sadjen  yngiinjtig auswirtt. Den Nadweis, dak eine beabjidtigte 
im Beret mit den lebhajten Ragen iiber die Whfak- Solsjendung fiir die fablefifde Indujtrie nicht bendtigt wird, 

[hwierigteiten fiir Holj im oftbayerifhen pat der Verjender durch entipredhende BVeldeinigungen felbjt 
Notftandsgebiet undin SHlefien haben mm — 3y erbringen. 
Veranlajfung gegeben, die Verjorgung Sadjens mit gewiffen iT : ates ; eae 

deut}hen Nugshdhern in einem erweiterten Umfange in die aoa ee es oe eee ee 

Wege ou ie Sete 5 jtanbdigen Holzindujtrie in den in Frage fommenden Wald- 
su diefem Swed ut a Recheralaey SEG peny gebieten Der Robhjtoff entzogen oder ungebiihrlid) verjteuert 

x ee memiuetiter put ies oe nabrung und Land- wird. Gollten derartige Sdaiden in Erjdeinung treten, Jo 
wirt} daft und der Retdsbahn-Hauptoer- wird die Reidsregierung jofort einjdreiten. ee 
waltung vereinbart worden: 

1. den Ausnahmetarif 1B 30 in feinem Berjfand- BWarnung. 
geltungsberetd) 3u erweitern durd) WAujnahme aller a . _ y fi : 
‘ z Mie ole fy Pe AES page Smmer wieder werden Sadmereien angeblid aus an- 

is nea scene ee erfannten Bejtinden ftammend und daraus erzogene Pflanzen 
pjalz und in Oberfranten in Frage enninene von Firmen zum Kauf angeboten, die Hierzu nicht beredtigt 

_ Btaht i find. — Sider geht beim Bezuge feines Bedarfs an Samen 
a) Miederbanern: Bezirtsimter Pajfau, Wes- gus anerfarmten Bejtdnden und daraus erzogenen Pflanzen 

|heid, Woljjtein, Grafenau, Vilshojen, Deggendorf, yx, wer ihn von Firmen taut, die unter unjerer Kontrolle 
Regen, Viedtad, Bogen, Straubing, Kdging und die jtehen, unjer Warenzeiden fiihren und ihren Sendungen einen 

Bezirte Der unmittelbaren Stadte Pajfau, Degsen- Gewahrjdein tiber die Serfunjt der Samereien und Pflanzen 
Dorf und Straubing; beifiigen. 

1) Diefer Xusnahmetarif bringt dem Stammbol; eine erheb- Hauptaus|dug flix forjtlide Saatgutanertennung 
lide Ermafigigung (ftatt Kl. F nod) etwas unter KI. G). (ge3.) i. UW. Lad.
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¢ u i < 7 Jagd-, Fisch-, Sport- [ Das preuBische Jagdgesets {ait stl, sur: Boote| Wild 
vom 18. Januar 1934 SS und 

nebst allen einschlagigen Reichs- und Lavdesgesetzen, Sw [S[—_—_—_—_—_———o.ee— 
Ausfiihrungsbestimmungen usw. é J Massholder- Hund SZ 

Von Dr. G. Mitzsenke alg Pfeifen vereinigt mit 
2 ox i sog. Bril i RM. 3.95, geb. RM. 4.80. > wseeenautticsa || St. Hubertus- 
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aller Art gerbt, farbt, bleicht und verar- om on NietGat Il. Jagdzeit- 

F beitet zu Pelzsachen in eigener Fabrik ail ae Sy Poe schrift 
Rauchwaren-Veredlungswerk Quesitz (5) Si 3 mit kiinstlich_ange- Reccherat 
Walter Schneider, Quesitz tiber Leipzig C2 I 2 Zalibar ach Ei jeden Freitag ° 

QUALITATSROSTKAFFEE | \ji iisc2bis: | pee / {ij & liste mit ca. 200 Ab- 
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(2) 2,60 RM./Pfd., ab 3 Pfd. fr. Haus. Garantie: Zuriicknahme OTTO HENZE — 

-  Kaffeehandel () Hann.-Minden, VERLAG 
iwi Otto Hoppe, Bremen C1 PAUL PAREY 
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5 Neuerscheinung 

Grundziige der Abschatzungslehre 
Lehrbuch fiir Praktiker, Wissenschaftler, Wirtschaftsberater und Treuhiinder des Nihrstandes, 

fiir Volkswirte, Kreditinstitute, Finanzimter und andere Verwaltungsstellen 

3 Von Prof. Dr. Berthold Sagawe 

Direktor des Instituts fiir landw. Betriebslehre an der Universitit Kiel 

Gebunden RM. 17.— 

Das Werk zeigt eine neue Taxlehre und Methode, die die Taxierung unabhangig von jeder Wertschwankung erhalten 

soll und dem Taxator erméglicht, den jeweiligen Preisverhiiltnissen Rechnung zu tragen. Da die methodische Behand- 

lung jeden Schatzungszweck eingehend beriicksichtigt, ist das Buch ein unentbehrliches Hilfsmittel fiir jeden Betei- 

ligten, sei er Wissenschaftler oder Praktiker, Landwirt, Forstwirt oder Gartner, Wirtschaftsberater, Taxator, Biicher- 

revisor, Steuerbeamter oder Grundstiicksmakler. 

GrundriB der forstlichen 
Betriebswirtschaftslehre 

Von Dr. Gerhard Reinhold 
Professor fiir Forstpolitik an der Universitit GieBen. 

Gebunden RM. 13.— 

»Hs ist hoch erfreulich, dais dieses erste Lehrbuch tiber forstliche Betriebswirtschaftslehre auf den Grundsitzen der 

Bodenreinertragslehre aufgebaut ist. Sie liefert die sicheren Handhaben, nach denen der Verfasser Ausschau 

halt, nur sie gewahrt ihm den festen Boden zur Griindung und Hntwicklung der forstlichen Betriebswirtschaftslehre. 

Reinhold scheidet zwei Hauptteile aus: 1. Die betriebswirtschaftliche Wertung der Produktionselemente und der 

Umwelt des Betriebes, 2. Die Nutzbarmachung der Produktionselemente: Die forstliche Erfolgsrechnung...... 

Es lieBe sich eine Fiille wertvoller Gedanken des Verfassers anfiihren. Ich verweise jedoch auf sein Werk, das ich 

zur Lektiire hiermit bestens empfehle.“ (Prof. Dr. Busse in der , Deutschen Forst-Zeitung".) 

VERLAG PAUL PAREY - BERLIN SW 11 - HEDEMANNSTRASSE 28/29 
SDs es RS ae Se eg NP ae Sl SS PE oes ee ar eee See 
Berantwortlicjer Herausgeber: Profejjor Dr. Victor Dieterich-Miindyen, verantwortlid) fiir Angeigen: Baul De dert, BerlinsFriedenau. Vere 

fag: Baul Barey, Berlin SW 11, Drud: H. Qauypy jr, Tiibingen. DA. IV. Bj. 1300. — Nachorud und Nberjebung in frembe Sprachen nur mit 

vol{itandiger Quellenangabe und nach vorheriger Veritindigung mit dem Herausgeber geftattet. Beitrage werder mur nach dem feften Honorarjay diefer Zeit- 

jehrift honoriert. — Die Aufnahme eines Aujfjaes, VBeridjtes uff. im dieje Beitfdhrift erfolat mur unter der Boraugjesung, dah der Verfafjer denjelben Bei- 

trag nicht gleichzeitig einer anderen Seitichrift sugehen lapt. —Besuqspreis: vierteljahrlic) M. 3.60. — Beftellungen nehmen alle Poftanftalten entgegen.
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Leitfate gum Dortrag: 

ydas Reidjsnaturf/dubgeless i 
und die Sorftwirt/dyaft 

Yon Dr. 5. Klofe 

1. Das Reidsnatur|dhuggejey wird nidt ohne Riidwirfung 
auf die Forjtwirt|dhajt bleiben. Schon aus der Tatjade, Dak der 
gejamtdeutjdhe Naturjdus in die Hinde des Reidjsfor|tmer|ters 
iiberging, erwidjt jeinen Mtitarbeitern auf forjtlichem Gebiete 
die Chrenpflidt, fi an erjter Stelle fiir die Crhaltung und 
Pjlege der Natur eingujegen. 

2. Notwendig ijt enge Fiihlung und Zujammenarbeit der 
Bertreter der oe mit den Naturfommifjaren. Reine 
Naturjdhubjtelle ohne Vertretung von Forjt und Jagd. 

3. Naturdenfmale des Bodens Ae Dauernd, jolde der 
Pflangenwelt fiir die Dauer ihres Lebens gu erhalten. Wujf 
Ueberhalten jiingerer Biume, die Entwidlung jum Naturdent- 
mal verjpredjen, ijt Bedacht gu nehmen. Bejondere Wufmertjam- 
feit mug der Sicerung natirlider Lebensitiitten (Biotope) als 
Naturdentmale over -jdhuggebiete gelten. Wud) die Umgebung 
von Naturdentmalen ijt pileglid gu behandeln. Bei Wujforjtung 
von ,Oedlandé miifjen biologijd Hodjwertige Fliden aus. 
— Gripe in ihrer urjpriingliden Bejdhaffenheit erhalten 

eiben. 
4, Durd Erhaltung und Mehrung der Nijtgelegenheiten, Cin. 

bringen von Frucdhtbiumen ujw, ijt die artlide und individuelle 
Zunahme der Vogelwelt aus wirt|dhajtliden, bejonders aber aus 
ethijden Griinden erheblid) mehr als bisher gu fordern. 

5. Der natiirlichere Waldbilder guriidbringende Dauerwald 
ent[pridt aud den Wiinjden des Yaturjdukes. Dod ijt gu



forbern, Dak bei Umbreden des Bodens Riidjidt auf die natiir- 
lidhen Pflangenvereine des Waldes genommen wird; daratfte- 
viftije, bejonders reidhaltige Flaiden find in geniigender Gripe 
unverjehrt gu erhalten, um die Wiederbefiedlung jtarf ver- 
aimbderter oder jer|tirter Bobenfliden gu fordern. 

6. Reflamen gehiren nidt in deutjdhe Wilder. Wegegeiden 
u. a. unvermeidlide Schilder diirfen nit gu Verunjtaltungen 
fiibren. Giir den Rrajtverfehr, bejonders an Gonntagen, jind 
nur die notwendigiten Wege freigugeben; Seeufer und ahnlide 
Wandergebiete fperre man grundjaglid aud den Kraftrddern. 
Der Berfehr, auch der Wanderer, joll nidt behindert, jondern in 
die redten Wege gewiejen werden. Gtandorte jeliener Pjlanjgen 
und Pjlangengemein|dhajten erjdhlieke man nidt, jondern fiihre 
gegebenenfalls den Weg abjeits vorbet. 

7. Der Unbau fremdlindijdher Nugholzer beriihrt nidt die 
Belange des Naturjdhuges, agegen lehnt diejer grundjagzlid jede 
»Waldver|hinerung“ durd frembdes Gehslz ab. 

8. Den fulturellen und fozial-ethijden Aujgaben des deut- 
|chen Waldes entipridt es, der Pflege des Waldbildes bejondere 
Uufmerfiamfeit guguwenden. Badtiler, Seeufer, Wanderwege, 
Ausfidhtspuntte bezeichnen Berpflidtungen gegeniiber den natur- 
judenden Bolfsgenojjen und ftellen dem GForjtmanne bejondere 
Aufgaben. Ge naher die Forjten den Zentren der Siedlung, 
defto Hiher ihr Sozialwert. Hier erwahjen dem Forjtmanne 
wefentlide ergiehlide Pflidten. Umgefehrt aber mug er aud 
von den Rreijen des Naturjdukes verjtirite volfserzieherijdhe 
Arbeit erwarten. Nur der Naturjdhiiger Hat Heutzutage ein 
AUnredht auf Nugniehung der Heimatnatur; gegen jeden anderen 
gehe man auf das |ehiirjite vor. 

Drud: Reidsnahrftand Gerlags-G. m. b. H., Berlin SW 11, Hedemannitr. 30.
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paffiver Widerjtand gegen dieje Sagdhundvorjiihrung entwidelte. Der Fithrer geftand nachher auch, daf er ,,jo etwas" noc) nie gemacht 

Und bei einer Hegeringverjammlung furz vor dem Tage der Be- Habe, obgleich der Hund im gweiten Felde ftand! Den vierten Hund 
fichtiqung jprach ein Sager gang offen aus, wad wohl viele denfen ~ hatte fein Vefther vor einer Woche zur Probe erhalten. Diejer Hund ‘ 

_ modhten: , Warum foll ih meinen Hund tibermorgen in. vorjtellen?  ftand im dritten Felde und follte jicherer Totveriweijer fein. uch 
Sch wei ja ganz genau, wad ich von ihm zu halten habe. Das  diefer Fiihrer war von feiner Gachfermiis belajtet.  Wuferdemt, 
Urteil anderer ift mix fehr gleichgiiltig. Wuferdem wei jeder mute man feftftelfen, dab der Hund die gugeliderten Cigenjdjaften 
erjahrene Siiger, dai ein im Revier wertvoller Hund auf einer nicht befab, auch wenn man ihm den anderen Githrer, die neue 
Lriifung verjagen fann, wenn viele Menjchen und Hunde in der Nahe Ungebung ujww. gugute Hielt. 
find. Sch geige meinen Hund jedenfalls nicht!” Darauf ertwiderte Bum AUAbjchlug der Vorfiihrung hielt der Mreisjagermeifter eine 
ihm der Kreidfagermeifter ganz fachlich: ,Dann fann ich leider nichts — Eurze Wnjprache. Dabei ftellte er felt, daf e9 jelbjt in den Reihen 
weiter machen, Hert X, al3 dem Gaujagermeijter melden, dah in der Mitglieder der Deutjchen Yagerfcjaft noch eine grofe Zabl 

: Shrem MRevier fein den Vorjdjriften de$ Gejebes entiprecjend von Sager gibe, die fic) der ernjten Verpflichtungen wie jie von 
braudjbarer Hund gehalten wird.” ihnen mit Wusithung der Sagd iibernommen wurden, nicht bewupt 

Das Bild, dad fich bet der Hundevorjtelfung jelbjt bot, war feien. Gr habe daraus gelernt, daf e8 hier noch ein danfensivertes 
entipredjend flaglich. %u3 beinahe 200 Sagdbezirfen de3 Sreijes und energie angufajjendes Vetiitigungsfeld fiir ihn, ja wohl fiir 
mit etwa doppelt fo bielen Sager waren nut fiinf Hunde gemeldet die meijten Kreisjagermeijter zur WAuféldrung und Weiterarbeit gebe. 

“tporden und vier erjchienen! 23 Bujdauer famen etwa noc) Auferdem glaube er, wenigitens den Hier verjammelten Yager 
15 Menjchen, die meiftens Sager waren. Von den vier Hunden wurde  gezeigt gu haben, dak eS bei diejer Beranjtaltung nicht um den 
jedem eine gang leichte, faft mit den Mugen zu verfolgende, fiinjtliche Gerwinn von Lreijen gehe, fondern eingig und allein darum, jeden 
Schweiffahrte und eine Hajenjehleppe mit je einem frijdh gefehojfenen —_eingelnen Hundefiihrer gu zeigen, wad an der Arbeit jeines Hunde3 
Hafen am Cnde der Sehleppe gur Verfligung geftellt. Die gegeigten und vor allem an dem Zujanumenarbeiten gwifchen thm und jeinem 
Leiftungen der Hunde wie auch der Fiihrer waren erjehiitternd. Cin Gagdgehilfen noch gu duderm und gu verbejjem fei. 
eingiger Hund geigte wenigitens, dab er frither befjere Urbeit geleijtet Die beiden ,Oundebeurteiler” machten anjehliehend noch Xu3s- < 
hatte, jest aber war er ginglich verbummelt; tatfachlich jtellte es fich fiihrungen allgemeiner rt iiber die Crgebnifje der Vorjithrung. 
auch heraus, dafs der Hund von einem guten Hundefiihrer aus dem Sie jejlojjen beide mit den wirklich jehr behersigenswerten Worten, 
Kreije ftammte. Bei einem gweiten Hunde wollte der Fiihrer den dah e3 feinen Revierinhaber ohne brauchbaren Hund geben diirfe. 
Hund nach dem exjten Verjagen fofort jdnallen. Bur Rede gejtellt, Mur der finne ein twaidgerecjter Giger fein, der die geringe Beit 
was et fic davon verjpreche, wufite er feinen Grind angugeben. und Mithe nicht jcheue, fich taglich auch nur wenige Minuten jeinem 

; Der Hund hatte wabricheinlich ficherer arbeiten formen, wenn ijn Hunde zu widmen und ihn bei jeder Gelegenheit auf der Jagd, bei 
, ber recht heftige und unbeherricjte Fihrer nicht ftindig ungiinjtig  Pitrjeh und WAnfig und bejonder3 bet Treibjagden gu fiihren. 

beeinfluft hatte. Sei einem Kurghaarriiden, dejjen Rute iibrigens Dieje wenigen Beijpiele aus der Brari3 jprechen eine leider 
nicht fupiert war, erwies e3 fic) als notwendig, dak Herr und Hund nur gu deutliche Sprache. Wber da das Biel Har ijt, wird es Mittel 
tiberhaupt erft eimmal lernten, auf ciner Schweiffahrte gu arbeiten. und Wege geben, e3 gu erreichen. 

oe 

Entenjagd 
Bon W.S. von VBronfart t - 

8 gibt wohl faum eine | ; A 3 a 7 — gelegen wird felbjt der bejte Hund 
Sagd auf Niederwild, 3 Boe ent ee Die gefliigelte Cte, die noch 
die fo vielfeitig jem ~~ ; s : Z feces tauchen fann, oft nicht bringen. 

farm wie die Entenjagd. Cie | _ : : , a Aber auch hier gibt es einen WAus- 
fann auf eine Weije ausgeiibt — — =e cera ee | tveg.. Werm man am nadhjten 
werden, dag jelbjt ber un- aula = Sage bad Ufer gut von dem 

z gewandte Sdjiige leidliche Cr ay ess Hu abfuchen laf, fo wird 
folge hat, und auc) wiederum fo, a . EAD od man noc mance Ente finden, 
Daf der firme Slugidhiige jeine ae da die angefchojjene mit Vor- 
Kunft zeigen fan. Man fann “ . wes eee aay liebe daS Land aufjucht. 
allein oder mit mehreren Sdhiit- 4 Die einjachite Jagd ijt im 
gen ohne jeden Wpparat jagen Herbjt abends am Ginfall der 
und auch mit einem grofen Wuf- Anfip. Nicht gu fleine Wajfer- 
gebot von Treibern und Hunden . Weher oder Titmpel eigqnen ich 
eine Gefellfdhaftsjagd mit dem Hierzu am beften, dod) fallen 
fonjtigen noch dazu gehirenden ‘ die Enten in diefer Gahreszeit 
Kiimbim veranftalten. Wile “ auch gern auf Hafer- und 
Wajferflacen wie Hlupliufe, Gerftenjtoppeln ein. Cin une 

: ee Titmpel und Geen auffalliger Schirm, der auch gut 
eignen fic) eigentlich iiberall ec % OM. nach oben decit, ift natitrlich notig. 
i Ge bate ee ee ite IO eat bed ater “he Gee ilies 
Denen Gagdarten. Unbedingt notiq ijt aber bei jeder Jagd — von grofen Seen oder Fliijjen und fiittert man die Cnten in den von 7 
auf Cnten ein ficher aus dem Wafjer apportierender Hund.  ihnen bevorzugten Tiimpeln mit Hinterforn an, fo fann man recht : 
Unwaidmannijeh bleibt e3 immer, one Hund zu jagen und mehr — beadhtliche Strecfen erzielen. Die Cnten lieben auch Cicheln fehr. ” 
Gnten zu veriieren, als fich vermeiden Lapt. Leider ijt e3 nam- Wo aljo Cichen an Wafferlichern jtehen, ijt bei einem Majtjahr 
lich bet der Sagd auf Wafjerwild nicht gu umgehen, dah man auf guten Cinfall gu rechnen. Yeh habe e3 oft beobachtet, wie die 
das eine oder andere Stic nicht befommmt. Wus grofen Schilf- eingefallenen Cnten geradegu unter den itberhingenden Bweigen
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x Veftinde, die ihm das noch nicht Harte Gewweih verleben fonnen. 
Bei. der Xreibjagd auf den Nauberpel ift die Hauptfache, dah 

Z a i i gag die Schneujen, an denen die Schiiken ftehen, richtig gefdynitten find. 
: capes 4 Gie ditrfen nicht gang fret von Schilf fein, da der Crpel fie fonjt oft 

; r via i tauchend pajfiert. Man Llagt daher ein oder zwei diinne Rohréuliffen 
i ad eat es ftehen, die von den Crpeln als Decung angenommen werden. Der 

EE - 8 Sehiike fieht die Silhouette der Ente aber deutlich, und der Schuf ift ; 
i eee a a, ae fiir den nicht gu langjamen Schitben nicht jehwer. Git das Rohr nicht 
t | —_ 3u hoch, jo erfennt man auch oft an deffen Bewegung, wenn Enten 
} fommen, und fann fich fertig machen. Daf der Schiike am Ufer in ae — pam ar - oe gut decenden iam ftehen mu, ift felbftverftindlid). Bei 

| eed ee ebe breiten Gelegen baut man in der Mitte der Schneuje auf vier 
are Sipe Pyahlen eine Wrt Snfel, auf der givei Schiiben bequem Blab haben, 
E ae oe ae : ey die fich mit dem Riicen gegeneinander ftellen. uch diefe Stande 

Se ean ieee Risener Tie ==  imiiffen gut verblendet fein. Wenn auch bei der eben ermahnten 
Beier Ee ee F< = Sagdart wohl eingelne Slugenten mit gejdojfen werden, fo ijt der 
pe ee eee Schuf auf den Rauberpel doch etwas eintinig und auch fonjt nicht 

1th jebermarms Gefchmad. : 
EO fea See Be Wm intereffanteften ijt die Jagd aber entjchieden, wenn alle | } 

SS Enten flugbar find. Man fahet mit einigen Kamen vorjichtig am || 
g mM. Rohr entlang, wahrend fich an Schneujen oder fonjt gecigneten Stellen 

eine goin oe Eanes ee andere Sane vorlegen und einige Treiber durch das Rohr geben. 
warteten, bis eine Cichel in dad Waffer Hatjchte, um dann  Hierbei fommen die verjchiedenjten Sdiifje vor. Die Sungenten, 
fofort nach ihr-gu grimbdeln. Bu diefer Jagdart benugt man auch die bon ihren Schwingen nod) nicht recht Gebrauch zu machen wiffen, 
Lodenten, doch habe ich daritber feine Erfahrung. Der Schug auf — fteigen fchiverfallig auf und find leicht gu fchiefen. Die Wltenten 
die eingefallene Cnte ijt leicht, fo dak auch der Wnfinger befrie- machen es dem Schiigen aber oft fchwer, wenn jie pfeilfdnell tiber 
digt nach Hauje gehen fann. das Rohr oder Waffer ftreichen. 

Suiterejfanter ijt aber Doo  -EEEE En Ent ee emwememe §66Undere wieder jfteigen f{dnell 
UAbjuchen folcher Heinen Wajfer- [Ses soos ee ae ~~ 4 jentrecht hoch, um nun jofort in 
fldchen bet Tage. Will man Perec ee oe ee eee Joe giemlicher Hohe in voller Sabet 
nicht gu fehimere Schiiffe haben, Se | jufein. Weite ScHiiffe find hier 
fo nabert man fich moglich{t vor- frets so See gM fel nicht 3u vermeiden, da man auf 
fichtig dem Ort, wo die Enten eae Gey — : oe aS dem Wajjer oder in der Lujt 
fiegen. Die aus dem Rohr oder eee es a ASS fewer die Cutfernung taxieren 

; Schilf aujjteigende Cnie ijt nod g 2 SS sis pcos meaas come fon. Go fommt e8 oft bor, 
nicht in Fabhrt und leicht herum- ae Ri a ny a = dag die Ente mit dem erjten 
ter ju holen. Collen die Sm meee oS ete : Schuk nicht genug befommt. 
Schiiben aber Freude an fchiwe- a PR ig ag a nesta Dann fpare aber nicht mit den 

ten Sehitfjen haben, fo poftiert [eer = = SS SSeS jweiten. Wenn die Cute nur 
man fie 50 bis 80 Schritt bon ee oe ee ES geffiigelt gu taucen anfangt, 
dem Tiimpel und lat die Guten i Se SSS ift fie oft verforen. 
bon einem Treiber hoch machen. bores Sa cates rr i os Bei diejer Yagdart fei man 
Den Hund bebiilt man gu Wn- | eee eee cre eee : aber mit der QMuswabl feiner 
fang bei Sub und lapft ihn erjt Schitgen vorjichtig. Die vor- 
ftébern, wer man glaubt, dag Der Han bringt Material ans Melt (Phot, M. Kiefer) ftehenden Sehiiben wiffen oft 
fid) noch Enten gedriict haben, nicht, wo fic) die Kahne der 
wie e8 die Gungenten germ tun. Auch der Bug ift ein guter anderen Schiihen befinden, und fiir diefe ijt e3 ebenjo. Cin 
Priifftein fiir firme Slugidiiben oder jolche, die glauben, e3 gu fein! auf die dicht iiber das Wajjer oder Rohr fortftreidende Cnte 
Hoch und pfeilfdmell fommen die Cnten oft angebrauft, und eit  abgegebener Schuh fann daher jehr gefahrlich fein. Cs fommen 
tajches Wuge, dDa8 das richtige Vorhalten gut heraus hat, ijt ndtiq, auch auf feiner Jagd jo viele Ungliic’sfalle vor tie auf diefer. Smmer- 
wenn die Breitjehnabel fallen jollen. Selbjt jonjt guten Scien 
iff e8 oft peinlich, Die Anzahl der verfdhojfenen Patronen anzugeben. PS Sa 
Den Zug muhR man fich natiirlid) exjt ausmachen. Die Strecen eee Seton ae SON Bias eset 
givifchen gréferen Wafjerldchern und von Geen nach Hafer- oder | ee ce: cee 2th en ee eer a 

Gerjtenftoppen werden gern angenommen. : pester ey es =< <a ae eet 
Hat man in feinem Revier Seen mit grofjen Rohrgelegen, umd == we = \ ee 

twill man grofe Strecfen ergielen, fo ift Die Treibjagd im Guli auf | yh Sear ee ae 2 ae 
den Rauherpel die geeignetfte. Wher nicht alle Gewajfer eiqnen jae SF ty Ne me BAe es 
fich hiergu. Woran 3 liegt, weif man nicht, aber eingelne Geen eZ: Ss eae Ce 
werden von den Grpelr zur Beit der Maujer ganz bejonders rept he! ee one ieee) 
bevorjugt. Nac) meiner Beobachtung find e3 Geen, auf denen PAAece cece i A ee ae = eo 
e8 wolf grofe Rohrgelege gibt, in denen aber das Rohr oder jah eae oa oe eee a 
die Binjen nicht gu dicht ftehen. Die Schwingen mit den Fee Se Sa A 
noch mit Schweifs gefitllten Pofen find augenjcheinlich jehr empfind- = Seance SS See 
Yih, und fo vermeidet der Erpel in diclem Zuftand das gu didjt ms ees eS = } a 
flehende Rober, dad ifm bei jeder Bewegung Schmerz ver- bse a eta i rai ee S| 
urfachen mup. uch der Vajthirjeh gieht ja nicht gern in diehte SoS Se aie 

Der Hahn verlajt das Neft (Bhot. M. Kiefer)
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y hin foun man dad Rijifo fehr cl ee und dak da3 feine Schrot befjer 
berringern, wenn in jedem Kahn a} dedt. Sch habe immer Nr. 4 
eine lange Stange mit einem i ._” und 5 al8 das geeignetite Schrot 
Heinen Gtrohiwijeh angebraht —— eer §«6gefunden. Auf twaidgeredjten 
wird, der iter das Stohr hinaus- ee 4 Entjermmgendecendiefe Schrot- 

tagt. Bis pit in den Herbft Fi eeeeees Be ee a nummern bei einer gut {ehiefen= 
Hinein fann man auf dieje Veije ya rg den Slinte fiir den Hals auch 
jagen. Man wahledagudieunter ff | genug und auf dem Kdrper mit 
Wind fiegenden Ufer, an denen F | feiner harten Sederdecte wirken 
die Enten, bejonder3 wenn es 4 jie doch befjer als die feineren 
etwas ftiirmijeh ‘ft, fehr gem . | Xumumern. 
fiegen. Bei flavem rubigem Wet- ae Die Wafferarbeit ijt fiir den 
ter wird man aflerding3 viele  * |} | Hund fehr ermitdend und bejon- 
Gnten auf dem blanfen Vajjer : eh | _ der8 in Rohe und Schilf fer an- 
finden, die natiirlid) jfchon bei ee Rae a E25)  ftrengend. Man lajje ijn daher 
den erften Schiifjen Hochgehen. — —— eagles : bo nlicht unniif Wild bringen, da3 
Bei Regen und Sturm, wenn oe ES : 2 man auch) mit der Hand vom 
die Enten Shug im Rohr juchen ee Kahn aus aujnehmen fann. 
und der Schall dex Schiifie Seen a Eee Mit einem jungen Hund fei 
jowie das Gerdujd) der fahren- man mit bem Stébern jehr 
den Kahne fich im Wind per- Die Henne bleibt rubig figen (Phot. M. Keefer) — porjichtig. Da man ihn bei diejer 
fiert, faun man oft gute Strecfen Arbeit nicht fontrollieven fann, 
erzielen, da die Enten dann feftliegen. Doch e3 fommt auch vor, fommt er fonft leicht aus der Hand. Die Haljung ift dem Hund im 
dab fie bei jolchem Wetter die grofen Seen verlajjen und fleinere  Wafjer unbedingt absunehmen. Ym Rohr dicht am Ufer liegen oft 
Gejchiibtere aufjuchen. Ym Herbjt trifft man auch oft ausmartige Mite, oder e8 jtehen dort alte Nebpfahle, an denen der Hund fich leicht 
Gajte an, wie die Schellente, die Moorente und andere, fo dah  verfangen fann, und man fieht nicht einmal, was im Rohr vor fich geht. 
die Strecie fehr mannigfaltig werden fann. G3 ft viel daritber So fann die Jagd auf Enten viel Whwechflung bringen, und e3 
geftritten worden, mit welcher Schrotmummer man auf Cnten ijt fehr gu begrithen, dah das neue Jagdgejeb den Fang in den 
jchieBen foll, und einige Schiiben gehen bi3 auf Nr. 7 herunter. Mojen an der Seefiijte, in denen im Winter oft Taufende gefangen 
Sie begriinden die} damit, dah der lange Hals ein gutes Biel bietet, wurden, fehr einge|drintt hat. 

, Ww - 

Hinter vem Elchhund auf ver Fabrte des norwegifhen Elch(chauflers 
ena esi ae A Bom, siger vom Rhein — ae TR TNR TS 

ie vielen WAnfragen und erbetenen Wusfiinfte zu meinen RKugelfdhiige war, verfagte beim pliplichen Wnbli€ eines febhr jtarfen 
Cehjagderlebnijjen in Schweden und Norwegen (f. Nv. 17  22-Cnders vollfommen. Die Nerven gingen bei ihm durch, jo dah 

j und 18 ,,Deutfche Jagd") fann ich leider nidt eingeln er unfabhig war, richtig zu zielen. Dreimal ging er in Unjehlag, als 
augfithrlic) beantworten. Go fei e3 mir geftattet, hier in miglichjter der Schaufler durch) den Clf gog und darin verhoffte. Der Sager 
Kitrge auf die gefragten Cingelheiten naher eingugehen. probierte e3 mit und ohne Fernvohr, auf den Kolof fertigzutwerden, 

Wegen der gu bejagenden Reviere ijt 3 wohl am einfachiten, wer e8 gelang ihm nidjt. Yager, Giihrer und Hund ftanden im 
fich an einen Glbjagdverpadhter in Norwegen gu wenden. Soweit vaujdjenden Waffer des Clfs, und beim nochmaligen Verfuch, das 
ich unterridhtet bin, ift Ronful Breffe in Drontheim einer der Fernrohr auf die Vitehje gu feben, jiel diefes ms Walfer, und der 
bedentendften GClehjagdvermittler. Frither war 8 onjul  Cleh empfabl fic). 
Quell, der wohl die bejten Reviere an der Hand hatte, aber nach Gin andermal wurde ein Schiibe auf 70 Sdhritt an einen 
defen Uusjcheiden hat Konful Brekfe die ausfichtsvolljten Yagden.  fapitalen Schauffler gebracht. Wie ein Penbdel wadelte der Biichslauf 
Der Pachtprei3 je Revier ijt grundverjchieden. Gr richtet fic) nach auf dem folojfalen Rumpf Herum. Maher heran jchob man den im 
den jagdlidjen Wusjichten und den ,,Clehrechten”, alfo nach den  Anfehlag ftehenden Yager, bis er an einer Birke anftreichen fornte, 
gum Wb{ehuh freigegebenen Clehen, bd. h. AUbfchusmdglichfeiten. aber als e tnallte, empfabl fich der urige Rede und ward nie mebr 
Aber man joll fic) nicht etwa einbilden, dak man fich num einfach  gefellen. Cin Clehhirjch von iiber zen BZentnern ijt eben fein Rel- 
den ,didften” Clehfhaufler ausjuchen fann, — dad wave eine ganz biden, und der WAnblicl diefes getwaltigen Wildes lft eine ungeleure 

: faliche Borjtellung. Handelt e3 jich doch um Reviere, die fich noc) Spannung aus! Yeh farm e8 durchaus verjtehen, wenn dem itber : 
im Urguftand befinden! Man fann vielleicht fogar anf mehrere elfen und Moore nachhingenden, villig ausgepumpten, leiden- 
Clehhirjche gu Schus fommen, e3 ift aber auch miglich, da man . {chaftlichen Jager beim uneriarteten Mnblic de fo wild und trogig 
fein Saar von einem Sdhaufler zu jehen befommt. Ajo bitte  dveinfdauenden Clehhirjches immitten diefer urigen Wildnis die 
feine falfche Vorftelling! Sebdenfalls gehiren Clehfcjaufler, wie Nerven durchgelhen. Cine uniiberlegte Handlung im gegebenen 
ich einen im borigen Herbjt erlegte, {chon gu den feltenen, ganz  Uugenblic — ein Febliduk — ein Sdhuf auf einen den Cleh 
ftarfen Sirjden, denn nicht umfonjt wurde der von mir geftredte dedenden Baum oder Felsblod, und jdon ijt die gute Chance 
18-Ender auf der Gewweihausitelfung in Berlin mit dem L Preis ver|perrt, um vielleicht niemals wiedergufehren! Das ware die 
pramiiert. jagdlide Crgdngung, nun 3u dev finangiellen Frage! 

Ciniwedjelnde Wolfe oder Menntiere fEnnen in dem beften Der Pachtpreis fiir cin oder mehrere Reviere ift grund- 
Clehrevier die jhiniten Hoffnungen pliglich gunichte machen. Bu  verfdhieden. Meiftend richtet fic) die Pacht nach den in mehreren 
allem waidmannijden Rinnen gebirt aljo auch eine giemliche Yahren vorher dort erlegten Cleher, aljo nach den Wusfichten. Cs 
Portion Dujel. Bon den Clehhundfithrern ujw. hirte ich die un- ijt Daher unmiéglich, hier irgendiweldje Ballen gu nennen, da dex Nuj 
glaublichften Wbentener, die fie mit auslindijcen Gagern erlebt der eingelnen Reviere gang ver|dhieden ijt, fo dak fie Dement|prechend 
hatten. Gin Herr — fein Deutfcder —, der fonjt ein gang guter  bewertet werden. uch ridhtet fich der Preis, wie bereits erwatnt,
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Fret Cut Bude : 

‘ 1) Klimatische Verhiltnisse allgemein. Fords Ve) 

; Dieselben sind in erster Linie abhdéngig von der Lage. 

Das Forstamt gehdrt zum nordfrinkischen Keupergebiet und liegt 

auf den Schichten des bunten Keupers und zwar in seiner grdéssten Aus= 

dehnung auf dem sog. oberen Keuper. 

Hohenlage zwischen 400 und 420 m; hédchste Erhebung im Amt 490 m 

(Balzerstein). Nérdliche und dstliche Expositionen vorherrschend. 

Jaihrl. Temp. Mittel 7 © Celsius. 

Mittl. Max. 124° * 

"Min. Vidic. hs, 
Monatl. Max. OPrope oo Mi gaa 

" Min. ) B66 Cisse Bes, Ianmars 

Mittl. Datum des 1. Frostes Te - 14. Oktober. 

yi letzten |" 5..- 12. Mai. 

: Anzahl der Frosttage 105 - 120. 

" Wintertage 28 - 35. 

( Man versteht unter einem Frosttage hier einen Tag, an welchem zu 

irgend einer Stunde - meist nachts - die temp. unter den tefrierpunkt 

gesunken ist. Yacegen istvein Wintertag ein Tag, wahrend dessen Ver= 

lauf die temperatur nie tiber den Gefrierpunkt gestiegen ist )e 

Mittl. 1. Schneefall : 2. -— 16. November. ; 

"letzter % 20. April — 4. Mai. 

2 - Schneedeeke © 16. -— 30. November. 

n letzte . 9. — 23. Marz. 

" Anzahl der Tage mit 

Schneedecke 50. 

Missige Gewitterbildung, dagegen sehr hagelréich; auf 14 - 20 

Gewitter trifft 1 Hagekschlag. 

Mittlere jahrliche Niederschlagsmenge 601,35 mm 

Das ganze Gebiet ist ausserordentlich regenarm. : 

2) Waldverhiltnisse allgemein. 

Das ganze Forstamt umfasst 2200 ha in einem geschlossenem Kom= 

plex. Hiervon sind 560 ha Mittelwald, der Rest Hochwald. 

Im Ganzen ist etwa die Hilfte der Fliche mit Laubholz ( Ei. Bue 

Bi. Esche. Aspe und andere Weichhdlzer ) die Halfte mit Nadelholz 

( Fi. Kie - Ld. Ta. - ) bestockt. j 

Der Hiebssatz betrigt zur Zeit 

I) Hochwald a) HN 6000 fn. 

RD) 2811250 14,” 

ae “eS —*



——— ss 

II) Mittelwala 2600 fm. 

Sae: 9830 fm. ' 

Innerhalb des Staatswaldes befinden sich 20 ha Wiesen, die teils s 

dem Staate, teils Privaten gehdren. 

3) Wildstand. : 

a) Rotwild ( je 100 ha ca. 2 — 3 Sttick ) 

b) Rehwild ( je 100 ha ca. 7 Sttick ) : 

ce) Schwarzwild stark wechselnd, Bestnd zur Zeit’ ca 30 - 50 Stiick g 

auf ganzer Fliche. : s 

dad) Auerwild, nimmt von Jahr gu Jahr zu, heutiger- Gesamtstand ca. 

6 - 8 Hihne, 10 - 15:Hennen ( ohne Jungwild a2 : 

e) Hasen Gesamtbesatz ca. 00 Stick (um Zamer// 
f£) Raubwila ( Dachs, Fuchs, Marder, Iltis, Wiesel ) Ich schitze 

: ihre Zahl auf etwa 8,-30, 5-6, 10, 20. 

4) Jagdbetriebstechnisches. 

A) Abschusspline. 

Ein von mir als Muster ausgearbeiteter Hege und Abschussplan fiir Rot= 

wild lieg t bei, die Zahlen konnen fiir jeden Stand angepasst werden. 

Dieser Plan wurde von mir als Referent fiir die hohe Jagd. im Stabe des 

Gaujaigermeisters von Unterfranken gelegentlich eines Kreisjigermei= 

sterschulungskurses diesen tibergegen. : 

Einen analogen Hge und Abschussplan fiir Rehwild arbeite ich zur 

Zeit aus, er ist jedoch noch nicht fertig. 

Fiir Schwarzwild gibt es hier keinen Abschussplan; in geordneten 

Revieren kann jahrlich die Halfte abgeschossen werden, ohne dass der 

_Gesambbestand kleiner wird. 

Desgl. gilt als Regel, dass man von der Zahl der balzenden Auer= 

hihne ohne Gefdhrdung des Standes jahrlich die Halfte abschiessen kann. 

| Ebenso kann man vom Hasenbestand normalerweise 3/4 des Bestandes 

| abschiessen. 5 

| B) Jagdaustibung. 

| Grundsa&tzlich gilt, dass der Abschuss auf der EBinzeljagd erfolgt bei 

| Rotwild und bei Rehwild. 
Lediglich im Winter werden gelegentlich einige Stticke Kahlwild 

auf treibjagden erlegt. 

Sauen, Hasen und Flichse werden fast ausschliesslich nur auf Treib= 

jagden abgeschossen. “ . . E 

Fir den Abschuss kommen regelmissig nur die forstamtlichen Beamten 

in Frage; nur ausnahmsweise werden ge@egentlich auch einmal Jagdgdste



; gum Abschuss eines Hirsches oder Rehbockes gugelassen; die Verantwor= 

tung fiir den Abschuss trégt aber der Rexgkexkkeamkex begleitende Be= 

: amte, dessen Anordnungen sich jeder Ream Jagdgast zu fligen hat. 

a Der Jagdschutz wird durch die Beamten ausgetibt. Besondere Mass= 

nahmen sind hier nicht veranlasst. 

C) Mitterungsverhiltnisse. 

Es gibt hier grunds&tzlich keine kiinstliche Fiitterung. Die natiir= 

liche Asung gentigt. Besonders die Mittelwaldschége mit ihren 30 

jahrigen Abstufungen und ihren vielen Weichhélzern ( bes. Aspe ) 

bieten dem Wild bei jeder Schneehthe gentigend Asung. 

Je mehr Laubholz in einem Revier, sei es rein, sei es in Form 

gemischter Bestande, desto geringer wird der Wildschaden sein. Reine 

Nadelholzbestande bieten im Winter so gut wie keine Asung ohne aller= 

grossten Wildschaden ( Verbeissen der Kulturen, Schilschaden ). 

Zum Auerhahn: - . 

War hier friiher zahlreich vorhanden, verschwahd spiter ganz, 

augenblicklich wichst der Bestand wieder. Vermutliche Griinde: Wech= 

sel der Bestandsbilder - starke Durchforstungen, Kahlschlige usw. -—. 

Eine besondere Rolle scheint aber auch der Raubzeugstand zu spie= 

len. Es ist auffallend, dass hier mit dem Kurzhalten des Iltis und ] 

Dachses der Stand an Auerwild sofort gunahm. 

Zum Hasen: 

Es muss hier ein Unterschied gemacht werden zwischen Waldrevie= 

ren und reinen Feldrevieren mit besonders guten Hasenlagen. 

Pe era ent sich der Hase rasch und zahlreich, wenn 2 Bedin= 

gungen erfiillt sind: Giimstiges Wetter/ im Friihjahr ( Marzhasen set= 

zen noch im gleichen Jahr ! ) und Seuchenfreiheit. Trifft beides zu, 

dann gibt es ein gutes Hasenjahr, das aber bereits den Keim fiir einen 

nattirlichen Riickgang des Hasenbestndes in sich tragt: Die Massenver= 

mehrung fordert eine “eihe von “euchen, die fast stets im Gefolge eines 

guten Hasenjahres auftreten. 

Anders bei Waldjagden. Hier ist der Sestan d an Hasen normalerweise 

nicht den Schwankungen unterworfen wie in einer reinen Feldjagd; gleich= 

wohl sind ausgesprochene Hasenjayre auch hier unverkennbar, aber Seu= 

chen, Verluste durch Witterung ( Regen und Gewittergiisse etc. ) spie= 

len hier nicht die Rolle wie im Felde. Dagegen wandern aus Waldgebie= 

ten wie zum Beispiel den Hassbergen im Winter viele Hasen ab in giinsti= 

gere Gebiete hinsichtlich Asung und Klima - und werden dort in der Re= 

gel totgeschossen.



Fazit aus diesen latsachen: In Feldjagden bildet das Ergebnis c 

der Hasenjagden meist eine starken Schwankungen unterworfene Kur= 

ve, im Waldelist dasselbe allgemein geringer, aber stetiger. ' 

5) Jagdwirtschaftliches. Gs 

Nachstehende 4ahlen beziehen sich auf den Durchschnitt der letz= 
: gif 2 

ten 5 Jahre J” . . ; 
: 3 oH ‘ ; 

Einnahme: 1500 1600 RA Geeamtnetto! Aboerundet |! 

2000 —- 2100 " & brutto! . 

; Davon rund 75% Wildpret 

5% Geweihe und Gehdérme 

10% Raubwild 

10% Jagdgiste. 

Verpachtungen keine!! 

Ausgaben: 500 RA ( rund ! ) 

Davon rund 40% Schussgelder- _. _ -- 

‘ 60% Wildtransportkosten eke. 

: Fitterungen keine!! 9 

; ‘Mittelbar Ausgaben: rund 300 RK 

; ( Kultmurschutz ) hauptsachlich fiir Teeren, 

auch fiir Fegeblenden uswe 

| ‘ 

) é
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eee SS ne a aaa a a a aa | na THREE YEARS.. lus be available at some future time. RIETVLEI DAM AS SANCTUARY jt must be explained, ot curs, tha A decision has been aancr hy ee the different kinds of birds occurring D LIFE City Council ,of Pretoria,to,clos} | prctyiei will not all be séen at FOR WIL Bietvlel for a MaNeH Ot MUtne Tears like semi’ titwe,<‘bere, do Sue HeTe 

: Wi Uinen ther ORC uuOWy ae ure sree {iis bird population varies from ss rt whee Oe we ~ adjacent ‘to and below the embank= season to season and with the pre- i 
ment and ie aa cab desir ating conditions, and henee atts 
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nis is very desir- & some familiar wit 

- : + ¥ ° ° is no doubt that poser \who desires to become familiar wi May Become Pretotias “Principal — [ivic, sa, mat ic\win ao anien to |%>° dosttes to become temitar wit 
: 3 encourage animals of all kinds 10 last be prepared to make numerous 

turally established, pro-| ; different ti f the year 
ttraction become na ) eS visits at different times o e 

vided that proper, supervision is 
|assured at the same time, WILD BIRDS. 

: x j It a sanctuary is in ie hg io Among the larger kinds of birds : place of refuge for wild life. ¢ ich it is especially desired to en- (By Dr, R. BIGALKE,, Honorary not been backward in this respett, |) say to provide strict iaeke ee ted which must have Curator.) with the result that three ROT CHaE IE sion, in order to ensure that there Recieved in the ares informer Haya The enlightened attitude that pre-jare in existence at the present time. will be no destruction, taking, or dis- iene eedue aacunieneonan eae| 
vails to-day in all civilised parts of/ The oldest of these eee ae turbance of animals (and Pistits). | a Spurwinged Goose, Egyptian the world in the matter of the con-/the one at Fountains Valley (Groen- It will no doubt be realised that eases Knob-billed Duck, South Afri- servation of wild lite is the most/kloof), the establishment of which less strict supervision is ries Shelduct White-backed. Bucks outstanding event of the presentjas a reserve, together with the town- the idea of a sanctuary has no mean- Pscbadtt Black Duck, Yellow-billed century in man’s changed and still/lands of Pretoria, dates back to ing. The co-operation of the Re ee dia Red-billed Teal), wild changing attitude towards animate}February 1, 1895, This sanctuary public will be just as necessary in \Transvaal Guinea-fowl, Francolins nature. has the advantage that most of the the case of the Rietvlei Sanctuary! ReaGie AAS Orange River Par- It is natural that the conservation |o"lginal vegetation ‘has’ been pre) _. 4. i. in the case of. the Pe as eat or Swempie, Swain- idea ee have had its origin in|Setved. 3 wank National Park. leas Fiancolin), Quaifs (e.g., African 13 tuary that has been 

j . i ail wild 

the older or more intensely settled] Another sanc Mi ” i Quail, Harlequin, Quail), e ISTRUCTIVE ELEMENT. ; EE OES REN er oer meek ete cere ts. oul ee : ostriches, bustards (e.g., Giant a . Mnited States of America, in|National Zoolog 3a 5 ‘ : jompou, Ludwing’s Bustard, ae ae of wild life|have enjoyed sanctuary status ever Apart from man, Pen Dae ies ee Natal Korhaan) and : a ee further or morejsince their foundation in 1899. The/destructive agency to spies i ad (Stanley Grane, “Wattiea 
had pro % 

ainly to plan e, 18} - eon re rapidly than in such comparatively/area of about 100 ar is ae Shera ere ee att have |Crane, Crowned Crane or Mahem). s 7 > is frequented by a num- v eae at <n 7 a Fee ee ee ack lee Saiaec. of ats birds, some ot |to be made at Rietvlei to nie, Selibetiac ert are ee ON ate 
- 5 Ean 

Ss ” 
« . ; p ens oO he ¥ 

Seuth Scie concept of the pro-|which also breed there. Even so largejveld fires, and it will ry ee an eas dea nes 
ornate ild life’ first began toJa bird as the black-headed heron has junderstood, therefore, that it will notre oe ia 5 a siduld-donnuee a ea dur ae the first quar-jestablished itself in the Zoo, and|be possible to permit visitors to tat leit es ied cen P.O Renn be formulate r 5 “ ibi ” Tf the making of|with the ‘lerk, P.O. ’ 3 ar in several |fires ‘‘ad libitum. z 5 

UT ee it aaa — cc atiniaes ae fires is allowed at all, it will have to|Pretoria, who will ae Dea ulated areas as i ns Anite Ave in-|the necessar, rmits. wi nae 
ene ene ee ee te not The most recent addition to thejbe restricted to definite areas, as in o ps Ne ie Ate are Usicaiad er ress: ous of that eentury, |list, viz., the Rietvlei Sanctuary, also/dicated later. Birds of many ane ae vecenienan Ne Wis Sea pees TStiquen - : i i Iready been attracted to Riet- from captur e 

s rly rt ofjhas the distinction of being the have already and especially in the early part of} 
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: —eeE—eE—E—Ee———eeee——eeesveeee—E——ESE—EOEa—esScrvee errr — ; Soe ‘ : a ‘ , , sheet of water RIETVLEI DAM : Following the recent rains, the Rietvlei Dam is to-day full, and our photograph siynws the fine sheet of : ft 4 a ; . rhs d Dr. R. Bigalke deals with this new sanctuary in the accompany- there. The-dam- has been stocked with various water fowl, and Dr. R. Big i a ‘ « 

Hates i. 
ing article. 
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f 
ion Act, but permits will no the twentieth century, that the ques-,Jargest. This sanctuary, which lies vlei. A few of those that have been Eitne wana a poe Feta 

“tion of the protection of wild lifelon the farm Rietvlei about ten miles |casually observed are the Purple tuary-objdat “met with the--attention that it/south of Pretoria, etxends over an|ieron, the Grey Heron, the Black- 
" merited. In South Africa the first|area of no less than 12,180 aeres. It | 14. aeq Heron, the White and the lei ag a - Spectacular results of the conserva-|certain steps are taken which are] 1 Meret;s thes Wood. othe, AE! Meacnuaid ere noe mmencnavidence «tion principle Were-renfeved ‘during ied re fee ae ein African Sea-Hagle}> the White Stork, at Rietvlei at present, but will un- uothe past ten years, largely as the|the establishment of ante S ae a the White-bellied Stork, the African doubtedly become more prominent in | Yesult of the untiring efforts of the|kinds, and more sited Me Spoonbill, the Reed Cormorant, theli, course of tine; The sanctuary is Wild Life Protection Society of South | birds, the Rietvlei a Pn s su White-breasted Cormorant, the Dar-| i itante tor such antelopes as Bles- Africa, * 4 Wee Hip eeaeee “iia es ot|ter) the Hammerhead, the Yellow-}),.44  springbuck, Reedbuck, Red % Sips SUVERC COR sam. TIS billed Duck, the White-backed Duck, !pnapuck, Grey  Rhebuck, Grey |}, PRETORIA’S SXNCTUARIES. time. the Crested Grebe, the Wattled|nuiker, Steenbuck and Oribi, and as 

At the present timé conservation| The desiderata for any sanctuary |Plover, the Crowned Lapwing, the it is intended to establish these (ios aot only practised on a more or|may be grouped under two heads, |Greenshank, the Blacksmith Plover,|,,;mais, presentations from the pub- Jess large scale by the all civilised|viz. (a) those connected with the |the Red-Knobbed Coot, Guinea Fowls, lic will be welcome. Intending donors 
“s States, but on a smaller scale it is encouragement of the fauna (and/Francolins and many species of smali are invited to-communicate with the (Puneting with increased attention at flora), and (b) facilities for the pub- |birds, A census of the species occur-Imgywn Clerk, so that the necessary * the-hands of municipalities, societies, |lic to enable it to enjoy what the|ring in the sanctuary will Probably |permits may be obtained. For the © and private individuals. Pretoria has sanctuary offers. Iresult in a formidable list, and this | present, at any rate, it is not intended 
R 

, to establish any antelopes other than fe ee ieseemantiahed: z : 
— {| Special emphasis must be laid on 

the fact that Rietvlei is not only to 

be a sanctuary for all animals found 
there, but also a reserve for the veg’ s)) -——— 

}| tation, in other words, both the fa jjja asked what facilities are to be pro- 
Pian the Sora WHT envoy: COMEICL (roe teis. Gr visiting public. In this 1] tection. : \tonnection it must be stated that no, PLANT LIF'R, ‘policy has yet been laid down in re- 

Pa pect of pienicking and fishing. What- At the present time there are not Ibyor decision may be arrived at finally many tres’ on the Rietylel Sanctuary, me the City, Council as far as pienick~ and most of those that are ‘nerel ig is concerned, it is hoped that the appear to be exotie species. To Pro- (public will realise that unrestricted vide Moré cover and~fooa for birds; fpenickine cannot be permitted, Not and at the same time improve fale would this result in unnecessary 
je ncety from the scenic point of disturbances of the animals, but gi the question. of tree-planting there are the ever-present dangers of will meet with attention during the pollution and veld fires. Since the 
|ctosea period. Only suitable indi- city either draws or will draw a por- jgenous species will be planted, and}tion of its drinking-water from the in the course of time most of the Rietviei Dam, no avoidable source of exotic species will be eliminated. At- pollution can be ecountenanced, and tention will also be paid fo the ques-|such destructive agencies as veld fires tion of food plants, as well as more /are incompatible with sanctuaries, It shelter and suitable breeding-places Will he necessary, in fact, to do dve ry- for aquatic birds. To assist in.attract- thing to minimise the risk of fires, if ing animals to the sanctuary, and to picnicking is allowed at a later date, provide additional food for those Jit can only be permitted on selected already there, it is proposed to plant |feneed areas, and no one will be able patches of such crops as lucerne, |to make fires elsewhere. When the jmaize, kaflir-corn, oats, sunflowerjtime is ripe to. deal with the question |seea, teff and millet every season at lof pienicking, it may even be possible | {suitable spots, and to leaye these |that the kindling of fires will be pro-| |standing. This will furnish a regular hibited entirely, and that picnickers | supply of food fr antelopes, hares, {will be provided with boiling water'| guinea-fowl, partridges, quails andjeither free, or upon payment of a| small birds of many kinds. At a later|small fee, | feces a ace will Drobably be In the course of time a circular Ma one ae fe peta es Tence.larive will probably be constructed, ak meat ee ee bea bl quadrupeds So that motorists may be able to sce within bounds, but it will be of great the Saictuary to the best advantage, | co in frustrating efforts at The value of this drive from the | Py hing. 

visitor’s standpoint, if it mrovidee| | LACK OF Pponicy, “ceess to a farm dam near the south- 
Jorn boundary of the sanctuary, and A good deal has been said about jto the extensive marshy area with its the sanctuary itself, and it may be jabundant bird life between this dam (Continued at foot of next column) ‘and the main dam,
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Extract from "Notes on the National Parks of Argentina" by 
fT. Gilbert Pearson. April 10, 1940 : 

"Native mammals are scarce here. European Wild Boars liberated 

: in the northeastern region of the park a number of years are regarded . 

as unwelcome intruders, and are killed as opportunity offers. There 

have been some introductions of foreign deer of recent years, including 

the White-tail of North America. Exotic fish have been introduced into 

some of the streams and lakes. These include brook, lake and rainbow 

trout, and landlocked salmon. Of the native mammals, the following are 

said to be common: Puma; two species of Wild Cats; Red, Grey and Common 

Foxes; Pesce Hares; Weesels; Ferrets, and the interesting little 

2 Taco-tuco (Ctenomys magellanice)." 

eae



Lou Mey eo jek hed 
ECGLOGICsL SOCIETY OF AMERICA i U 

Committee for the Study of Plant and Animal Communities 

Request for information on existing and needed reserves of natural conditions. 

SE cases Gen Geass SIGs poss piSs nn wires ag SO ge teeta OR ae a BE 

Location 9n.gummit-of- Sierra Madre,-in-Chihuahua,. lWexico,South and wst.of Casas... 
~~ Oana yet. OE Sm is PU aces sie nc ote cleo 
Present owers...Den!t.know...Suspect..most of it.1s.public.land.... Sa ee eee 
oe inn a aa << ee ee 

Amount legal protection now in forceThe game warden force was very active in 1938... 
No. other protection. Don't. Kmow. presen. 6 bR baa cc cc ecnseretenmenssssetetissensteiesnnsneen 

Legal protection needed Complete. withdrawal.as.a Wilderness Park from which new. roads 

Suggested procedure for obtaining it. Some international joint effort... Example: ..U.S. 
might offer.to.finance.an..international. research..station,.provided.Mexico acquired. 

The research station should make comparative analyses of floras, faunas, watersheds, 
and land-use and. both sides. of the tarder,.using this.area.as its. "control... 
Size of area. Don't know; there are no maps. My guess: 2,000,000 acres 
Any surrounding semi-protected buffer area... Nob.protected..... S4Z@ 00. 
Changes desirable in buffer areaRegalation.of.grazing restriction.on.control of... 
bears,..wolves, and lions, prohibition of. exotic..introductions, at.least in animals. 
Prohibition of game-farming (to keep wild turkeys. pure) ccc scsseemetnneeensin 

Animais, plents, ecological communities, or special features within area 
. Yellow pine. forest... ..... BE seal coe liner ood eee oo se 

... Composite type (Douglas.fir,..white fir,. yellow. pine)... 5B cnn 

fmount disturbed from virgin condition"retains its full flora and fauna a. (save only. 
the wild Indian). and has only. one intruded species..(the wild horse)" Most. of area 
has..been grazed temporarily during lulls.in Indian trouble. and. bandi@.. trouble... There 
area few occupied cattle ranches,.accessible only. by packing, which graze local herds. 
How used by man ,See above. There are, on the edges, mumerous "resettlement" home- 

steads which are grazing goats, slashing fields by "deadening", and in general = 
starting ruinous land-use. on. small. Local arena oe ce ccs cessseseesesssesesiiunsneninennessssseesseecee 
List of published literature on area and meps..1.kmow.of. none save 
Leopold, Aldo... Conservationist..in.Mexico.....Amer...Forestry,..Vol.43,..No.3,MAvi1937,ppl1s-121 col coool... MS ong.of the. Gavilan,.Jour,..Wildlife.Mgnt,..¥ol.4,. Ho. 3,duly..1940 4 ape saty M6, 

ool Men MYL LAOPNSSS..28..2land..laboratory...Living.Wilderness,.July..1941........ 
Names of others from whom informaticn on this or other areas may be obtained 

fete OL... Re Je... Roark, Engineering Bldg., Univ...of Wisconsin, Madison ......... 

This information furnished by Leopold: Wilderness as a land and laboratory, The Living Wilder 

Please return this sheet to S,. Charles Kendeigh Aldo Leopold 
Vivarium Building 42h Univ. Farm Place 

(Use other side of sheet Wright and Healey Streets University of Wisconsin 
for additional informa- Champaign, Illinois Madison, Wisconsin 

t. fon) 
: * Reprints attached



42h University Farm Place 
September 26, 1940 

Mrs. Winifred Duncan 
Zapata 12 
Cuernavaca, Morelos 
Mexico 

Dear Mrs. Duncan: 

The best way for me to answer your question 
about what my group is working on is to have you read a 
few sample papers which I am sending you. 

The group in California most likely to be 
interested in your undertakings is the Museum of 
Zoology at Berkeley. 

I think you are still confused on what one 
without a college degree may do. He is not, to be sure, 
eligible for fellowships and other financial aids,and 
he is not eligible for degrees, but he may take any 
courses he otherwise wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Zapata 12 

Cuernavaca- Morelos 
Mexico 

Sept 15 

Dear Professor Leopold 

Thank you for kind letter and circular 

about scholarships, which, as usual, indicates that one 

has to be a college graduate to be eligible for any of the 

special courses offered by Universities. Or do I read it 

wrong? i ; 

I took the State Board Examinations at 

Columbia Univserity many years ago and passed them, but I 

havnt even got the certificate and went to Europe instead 

of going to Columbia and then became a newspaper woman and 

wrote many articles on animal behaviour. Have also written 

a book in two volumes called 
" The Romance of Rare Animals " trying to 

inform the public about the hundreds of little fur bearing 

mammals which are becoming extinct thro neglect. I did a 

7 and a half of research on this in Ceylon, Java, Borneo 

ondon and New York and collected in my travels many rare 

photos, from hunters, Natural History Museums etc, but there 

are so many pictures, ( with fifty line drawings of mymown, 

and the book is a two volume affair) that no publisher will 

spend the money publishing ite While in Bermuda I spent 

r sate in the aquarium and wrote several articles on 

" what fish do at night" which as far as I know was entirely 

new material, and of course I used to play around with 

Will Beebe, an old friend, who was there at the time with ih 

his bathosphere 
Ive been living in Mexico for four years and 

am teling you this because it od@curs to me I might do some 

; work here for you. Ive peen studying spiders and insects 

here and making colored drawings of them, using @ microscope 

and I often wonder whether these creatures are all known the 

moths are particularly interesting. 
A 

s In dotmg the research for my pook I was 

interested to note that all the Natural Histories simply 

eopied, year after year, +he misinformation from some 

previous Natural History and all the really valuable 

material I collected was from amateurs and unknown adventurers 

who LIVED with the animals anstead of shooting them. Im 

afraid 1 acquired consideable contwmpt for the methods of 

the conventional piologist. - 

I should be interested to know exactly what 

your own work emsists of. As for the breeding of rare 

animals that takes capital, which I havnt got as I live now 

on a small income, but I thin< it should be done and would 

appreciate it if you could tell me of anyone you know who 

ig doing it- 1 wrote to the Animal Husbandry Dep at Wash 

and asked them and they wrote pack--



E " Dear Madame-- We have never heard of any group or individual breéing animals merely fo preserve then. 
Yours “ruly-- 

Can you beat THAT for official stupidity? And I pay taxes to get an answer like that from my Own government. 

Yes, I DO know Miss Solalinde- she lives just , across the street from me, is bugy writing a history of Medieval Spain and sends you her regards . : 

I sent for -several agricultural bulletins( at Miss Solalindes suggestion,} from your University and was interested to see that everything they put out is purely commerttal in s character -- England seems to be far ahead of America in its respect for animals as human creatures with a right to live é on this planet and from the sound of your letter I should say ( that _you are one of those rare People who HAVE this feeling and Im sure it would have been a pleasure to study under you but I cannot be bothered, at my age, with college degrees 

My interest in animals is as you see so general t : that I must always remain an amateur- I just pounce on all the animals in sight wherever I live ana I suppose nothing can be done about it really except to 6° on writing my findings in a E popular way for magazines-- if you could tell me the best markets for THAT I would appreciate it. I hear that the Nature Magazine in Wash no longer exists” Asia, for which I used to write, limits itself to oriental animals( altho they did take a long article from me on the Koala Bear, on my return from Australia) and the Times and Tribune Sunday Supplements are the only other markets I ever found, and they are go over- stocked that there is no regular market there either. 

I just had a letter from Anna Huntingdon, the NY : sculptor, whose husband seems to have done some good work in connection with Syracuse University. Another idea I had , is that it would be very interesting to work in connection with a Zoo, having a special house in which to tame small animals like the racoon, hedgehog, skunk, marmot, eté, as pets and breed them to sell as pets, so that People would get to know these dear little creatures more intimately( I am at the moment taming a Mexican Tejon ( coati Mundi- an adorable creature.) I wrote three American Zoos on this sub ject ang not one of them even took the trouble to answer my letter. Theres a delightful young man down here now who has tamed an American Bald headed eagle~ the first one I believe to attempt this. It lights on his gloved hand like a faleon, flies in great circles over his head and always comes back to him- a logely sight. 
Do let me keep in touch with you because I may go to California next winter and would like so much to know if there are any groups or individuals there working with animals that I could get in touch withe I believe there is a marine ! biological station at laguna Beach and Ive written to find out about it. 

: I should like to see your prospectus when it comes out and thank you so much for your nice letter. 

Cordiaily Yours ee er : 
OD wad no aces ie rea



i University of Wisconsin 
ee Wildlife Seminar, 1936 

Aldo Leopold 

Optional Problem for Students 

Game Demage to Indian Agriculture 

In the Sierra Madres of Chihuahua are hundreds of small loose-masonry check 

dams, evidently built by Indians for agricultural purposes, ‘They occupy the heads 

of small drainages, ‘Their watersheds are from 1-5 acres, ‘They are often placed 

on watersheds consisting partly of bare rock, such as would produce ready flows 

from gall rainfalls, and thus “irrigate” the crop, Most of the dams are on high 

streauless mesas, so that irrigation in the ordinary sense was out of the question, 

The growing season is 90 days or less, altitude about §,000 fect, rainfall : 

perhaps 25 inches, falling mostly in midsummer and winter. 5 

The dams lie in the lower edge of the yellow pine belt. ‘he country rock 

is volcanic, 

Whitetail deer are now plentiful; wild turkeys common, peccaries occasional — 

at the lower edge but they probably never ranged this high in the mountains; 

Mearns quail, bandtail pigeon, thick=billed parrot common, Predators: wnahebe lion, 

wolf, golden eagle. 

In so far as known, the crop-plants available to these Indians and suitable 

to the go41 and climate included corn, squash, beans, peppers, potatoes, tobacco. 

All these are now raised in nearby settlenents. 

It is improbable that the non-metallic tools available to these Indians 

would have enabled them to build game=proof fences or to reduce game to a non- 

damage level. : 

The check dams are so widely scattered as to preclude the possibility of 

« Constant patrol to protect crops, 

PROBLEM: What crop gould have been raised in these check dams without being 
destroyed by game? By reason of what properties was it immmne to damage by the 

species of game present during the various stages of its development? ge



Narive peed 

September 28, 1936 

Prof, Byron Cummings 
University of Arizona 
Tacson, Arizona 

Dear Sir: 

At the advice of Prof, Charles B, Brown of our Archaeology 

Department, I am sending you the attached problem sheet which deals 
with a question of Indian archaeology in Chihualma. 

Before issuing this sheet to my students, I would appreciate 4 
your verification of the list of crop plants which these Indians 
probably had. I would especially like your opinion as to wether they 

had potatoes. It is hard for me to see how any of the other crop 
plants could have escaped the depredations of game. 

Possibly the problem which I propound on this sheet has 
already been worked cut by archaeolegist. I do not see, however, how 
any valid solution could be worked out without an extensive knowledge 
of the food habits of the game species present. 

IZ I ean reciprocate your cooperation by contributing any- 
thing on this question, I would be glad to do so. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Mangement 
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. Files Mexico —~ 
: Bobwhite Quail 

Extracts from Seesod Selections, by Stewart J. Walpole (American Meld 
Publishing Company, 19377). From "A Tribute to the Wiles of Bob White," 

p. 14. "During the last five years I have made an anmal trip to Yucatan 
and enjoyed quail hunting in the henequen fields." ...cccecess 

p. 16, “Should you be a good two-hour walker despite the stones, briars, 
tangled vines and other deterrents, not the least of which, 
constituting a real and mental hazard, are big and little dangerous 
snakes, your dogs will locate at least twenty bevies, averaging 
twelve birds, in a four-hundred acre, stone-fence-enelosed field."
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THE THICK-BILLED PARROT IN CHIHUAHUA 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

The physics of beauty is one department of natural science still in the Dark Ages. 

Not even the manipulators of bent space have tried to solve its equations. Everybody 

knows, for example, that the autumn landscape in the north woods is the land, plus 

a red maple, plus a ruffed grouse. In terms of conventional physics, the grouse repre- 

sents only a millionth of either the mass or the energy of an acre, Yet subtract the 

grouse and the whole thing is dead. An enormous amount of some kind of motive power 

has been lost. 

It is easy to say that the loss is all in our mind’s eye, but is there any sober 

ecologist who will agree? He knows full well that there has been an ecological death, 

the significance of which is inexpressible in terms of contemporary science. A Russian 

philosopher, Ouspensky, has called this imponderable essence the nwmenon of material 

things. It stands in contradistinction to phenomenon which is ponderable and pre- 

dictable, even to the tossings and turnings of the remotest star. 

The grouse is the numenon of the north woods, the bluejay of the hickory groves, 

the whisky-jack of the muskegs, the pifionero of the juniper foothills. Ornithological 

texts do not record these facts. I suppose they are new to science, however obvious to 

the discerning scientist. Be that as it may, I here record the discovery of the numenon 

of the Sierra Madre: the Thick-billed Parrot (Rhynchopsitta pachyrhyncha). 

He is a discovery only because so few have visited his haunts. Once there, only 

the deaf and blind could fail to perceive his role in the mountain life and landscape. 

Indeed you have hardly finished breakfast before the chattering flocks leave their 

roost on the rim rocks and perform a sort of morning drill in the high reaches of the 

dawn. Like squadrons of cranes they wheel and spiral, loudly debating with each other 

the question (which also puzzles you) of whether this new day which creeps slowly 

over the canyons is bluer and golder than its predecessors, or less so. The vote 

being a draw, they repair by separate companies to the high mesas, for their breakfast 

of pine-seed-on-the-half-shell. They have not yet seen you. 

But a little later, as you begin the steep ascent out of the canyon, some sharp-eyed 

parrot, perhaps a mile away, espies this strange creature puffing up the trail where 

only deer or lion, bear or turkey, are licensed to travel. Breakfast is forgotten. With 

a whoop and a shout the whole gang is awing and coming at you. As they circle over- 

head you wish fervently for a parrot dictionary. Are they demanding, what-the-devil 

business have you in these parts? Or are they, like an avian chamber-of-commerce, 

merely making sure you appreciate the glories of their home town, its weather, its 

citizens, and its glorious future as compared with any and all other times and places 

whatsoever? It might be either or both. And there flashes through your mind the sad 

premonition of what will happen when the road is built, and this riotous reception 

committee first greets the tourist-with-a-gun. 
It is soon clear that you are a dull inarticulate fellow, unable to respond by so 

much as a whistle to the standard amenities of the Sierra morn. And after all, there 

are more pine cones in the woods than have yet been opened, so let’s finish breakfast! 

This time they may settle upon some tree below the rim rock, giving you the chance 

to sneak out to the edge and look down. There for the first time you see color; velvet 

green uniforms with scarlet and yellow epaulets and black helmets, sweeping noisily from
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pine to pine, but always in formation and always in even numbers. Only once did I see 

a gang of five, or any other number not comprised of pairs. 

In spring, I am told, the pair hunts up a woodpecker hole in some tall dead pine 

and performs its racial duty in temporary isolation. But what woodpecker excavates 

a hole large enough? The Guacamaja (as the natives euphoniously call the parrot) is 

big as a pigeon, and hardly to be squeezed into a flicker-loft. Does he, with his own 

powerful beak, perform the necessary enlargement? Or is he dependent on the holes of 

the Imperial Woodpecker, which is said to occur in these parts? To some future orni- 

thological visitor I bequeath the pleasant task of discovering the answer. 

I do not know whether the nesting pairs are as noisy as these roistering flocks which 

greeted me in September. I do know that in September, if there are parrots on the 

mountain, you will soon know it. As a proper ornithologist, I should doubtless try to 

describe the call. It superficially resembles that of the Pifion Jay, but the music of 

the pifioneros is soft and nostalgic as the haze hanging in their native canyons, 

while that of the Guacamaja is louder and full of the salty enthusiasm of high comedy. 

I am told that after the acorns ripen, they are attacked by the parrots with as 

much zest as the pine seeds are earlier. The occasional wanderings of parrots across 

the border, recorded by Florence Bailey (Birds of New Mexico, pp. 306-307), are 

doubtless motivated by the search for mast. 

One cannot help but wonder what the good roads program now impending through- 

out Mexico will do for, or to, this species. It does not have a large range; Bailey says 

only the northern Sierras. I can only hope that Mexico will find ways so far unfound 

by us to use these mountains without destroying them. 

Division of Game Management, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, 

October 6, 1936.
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HACIENDA DE TERRENATES E 
STATE OF CHIHUAHUA, MEXICO 

OFFICE Me TINOCO, Owner 

HOTEL PASO DEL NORTE 

EL PASO, TEXAS HUNTING AND GUEST RANCH 

TELEPHONE MAIN 4880 

(TERRENATES RANCH) 

The Terrenates Ranch is located in the State of Chihuahua, Mexico, about 175 miles South of 
El Paso, Texas, on the Eastern slope of a branch of the Sierra Madre mountains. It covers 100,000 
acres of fine grazing land bordered on the South by mountains that rise in elevation to 9,000 feet 
above sea level. The mountains are well covered with a wide diversity of vegetation, including red 
and white oak in the lower levels, and pine in the higher areas. There are many springs and cool 
mountain streams along the trails that make it very convenient for the hunter and camper. During 
the Fall and Winter, the days are cool and comfortable while the nights are snappy; medium to 
heavy clothing will be found most appropriate. 

The Terrenates Ranch is an old Mexican cattle ranch preserved in the tradition of the old West 
and Mexico, now open to HUNTERS and non-HUNTERS. Formerly belonging to the famous Don 
Luis Terrazas, known as the cattle baron of the world, it is one of the most beautiful portions of his 
once great domain of nearly 7,000,000 acres. It is regularly stocked with a herd of approximately 
five thousand head of cattle from which are picked a number of especially fine specimens of long- 
horn steers to have appeared in the now proposed movie “Arizona.” Col. Charles Lindbergh once 
landed on an improvised field close to the ranch house some years ago, when the ranch was owned 
by Luis Leon, Minister of Agriculture in the Mexican Cabinet, who was host to the intrepid aviator 
on that trip. 

The mountains are well stocked with white tail deer, cinnamon bear, mountain lion, turkey and 
quail. Ducks and other water fowl abound in the small lakes in the valleys. The scenic beauty of 
the spot, the abundance of game, together with generous bag limits, and the bracing climate, all 
combine to make the Terrenates ranch a veritable hunters’ paradise. 

The ranch house is at the foot of the mountains and very conveniently located so that hunters 
can be out all day and return at night to a good hot dinner and a warm bed. There are accommoda- 
tions for twenty people, with all modern comforts and a Chinese cook to prepare meals. There are 
complete outfits for camping in the open under the stars. Gentle horses and other attractions are 
provided for women and children for whom an American hostess is also available if necessary or 
desired: There are plenty of horses and saddles in charge of English speaking guides, equipped for 
any type of expedition. 

TRANSPORTATION: 

Guests wishing to go by train can secure transportation via the National Railways of Mexico 
from El Paso to Gallego, Chihuahua, where they will be met and conducted to the ranch in a station 
wagon. 

Hunters bringing their own cars can have them bonded in El Paso at a small cost and can drive 
all the way to the ranch. There is oil and gasoline along the road. If it is not desired to take your 
own car, we will furnish transportation by station wagon to the ranch at reasonable round trip fares. 

Fully experienced men meet guests at El Paso, Texas, where all details as to passports, licenses, 
etc., are promptly and efficiently handled at a minimum of expense. All legal formalities and require- 
ments are under the supervision and cooperation of the Mexican Federal Game Warden and the 
Tourist Department. 

For rates and further details, address your inquiries to: 

G. B. CARMICHAEL, Agent, 
Terrenates Ranch Office, 

Hotel Paso del Norte, 
E] Paso, Texas.
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6 WILDLIFE RESTORATION AND CONSERVATION 

m there are represented here the many private organizations. We 
express the hope that before this meeting adjourns these varied 
agencies, being impressed by the urgency of the problem over the 
entire North Sa snn Continent, will agree upon the main essen- 
tials of a broad program, no matter how irritating some of the minor 

ze differences may be. If we can proceed in that spirit of unity toward 
the major objective, we will not allow precious time to pass—that 
precious time which has passed and brought some of our valued 
species of wildlife near to the point of extinction. We are now, 
all of us, so impressed by what lost time has done that I am con- 
vinced we are willing to pull together over this entire continent 
for this objective as we never have done before. [Applause. | 

Chairman Sucox. Members of the North American Wildlife Con- 
ference: We are delighted to have with us Sr. Juan Zinser, repre- 
senting the Mexican Government, who will bring you a message 
from the President ico. se. | 

Remargs or Sr. Juan Zrnser 

Sr. Juan Zinsser (speaking in Spanish). It is a high honor for me 
to present to you the most cordial salutation of the President of the 
United Mexican States, Gen. Lazaro Cardenas, and I hope this 
conference will accomplish its noble purpose and will help to per- 
petuate the friendship of the nations taking part in this conference— 
the United States of America, Canada, and Mexico. [Applause.] 

Chairman Smcox. We are also delighted to have with us Mr. J. B. 
Harkin, Commissioner of National Parks of Canada, who will bring 
to us a message from the Premier of Canada, [Applause.] 

Remanrgs or Mr. J. B. Harwin 

Mr. J. B. Harxry. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Secretary, and members of 
the Wildlife Conference: I am directed by the Prime Minister of 
Canada to read his message to you on his behalf: 

It gave me great satisfaction to learn that the Government of the United 
States has called together a conference for the purpose of discussing wildlife conservation on the North American Continent. 

The treaty between the United States and Canada for the protection of migratory birds indicates the interrelation of interests between our countries 
in that phase of wildlife conservation. 

Following the policy established by that treaty, Canada is pleased to join 
with the United States of America and the Republic of Mexico in the present 
effort to advance the cause of conservation of North American wildlife, to the 
end that the full economic and esthetie possibilities of this great and distinctive 
resource may not only be enjoyed by the present generation but be handed down unimpaired for the future citizens of this continent. 

On behalf of the Government and the people of Canada, I extend all good 
wishes for success in your deliberations, in the confident hope that the con- 
ference will result in much benefit to the cause yon are espousing. 

[Applause.] 
Chairman Srucox. I am delighted again to present Sr. Juan 

Zinser, who will present a paper on “The Mexican wildlife situation.” 
[Applause]. , 

Remarks or Sr. Juan Zrnser 

Sr. Juan Zryser (Mexico City). Mr. Chairman and delegates: It 
is one of the most pleasing experiences of my whole life to attend
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} this conference, which stands for the spiritual union of three peoples: 
! the United States of America, Canada, and Mexico, all three des- 

tined to be united by unshakable friendship, and I feel it an honor 
at the same time to collaborate in a work of such great importance 
as that of protection of wildlife against indiscriminate hunting and 
exploitation, in order to allow it to propagate species for the benefit 

/ of the community as a whole. ; 
By order of fhe President of the United States of Mexico, Gen. 

Lazaro Cardenas, the Department of Forests, Game, and Fish has 
been pleased to appoint me to attend this conference, and to set 
forth, as I shall now briefly proceed to do, the conditions under 
which a number of our wild animals live. 

The Department of Forests, Game, and Fish established in J: anu- 
ary 1935 by Presidential decree, has drawn up the program for its 
work from a viewpoint essentially involving conservation of natu- 
ral resources. The care of our woods and reforestation of denuded 
areas is its main purpose, inasmuch as these resources are essential 
to the life not ony of man himself, but of the wild animals living 

i in their depths, for there they find food and shelter, so that it nec- 
essarily Eligee that said department also cares for wildlife and 
takes such steps as may be necessary to prevent extinction of any 
paar and to supervise their Patina ase for sport, food, trade, and 
industry. 

Consetvadiun of wildlife in years gone by had been neglected, for 
, " lack of proper and constant supervision had made it impossible to 
; enforce iepal ordinances enacted for this purpose. Hunting was, as 

i a — rule, practiced without any restrictions whatsoever. The 
wild animals of each section were not studied, nor were their breed- 
ing habits and seasons the object of attention, so that no precise 
data were available in regard to the number of animals of each 
species killed every year. 

f Mexico’s siniuisal fein which is very rich, has not suffered actual 
extinction of any species, but its numbers have been sadly depleted 
and the Government has realized in time that all must be protected 
and has enacted laws and provisions to that end. For this purpose 
it has absolutely prohibited hunting of wild sheep and antelope in 
order to allow restocking of their natural range on a sufficient scale. 

; The deer family constitute the most valuable members of Mexico's 
wildlife for hunting purposes and is subdivided into the following 

i species: 
1. Bura or blacktail (Odocoileus). Mule Deer. 
2. Whitetail deer or salton (Odocoileus). 
8. Temazate or guasupita; the Brockets (Mazama). 
The mule deer is extensively hunted, especially in the northern 

border States, by American hunters who come to Mexico for the 
purpose, and by the Kickapoo Indians. This tribe lives wholly 
oy, the chase. Its headquarters are at Nacimiento, near Muzquiz, 

oahuila, and its hunting grounds spread over the States of Coal 
huila, Chihuahua, and Nuevo Leon. 

The Indians usually keep and utilize only the hides and portions 
of the meat of the deer, leaving the remainder to rot. They have 
lived in that section since the times of President Juarez, and enjoy 
a numben of special privileges such as hunting, which often degen- 
erates into slaughter.
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The bura or mule deer ranges over the States of Sonora, (and 
the adjacent territory of Lower California), Chihuahua, Coahuila, 
Nuevo Leon, San Luis Potosi, Durango, and Zacatecas. West of 
Hermosillo, Sonora, on Tiburon Island and in certain sections of 
Lower California, there is a variety of this deer notable for its 
large size, which deserves special care to save it from extinction. 

Whitetail Deer or salton (Odocoileus). a 

The whitetail deer, subspecies of which are found all over Mexico, 
abounds in certain regions. There are places where its meat forms 
the staple food of the inhabitants. Its hides are exported on a 
large scale, enormous quantities being shipped to the United States 
and Germany. 

For the last 2 years export of and trade in the hides and flesh 
of this species has been prohibited, this marking a decisive step 
forward for conservation of this beautiful animal. 

A considerable lessening of the numbers of these valuable Cervidae 
has been noted in the vicinity of towns and also in many other places 
which improved means of communication have brought within easy 
reach of hunters. 

In the Yucutan Peninsula, the Indians are hunters by descent 
and tradition, and the very few not possessing firearms resort to 
ingenious and effective traps for the capture of this animal. A 
small number of hunters do respect closed seasons and other ordi- 
nances on the subject. The use of lanterns for night shooting has poy 
not spread very much, but is sometimes resorted to notwithstanding 
the fact that it is forbidden. 

The Brockets (Mazama) Temazate or Guasupita. 

The Z'emazate, this being the Aztec name of the Brocket or Mazama 
dwells in tropical forests from southern Vera Cruz to Quintana Roo. 
Its habitat makes hunting much harder than in the case of the other 
deer, and serves as an effective defense against its pursuers. 

The Antelope or Berrendo (Antilocapra americana, mexicana). 

Inhabits the northern border States of the Republic, the great 
plains bounded by the Sierra Madre and the Sierras of Coahuila; 
it is also found in Lower California. It is highly gregarious and 
sometimes ranges in herds numbering up to 35 individuals. It is 
noted for its inquisitiveness. This species is rapidly becoming ex- , 
tinct due to the fact that Mexican and American hunters pursue it 
without restraint, often chasing antelope in automobiles and en- 
gaging in veritable slaughter. The Department of Forests and 
Game and, Fish is contemplating the establishment of reserves for 
antelope in the District of Altar, Sonora, for propagation of this 
species and has declared a strict closed season for it. 

Peccary or Wild Pig. 

Ranges over the whole Republic, more especially on mountains 
less than 10,000 feet high. Its flesh is eaten in some places; there 
is a great demand for hides for export to the United States, where 
they fetch good prices. 

They are usually hunted with dogs. 

Bears (Ursus). 

Bears were not hunted to any great extent in former years, due to 
inaccessibility of their habitat. But improved facilities of com-
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Lo 3 munication have brought about a great increase in bear shooting 
in late years. Only found in mountain ranges in northern Mexico. 

Bighorn (Ovis canadensis mexicana). 4 

Up to a few years ago was found on all mountain haat in the 
northern part of the Republic, but now, due to relentless hunting, 
has sought refuge in the Sierras of Sonora, a. and Lower 
California, where it climbs to the highest rocky. peaks. This animal 
is coveted by hunters, but not all of them have either the funds or 
the physical endurance necessary for its pursuit and capture at 
their command. Despite this fact, and the further circumstance 
that shooting this sheep is absolutely prohibited, both American and 
Mexican hunters continue to pursue it, so much so that there is 
danger of its becoming extinct. A reservation for this animal, like 
that for the antelope, is contemplated in the Altar District of 
Sonora. 

} Tapir (Tapirus americanus). 

Tapirs inhabit the tropical forests of southern Mexico, and, 
though not particularly abundant, they are by no means. scarce. 
They are more plentiful in Quintana Roo and Campeche but are 

) not much portals due to the dense tropical vegetation that covers 
those sections, that makes hunting difficult, and because of the dan- 
ger from poisonous reptiles and insects, and the malarial nature of 
the land. 

: s Rabbits (Sylvilagus) and Hares (Lepus). 

Pi Rabbits and hares are shot in great numbers by sportsmen and 
pot-hunters in the central portions of the country, but not so much 

’ elsewhere, and farmers in the northern portion of Mexico even look 
upon them as a plague, so much so that. the Department of Forests 
and Game and Fish has decided to decree a closed season for coyotes 
in said States, as it is a well-known fact that these animals live 
chiefly on rabbit and hare meat. 

Agouti (Dasyprocta mexicana, Dasyprocia punctata). 

In Mexico exist these two species. 
The Agouti ranges from the State of Vera Cruz to Quintana Roo. 

There are plenty of them and their flesh is much esteemed. 
Jaguars, mountain lions or pumas, wild cats, ocelots, coyotes, 

» foxes, badgers, and other predatory animals are pursued on account 
of the damage they do to cattle and domestic animals generally, 
and also because there is a good demand for their hides and skins 
in other countries. 

Quails or Partridges (Colinus virginianus) (Callipepla squamata and other 
species). 

These birds are much hunted both by sportsmen and pot-hunters, 
the latter capture them alive for export in large quantities to the 
United States, There are sections in Mexico’s northern States where 
they abound. They are also exceedingly plentiful in Yucatan, but 
as in that section quail nest in sisal fields, the laborers on the plan- 
tations are their greatest enemies, and even destroy eggs and nests. 

Wild turkey (meleagris gallopavo) and Ocellated turkey (Agriocharis ocellata). 

Plentiful, both the first in northern and the second in southern 
. Mexico, but entirely unknown in the central States. Mostly hunted
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for its meat, which is delicious; there are a number of varieties of ! this bird. 
Guan or Cajolite (Penelope purpurascens). 

Mostly found in the hot country, and usually inhabits the same sections as wild turkeys. 
Adorned with a plumed crest that stands u when danger threat- ens or when it is excited by anything. Its flesh is very much like that of the wild turkey. The head of the female is much like the head of the female ee turkey. Ranges in flocks of 10 to 20, 

White-winged dove (Melopelia asiatica) and Mourning Dove or Huilota (Zenaidura macroura). 
f Some of these are migratory, others are not; both of them abound in Mexico and are therefore much sought after by sportsmen, espe- cially around Mexico City and in the State of Morelos. 

Upland plover or ganga (Bartramia longicauda). 
This migratory fowl visits our land late in August, and in Sep- tember. It is well known as a greedy little bird. As soon as the c= news of its arrival spreads, great bodies of hunters start out in pur- suit. Last year but few of them came, and many hunters had to be ‘ satisfied with a single brace. Usually frequents the edges of corn fields, and fields of barley. Its flesh is most delicious, 

Wilson Snipe or agachonas (Capella delicata). 
This long-legged bird is not scarce in Mexico. Its favorite haunts are around the City of Mexico, especially Lake Texcoco. Although much hunted it doés not seem likely that it will become extinct, After the country people have harvested their crops, they flood the land, so as to prepare it for the next sowing, the water rotting the roots and any manure remaining, this breeding worms that are this snipe’s favorite food. Shooting this game bird is a favorite sport in Mexico, and in winter numbers of sportsmen may be seen wading through the pools and marshes near Mexico Cit i Lake Texcoco would be a suitable place for a Wilson snipe refuge. 

Chachalaca (Ortalis vetula and Ortalis wagleri). 
There are two principal species of this bird, differing in color, one a plain unattractive brown, being the commoner of the two, and the other rather more showy, as its plumage boasts different tints, They both live in hot country forests and are treedwellers, pre- ferring the more densely branching giants that line river banks, Their cry is very harsh-sounding, and occasionally as many as five will eee on a treetop crying all at once, as though trying each one to make more noise than the others. They abound in the woods and mountains of the State of Guerrero. The Indians are fond of their meat, but do not, in spite of this, hunt them very extensively, so that there does not seem to be any danger of their becoming extinct. 
Chachalacas are easily tamed and thrive in captivity. 

Curassow or faisan (Crax globicera). 
The curassow, or hocco, is found in tropical forests on the seaward slopes along both coasts, but is never very plentiful. But little hunted due to the dense vegetation of its habitat and to its astute- ness.
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to3 Little brown crane grulla (Grus canadensis). 

| This is one of many species of crane spread over all the continents. 
A winter inhabitant of some portions of the country and a bird of 

\ passage in others. 9 
| Mostly found in the northern States, that is to say Sonora, Lower % 
| California, Nuevo Leon, and Coahuila. Flies south in winter in | 
| search of warmth, when it frequents lakes in Michoacan, Morelos, 

; Tlaxcala, Puebla, etc., and flies back north in the spring. 

Swans (Cygninae), Geese (Anserinae), and Ducks (Anatinae). 

Almost all these are migratory birds wintering in our country, 
} much hunted by sportsmen in its central portions, and over lakes 

im the northern part of the Republic. This branch of sport will al- 
ways be expensive due to the high cost of cartridges in Mexico. 
* Armadas or wholesale tier-shooting was forbidden 4 years ago by 
presidential decree, but is still occasionally practiced by evading 
official vigilance. 

I sincerely trust that the information I have contributed may be 
of use for the purposes of this conference, and to bring my talk to = 

‘ a close, I wish to express to the honorable delegates, on behalf of 
my Government, our sincere appreciation of the opportunity afforded ’ 
to us, through this conference, of cooperating in the good work of 
protecting wildlife and to express our feelings of cordial friendship 
and esteem for the governments and peoples of the United States 
of America and Canada. [Applause.] 

I Chairman Sixcox. We are very appreciative of your address, Mr. 
Zinser, on the situation of the wildlife in Mexico, and we appreciate 
your bringing to the attention of this conference the species in 

: your country. 
We have a representative from the Canadian Government, who will 

bring to us a message on “The administration of the wildlife of 
Canada.” Mr. Hoyes Lloyd, who has been very active in this work 

_ for a great many years, is secretary of the advisory board on wildlife 
protection, of Canada. [Applause.] 

Remarks oF Mr. Hoyrs Lioyp 

Mr. Hoyzs Lroyp (Ottawa, Canada). Mr. Chairman, ladies and 
, gentlemen: I had the pleasure of introducing our chairman last 

year, and he has to introduce me this year, you see, just from 
courtesy. 

I don’t think that it need be attributed to the fact that I presided 
over the American Game Conference last year that immediately 
afterwards it became defunct and dead, because it has just grown 
into this larger conference, which I am delighted to see. 

In Canada the administration of wildlife in the various Provinces, 
aside from that in the national parks of Canada, is a, Provincial 
responsibility. The ratification of the migratory bird treaty with 
the consent of the Provinces, and the passing of the Migratory Birds 
Convention Act in 1917, changed thie slightly and brought the 
administration of migratory birds under the jurisdiction of the 
Dominion. 

The migratory birds treaty was a culmination of several years’ 
efforts effectively to protect migratory bird life in North America.
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Many species of birds valued as a source of food or because 
destroy insects which are injurious to forests and forage plant 
well as to agricultural crops, in both Canada and the United S| 
were in danger of depletion or extermination because of lack of 
quate protection during the nesting season or while on their 
to and from their breeding grounds, and it became. necessa 
adopt some uniform system of protection which would effect 
prevent the indiscriminate slaughter of those migratory birds 
are either useful to man or are harmless. 

Briefly, the treaty provides for the extent of the open season 
may be allowed in either country wpon migratory game birds, 
hibits hunting in the spring migration time when the birds a 
their way to their nesting grounds, provides a closed time 
number of years on certain species which were considered in da 
of extermination, and other feces items, among which may be 
tioned the shipment of protected birds, permission to kill birds ¥ 
are causing damage, permission to utilize birds for scientific 
poses, and for propagating purposes, and related matters. 

Following the ratification of the treaty, the Parliament of 
* ada passed the Migratory Birds Convention Act in 1917, which 

the administration of the treaty under the Minister of the Int 
Since the national parks branch of the Department of the Int 
was already dealing with certain wildlife conservation matters 
administration of the treaty and the act was placed under that br 
of the Department. Detailed regulations as provided for i1 
act were passed in 1918. 

Canada, in spite of grave difficulties connected with such ma 
as the dependence of native populations in remote areas on wil 
for food, the difficulty of adequately policing the great territory 
volved in a matter of this kind, and other details, has kept 
with the principles of the treaty, and is making great. progre 
conservation, 

The migratory bird treaty between the United States and Car 
is an instrument of as great importance to the migratory bird 
North America as was Magna Charta to the civilized people of 
world. That great charter of June 1215 gave to the subjec 
affected greater liberty than they had theretofore known; it m 
to. those subjects that justice should neither be sold, denied, 
delayed. 

The migratory bird treaty has given to the birds of North Ame 
more. justice, more consideration, and more protection than t 
enjoyed before the coming into effect of that treaty. From ou 
that treaty there has grown a wider sympathy toward the bi 
the realization that they are held in partnership between two co 
tries, and that they must be protected and cared for internation: 
if they are to survive. No international progress is possible with: 
the cooperation of the Federal Governments concerned, and 
treaty simplified the organization of Federal effort and Fede 
appropriation for migratory bird conservation in both the Uni 
States and Canada. 

In Canada there has been close cooperation between the Domini 
authorities and the game administrations of all the Provinces in 
matters relating to the protection of migratory birds, Care
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NOGALES 
Situated on the border between the United States 

and Mexico, this little city is up-to-date, modern and a 

growing commercial center. Its streets and avenues are 

kent clean and the vicinity is characterized by a year 

round mild climate. Nogales has many exotic recreatio- 

nal centers, the most outstanding being the CAVERN 

CAFE, owned and operated by Jimmy Kerson. American 

netables frequently meet here to be entertained amid 
dis!inc:ive and hospitable surroundings, The spacious 

dining rooms are constructed entirely in a natural cave 
in solid rock. 

It is here that you will first notice the warm spirit of 
friendliness that is so prevalent throughout Mexico, 
whether you <t‘e visiting the largest cities or the tiniest 
pueblos by the side of the road. Both the State and Fe- 
deral officials are constantly striving to create good will 
and to make travel through the beautiful cities of Old 
Mexico easily accessible to all. 

Nogales* is actually high and dry, It averages 318 
days of sunshine per year with an annual average rain- 
fall of 12.2 inches, that is heaviest during July and Augusi, 
With an altitude of nearly 4000 feet and surrounded by 
desert er mountamous country, Nogales offeres UNSUR- 
PASSED climatic conditions for pulmanary, sinus and 
arthritic diseases. 

“Nogales is probably the only city in the world that 
depends almost entirely upon the discarded crutches of 
rejuvenated invalides for firewood. 

(To save time and avoid difficulties in clearmg the 
customs, it is wise to contact a realiable tourist agency 
in Nogales, Arizona. Rivero's Mexico Tourist Buerau, 
across fron the S. P. Station. Is is licensed by the Me- 
xican Federal Government. ) 

(Next stop, Magdalena. Turn to page 16.) 3
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HISTORICAL SONORA 
by Eduardo W, Villa 

One could well say that the history of the State of 
Sonora had its begining with the coming of the Spaniards 
since no data on its previous hisory can be obtained for 
reference. 

The first white men to exlpore what is now Sonora 
were: Alva Nufiez Cabeza de Vaca, Andres Dorantes de 
Carranza, Alfonso del Castillo Maldonado, and a colored 
man, Estavanacio. These men were the sole survivors of 
the Panfilo de Naravez disaster which occured in Flo- 
rida in the year 1528. 

A Spanish conquistador named Diego Martinez de 
Hurdaide placed Sonora Indian tribes under the crown 
of Spain in 1625. 

Sonora has not always been so-called, or had its pre- 
sent dimensions, At the begining of the Spanish con- 
quest ic was known as NUEVA ANDALUCIA, later 
changing to Pimeria Alta, Pimeria Baja and Ostimuri, 
this last corresponding to the strip of land between the 
Mayo and Yaqui rivers. 

The name Sonora proper has been widely discussed 
as to its origin. The most probable explanation is that 
it is the mispronunciation of the word “senora” by the 
Indians... 

During the Spanish domain, up to the year 1734, 
this territory was governed by a Alcalde Mayor with 
with government ‘seats in San Juan de Haigame and San 
Juan Bautista, Both were mining towns which are now 
abandoned. 

In the same year don Manuel Bernal Huildrobo was 
name first governor and established his residence first 
in San Felipe de Sinaloa, later moving to San Miguel de 
Horcasitas, After him, the next governors were Don 

(Cont. on page 7) 5
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HISTORICAL SONORA 

(Cont. from page 5) 

Agustin Vildosa, Don Jose Tienda de Cuervo, and Don 
Juan de Pineda. 

The goverment seat was transferred to Arispe in 
1783 and called “Comandancia General de las Pro- 
vincias Internas de Occidente” under the command of 
Don Teodoro de Croix. The territory governed by this 
commanding general covered what is now the states of 
California, Arizona, Sonora, Chihuahua, Sinaloa, Du- 
rango, Nuevo Leon, and Texas. In 1788 the government 
was transferred to Villa de San Felipe, now the city of 
Chihuahua, and remanined there until the consumaton of 
the Mexican Independence in 1812. 

Ai that time Sonora declared itself a state of the Me- 
xican Republic and fixed Ures as its capital. Sometime 
later the states of Sonora and Sinaloa merged to form 
a single state called ‘Estado de Occideite” with the ca 
pital first at Villa del Fuerte, and latar at Alamos and 
Cosala. The first constitutional governor for the State of 
Occidente was Don Simon Eias Gonzalez. Sonora and 
Sinaloa were again divided on October 13, 1830 by 
federal decree. The boundaries have remanied the same 
with the exception of the northern strip lost to the 
United States in the war of 1847. 

From this date until 1878, Sonora underwent a 
series of continual armed political rifts and revolutions 
with Apache Indian uprisings causing added complica- 
tions, 
From 1878 to 1910 Sonora experienced its longest period 
of comparative peace. Highways have been built and 
other means of communication opened since 1810 
bringing Sonora a long way on the road of progress. In 
the Mexican Revolution her sons were distinguished for 
their patriotism and valor. 7
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H. J. Karns private Yacht Cortés. 
Port Libertad, on the Gulf of Lower California, Sta- 

te of Sonora, Mexico, is approxiately two hundred and 
thiity miles in a Southwestern direction for the inter- 
national port of Nogales. The route is over the main high- 
way from Nogales to Santa Ana, Sonora, seventy-five 
miles; thence Westerly over a fair and well traveled road 
sixty-five miles to  Pitiquito; thence Southwesterly 
eighty-six miles to Port Libertal, the hunting and fishing 
grounds. 

The region surrounding this location is volcanic and 
abounds with game, consisting of: black tail (burro 
deer) and white tail or mountain deer, mountain sheep, 
jabalina (musk hogs), mountain lion, jaguar, wclves, co- 
yotes, wildcats and other small game, including quail. 
All of this hunting district is of easy approach either on 
foot or horseback. 

The Bay of Libertad affords excellent deep-sea fish- 
(Cont. on page 11) 9
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AN OLD TIMER SPEAKS (Cont, from page 9) 
ing either from shore or boats. A large variety of large 
and small fish can be taken from these waters at any sea 
son of the year. Giant mantarays may be taken in abun- 

: dance during the month of July. This must be done in 
large boats with harpoon and extra strong line, Also 
during July and August, swordfish are plentiful. 

Port Libertad is isolated and away from all habitation 
and affords a quiet and unmolested recreational area. The 
sea is generally calm and small boats may be launched 
from the beach at most any time. Small and large boats 
are available at a very moderate cost during the Fall, 
Winter and Spring months. The climate is most ideal, 
the scenery is attractive. 

The writer selected this place, many years ago as 
his happy hunting and fishing grounds and has never had 
reason to regret it, nor find any other locality in the 
Gulf of California to equal its abundance of game, fish 
or climatical conditions and fresh waters. 

HARRY J. KARNS 

SASH 

Alex Joffroy & Co. 
Custom ‘House 

Brokers & Forwarding Agents. 

Ghe Leading Brokers of Nogales, Son. 

Established Since 1905 

P. O. Box No. 48 P. O. Box No. 800 
Nogales, Son. Nogales, Ariz. 
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By GADIN HOUT Tumacacori and San Xavier were still but dreams of pre- 

€ gress to the venerable Father Kino. 

 , Ae ; Now the State of Sonora has moved to preserve this 

. ec ee tye Paradaise in the Gulf of Lower California for all time, 

ern Pee 4 Se NR b in the interets of true fellowship between two nations and 

ee \et NR ical | a § .. for the benefit of everyone who wishes to know Mexico 

_— a 2 s ry |S a and the State of Sonora as it was in the day of Ponce de 

ene ; oe oer ae | owe The most amazing fact of all: Puerto Libertad is a 

j oe | A scant hundred miles from the sleepy beauty of Magda- 

i Ee a gg a. as :.. lena or the bustling metropolis of Hermosillo! Imagine 

J ae r A ‘a i i modern hotel accomodations and sparklingly clean new 

cS * va  e stucco bungalows, with service and hospitality such as 

4 yw ” 4 Se only the natives of Mexico can offdr, just around the 

. j a D ' corner from you. i 

is HUNTING, 

Puerto Libertad! Port of Freedom! Port of ‘ The huntsman will find little to be desired. Afoot or 

Liberty! horseback there is access to an almost endless variety 

‘And seldom, if ever, will it be your privilege to visit of game, from lion to jackrabbits and back again. Deer 

a haven so appropriately named; so generously endowed and antelope roam the low hills. Mountain sheep and 

by nature and climate and management to be worthy wild hogs range the higher reaches and lion and tiger can 

of its name. be found wherever there is game for them to feed upon. 

Four hundred years from the wail of sirens; the jan- Quail; rabbit and coyotes are everywhere in abundance. 

gle of bells and the jittery city symphony of steel on And te strain the huntsmean‘s creduality almost to the 

clanging steel. Four hundred years cr somnolent peace breaking point, the duck shooting in the bay is not so 

under the southern sun since the Conquitadores first cut ? bad ait all! 

into the warm earth of Sondra in the search for virgin Trained horses and blocded hounds are available if 

gold. the hunter has his heart set upon lion or tiger. While lion 

‘Ghost Towns’ of the ancient trenches are still visable % and tiger are not specially dangerous to hunt, still they 

near Trincheras, a pueblo named from the trenches, The are considered the most wary of predatory animais 

ruin of Mision Pitiquito still rest by the side of the road; and are credited with a complete repertorie of tricks to 

Mision Pitiquito and Mision Altar, that were old when : 13



aid them in avoiding the unpleasant encounters with hunts 

men. (They have learned from bitter experience that 

most such encounters are unpleasant if not fatal. Just how 

this information is transmitted from generation to gene- 

ration is a problem for the naturalist. Is is however, 

undeniabley true. ) 

For deer, antelope and other smaller game, horses 

are no particular advantage except in taking the kill 

back to camp, In any case, competent guides are available 

at all times. There is no limit to the number of specimens 

that may be [returned to he U. S. 

FISHING 

For an unusual thrill that appeals both to the hunter 

and fisher, shooting the large sharks and manta rays from 

the deck of small power boats is very strongly recommen- 

ded. Is is doubtfull if any waters in the world offer more 

in sport fishing than those surrounding Puerto Libertad. 

With power boats available every day during the year 

becomes a veritable parade of marauding marlin and 

swordfish; of huge bass and Tiburon sharks, of fierce 
fighting sierra and sailfish, and, in season, the gigantic 
manta rays that very often exceed fifteen feet from 
tip to tip of their powerful batlike wings. Never attempt 
to take manta rays without sufficient and adequate equip- 
mente and a POWER boat, since an angry ray is quite 
capable of upsetting the average rowbeat. Use a harpoon 
with a heavy line or a short boat pole with al least 300 
yerds of 48 strand cuttyhunk for extra husky fisherman or 
500 yards of 24 strand line for the average man. A ton of 
cantankerous manta ray must no be considered too lightly. 

For swordfish, marlin, sierra, sailfish and the rest 

of the lighter game fish up to 300 pounds, the usual ta- 

ckle is sufficient and even 9 strand cuttyhunk is adequate
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HEALTHFUL MINERAL SPRINGS 
Not content with providing the finest of hunting and 

fishing grounds, Dame Nature has outdone herself by 

actually preheating the waters of the bay to suit the 
pleasure of the most discriminating bathers. Hot mineral 
springs gush continually into the tide line and above, 

allcwis a selection of ‘water temperatures that range 
from scalding hot all the way to the cool zippiness of 
the bay itself, Puerto Libertad is probably the only place 
in the wol:ld where you can indulge in naturally pre- 
heated cpen sea bathing. 

Other hot springs, above the tide line vary in mineral 
content, and the curative powers of these graduated mi- 

7 neral content hot springs are rapidly becoming nationally 
famous, Miraculous relief from arthritis; rhuematism; 
and similar disorders, are being continually reported. 

(Cont. on page 19) 15:



MAGDALENA 
Peaceful Magdalena is noted for its mild climate, vivid 

green semitropical foliage, fruits and abundant flowers. 
The civic pride of this beautiful town is best shown by ihe l 
scrupulous care that is given to the groves of pomegrana- 
tes, quinces, plums, apricots and peaches. Beautiful or- 
chards nestle along the river that runs the length of this » 
sleepy, old world city. 

Magdalena, however, is not entirely an agricultural 
city. Mining activities of considerable magnitude find 
their center here and the wealth that is taken from the 
earth makes up an imporant part of the yearly totals 
for the State of Sonora. 

Entering the city, the weary traveler is immediately 
impressed by the smooth, quiet flow of the native life. 
There is no haste, no excitement and everyone seems to 
have time for a friendly word in passing. ’ 

Every year, in the month of October, Magdalena be- 
comes the mecca for devout Christians who journey 
from every city in the land to pay homage to San Fran- ' 
cisco Xavier, patren of Magdalena’s historic church. 

The citizens of Magdalena cling tenaciously to their 
ancient customs and offer the tourist the first glimpse 
of typical Mexican life, unspoiled by twentieth cen- 
tury influences. Hotels are entirely without modern 
conveniences and the usual me%repolitan recreational 
centers are practically non-existent. In the cool of the 
evening the tree lined plaza becomes the meeting ground 
for natives who are bent upon doing nothing and doing 4 
it gracefully. 

With a touch of the modern spirit, however, the lo- 
cal government is subsidizing the building cf modern 
hotels by the granting of lands under special consts-uctio- 
nal conditions. 

(Next stop, Hermosillo. Turn to page 18.)



Magdalena Recommends, 

Old Washington Hotel, Bar & Restaurant 
Cafe ‘Hispano Americano. 

Drink, Eat and Rest. 

El Centro Mercantil, S. A., 
Fernandez y Cia, 
Jose Valenzuela. 

Groceries and canned foods. 

Garage Gurista 
Gas, Oil, Accessories and repairs. 

Botica Moderna 
‘Botica del Chango 

. Films, Cameras, Perfumes and all kinds of drugs. 

Salon Moctezuma 
: Beer and liquors. 

Agencia de la Cerveceria de Sonora, S. A. 
Where you can obtain a case of the famous beers: 
High Cife, Reina Blanca y Centenario. 

Carlos Gusman y Cia.. S en C. 
All kinds of cereals. Mattress and Blanket Factory, 

Molino Harinero S. I. M. PB. S.A. 
: Producers of finest flours. 

For Hunting, Fishing and any further information, inquire 
‘ ocD WASHINECON HOGEL, Where you will find true 

native hospitality and the best in Bar and Restaurant service. 
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HERMOSILLO 
Capital of the State of Sonora with 24,000 inhabitants, 

Hermosillo is rightly called the ‘Orange City’ for its re- 
nowned organe groves. It has well paved streets, beau- 
tiful buildings, best konwn among them being the Cathe- 
dral and both the local and federal boverment buildings, 

Its Francisco I, Madero Park receives exquisite care 
and boasts a tiny artificial lake for the enjoyment of its 
citizens and visitors. Characteristic of Hermosillo is its 
Spanish-Mocrish architecfure; typical] naitrow paved 
streets and luxuriant gardens filling the air with frag-ant 
perfume combined with the bustle and commotion of a 
growing metropolis. 

The fame of this region for cattle raising is prover- 
bial. From time inmmemorial this industry has been 
considered one of the most remunerative in the state and 
has always occupied a prominent place in creating the 
country’s wealth, The entire valley and sorrounding 
mountainous regicn is rich in pasturage and particularly 
adapted to stock raising. 

Hermosillo has quite a varied selection of industrial 
activities; a brewery, a textile mill, clothing factories, 
a candle factory, a cracker factory, a cigarette factory, be- 
side the long established tanneries and shoe, harness 
and saddle industries. The State of Sonora exempts new 
industries from all taxes for the period of twenty years. 

In line with modern Mexico, Hermosillc has good 
schocls in abundance, operating over twenty educational 
centers, including public, private, normal high and trade 
schools. 

The Southern Pacific of Mexico as well as the regular 
airplane service from Los Angeles, assures the traveler 
of speedy and dependable communications to all points. 

(Next stop, Guaymas. Turn to page 21)
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HOTEL MODERNO 
THE NEWEST 

MOST MODERN 

AND SMARTEST HOTEL 

—_ —_S 

EXCELLENT CUISINE 

AND BAR SERVICE 

F, 0). Ceon Prop. Hermosillo, Son,, Mex. 

ASS 

WELCOME TO PUERTO LIBERTAD 

(Cont. from page 15) 

Whatever you wish in recrea- 
tion.........._ the blood stirring 
pace of the lion hunt, the unu- mic) 
terable thril of a hooked sword a 

fish soaring skyward in a sil- OP yet 
ver spray of defiance or merely oe 
the serenity and solitude and pat 
peace that passes understan- ol 

ding, whatever you wish, Puer- e 

to Libertad welcomes you! 
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HOEFFER HNOS. y CIA. | 
WE SPECIALIZE IN 

Dry Goods, Grocery and Hardware, 

American Canned Goods and Cold Meats 

European Clothing 

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO TOURIST TRADE 

ENGLISH SPOKEN 

Calle Guerrero y Campeche. Hermosillo, Son, 

Cass 
66 99 ROMANDIA 

FILLING STATION 

Washing & Greasing 

Oulcanizing, Auto Accesories 
Gasoline, Expert Cubrication | 

wv 

ENGLISH SPOKEN 
Corner of SERDAD Y JUAREZ. HERMOSILI.O, SON, 

Be a a ee



Guaymas was founded in 1769 by Captain Soto Pon- 
ce de Leon and named ‘Villa de San Fernanc 

, mas’ after a then fast diminishing tribe of Indians. Its 
history begins during the years of the American gold 
rush of ‘49 and contains many chapters full of memorable 
dates, In the year of 1854 the Count Gaston de Rausett 
Boulbon was placed before a firing squad by General Jo- 
se Maria Yanez after an unsuccessful attempt to sieze the 
city. Five years later the city was threatened with bom- 
bardment by an American squadron. Still later, a French 
division successfully entered the city and held it for 17 
days, the seizure ending cn September 14th, 1866. 

The azure blue water of the bay is a constant source 
of pleasure and the cocling ocean breezes mantain an al- 
most constant mild temperature. It is a never ending 
surprise te the newcomer to see the giant ‘tornias’, or por- 

(Cont. on page 22) 

" ’ - : " Falcon’s Service Station 
®. A. Falcon Prop. 

Modern Equipment for Washing & Greasing 
24 Hours Service English Spoken 

Uulcanizing & Auto-Parts 

@STORAG Een 
California Standard Oil Co’s Products 

Calle 24 y Av. 13 Gel. 83 Guaymas, Son, 
———— 
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GUAYMAS (Cont. from page 21) 

poise, cutting through the waters of the bay within a few 
feet of the cement walk. 

‘Tornias’ are heirmless to bathers; never taken with 
hock and line and offer a hint of the remarkable fish- 
ing activities around Guaymas. Murillo Bros., pioneers 

in the business, should be contacted if the vacationist 
js interested in catching game fish— and pleniy of them. 

The entire Gulf of California offers the finest fishing 
waters in the world. It is the home of the ‘totoaba’, which 
is found only in these waters and reaches as much as five 
hundred pounds in weight, Large numbers of the smaller 
sea bass are exported te the United States annually, There 
is also an abundance of sea-turtle, lobsters, crabs, oysters, 
shrimps and other shell fish, and for the fisherman who 
really crave excitement, there is the ever present sharks 
that may be taken with harpoon ar rifle, and the giant 
manta rays that often exceed a ton in weight. 

mS 

«BOTICA MEXICANA?» 
Ave. Serdan No. 375 Gelefono No. 10 

GUAYMAS, SONORA, MEXICO 

I 

Guayma's most exclusive Perfnmes & Curios Shop, where 

a large assortment of French renowned perfumes 
is avaliable at attractive prices. 

TT 

IMPORTED GERMAN CAMERAS 
ee



The Leading Grocery Store in Guaymas 

COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF 

Canned Foods, Finest Cookies, Candies and Fruits. 
We also carry a complete stock of Mexican Zarapes 

hats and all kinds of clothing. 

VISIT OUR POPULAR DEPARTMENT STORE 

Ave. Serdan 401 - 403 Main Street 

GUAYMAS, SONORA, MEXICO. 

English Spoken Man Spricht Deutsch On Parle Francais 

ASX 
Sport es Hunting 

Sight-seeing Excursions 

Boats, Fishing Tackle 
Saar Sporting Goods 

yy )t ——- Pioneers in the a \ Business. 

A General Merchandise 

Murilo Hermanos 
P. 0. Box 22 

Phone Nam. 168 

GUAYMAS, SONORA, 

MEXICO 
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During Your Visit in Mexico 

Drink 

| 

HiGt LIFE BEER. 1 
Makes Your Chirst a Pleasure 

es ahs er ee 
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FABRICANTES DE 
CERVEZAS SUPERIORES Y HIELO. 

Ghe Goast of the Epicures Brewed to Pefection 

& MANUFACTURED 

BY 

SONORA BEWERY 
Hermosillo, Sonora, Mexico
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